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Being held on a regular basis, like some other conferences with long
tradition, the MMA 2012 – ADVANCED PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES contributes
to continuous application of scientific results and professional know-how in the
metalworking industry, regardless of the difficulties this industry has been facing during
the last two decades.
By organizing the MMA 2012 Conference, the research potential of our
country relies on its traditional enthusiasm and perseverance in order to contribute to
advancement of production engineering in this region – not only through application of
scientific results and professional know-how in practice, but also in education of
engineers in the field of production technologies and techniques.
The eleventh International Scientific Conference MMA 2012 – ADVANCED
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES is for the tenth time being held with international
participation. Throughout the years, by the number of contributions, their quality and
participation of international authors, the Conference has earned a respectable
reputation among scientists and industry professionals.
This year MMA – ADVANCED PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES focuses on
the following topics:







METAL CUTTING
MACHINE TOOLS AND AUTOMATIC FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS, CAx AND CIM PROCEDURES AND SYSTEMS
METROLOGY, QUALITY, FIXTURES, METAL CUTTING TOOLS AND
TRIBOLOGY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
OTHER PRODUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES
BIO-MEDICAL ENGINEERING – CAx

With 129 papers and contributions by international authors from 20 different
countries, 11th International Scientific Conference MMA 2012 – ADVANCED
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES successfully maintains the high level set by the
previous conferences. Participation of a large number of domestic and international
authors, as well as the diversity of topics, justifies our efforts to organize this
conference and contribute to exchange of knowledge, research results and experience of
industry experts, research institutions and faculties which all share a common interest
in the field of production engineering.

Novi Sad, September 2012
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THE EFFECT OF ABRASIVE WATER JET CUTTING PARAMETERS ON KERF
GEOMETRY
Abstract: Kerf geometry is a characteristic of major interest in abrasive water jet cutting. The irregularities in kerf
geometry significantly affect limitation on the application of the abrasive water jet cutting. The effect of abrasive
water jet cutting parameters on cutting performance is characterized by kerf width and kerf taper. All of the
independent abrasive water jet cutting parameters affects kerf width and kerf taper. Those parameters are operating
pressure, abrasive mass flow and traverse speed. The aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of machining
parameters on kerf geometry. Č4580 (AISI 304) was machined by abrasive water jet under varying traverse speeds,
water jet operating pressures and abrasive mass flow rates. The machined kerfs were examined. The research
results show that as traverse speed increases, the kerf is narrower. Also, increase in water jet pressure is associated
with an increased kerf width.
Key words: abrasive water jet cutting, kerf widt, kerf taper
1. INTRODUCTION
The requirements regarding the accuracy of shape
and dimensions of the processing part are becoming
more stringent today. Also, in terms of contour cutting
of materials, regarding the complexity of the contours,
the requirements are more complex. Therefore,
unconventional machining methods have been more
frequently applied in modern production.
Abrasive water jet processing technology is one of
the most recent unconventional methods used for
materials processing in industry. Abrasive water jet
processing technology offers many advantages
compared to traditional and other non-traditional
processing technologies; no thermal distortion, high
machining versatility, minimum stresses on the work
piece, high flexibility and small cutting and clamping
forces. [1] Also, abrasive water jet processing has some
disadvantages; a disparity in quality of the machined
surface and kerf taper. Therefore this paper presents the
effect of abrasive water jet cutting parameters such as
operating pressure, traverse speed and abrasive mass
flow rates.

Fig. 1.

The kerf geometry

The kerf geometry of a through cut generated by
abrasive water jet is characterized by a small rounded
corner at the top edge due to the plastic deformation of
material caused by jet hitting the surface of the
workpiece and small burr at the bottom edge, fig.1. As
the kerf is wider at the top than at the bottom, the taper
is produced. The kerf taper is usually defined with two
parameters; u and α, fig.1.
(1)
(2)

2. KERF GEOMETRY
The quality of the machined surface is a complex
concept which includes changes of characteristics of
material, structure, and size of the defect layer,
roughness of the machined surface and geometrical
characteristics of the cut. The quality of some cutting
process can be evaluated through measuring certain
characteristics such as roughness of the machined
surface, through satisfying demands of tolerance,
parallelism of the cut sides and their normality to the
base surface. When processing with abrasive water jet,
the workpiece accuracy depends on the kerf geometry.
Kerf geometry is a characteristic of major interest in
abrasive water jet processing.

Wg – width of the kerf on the top
Wd – width of the kerf on the bottom
s – thickness of the workpiece

V-shaped
Fig. 2.

Reverse Taper

Barrel Taper

The different types of kerf taper[2]

Figure 2. shows the appearance of the different types of
kerf taper.
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V-shaped taper is where the top of the kerf is wider
than the bottom. It is the most common type of the kerf
taper. This type occurs because cutting energy of the
abrasive water jet is larger at the top of the kerf than at
the bottom. This kerf taper is more pronounced with
increase of the traverse speed, fig. 3.
Reverse taper is where the top of the kerf is narrower
than the bottom. This type occurs when traverse speed
is very low. Also, it occurs when machined material is
very soft.
Barrel taper is where the middle is wider than the top or
the bottom. Barrel taper occurs when machined
material is very thick.

Specimen
number

Traverse
speed
V[mm/min]

Operating
pressure

Abrasive
fow rate

P[bar]

Qa [g/min]

1.

50

2700

400

2.

50

3200

400

3.

50

3800

400

4.

50

4130

400

5.

50

4130

200

6.

50

4130

250

7.

50

4130

300

8.

50

4130

350

9.

50

4130

400

10.
11.

30

4130

400

50

4130

400

12.

70

4130

400

13.

90

4130

400

110

4130

400

14.
Table 1.

Figure 4. shows the appearance of kerf geometry of
20mm thick Č4580 for different operating pressures,
specimens 1 to 4.

Fig. 3.
[2]

The kerf geometry for different traverse speed

Figure 3. shows the appearance of the kerf depending
on the change of traverse speed. For very low traverse
speed bottom of the kerf is wider than the top. It is
because abrasive water jet stream expands at the
bottom of the kerf and removes more material at the
bottom than at the top. With increase of traverse speed,
top of the kerf becomes wider, and at the one moment,
for specific values of traverse speed, sides of the kerf
are parallel. With further increase of traverse speed, top
of the kerf becomes wider of the bottom of the kerf.

Fig. 4. The kerf geometry for different operating
pressures
Figure 5. shows the appearance of kerf geometry of the
same 20mm thick Č4580 for different abrasive flow
rates, specimens 5 to 9.

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

All irregularities on the machined surface, obtained
either by the standard or unconventional treatment
processes (laser, plasma, abrasive water jet), are
machined surface characteristics, and they are precisely
standardized [3]. The aim of this study is to
experimentally investigate the influence of operating
pressure, abrasive flow rate and traverse speed on kerf
geometry.
The experiment was conducted on a PTV Abrasive
Water Jet machine, equipped with a multiplier 60K
(pressure up to 4130 bar).
Table 1. shows the values of abrasive water jet
cutting parameters for each specimen. The other cutting
parameters were kept constant. Abrasive type was
garnet, MASH#80, stand off distance was 3mm. The
specimens were of 20mm thick stainless steel Č4580
(AISI 304).
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Fig. 5.
rates

The kerf geometry for different abrasive flow

Figure 6. shows the effect of the traverse speed on the
kerf geometry, for 20mm thick Č4580, specimens 10 to
14.

Fig. 6.

The kerf geometry for different traverse speed

The kerf geometry (top and bottom kerf widths)
was measured from the optical microscope images. The
measurements are accurate to 0.01 mm. The results of
measurement are given in table 2.

1.1

wd
wg

Specimen
number

Wd[mm]

Wg[mm]

1.

0.642

2.

0.689

3.

0.754

4.

0.865

1.137

0.136

0.3896

5.

0.732

1.090

0.179

0.513

6.

0.820

1.153

0.1665

0.477

7.

0.811

1.119

0.154

0.441

8.

0.766

1.116

0.175

0.501

9.

0.809

1.153

0.172

0.493

10.

0.995

1.133

0.069

0.198

11.

0.883

1.125

0.121

0.347

12.

0.764

1.060

0.148

0.424

13.

0.651

1.075

0.212

0.607

0.628

1.072

0.222

0.636

u[mm]

α[°]

1.104

0.231

0.662

1.118

0.2145

0.614

1.130

0.188

0.538

wg,wd [mm]

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7
200

250

300

350

400

Q [g/min]

Fig. 9. Abrasive flow rate influence on width of the
kerf
0.7

14.
Table 2.

a
0.6

a[°]

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2
200

250

300

350

400

Q [g/min]

The results from Table 2 are shown on the
following diagrams.

Fig. 10. Abrasive flow rate influence on the kerf taper
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Fig. 7. Operating pressure influence on width of the
kerf

Fig. 11. Traverse speed influence on width of the kerf
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Fig. 8. Operating pressure influence on the kerf taper

Fig. 12. Traverse speed influence on the kerf taper
Figures 7. and 8. shows influence of operating
pressure on the kerf geometry. Increase of operating
pressure results in increase of the width of the kerf.
Increase of the bottom kerf width is more significant.
With increase of the operating pressure, kerf taper

3

decreases.
Figures 9. and 10. shows influence of the abrasive
flow rate on the kerf geometry. There cannot be
established a strong correlation between abrasive flow
rate and changes in the kerf geometry.
Figures 11. and 12. shows influence of the traverse
speed on the kerf geometry. Increase of the traverse
speed influences decrease of the width of the kerf.
Decrease of the bottom kerf width is more significant
than decrease of the top width of the kerf. Increase of
traverse speed results in increase of the kerf taper.
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4. CONCLUSION
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The basic goal of any processing is more accurate
workpiece. When processing with abrasive water jet,
the accuracy of workpiece is achieved by reducing the
width of the kerf and kerf taper. This can be achieved
by proper combination of the abrasive water jet cutting
parameters. Special attention should be given to the
selection of the operating pressure and traverse speed
because they have the most significant influence on the
kerf geometry. The best combination is processing with
high values of operating pressure and low traverse
speed.
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OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTIC OF SHREDDING MACHINES
Abstract: Shredding machines are one of important machines, in the field of biomass processing. These machines
are responsible for preparation of different materials before final processing. Are the key point in production lines
for briquetting and pelleting, but also in other areas of industry for preparation of materials in primary or
secondary material processing. This paper deals with operational characteristics of shredding machines, which are
important for correct and efficient machine running.
Key words: shredding, disintegration, shredding machines

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays are the shredding machines widely used in
primary production and material processing as well as
in processing secondary raw material (secondary
processing of materials for their further material or
energy capitalizing). Shredding devices can be divided
by different criteria and form of their utilization. Basic
dividing of shredding machines is as follows [1], [2]:
Shredding machines can be divided by functional
principle to:
-swing-hammer;
-jaw;
-granulating;
-impact;
-screw;
-cone;
-special;
By number of rotors:
-single-rotor;
-two-rotor;
-multi-rotor;
By type of tool:
-segmented;
-monolithic;
By character of acting force:
-dynamic acting force;
-static acting force;
By frequency of rotating:
-low-frequency;
-high frequency;
By mobility:
-mobile;
-static;
By selected technical parameters:
-input power;
-hourly output;
-dimensions;
-feed opening;
-input and output fraction;
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS
DESCRIBING CUTTING PROCESS
By verification of a mathematical model and by
implementation of experimental coefficients could be
obtained a real tool for practical calculations in the
design of disintegration machine. Because there is
currently no suitable software for calculation, the
engineers are often forced to use only simple
approximations and inaccurate calculations; eventually
they modify the machines following the results of
testing running. In the absence of such an instrument,
designed machines are oversized or undersized. Our
goal is to find in available literature the mathematical
models that would be suitable as a basis to develop a
mathematical model for the disintegration process. By
analysis, comparison and experimental verification we

could adapt them and use for designing of
disintegration machines. Analyzed mathematical
models are based on different hypotheses [3]:
Matrix model of diminution [4] – is used to create
so-called disintegration schemes in the processing of
rocks and simulations of these schemes;

Mathematical model for calculation of cutting
forces [5], [6] – based on mathematical models used
to calculate the cutting forces in the sawing process of
wood by disc tools;

Physical – Technological theory
By Briks [7] the cutting force is as follow:
F = K1 hb + K2 b = Fč + Fchrb (N)
(1)
where:
K1, K2
specific cutting resistance (MPa),
Fč
force on face surface (N),
Fchrb
force on back surface (N),
h
chip thickness (mm),
b
width of the chip (mm).
The purpose of this deduction is that the cutting force
consists of two components, one of which (Fč) is
directly proportional to the cross-section of the area of
chip b · h, the second (Fchrb) is directly proportional
only to the width of the chip b. The Briks deductions
are practically expression of space distribution of the
forces:
- the forces causing above the level of new creating
surface (Fč),
- the forces causing bellow the level of new surface
(Fchrb), whereby the level of new surface approximately
passing the curvature centroid of edge.
The expression of this methodology is generalizing
equation
F = K·b·h = Fč + Fchrb (N)
(2)
where K = (K1 + K2/h ) (MPa) is specific cutting
resistance (MPa)
Empirical – Statistical theory
In summary can be stated, that physical – technological
theory is currently the most sophisticated source of
information for dimensioning of drives and also for
designers of wood processing tools and machines (by
distribution of cutting forces F to the tangential and
radial component).
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F=K·b·h

(N)

(3)

where: F – cutting force (N),
K – specific cutting resistance (MPa),
b – width of the chip (mm),
ht – chip thickness (mm).
This mathematics formula expresses the simple
dependence, that general cutting force in wood dividing
is function of specific cutting resistance and chip size.
By [10], [5] is the shear force in the shear process with
parallel shearing tool, calculated by mathematical
formula:
F = S · (N)
(4)
where F – shear force (N),
S – cross-sectional surface area of mat. (mm2),
– strength of the material in shear (MPa).
Necessary shear force for shearing by shears with
inclined top shearing tool, can be calculated by
mathematical formula [10], [11]:
s2
(N)
(5)
F
2 tan
where: F – shear force (N),
– strength of the material in shear (MPa),
s – thickness of material (mm),
– interaction angle (°).

On the basis of analysis of mathematical models, we
decided to use the mathematical formula (4) as a base
for creating of new mathematical model, which will be
describing the disintegrative process. In this research
we will deal exclusively with wood material
disintegration, accordingly also the mathematical
formula will be created for using in wood processing.
Tab. 1 Values of cutting force
Type of mathematical formula
General - wood processing
Shearing – parallel shear tool
Shearing – inclined shear tool
Shearing – dick shear tool

Equation
No.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Force
F (N)
5 672
4 400
2 666
10 533

Cutting force comparison
12 000
10 000

Force F (N)

In generally [8], [9] applies to woodworking:

8 000

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

6 000
4 000
2 000
0

For shearing with disc shear is given mathematic
formula [10]:
2 0,4
r
(6)
F
0,7 (N)
pt s
tan
Where: pt – tensile strength of material (MPa),
s – thickness of sheared material (mm),
r – (1,2 až 1,6) s ,
s – relative slit, when shear of material
occur (mm),
– interaction angle ( ).
3. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF
SELECTED MATHEMATICAL MODELS
In the following paragraph are mentioned values of
forces, which have been calculated by selected
mathematical formulas (tab. 1), mentioned in previous
paragraph [12]. From these values should be obvious,
how big are the value differences in force calculation
for different (selected) way of force calculations (Fig.
1).
We used the same input values and coefficients, which
we are able to figure out. In Tab. 1 and on Fig. 1 we
can see considerable differences in calculated force
values, which are necessary for disintegration of
material sample, calculated by different ways by
previous mentioned mathematical formulas.
On the Fig. 1 is markedly see, that result value of
cutting force by mathematical formula (6) is significant
different comparing to other calculated values.
From these significant differences is evident, that will
be necessary to make, detail analysis of mentioned
mathematical formulas and figure out most reliable
mathematical model for calculation of necessary force
in disintegrative process.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Equation No.

Fig. 1 Comparison of cutting forces
Next result from analysis is that if we want to
investigate the influence of individual parameters,
which have been mentioned in analysis, is necessary to
design and manufacture the measuring stand of
disintegrative device, which will allow change of
biggest number of defined parameters.
4. PARAMETERS OF THE DISINTEGRATION
PROCESS
On Institute of manufacturing systems, environmental
technology and quality management we work on
development of shredding machines and research of
influence of different parameters (factors) on operating
characteristics of device. For this purpose we designed
and manufactured measurement stand of shredding
(disintegrative) machine (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Measurement stand of disintegrative machine
[15]

Tab. 2 Description of factors levels for Taguchi
experimental scheme L18
Factor Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
165 mm
183 mm
A
0°
10°
20°
B
25 ot/min
47 ot/min
75 ot/min
C
100 mm2
200 mm2
300mm2
D
14mm
18mm
25 mm
E
-10 °
10 °
30 °
F
10%
25%
40%
G
16,5mm
25mm
34,5mm
H

= 180 experiments.
The evaluation of such experiment is quite difficult,
therefore is desirable to use software for evaluation by
standard method ANOVA, or similar methods, for this
purpose.
P (kW)
7
6
5
1
4

2

3
3
2
1
0

10

20

30

40

90

80

70

60

50

Fig. 4 Geometry impact of disintegrative tool to input
power [4]: 1 – hardwood, 2, 3- softwood
Shear Strength (MPa)

This device allows setting and variation of several
parameters, which relate with machine running. This is
mainly concerned to geometrical, dimensional and
operational parameters (factors), which can influence
the loading of disintegrative machine in the running
process.
Eight following factors (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) was
selected, from which the first have two levels and
others seven have three levels:
Factor A: distance between shafts a
Factor B: size of back-off angle on disinteg. wedge
Factor C: frequency of shaft rotation n
Factor D: cross-sectional surface of disintegrated
material S
Factor E: width of disintegrative wedge b
Factor F: size of cutting edge on disinteg. wedge
Factor G: moisture content of treated wood w
Factor H: height of disintegrative wedge h

16

12
a
8
b
c

Following these input parameters (factors) we could
prepare experimental scheme.
If we want to make full experimental scheme, which
have eight factors and three levels for each factor, we
need in case of ten repeated measurements Nc = 10 38
= 65 610 experiments.
For eight factors and two levels for each factor is
necessary to perform Nc = 10 28 = 2 560 experiments,
in full experimental scheme.
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1
0

10

20
30
Relative moisture w (%)

Fig. 5 Moisture and type of wood impact to shear
strength of disintegrating material [5]: a,b –
Swedish pine (Schlyter), c – spruce (Newlin)

v

600,0

3,0

500,0

2,5

400,0

2,0

300,0

1,5

200,0

1,0

100,0

0,5

0,0
-10

Fig. 3 Geometry of disintegrative wedge
To eliminate this high number of experiments we
accede to design of experiment by Taguchi – DOE
13 , 14 . For case reported in Tab. 2, when we have
eight factors, from which one have two levels and
seven have three levels, can be used Taguchi design of
experiment L18 (21 37), which dismiss interactions.
For ten repeated measurements q = 10, so Nc = 10 18

Power P (kW)

Torque moment Mk (Nm)

5. EXPERIMENTAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL

B ack

0,0
0
Torque Mk

10
Pow er P

20

30

40

Face angle γ (°)

Fig. 6 Torque and input Power in relation to shredding
face angle
Following the design of experiment [15] and performed
experimental tests we confirm the work hypothesis, that
size of disintegrative force is influenced by cutting
edge angle, Shear strength of processed material,
dimensions of input fraction and also dimensions of
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disintegrative machine. The goal of experiment is
verify this work hypothesis.
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Influence of cutting edge angle in relation to size of
torque moment, which is necessary for material
processing, was measured. Following the results of
measurement, the basic form of mathematical model
describing the disintegrative process has been modified
to mathematical formula:
(7)
Mk
R S m (1 tan )
FD1 = τ · Sm · (1 – tan γ)
(8)
where: Mk – torque moment (Nm), - shear strength of
material (MPa), R – disintegrative disk radius (mm), Sm
– disintegrative surface area (mm2), - face angle (°),
FD1 – disintegrative force for single wedge (N).
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Fig. 8 Torque and input Power in relation to shredding
face angle
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Fig. 9 Torque and input Power in relation to the
shredding wedge width
6. CONCLUSION
The presented paper is the sum of the results obtained
by experiments conducted by realized experiments on
the measurement stand of disintegrative machine.
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APPLICATION OF SIMULATED ANNEALING METHOD IN THE CUTTING
PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION REGARDING SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Abstract: As a basic machining process, turning is one of the most widely used metal removal processes in industry.
In modern industry the goal is to manufacture low cost, high quality products in short time. Surface roughness is an
important measure of the technological quality of a product and a factor that greatly influences manufacturing cost.
This paper deals with the influence analysis of cutting parameters (cutting speed, depth and feed) on the surface
roughness for the case of longitudinal turning. Mathematical modeling of surface roughness was carried out by
second order central composite experimental design and regression analysis. The cutting parameters in the
regression equation are optimized using simulated annealing optimization method.
Key words: longitudinal turning, surface roughness, cutting parameters, simulated annealing

1. INTRODUCTION
In modern industry the goal is to manufacture low
cost, high quality products in short time. Automated
and flexible manufacturing systems are employed for
that purpose along with computerized numerical
control (CNC) machines that are capable of achieving
high accuracy and very low processing time. Turning is
one of the fundamental and most common metal
removal operations. It is widely used in a variety of
manufacturing industries where quality is an important
factor.
In a turning operation, it is important task to select
cutting parameters for achieving high cutting
performance. Usually, the desired cutting parameters
are determined based on experience (“trial and error”
approaches) or by use of a handbook. Obviously, the
“trial and error” method is not effective and efficient
and the achievement of a desirable value is a repetitive
and empirical process that can be very time consuming.
The dynamic nature and widespread usage of turning
operations in practice have raised a need for seeking a
systematic approach that can help to set-up turning
operations in a timely manner and also to help achieve
the desired surface roughness quality, [1].
Cutting parameters are reflected on surface roughness,
surface texture and dimensional deviations of the
product. Surface roughness is an important measure of
the technological quality of a product and a factor that
greatly influences manufacturing cost, [2]. The quality
of the machined surface plays a very important role
since higher surface quality significantly improves
fatigue strength, corrosion resistance, creep life,
reduction of friction, wearing resistance, light
reflection, heat transmission, ability of distributing and
holding a lubricant, coating, or resisting fatigue.
Therefore it is necessary to develop the techniques to
predict surface roughness before machining, in order to
select machining parameters that will keep required
surface roughness and preserve product quality. The
mechanism behind the formation of surface roughness
is very dynamic, complicated, and process dependent;

it is very difficult to calculate its value through
theoretical analysis. To select the cutting parameters
properly, several mathematical models are developed to
establish the relationship between the cutting
performance and cutting parameters. Most of them are
based on statistical regression or neural network
techniques. Then, an objective function with constraints
is formulated to solve the optimal cutting parameters
using optimization techniques. Therefore, considerable
knowledge and experience are required for this
approach, [3].
There are several surface roughness parameters used in
the industry, such as: average roughness (Ra), rootmean-square roughness (Rq), and maximum peak-tovalley roughness (Ry or Rmax), etc. The most commonly
used parameter is Ra. The average roughness (Ra) is the
area between the roughness profile and its mean line, or
the integral of the absolute value of the roughness
profile height over the evaluation length. Parameter Ra
is specified by the following equation:

1l
Ra = ∫ y ( x )dx
l0

(1)

where Ra is the arithmetic average deviation from the
mean line, l is the sampling length and y is the ordinate
of the profile curve.
This paper focuses on optimizing turning parameters
based on the design of experiments and simulated
annealing method to minimize surface roughness.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS
Turning is a widely used machining process in which a
single-point cutting tool removes material from the
surface of a rotating cylindrical workpiece. A common
method of evaluating machining performance in a
turning operation is based on the surface roughness.
Surface roughness is correlated with insert radius and
cutting parameters (cutting speed, depth of cut, and
feed rate). This paper deals with the influence analysis
of cutting parameters on the surface roughness for the
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case of longitudinal turning. Proper selection of the
cutting parameters can obtain better surface roughness.
The cutting experiments were carried out on CNC lathe
machine. Workpiece material which was used in the
experiments is alloy steel 34CrNiMo6 (DIN). Diameter
of steel bar was 50 mm. This material is heat treatable
steel for high strained automotive and motor
construction components. Chemical composition and
mechanical properties of 34CrNiMo6 steel are shown
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
C
0.34

Cr
1.5

Ni
1.55

Mo
0.25

Mn
0.5

Si
0.25

Table 1. Chemical composition of 34CrNiMo6 steel
(values in %)
Hardness
(HB)
248

Tensile
strength
(N/mm2)
1100

Yield
strength
(N/mm2)
800

Fracture
elongation
(%)
min. 11

Table 2. Mechanical properties of 34CrNiMo6 steel
The experiments are carried out by the tool for external
machining, which consists of:
• toolholder mark PTGNR 2020K 16
• insert mark TNMG 16 04 08 - PF 4015 (insert radius
of 0.8 mm; coated carbide - ISO grade P20).
Experiments have been conducted using full factorial
central composited design 23, [4]. Values of cutting
parameters used in the experiments are shown in the
Table 3.
Cutting
parameters
x1 = vc
(m/s)
x2 = a p
(mm)
x3 = f
(mm/rev)

Coded values of cutting parameters
x-i,min
x-i0
xi,max
x-iα
x+iα
-1.682
-1
0
+1
+1.682
0.4010 0.8210 1.4367 2.0525 2.4724
0.4

0.6

0.9

1.2

1.4

0.12

0.16

0.22

0.28

0.32

Table 3. Physic values and coded levels of cutting
parameters used in the experiments, [5]
Measured values of average roughness (Ra) obtained by
experiments are presented in the Table 4.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out to
identify the significant factors affecting surface
roughness. ANOVA has shown that the feed rate and
interaction between feed rate and depth of cut are the
most significant cutting parameters for affecting the
surface roughness. Surface roughness is not strongly
correlated with cutting speed.
By using regression analysis (i.e. second order response
surface), the dependence of an average roughness and
examined factors can be expressed as
Rˆ a = 4.66053 − 3.20204v c + 10.25733 f + 11.01266a p f +
0.70539v c2 − 1.5154a 2p − 19.41288 f

since the coefficient
R2 = 0.9926.
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of

(2)

2

multiple

determination

Experiment
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Cutting parameter level
vc
(m/s)
0.8210
2.0525
0.8210
2.0525
0.8210
2.0525
0.8210
2.0525
1.4367
1.4367
1.4367
1.4367
1.4367
1.4367
0.4010
2.4724
1.4367
1.4367
1.4367
1.4367

ap
(mm)
0.6
0.6
1.2
1.2
0.6
0.6
1.2
1.2
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.4
1.4
0.9
0.9

f
(mm/r)
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.12
0.32

Measured
surface
roughness
Ra (µm)
4.10
2.70
3.55
2.10
5.10
3.77
5.30
3.92
3.78
3.80
3.81
3.79
3.78
3.79
5.87
3.30
3.55
3.30
2.49
4.78

Table 4. Experimental results for surface roughness, [5]
3. SIMULATED ANNEALING
Simulated annealing represents a class of solution
methods for combinatorial optimization problems
whose common basis is found on the analogies which
can be drawn between those problems and the physical
process of annealing. It was introduced in 1982 by
Kirkpatrick et al., [6]. Combinatorial minimization is
the optimization of functions that may assume several
distinct discrete configurations. These problems are
characterized by the usefulness in achieving nearoptimum solutions in adequate processing time, e.g. it
may not be necessary to fully determine the global
optimum, since the small incremental gain in the
objective function would only be achieved at a great
expanse in central processing unit (CPU) time.
Annealing is the physical thermal process of melting a
solid by heating it, followed by slow cooling and
crystallization into a minimum free energy state,
namely a stable state. If the cooling rate is not carefully
controlled or the initial temperature is not sufficiently
high, the cooling solid does not attain thermal
equilibrium at each temperature. In such circumstances,
local optimal lattice structures may occur which
translate into lattice imperfections, namely metastable
state. Thermal equilibrium at a given temperature is
characterized by a Boltzmann distribution function of
energy states. Under these conditions, even at a low
temperature, a transition may occur from a low to a
high energy level, albeit with small probability. Such
transitions are assumed to be responsible for the system
reaching a minimum energy state instead of being
trapped in a local metastable state.
The Metropolis algorithm was the first proposed to

simulate this process. Starting from a high energy state
Ei, corresponding to a particular system temperature Ti,
a series of new energy states Ej are stochastically
generated. Each new system configuration is accepted
if Ej ≤ Ei. Otherwise, and by analogy with the
Boltzmann distribution for energy states at thermal
equilibrium, Ej will be accepted as an improved state
with a probability given by P(∆E) = exp [(Ei – Ej)/kBTi],
where Ti is the current system temperature and kB is
Boltzmann’s constant. At high temperature this
probability is close to 1. At each temperature it is
assumed that thermal equilibrium is reached. As the
system temperature decreases, the probability of
accepting a higher energy state as being an improved
energy states approaches 0, [7].
4. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL CUTTING
PARAMETERS
Since SA algorithm has been available and used for
almost 30 years, nowdays it is included in many
computational software packages. Various SA
algorithm variations are included in today's leading
engineering and mathematical tools, [8,9,10].
This paper uses Matlab/Simulink’s SA solver for
minimizing the function (2). Simulink’s SA solver
provides rich set of options enabling fine tuning of SA
minimization process.
If we introduce the following labels: Y = Rˆ a , then the

Results:
The following SA characteristics had been measured:
• Number of iterations
• Execution time in seconds
• Function parameters (x1,x2,x3)
• Function minimum value
The obtained results are shown in Table 5.
Mean Standard
value deviation
Iteration count 2791.5 969.3017
Execution time
1.0461
0.3701
(s)
x1
2.2736
0.0391
-4
1.3999 1.3036*10
x2
-5
0.1200 2.8961*10
x3
Function
0.8583
0.0029
minimum
Measurement

Confidence
interval (95%)
852.9 – 4730.1
0.3058 – 1.7864
2.1954 – 2.3517
–
–
0.8536 – 0.8652

Table 5. Results obtained by simulated annealing
Results of the experiment are depicted in Figures 1-5.
Red straight lines in these figures indicate CI 95%
interval, given by m ± 2*s, where m is mean value and
s is standard deviation of a particular measure.

equation (2) can be written in this form:
Y = 4.66053 − 3.20204 x1 + 10.25733x 3 + 11.01266 x 2 x3 + (3)
0.70539 x12 − 1.5154 x 22 − 19.41288 x32

with constraints:
0.4010 ≤ x1 ≤ 2.4724; 0.4 ≤ x 2 ≤ 1.4; 0.12 ≤ x3 ≤ 0.32.
Matlab program used to run simulated annealing
metaheuristics:
ObjectiveFunction = @fun
X0 = [0.5 0.5 0.5];
% Starting point
lb = [0.4010 0.4 0.12];
ub = [2.4724 1.4 0.32];

Fig. 1. Execution time in 100 executions

[x,fval,exitFlag,output] =
simulannealbnd(ObjectiveFunction,X0,lb,
ub)

representing
SA
Function
simualannealbnd(),
algorithm in Matlab, accepts four parameters:
ObjectiveFunction – function to be minimized (target
function)
X0 – initial state, n component vector
lb – lower bounds, n component vector
ub – upper bounds, n component vector.
Return values of simualannealbnd function are:
x – state s at function's minimum, n component vector
fval –minimum value
exitFlag – reson for SA algorithm stopping
output – additional information about SA algorithm
performance, i.e. execution time.
Matlab test program has been written to run SA for N =
100 times and gather the information on the SA
algorithm performance.

Fig. 2. x1 parameter value in 100 executions
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• The experimental results demonstrate that the feed
rate is the main cutting parameter among the three
controllable factors that influence the surface
roughness in longitudinal turning 34CrNiMo6 steel.
Interaction between feed rate and depth of cut has
also significant influence on the surface roughness.
The increase of the cutting speed in a certain interval
effects the improvement of the surface roughness but
soon after, due to the layer on the cutting edge and
vibrations, it deteriorates.
• Simulated annealing algorithm applied in this paper
successfully minimized the objective function, with
respect to the provided parameter boundaries.
Execution time was 2.15 s per execution which can
be considered as acceptable.
Fig. 3. x2 parameter value in 100 executions
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MODELING OF DISCHARGE ENERGY IN EDM PROCESS BY THE USE OF
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Abstract: Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) is a complex process which uses electrical energy to erode and form
workpiece. Using wrong set of parameters can lead to inefficient exploitation of the process and sometimes can even
do more harm than good. Modeling dependence between the process parameters and output results is something
that can save considerable amounts of funds. Discharge energy which is directly transformed into thermal energy, is
used as a machining process and because of that it presents a primary point of interest in modeling procedure. In
this paper, link between discharge energy and output results of machining process is found using genetic algorithms
as a type of artificial intelligence. It also presents a comparison between two types of modeling approach with
specific conclusion about more accurate one.
Key words: EDM, discharge energy, machining parameters, genetic algorithms

1. INTRODUCTION
Everybody who worked with EDM knows that the
only requirement for machining to take place is that
both the tool and the workpiece have to be electro
conductive. By meeting this requirement, arcing
between the tool and the workpiece can take place. This
will result in ionization of small volume of dielectric
around arcing zone, reaching a temperature up to
40.000 °C, consequentially heating workpiece surface
to 10.000 °C. Small area on workpiece surface, under
the influence of this high temperature, is melted and
when electric arc is cut off a strong pressure wave is
generated. Melted material is then washed off from
workpiece surface and flushed away with dielectric
fluid. Described process is repeated until desirable
results are met.
Machining ability of workpiece depends on its thermal
properties and not its hardness like in conventional
machining processes. Because of this EDM is preferable
choice in processes like machining hard materials, mould
making, precision machining or individual production. As
can be noted from above mentioned, EDM is rarely used
in mass production. Machining each part with different
demands is very challenging and in order to keep
minimum cost it requires a profound knowledge of
process parameters and their influence on final result. This
would mean that one should spend large amount of funds
and time on becoming familiar with process of EDM to
exploit it properly. In order to make EDM more
accessible, various forms of simulations are created. Many
of these simulations are based on artificial intelligence,
which is gaining ever more popularity among scientific
and technical circles. Following trends, this article
presents modeling of EDM process and finding
relationships between process parameters and process
outputs based on experimentally obtained results. Genetic
algorithm, a type of artificial intelligence, is used as a tool
for finding those relationships.
Parameters used to describe quality of EDM process
are: productivity, which is expressed through material

removal rate, accuracy represented by dimension
tolerances and type of shape of workpiece, and finally
surface integrity expressed through machined surface
roughness. In this article all three of these parameters
will be modeled, but what is new is comparison
between direct modeling of parameters and through
discharge energy. By using this approach a conclusion
will be drawn from this analysis and more accurate
method determined.
2. EDM PROCESS
In EDM discharge energy is directly transformed into
thermal energy and it becomes an instrument for
machining. Discharge energy Ee is calculated as the mean
value of electrical energy per one impulse which is
transformed into heat, and can be expressed by the
following equation:
te

Ee = ∫ u e (t ) ⋅ ie (t ) ⋅ dt ≅ U e ⋅ I e ⋅ t e

(1)

0

where Ue is discharge voltage, Ie is discharge current and
te is discharge duration.
In proper machining conditions, electrical discharge
occurs instanteniously and is independent from other
electric values [1]. With this fact in mind ignition delay
time can be neglected, td≈0, meaning that the discharge
duration is equal to pulse duration, te≅ti. By this
simplification the final expression for discharge energy
has more practical form:

Ee = U e ⋅ I e ⋅ t i

(2)

As can be seen from Eq. (2), the discharge energy is
influenced by the discharge voltage, discharge current,
and pulse duration. Their influences are interconnected
and depend on the rest of the machining parameters [1].
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The discharge voltage depends only on materials of
workpiece and electrode. For every combination of
workpiece and electrode there is a specific value of
discharge voltage. This value can range from 15 to 30
V [2,3] and cannot be influenced under the given
machining conditions.
Parameter which directly impacts the discharge
energy is discharge current. But this impact is limited
by the current density at the electrode. Stability of
impulse discharge will be threatened in case when the
current density oversteps the limit for the given
machining conditions (approximately 10÷25 A/cm2)
[4,5]. By exceeding this treshold, the continuous
current flow will be established, and arcing or short
circuiting will take place. This event will lengthen the
time of deionization of the discharge channel, and
consequentially reduce the efficiency of EDM.
Direct control of discharge energy can be achieved by
varying the pulse duration. However, arbitrarily regulation
of process parameters is limited. Experience has taught us
that pulse duration must be limited for a particular
discharge current. Otherwise, an electric arcing occurs
which damages both tool and workpiece [1].
3. EXPERIMENT
Experimental investigation was conducted on EDM
machine tool ″FUMEC – CNC 21″ of South Korea. The
work material used in the experiment was manganesevanadium tool steel, ASTM A681 (0,9% C, 2% Mn, and
0,2% V), hardness 62 HRc. The tool was made of
electrolytic copper with 99,9% purity, 20×10 mm crosssection. The dielectric was petroleum and natural flushing
was used.
The range of the discharge current was Ie=1÷50 A
(current density 0,5÷25 A/cm2), while the pulse duration
was chosen from the interval ti=1÷100 µs to accomodate
the chosen current. The rest of the parameters of electric
impulse were held constant, according to manufacturer's
recommendations.
During the experiment input parameters were varied
and the resulting machining parameters of EDM process
were monitored and recorded. Measured parameters were
material removal rate Vw, gap distance a, and surface
roughness Ra.
Material removal rate (ratio of removed material
volume and the effective machining time) was
measured indirectly, by monitoring the machining time
for the set eroding depth. The depth and time of
eroding were monitored using the machine tool CNC
control unit. The machining accuracy of EDM was
monitored through the change of side gap distance. Gap
distance was calculated as the half of difference
between the tool and workpiece contour dimensions.
Measurements were conducted using electronic
callipers. Surface integrity was assesed by measuring
surface roughness and research of the surface layer
properties. ″PERTHOMETER S5P″ of Mahr, Germany
was used to measure the arithmetic average deviation
of the assessed profile (ISO 4287) [1]. Experimental
data are shown in Table 1.
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4. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic algorithms (GA) have become an
indispensable tool for solving tasks related to
production processes [6]. They present a method of
artificial intelligence belonging to the group of
evolutionary based optimization algorithms. Their
principle is based on thesis “survival of the fittest”, in
other words best solutions have the most chances to
mate and pass theirs genetic material onto next
generation. Worst solutions are more likely to “die”
because they are not fit enough. Whole process of
evolution towards best solution can be summarized in
three steps. Observing a group of solutions, and
dividing them so that every solution is one individual,
process of selection is conducted respecting rules on
which the selection is based. At the end of this process
so called mating pool will be created and individuals
within it will be paired to perform crossover, the
second step of algorithm. Offspring will be produced
and some of them will pass through third step which is
called mutation. Some of theirs features will be
randomly changed and thus new genetic material will
be introduced. This step is important because it
prevents algorithm to get stuck in local optimum.
5. MODELING PROCEDURE
In this paper, as mentioned before, two equations
were used to model EDM process parameters. Both are
derived from machining energy resp. Eq. (2).
Model-1 for material removal rate, gap distance and
surface roughness is given by equations:

Vw = C1 ⋅ I ex1 ⋅ t ix2
a = C2 ⋅ I ex3 ⋅ t ix4

(3)

Ra = C3 ⋅ I ex5 ⋅ t ix6
where C1, x1, x2, C2, x3, x4, C3, x5 and x6 are unknown
and to be found by GA.
Model-2 for same parameters, but in direct
relationship with discharge energy, is given by
equations:

Vw = C4 ⋅ Eex7
a = C5 ⋅ Eex8
Ra = C6 ⋅ E

(4)

x9
e

Coefficients C4, x7, C5, x8, C6 and x9 are also unknown.
All of these coefficients will be determined to
correspond to ∆, minimum sum of percent errors for
every parameter, expressed through formula:
n

∆=∑
i =1

P(i ) − D(i )
× 100%
P(i )

(5)

where P is experimentally obtained value and D is
modeled value for every parameter.

Experiment
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

(A/cm2)

Discharge
energy
Ee
(µJ)

Material
removal
rate
Vw
(mm3/min)

Gap
distance
a
(mm)

Surface
roughness
Ra
(µm)

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
25
25
25
25

20
40
100
140
100
200
500
700
360
900
1260
1800
520
1300
1820
2600
2000
2800
4000
8000
4200
6000
12000
30000
10000
20000
50000
100000

0.86
1.28
2.35
1.97
3.22
4.16
6.47
4.31
7.71
14.89
9.49
5.24
6.13
18.71
10.71
6.62
24.49
31.82
26.70
17.11
39.92
53.30
56.82
40.48
46.36
66.83
72.92
60.60

0.055
0.055
0.06
0.06
0.09
0.095
0.10
0.105
0.13
0.14
0.155
0.155
0.165
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.20
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.31
0.33

1.8
1.9
2.1
2.3
3.9
4.2
5.1
5.1
8.2
8.8
9.0
9.8
9.2
9.4
9.7
10.3
10.2
10.4
10.8
11.2
10.8
11.3
11.8
12.5
11.8
12.5
13.2
13.4

Discharge
current
Ie
(A)

Pulse
duration
ti
(µs)

Current
density

1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
9
9
9
9
13
13
13
13
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
50
50
50
50

1
2
5
7
1
2
5
7
2
5
7
10
2
5
7
10
5
7
10
20
7
10
20
50
10
20
50
100

γ

Table 1. Experimental data used in modeling procedure

σVw

σVw

σa

σa

σRa

σRa

model-1
(%)

model-2
(%)

model-1
(%)

model-2
(%)

model-1
(%)

model-2
(%)

29,9

37,9

5,9

14,8

14,7

24,3

Table 2. Values of average deviation of results for model-1 and model-2
For practical realization of model software Matlab
was used.
Number of individuals in every generation was 150
and tournament type of selection was used to fill
mating pool. Tournament size was in this case 24
individuals. Elite count was 12, which means that from
every generation 12 individuals with best fitness were
automatically moved to next generation. 110
individuals will be created by crossover of theirs
predecessors from mating pool and 28 will be created
by mutating randomly selected individuals from mating

pool. After 30.000 generations following results, for
model-1, were obtained:

Vw( model−1) = 0,86 ⋅ I e0,901 ⋅ ti0, 202
a(model−1) = 0,054 ⋅ I e0,397 ⋅ ti0, 055

(6)

Ra (model−1) = 1,998 ⋅ I e0, 461 ⋅ ti0, 062
Parameters of GA for model-2 were slightly
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different and in this case tournament size was 16, elite
number 8 and generation count was 20.000. Difference
is explained by simplification of modeled expression.
Results for model-2 are:

Vw( model−2) = 0,188 ⋅ Ee0,532
a( model−2) = 0,026 ⋅ Ee0, 247

(7)

Ra ( model−2) = 0,905 ⋅ Ee0, 279
6. RESULTS
Dependence between results obtained by
experiment, model-1 and model-2, for material
removal rate, gap distance and surface roughness, are
shown in Fig 1-3.

7. CONCLUSION
It is clearly visible that model-1 in all three cases
predicted more accurate values for process parameters.
Time difference between forming models is measured
in seconds and is not worth of obtaining that much of a
difference in results accuracy. Simplification by
introduction of model-2, did not yield any satisfying
results. One of the most important advantages of this
type of models is that specific coefficients are obtained
and models can be used independently. For later
research more experiments are suggested. It is
speculated that this would enable to yield more
accurate results without drastically prolonging
computational time. Also more workpiece materials
could be investigated to crosscheck model validity.
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PREDICTION OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS USING NEURAL FUZZY SYSTEMS IN
ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING
Abstract: Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) is one of the important and cost-effective non-conventional
methods of machining complex geometry workpieces and difficult-to-machine materials. Surface roughness is the
main indicator of quality of a component for EDM. A new approach in modeling surface roughness which uses
artificial intelligence tools is described in this paper. The objective of this study is to design an adaptive neurofuzzy inference system (ANFIS) for prediction of surface roughness in EDM. The input parameters of model are
discharge current, pulse duration and output parameter is surface roughness. The results indicate that the ANFIS
modeling technique can be effectively used for the prediction of surface roughness in machining of manganesevanadium tool steel.
Key words: EDM, Discharge current, Pulse duration, Surface roughness, ANFIS.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years materials with unique metallurgical
properties, such as tungsten carbide, titanium,
vanadium based alloys and other super-alloys, have
been developed to meet the demands of extreme
applications. The machining of difficult-to-cut
materials is an important issue in the field of
manufacturing. Different non-traditional machining
techniques are increasingly employed to manufacture
different high quality industrial components. Among
the non-traditional methods of machining processes,
electrical discharge machining (EDM) is used for
machining complex geometry workpieces and difficultto-machine materials, for which conventional methods
are not applicable. EDM is the process of machining
electrically conductive materials by using precisely
controlled sparks that occur between an electrode and a
workpiece in the presence of a dielectric fluid [1].
EDM is based on the erosion of electrically conductive
materials through the series of spatially discrete high
frequency electrical discharges (sparks) between the
tool and the workpiece [2].
The main and crucial advantage of this process is
that performance is independent from the mechanical
qualifications of machined materials and doesn't entail
a cutting force. Thus, very hard, brittle materials can be
manufactured easily and in desired forms/shapes [3].
Artificial intelligent techniques have been
successfully applied to machining processes through
recent years. A broad literature survey has been
conducted on the application of artificial intelligence
systems to predict surface roughness. Kovac et al [4]
used fuzzy logic to predict the surface roughness and
compare with regression analysis in face milling
process. Caydas at al used [5] adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) model has been developed
for the prediction of the white layer thickness (WLT)
and the average surface roughness achieved as a
function of the process parameters. Rao et al [6] have
been made to develop the mathematical model for

predicting die-sinking electrical discharge machining of
aluminum alloy characteristics such as the metal
removal rate (MRR), the tool wear rate (TWR), the
surface roughness (Ra) and the hardness(HRc) using
fuzzy mathematical method.
In the present work, an attempt has been made to
develop the intelligent model for predicting surface
roughness using ANFIS mathematical method. The
process parameters taken in to consideration were the
discharge current (Ie) and pulse duration (ti). The model
predicted values and measured values were fairly close
to each other. Model validation is the process by which
the input vectors from input/output data sets on which
the FIS was not trained, are presented to the trained
ANFIS model, to see how well the ANFIS model
predicts the corresponding data set output values. The
data which not used for training the model have been
successfully predicted. Their propinquity to each other
indicates the developed model can be effectively used
to predict the Ra in EDM process.
2. ADAPTIVE NEURO-FUZZY INFERENCE
SYSTEM (ANFIS)
The acronym ANFIS derives its name from
adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system. Fuzzy inference
system (FIS) is a rule based system consisting of three
components. These are:
• a rule-base, containing fuzzy if-then rules,
• a data-base, defining the Membership Functions
(MF) and
• an inference system that combines the fuzzy
rules and produces the system results.
The main problem with fuzzy logic is that there is
no systematic procedure to define the membership
function parameters. ANFIS eliminates the basic
problem in fuzzy system design, defining the
membership function parameters and design of fuzzy
if-then rules, by effectively using the learning
capability of neural network for automatic fuzzy rule
generation and parameter optimization [7]. Using a
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given input/output data set, the toolbox function ANFIS
constructs a fuzzy inference system (FIS) whose
membership function parameters are tuned (adjusted)
using either a back propagation algorithm alone or in
combination with a least squares type of method. This
adjustment allows fuzzy systems to learn from the data
they are modeling.
A network type structure of ANFIS is similar to a
neural network. The entire system architecture
consists of five layer, namely, the fuzzy layer and
total output layer. Five network layers are used by
ANFIS to perform the following fuzzy inference
steps:

node in this layer computes the overall output as the
summation of contributions from each rule.
∑ wi f i
(5)
Oi5 = f ( x. y ) = ∑ wi ⋅ f i = wi f1 + wi f 2 = i
i
∑i wi

Input nodes – layer 1:
The general structure of ANFIS with two inputs x
and y and one output z is shown in Fig. 1. Example of
model with two rules as follows:
Rule1 : If x A1 and y is B1 then z1 = p1 x + q1 y + r1
Rule 2 : If x A2 and y is B2 then z2 = p2 x + q2 y + r2

Where A1, A2 and B1 and B2 are fuzzy sets of input
premise variables x and y respectively.
Each node in this layer generates membership
grades of the crisp inputs and each node’s output. An
example of a node function is the generalized Gaussian
membership function:

Fig. 1. Basic ANFIS architecture
The details and mathematical background for these
algorithms can be found in [8].
Fig. 2. shows the flowchart for predicting the
surface roughness via ANFIS. The process followed in
this study is illustrated in Fig. 2.

− ( x −c )2

O = µ Ai (x ) = e
1
i

2σ 2

(1)

Where x, c and σ is the parameter set.
Rule nodes - layer 2:
The outputs of this layer called firing strengths are
the products of the corresponding degrees obtained
from the layer 1.
Oi2 = wi = µ Ai (x)µBi ( y) i = 1, 2

(2)

Where µA and µB are the membership functions for Ai
and Bi linguistic labels, respectively. Where wi is
output weight of each neuron.
Average nodes - layer 3:
The i-th node calculates the ratio of the i-th rule's
firing strength to the total of all firing strengths. The
firing strength in this layer is normalized wi as:
Oi3 = wi =

wi
∑i wi

i = 1, 2

(3)

Consequent nodes - layer 4:
Every node in this layer is with a node function wifi
where wi is the output of layer 3 and {pi , qi , ri} is the
parameter set. These parameters are referred to as
consequent parameters.
Oi4 = wi f i = wi ( pi x + qi y + ri ) i = 1, 2

(4)

Output nodes - layer 5:
This layer is called as the output nodes. The single
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of surface roughness prediction of
ANFIS system [9]

3. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
Experimental investigation was conducted on an
EDM machine tool ″FUMEC – CNC 21″ in South
Korea. The work material used in the experiment was
manganese-vanadium tool steel, ASTM A681 (0,9% C,
2% Mn, and 0,2% V), hardness 62 HRc. The tool was
made of electrolytic copper with 99,9% purity and
20×10 mm cross-section. The dielectric was petroleum.
Due to small eroding surface and depth, natural
flushing was used.
The machining conditions included variable
discharge current and pulse duration. The range of the
discharge current was Ie=1÷50 A (current density
0,5÷25 A/cm2), while the pulse duration was chosen
from the interval ti=1÷100 µs to accommodate the
chosen current. The rest of the parameters of electric
impulse were held constant, according to the
manufacturer's recommendations (open gap voltage
Uo=100 V, duty factor τ=0,8 and positive tool electrode
polarity).
The experiments were conducted according to the
specified experiment plan. Input parameters were
varied and the resulting machining parameters of EDM
process were monitored and recorded.
Measured parameter was surface roughness Ra.
Surface integrity was assessed by measuring surface
roughness and research of the surface layer properties.
″PERTHOMETER S5P″ of Mahr, Germany was used
to measure the arithmetic average deviation of the
assessed profile (ISO 4287) [10].

The training dataset and testing dataset are
obtained from experiments. The input/output dataset
was divided randomly into three categories: training
dataset, consisting 18 of the input/output dataset,
checking dataset, consisting 5 of the data and
validation (unknown to model) data set, which
consists 5 of data.
Training process is accomplished by using Mat
Lab 6.0. In order to determine the optimal network
architecture, various network architectures were
designed; different training algorithms were used.
The number and type of membership functions,
method optimization hybrid or back propagation, and
number epoch were changed. Then the best adaptive
network architecture was determined. The training
epoch for each network is 500, hybrid method
optimization, the best results given 3 membership
functions Gaussian type. When the network training
was successfully finished, the ANFIS was tested
with validation data.

4. ANFIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using a given input/output data set, the ANFIS
method constructs a fuzzy inference system (FIS)
whose membership function parameters are tuned
(adjusted) using either a back propagation algorithm
alone, or in combination with a least squares type of
method.
For this model, main parameters for the
experiments are discharge current Ie, pulse duration ti
(input data set) and surface roughness Ra (output data
set).

Fig. 3. ANFIS structure for prediction of surface
roughness
Fig. 4 describe the comparison of experimental and
ANFIS results for the surface roughness, respectively.
It proved that the method used in this paper is feasible
and could be used to predict the Ra in an acceptable
error rate for EDM. The compared lines seem to be
close to each other indicating with good agreement.

Fig. 4. Correlation between experimental and ANFIS surface roughness value
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Table 1. Surface roughness in EDM
Surface
roughness
Eksp. ANFIS

Error
abs.
value

Discharge
current

Pulse
duration

Ie

ti

Raeksp.

Raanfis

E

(A)

(µs)

(µm)

(µm)

(%)

1
1
5
5
9
9
9
13
13
13
20
20
20
30
30
50
50
50

Training data
1
1,8
1,58
12,22
5
2,1
2,26
7,61
1
3,9
4,07
4,35
7
5,1
5,06
0,78
2
8,2
8,21
0,12
7
9
8,98
0,22
10
9,8
9,44
3,67
2
9,2
9,47
2,93
5
9,4
9,92
5,53
10
10,3
10,66
3,49
5
10,2
10,08
1,17
10
10,8
10,82
0,18
20
11,2
12,02
7,32
7
10,8
10,38
3,88
50
12,5
12,95
3,6
10
11,8
10,82
8,3
50
13,2
12,95
1,89
100
13,4
12,97
3,2
Training data Average Error = 3,92

1
5
9
20
30

Checking data
2
1,9
1,75
2
4,2
4,23
5
8,8
8,678
7
10,4
10,38
20
11,8
12,02
Checking data Average Error = 2,41

1
5
13
30
50

7,89
0,71
1,38
0,19
1,86

Validation data (unknown data)
7
2,3
2,6
13,04
5
5,1
4,73
7,25
7
9,7
10,21
5,25
10
11,3
10,82
4,24
20
12,5
12,02
3,84
Test data Average Error = 6,72

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper an ANFIS is used to estimate surface
roughness in EDM. Table 1 shows the compared values
obtained by experiment and estimated by ANFIS
model. The average deviation of the training data is
3,92 %, average deviation of the checking data is
2,41%, while the average deviation data which
unknown to the model is 6,72%. Research showed that
ANFIS model gives accurate prediction on surface
roughness. The ANFIS predicted surface roughness
values show a good comparison with those obtained
experimentally. It is evidence that the fuzzy logic
technique can be help to better prediction of the
experimental data.
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AND HIGH SPEED CUTTING INCLUDED IN
HYBRID MANUFACTURING
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present the benefits if we use two manufacturing processes to make one
product. In our case we use subtractive and additive manufacturing technology. Subtractive process is the high
speed cutting and additive process is the selective laser melting. We want to combine these two technologies in
hybrid manufacturing. Hybrid manufacturing combine benefits of both processes and eliminate limitations. On the
end of this paper is presented developed computer software which analyse a geometric design of product and
determine which part of product will be done with specific technology.
Key words: Hybrid manufacturing, additive manufacturing, high speed cutting, conformal cooling

1. INTRODUCTION
Because with the CNC milling is impossible to do
certain geometric shapes, we decide that we combine
this process with additive process in hybrid
manufacturing. For additive process is chosen selective
laser melting. In last 10 years that process progressed in
process which can produce parts with similar
mechanical properties as have the parts made by
conventional processes. In the past some researches
combined this two technic of production parts, but their
main purpose were make near-net shape and then
milling on the end shape. [1] Other scientists divided
CAD model of products into two or more modules,
where some modules make with milling and another
with additive process, subsequently assembled in end
product. [2] In our case milling combines with metal
powder bed additive manufacturing or Selective Laser
Melting (SLM). SLM is the process where the layer of
metallic powder is melted and fused together layer by
layer with the high powered laser, direct from CAD
data, to create functional metal parts. Our goal is in
order to part of product which is possible produce with
conventional subtractive process will be manufacture
with this milling and another part of product with
complex geometry, which is difficult, impossible or
very costly to machine, it will be manufactured with
SLM. Therefore the product will be split, with straight
plane, before the processing into two parts. For this
purpose, we developed computer software for
automatic splitting CAD model that is described below.
The basic part, in most cases the biggest part, will be
manufactured with milling and then the operator or
robot will move the intermediate product from milling
machine in machine for SLM. Subsequently, operator
will fill building chamber with metal powder and then a
machine will start building the second part of product
from the upper surface, where the milling machine
finished the its part of product.
2. BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF BOTH
TECHNOLGIES

There are two or more processes at hybrid
manufacturing. In our case it is about adding and
subtracting materials. Every process of production has
its advantages and disadvantages. The main goal of
hybrid manufacturing is combining both processes and
thus eliminating as much disadvantages as possible.
The cutting process enables us to produce very accurate
products with a high quality surface in a relatively short
amount of time. Problems occur with products which
have a complex geometrical structure. That is because
the geometrical shape of the tool itself prevents us from
producing a complexly structured product. The process
of adding steel powder (our particular case is selective
laser melting) is the exact opposite of the cutting
process. The selective laser melting enables us to create
any form because the product is created by adding
materials in layers. But this process is not suitable for
manufacturing big parts with relatively basic geometry,
because is too time-consuming and too expensive for
this kind geometry. On the other hand conventional
manufacturing achieve high production speed for
massive parts. The highest downside of all additive
manufacturing processes is bad roughness of surface
due building the products layer by layer and this
principle leave the stair on surface known as the stairstepping phenomenon. [3] This stair is eliminated with
finishing machining. Therefore our goal is to make
most of the product with cutting as it is a much faster
and cheaper process. The product of the cutting process
would than serve as the base on which we would begin
to add materials with the selective laser melting
process. This is in order to produce the part which we
could not be made by conventional cutting because of
the geometrical structure of conventional tools. The
subtractive processes have a lot of material
consumptions, but the additive processes have
minimized material consumption. Because of these
reasons, additive manufacturing is good options for
production some part of the product where it is
necessary to subtract a lot of material if a product is
machined from cylindrical or cuboid of raw material.
The cost of machining product increases with
increasing the amount of subtracted material and with
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geometric complexity of products. But the cost of
product, which is made with additive technology,
increases with increasing the amount added material,
while the complexity doesn’t affect the cost of product.
On the Fig. 1 you can see that the cost depending on
amount of subtracted/added material increase faster for
additive manufacturing than the machining. [4]

With conformal cooling system is achieved a better
dimensional accuracy of the moulded part, better
mechanical properties of the part and reducing cycle
time of injection moulding up to 40% [6, 7]. Every
toolmaker wants to do the tool, with conformal cooling
channel. But for conformal cooling system is decided
by toolmaker only in special cases, due is not possible
to do this system with conventional processes and
additive manufacturing processes are too expensive for
making entire tool. With hybrid manufacturing, we
want to do moulds for injection moulding with
conformal cooling channel cheaper, that it will be
accessible for more toolmaker. On Fig. 3 we can see
the example of tool insert with conformal cooling
channels.

Fig. 1. The graph shows increasing the cost for
machined part and additive manufactured part depend
on amount of subtracted or added material.
Nowadays the materials, which are available for
additive manufacturing, have excellent mechanical
properties. Furthermore SLM process can build the part
in variable material composition. The biggest problem
with additive technology is that it isn’t very known by
toolmaker or other technologist and because this is very
rarely used in manufacturing. Many technologists are
very conservative, and with thus they are afraid to use
new technology for manufacture products.
3. TOOL INSERT WITH CONFORMAL
COOLING
Hybrid manufacturing is primarily intended for
manufacturing injection moulding tool inserts with
conformal cooling system. The conformal cooling
system is a term for cooling channel which conform to
the contours of the insert or cavity of injection
moulding tool or tool for die casting. Difference
between conventional cooling management and
conformal cooling management is presented on Fig. 2.
[5]

Fig. 2. Above: conventional cooling management;
below: conformal cooling management [5]
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Fig. 3.
[8]

Tool insert with conformal cooling channels

ALGORITHM FOR THE
SECTION OF THE CAD MODEL
4.

AUTOMATIC

We developed computer software which analyse a
geometric design of product and determine which part
of product will be done with CNC milling and which
part will be done with additive technology.
Subsequently it split the CAD model of product on two
or more part and save part for CNC milling in format
which is used for making CNC code and save part for
additive manufacturing in STL format. This means that
we developed algorithm for automatic determining the
most
suitable
manufacturing
sequences
and
technologies and also for converting this algorithm in
computer software. Algorithm is implemented in SolidWorks CAD software by C# programing language.
Within the research project a hybrid manufacturing
whose purpose is the development of tool inserts for
the injection of polymers with adjusted cooling
channels is developed [9]. Such an insert is shown on
Fig. 4. The lower massive part of the insert will be

which enables the generation of the CNC code for the
milling machine.

produced with the cutting process as the cooling
channels in this part are only straight. The upper part
however has its cooling channels adjusted to the
surface of the tool and therefore do not have a straight
shape. This is not possible to machine with
conventional milling, so this part shall be developed by
the technology of adding steel powder.

Fig. 4.

4.1 How algorithm works
We have developed a new algorithm model for the
automatic section of the CAD model. Figure 6 presents
a flowchart of the aforementioned algorithm. It works
by first enveloping two points. The first one represents
the minimal coordinates of the presented model and the
second one represents the maximal coordinates. Further
analysis shall be carried out in a rectangular space
which is defined by these two points. Then we start to
intersect the model with parallel vectors. The starting
points of the vectors are beneath the basic plane. The
vectors are perpendicular to the basic plane, as shown
on Fig. 5.

Tool insert with conformal cooling channel

The goal is to achieve a high level of automation of
hybrid manufacturing. That is why we are also
developing an algorithm for the section of the CAD
model into two parts. We are aiming to insert the whole
CAD model into the control system of the hybrid cell,
after which the computer will recognize by itself to
which altitude can it produce the model by means of
cutting. Following this, the program would divide the
analysed part into two and it would save the upper part
in the STL format, which is the most wide spread
format for layer manufacturing technologies. Lower
part would be saved in the STEP or any other format

Get two points
(xmin, ymin, zmin)
(xmax, ymax, zmax)

Start OMOS

y ≤ ymax

Fig. 5.

Get the location
(path) and name of
analysed CAD model

Presentation of analysed model with vectors

Height for splitting CAD
model = coorz = zmax

Insert vectors
Vector direction: (0,0,1)
Vectors base points:
(x = xmin, y = ymin, z = zmin – 10 mm)

Insert plane on
coorz height

FALSE

TRUE
y = y + 0,5mm

FALSE

x ≤ xmax

x = x + 0,5mm

Cut analysed CAD
model with plane

TRUE

Get number of
intersections =res

res > 3

Save top part for additive
manufacturing in STL
format on the location of
analysed CAD model and
add the " - ADDITIVE
M.STL" on the end of the
file name.

FALSE

TRUE

Get ray
intersections points

number of exit > 1

FALSE
Save bottom part for
machining in STEP format
on the location of analysed
CAD model and add the "
- MACINING.STEP" on the
end of the file name.

TRUE

coordinate of 1st
exit < coorz

FALSE

TRUE

coorz = coordinate
of 1st exit

End OMOS

Fig. 6. Flowchart of algorithm for CAD model analysis
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The key data for the analysis are the intersections of
the vectors and the model (entrances and exits of
vectors which are going in out of the model). Only
vectors that have more than 3 intersections with the
model shall be used. That is because the model also has
an inner form at such spots. A minimal value of the Z
coordinate of the first vectors exit with more than 3
intersections is a height to which the model can be
made. On the basis, that a vector cannot reach the
highest point of the model without intersecting, we can
conclude that the cutting tool cannot reach the highest
point without collision. That is why we can use the
cutting process only to the aforementioned height.
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EFFECT OF PROCESS PARAMETERS ON CUTTING ABILITY IN ABRASIVE
WATER JET MACHINING
Abstract: The process of the abrasive water jet cutting of materials, supported by the theories of fluid mechanics,
abrasive wear and damage mechanics, is a high-tech technologies that provides unique capabilities compared to
conventional machining processes. It is defined by numerous influencing factors, which determine depth of cut,
volume of separate material, as cut quality. Substantial efforts has bin made in understanding effects of individual
influencing factors, lake: diameters of water and abrasive orifice (nozzle), water pressure, abrasive flow rate,
workpiece thickness, distance of cutting head from material surface, feed rate, etc.
The paper presents results of research on the effect of the most influencing parameters on the linear cutting speed to
just barely cut through material as geometry of the cut.
Key words: abrasive water jet cutting, material processing, separation cutting speed, kerf geometry
¶
1. INTRODUCTION
Abrasive water jet (AWJ) cutting is a nonconventional machining process that uses high velocity
water with abrasives for cutting a variety of materials.
It is most suitable process for very thick, highly
reflective or highly thermal-conductive materials, as
well as hard materials. Abrasive water jets can cut a
wide range of thickness. Typical thickness are 100 mm
for stainless steel, 120 mm for aluminium, 140 mm for
stone, 100 mm for glass, but not limited [1]. AWJ
makes it possible to cut random contours, very fine tabs
and filigree structures. Abrasive water jet cutting is
capable of produce parts which do not require further
processing with tolerances of ± 0.1 mm. Toxic fumes,
recast layers, slag and thermal stress are totally
eliminated.
Abrasive water jet cutting belongs among complicated
dynamical and stochastic processes with incomplete
information about mechanism and side effects
character. In AWJ cutting, the final cut quality and the
dimensional accuracy depends on the process
parameters selection [2], [3].
Process optimization, as a background of its successful
application, is providet by correct choice of influencing
factors. First step toward to this goal is identification
and understanding of process influencing factors.
In this paper, an experimental investigation of the
process parameters effect on cutting ability of EN AW6060 aluminium alloy and EN X2CrNI19-11 stainless
steel sheets machined by abrasive water jets is
presented. Special attention has been paid to the
determination of cutting speed limits, as well as the size
and geometry of the cut.

Fig. 1. Parameters of abrasive water jet cutting process
High-pressure pump is the most important element,
i.e. "heart" of the machine for abrasive water jet cutting
(Fig. 2). It creates the required operating pressure and
supplies the machine on the adequate amount of water
flow rate [4].

2. PARAMETERS OF AWJ CUTTING PROCESS

Fig. 2. High pressure pump for AWJ cutting

Accuracy and quality of the cutting process depend
on a wide range of parameters and technological effects
of these parameters. These parameters can be classified
according to the Fig. 1.

In industrial processes are used high-pressure piston
pumps power from 18 to 75 kW, providing flow rate of
2 to 7.6 l / min. Maximum water pressure is used is up
to p=413 MPa.
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Reputable manufacturers of machinery for abrasive
water jet cutting develop their own high pressure
pumps (Flow Corporation, Omax, Bystronic), while
most manufacturers decided to use specialized
equipment manufacturers such as Ingersoll-Rand, KMT
Waterjet, RESATO, Jet Edge and other.
In the process of abrasive water jet cutting a high
pressure supply line directs the pressurized water from
the pump to the cutting head (Fig. 3).

Feed rate (cutting speed) is the speed of the relative
movement of the cutting head relative to the workpiece.
The feed rate is an important parameter of this
technology because it affects the quality of the cut and
amount of removed material. Also, depends on the type
and thickness of material being cut, and the desired cut
quality.

The abrasive flow rate is the amount of abrasive
material per unit of time, which is added to water jet,
for mixing and forming abrasive water jet. In the newer
machines abrasive flow can be regulated during
operation, specified by the program. Higher flow rates
leads to higher productivity and better quality of the
cut, but with the increased processing costs. Depending
on the desired productivity and quality of cut, in
practice, abrasive flow rate takes values between
q = 300 and q = 400 g/min.
3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
3.1. Experimental set-up

Fig. 3. Abrasive water jet cutting head
When the pressurized water comes out from the
orifice, a water jet is created. The result is a very thin,
extremely high velocity (approx. 900 m/s) water jet.
Then, solid abrasive particles are added and mixed with
the water jet. Resulting abrasive water jet is focused to
the material through abrasive nozzle.
It is recommended that, as part of the cutting head, use
of abrasive nozzle with an openings diameter 3 to 4
times larger than the openings diameter of the water
nozzle. Thus, the commonly used "combination"
diameter the openings of water and abrasive water
nozzle (d0/dA) are the following: 0.25/0.76; 0.30/0.89;
0.30/1.02; 0.33/1.02 and 0.36/1.14 mm.
Abrasive in the form of fine particles is a component of
the abrasive water jet. Abrasive particles are made of
various materials, sizes and shapes, depending on the
application. The most widely used abrasive in abrasive
water jet process is the mineral garnet. It is tough, hard
and inexpensive mineral of pink color. Depending on
the application, is produced in a variety of sizes. Finer
grain with average grain diameter of 150 μm is used to
cut fine-quality, medium sized with average grain
diameter of 180 μm is the most widely used, while
coarse grain with average grain diameter of 210 μm is
used to rough cut quality but with a greater cutting
speed. The most famous manufacturers of garnet for
industrial use are companies from the United States
(Barton Mines), Australia (GMA Garnet), China
(Dragon Abrasives) and India (Stain Stones), and these
are the countries that export significant amounts of
garnet. Russia and Turkey also produces industrial
garnet in large quantities, but it does not export
significant quantities of this material. For use in
abrasive water jet cutting abrasives are mostly supplied
in packages of 25 kg. Price varies depending on the
manufacturer and size of the abrasive particles, ranging
from 70 to over $ 300 per ton.
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A series of water jet cutting experiments were
conducted using a Byjet 4022 abrasive water jet cutting
machine (Bystronic AG, Switzerland). As workpiece
material, aluminium alloy AA-ASTM 6060 (Al MgSi)
and stainless steel AISI 304 (EN X2CrNi19-11) was
used. These materials are chosen as a worpiece material
because they are very attractive, possess resistance to
corrosion and can provide significant value for the end
user. Also, these materials are characterized by high
reflectivity and thermal conductivity. This makes them
relatively difficult to cut with lasers. Abrasive water jet
cutting, which does not create an observable heat
affected zone, is much more useful for cutting
aluminum and stainless steel for modern applications.
Although AWJ cutting involves a large number of
variables and virtually all these variables affect the
cutting results (kerf width, taper and surface
roughness), only few major and easy-to-adjust dynamic
variables were considered in the present study. Those
are: feed rate (the speed at which the cutting head
moves along workpiece during cutting operation),
material thickness and abrasive flow rate. The other
process parameters were kept constant using the
standard machine configuration (d0 = 0.3 mm;
dA = 1.02 mm; p = 400 MPa).
3.2. Separation speed

Firstly, through a series of experiments was
determined linear cutting speed at which still comes to
the realization of complete cut, i.e. to just barely cut
through material. In this way a boundary line that
separates the area in which the cut is complete, the ones
where we have only a partial cut (Fig. 4) is defined.
The survey was conducted on prepared specimens
with thickness of: s = 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20 mm. Other
parameter values of the process were:
workpiece material: stainless steel and aluminium alloy,
water pressure: p = 400 MPa,
water nozzle diameter: d0 = 0,30 mm,
abrasive nozzle diamter: dA = 1,02 mm,
abrasive flow rate q = 300 and 400 g/min and
distance of the cutting head to workpiece z = 2 mm.

Fig. 7. Cut geometry by AWJ cutting

Fig. 4. Cut-through speed boundary line
Feed rate (v) is, for each cut, gradually increased,
until there was no cut in which the sample is not
completely cut through, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Incomplete cut (view from the bottom side)
3.3. Kerf geometry

Geometry of cut is a characteristic of major interest
in abrasive water jet cutting process. Cutting using
AWJ can create tapered edges on the kerf, especially
when cutting at high feed rates.
The kerf geometry of a through cut generated by
abrasive water jets may be described as in Fig. 7. A top
and bottom kerf width was measured from the optical
microscope images with 40 times magnification,
equipped with a CMOS camera and USB connection to
a PC (Fig. 6). Camera sensor size is 1/2 inch, a
resolution of 1280x1024 dots and wide field of view of
5.4 mm.

The top kerf is commonly wider than the bottom
due to the decrease in abrasive water jet power as a
unique feature of AWJ technology. As a result of this, a
taper is produced. The large kerf taper ratio worsens
the perpendicularity of the straightness of the cutting
cross-section, resulting in an inaccurate dimensional
quality.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The value of the cutting speed at which there is a
complete separation of material through its whole
thickness is influenced by many factors, among which
the most important are: the type of material, its
thickness, abrasive flow rate and water pressure. With
consideration that, in practice, for cutting we always
use the maximum pressure that the machine can
achieve, the influence of water pressure, even though it
has a major impact on the ability of AWJ cutting has
not varied, but the maximum value of water pressure of
p=400 MPa was used.
Diagram showing the influence of the type of
material, thickness of the workpiece and the abrasive
flow rate on cut-through cutting speed (feed rate) is
presented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Effect of process parameters on separation speed

Fig. 6. Optical microscope with CMOS camera
These measurements were taken for each cut away
from the ends of the slots to eliminate any effect of the
cutting process at the jet entry and exit. The standard
establishes a zone of significance for the measurements
of widths at the top and bottom edge by a distance, Δs,
related to material thickness as specified in the
standard.

It may be noted that the type of material and its
thickness have great influence on the cutting speed
limit. For example, the maximum speed at which it is
possible to cut stainless steel with thickness of s=8 mm
is v=440 mm/min, while the workpiece made of
aluminum alloy, with the same thickness, can be cut at
a speed of v=1421 mm/min. The results show that, the
greater the amount of abrasive grains that participate in
the process of cutting material, separation effect is
larger, and therefore the depth of cut increases.
Kerf is characterized by a small rounded corner at the
top edge due to the plastic deformation of material
caused by jet bombardment. As the kerf is wider at the
top than at the bottom, a taper is produced. As shown in
Fig. 9, abrasive water jets will generally open a tapered
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slot with the top kerf Wt being wider than the bottom
kerf Wb.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show some typical and
representative trends and relationships between the kerf
geometry (top kerf width Wt and bottom kerf width
Wb) and the cutting parameters.

is a limit to the thickness of the workpiece that can be
cost-effective machined, compared to other cutting
processes. Therefore, the knowledge of material cutting
speed limit and influence of process parameters is step
towards ensuring optimum cost of production and
meeting the demands of customers.
The primary interests in sheet steel processing are
the kerf shape (kerf width). The kerf profile changes
with feed rate. Cuts at low feed rate generate almost
straight cutting cross-section, whereas high feed rates
generate a convergent shape.
In this study, the cutting ability and kerf geometries
of the machined surfaces in terms of process
parameters in AWJ-machined aluminium alloy and
stainless steel were investigated experimentally.
Summarizing the main features of the results, the
following conclusions may be drawn:
The value of process parameters at which the cut is
complete, depend primarily on the type of material and
thickness of the workpiece. During the processing of
steel, cutting speed is 3 times less a processing aluminum
of the same thickness.
As the feed rate increases, the AWJ cuts narrower kerf.
This is because the feed rate of abrasive water jet allows
fewer abrasives to strike on the jet target and hence
generates a narrower slot.
Higher abrasive flow rate produce greater kerf width,
especially bottom kerf width because the larger number
of abrasive particles share in machining process which
has positive effect on kerf geometry.

Fig. 9. The effect of feed rate on the kerf geometry

Fig. 10. The effect of abrasive flow rate on bottom kerf
width

It should be noted that if the kerf width can be
predicted, they may be compensated for in the design
and process planning stages and by controlling the
nozzle in the machine.
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The flexibility and cool cutting characteristics of the
AWJ make it an important tool for cutting applications
of new materials such as composites and sandwiched
materials that are difficult to machine with traditional
machining processes, and is also a cost-effective way
of cutting stainless steel and aluminum alloys.
Although there are no restrictions on the types of
workpiece material by the use of AWJ, however there
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SOME IDEAS ABOUT SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING
CONCEPT
Abstract: Crises are not necessary in productions and in selling market. Reasons are mostly in wrong state policy.
Some solutions are brought by engineers with their deep knowledge in prediction technique. Paper presents some
ideas how to save energy by prediction and ways of sustainable manufacturing.
Key words: Sustainable manufacturing, reducing costs, MQL, HP jet cooling, cryogenic machining.

1. INTRODUCTION
The crises have been going up and down for the
last hundred years after technical revolution. The
reasons were mainly gap between production and
policy of governments. To spend more as country can
produce firstly means inflation, then restriction, the
demonstrations of workers and citizen… If government
prepares solution on base, how to save money on
workers in public administration, they go to strike.
More countries all over the world produce less than
their citizens consume. Reason is a gap between
production sector and group of people employed in
public administration so called workers, which are not
connected directly or indirectly with productions or
service activity. Many of them have jobs and salaries
without the beneficial work.
Technical sector, engineers and manufacturers can help
partly with solutions in manufacturing areas with their
high education of modern production. To produce
better, it is necessary to know more than 50 different
concepts. From classical machining, CNC machine
tools to the adaptive processes as MQL, LN cryo
assisting, HP jet cooling, HSC, RP, etc. Big specter of
information and knowledge allows engineers that they
can find the appropriate procedure from the beginning
of the process. Till now, engineers were forced in
system of mass production with motto: faster/cheaper
with minimal respect to nature/ecology.
To care only about ecology is not enough. It is
something partly connected with nature, but not
including workers and other population properly.
Sustainable concept is something more, including
people properly and their social needs. To define what
means recession for people, we can show in my old and
well known diagram.

2. INFLUENCE OF FLUCTATIONS ON
PRODUCTION
Hatched areas [1] “so called negative work” are also
quantity measurement for workers – they are stressed.
What are people doing under stress we know! If we
know this up and down phenomena, stress by people
and short period of satisfaction, we don’t need to hurry
too much. After few years we will be on the same
quantity level of product with bigger satisfaction, we
can say with sustainable approach.
Work represents a big part of employee life time. Why
is he working? In order he needs money to make a
living for himself and his family. It is only new
concept, new way for surviving. For thousands years
people have lived in many different ways that they
came to food. Today money is food, so he is looking as
first on money. Main part of work and production
should stay to him. But it isn`t so. The money is shared
on too many different things just for case. Today
workers are too much taxed. It is one of the reasons
how and where money disappears. Next reason is
owner of the factory. He can divide money/benefit
properly or unfairly. There are many cases when
money disappeared from factory account before
salaries were given to workers. Okay, we know more or
less all this story of dirty management. From this
philosophy we continue to our area – production.
Where and how can we save money with technology.
3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS TO
ELEMENT WHICH ACHIEVE ON
SUSTAINABLE EFFECTS
Machinability is always questionable by new pair of
material that we cut and cutting tool. Criteria are old
and well known. To define machinability, we have to
measure tool wear, cutting forces, surface roughness
and define chip shapes. Tool wear varies widely due
different cooling system, even we have the same pair of
workpiece material and cutting tool material because of
different friction coefficient (µ).

Fig. 1: Fluctuations in production. [1]
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cut. Thin chip and small depth of cut cause higher
specific force.
We have to find additional sources for minimizing
cutting forces. [3] They are connected with friction (µ).
Friction and tribology are always present on cutting
tool during machining. The influence is on tool wear,
so in every cutting fluid we can find additives for
reduce sliding coefficient. It reduces length (l) of shear
zone chip formation area.

Fig. 2. Tool wear curve [2]
Cutting force is shared on x, y, z components. The
main cutting force Fc is mostly affected by depth of cut
(ap) and cutting speed (vc).

Fig. 4. Cutting zone, chip formation area [3]
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Shearing stress (3) depends on cutting force (F), length
(l) of shear zone and chip thickness (b). The sliding of
chip over rake face of cutting tool is mostly depend
from friction coefficient (µ) between workpiece
material and cutting tool material. Therefore we use
difference coating layers on cutting tool inserts.

Fig. 5. MOVIC self-lubricating and anti-adhesive
coating [5]
With reducing cutting coefficient (µ) from 0,8 to 0,1
(possibility), we also reduce cutting force. Of course
the ratio is not the same, but generally in in range of 10
– 50%. To have right data of cutting force values, we
have to measure them. Measured cutting forces are one
of important data in technological data bank.
Fig. 3. Main cutting force and specific cutting force
[3,4]
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Specific cutting force kc is measure for energy
consumption of process (2). It is calculated with Kinzle
equation (1). First we have to specify the technology of
machining. Second step to achieve better efficiency is
with adequate sharing depth of cut to rough and fine
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(4)
Electro energy consumption of process (4) depends of
cutting force FC and cutting speed vc.
As case, we can discuss relationship to minimizing
power consumption for 30%. More than thousands
machine tools which are operating day and night in
money factories in many countries. We can reduce
electricity production for more than 10%. This is
something. We can close on this way some electro
power plants that cause environmental pollution with
their operating state. This represents important part of
sustainable manufacturing.

4. ADAPTED MODERN CUTTING PROCESSES
Engineering challenges of sustainable production are
going forward. We have modern adaptive processes for
machining as MQL, HP jet cooling, LN Cryogenic
machining.

Fig. 6. MQL [6]

Minimum quantity lubricant can save money,
improve tool life and improve the part finish. But it
may involve changes to both the equipment and the
processing strategy. The cost of coolant is
approximately 15 percent of the life-cycle
operational cost of a machining process. This cost
continues to rise. It includes the costs associated
with procurement, filtration, separation and
disposal. Already the costs for disposal of coolant
are higher than the initial cost of the coolant, and
they are still rising. Even stricter regulations are
under consideration for coolant usage, disposal and
worker protection. As a result of all of this, coolant
in wet machining operations is a crucial economic
issue. An alternative, machining with “minimum
quantity lubricant,” or MQL, is gaining acceptance as
a cost-saving and environmentally friendly option in
place of some wet machining processes.
MQL (Fig. 6) permits dramatic cuts in coolant costs,
while protecting workers and the environment. It
also delivers improved tool life and surface finish,
even though tool life is often the reason why wet
machining is applied. MQL can deliver better life for
two reasons: the optimum concentration of
lubrication can be specified for a given operation,
and silicon particle contamination suspended in the
cutting fluid is eliminated [7].
Removing coolant from machining presents challenges
related to heat, tool life and chip removal, but certain
systems and strategies can address these challenges.
Heat dissipation without coolant requires a different
approach to processing the part. Special tooling using
lubricant ducts (as well as high-performance coatings
and heat-resistant materials) is also required. Chip
evacuation systems must be used as well [7].

Fig. 7. HP jet cooling [8]

In high – pressure coolant condition (Fig. 7) the
average cutting temperature reduced by 16% than dry
condition. As the temperature at the chip-tool interface
is one of the most important factor influencing the
machining process, so high – pressure jet cooling is
complimentary for machining process.
High-pressure jet – assisted machining has become a
powerful technique for increasing production
efficiency. The main advantages of HP jet cooling
cutting process are:
• Increasing of cutting speed and federate up to 35
percent for pair of cutting material and workpiece.
• Improved chip control.
• Increased tool life.
• Drastically reduced cutting edge temperature
compared to conventional flooded cooling.
• Better surface integrity.
• Reduction of cutting forces.

Fig. 8. Cryogenic machining [9]
It is known that oil-based cooling lubricating fluids
(CLF) are one of the most unsustainable elements of
machining processes. Most CLFs are formulated from
mineral oils, which are extracted from crude oil,
primarily for economic reasons.
In cryogenic machining a cryogenic CLF (non-oilbased) is delivered to the cutting region of the cutting
tool, shown in Fig. 7, which is exposed to the highest
temperature during the machining process, or to the
part in order to change the material characteristics and
improve machining performance. The CLF is nitrogen
fluid, which is liquefied by cooling to -196 °C (liquid
nitrogen – LN). Nitrogen is a safe, non – combustible,
and noncorrosive gas. The LN in cryogenic machining
systems quickly evaporates and returns to the
atmosphere, leaving no residue to contaminate the part,
chips, machine tool, or operator, thus eliminating
disposal costs. Additionally, cryogenic machining
could help to machine parts faster, with higher quality,
increased machining performance, and a reduced
overall cost [10].
Some potential benefits of cryogenic machining are:
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• Considerably reduced friction coefficient on the tool –
chip interface.
• LN applied locally to the cutting edge is superior to
emulsion in lowering the cutting temperature.
• Increased tool-life due to lower abrasion and chemical
wear, increased material removal rate with no increase
in tool-wear and with reduced cutting tool changeover
cost, resulting in higher productivity.
• Improved machined part surface quality with the
absence of mechanical and chemical degradation of the
machined surface.
In the machining of high-temperature alloys,
conventional oil-based CLFs are not always effective
enough in terms of decreasing the high cutting
temperature, increasing tool life, reducing machining
costs
and
improving
environmental/social
sustainability. The problem is that conventional CLFs
do not access the toolpart and tool-chip interfaces,
which are under high contact pressure, as they vaporize
at a high temperature generated close to the cutting tool
edge. Taking this into account, it becomes clear that
technologies employing conventional CLFs are
ineffective and unsustainable when machining
materials with high shear strength and low thermal
conductivity. In this case, the avoidance of
conventional CLFs, would yield an enormous gain
from the sustainability point of view.
5. CONCLUSION
Study to be engineer and working on average level
is not enough. Engineer has to be innovative, full of
ideas and always looking for new, better and more
ecological manufacturing concept. It must be visible
also by cost of production. With adapted modern
cutting processes we can achieve higher productivity
with lower environmental pollution. Choice of adaptive
process depends on the machining application. In
general all of mentioned processes have many
advantages in view of sustainable machining, and this
is a key to increasing productivity.

Fig. 9. Costs in production
Difference of costs and better benefit should be shared
also to workers in production. This is a guaranty for
more intensive work. All advanced ideas should be
taken in to consideration and tested, because we will
never know everything, and in many cases some
solutions reveals beneficial results.
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DETERMINING THE PROCESSING PARAMETERS FOR STEEL AISI 6150 IN
LASER CUTTING
Abstract: Laser processing is very precise and economical method of material processing. The advantages of laser
cutting over conventional cutting methods are reflected in the high-speed processing capability, narrow width of the
cut, straight cut edges, low roughness of cut surfaces and the possibility of creating complex profiles. The process of
laser cutting and cut quality depends on proper selection of cutting parameters. A set of cutting parameters is
supplied with each laser and they are optimized for cutting certain materials. The paper presents the process of
defining new parameters for cutting parts made of spring steel (AISI 6150) for which the recommended cutting
parameters have not been provided by Byspeed 4020 laser manufacturer. Adequate accuracy of the quality and
shape of the cut has been reached. Therefore, the obtained parameters are reliable and are further used in the
production process.
Keywords: laser cutting, cutting parameters, production process
1. INTRODUCTION
Laser Byspeed 4020 is a product of Swiss
company Bystronic that belongs to latest generation of
lasers. Its cutting speed of thin sheet metal exceeds all
previous Bystronic models and other competitor’s
products. For example, some tasks such as cutting steel
plates 10 mm thickness which classic laser performed
for 330 to 360 minutes, the laser can do for 160
minutes. Therefore, this type of laser shows a drastic
difference in the speed of making pieces, which is
nowadays very important, regarding the very short
deadlines for making appropriate job. Also, it should be
noted the high accuracy of this machine which was not
the case with lasers. For sheets up to 6 mm thickness,
this machine has an accuracy of one tenth of making
up, on sheet thickness and 10 mm accuracy varies by
three tenth, which are remarkable results.

Fig. 1. Laser Byspeed 4020
Laser is used solely for cutting certain types of metal. It
can cut stainless steel and acid resistant steels up to
thickness of 10 mm. In the process of cutting it is
necessary to add the appropriate gas so that cutting
could be done. In above mentioned laser it is used
oxygen and nitrogen. When cutting stainless steel, acid
resistant, fire-resistant steels, nitrogen is used, and in
the case of cutting carbon steel it is used oxygen,
regarding that laser can cut carbon steel up to thickness
of 25 mm. Laser can cut aluminum, but the quality is

somewhat lower, because aluminum is a good
conductor. The maximum thickness of aluminum that
can be cut is 15 mm, but the higher speeds produces
even lower quality. Also, laser can cut brass and copper
to a thickness of 3 mm. Because they are even more
conductors the cut could lose in drastically in quality.
2. LASER CUTTING PROCESS
Laser processing of materials is based on the use
of highly concentrated light energy received by
stimulated radiation for heating, melting or evaporation
of material. The laser beams has become a universal
tool that can manage all types of materials [1].
Directing laser beam on the workpiece (Fig. 2) can
derive a number of manufacturing operations such as
drilling, cutting and welding. Thanks to high
orientation - focusing the beam (on the surface of 10 -6
mm2), high density energy beam (up to 108 kW/mm2),
the ability to easily control a laser beam and processing
in different environments, laser processing is gaining
more importance and has many advantages [2].
Laser cutting can be classified into three types: laser
fusion cutting, laser gas cutting and laser sublimation
cutting.

Fig. 2. Basic principle of laser cutting
During laser fusion cutting, the workpiece is locally
melted and vaporized with the aid of gas (e.g.
nitrogen). The material is transported only in liquid or
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molten phase, which is why the process is called fusion
cutting. An inert cutting gas of extreme purity is
inserted into the laser beam, which ejects the molten
material from the cut, without participating in the
process of cutting. The oxidation of edges does not
occur during laser fusion cutting which makes it
suitable for cutting ferrite materials. Characteristics of
the laser fusion cutting: working gas nitrogen or argon;
laser power 80 ... 100% of maximum power; gas
pressure 10 ... 20 bars; focal position approximately on
the lower face of the sheet (Fig.3).

Fig. 3. Location of the focal point for fusion cutting
Laser gas cutting is differentiated from laser fusion
cutting by the use of oxygen as the cutting gas. During
laser gas cutting, the melting zone is further heated by
the flow of oxygen into the cut and reaches
temperatures approximating the boiling point of
materials. This causes profuse evaporation and removal
of the material. The cutting gas jet is also used for
driving out the molten material from the lower side of
the workpiece. Given that the interaction of oxygen
with heated metal causes a reaction which further heats
the material, cutting speeds achieved in mild steel
cutting are higher than the ones achieved in fusion
cutting of sheet of 6 mm and thicker. Laser cutting by
oxygen is critical when cutting fine contours and acute
shapes because of the risk of burning. Characteristics of
the laser gas cutting: working gas oxygen; laser power
25 ... 80% of maximum power; gas pressure 0,5 ... 5
bars; focal position approximately on the upper face of
the sheet (Fig.4).

Fig. 4. Location of the focal point for laser gas cutting
In laser sublimation cutting the material evaporates
directly into the cut, without the occurrence of the
liquid phase. This method requires high laser power
that is dependent on thermal properties of materials.
Typical materials that are cut by this method are
plastics, wood, paper and leather.
3. PROCESSING PARAMETERS
In order to execute the operation of laser cutting it
is necessary to know the processing parameters [1].
Processing parameters include the characteristics of the
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laser cutting process that can be modified to improve
the quality of the cutting process and achieve the
required results of cutting [3]. The parameters of the
laser cutting process can be classified into four major
categories: specified parameters of laser cutting, input
parameters of laser cutting, operating parameters of
laser cutting and output parameters of laser cutting.
The specified parameters of laser cutting are: gas type,
gas purity, gas pressure, the diameter and shape of the
nozzle. Gas pressure and the shape of the nozzle have
an effect on the roughness of the cut. The consumption
of cutting gas depends on gas pressure and diameter of
the nozzle. Cutting by low pressure gas requires the
pressure of up to 5 bars, whereas in cutting by high
pressure gas, the pressure can reach 20 bars.
Conventional nozzles have a circular, conical opening.
The distance between the nozzle opening and the
surface of the workpiece must be as small as possible.
The smaller the distance, the greater is the amount of
gas that enters the cut. The gap width usually ranges
from 0,5 to 1,5 mm.
Operating parameters of laser cutting with which the
quality of cutting can be optimized are: focus position,
laser power, gas pressure, feed rate and the distance
between the nozzle and the cutting surface. Original
cutting parameters are optimized to ensure maximum
reliability of the process. Each laser is supplied with a
set of cutting parameters. Cutting parameters are given
for the materials of specific type and thickness. For
materials for which the laser manufacturer did not
provide the recommended values, new cutting
parameters could be set. The paper presents the process
of defining new parameters for cutting parts made of
steel AISI 6150 with the achievement of adequate
accuracy of the quality and shape of the cut.
4. CUTTING PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
Cutting parameters are scalar values which have a
direct effect on the process of cutting. In order to
properly modify the cutting parameters it is important
to know how the part has been programmed and which
cutting technology is used. The cutting of new material
must be preceded by experimental cutting. If any
problems concerning the quality of cutting should arise
in the experimental phase, they can be fixed by
adjusting the original cutting parameters. The
optimization of cutting parameters can be derived from
the existing samples, and their recommended list [4].
Table 1 shows the order in which cutting parameters
should be adjusted depending on the type of cutting
gas. The reasons for the need of adjusting cutting
parameters are: different material composition,
variations of tolerances in the thickness of sheet,
different nature of the surface and considerable
temperature variations in the material used (reference
temperature = +20 ° C).
The following conditions must be met in order to
obtain high quality of the cut: the laser cutting machine
and laser beam source must be in perfect condition, the
lenses of the cutting head must be flawless, and the
cutting head and the nozzle must be consistent with the
cutting parameters.

Table 1. Order in which cutting parameters should be
adjusted
The position of the focus or focal point denotes the
smallest diameter of the laser beam. The maximum
power density is concentrated in the focus. The lenses
of the cutting head focus the laser beam. The focus
position basically depends on the type of gas used
(Fig. 5). Depending on the material that is cut, the focal
point can be located: on the workpiece (focal position
A), in the workpiece (focal position B) and under the
workpiece (focal position C).

compressed air, the material is ejected and cooled more
easily. In cutting with O2 the maximum gas pressure is
10 bars, in cutting with N2 the maximum gas pressure
is 24 bars, whereas in cutting with compressed air the
maximum pressure is 12 bars.
Feed rate is a parameter that defines the cutting speed
during continuous operating mode of the laser (cw).
Feed rate is a variable which is dependent on other
factors. If it is not possible to achieve the minimum
feed rate during the production, the laser machine must
be tested by the manufacturer's service personnel. It
should be noted that the reduction of the feed rate by 10
- 20% leads to significant improvement of quality and
process reliability in almost all cases.
Nozzle distance is a parameter that defines the distance
between the nozzle and the surface of the workpiece
during the cutting process. This distance affects the
flow of gas, which further has a direct effect on cutting
performances and cutting quality. If the nozzle distance
is larger than 1 mm, significant variations in pressure
will occur. It is recommended that the nozzle distance
be smaller than the diameter of the nozzle, because
greater distance can result in turbulence and
considerable changes in pressure in the gap between the
nozzle and the workpiece [3]. The nozzle distance <1
mm leads to increased wear and impurity of the nozzle,
whereas the nozzle distance >1mm leads to poor
quality of the cut.
5. SETTING THE CUTTING PARAMETERS
FOR STEEL AISI 6150

Fig. 5. The position of the laser beam focus
The central position of the focus varies depending on
the condition of the lenses. Dirty or old lenses can shift
the focus position upward. This dislocation can be up to
several millimeters depending on the age or degree of
impurity of the lenses. It is therefore important to
regularly clean the lenses. The focus position can be
modified (Fig. 6) by the input of a new numerical value
in millimeters. The higher numerical value shifts the
focus position downward, the lower numerical value
shifts the focus position upward, while the numerical
value 0 corresponds to the surface of the sheet (A).

Fig. 6. Change of focus position
Laser power is a parameter that defines the power of
the laser during continuous operating mode of the laser
(cw-continuous wave). It should be noted that there is a
difference between continuous wave and pulse wave
(pw). In continuous operating mode, the nominal power
of the laser beam is continuously available, while in
pulse operating mode it is emitted at intervals [5].
Gas pressure depends on the cutting gas and the nozzle
used. In oxygen (O2) assisted cutting, the higher value
results in higher cutting temperature and rougher shape
of the cut. With the use of nitrogen (N2) and

Experimental research was conducted on a
Byspeed 4020 laser, a product of Bystronic from
Switzerland [6]. The recommended values of cutting
parameters for materials of specific type and thickness
were given by the laser manufacturer. The
recommended values for cutting materials made of
steel AISI 6150 were not provided. Therefore, new
cutting parameters were defined with the aim of
achieving satisfactory quality of the cut. Nitrogen was
used for cutting in continuous operating mode of the
laser (cw).
A figure 7, 8, 9, 10 shows the shape of the cut
depending on the focus position, gas pressure laser
power and feed rate. In order to achieve optimum
quality of the cut, the situation and the possible solution
have been provided for each parameter. The images are
magnified 10 times and this is why the stripes and
irregularities can be seen even in the image with the
optimal shape of the cut ( Fig 11).
Focus position too low
Situation: The focus is in the upper section which is
wrong for this kind of material. It would be correct to
set focus in the central zone of the cut.

Fig. 7. Focus position too low
Solution: Set a greater numeric value of focus position.
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Feed rate too low, focus position too low
Situation: The focus is in the upper section of the cut
but material damage also occurs in the central zone of
the cut (increased roughness).

Fig. 8. Feed rate too low, focus position too low
Solution: Set a greater numeric value of focus position.
Increase the cutting speed so that the lasers beam less
damages (melted) material in the central zone of the
cut.
Laser power too high, focus position too low, feed rate
too high
Situation: The focus is in the upper section, the material
damage in the central zone of the cut but this time with
an emphasized curvature lines that are generated in the
process of cutting.

Fig. 9. Laser power too high, focus position too low,
feed rate too high
Solution: Set a greater numeric value of focus position.
This time the damage in the central zone of the cut
cannot be solved by increasing the cutting speed
because curved lines formed in the cutting point to the
excessive cutting speed. Reducing power of the cut
which eliminates damage materials and reduce the
cutting speed eliminating the curvature lines generated
in the process of cutting.
Gas pressure too low, laser power too high, and focus
position too low
Situation: The focus is in the upper section, the material
damage in the central zone of the cut and the formation
of slag in the lower zone of the cut which clearly
indicates that the cutting material is not done until the
end.

Fig. 10. Gas pressure too low, laser power too high, and
focus position too low
Solution: Set a greater numeric value of focus position,
the material damage in the central zone may be solved
by two ways: by increasing the cutting speed and
reducing power. There is always tendency to increase
cutting speeds because of the cost-effectiveness and
productivity of the machine. Slag in the lower zone of
the cut is then easily removed by increasing the gas
pressure for only 2-3 bars.
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Optimal cut for steel AISI 6150
Fig. 11 shows the optimal cut for steel AISI 6150
thickness of 10 mm. It is important to note that in the
process of designing program it is used technology for
cutting stainless steel, otherwise all these changes in
the cutting do not achieve the desired result (this type
of material cannot be cut using the technology for
cutting steel). The values of established processing
parameters are as follows: cutting speed 900 mm / min,
4400 W laser power, focus position 10,5 mm, 18 bar
gas pressure, nozzle distance from the surface of the
material 0,5 mm.

Fig. 11. Optimal cut for steel AISI 6150
6. CONCLUSION
Experimental research in laser processing of materials
AISI 6150 led to the optimal cut (Figure 11). Optimal
cut for AISI 6150 thickness of 10 mm sheet obtained
by the following cutting parameters: cutting speed 900
mm / min, 4400 W laser power, focus position
10,5 mm, 18 bar gas pressure, nozzle distance from the
surface of the material 0,5 mm. It should be also noted
achievement of the same understanding of laser cutting
technology, which enables the formation parameters for
other kinds of materials such as AISI 314or AISI 4140.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF TAGUCHI METHOD FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
IN HIGH-PRESSURE JET ASSISTED TURNING PROCESS
Abstract: In this paper, the cutting of Inconel 718 using high-pressure jet assisted turning proces has been reported.
The Taguchi method, with orthogonal arrays and signal-to-noise ratio, has been used to analyse impact of various
process parameters on surface roughness and to find optimal levels of the process parameters. An attempt was made
to minimase the number of experimental runs and increase the reliability of experimental results. The study shows
that the Taguchi method is suitable to solve the stated problem with minimum number of trials.
Key words: Taguchi method, High-pressure jet assisted turning

1. INTRODUCTION
Determination of optimal machining parameters is
continuous engineering task which goals are to reduce
the production costs and to achieve the desired product
quality. With the more precise demands of modern
engineering products, the control of surface texture
with dimensional accuracy has become more important.
Surface roughness is the characteristic of surface which
describes the surface quality, with regard to machining.
This is a widely used index of product quality and in
most cases a technical requirement for mechanical
products. Achieving the desired surface quality is of
great importance for the functional behaviour of a part.
Following
modern
production
requests
and
technologic-economic
analysis
of
processing
operations, during the designing process, it is necessary
to determine optimal cutting parameters in order to
achieve minimal expenses or minimal production time
[1].

High pressure jet assisted turning (HPJA) presents
an innovative method of lubricating and/or cooling the
cutting zone during machining. This machining process
is able to cutting of nickel-based alloys. Nickel-based
alloys are well known to yield a very poor machining
performance. The subject of this study is to analyse
dependence of surface roughness on the following five
HPJA parameters: the diameter of the nozzle Dn, the
pressure of the jet P, the cutting speed Vc, the feed rate
and distance between the impact point of the jet and the
cutting edge d.
The Taguchi method of experimental design is one
of the widely accepted techniques for off line quality
assurance of products and processes. This method is a
traditional approach for robust experimental design that
seeks to obtain a best combination set of factors/levels
with lowest cost societal solution to achieve customer
requirements. In this research work the roughness
parameter Ra is measured experimentally during high
pressure jet assisted turning of Inconel 718. Taguchi
method and ANOVA analysis are used to analyze the
effect of cutting parameters on surface roughness.

2. TAGUCHI METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL
DETAILS
2.1 Taguchi method
Robust Design method, also called the Taguchi
method, pioneered by Dr. Genichi Taguchi, greatly
improves engineering productivity. Taguchi parameter
design is based on the concept of fractional factorial
design. The main objective of parameter design is to
minimize the process or product variation and to design
robust and flexible processes or products that are
adaptable to environmental conditions [2]. Taguchi’s
approach to design of experiments is easy to adopt and
apply for users with limited knowledge of statistics;
hence it has gained a wide popularity in the engineering
and scientific community. Many companies around the
world have saved hundreds of milions of dollars by
using the method in diverse industries: automobiles,
xerography, telecommunications, electronics, software,
etc.
Taguchi method uses orthogonal array to execute
experiments and for analyzing. Signal to noise ratio and
orthogonal array are two major tools used in robust
design. The S/N ratio characteristics can be divided
into three categories when the characteristic is
continuous: nominal is the best, smaller the better and
larger is better characteristics. For the minimal
roughness, the solution is „smaller is better“, and S/N
ratio is determined according to the following equation:

S

N

10 log

1
n

n

yi2

(1)

i 1

Where n is the number of replication and yi is the
measured value of output variable. The minimal Ra is
achieved using the cutting parameters where S/N ratio
is maximal. The influence of each control factor can be
more clearly presented with response graphs [3].
Optimal cutting conditions of control factors can be
very easily determined from S/N response graphs, too.
Parameters design is the key step in Taguchi method to
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achieve reliable results without increasing the
experimental costs. The experimental layout for the
machining parameters using L27(313) orthogonal array
was used in this study. The experimental results were
analyzed with Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), which
is used for identifying the factors significantly affecting
the performance measures.
2.2 Experimental details
High pressure jet assisted turning (HPJA) is a
process where cooling lubrication fluid (CLF) is
delivered into the cutting zone region under extremely
high pressure of up to P=300 MPa and at a lower
volume flow rate than in the conventional case,
providing improved lubrication, cooling and chip
breaking effects, Fig. 1. This is innovative method of
lubricating and/or cooling the cutting zone during
machining.

Fig. 1.

Symbol
A

B

C
D
E
Table 1.

Parameters

1

Levels
2

Diameter of the
0,25
0,3
nozzle, Dn (mm)
Dist. between the
impact point of the
0
1,5
jet and the cutting
edge, d (mm)
Pressure of the jet,
50
90
P (MPa)
Cutting speed, Vc
46
57
(m/min)
Feed, f (mm/rev)
0,2 0,224
Machining parameters and their levels

3
0,4

3,0

130
74
0,25

HPJA CLF delivery jet direction sketch [4]

Some potential benefits of this machining are [4] :
more sustainable machining through lower flow rates
of CLF in comparison to conventional machining,
decreasing the cutting tool-chip contact length,
resulting in lower cutting forces and longer tool life,
drastic improvement in chip breakability etc.
The experimental work was carried out at the
Laboratory for Machining, the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering in Ljubljana. The experiments were
conducted in longitudinal turning process on
conventional lathe, fitted with a Hammelmann highpressure plunger pump of 150 MPa pressure and 8
l/min capacity. The fluid used was the Vasco 5000
cooling lubricant from Blaser Swisslube Inc., a 5,5%
emulsion without chlorine on the basis of vegetable oil
mixed with water (pH 8,5-9,2).
Machining performance was investigated according
to the following HPJA parameters: the diameter of the
nozzle Dn (0.25, 0.3 and 0.4 mm), the pressure of the
jet P (50, 90 and 130 MPa), the cutting speed Vc (46,
57 and 74 m/min), the feed rate f (0.2, 0.224 and 0.25
mm/rev) and the distance between the impact point of
the jet and the cutting edge d (0, 1.5 and 3 mm).
All experiments were carried out using the nickelbased alloy Inconel 718 supplied as bars (145 mm
diameter x 300 mm long) with hardness between 36
and 38 HRC by orthogonal arrays with three levels
(coded by: 1, 2 and 3), Table 1. A PVD TiAlN-coated
carbide tool (grade P25) SNMG 12 04 08-23 has been
chosen.
Surface roughness was measured with a stylus-type
instrument Mitutoyo-Surftest SJ-301, Fig. 2. The
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surface roughness response is the average reading of
three consecutive measurements.

Fig. 2. Measurement of 2D roughness parameters [5]
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Experimental results, together with their
transformations into signal-to-noise ratios are given in
Table 2. In this study all the analysis based on Taguchi
method is done by Minitab14 and Qualitek-4 software
to determine the main effects of the cutting parameters,
to perform the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
establish the optimum conditions.
From Table 3. it can be determined which control
factors have strong influence on roughness parameter
Ra in high-pressure jet assistance turning (HPJA).
Optimal cutting conditions of these control factors can
be very easily determined from the S/N response
graphs in Fig. 3. The response graphic of roughness
parameter Ra has been shown for all five factors. The
best roughness parameter Ra is at the higher S/N values
in the response graphs. Parameter influence on output
process variable shows angle of inclination of the line
which connects different parameter levels.
It can be seen from the presented graphs that feed
has the greatest influence on the roughness parameter
Ra. The diameter of the nozzle Dn, distance between the
impact point of the jet and the cutting edge d and
pressure P have small influence. Cutting speed has
insignificant influence on the roughness parameter Ra.
Optimal cutting conditions are shown in Table 2.

d ( mm)
P (MPa)
Vc (m/min)
f ( mm/rev)

3
1
3
1

3,0
50
74
0,20

Ra obtained
using
verification test

Setting
0,4

Ra obtained
using Taguchi
method

Level
3

Require add.
exp.

Control
parameters
Dn (mm)

S/N=-7,109
Ra=2,267 m

Ra=2,45
m

The optimization of cutting parameters inside offered
factors levels, with regard to criterion “smaller is
better”, gives the combination of control factors: A=3,
B=3, C=1, D=3, E=1. This combination enables the
lowest roughness parameter Ra. A verification test has
to be performed after optimal settings of control factors
have been determined with the goal to approve the
calculated value of the quality characteristic.
Difference between the calculated and yielded value of
roughness parameter Ra is very small.

Table 2. Optimal settings of control parameters

Factors
№

Parameters

A

B

C

D

E

d
(mm)

P
(MPa)

Vc
(m/min)

f
(mm/rev)

Ra ( m)

S/N

f

Dn
(mm)

Dn

d

P

Vc

1

1

1

1

1

1

0,25

0

50

46

0,2

2,54

-8,097

2

1

1

1

1

2

0,25

0

50

46

0,224

2,77

-8,85

3

1

1

1

1

3

0,25

0

50

46

0,25

3,76

-11,504

4

1

2

2

2

1

0,25

1,5

90

57

0,2

2,86

-9,128

5

1

2

2

2

2

0,25

1,5

90

57

0,224

3,09

-9,8

6

1

2

2

2

3

0,25

1,5

90

57

0,25

4,07

-12,192

7

1

3

3

3

1

0,25

3

130

74

0,2

2,63

-8,4

8

1

3

3

3

2

0,25

3

130

74

0,224

2,86

-9,128

9

1

3

3

3

3

0,25

3

130

74

0,25

3,85

-11,71

10

2

1

2

3

1

0,3

0

90

74

0,2

2,63

-8,4

11

2

1

2

3

2

0,3

0

90

74

0,224

2,85

-9,097

12

2

1

2

3

3

0,3

0

90

74

0,25

3,84

-11,687

13

2

2

3

1

1

0,3

1,5

130

46

0,2

3,10

-9,828

14

2

2

3

1

2

0,3

1,5

130

46

0,224

3,33

-10,449

15

2

2

3

1

3

0,3

1,5

130

46

0,25

4,31

-12,69

16

2

3

1

2

1

0,3

3

50

57

0,2

2,54

-8,097

17

2

3

1

2

2

0,3

3

50

57

0,224

2,76

-8,819

18

2

3

1

2

3

0,3

3

50

57

0,25

3,75

-11,481

19

3

1

3

2

1

0,4

0

130

57

0,2

2,52

-8,029

20

3

1

3

2

2

0,4

0

130

57

0,224

2,75

-8,787

21

3

1

3

2

3

0,4

0

130

57

0,25

3,74

-11,458

22

3

2

1

3

1

0,4

1,5

50

74

0,2

2,45

-7,784

23

3

2

1

3

2

0,4

1,5

50

74

0,224

2,68

-43,76

24

3

2

1

3

3

0,4

1,5

50

74

0,25

3,67

-11,294

25

3

3

2

1

1

0,4

3

90

46

0,2

2,41

-7,641

26

3

3

2

1

2

0,4

3

90

46

0,224

2,63

-8,4

27

3

3

2

1

3

0,4

3

90

46

0,25

3,62

-11,175

13

Table 3. Orthogonal array L27(3 ) with experimental results and calculated S/N ratio
The experimental results were analyzed with
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), which is used for
identifying the factors significantly affecting the
performance measures are shown in Table 4.

Percentage contribution of parameter is obtained by
dividing the sum of squares for each parameter with
total sum squares.
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Table 4. ANOVA table

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed dependence of roughness
parameter Ra of the five high-pressure jet assistance
turning (HPJA) parameters. Taguchi method has been
used to determine the main effects, significant factors
and optimum machining conditions to the value of the
roughness parameter Ra. From analysis using Taguchi’s
method, results indicate that among the all-significant
parameters, feed is the most significant. Results
obtained from Taguchi method closely matches with
ANOVA.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SURFACE DAMAGE OF HOT PLATES AFTER
BLACK OXIDE COATING
Abstract: After the black-oxide coating brown stains were observed forming on the surfaces of grey-cast-iron hot
plates made for an electric stove. These stains were metallographically examined using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS). For the phase identification we
also employed X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses. The results of the analyses indicated that the stained surfaces of
the hot plates were covered with whiskers of hematite (Fe2O3), while on the surfaces of the non-defective hot plates
only magnetite (Fe3O4) was present. The thermodynamic calculations confirmed the possibility of the formation of
hematite (Fe2O3) as a result of the oxidation of magnetite (Fe3O4) if the partial pressure of oxygen is increased
during the black-oxide-coating process.
Key words: whiskers, grey cast iron, magnetite (Fe3O4), hematite (Fe2O3)
1. INTRODUCTION
A damaged surface of a hot plate made of grey cast
iron used for the electric stove exhibits many brown
stains (Fig. 1) after black oxide coating (blackening).
The blackening [1] is mainly used to produce a
protective dark (grey) oxide layer [2,3] on the surface
consisting predominantly of magnetite (Fe3O4);
however, it also prevents against corrosion and
abrasion [4]. Before blackening the grooves on the
surface of the hot plate are made by turning [5-7] .
The black oxide coating process of hot plate was
held in the furnace at 650 °C. For the appropriate
atmosphere for producing a thin oxide layer on the
surface of grey cast iron the wood was burned [8]. The
maximum temperature in the furnace of 650 °C is
reached after four hours, while the whole process lasts
eight hours.

brown stains on the surface of grey cast iron which
have been observed after blackening a scanning
electron microscope Jeol JSM 5610 equipped with
energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS) was
used [9]. The accelerated voltage of electron beam was
20 keV. For phase identification an X-ray diffraction
analysis was also performed. For that analysis, an Xray diffractometer PANalytical X´Pert PRO (radiation
wavelength CuKα1 = 1,5406 Å) with Johansson
monochromator for flat samples has been used.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A detailed observation of the surface of grey cast
iron after blackening using scanning electron
microscope (SEM) revealed that the surface with
brown stains (Fig. 1) is covered with whiskers [10-14]
(Fig. 2), while the surface where no brown stains have
been observed shows typical oxide pattern (Fig. 3)
which reflects grain orientation of the base material.

Fig. 1 Brown stains on the surface of grey cast iron
after blackening
2. EXPERIMENTAL

Fig. 2 Surface of grey cast iron covered with whiskers;
SEI

For the microstructural characterization of the
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oxidation (xFe + yO → FexOy) as well as graphite
oxidation (2C + O2 → 2CO or C + O2 → CO2). The
formation and growth of the Fe-oxide in the subsurface
is promoted by oxygen penetration through the graphite
boundaries with the metallic matrix [15, 16].

Fig. 3 Typical oxide pattern after black oxide coating;
SEI
Backscatter electron image (BEI) of the cross
section of the sample covered with whiskers (Fig. 4)
shows, chemically, two different oxide layers on the
base material (grey cast iron), i.e., the outer (light
contrast) and the inner (dark contrast) oxide layers.
However, a detailed EDXS analysis (Table 1) shows
that whiskers as well as the upper part of the outer
oxide layer is composed of pure Fe-oxide, while in the
lower oxide layer EDXS analysis indicates FeMnoxides. The EDXS analysis . of the inner oxide layer
(dark contrast) confirms the presence of Fe, Mn and Cr;
however, the increased content of Si indicates that the
inner layer is composed of Si-rich Fe(MnCr) oxide..

In order to show the element distribution on the cross
section of the sample covered with whiskers an energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) maps are
presented. EDXS maps confirm above mentioned
results of EDXS quantitative analysis. Distribution of
carbon shows graphite flakes at the bottom of the
image, however, at the top of the image the signal of C
shows the signal C, K X-rays which come from the
bakelite that the sample for metallographic preparation
has been put in.

Fe, K

Mn, K

Figure 4. Cross section of the sample covered with
whiskers; BEI
Site of interest
1
2
3
4
5
6

Fe
93,5
95,9
96,0
95,9
95,8
97,4

O
6,5
4,1
1,9
3,1
0,6
-

Mn
1,1
0,4
0,7
0,6

Si
0,3
2,2
1,3

Cr
0,3
0,6
0,7

Cr, K

Table 1. EDXS analysis of the sample covered with
whiskers in cross section /wt. %

In Fig. 4 the internal oxidation of the matrix around
the graphite flakes near the surface can also be seen.
The internal oxidation actually consists of iron
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Si, K

Sundman [20]. The calculation of the phase diagram
was done using Thermo-Calc software (TCW5).

O, Kα

C, Kα
Figure 5. EDXS maps of Fe, Mn, Cr, Si O and C
The X-ray diffraction analysis was used for a phase
identification of the surface covered with whiskers as
well as for the surface without them. The analysis
showed that the only difference between two XRD
patterns lies in the ratio of the peak intensities between
the hematite (Fe2O3) and the magnetite (Fe3O4).
Namely, a detail from the XRD spectrum (2 theta = 32
° - 2 theta = 36 °) of the surface covered with whiskers
shows a higher peak-intensity ratio between the
hematite (Fe2O3) and the magnetite (Fe3O4) (Fig. 6a) in
comparison to the X-ray diffraction pattern of the
surface without whiskers (Fig. 6b). Since the surface
with brown stains is covered with whiskers this result
indicates that the whiskers are composed of hematite
(Fe2O3).

Figure 6 A. detail of XRD spectrum of the surface; a)
covered with whisker; b) without whiskers
4. THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS
For the calculation of particular phase diagram, Fig.
7, the data for pure elements were taken from Dinsdale
[17], for the substances data from Ansara [18].
Thermodynamic assessments on the Fe-O phase
diagram were done by Sundman [19] and Selleby and

Figure 7. Fe-O phase diagram, and partial pressure of
oxygen at 400 °C, 600 °C, 800 °C and 1000 °C
The calculations were performed using equation 1
and equation 2. The activity of oxide was taken to be 1
as in the case of pure metal. The standard state of the
gas is 1 atm. The equation for oxidation of pure metal
is given with equation 1:
2u
v

∆G = ∆G

0

Me ( s ) + O2 =

2
v

(1)

Meu Ov ( s )

0
−1
+ RT ln po 2 ( eq.) = ∆G − RT ln po 2 ( eq.) (2)

2Fe(s) + O2 = 2FeO(s)
∆G0 = −529 800 + 113,0T

(3)

1,5Fe(s) + O2 = 0,5Fe3O4(s)
∆G0 = −553 400 + 148,0T

(4)

4Fe3O4(s) + O2 = 6Fe2O3(s)
∆G0 = −498 900 + 281,3T

(5)

6FeO(s) + O2 = 2Fe3O4(s)
∆G0 = −624 400 + 250,2T

(6)

where and represents the Gibbs energy change of
the reaction when all reactants and products are at their
respective arbitrarily states and the standard Gibbs
energy of formation (equations 3-6). R is the gas
constant (8,3144 Jmol-1K-1), T temperature (K) and po2
(eq.) (atm) is equilibrium (dissociation) pressure of iron
oxide. The calculations were done for equilibrium
conditions, Constant isobars at specific temperatures
revealed large variations of dissociation pressures of
iron oxides existing between different oxide regions.
So, proper heating and cooling conditions (with
controlled partial pressure-oxygen content inside the
gas reservoir) are needed for controlled growth of
oxides, Fig. 7. If the value po2 for a given atmosphere
under consideration lies under the dissociation pressure
of iron oxide po2 (eq.), this oxide will dissociate into
the oxygen and metal (or another oxide). On the
contrary, if the value po2 lies above the dissociation
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pressure of iron oxide po2 (eq.), then the iron oxide is
stable. So, increased partial pressure of oxygen relative
to dissociation pressure at temperature of interest the
formation of the hematite on the pre-existing magnetite
is possible. The content of particular oxide (Fe2O3 on
Fe3O4) is a time-dependant function.
5. CONCLUSIONS
After the black-oxide coating the brown stains on
the surface of hot plates made of grey cast iron were
observed. SEM observations showed that these stains
were caused by whiskers growth on the surface and
aesthetically damaged it. Detailed investigation showed
that whiskers were growing from the top oxide layer on
the surface of grey cast iron. An EDXS analysis
confirmed that the oxide on the surface of the grey cast
iron consists, chemically, of three different types of
oxides, i.e., whiskers and the outer oxide layer are pure
Fe-oxide, below it is a narrow layer of FeMn-oxide,
while the inner layer consists of Si-rich Fe(MnCr)
oxide. An X-ray diffraction pattern of the surface
covered with whiskers shows a higher Fe2O3/Fe3O4
peak-intensity ratio according to the X-ray diffraction
pattern of the surface without them. This indicates that
the whiskers are from hematite (Fe2O3). The results of
the thermodynamic calculations revealed that at 650 °C
only magnetite (Fe3O4) will be present if the po2 is
between 10-14 and 10-23 atm. If the po2 is higher than
10-14 atm hematite (Fe2O3) is expected to be formed.
For the proper oxidation (uniform growth of Fe3O4
oxide) of grey iron a better control of the partial
pressure of oxygen at a certain temperature is needed.
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EFFECT OF CUTTING PARAMETERS ON DELAMINATION FACTOR IN ROTARY
ULTRASONIC MACHINING OF FIBERGLASS
Abstract:The article deals with influence of cutting parameters on delamination factor of fiberglass in rotary
ultrasonic machining. In machining of fiberglass the effect of delamination occurs. Delamination is negligible effect
in machining process, where the layers of fibers are damaged at the edge of material after machining process. The
aim of the experiment described in the article was to verify, if the rotary ultrasonic machining is suitable for
machining fiberglass and how does the technology and its parameters affects the delamination. Input parameters
are cutting speed, cutting fluid´s pressure and feed. Based on experiments, the delamination depends on feed and
cutting fluid´s pressure at the most. The values of delamination coefficient were from 1 to 2. The disadvantage of
rotary ultrasonic machining is the need of cutting fluid in the machining process. The cutting fluid damaged the
fiberglass, because of the saturation of fiberglass which raises the delamination factor.
Key words: ultrasonic machining, fiberglass, delamination
1. INTRODUCTION

Composites are materials created by at least two
different materials usually the matrix and fibers.
Composite materials can be machined as other standard
materials, however due to their structure there are some
limits. Because of the fibers are usually very hard in
comparison to the matrix, there is high tool wear is
conventional machining and also the delamination is
negligible effect. These negligible effects may be
reduced by optimizing cutting conditions and by using
covered carbide tools.
On the other hand there is possibility to use new,
nonconventional machining technologies to lower
delamination and tool wear. One of the machining
technologies, where the tool wear is at very low level is
rotary ultrasonic machining. Based on theoretical
knowledge, the vibrations of the tool help to reduce
burrs [1]. The burr origin is similar to the delamination
process; therefore there is a presumption that rotary
ultrasonic machining may help to reduce delamination
of fiberglass.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Delamination is splitting of layers of composite
material, such as fiberglass. The delamination is
highest in drilling, where the feed of the tool is
perpendicular to the layer according to Figure 1. The
red lines in the figure are the layers of composite
material, the tool feed direction is figured with arrows.
As can be observed from the figure the last layers are
pulled off when the tool is coming through the material
called push down delamination. Beside low tool wear
rate, on the advantages of ultrasonic machining
presented in literature are lower cutting forces in
comparison to the conventional milling or drilling.
Therefore the pressure on layers of composite materials

should be lower, which provides lower delamination
[3]. Delamination in drilling is the ratio of maximum
delamination and tool diameter.

Fig. 1 Delamination in drilling [2]
The schematic model of delamination in drilling is
depicted in Figure 2a.The blue circle is the maximum
delamination, the red color is real shape of the
delamination and the yellow one is the tool diameter.

Fig. 2 Schematic model ofdelamination in
a) drilling b) miling
Thedelamination in millingisdepicted in Figure 2b.
thecolorschemeisthesame.
Thereisthediferenceoftoolfeedaccording
to
thelayerbetweenmilling and drilling. Thereforetheeffect
on
delaminationshooudbedifferentfordriling
and
formilling.
Thecriticalforceofdelamination
FAcanbecalculatedas:

where: GIC is fracture toughness
E – Young modulus
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n – number of non-machined layers
ht – thickness of one layer,
v – poissons ratio.

4. EXPERIMENTS EVALUATION

The delamination is evaluated by a number which is
obtained from following equations. The value of
delamination factor for drilling is calculated as:
D
 
D
Where: Fdisthefactorofdelamination
Dmaxisthe maximum delamination
D0isthediameter ofthetool
And formillingas :
 

The delamination was evaluated for drilling and
milling in the same way, using equations written herein
before. The principle of evaluation is in the next for the
first cutting conditions in drilling. Results from other
experiments are summed in the next without the
calculation.
Cutting conditions for the first drilling experiment:
rotations = 2000 ot.min-1,
feed = 150 m.min-1,
material ´s thickness = 3 mm,
cutting fluid´s pressure = 10 bar
Measured values of delamination Dmaxare in Table 4.
Run

Where: Fdisthefactorofdelamination
Wmaxis the maximum delamination
W is the diameter of the tool

1
2
3

Ø D0
(mm)
8
8
8

Ø Dmax (mm)
16,897
16,963
15,693

Delamination
factor
2,112
2,120
1,962

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Table4. Max. delamination and delamination factor.

Based on theoretical knowledge written herein
before an experiment was designed. The input variables
were cutting fluid´s pressure and feed. Rotations are
constant. The levels of input variable for driling are in
Table1. Each experiment were performed three times.
Cutting conditions for milling are in Table 2.

Delamination factor calculation:
D
16,897 

 , 
 
8 
D
D
16,963 

 , 
 
D
8 
D
15,693 

 , 
 
D
8 

Table1 Cutting conditions for driling.
Feed
Cutting fluid´s
pressure
50,100, 150
5, 10 bars.
mm/min
Table2 Cutting conditions for milling.
Feed
Cutting
fluid´s
pressure
500,1000, 2000mm/min 5, 10 bars.

Rotations
2000 min .

Rotations
4000 min.

1

The delamination factor was evaluated in drilling
and milling using rotary ultrasonic machine tool DMG
Sauer Ultrasonic 20 linear with diamond tools. For
driling the Schott HB-Da.8-0,6-8-35-D107H was used
and for milling Schott F-Da.8-1,5-6-20-MES-D107H.
Both tools are coated with diamond grains using metal
binding with diameter of 8 mm and the grit size 107
µm.
The material of workpiece is fiberglass, mechanical
properties are in Table 3.
Table 3. Mechanical properties of workpiece
Young
Tensile Yield
Hardness Fracture
modulus strength stregth
toughness
20 GPa
180
150
15 HV
12
MPa
MPa
MPa.m1/2
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Total delamination factor:

-1

 

 !" # $ # % &/3 

6,194
 , )
3

Values of delamination factor in drilling according
to cutting conditions are in the Table5.The results of
delamination for miling are in the Table 6.
Cutting
fluid´s
pressure
[MPa]
2000
150
10
2000
100
10
2000
50
10
2000
150
5
2000
100
5
2000
50
5
Table 5. Delamination factor in drilling
Rotations
[min-1]

Rotations
[min-1]

Feed
[mm/min]

Feed
[mm/min]

Cutting
fluid´s
pressure
[MPa]
4000
2000
10
4000
1000
10
4000
500
10
4000
2000
5
4000
1000
5
4000
500
5
Table 6. Delamination factor in milling

Delamination
factor
[-]
2,065
1,995
2,056
2,159
1,891
1,610

Delamination
factor
[-]
1,263
1,557
1,237
1,973
1,599

From measured values it is clear, that the
delamination is higher with higher cutting fluid´s
pressure and with higher feed for drilling. The
graphical interpretation of results from drilling is in Fig
3.
2.5
2

2.056

1.995
1.891

b) F = 500 m/min, P = 10 bar,
c) F = 1000 m/min, P = 10 bar,
d) F = 1000 m/min, P = 4,7 bar,
e) F = 500 m/min, P = 4,7 bar.

2.159
2.065

1,610

1.5
1

p = 4,7 bar

0.5

p = 10 bar

0
F = 50
m/min

F = 100
m/min

F = 150
m/min

Fig. 3 Delamination in drilling.

Fig. 4 Delamination in milling, magnification 25 x

Fig. 4 Delamination in drilling, magnification 25 x
The photograph of delamination is in the figure
Fig.4. Cutting conditions for each hole are as
following:
a) F = 150 m/min , P = 4,7 bar,
b) F = 150 m/min , P = 4,7 bar,
c) F = 100 m/min , P = 4,7 bar,
d) F = 100 m/min , P = 4,7 bar,
e) F = 50 m/min , P = 4,7 bar,
f) F = 50 m/min , P = 4,7 bar,
g) F = 50 m/min , P = 10 bar,
h) F = 50 m/min , P = 10 bar,
i) F = 100 m/min , P = 10 bar,
j) F = 100 m/min , P = 10 bar,
k) F = 150 m/min , P = 10 bar,
l) F = 150 m/min , P = 10 bar.
The lowest value of delamination is visible in Fig.
4f and 4g which stands for low level of feed, but both
high and low level of cutting fluid´s pressure.
The same observation was performed for milling
experiment, Fig.5. The cutting conditions according to
the figure are as following:
a) F = 2000 m/min, P = 10 bar,

It can be concluded that the lowest level of
delamination was earned for lowest level of feed,
however the difference is not so high as or drilling,
which is caused by the different kinematics of
processes and the relation between feed direction,
ultrasonic vibrations direction and fibers direction in
the material.
The tool wear was also observed as can be seen in
Fig.6. On the left figure is new tool, on the right the
one after experiments. The scratches from fibers in
binding are clearly visible, as well as diamond grains.
The surface of the tool after the process is full of the
matrix material from the fiberglass because the
temperature in machining process was higher than the
melting point of the material. This is negligible effect
which leads also into higher tool wear; the tool has to
be cleared respectively.

Fig. 6 Tool wear in rotary ultrasonic fiberglass
machining, magnification 200x
a. new tool, b, used tool
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5. CONCLUSION
In submitted article the delamination in composite
materials is explained. Since it is a serious problem,
more techniques for its reduction were proposed in
literature. The one possibility of delamination lowering
is using non-conventional machining technology such
as rotary ultrasonic machining. A set of experiments
were performed using ultrasonic machine tool in order
to verify the presumption that vibrations may reduce
the delamination factor both for drilling and milling.
The influence of machining variables was evaluated in
the next. Based on experiments following conclusion
can be stated. The delamination factor is affected both
by feed and cutting fluid´s pressure. In the first
experiment the holes were created by diamond drill
with vibrations frequency of 21300 Hz, rotations of
2000 min-1, and three levels of feed and cutting fluid´s
pressure. The lowest level of delamination was
measured for the lowest level of feed 50 mm/min and
low level of pressure 5 bar. Very similar value of
delamination was also observed for the combination of
low feed and high cutting fluid´s pressure. According
to that can be assumed, that the level of cutting fluid´s
pressure has no significant effect on delamination in
drilling. On the other hand the effect of feed was
significant and the relation of delamination factor on
feed is quasi linear. That means for lower delamination
the lower feed is suitable, which confirms the
presumption. In general can be said, the cutting fluid
has negligible effect on delamination, because of the
destruction of layers. The matrix of fiberglass is
absorptive. During the machining process the material
absorb cutting fluid and damage the edge of machined
hole. However it is not possible to machine without
cutting fluid, because the temperature raising in the
place of cut is higher than the melting point of the
material´s matrix which causes melting of the matrix,
pulling off of the fibers and filling the tool with the
melted matrix material.
The results from milling experiments are as
following. The delamination in general was lower than
in drilling, however the negligible effect of cutting
fluid was not so high, what more the higher cutting
fluid´s pressure helps to reduce the delamination under
cutting condition F 500 mm/min and 2000 mm/min.
The higher delamination was observed for pressure 5
bar than for the pressure 10 bar. This effect can be
explained by different kinematics of these two
processes. In milling the direction of feed in not
perpendicular to the direction of fibers in layers and
therefore the pressure of the tool is not so high on the
last layers. The higher pressure helps to reduce the
delamination because its direction is perpendicular and
in fact it cuts off the last layer which is better for
delamination.
It can be concluded that rotary ultrasonic machining
with diamond tool is suitable for fiberglass machining,
however the need of cutting fluid decrease the
advantage of the machining process. As was already
mentioned the cutting fluid damage the material and
machining without it causes melting of the material and
filing the tool. Therefore the disadvantages exceed the
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benefits of the technology. The solution may be
ultrasonic machining with standard tool with cutting
edge with defined geometry, which is the topic for next
research.
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DESIGN OF DEVICE FOR HIGH-PRODUCTIVE CUTTING OF THREADS
Abstract: The aim of the paper is developing of technology that enables a high-productive thread cutting (with a
high speed and a small chip diameter) at the classic lathe machine using a device – motor unit.
The paper shows the solution of design of device for eccentric cutting of threads on a universal lathe machine, and
an experimental study of cutting forces depending on the chip diameter for titanium alloy.
All researches have been done in a laboratory conditions at the Laboratory for Machining with Cutting and
Machine Tools at Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Computing, and the model and design solution have been
created in software package SolidWorks.
Key words: production of threads, eccentric cutting of threads, cutting forces, chip diameter, cutting speed, cutting
time.

1. INTRODUCTION
The demands for higher productivity of thread
cutting in comparison with productivity realized with
lathe tool are given by market conditions. A fulfilment
of those demands could be done by using of developed
device, which enables an additional movement of tool –
head with lathe tools and thread cutting with increased
machining speed, improved quality and reduced cutting
time. In this paper, a view of method, machining
schemes, a kinematics of a process, as well as an
experimental study of cutting forces depending on the
chip diameter for titanium alloy are presented.
Machining with cutting in an area defined with small
chip diameter and increased cutting speeds is realized.
It is clearly shown that using of this device results in
higher technical and technological level of a lathe.
2. ECCENTRIC CUTTING OF THREADS ON
THE LATHE MACHINE
The production of the thread with device shown on
Fig. 1 represents a new method for production of
threads with higher speed of cutting and, in same time,
with higher productivity compared with classical
methods (production of thread with lathe tool using the
leading spindle of lathe machine. Project represents the
whole device (aggregate) which is placed in front
porter of lathe machine.
The head with lathe tools produces the main
rotation with a high speed (v = 140 - 500 m/min)
moved by electric engine with simultaneous low
longitudinal mowing together with porter of lathe,
while work piece placed in clamp head of main spindle
making slow miscellaneous rotation. The porter of the
head with lathe tools is placed like special device on
the porter of the lathe machine and in that way
produces longitudinal mowing. This longitudinal
mowing has to be harmonized with rotation of working
part so for one rotation of work piece, head moves
longitudinal for one thread feed.

Fig. 1. Scheme of mowing (1 - electric engine, 2 - belt,
3 - dead centres, 4 - bearing, 5 - cutting head) [1]
The principle of thread production with eccentric
cutting, (ger: Gewindewirbeln, rus: Vihrevoje) consists
of placing of the lathe tool for cutting of thread (Figure
2.) into special head whose axis is inclined toward the
axis of the work piece for angle of thread  .

Fig. 2. Principal of eccentric cutting of thread [1]
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3. KINEMATICS OF ECCENTRIC CUTTING
Eccentric cutting of threads is basically process of
production of threads by milling. During the
production, teeth of milling tool are replaced with
turning tools. They are placed in device – head for
cutting. External cutting of threads is produced with
two different ways; depending on placement of work
piece and head of cutting: the work piece is into head
(more often – Figure 3.) and work piece is out of head.

From Fig. 5., the following parameters are defined as:
dp – work piece diameter (main diameter of thread)
[mm]
d1 – internal diameter of thread [mm]
Dg – diameter of head of cutting [mm]
e – eccentricity (distance between axis of work piece
and axis of head) [mm]
sz – length of arc on work piece cut by one lathe tool
[mm]
z – number of lathe tools in head
np – number of rotation of work piece [min-1]
ng – number of rotation of head [min-1]
According to [1] the relation is Dg/dp = 1,4 – 1,6.
Speed of head vg is 140 m/min - 500 m/min which
depends on material of work piece, material of lathe
tools, dimension and profile of thread and on coolant
device.

Dg  n g    m 
1000  min 

vg 
Fig. 3. Kinematics of external eccentric cutting
Next figure represent chip look.

(1)

vg  140  500 [m/min]

ng 

1000  vg

  Dg

min 
1

(2)

Length of arc sz is defined by equation:

sz 

  d p  np
z  ng

mm

(3)

and it's value is in interval of 0,4 – 1,2 mm which
depends on characteristics of material of work piece
according to table 1. [1]
Fig. 4. Chip in eccentric cutting
3.1. Selection of processing parameters
Processing parameters in eccentric cutting of
threads are:
 cutting speed (edge speed of head) vg,
 edge speed of work part vp,
 feed rate (same as thread feed) s.

Tensile
strength of
Rm=550 Rm=650 Rm=750
material
[N/mm2]
sz [mm]
1.0-1.2
0.8–1.0 0.6–0.8
Table 1. Length of arc cut by one tool

Rm=850
0.4–0.6

From equation (3) it is following:

np 

vp 

sz  ng

  dp

  d p  np
1000

[min-1]

(4)

m / min 

(5)

Feed rate "s" is equal to feed of thread.
The main machining time is calculated according to
equation:

tg 

Fig. 5. Geometric relation in eccentric cutting
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L
min 
np  s

(6)

where are:
L – the effective length of thread enlarged for empty
cut
s – feed of thread
np – number of rotations of work piece

4. DESIGN OF DEVICE FOR ECCENTRIC
CUTTING OF THREADS ON LATHE
This paper shows (Fig. 6.) model of device which
have been created in software package SolidWorks.
This device is designed for threads with main diameter
up to 65 mm. It has been designed two possible number
of rotation of head due to design of belt wheels. The
four lathe tools are used in this device.

Design of this device is limited to characteristic of a
lathe machine i.e. dead centres height. This device is
designed for universal lathe machine TNP-200
(Prvomajska Zagreb).
The maintenance of this device is very simple due
to its design which is simple, functional and cheap. All
connection are separable (thread connection) and
therefore it is simple to replace all part of device. The
lubrication of the bearings are provided and it is
recommended to use lubricants LITMA-1, LITMA-2 or
LITMA-3TM .
5.
RESEARCH OF CUTTING FORCES IN
DEPENDENCE OF CHIP INTERSECTION IN
PROCESS OF THREADS CUTTING
The further researches will be focused on making of
prototype of device. For that reason it is necessary to
perform of research of cutting forces in dependences of
chip intersection. This device will be used mainly in
thread cutting in titanium alloy UT-A6V.
For this research, the factorial experimental plan 22
has been used. All experiments has been performed on
universal lathe machine TNP-200 (Fig. 8.) and with
standard lathe tools for threads cutting (Fig. 9.).

Fig. 6. Model of device [2]

The way of setting a device to lathe machine is
shown on Fig. 7.

e

Fig. 8. Universal lathe machine TMP-200

Fig. 9. Standard lathe tool for threads cutting
The dynamometer KIAG Swiss type 9257 (Kistler
Instrumente AG – Fig. 10), camera and software
package has been used as a measuring equipment.
Fig. 7. Scheme of the setting a device to lathe machine
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The model of main force F1 in coding form is:

F1  401,13  179, 25  A  118, 75  B  N  (7)

De-coding model of main force F1 is:

F1  205,52501  352,50737  l  1397, 05882  a  N 

Fig. 9. Dynamometer
Input parameters are length (l) and diameter (a) of chip.
Output parameters are three components of cutting
force: main force F1, force of penetration F2 and force
of auxiliary mowing F3. In this paper, only the results
for main force are presented.

Fig.10. The influence of chip on main cutting force
6. CONCLUSION

5.1. Results of testing [2]
No. of experiment
Input parameters
Stand. Performing Lenght Diameter
No.
No.
l
a
[mm]
[mm]
1
8
0,400
0,120
2
7
1,417
0,120
3
5
0,400
0,290
4
1
1,417
0,290
5
4
0,909
0,205
6
3
0,909
0,205
7
2
0,909
0,205
8
6
0,909
0,205
Table 2. Results of testing

Results
Main
force
F1 [N]
187
434
313
783
373
373
373
373

According to results of testing, regression analyze
has been done by using of software package Design
Expert 8.0.1. In that way we got the mathematic model
for main force depending on intersection of chip
(length and diametre).
ANOVA
Source

Sum of
Squares

1,849×105
Model
A- lenght l
1,285×105
B-diamet. a
56406,25
18760,38
Residual
Lack of Fit
18760,38
Pure Error
0,00
2,037×105
Cor Total
Regresion Statistic
Std. Dev.
61,25
Mean
401,13
C.V. %
15,27
PRESS
1,150×105

Factor
Intercept
A-length l
B-diamet. a

Cofficient
Estimate
401,13
179,25
118,75

D
f
2
1
1
5
2
3
7

D
f
1
1
1

Mean
Square
92464,25
1,285×105
56406,25
3752,08
9380,19
0,00

FValue
24,64
34,25
15,03

0,0026
0,0021
0,0117

R-Squared
Adj. R-Squared
Pred. R-Squared
Adeq. Precision

0,9079
0,8711
0,4352
15.889

Standard
Error

95%CI
Low

95%CI
High

21,66
30,63
30,63

345,45
100,52
40,02

456,80
257,98
197,48

Table 3. Regression analyze of results of testing
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pValue
Prob>F

In regard to shown in paper, it can be concluded:
 by using of device for eccentric cutting of threads,
the threads can be produced with a high quality
with increasing of cutting speed and reducing of
cutting time,
 the eccentric cutting reduces the cutting time up
to 90% in comparison with classic method of
producing threads on lathe and it is highproductive methods,
 the cutting force in production of threads mostly
depends on dimension of chip so the method of
eccentric cutting is favourable because the chip
intersection and length are very small.
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THE PHENOMENA OF GRANITE MICRO – CUTTING PROCESS
Abstract: The paper shows the results of investigations performed in the brittle materials micro-cutting at the
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Belgrade University. The interactions between a single diamond grain and the
machined granite are analyzed. The change in the normal cutting force as a function of grain penetration speed and
depth was experimentally established in micro-cutting of two types of granite originating from Serbia. Based on the
grain traces on granite and the generated cracks, the critical grain penetration depth for the formation of brittle
fracturing was established. The experiments are intended to assist in the optimization of the grinding and polishing
processes as technologies dominant in the granite finishing.
Key words: granite, cracks, diamond grains, chip, cutting force
1. INTRODUCTION
Many technological operations involve two or more
contacting bodies sliding relative to one another. A
series of damage mechanisms may occur in these
situations, for instance, fretting fatigues and wear.
Incommensurable economic losses can be ascribed to
these phenomena. In a totally different context,
scratching and cutting represent fundamental
manufacturing processes, as is the case of precious and
ornamental stone cutting. Therefore, the mechanics of
these processes has been an important object of
research for many years.
The specificity of surface finish technology demands a
good knowledge of all the granite’s characteristics
including
its
structural-textural
(continuum,
homogeneity, and isotropy), physical-mechanical
(specific
gravity,
porosity,
moisture,
waterpermeability, hardness, toughness, and abrasiveness)
and mineralogical-petrography (grain size, type and
content of colored components, etc) properties.

are usually associated with strength degradation, and
lateral cracks with material removal. While this
approach was originally developed for static normal
loading, it has also been extended to include the effect
of a tangential load. The annular crack grows, and its
propagation is always cone-shaped, Fig. 1 (upper part).

2. OVERVIEW OF CHIP FORMATION
MECHANISMS
A large number of researchers dealing with the

development of model for deformation and fracturing
regarded the cutting action of a diamond grain in the
grinding wheel as being identical to the indentation
effects caused by a diamond indenter during hardness
measurements. Considering the investigations on brittle
materials, they go into two directions: by how the force
acts during the indentation (dynamic and static) and by
the shape of the indenter.
Inasaki [1] and Brook [2] tested the penetration of an
oval-tip indenter into brittle and ductile materials.
Depending on the radius of the oval-tip and the load on
the indenter, the stress zone was defined, so that the
transition from brittleness to elasticity was observable.
As the radius of the tip increases, the stressdeformation state exceeds a certain critical level in the
zone and adjoins the circular contact zone. Two
principal crack systems emanate from the plastic zone:
median/radial and lateral cracks. Median/radial cracks

Fig. 1 – Deformation and crack formation model during
indentation (1 = elastic deformation, 2 = plastic
deformation, and 3 = crack formation; R-median/radial;
L-lateral) [1,2]
Lawn and Wilshaw [3] think that fracture patterns in
brittle materials, under blunt indenters, usually start as
ring surface cracks immediately outside the contact
area. By increasing the normal load, these surface
cracks evolve into the so-called Hertzian cone cracks
(Fig.2).
Anton and Subhash [4], unlike the traditional static
indentation models, which cannot capture the strain rate
effects, consider that the current dynamic indentation
experiments can provide a more realistic representation
of the influence of loading rate on the material removal
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mechanisms during a dynamic process.
Lawn and Swaine [5] investigated indentation with a
sharp indenter (cone and pyramid) and found that an
embedded penny-shaped crack is increased, its
propagation reaches the surface and the penny cracks
evolve into the half-penny configuration.

in brittle materials and analyzed the crack propagation
and chip brittle fracturing mechanisms. They measured
the cutting forces, the cutting strength and tool wear in
ceramics and granite machining with the aim to
recommend the efficient abrasive machining [11-17].
3. MICRO-CUTTING EXPERIMENTAL
SCHEMES

Fig. 2 – Indentation fracture in brittle materials:
transition from splitting penny-shaped cracks to
median-vent cracks under sharp indenters
Conway and Kirchner [6] analyzed the mechanics of
crack initiation and propagation beneath a moving
sharp indenter. A fracture mechanics solution for a
single embedded penny-shaped crack was used to
predict the propagation depth of pre-existing defects.
The second group of researchers, though to a lesser
extent, performed the cutting process in a variety of
brittle materials by a single diamond grain.
Mishnaevsky [7] performed the real cutting process in
brittle materials, observing different physical
mechanisms involved in material destruction
(deformation, crushing, cracking and spalling). He
considers that neither Hertzian cone cracks nor
circumferential cracks are formed. Instead, pennyshaped cracks in the cutting force vector direction are
formed.
Chiaia [8] provides a system analysis for the current
approaches to the issues of micro-cutting processes in
brittle and quasi-brittle materials. It was shown that
various interaction mechanisms beneath the tools
during the penetration process are essentially reduced
to plastic deformation and brittle fracturing.
The third group of researchers studied the crack
formation and development in brittle materials.
Labuz et al. [9] analyzed crack propagation in rock and
inferred that it is characterized by microcracking
around the crack tip covering the fracture process zone
and together with the fracture free length defines the
effective crack length.
Germanovich et al. [10] carried out a series of triaxial
compression tests of sandstone loaded to different
stress levels, i.e. 100%, 80% and 50% of the
corresponding compressive strength and then examined
the tested specimens microscopically. On the basis of
test results, a mechanism was proposed for the
transition from microcrack proliferation to the
formation of the main structure.
Abe et al. [11] investigated the formation and
proliferation of cracks in the granite and their effects on
the fracture process zone.
The fourth group of researchers performed the real
cutting processes, such as circular sawing and grinding,
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In the current work to establish the micro-cutting
characteristics in granite grinding, experiments with
single diamond grains were performed. The
experiments were aimed at identifying the phenomena
associated with the diamond grain-granite interactions
to determine the magnitude of the resulting cutting
force and chip formation mechanisms along the grain’s
trajectory. In actual grinding there are multiple grain
trajectories and mutual interactions. Micro-cutting was
performed according to the scheme shown in Fig. 3.
A diamond indenter grain with a 1200 tip angle and a
0.1 mm tip radius, was placed and rigidly fastened to an
aluminum disc 150 mm in diameter that was statically
and dynamically balanced. On a cutting-table of a
HMC 500 machine, a dynamometer was mounted with
a fixture for clamping the marble specimen .The
fixture enabled the rotation of the granite specimen
under an inclination ( 1:200 ) relative to the axial
motion of the cutting grain, thereby achieving varying
depth cutting through rotation of the grain disk (Vs)
and axial shifting of the platform with the granite and
dynamometer(Vw).

Fig. 3 – Micro-cutting with a diamond grain with a
rotary and axial motion
4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The micro-cutting process was performed on two types
of granite: fine-grained “Josanica” (GJ) and mediumgrained “Bukovik (GB), whose physical-chemical
properties were examined and presented in Tab. 1.
The values of the listed properties are mean values
obtained from a larger number of measurements,
depending on the petrography nature of granite. The
micro-hardness measurements indicate that GB had
more uniform however lower hardness compared to GJ.
Experiments were carried out using the following
measuring instruments: a two-component dynamometer
(Kistller 5007), a data acquisition card + 10V 105kHz,
a computer, a microscope (Leitz wetzlar) with a Sony

video camera.
Granite
Josanica GJ Bukovik
Properties
GB
(VB)
(PT)
Specific gravity, KN/m3
29.70 ± 0.3 25.6 ± 0.1
Micro-hardness , HK75/HK25
3.1
2.6
Compressive strength , Mpa
185 ± 20
102 ± 8
Ultimate strength , Mpa
16.6 ± 1
15.0 ± 2
Cohesion , MPa
31.8
22.0
Abrasion coefficient , %
21.5- 23.0
23.5-24.5

cracks increase, so that lateral cracks reach the surface
of the machined work-piece and radial cracks occur. At
some instant those cracks become interconnected,
which is followed by granite grains chipping, crushing
and detachment, causing the non-uniform chipping
along the diamond grain’s trajectory, Fig.5.

Table 1. Granite physical – mechanical properties
Fig. 4 shows diagrams of changes in the normal cutting
force (resistance) as a function of grain penetration
depth at speeds of Vs = 7.85 – 11.1 – 15.7 – 22 m/s.
The non-linearity in the change of Fn is the
consequence of the granite’s non-uniformity. Also, as
the grain penetration depth increases, the cutting force
increases. It can be stated that at places where the force
decreases this is the result of a soft phase presence in
the granite.

Fig. 5 – Occurrences on the GJ granite micro-cutting,
scheme 1 (a=0.05 mm, Vs = 7.85 m/s, x125)

Fig. 4 – Change of the normal force as a function of
grain penetration depth in micro-cutting:
(a) GJ granite and (b) GB granite
The analysis of the traces from the micro-cutting
experiments on the two granites can provide the
description of the chip formation mechanism.
(a)
At smaller cutting depths, ahead of the
diamond grain, in the fracturing core region, there
occur plastic deformations followed by median and
lateral cracks.
(b)
As cutting depth increases the mentioned

(c)
Cracks remain under the machined surfaces
that originate not only from the chip formation process
but also from the pores that exist in the granite. These
cracks can exert a critical influence on the workpiece’s
strength. Therefore, crack formation due to processing
should be minimized, to maintain fracture-induced
detachment of the processed material at the lowest
volume.
(d)
In granite micro-cutting initial ductile flow
progressively changes to brittle fracture after the
critical depth of cut is reached. Each trace created in
the granite by micro-cutting was analyzed. The
mechanism of granite machining is manifested through
brittle fracture and plastic deformations. Brittle fracture
indicates that there are two mechanisms of crack
propagation: median cracks are usually associated with
strength degradation, and lateral/radial cracks with chip
formation.
In granite micro-cutting two regions are evident. They
can be defined by the grain penetration depth (critical
depth) that restricts the region of plastic deformation
followed by crack formation from the region of
fracture-induced detachment of the machined material.
The critical depth can be used as one of the criteria for
the optimization of the grinding process.
The GB granite has smaller hardness compared to the
GJ granite, so in micro-cutting, at equal penetration
depths, the radial cracks are less pronounced in the GB
granite for both micro-cutting schemes. The analysis of
the grain traces on the granites shows a more
pronounced chipping in the GB granite as the result of
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a greater coarse-grained structure and a greater grain
detachment.
The measurements established the critical grain
penetration depth of 0.020 mm for GJ (Vs = 7.85 m/s)
and that the critical depth declines to 0.015 mm as the
speed increases to 15.7 m/s. The lengths of the radial
cracks at the critical depth are 0.35 and 0.30 mm for the
range of penetration speeds given above.
Under identical penetration conditions, , the critical
depth in GB is slightly greater and ranges from 0.022
mm (Vs = 7.85 m/s) to 0.018 mm (Vs = 15.7 mm),
while the lengths of radial cracks are 0.28 and 0.23
mm.

[6] J.C. Conway, J.C., Kirchner, H.P.,1980, The

[7]

[8]

[9]

5. CONCLUSION
[10]

The development and application of new diamond tools
for granite processing necessitates the understanding of
physics of the processes that take place at the point of
interaction between the diamond grain and work-piece.
Cutting experiments provided the establishment of the
critical grain penetration depth, thereby granite
processing and the change in the normal component of
cutting resistance as a function of speed and grain
penetration depth.
Beneath the machined surface there remain cracks
created not only in the granite formation process but
also in the machining process, so their influence on the
body strength can be considerable. This is an indication
that it should be tended to as small processing-induced
cracks as possible because the detached fractures of the
processed material will be smaller in volume and the
corresponding quality of the machined surface lower
respectively. Comparisons of the micro-cutting traces
in GJ and GB granites revealed that fine-grained types
are more suitable for machining, because the
occurrence of grain chipping and detachment is less
pronounced than in coarse-grained structures.
The lengths of the radial cracks in GJ granite, range
from 0.30 to 0.35 mm, while for GB from 0.23 to 0.28
mm. The critical grain penetration depth in GB is
greater compared to GJ, which is explained by a greater
presence of the soft phase and smaller hardness.
When the micro-cutting forces are compared, it is
inferred that at equal depths and cutting speeds the
cutting force is higher by 40% in GJ compared to GB,
which is explained by greater hardness.
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IDENTIFICATION OF CONTACT PARAMETERS OF SPINDLE–HOLDER–TOOL
ASSEMBLY USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Abstract: The most important requirements of spindle assembly exploitation are parameters of dynamic behavior.
This paper explores the use of artificial neural networks in predicting the contact parameters of machine tool
spindle – holder – tool assembly. Based on error analysis it was concluded that artificial neural networks, if they
used in a systematic way, which includes detailed data preparation and application of optimization techniques to
train the network, can be successfully applied in predicting different mechanical properties of the mechanical
system , such as the contact parameters spindle–holder–tool assembly.
Key words: neural networks, prediction, contact parameters

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the research of machine tools, are related to
spindle-holder-tool assembly, since its characteristics,
such as static and dynamic behavior, power, speed, the
types of bearings, among many others, have a decisive
impact on machine tools performance. Dynamic
instability is one of the major disturbance factors,
which influences the quality and productivity of
machine tools. In order to avoid self-excited vibration
of machine tools during the cutting process, Tlusty [1]
proposed a stability lobe diagram, obtained on the basis
of the tool point frequency response function (FRF) of
the assembly. Common way of obtaining tool point
FRF is performing experimental modal analysis.
However, any change in the spindle–holder–tool
assembly, such as tool and/or tool holder changes,
requires a new test, since the system dynamic is
change. Therefore, the use of experimental modal
analysis is not always very practical, since it requires a
lot of time, because the measurements must be
performed for each combination of the spindle–holder–
tool assembly. In order to minimize experimentation,
the receptance coupling theory of structural dynamics
can be used for modelling the spindle–holder–tool
dynamics [2-5]. On the other hand, in order to obtain
the tool point FRF of an assembly with analytical
methods, contact parameters should be known
accurately. Therefore, fast and accurate identification
of contact parameters in spindle–holder–tool assembly
is crucial. Since neural networks are a burgeoning area
of artificial intelligence and are applied in many
engineering applications, the aim of the present study is
to investigate the possibility of their application in
prediction of the contact parameters of spindle–holder–
tool assembly.
2. IDENTIFICATION OF CONTACT
PARAMETERS
Components of the spindle–holder–tool assembly
should be coupled elastically due to flexibility and
damping introduced by contacts at spindle–holder and

holder–tool interfaces. Furthermore, we have applied
the approach [2, 3], where part of the holder inside the
spindle is considered as integrated to the spindle,
because this approach provides a more realistic model,
because only the dynamics due to the masses of these
subsystems will be included into the model or it will be
required to include their stiffness effects with
distributed springs. Similarly, the part of the tool inside
the holder is considered rigidly joined to the holder, so
the receptance matrix of the tool can be coupled with
the rest of the system, as depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Elastic coupling of the spindle–holder system
(a) and elastic coupling of the spindle–holder–
tool system (b)
Assuming that response matrices of the subsystem S
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(spindle with bearings) and subsystem H (holder) are
known, then it is possible by using a method of
receptive coupling, to obtain the global system
response matrix SH (spindle–holder) at the holder tip:

SHii = Hii − Hic ⋅ ( Hcc + Scc + SH K −1 ) ⋅ H ci
−1

(1)

Complex stiffness matrix, which representing the
spindle–holder interface dynamics has the following
form:
0
 SH kt + i ⋅ ω ⋅ SH ct

(2)
SH K = 

0
SH k r + i ⋅ ω ⋅ SH cr 

where: SHkt – translational stiffness, SHct – translational
damping, SHkr – rotational stiffness and SHcr – rotational
damping at the spindle – holder interface.
Receptance matrix of the global system SHT
(spindle–holder–tool) at the tool tip has the following
form:

SHTii = Tii − Tic ⋅ ( Tcc + SHcc + HT K −1 ) ⋅ Tci
−1

(3)

In the equation above, T is a subsystem of a tool
and HTK is the complex stiffness of holder–tool
interface dynamics:
0
 HT kt + i ⋅ ω ⋅ HT ct

(4)
HT K = 

0

HT k r + i ⋅ ω ⋅ HT cr 
where: HTkt – translational stiffness, HTct – translational
damping, HTkr – rotational stiffness and HTcr – rotational
damping at the holder – tool interface.
In order to be able to use equation (3) to predict the
frequency response function of the tool tip, we need to
know translational and rotational dynamic response for
each of the components of the spindle - holder – tool
assembly. Response matrix of the tool and holder can
be obtained by an analytical method, using some of the
beam theories or through the FEM analysis. Defining
spindle response poses a problem because data
regarding dimensions, material, the manner of bearing,
the number, and type of bearings are unknown so their
modeling is critical and therefore we use experimental
method to obtain spindle FRF. The spindle–holder–
tool assembly shown in Figure 2 is suspended to obtain
free‐free end conditions for performing an impact test.

Fig. 2. Measuring chain for the identification of
dynamic behavior of the spindle–tool holder–
tool system
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In order to provide sufficient data for learning
neural networks 178 measurements was made with
different
combinations
of
spindle–holder–tool
assembly. Since contact parameters depend on tool
diameter (D) and overhang length of the tool (L), in
experimental tests theese two parameters are varied (D
= 9 ÷ 30 mm and L = 16 ÷ 83 mm). After that, the
contact parameters of spindle–holder–tool assembly are
identified using the methodology presented in [5]. The
results are used to train neural network which can be
used for prediction of contact parameters of spindle–
holder–tool assembly for different cases.
3. THE DESIGN OF NEURAL NETWORK AND
RESULTS
The Matlab's Neural Network Toolbox was used as
a tool for the design, implementation, and simulation of
neural networks. Backpropagation method of teaching
artificial neural networks was used. It is supervised
learning technique which is most useful for feedforward networks. In order to avoid overfitting or for
improving generalization, early stopping technique was
applied. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to
train the networks faster, where: initial value of the
Marquardts parameter is 0.001, reduction factor of the
Marquardts parameter is 0.1 and increase factor of the
Marquardts parameter is 10. Neural network learning is
stopped when the value of the Marquardts parameter
rises above the threshold that is set to 1010. Bipolar
sigmoidal function in hidden layer and linear function
in output layer are selected as activation functions.
Limit level of the learning accuracy is set with
normalized root mean square error NRMSE = 0.05.
The identified data, relating to the translational and
rotational stiffness of spindle–holder–tool assembly for
different combinations of tools, are divided into three
sets: the learning set, the validation set and the test set.
In the present case a feedforward neural network model
was used, consisting of three layers: the input layer, the
hidden layer and the output layer. In order to test how
well neural network adapt to the input-output pairs of
data, or how well the network based on the given input
values provides output parameters, in all three data sets
errors were analyzed using the following parameters:
correlation coefficient, normalized root mean square
error and mean relative error. Network optimization is
performed over the number of neurons in the hidden
layer, while the number of neurons in the input and
output layers correspond to the number of input and
output variable, respectively, and can not be changed.
The most favorable number of neurons in the hidden
layer was determined by monitoring of errors in the
validation set and the test set. The initial values of
weights are determined by the Nguyen-Widrow
algorithm. Whenever the number of neurons and the
slope of activation function in hidden layer are
changed, the same initial values of weights are set,
whereas before each learning of neural network these
values ere reloaded.
According to the above described procedure, first is
established neural network for prediction of
translational stiffness of the spindle–holder–tool

assembly. The input variables for neural network are
tool diameters and overhang length of the tools, while
the output variable is the translational stiffness at the
holder–tool interface. As the best combination, which
gives a minimum value of the normalized root mean
square error of 0.0585, mean relative error of 3.45%,
the highest correlation coefficient value of 0.99828 and
determination coefficient value of 0.99656, was chosen
network structure with 20 neurons in the hidden layer
and with slope of activation function σ = 2.
Figure 3 shows the correlation between predicted
and measured values of translational stiffness at the
holder–tool interface in the test set, with its direction of
regression, linear correlation coefficient, and drawn
towards full correlation (R = 1). The correlation
coefficient of test set is R > 0.9, so it can be concluded
that is obtained very good correlation between
measured an predicted values.

Fig. 4. The measured and predicted values of
translational stiffness at the holder–tool
interface in the test set
Similarly, there was perform a prediction of
rotational stiffness at the holder–tool interface. The
results are shown in Figure 5. In this case, the
maximum relative error of 2.21% is obtained for the
tool with a diameter D = 25 mm and overhang length L
= 43 mm, while the mean relative error in the test set is
0.38% and a standard deviation is 0.47. Significantly
fewer errors in the prediction of the rotational stiffness
are result of much smaller spread values of input
variables.

Fig. 3. The correlation between predicted and measured
translational stiffness of the test set
By comparison of measured and predicted values
of translational stiffness at the holder–tool interface
from the test set, it was observed that the maximum
relative error of 7.81% is obtained for the tool with a
diameter D = 13 mm and overhang length L = 39 mm.
Furthermore, the mean relative error in the test set,
which consist twenty different combinations of the
spindle–holder–tool assembly, is 3.45%, while the
standard deviation is 2.05. Figure 4 simultaneously
shows measured and predicted values of translational
stiffness at the holder–tool interface from the test set.

Fig. 5. The measured and predicted values of rotational
stiffness at the holder–tool interface in the test
set
In order to investigate the accuracy of neural
network in prediction of translational and rotational
stiffness, combination of the spindle–holder–tool
assembly for which network generate the greatest error
of 7.81% for the translational and 0.61% for the
rotational stiffness is selected. Then, with predicted
parameters of translational and rotational stiffness (HTkt
= 1,421 · 107 N/m, HTkr = 1,489 · 106 Nm/rad) at the
holder–tool interface, receptance matrix of 13 mm
diamater tool with 39 mm overhang length is coupled
with rest of system. The tool point frequency response
function on the same assembly obtained with contact
parameters from experimental results and with contact
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parameters identified with neural network are shown in
Figure 6. It can be concluded that neural network
prediction of contact parameters is quite satisfactory,
especially if one considers that instead of the mean
error of 3.45%, is taken into account the maximum
error of translational stiffness of 7.81%.

5. REFERENCES
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Fig. 6. Tool point obtained with contact parameters
from experimental results and with contact
parameters identified with neural network
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4. FINAL REMARKS
Artificial intelligence is one of the areas of science
which is the fastest growing in recent decades. Parallel
with these development growth and expectations of the
discipline. Artificial intelligence systems are designed
to address problems that can not be solved by
conventional computer systems. The important type of
artificial intelligence are artificial neural networks. The
main areas of concentration neural networks that have
been used in mechanical engineering problems are
control, identication and damage detection. The main
advantages of ANN are its adaptivity, fault tolerant,
noise resistant and its ability to approximate an
arbitrary nonlinear function with a predefined accuracy.
The aim of this study is develop a methodology
using artificial neural networks to train and predict the
conntact parameters of the spindle–holder–tool
assembly. The artificial neural network was trained
using a feed-forward network with back-propagation
that has proven to be successful in many engineering
applications. Analisys results show that artifical neural
networks, if they are used in a systematic way, which
includes detailed data preparation and application of
optimization techniques to train the network, has the
ability to predict contact parameters of the spindle–
holder–tool assembly. Furthermore, artifical neural
networks can also effectively deal with uncertain and
incomplete information, thereby making them highly
promising tool for identifying systems that are typically
encountered in structural dynamics.
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APPLICATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS FOR PREDICTING CHARACTERISTICS
OF ELASTIC SUPPORTS TO PRODUCTION MACHINES
Abstract: Vibration and noise are unavoidable in the operation of variety of technological equipment (machines,
appliances, transportation and other mobile devices). Effective contribution to solving these problems provides the
application of elastic supports. This paper presents the idea of applying neural networks (whose architecture is
created based on table 2) in the process of defining the static characteristics of support. As a result of analysis of
many different architectures applied on the results obtained by the measurement,the most favourable architecture of
predictive model of neural network is presented. Deformation assessment of supports can significantly facilitate the
work for people involved in the design of technology foundation.
Key words: Neural networks, modeling, supports, vibroisolation
1. INTRODUCTION
Foundation of machines should damped vibrations
and shocks that are transmitted from technological
equipment on the environment, or from the
environment to technological equipment. In such
conditions, machine as technological equipment and
the system of elastic supports constitute an oscillatory
system, which can be viewed as a dynamic model with
one (Fig. 1) or more degrees of freedom (Fig. 2.) of
movements which differ in place of the malfunctions.
Vibroisolation can be active and passive. Active
izloacija - a malfunction occurs in the work process of
a machine that is the object of foundation. Passive
izloacija - malfunction comes from the surrounding
technological equipment and it is transferred to the
machine over the place of reliance.

Fig. 1. Dynamic model of founded machine modeled
by one degree of freedom

Differential equation of oscillations of the system with
one degree of freedom in active isolation of vibration is
given by equation (1), and in passive vibration isolation
by equation (2):

For the case of dynamic system with n - degrees of
freedom of movements of differential equation of
oscillations are given with system equation (3):
)
where::
- matrix of mass system,
- matrix of
system damping,
- matrix of system stiffness,
- vector of malfunctions,
- vector of
acceleration, speed and movements.
An important feature of the elastic supports is stiffness
that depends both on the type and form of elastoviscose element and in most cases is a non-linear
characteristics. In such cases it is necessary to define
the stiffness and muffling of the elastic support as very
important quantity in identification of system dynamics
by given equations (1), (2) and (3), based on loads and
corresponding deformation of elasto-viscose element.
2. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
To make the neural network model that provides
reliable estimates of supports deformations, appropriate
measurements related to the static tests of elastic
supports were carried out. Supports, type A and type B
(Fig. 3.), different hardness, are exposed to the effects
of force in the vertical direction (Fig. 4.).

Fig. 2. Dynamic model of founded machine modeled
by several degrees of freedom in active isolation of
vibrations
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Load of supports is performed by using hydraulic
pumps (1), with the cylinder (2) through a
dynamometer (3) on which the value of static force F is
read. Static force is, through the frame (4) transferred
to mat examined (6) which is mounted on a stand of the
device (5), while the deformation of h mat under load
and relief, is read on measurement clock (7).
Fig. 3. Supports: type A and type B
3. PREDICTION OF SUPPORT DEFORMATION
BY USE OF NEURAL NETWORK
Neural networks are complex systems consisting of
neurons, interconnected by respective links, where the
knowledge of the network is stored. The neural
network is characterized by its architecture, the weight
vectors, and transfer functions used in hidden and
output layers of the network. Neurons in the input layer
receive the input data. Each neuron sums inputs and
one input per neuron in the input layer, but more inputs
per neuron in the hidden layer. Information between
neurons in different layers are transmitted using the
transfer function. Due to the different weights of
connections, neurons receive different signals. The
output of each neuron in the output layer is compared
to the desired output. In order to minimize the
difference between these two outputs, weight
adjustment between neurons is performed.

Fig. 4. Device for static examination of supports in
vertical direction

Fig. 5. Structure of artificial neuron
The most commonly used neural networks are
multilayer perception networks trained by algorithm
with back propagation. Networks of this type are
general-purpose models with good generalization
ability and are relatively simple for practical use. For
training the neural network that uses algorithm with
back propagation, learning process implies that data set
for training is available. Each element of this set is
defined by the input vector
and desired output vector
.
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Learning objective is to determine the network
parameters (connection weight and threshold of
activation
) such that
is
equal to
. Criterion function,
which describes how the actual output of the network
differs from the desired is given by (4):

When k sample of data set for training is led to the
input, function has the following form [1]:

An error in this type of network spreads backwards
through the network to the input layer where according
to the desired output values of neural network
connection weights in the network are set. Adaptation
of the connection weights
and threshold of
activation of neurons
is determined from the
condition that the function (5) is minimal. Parameters
of the n +1 step are determined as follows [1]:

where: l – mark for neuron
coefficient.

layer,

– learning

The set of input data includes:
load
type of support,
hardness
, and set of output
data consists of:
deformation in case of load and
deformations in case of relief. Set of input and
output data defined the architecture of network (Fig. 6.)
in the aspect of number of neurons in input layer and
output layer.

Number
1.
2.

(6)

3.

Input
quantity

Bottom
value

Top value

250

30000

45

75

1

2

Load
Hardness
Type of
support

Table 1. Input quantities with values

Fig. 6. Architecture of neural network for prediction of the deformations of support
Three-layer neural network has the following
architecture: the input layer - three neurons to represent
the load, type of supports and hardness, one hidden
layer, output layer - two neurons to calculate
deformations during loading and unloading. The data
are divided into three groups: data for network training,
data validation and data for network testing. The
training sample (60 data) was presented to the network
during training, and the network was adjusted
according to its error. The validation sample (20 data)
was used to measure network generalisation, and to halt
training when generalisation stopped improving.
Finally, the testing sample (20 data) had no effect on
training and so provided an independent measure of
network performance during and after training.
Modeling was performed in the MATLAB software
system. The parameters of the network architecture are
given in Table 2.
No.

Parameter name

Value

1.
2.

Input number of neurons
Output number of neurons

3
2

3.
4.
5.

Nuber of neurons in hidden
layer
Transfer function in hiden
layer
Transfer function in output
layer

12
Tansig
Purelin

6.
7.

Learning function
Number of epochs that is
presented

Trainlm
300

8.

Number of epochs

10000

9.
10.
11.

Momentum
Learning coefficient
Training error

0.9
0.05
0.001

Table 2. Parameters of architecture that has provided
the best results
MATLAB code created based on the parameters given
provides a satisfactory response whose evaluations
confirm high accuracy of this model. Correlation
coefficient is R= 0.99758, and mean absolute
percentage error in case of predicting the deformations
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occurred by loading is 1.81%, while in case of
predictions caused by unloading its value is 2.08%. Fig.
7 presents the overview of mean square error of model
created.

4. CONCLUSION
Main concept of neural network with back propagation
is presented in this paper and the results of its
application in estimation of mat deformations made
under the effect of load in vertical direction are
described. Having in mind that vibrations of elastically
relied technological equipment are executed around the
position of stable balance and that those are small
oscillations, such approach when defining static
characteristics of elastic supports gives great
contribution to further successful analysis of system's
dynamics.
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Fig. 7. Mean square error of the model created
Performances of neural network for prediction of
deformations of supports occurred by loading and
unloading are given in Fig. 8. and Fig. 9.
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RISK - BASED MAINTENANCE OF THE FLEXIBLE TEHNOLOGICAL SYSTEM
Abstract: The aspect of risk in the maintenance of capital equipment and industrial technological system has become in
recent years the most important element in the strategy of effectiveness and economy of production systems in the
industry. To ensure minimum downtime and failures, it is necessary to implement a model of maintenance management
based on modern scientific and research findings and theory of reliability, which will allow maximum efficiency of
production system. This paper presents a model of maintenance management flexible technological systems with aspects
of risk management, in order to ensure maximum productivity and efficiency, as well as the degree of utilization of
machining centers of the unique integrated production system. The presented model was originally developed for use in
technical systems, special purpose, and with some additions and changes it is adapted for use on production systems in
the metal processing industry.
Keywords: Risk management, maintenance, flexible manufacturing systems

1.

INTRODUCTION

The company engaged in industrial production, and
has Flexible manufacturing System (FMS), seeks to
ensure maximum utilization rate of machining centers
and maximum efficiency throughout the production
process. Production in the FMS is based on the plan of
processing, plan of preparing work pieces, plan of
preparation tools which are precisely defined in the driver
cell controllers, so that every failure causes a disturbance
in the production process. Therefore, the biggest problem
is the risk of failure in the cell controllers and Automatic
Guided Vehicle (AGV), which leading to downtimes in
the work of whole FMS. Smaller consequences are
caused by failures in the work of machining centers, work
pieces washing machines, measuring machines and
computer control systems in the places of preparatory
tools and work pieces. Downtime of individual modules
and the reduction of production capacity of whole FMS
are caused by those failures. In order to achieve
continuous production without failure, for a period of e.g.
6 months (failure–free operation at 3240 hours), it is
necessary to ensure high reliability of key components
and modules in the FMS. It is very important to carry out
risk assessment and define preventive maintenance plan
based on these assessment. Modern methods in the
application of reliability theory [1], with the methods of
risk assessment, provide that a complete maintenance
strategy would based on the elements of risk [2], and thus
establishing a high efficiency and productivity of FMS.
2.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRODUCTION
PROCESS IN FMS

The optimal manufacturing process in a classical
production system arises as a result of optimal
performing of individual technological operations when

machining each work piece according to multifunctional
dependencies between the machine tool, work piece
material, tools and elements of the machining mode. In
FMS technological processes this isn't the case, because
procedural dependencies are very important in processing
alongside the functional. Optimizing the technological
process in FMS is based on a much more complex model,
because production in FMS has a series of production
specifics in regard to classic production system [3]:
• The work pieces for processing in FMS are
geometrically and technologically of similar
characteristics,
• Simultaneous – simultaneous processing of multiple
same and/or different work pieces in FMS,
• Processing same and/or different work pieces is
performed simultaneously on multiple different or
same manufacture centers,
• The work pieces are processed usually in different
series (whereby each work piece type has its own
specific series in which it should be manufactured),
• On one machining center are performed several
machining operations with different tools,
• On one palette can be several same or different work
pieces,
• Tool change is done automatically in two levels –
change from the main spindle and tool magazine on
the machining center and change of all tools from the
machining center magazine,
• Simultaneous tool change from the machining center
magazine conditions for one of the goal functions
during optimization to be an even level of blade wear
on all tools, and for each tool to have durability
approximately equal to its cutting time,
• Changing work piece palettes is done automatically,
• Moving work pieces in a technological process is
performed via an automatic transport system,
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• Storing work pieces between individual technological
phases in the manufacture process is performed on
buffers – special palette storages,
• The preparation places for secondary and gripping
requisites, tools and work pieces are specially
organized and are set on palettes available to
automatic transport systems,
• The delivery of preparation pieces is especially
regulated (castings, forgings, welded blanks) to the
FMS line and delivery of processed parts.

TSA = TA1 SA1 + TA2 SA2 + TA3 SA3 + ... + TAn SAn
n

TSA = Σ TAi SAi .
i=1

Since it is impossible for a predetermined FMS
configuration to organize the production process so that
all manufacture centers are maximally utilized, the total
effective time for processing a group of parts (TSA)
should be corrected according to the rate of utilization of
machining centers (e) and thus get the real required time
(TSAR) for processing a group of parts in a given series.
If the rate of utilization is expressed so that it is (e <
1.00), we'll get the real time of processing by increasing
the effective time (TSA),
TSAR = TSA  1 / e .

Lost production time due to downtime or failure of
FMS, must be compensated by increasing the intensity of
the machining tool or higher utilization rate of tools or
using the tools of high quality. That situation leading to
increase production cost. It is, therefore, very important
system for preventive maintenance based on risk which
will not allow unplanned downtime in production.
3.

RISK-BASED MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE METHODOLOGY OF
FLEXIBLE TEHNOLOGICAL SYSTEM

It is necessary to simultaneously observe the aspect
of reliability and availability with parameterized
probability of failure and consequences of downtime
aspect [4], in order to realistically consider the
consequences of downtime of FMS. The risk is defined as
the product of failure probabilities and consequences:
Risk = probability of failure • consequence of the failure.

Fig. 1. The production model of the FMS
Flexible manufacturing systems are designed for
highly automated flexible manufacturing very complex
work pieces in small batches. Work pieces must be
manufactured in strictly defined range, where the series is
defined for each type of earpieces and the given amount
of time in which production has to be realized.
The total effective processing time (TSA) of all
work piece types in a given series can be determined by
adding the processing time
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Designing of concept of preventive maintenance system
is based on the clear definite answers on the key
questions:
• Which disorders of manufacturing process can cause
failure of module of machining center or FMS, like
whole system?
• Which phenomenological appearance of the
processing can lead to failure?
• How can reaching to disturb of functionality of
module and failure?
• What is the probability of failure of module of
machining center or a computer control system (cell
controller)?
• What are the consequences of failure of the modules
or machining centers or FMS, as a whole?
The overall objective of the FMS maintenance process is
to increase the profitability of the FMS. Risk assessment
integrates reliability with safety and in some ceases
environmental issues and therefore can be used as a

decision tool for preventive maintenance planning.
Maintenance planning based on risk analysis minimizes
the probability of system failure and its consequences. It
helps management in making correct decisions
concerning investment in maintenance or related field.
Risk analysis is a technique for identification,
assessment and evaluation of the losses, incurred due to
unwanted downtime of work FMS. Maintenance
management model, from the point of risk analysis,
involves the analysis of probability and consequence of
failure
Risk assessment can be quantities or qualitative. The
output of a quantitative risk assessment will typically be a
number, such as cost impact per unit time. Quantitative
risk assessment requires a great deal of data both for the
assessment of probabilities and assessment of
consequences. Fault tree or decision trees are often used
to determine the probability that a certain sequence of
events in machining process will result in certain
consequences.
Qualitative risk assessment is less rigorous and the
results are often shown in the form of a simple risk
matrix where one axis of the matrix represents the
probability and the other represents the consequences. If
a value is given to each of probability and consequence, a
relative value for risk can be determined. The proposed
risk-based maintenance (RBM) strategy aims at reducing
the overall risk of failure of operating facilities. In areas
of high and medium risk, a focused maintenance effort is
required, whereas in areas of low risk, the effort is
minimized to reduce the total scope of work and cost of
maintenance program in structured and justifiable way.
The value of risk is used to prioritize inspection and
maintenance activities on that way that suggest a set of
recommendations on how many preventive tasks are
needed.
The RBM methodology is broken down into three
main modules [5]:
1. risk determination, which consist of risk
identification and estimation,
2. risk evaluation, which consist of risk aversion and
risk acceptance analysis, and
3. maintenance planning considering risk factors.
A failure scenario is base for risk study and
represents description of a series of events which may
lead to a system failure (figure 2). The expectation of
scenario does not mean it will need to occur, but that
there is reasonable probability that it would occur. It tells
us what may happen so that we can prepare means of
preventing or minimizing the possibility of its
occurrence. The developed failure scenarios are then
screened to short list. Systematic procedure-maximum
credible accident scenario (MCAS) provides the criteria
to form this short list.
Consequence analysis is based on prioritize modules
of FMS on the basis of their contribution to a system
failure because failure of some machining centers
modules do not always lead total loose or downtime of

system. Consequence analysis involves assessment of
likely consequences if a failure scenario does materialize.
Overall consequence assessment is combination of four
major categories which calculate to each accident and
failure scenario:
1. System performance loss (factor A),
2. Financial loss (factor B),
3. Human health loss (factor C),
4. Ecological loss (factor D).
Start

Consider
one
unit

Development of
failure scenario
Quantitative hazard assessment

Probablistic hazard assessment

Estimation of likely
damage area

Fault tree
development

Consequnce assess.

Fault tree
analysis
Risk estimat.

Are all units
over?

No

Yes
Move to next
modul

Fig.2. Algorithm of risk estimation model
Probabilistic failure analysis is conducted using fault tree
analysis, using a methodology called “analytical
simulation” [6]:
• Fault tree development: The top event is identified
based on detailed study of the process, control
arrangement, and behavior of components of the
FMS. A logical dependency between the causes
leading to the top event is developed.
• Boolean matrix creation: The fault tree developed is
transformed to a Boolean matrix. Used Structural
modeling technique the fault tree can be modeled into
a number of smaller sub modules with dependency
relations among them.
• Finding of minimum cut sets and optimization:
Minimum cut sets are determined from Boolean
• Probability analysis: Monte – Carlo simulation
method is recommended.
• Improvement index estimation.
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Risk evaluation (figure 3) comprised two steps:
• Recognizing specific acceptance criteria like
ALARP, Dutch and USEPA [7].
• Risk comparison against acceptance criteria for each
module. Modules whose estimated risk exceeds the
acceptance criteria are identified and their
maintenance plan must be improved.
Risk
factors of
one unit
Comparison of
estimated risk
against
acceptance
criteria

Risk factors
of another
unit
Yes

Setting
up acceptance
risk criteria

5.

Is risk
acceptable
No

Risk factors
of another
unit

Add this unit for
the maintenance
planning

Are all
units
over?

No

Yes
Move to next
modul

Fig.3. Algorithm of risk evaluation module
Maintenance planning for AGV, cell controller,
machining centers and other modules, for which failures
risk is estimated, under allowed level, according to
defined criteria, study detailed with objective to reduction
risk level through improved maintenance plan. Improved
maintenance is carried out through evaluation of the
optimal system maintenance, with objective to identify
the individual causes of failures and their impact on
reducing the probability of failure. At the same time,
through the inverse analysis of adverse events, in the
machining process, it can take influence to decrease the
probability of failure of key modules of FMS, in order to
define the reliable maintenance plan. Re-evaluation and
iterative evaluation of risk must be leaded, until total
allowable level of risk of FMS was determined.
4. CONCLUSION
Contemporary business practice show us how
important risk analysis and assessment is for running a
business successfully and for operations of any
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organization, enterprise or individual. On the other hand,
we have witnessed a rapid development and
implementation of holistic approaches to risks
management in enterprises, unified in the modern
business practice by the name of Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) (ISO 31000:2009).
Modern commercial and industrial practices imposed
the need to analyze and assessment risks of each
organization's manufacturing processes, especially those
that have installed programmable, and highly automated
manufacturing systems just like FMS.
Giving the possible failure consequences,
development of risk-based preventive maintenance model
of FMS represent one of the most important segment of
modern,
economical
and
highly
productive
manufacturing in metal industrial metal.
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SOME CHARACTERISTICAL ASPECTS REGARDING CNC GRINDING OF SPUR
GEARS
Abstract: In this paper we will present some theoretical and practical aspects of CNC grinding of cylindrical gears
with different profile modification. Also in this paper, there will be presented some concrete practical results and
measurement diagrams.
Key words: gears, CNC grinding, profile modification, involute curves
1. INTRODUCTION
For a lot of new gear industrial application
(precision devices, measurement apparatus, wind
turbines, vehicles, etc.) is needed high precision and
very different gear tooth profile modifications. In order
to can manufacture these gears our team in
collaboration with EMSIL TEHTRANS from Oradea
and UNIO companies from Satu Mare (Romania)
developed one special CNC grinding machine equipped
with FANUC numerical control equipment. For
obtaining the multitude necessary parameters for
programming different grinding process phases, it was
necessary to develop a series of mathematical
algorithms that hold in to about not only the teeth
geometrical characteristics, but also the machine
movement command possibilities. The experimental
testing and industrial application was at UNIO
Company, where we had also the possibilities for high
precision measurement of realized gears. In this paper
we will present the main aspect of our theoretical and
practical results.
2. THE DEVELOPED CNC GEAR GRINDING
MACHINE
As we mentioned in the introduction the machine
was developed by modernizing a NILES type machine.
The necessary movements for manufacturing and
coordinate axis orientation can be seen in Fig. 1.

For involute spur gear profiles’ grinding it is necessary
to have a numerical commanded B and Z axis. For
involute helical gear grinding it is necessary to have a
numerical commanded for Z and A axis. In case of
modified profile gears, the teeth sections are realized
by involute curves with different parameters. At the
machine programming we must introduce the effective
value of the distance that has to be covered on the B
and Z axis directions.
Taking into account the diversity of gears that had to be
grinded it was necessary to elaborate a set of
mathematical and kinematical algorithms,
For all algorithms it was applied the version of grinding
with different type of angles with the same grinding
wheel. From lack of space in this paper we will present
only the main parts of the A1 algorithm.
3. THE ALGORITHM
The determination of cnc programming parameters
for the CNC spur or helical gear grinding machine, for
gears with profile modification regardful of those gears
that satisfy the following condition:

R f  R b  cos t ,
The developed algorithm is part of a series of
algorithms :
 A1 algorithm: for spur gears with
R f  R b  cos t ;


A2



A3 algorithm: for gears with tip profile
modifications;
A4 algorithm: for gears with foot profile
modifications;
A5 algorithm: for gears with tip and foot
profile modifications;
B1 algorithm: for with right-hand helical teeth
gears;
B2 algorithm: for gears with left-hand helical
teeth right-hand helical teeth;






algorithm:

R f  Rb cos  t ;

for

spur

gears

with

Fig.1. CNC gear grinding machine and axis orientation
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In Fig. 2 we can see the graphical representation of
the relative position between the left flank of the gear
teeth space and the double conical grinding wheel,
corresponding to the relative position at the beginning
and the ending position of the grinding process. Also in
the figure it is represented a general case when the
profile angle  st of the tool is different from the
frontal gearing angle  t . Thus the algorithm gives the

possibility of grinding gears with different types of
gearing angles with the same grinding wheel. As it can
be observed from the figure above the grinding starts in
the point Ts and ends in the point As, for moving into
position these two elements it is necessary to make a

rotation of the gear with the angle  and a translation
along the axis Z with b. According to the figure we can
write the following expressions:

Fig.2.The graphical representation of the relative position between the technologic systems elements at the left tooth
gap flank grinding.

b

2
Rws
 Rb2
y
cos  st

y
(1)

where: Rws – technological gearings rolling radius,
Rb – base circle radius. The y parameter is calculated
with the following equation:
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+

Rb
 [tg st  tg t  
cos  st

1  mt

 x  mn  tg t   ( t   st )] (2)

R 4


For the next parameters, after a series of
calculations we obtained:

Rx2  Rb2
R



b

(3)

2
 Rb2
Rws
y
cos  st

 ga

Ra2  Rb2
Rb

 R2  R2
a
b
l ga  
 cos  st


(4)

(5)






 z

Ra  mn 
 x  1  k 
 2 cos 


(6)

(8)

Ra= OAS defines the distance of the final tangent point
between the tools flank and the tooth flank and it is
given by the expression (8)
Rb = OTs defines the distance of the starting tangent
point between the tools flank and the tooth flank,
located on the base circle radius.
The AsTs segment represents the trajectory of the
contact point tools flank and the tooth flank.
4. GEAR MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL
The measurement and control of the gears
manufactured using the deloped technology, was done
on the CNC measuring center GHIBLI-TRAX (Fig.3.).
The measureing equipement has a special software
module for gear measuring and control.

Fig.4. Gear profile measuring diagrams of a machined
gear

Fig.3. CNC measuring center GHIBLI-TRAX

From the two measuring diagrams (fig. 4.), we can
conclude that the gears manufactured on the CNC
machine (fig.1.) are situated between 7 – 8 precision
classes, for both profile and pitch precision.
For achieving higher precision classes it is necessary to
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purchase a higher precision grinding machine that can
be equipped with the same numerical command
equipment and work programs.
5. CONCLUSIONS
With the presented algorithm we can determine
very precise the values of the parameters necessary for
programming of gear grinding, determined after
different standards (STAS, DIN, AGMA, etc.). The
large number of experimental results has highlighted
the faultlessness of the method. After the measurements
was found that the gears which have been
manufactured using the elaborated method are included
in the range of precision classes 5...7. Also another
positive aspect of this research is that old machines can
be upgraded at a lower cost instead of disposing them
and buying new expensive equipments.
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KINEMATIC MODELING OF THE TRICEPT BASED 5-AXIS MACHINE TOOL
Abstract: This paper is aimed in presenting a study on the kinematic modeling of the Tricept based five-axis vertical
machine tool. Since the machine comprises 3-DOF parallel structure and 2-DOF serial wrist kinematic modeling
also comprises serial and parallel part. As solution of direct and inverse kinematics of 2-DOF serial wrist is well
known the study in this paper will focus on the parallel structure only.
Key words: Hybrid mechanism, kinematic modeling, machine tool

1. INTRODUCTION
Compared with serial structured machine tools and
robots, parallel kinematic machine tools and robots
have many advantages. Basic knowledge about diverse
aspects of parallel kinematic machines has already been
published. Many different topologies of parallel
mechanisms with 3-6 DOF has been used [1-3].
Considering that some limitations are indeed due to the
use of parallel mechanisms, it is appealing to
investigate architectures based on hybrid arrangements
where serial and parallel concept are combined [3]. The
Tricept robot or Tricept machine tool is based on
parallel tripod combined with passive chain, and
equipped with serial 3- or 2- DOF wrist. The inventor
of this structure is K.-E. Neuman [4] while the
mechanics has been constructed by Neos [5].
The primary application of commercially available
Tricept robots was area of assembly where large
insertion forces are required, e.g. as in the automobile
industry.
Conceptual model of the Tricept based vertical fiveaxis machine tool considered in this paper, Fig. 1, is
planed for HSC-milling of aluminium, steel as well as
large model making, plastic and foam machining.
This paper is aimed in presenting a study on the
kinematic modeling of the Tricept based five-axis
vertical machine tool. Since the machine comprises 3DOF parallel structure and 2-DOF serial wrist
kinematic modeling also comprises serial and parallel
part. As solution of direct and inverse kinematics of 2DOF serial wrist is well known the study in this paper
will focus on the parallel structure only.
2. KINEMATIC MODELING
Figure 2 represents a geometric model of the
Tricept based vertical five-axis machine tool, Fig. 1,
which comprises 3-DOF parallel structure and 2-DOF
serial wrist. Parallel structure consists of four kinematic
chains, including three variable length legs with
identical topology and one passive leg connecting the
fixed base B and the moving platform P. Three variable
length legs with actuated prismatic joints
d i , i = 1,2,3 are connected to the base B by Cardan
joints and to movable platform P by spherical joints.

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of the Tricept based five-axis
machine tool
The fourth chain (central leg) connecting the centre
of the base B to the platform P is passive constraining
leg. It consist of Cardan joint, a moving link, a
prismatic joint and the second moving link fixed to the
platform P. This fourth leg is used to constrain the
motion of the platform to only 3-DOF. These 3-DOF
are described by spherical coordinates i.e. by the axial
translation p Op = M p Op along the central leg and by
two rotations Ψ and θ about two axes orthogonal to the
central leg itself. Two-DOF serial wrist executes
rotational motions i.e. tool orientation with actuated
rotational joints θ1 and θ 2 .
To adequately control the position and orientation
of the tool during machining processes, kinematic
model is required to establish mathematics description
for the machine tool. Kinematic modeling of parallel
structure involves solving of inverse kinematics,
Jacobian matrix as the basis for numerical solution of
direct kinematics, and direct kinematics. Based on
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machine inverse kinematics the workspace has been
analyzed in order to select machine prototype design
parameters.
2.1 Machine joint and world coordinates
As can be concluded from Fig. 1 i.e. Fig 2, Tricept
based five-axis machine tool will be considered below
as a specific configuration of the five-axis vertical
milling machine (X, Y, Z, B, C) spindle-tilting type [6].
The machine reference frame {M} has been
adopted according to the standard for this machine type
[7]. Frame {P} is attached to the moving platform in a
way that z P axis coincides with the axis of the central
leg and with the axis of joint θ1 . The tool frame {T} is
attached to the milling tool at the tool tip T, so that the
axis zT coincides with tool axis, and the frame {W} is
attached to the work piece. Vectors v referenced in
frames {M}, {W}, {P} and {T} are denoted by M v ,
W

v , P v and T v .
To solve direct and inverse kinematics, joint and
world coordinates will be defined first.
Joint coordinates vector for this 5-axis Tricept
based machine tool is represented as

q = [d1

θ1 θ 2 ]T

d3

(1)

where d i , i = 1, 2, 3 and θ i , i = 1, 2 are scalar joint
variables controlled by actuators.
The description of world coordinates is based on
tool path calculated by CAD/CAM systems defined by
the set of successive tool positions and orientations in
the work piece frame {W}, Fig. 2. The thus calculated
tool path is machine independent and is known as a
cutter location file (CLF). A tool pose is defined by the
position vector of the tool tip T in the work piece frame
{W} as W pT = [xTW yTW zTW ]T
and tool
orientation is defined by unit vector of the tool axis as

[

]

k T = kTWx kTWy kTWz T . In the general case, the
tool tip position vector and tool axis vector in machine
reference frame {M} can be expressed as
W

M

p T = [X M
M

[

YM

k T = kTx

Fig. 2. Geometric model of the Tricept based vertical five-axis machine tool
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d2

Z M ] = M p Ow + WM R⋅W p T
T

kTy

]

T

kTz =WM R⋅W k T
(2)

where M pOw = [xOw yOw zOw ]T is the position
vector of the origin of work piece frame {W}.

where:

pOp = M pOp

•

M

Determining the position vector
p Ow and the
orientation of the work piece frame {W} is conducted
according to the standard procedure for 5-axis CNC
machine tools. It should be noted that determining the
M
orientation matrix W
R in equations (2) is determined
and executed later in control system without changing
G-code. To complete the vector of world coordinates, it
is also needed to determine the tool orientation angles
B and C which define direction of tool axis z T that
also coincides with axis of the last link, Fig. 2. Given
that the machine has 5 DOF, only the direction of tool
axis z T is controllable, while axes xT and yT will
have uncontrollable rotation about it. The position and
orientation of the tool frame {T} relative to robot
reference frame {M} can be described by homogenous
coordinate transformation matrix 4x4 [8-10] as

M
TT


=
0

iTx

M
pT  iTy
=
1  iTz

0

M
TR

0

0

jTx

kTx

jTy
jTz

kTy
kTz

0

0

XM 
YM 
ZM 

1 

where the rotation matrix

R

represents the

M

orientation, while vector
p T represents the position
of the tool frame {T} with respect to the machine
reference frame {M}. To bring the tool axis z T to a
desirable orientation with respect to frame {M}, the
tool frame {T} must be rotated first about axis Y M by
angle B, and then about axis Z M by the angle C, as
prescribed by the convention for 5-axis vertical milling
machine (X, Y, Z, B, C) spindle-tilting type. As it is
orientation of tool axis z T
M
T

M
T

R specifying the
can be derived as

known, the rotation matrix

R = RZM ,C ⋅ RYM , B

[

M

[

kT = kTx

kTy

kTz

]

T

, by equating corresponding

members of matrix MT R from equation (4) the angles B
and C can be determined [11]. This way, the world
coordinates
vector
can
be
expressed
as

x = [X M

YM

ZM

B C ]T .

2.2. Kinematic modeling of parallel mechanism
As it was mentioned, the passive central leg is used
to constrain the motion of the platform to only 3-DOF.
According to Fig. 2 these 3-DOF can be described by
spherical coordinates

[

x sp = pOp

Ψ θ

]

T

(5)

]

Vector M pOp = x p y p z p T = x P is the position
vector of origin O p of the frame {P} attached to the
moving platform with respect to machine reference
frame {M}, and represents Cartesian world coordinates
vector.
As noticeable from Fig. 2 joint axes of 2-DOF serial
wrist intersect at point D (wrist centre). From this fact
it is easy to conclude that the position of wrist centre D
is influenced only by joint coordinates d1, d 2 and d3 of
parallel mechanism.
For specified position vector of the tool tip
M

pT = [ X M

YM

Z M ]T

and for specified tool

orientation angles B and C the rotation matrix M
TR
from equation (4) is calculated first. Then by using only
vector M k T from calculated rotation matrix M
TR
M

k T = [cC ⋅ sB sC ⋅ sB cB ]T

(6)

the position vector of the wrist centre D M p D and its
module p D , according to Fig. 2 can be calculated as
M

 xD 
p D =  y D  = M p T + M p TD =
 z D 

 X M + l 2 ⋅ cC ⋅ sB 
M
M
= p T + l 2 ⋅ k T =  YM + l 2 ⋅ sC ⋅ sB 
 Z M + l 2 ⋅ cB 

T

(7)

and it’s module as

(4)

where RYM , B and R ZM ,C represents basic rotation
matrices [10] and where “s” and “c” refer to sine and
cosine functions. As it is of interest only orientation of
zT
the tool axis
specified by unit vector

central leg, and
Ψ and θ are the rotation angles of the central
leg’s Cardan joint about axes X M and Y M
respectively.

•

(3)
M
T

is axial translation along

pD =

M

p D = x D2 + y D2 + z D2

(8)

As the position vectors M p Op , M p D and M p PD
are collinear and coincide with central leg, and as
M

p PD = l1

the module

pOp =

M

pOp

can be

calculated as

p Op = p D - l1

(9)

Now, the description of the position and orientation
of the frame {P} attached to the moving platform with
respect to machine reference frame {M} can be
represented as
M
PT

 MR
= P
0 0 0

M

p Op 

1 

(10)

where rotation matrix MP R represents the orientation
while vector M p Op represents the position of frame
{P} with respect to the machine frame {M}. Frame
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[

can be further derived using homogenous
transformation matrices 4x4 as
M T = Trot
( X M ,Ψ ) ⋅ Trot(YM ,θ ) ⋅ Ttran( Z M ,− pOp ) =
P
 cθ
 sΨ ⋅ sθ

− cΨ ⋅ sθ

0


0

sθ

cΨ − sΨ ⋅ cθ
sΨ

cΨ ⋅ cθ

0

0

− pOp ⋅ sθ 
pOp ⋅ sΨ ⋅ cθ 
− pOp ⋅ cΨ ⋅ cθ 

1


(11)
where
M

p Op

 − p Op ⋅ sθ   x p 

  
=  p Op ⋅ sΨ ⋅ cθ  =  y p 
− p Op ⋅ cΨ ⋅ cθ   z p 

  

p D = [xD yD z D ] in equation (7) can also be
described by spherical coordinates according to
equation (12) as
T

M

M

pD

 − p D ⋅ sθ   x D 
=  p D ⋅ sΨ ⋅ cθ  =  y D 
− p D ⋅ cΨ ⋅ cθ   z D 

(13)

θ = A tan 2( x D / − p D , 1 − ( x D / − p D ) 2 ) (14)

valid when cθ ≠ 0 i.e. θ ≠ ±90 o . This condition is
always satisfied since angles Ψ and θ usually vary
within the limits ±π / 3 specified by the ranges of
passive joints motions.
This way, the spherical world coordinates vector of
parallel mechanism x sp in equation (5) or Cartesian
world coordinates vector x p in equation (12) are
completed.

leg vector M d 2 shown in Fig. 2 the following
equations can be derived

where:

vectors of the joint centers at the platform located
on the circle of radius r with angular position
2π
γi =
(i − 1) , and are defined in the frame {P},
3
• M pi = MP R (ψ , θ )⋅P pi , i=1,2,3 are position vectors
of the joint centers of the platform expressed in the
machine frame {M},

bix   R ⋅ cγ i 
• bi = biy  =  R ⋅ sγ i  , i=1,2,3 are position
 0   0 
vectors of the join centers at the base located on
the circle of radius R with angular position
2π
γi =
(i − 1) and are defined in the frame {M}.
3
By substituting corresponding vectors in equation

[

(16)

]

(16) vectors M di = dix diy diz T , i=1,2,3 can be
obtained from which inverse kinematics equations

d i == d ix2 + d iy2 + d iz2 , i =1,2,3

(17)

are derived as
2
d1 = ( p Op
+ r 2 + R 2 − 2 ⋅ p Op ⋅ R ⋅ cθ ⋅ sΨ −

− 2 ⋅ R ⋅ r ⋅ cψ ) 1 / 2

(18)

2
d 2 = [ pOp
+ r 2 + R 2 + pOp ⋅ R ⋅ (cθ ⋅ sΨ − 3 ⋅ sθ ) +

+

2.2.1. Inverse kinematics of parallel mechanism
The inverse kinematics of parallel mechanism from
Fig. 2 deals with calculating the leg lengths d i , i=1,2,3
when platform pose is given.
Observing geometric relations on the example of

d ix 
d i = d iy  = M p Op + M p i − M b i
 d iz 

]

z p T is the position vector of

O
the origin P of the frame {P} attached to the
moving platform with respect to machine frame
{M} and is given in equation (12),
 pix  r ⋅ cγ i 
P
• pi =  piy  =  r ⋅ sγ i  , i=1,2,3 are position
 0   0 

(15)

As can be seen from equation (13), equation (14) is

M

yp

M

From equations. (13), (7) and (8) the platform’s
orientation angles Ψ and θ can be determined as

Ψ = A tan 2( y D ,− z D )

[

• M pOp = x p

(12)

As the vectors M p D and M p Op are collinear,
calculated
components
of
vector

]

• M di = dix diy diz T , i=1,2,3 are vectors of the
actuated legs defined in the machine frame {M},

M
PT

r⋅R
(−3 ⋅ cθ − 3 ⋅ sθ ⋅ sΨ − cΨ)]1 / 2
2

(19)

2
d 3 = [ pOp
+ r 2 + R 2 + pOp ⋅ R ⋅ (cθ ⋅ sΨ + 3 ⋅ sθ ) +

+

r⋅R
(−3 ⋅ cθ + 3 ⋅ sθ ⋅ sΨ − cΨ)]1 / 2
2

(20)

This way, the joint coordinates vector of parallel
mechanism can be expressed as

d = [d1

d2

d 3 ]T

(21)

where d i , i = 1,2,3 are scalar variables controlled by
actuators.
2.2.2. Jacobian matrix and direct kinematics of
parallel mechanism
The direct kinematics problem for parallel
mechanism consist of finding vector of world
coordinates x sp or x P as a function of joint
coordinates d . Generally, such problem does not have
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analytical solutions and different numerical algorithms
based on Jacobian matrix are used.
Differencing equations. (18) – (20) with respect to
the time the Jacobian matrix is obtained as
 ∂d
∂d1 ∂d1 
 1

 ∂pOp ∂Ψ ∂θ   J
J12 J13 
 ∂d 2 ∂d 2 ∂d 2   11

J =
(22)
 =  J 21 J 22 J 23 
p
∂
∂
Ψ
∂
θ
 Op
 J
J 32 J 33 
 ∂d3
∂d3 ∂d3   31


 ∂pOp ∂Ψ ∂θ 
where:

J 11 = ( p Op − R ⋅ cθ ⋅ sΨ ) / d1
J 21 = [2 ⋅ p Op + R ⋅ (cθ ⋅ sΨ − 3 ⋅ sθ )] / 2 ⋅ d 2
J 31 = [2 ⋅ p Op + R ⋅ (cθ ⋅ sΨ + 3 ⋅ sθ )] / 2 ⋅ d 3

J 12 = (− p Op ⋅ R ⋅ cθ ⋅ cΨ + r ⋅ R ⋅ sΨ ) / d1
J 22 = [ pOp ⋅ R ⋅ cθ ⋅ cΨ + r ⋅ R ⋅ ( sΨ − 3 ⋅ sθ ⋅ cΨ ) / 2] / 2 ⋅ d 2

J 32 = [ pOp ⋅ R ⋅ cθ ⋅ cΨ + r ⋅ R ⋅ ( sΨ + 3 ⋅ sθ ⋅ cΨ ) / 2] / 2 ⋅ d3

For the purpose of simulation, this algorithm
converge in 1 to 5 steps depending on the distance
between the initial position and actual position. This
comes from the large workspace at the parallel
mechanism on one hand and the other hand from the
high accuracy provided by position sensors. The direct
kinematics model takes almost twice as much time as
the inverse model.
3. WORKSPACE ANALYSIS
Beside the selection appropriate kinematic topology
the most important step in the parallel machine design
is to select the right geometric dimensions [12].
Based on inverse kinematics, it is possible to
determine the position and orientation workspace of the
Tricept based five-axis milling machine. The applied
approach proved to be very useful and is based on the
definition of position and orientation workspace for
parallel kinematic chains [14].
In the case of the Tricept based five axis machine
tool considered in this paper, the position and
orientation workspace are given by

W S ( X M , YM , Z M , B, C ) = {0,1}

J 13 = p Op ⋅ R ⋅ sθ ⋅ sΨ / d1

J 23 = [ p Op ⋅ R ⋅ (− sθ ⋅ sΨ − 3 ⋅ cθ ) +
+ r ⋅ R ⋅ (3 ⋅ sθ − 3 ⋅ cθ ⋅ sΨ ) / 2] / 2 ⋅ d 2

J 33 = [ p Op ⋅ R ⋅ (− sθ ⋅ sΨ + 3 ⋅ cθ ) +
+ r ⋅ R ⋅ (3 ⋅ sθ + 3 ⋅ cθ ⋅ sΨ ) / 2] / 2 ⋅ d 3
This so called analytical Jacobian matrix [12]
relates the spherical velocity vector x& sp to the joint
velocity vector d& and is used in this paper as a basis
for simple numerical algorithm to solve direct
kinematics for the purpose of simulation. The algorithm
is based on constant Jacobian matrix calculated for the
centre of workspace i.e. for the initial position [13].
At step (n+1), the estimated position of the platform
is given by

x spn +1 = x spn + J −1 (x sp 0 , d 0 ) ⋅ (d − d n )
where:

x sp0 .

[

(24)

which represents a Boolean function whose value is
equal to 1 if the tool pose-defined by the quintet
( X M , YM , Z M , B, C ) is reachable without exceeding
the limited motion range of the joints. Starting from the
selected point in the workspace volume, the estimation
is made by specific step-by-step strategy that locates
tool in a given pose in the workspace and that
determines whether the pose is reachable or not by
taking into account a limited motion range of the joints
[6]. Based on selected design parameters: R = 350mm,
r=100mm, l1=300mm, l2=150mm, dmin=934mm,
dmax=1520mm the determined workspace for three-axis
machining ( B = 0 o , C = 0 o , i.e., spindle axis is
perpendicular to the X M YM plane) is shown in Fig. 3.

(23)

]

• x spn +1 = p Opn+1 Ψn +1 θ n +1 T is the estimated
position of the platform at the step n+1,

[

]

• x spn = pOpn Ψn θ n T is the estimated position
of the platform at the step n,
• d n = [d1n d 2 n d3n ]T joint position (leg lengths)
corresponding to the estimated platform position at
the step n, result of the inverse kinematics of point
x spn ,
• J −1 (x sp 0 , d 0 ) is the inverse Jacobian matrix for
the initial platform position x sp 0 and joint position

Fig. 3. Workspace in the case of three-axis machining
(B=0°, C=0°)

d 0 as the result of inverse kinematics of point
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For programmers and operators familiar with CNC
machine tools, the determined workspace can be
reduced to the parallelepiped “a” as indicated in Fig. 4.
As it is known from practice, adopted portion of
workspace in the form of parallelepiped “a” can be
changed in form “b” or “c” depending on the
workpieces’ shape and dimensions.
4. CONCLUSION
The results of a study on the kinematic modeling of the
vertical Tricept based five-axis machine tool have been
reported in this paper. For parallel structure inverse
kinematics is solved analytically while direct kinematic
is solved numerically based on constant Jacobian
matrix calculated for the centre of workspace. Based on
machine inverse kinematics workspace has been
analyzed in order to select machine prototype design
parameters. The focus of the current research, one part
of the results being presented in this paper, is related to
the prototype development of the Tricept based fiveaxis machine tool.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND FLEXIBLE CONVENTIONAL
NC TECHNOLOGY THE EXAMPLE FROM INDUSTRY
Abstract: The optimum technological process in the classical production system, resulting from the optimal performance
of individual unit operations during the development of each workpiece to multi functional dependencies between the
machine tool, workpiece material, tools and elements of the machining. The technological process in the FTS-not, as a
very important addition to the functional and procedural dependence.
This paper presents a comparative analysis of NC technologies that are implemented on conventional machine tools with
NC control and technologies that are implemented in a flexible manufacturing system, the selected example from
industrial practice. At the same time presents the methodology and design of flexible technology, with emphasis on the
characteristic elements of production in flexible manufacturing systems.
Keywords: CAD/CAE/CAM, NC technology, FMS

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern production is based on the optimal design of
technological processes and the selection of the
appropriate production system. Short product life and the
desire of designers to adjust the maximum functionality
of the product to customer requirements require
maximum attention on the analysis of productivity and
efficiency of production processes. Increasing the level of
automation and programmability of the production
system does not ensure greater effectiveness in all
technological conditions. Sometimes it is a highly
automated production system, despite the high degree of
flexibility, less cost than conventional machining with
CNC control system.
In small series production work parts for injection
molding tools with high spatial processing of complex
multiaxial surfaces, it frequently occurs that the dilemma
is more efficient development of the autonomous
machining centers and flexible manufacturing systems.
In the selected example from industrial practice a
comparative analysis of methods of design technology
was carried out, with indicators of the manufacturing
process for the treatment of classic CNC machining
centers and flexible manufacturing system. The analysis
allows the definition of technological areas in which the
economical processing of the flexible manufacturing
system.

processing spatial complex surfaces on the parts of the
metal processing industry. The productions facilities are
often used as a machining center machining systems are
adequate for making the working parts for plastic
injection molds, casting or forging. Machining centers as
autonomous machining systems have servers of which
supervises the implementation of NC programs, tool
changing machining center in a warehouse, is shrinking
and the workpiece placed on the desk and finally disposed
of workpieces with machining process is completed.
Under a series of complex workpieces to be processed
effectively autonomous machining centers - CNC using
conventional technology, but the question of criteria in
order to adequately evaluate the case when there are
alternative options for the implementation of FMS and
conventional CNC technology (Fig. 1).
Series
highly

Space technology
echnology for the analysis

Transfer lines

Flexible Manufacturing
Systems (FMS)

medium

Machining centers
CNC machine tools

low
low

medium

highly
Flexibility

2. CNC TECHNOLOGIES CONVENTIONAL
In the last few decades have been widely applied in
machine tools with NC control, and development of
computer systems and CNC software engineering
technologies have become the conventional method for

Fig. 1. Application areas of autonomous FMS and CNC
machining centers
Greater flexibility in the range of workpieces with
small series production determines the priority use of
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conventional CNC technology, a large series of similar
parts are generally processed the transfer lines, which is
characteristic of production in the automotive industry.
For the medium series of workpieces with high flexibility
to implement flexible technology in FMS systems.
Interestingly, the area is in part overlap with FMS
machining centers, which should establish criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of the production process in
FMS or on autonomous machining centers.
3. FTS
The optimum technological process in the classical
production system, resulting from the optimal
performance of individual unit operations during the
development of each workpiece to multi functional
dependencies between the machine tool, workpiece
material, tools and elements of the machining. In
technological processes in the FTS-not, because in
addition finkcionalnih very important, and procedural
dependence. Optimization of technological processes in
the FTS-in is based on a much more complex model,
because production in the FTS in a number of specific
features in relation to the production of the classic
production system (Fig. 2). Basic characteristics of the
FTS-processing in the:

Fig. 2. FTS Configuration for the treatment of prismatic
parts
• workpieces are geometrically and technologically
similar characteristics,
• at the same time-simultaneous processing is
performed more razločitih workpieces,
• workpieces are usually processed in different batches
(where each type obradakaima his series in which a
given must be made),
• The processing is performed simultaneously on the
same or more different machining centers,
• On one pallet can be more of the same or different
workpieces,
• Editing tools are performed automatically at two
levels - changes from the main spindle and the tool
storage and processing center changes svuih tools
from warehouses machining center,
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• Change the range of workpieces is done
automatically,
• The movement of workpieces in the technological
process is carried out with automatic transmission
system.
Because of the high degree of automation, management,
computer-based control systems, investing in FMS is
much larger than inesticije in a production system based
on machining centers and conventional CNC machine
tools. Therefore, the FMS-kd and a higher depreciation
costs, and thus the hourly rate of pay.
4. TECHNOLOGY FOR CONVENTIONAL NC
MACHINE TOOLS
In the phase of designing NC technology play a key
role sovftverski CAM packages that offer great creative
options when generating tool paths and NC-code format.
NC technology for designing parts for injection molding
tools for plastics, used EdgeCAM is one of the most
widely used CAD / CAM software packages for
integrated product design and technology. Complete
EdgeCAM software system includes support for
generating NC code and computer communication numerically controlled machine tool for processing the
following types, namely:
• 2 ½ to 3 axis processing
• 5 axis processing
• 2 to 4 Multi-axis turning
• 2 to 4 axis wire processing elektroeroziona
• Editor
• The module for generating NC code (Code Wizard)
Design of NC processing technology on a conventional
machining center includes the most important parts of
tools for plastic injection pressure which is necessary to
define all of the technological parameters. For example
from industrial practice (Fig. 3), it is necessary to design
the technology for processing plate 14 nests with tools
and two upper plate molding tools.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. Workpieces a) plate nests with tools and b) upper
mold plate
When designing the EdgeCAM NC technology in the
milling process is necessary to first define the plan
contract and treatment plan, and then define the type of
operation, the tool, cutting conditions, a strategy, a way
of approaching and moving away from the workpiece

tools and other technological parameters for each
operation . Simulation after the definition of each
operation, and the entire flow machining process
parameters are analyzed and projected effects of
technology (Fig. 4). Depending on the results of
simulations can be performed and the changes of the
machining tools in the technological operations, and
define an entirely new machining conditions (Fig. 5)
which will enable greater productivity and efficiency of
machining processes.

Fig. 4. The trajectories of cutting boards nests processing
tools for plastic injection

Fig. 6. Simulation of technological operations in the
processing of conventional machining system
5. TECHNOLOGY FOR FMS
In the FTS in flexible production simultaneously to deal
with several workpieces in a single technological
operation, which is not related to a workpiece, but for a
group of workpieces which are placed on a pallet. All
workpieces to be processed in one production cycle in the
FTS in the similar geometrical and technological
characteristics and belong to one and the same
classification group. Therefore, you can use the same
type of rail and ancillary equipment in setting workpieces
on pallets (Fig. 7). Schedule workpies on pallets to a
large extent depends on the series in which to develop a
range. When several identical workpieces placed on a
raft, a complete range of content is seen as one entity, so
that using the principles of group technology in NC
programming and processing of all parts of the range is
realized with one NC program (Fig. 8).

Fig 5. Tool path to process the upper mold plate
Simulation is a realistic overview of processing, thus
showing the movement of the tool and the material
removal process. The simulation (Fig. 6) allows
identifying any errors or collision of tools or tool holders
in contact with the workpiece. For example. simulator
will detect the error if the cutting geometry is not
adequate, so the tool touches the workpiece, not only
cutting edge, but the handle. Also, it is often the case that
the short handle tools, and tool holder is in contact with
the workpiece. CAD / CAM system allows the geometric
collision case, make corrections, that in case of
unfavorable indicators of a machining process
optimization approaches, as well as tool path
optimization of the machining parameters.

Fig. 7. The trajectories of cutting boards nests processing
tools for plastic injection-FMSu

Fig. 8. Simulation of machining processes in the FMS
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6. ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY FOR CNC
MACHINE TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES
To assess the effects of processing on conventional
CNC machine tools and FMS-in, it is necessary to make
analysis and comparative look at the basic technological
parameters of the process through clamping plan, plan
tools, the number of unit operations and processing time.
The technological process for conventional CNC machine
tools, which takes place using conventional rail
equipment requires significantly more contraction than
was the case for the treatment of FMS.
The conventional method of processing to machining
centers required to process slabs from the nests of tools
for plastic shrinkage S1 = 22, a treatment of the upper
mold plate S2 = 6 contractions. Time for clamping plate
nests with the TS1 = 10 min, and the tightness of the
upper mold plate is Ts2 = 30 min. Bearing in mind the
whole time series, which need to be processed on
machining centers or CNC machine tools, the time
required for clamping workpieces is 400 min. For
processing technology in FMS-in, bearing in mind the
possibility of setting up multiple prismatic clamping
workpieces to the accessories that are on a rotating table
can be processed from multiple sources, processing
boards nests tools for plastic injection can be realized in a
tightening (S1 = 1) . Also the processing of the upper
mold plate can be realized in a tightening (S2 = 1). The
FTS-in time needed to be clamped workpieces does not
affect the machine processing time, because the
workpieces placed on a pallet in independent of cycle
time of a machining center. The only time you need to
bear in mind the time of the pallet exchanger, which takes
the range of workpieces automatically governed Vehicle
(AGV) and brings it into the workspace machining
center, while at the same time range is from the cutting
zone machining center and places it on the AGV. Pallet
change time is 23 seconds, which is very short compared
to the machine processing time to spend in the range of
workspace machining center when cutter engaged with
the workpiece material.
When processing is used 13 different types of tools,
of which 10 tools for milling and drilling tools 3. You can
use the same tools Sandvik Coromant and in the case of
processing in FMS in the process of machining centers
and CNC machines tools, so that part of the plan there is
no advantage of tools FMS. The choice of the cutting
blade geometry and material tools can be made based on
recommendations from the manufacturer's catalog
Coromant.
In the conventional method of processing on CNC
machines altka processor board with 14 nests for plastic
injection molds, 52 needed technological operations, and
processing two upper mold plate 26 is necessary to
perform the technological operations. In the case of
processing in FMS, the processing of all 14 plates with
nests is performed in 22 operations, and processing of the
two upper mold plates are held in six operations.
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Total processing time on conventional CNC machine
tools for all 16 workpieces is TU = 4220 min, and the
processing of the FMS is TU = 4190 min, which is a
significant advantage (about 0.72%) on the FMS.
7. CONCLUSION
Given the low range of workpieces, the spatial
configuration of land for five-axle operating that do not
require treatment, but can be processed in troosnoj
processing, machine processing time, during the
preparation of workpieces, in this example from
industrial practice is preferred for the treatment of
autonomous processing center in relation processed in the
FMS. We should bear in mind the much higher costs of
depreciation and operating costs FMS compared to
conventional CNC machine tools and processing of parts
of smaller dimensions used in the treatment of troosnoj
specialized production facilities with conventional
machining centers and CNC machine tools. For
simultaneous processing of large workpieces asotimana
larger size in the small and medium series in višeosnoj
processing, the advantage is on the FMS in comparison to
conventional machining centers and CNC machine tools.
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SOMES ASPECTS REGARDING THE MAINTENANCE OF BEARINGS
Abstract: This paper presents some aspects of diagnosis bearings in preventive maintenance and the importance of
bearing repair as an alternative to replacing them.
Key words: maintenance, diagnosis bearings, bearings repair.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing investment machine tools and
production systems requires their maximum
availability. The complexity of such systems, which are
highly automated and consist of many modules which
are linked and have to work together without failure,
increases the risk of breakdowns.
Monitoring is the automatic supervision of machine
tool functions (or of processes). The monitoring system
has to ensure that a machine works correctly without
malfunctions. The result of its operation is a
corresponding message about the machine state. This
test can be performed according to a plan, periodically
or continuously. A diagnosis system goes further,
identifying the incorrect function and the reason for this
malfunction. It gives an indication of the reasons and it
is initiated when an incident occurs or upon demand.
Different methods can be applied for M & D
(monitoring and diagnosis) [1]:
signal-based M & D (heuristic);
model-based M & D with signal prediction;
model-based M & D on parameters;
feature recognition or classification;
knowledge-based M & D.
Considering the trends of manufacturing
developments, the following reasons can be pointed out
to explain why monitoring technology is becoming
more and more important in modern manufacturing
systems:
(1) Large-scale manufacturing systems should be
operated with high reliability and availability because
the downtime due to system failure has a significant
influence on the manufacturing activity. To meet such a
demand, individual unit processes should be securely
operated with the aid of reliable and robust monitoring
systems. Monitoring of large-scale systems is already
beyond the capability of humans.
(2) Increasing labor costs and shortage of skilled
operators necessitate operation of the manufacturing
system with minimum human intervention, which
requires the introduction of advanced monitoring
systems.
(3) Ultra-precision manufacturing can only be
achieved with the aid of advanced metrology and the
technology of process monitoring.

(4) Use of sophisticated machine tools requires the
integration of monitoring systems to prevent machine
failure.
(5) Heavy-duty machining with high cutting and
grinding speeds should be conducted with minimum
human intervention from the safety point of view.
(6)
Environmental
awareness
in
today’s
manufacturing requires the monitoring of emissions
from processes.
2. DIAGNOSIS SYSTEMS AND FAILURE
DETECTING
In current industrial practice there is an offer of a
wide range of products, from portable measurement
and control instruments, the continuous monitoring
systems and complete software to centralize and
evaluate the results.
Monitoring tools cover a wide range of
measurements [2]:
vibration measurements with FFT signal analysis
and automatic evaluation of results;
shock pulse measurements to determine the
conditions of lubrication of bearings and early
detection of wear;
measurements of speed;
temperature measurements;
measurements of analog signals;
determining the resonance frequencies of the
machine;
orbit calculation for sliding bearings.
These equipments detect operating faults since their
infancy, thus offering the possibility of planning repairs
or maintenance work, resulting in minimizing or
eliminating downtime of the production process.
A continuous monitoring system consists of sensors
installed permanent camps dynamic equipment and
connecting them to the monitoring unit. These sensors
can be, for example:
vibration transducer;
shock pulse transducer;
temperature sensor;
speed sensor; and more...
Measurement units of measurement signals have
specific responsibilities, local assessment of the
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measurements and conditional triggering of certain
local events (warning, open / close relay power supply,
etc.). And, last but not least, the transmission results in
different formats to a centralized unit (control room).
3. DIAGNOSING BEARINGS
All equipment for assessing and analyzing the
frequency made at this time in the world captures the
vibration signal, processes and provides information on
the technical state of camp, location and nature of
defect.
In modern industrial practice there are equipments
and work procedures based on this principle. It is
known that if a bearing get to vibrate, already bearing
is compromised and does not provide reliability.
It is shown a method of measuring and monitoring of
the lubricant film thickness rolling elements and
taxiways, which allow identification of the moment
when, for one reason or another (as lubricant,
additional tasks camps etc) film lubricant is thinning
and surface roughness of the metal balls / rollers and
roller paths, get in contact directly [3].
By this method it can be determined what led to this
situation, necessary corrections could be made in time,
thus coming back to "wellness" page.
Otherwise, the elements bearing wears, wear later will
lead to the appearance of vibrations. Only in the due
course, equipment to measure and analyze vibrations
proves their usefulness, but already too late: the bearing
is compromised.

frequency ≈ 32 kHz resonance, amplifying the signal.
Circuit analysis of electrical and mechanical signal is
calibrated to filter out other signals of vibration [4].
Due to the sensitivity shock pulse method can be
measured even overall lubrication of the bearing, the
parameter dBc. Filtered transducer signal reflects the
variation of pressure in the contact area between rolling
objects and ways of rolling bearings.
When the lubricant film is thick, the shock pulse is
low, no significant peaks (green). Level increases when
the lubricant film thickness decreases, but still not
present significant amplitude components (yellow
area). Wear causes strong pulses at irregular intervals
(red zone- Fig. 2).
The shock pulse method can be extended by
performing an FFT analysis (Fast Fourier
Transformation) of the signal taken, leading to more
thorough analysis possibilities [4].
By identifying each bearing their own frequent
(symptoms can now be identified these common SPM
spectrum, thus diagnosing component even showing
wear (running path inside / outside, roller / ball, cage).

Fig. 2. Lubricant film thickness measurement

Fig. 1. Location and nature of the bearing defect
This method it called Shock Pulse Method (SPM).
The main advantage of the shock pulse method is just
finding its expertise in shock. When a ball / roller hits
the defective area path produces a shock wave in a
metal machine table. These shock waves are starting
with a short stroke that pays off quickly. In a recording
time displayed on an oscilloscope, these waves are
observed superimposed on the overall machine
vibration. When their frequency corresponds to the
frequency of crossing objects rolling or cage, is a
testament to the defect occurred in the capital. SPM
transducer shock wave excites the characteristic
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The advantages of implementing a maintenance
system based on periodic measurements and analysis of
shock pulse signal:
Saving of materials and spare parts;
Shortening the residence time in repair;
Increasing the availability of equipment .
Basically, measurements are performed on all
equipment camps (Fig. 3). The instrument acquires a
sample shock pulse signal, it breaks down, the Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT), resulting in SPM
spectrum, and where frequencies are shown in the pulse
occurs predominantly from running bearing.

Has the bearing been exposed to excessive
vibration?
Has the bearing been subjected to sudden changes
in lubrication or temperature?

Fig. 3. Measurements of the machine bearings
In terms of defects that can be detected can include:
lubrication failure / improper camp;
early wear on the outer raceway;
early wear on the inner raceway;
early wear on the roller rolling object / ball;
wear the cage early.
Specialized software associated test equipment must
contain a rich database symptoms being able to
automatically diagnose the probable causes of failure of
bearing.
At the end of a round of measurements, it releases
a report of measurements, including assessment of
shock pulse signal level standards in force, diagnosing
and locating possible causes of wear of the bearing and
the recommendations on what action should be taken
when appropriate.
4. BEARINGS REPAIR: AN ALTERNATIVE TO
REPLACEMENT
Bearing repair is not a new concept, nor has it
changed a great deal over the years — and that's good
news. Repairing damaged bearings is a precise science
that has been fine-tuned over time through careful and
gradual enhancements to provide superior results.
Just as new designs and technologies improve
bearings, growing expertise and technology of bearing
repair continues to increase the reliability and
performance of reconditioned bearings, keeping it an
economical alternative to purchasing new bearings
Knowing and understanding the value of bearing repair
means knowing what repair can do, when to use it, and
where to get it done.
4.1 When to repair
Although it offers many benefits, reconditioning is
not always the best option for a damaged bearing. The
challenge of properly utilizing bearing repair services is
determining if and when a bearing needs repair, and
deciding which options is the best economical and
long-term decision.
Visual inspection serves as the first step in deciding
if a bearing needs repair. Careful review of
additional criteria assists in determining the need
for repair, such as:
Is the bearing nearing or has it exceeded its
suggested life expectancy?
Have operating temperatures exceeded 200 F?

Early detection of a problem through routine checks
can spare companies' unnecessary downtime and
expense and help to capitalize on the capabilities and
benefits of bearing repair.
Regardless of the manufacturer, type of bearing, or
application, proper treatment may preserve a bearing
and restore it to like-new condition for continued use.
Bearings with little or no damage often can be
reconditioned and recycled easily and at low cost.
4.2 Remanufacturing process
Once a bearing is damaged, it should undergo a
rigorous process to determine if it is a candidate for
repair.
Bearings to be repaired should be thoroughly
cleaned. Next, and the most critical step, is a detailed
inspection on 100% of the bearing. Inspection begins
with a careful review for major damages such as
fractures, significant spilling, and bluing due to
excessive heat. Any evidence of these usually results in
scrapping the bearing.
If the bearing passes the first stage of inspection, it
should undergo further review. This step serves to
reveal a mode of damage, assessment of damage, and
the scope of repair. The degree of bearing repair
typically fits into three types [5].
Type I reconditioning is used for minor trouble spots
and includes polishing, resetting of internal clearances,
and spot grinding of any small surface defects to
prevent further damage.
Type II repair is for bearings with more extensive
damage. This level involves major procedures such as
regrinding of races, new spacers, and polishing of the
bore and cup OD. The regrinding of raceways will also
necessitate the manufacture of oversize rollers to
maintain bearing geometry and clearance.
Type III remanufacturing takes Type II repair one step
further by replacing one or more of the major
components of the bearing that are not repairable.
These levels of repair have traditionally been suited for
bearings with a minimum bore size of 200 mm.
However, reclamation service can be done for bearings
as small as 75 mm.
Smaller bearings that were often thrown away can
now be repaired if there are large quantities. Cleaning,
inspection, and the application of a polished finish can
return used bearing to good-as-new condition for a
fraction of the cost of replacement.
Turnaround time on reconditioning and repairs can
be as short as 2-4 weeks, depending on the needed
repairs. Companies utilizing bearing repair should
always request a complete quote, including cost and
estimated repair time, when requesting any type of
repair service.
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4.3 Expertise in bearing repair
Technology and material advancements contribute
to an increased potential for bearing remanufacturing
and reconditioning programs. However, experience in
recognizing and treating various types of damage is the
only way to guarantee an accurate inspection and
proper repair.
It is important to have any bearing repair performed
by properly trained and experienced personnel, because
unnecessary repairs can lead to additional damage and
limited bearing life. Common reconditioning mistakes
include [5]:
Improper roller polishing that creates flat spots
Excessive deep spot grinding
Mixing of preset components.
In addition to expertise, proper equipment is
required not only to fix the problem, but also to ensure
all damage has been reviewed and addressed.
Magnifying glasses and proper lighting and measuring
equipment are essential to perform thorough
inspections and repairs

from these expectations due to factors such as
contamination,
inadequate
lubrication,
and
misalignment.
When a bearing is damaged, the entire machine of
which it is a part suffers. Conventional practice
suggests that a damaged bearing should be scrapped
and replaced. The growing popularity of bearing repair
has helped companies understand its value by
providing an efficient and cost-effective way to resolve
the problem.
Bearings often can be returned to original
specification for less time and money than purchasing
new ones. A quality repair and reconditioning program
can result in significant savings compared to discarding
and replacing bearings. Depending on the scope of the
work, bearing repair can save as much as 50% to 90%
of the cost of purchasing a new bearing. Beyond the
cost, repairs often save time compared to ordering
replacement bearings, reducing costly downtime.
Another value-added service of bearing repair is
using damage analysis as a tool to identify difficult
conditions and prevent future problems.
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE SPINDLE-BEARING SYSTEM
Abstract: The quality of machine tools is critical in determining their productivity and the accuracy of the finished
work piece. The headstock of the machine tool has the greatest impact on these parameters. The tool or work-piece
holder must meet specific demands for maximum speed and rigidity. These two parameters are variable, but always
in contradiction, and depend mainly on the Spindle-Bearings System (SBS). In this context, SBS are increasingly
being produced in combination with roller bearings, and with various combinations of radial ball bearings with
angular contact. This is mainly because the radial ball bearings allow groupings of different combinations to
achieve the optimal compromise between the required maximum speed and the desired stiffness of the SBS. Stiffness,
especially in ball bearings, is not constant but dependent on the magnitude of the load. The SBS is a statically
indeterminate system, and an accurate calculation of the bearings and its nodes, as well as the whole system, is only
possible using iterative methods. Maximal speed and rigidity depend of maximal temperature and of stiffness SBS.
Selection of the optimal configuration is achieved by analyzing a number of potential, alternative SBS solutions.
Depend on arrangement radial ball bearings with angular contact in bearings nodes is changing preload in
bearings and temperature. It has very big influence to maximal speed and rigidity bearings nodes. The paper
presents original procedures for simplified bearing node calculations in relation to temperature.
Keywords: ball bearings with angular contact, bearing nodes, spindle bearing system (SBS) machine tool spindle,
stiffness, high speed, temperature optimization of SBS.

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of headstocks supported on ball
bearings with angular contact is increasing
proportionally with the increasing demands on the
quality of the machine tool [2]. This is because these
bearings can be arranged in various combinations to
create bearing arrangements which can enable the
reduction of both radial and axial loads. The possibility
of varying the number of bearings, their preload value,
dimensions and the contact angle of bearings used in the
bearing nodes, creates a broad spectrum of
combinations which enable us to achieve the adequate
stiffness and high speed capabilities of the SpindleBearings System (SBS) [2], [3]. Adequate revolving
speed and stiffness of the headstock are necessary
conditions for meeting the manufacturing precision
quality and machine tool productivity required by
industry.

1.1 Stiffness
The total static stiffness of machine tools is create as
a serial spring arrangement all parts of machine tools
and it is evident that the resulting stiffness machine tool
is limited by the stiffness of the weakest part - SpindleBearings System. Amongst all the elements, the
Spindle-Bearings System of the machine tool plays the
most important role.
From results of structural analyses, the headstock
can be considered as the heart of the whole machine
tool. The design and quality of the machine tool must
respect the quality of the drives and their features. The
headstock (as tool, or work-piece carrier), has a direct
influence on the static and dynamic properties of the

cutting process. The Spindle-Bearing System‘s
stiffness also influences the final surface quality,
profile, and dimensional accuracy of the work-piece.
The headstock stiffness must be calculated
according to the deflection at the front end of the
spindle, because the deflection at this point directly
affects the precision of the finished product. The
deflection at the spindle front end is the accumulation
of various other, more or less important, partial
distortions. The radial headstock stiffness can be
calculated as follows:

K rc =

Fr
yrc

(1)

Resulting static distortion of the front-end spindle
equals
yrc = y0 + yl + yt + ya + yv+ ysb + yh (2)

and depend from:
y0 - deflection of the spindle from bending moments
yl - bearing compliance
yt - spindle deflection by transversal forces
ya - axial forces
yv - deflection of the headstock box
ysb - stiffening effect of bearings
yh - drive forces
Our experience has shown that whatever
mathematical method and software is used, the spindle
distortion caused by bending moments y0 and by
bearing compliances yl have the greatest influence on
the resulting front end spindle distortion, [6].
Then
yrc = y0 + yl
(3)
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where the distortion caused by bending moments is as
follows:
F a2  a
L
(4)
yo = r  + 
3E  J a J L 
and the deflection caused by bearing compliance is as
follows:
2
F  a 2 (L + a ) 
(5)
y l = 2r 
+

L KB
KA 
The resulting static distortion of the spindle front-end
can be explicitly described by a multi-parametrical
equation in the form of:
yF = f [E, Fr, a, L, Ja,, (Da, da) JL (DL, dL), KA, KB, ρ]
(6)
and depend from:
- spindle material and dimensions (E, Da, da, DL, dL)
- loading forces position, orientation and magnitude
(Fr, N, rF, b)
- bearing arrangement configuration and stiffness (KA,
KB,)
- spindle and bearing arrangement space configuration
(L, a)
- spindle box construction (kξ, ρ)
1.2 Speed
The productivity of a machine tool can be increased in
at least two different ways:
a. Externally - by shortening working time - within a
working cycle
b. Internally - by reducing machining times
(increasing the cutting width) - technological issues
The philosophy of intelligent manufacturing systems
applied to production processes minimise lost time.
Further reducing lost time is expensive and has limited
effectiveness at current levels of technological
development. It has been shown that increased
productivity can be achieved for example by changing
the cutting speed. However this has a direct effect on
tool life and on the dynamic stability of the cutting
process. The cutting speeds in machining processes
depend on the technology applied, the cutting tool, and
the work-piece material. The cutting speed also relates
directly to the high-speed capability, and average
diameter, of the bearings, the so-called factor
(7)
N = nmax.dmid.
Thus, from the point of view of the required cutting
speed, the most important factor is the revolving
frequency capacity of a spindle which is supported on a
bearing system. The calculation of the headstock’s
maximum revolving speed is relatively simple. The
highest revolving speed of a bearing node is calculated
on the basis of the highest revolving speed of one
bearing, multiplied by various coefficients reflecting the
influence on the bearings, the bearing arrangement,
bearing precision, their preloaded value, and lubrication
and cooling conditions.
2. ARRANGEMENTS OF NODAL POINTS
The number of spindle bearing systems supported on
ball bearings with angular contact increases
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proportionally with increasing demand on the machine
tool. Usually, radial ball bearings with angular contact
arrangements in their nodal points contain 2, 3 or more
bearings. By varying the bearings and their
arrangement in the bearing nodes (DB, DF, DT,
TBT,TTF, QBC, ..), the value of the contact angle,
magnitude of preload, and type of flanges can be
optimized to suit the required, resulting stiffness and
speed-capability of the spindle-bearing system.
2.1 Criteria for selecting the arrangement of
bearings
Spindle mountings using only radial bevelled bearings,
(table 1), [10] can be divided into 2 basic types:
• spindles mounted on bearing nodes with
“directionally” arranged bearings, with equal
orientation of contact angles in each nodal point,
“1”, “2”, “3”, and “7” scheme in table 1.
• spindles mounted on nodal points with bearings
arranged according to shape “4”, “5”, “6” scheme
in table 1. Bearings are arranged in “O” or (X)
shape, in combination with “T”.
A typical feature of the nodes of spindle bearings is the
application of pre-load, which provides the stiffness of
the nodal point and reduces any skidding of the rollers
at high revolutions.
Pre-load can be achieved through three flange design
principles:
a) Sprung flange: thermal expansion (dilatation) is
eliminated by changing the length of the elastic
materials positioned between the flange and the
bearings, which ensures minimum change in the prestress value.
b) Stiff (Rigid) flange: provided by a fixing nut or
casing. This design provides better stiffness
characteristics. The pre-load value is changed due to
the influence of thermal dilatation.
c) Controllable flange: axially adjustable (by means of
hydraulics), which ensures the required pre-load for
different operational conditions.
The highest values of the coefficient “N” can be
achieved by using spindles mounted on nodes with a
“directional” arrangement of bearings, “1”, “2” and
“3”. When used in conjunction with the controllable
flange, the correct types of lubrication and cooling,
speeds which are comparable with the maximum
revolutions of the bearings themselves can be
achieved. Thus they can be applied in high-speed
machining [10]. These mounting types, in combination
with the sprung support, are mostly used for grinding.
For difficult technological operations requiring
considerably higher stiffness in the radial and axial
directions, nodal points with bearings arranged
according to shape “4” and “6”, together with fixed
supports are typical.
There is negligible use of hybrids of the basic types of
mounting (mounting “5”), as shown in table 1. In such
cases one nodal point has bearings arranged according
to shape, while the other has directionally arranged
bearings. The pre-stressing in the front nodal point is

ensured by a stiff flange and in the rear nodal point by a
sprung flange.
3. OPTIMIZATION OF THE SPINDLEBEARING SYSTEM IN RELATION TO
TEMPERATURE

Seq.
No.

CONFIGURATION
Rear bearing
node

Forward bearing
node

1.
T1=1, t2=0

0,8 – 1,6

- suitable for extremely short
spindles
- medium axial loads

- finishing machines
- drilling of deep holes

0,8 -1,4

- medium radial loads
- very common method of use

- grinding internal holes
- milling
- drilling

0,6 – 1

- machining light metals
- medium radial loads

- grinding
- precision drilling
- turning/ lathe

0,5 – 0,9

- medium axial loads

- drilling of deep holes
- milling

0,4 – 0,9

- medium axial loads
- very common method of use

- turning/ lathe
- drilling

0,3 – 0,6

- high axial loads
medium radial loads

- milling
- boring

t1=1, t2=2

7.
T1=2, t2=0

- grinding internal holes

t1=1, t2=2

6.
T1=1, t2=1

- single direction of rotation
- light axial and radial loads

t1=1, t2=1

5.
T1=1, t2=0

1,2 -2,5

t1=0, t2=2

4.
T1=1, t2=1

Use

t1=0, t2=2

3.
T1=2, t2=0

Characteristic

t1=0, t2=1

2.
T1=1, t2=0

N= nmax.dmid. 106
[mm.min-1]

In addition to the bearing arrangements, the
temperature properties of the bearing supporting node
have an increasingly greater significance on the highspeed capability of the bearing. The main goal of this
section is to show the SBS design under real operating
conditions, taking into consideration the temperaturerelated behaviour of the spindle and bearing nodes.

t1=0, t2=3

Table 1. Type of SBS using radial ball bearings with angular contact [10]
The value of the changes in SBS temperature
depends on the temperature gradient, the type of bearing
arrangement (DB, DF, DT, …), the contact angle of the
bearing, and the distance between the bearings arranged
in the node.

The analysis identified the optimal stiffness, which
was then applied to the headstock of the DB 24 fy. ExCell-O GmbH., Eislinger precision boring machine,
Fig. 1, [8]. The stiffness of the given example was
analysed using the application software “Spindle
Headstock” [3], developed in our department.
3.1 The optimisation of shs with regard to
temperature
The temperature dilatation of the spindle can be
described by the equation:

∆L = λt . L. ∆t

Fig. 1. The Headstock of the precision boring machine
DB 24 fy. Ex-Cell-O GmbH., Eislinger, [8]

(8)
If the distance between the bearings in the ″DB″
arrangement is short (Figure 3a), the dilatations in a
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radial direction is greater, [18]. The temperature
gradient causes the dilatation of the inner bearing rings
to be greater than that of the outer rings. Consequently,
the original preload increase in temperature will be
higher in the bearing node. The elevated temperature
will influence the temperature gradient, and the preload
value could cause bearing node failure.
The optimal bearing separation distance from the point
of view of temperature can be deduced from:

l .(t + t − 2.t0 )  1  (9)
cosα
− 0 I A
.

sinα
tI − tA
 sinα 
Figure 2 shows the change of optimal bearing
distance at various values of the temperature gradient
for the analysed SBS, Figure 1.
Bmopt = Dm .

∆ Fp (N)

Bm (mm)
400

Bm =f ( ∆ t )

350

40
35

300

30

250

tI = 70 stC, to= 20 stC

25

200

tA = tI - ∆ t
Bearings B 7016 CTB

20

150

Bearings arrang.: O

15

100

10

∆ Fp =f ( ∆ t), Bm =27mm

50
0

5
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

∆ t ( st C)

Fig. 2. The inter - dependence of bearing preload
change, ideal distance between bearings and change of
temperature in the bearings arrangement system.
3.2 Recommendations for improvements in
construction
The recommendations from the point of view of
temperature optimisation for the DB 24 SHS boring
machine are based on the results of the analysis
undertaken. From the perspective of temperature, it can
be seen that a change in bearing node arrangement to
individual spindle supports from ″DB″ to ″DT″ would
be advantageous, Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Model of the spindle
4. OPTIMIZATION SBS
The application software is used for calculating the
SBS of machine tools supported on rolling bearings.
The programme enables us to determine all elements
and calculate the properties of the spindles and shafts
which are supported on rolling bearings. The
application software enables very fast and user-friendly
calculation of the radial spindle stiffness in the bearing
arrangement in a bearing unit.
The architecture of the programme contains a
number of mathematical formulae which have been
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experimentally verified. These models respect the
conditions of the spindle working accuracy in terms of
the external load cutting forces, driving forces, and
also spindle rotation speed.
The basic interactive programme offers:
1. the ability to input user-determined conditions for
the calculation and optimisation of the spindle
fitting system;
2. the ability to select the most appropriate bearing or
bearing node arrangements (Figure 4). Data about
selected bearings can be ganed from extensive
databases according to the users requirements
within the bearing inner diameter range:
3. the identification and selection of the standardized
spindle nose for turning, milling, grinding and
boring;
4. the choice of the design parameters and spindle
suitability for different working conditions
(working accuracy, preloading, flange type,
lubrication system, cooling), Figure 5;
5. the calculation and optimisation of the cutting
parameters for the required material to be
machined (cutting force, torque, feed , power),
Figure 6;
6. Calculation and optimization of the design and
fitment with regard to the applied conditions
(revolving speed, radial stiffness, axial stiffness,
rating life ) for the bearing units and the fitting as a
whole, for all of the identified bearing types.
Results for spindle with arrangement DT - B - DT.
Rear support
Front support
Bearings
- type.
2pc.
[B7016
CTB]
2pc.[B7016CTB]
- arrangement: <<
>>
- grade:
P4
P4
Preload:
Light
Light
Flange:
Fixed flange
Fixed flange
-1
Max. speed (min ):
Pnmax=5 256
Znmax=5 256
Pre-load (N):
ZFp = 404
PFp = 402 N
Reactions (N): RA = 205
RB = 1 205
-1
Radial stiffness (Nmm ):
KrA = 530 630
KrB = 483 969
-1
Axial stiffness(Nmm ):
KaA = 141 436
KaA = 141 436
Durability (hours):
TrvZ = 2 753 228 TrvP = 829 951
Bearings distance (mm):
L = 297
Total displacement at the end (mm):
yr(L+a) = 0.00436617
Total stiffness (Nmm-1):
Krc = 229 033
Optimal values
Optimal bearings length (mm):
Lopt = 317.2
Optimal displacement at the end LOpt (mm):
yrmin = 0.00436088
Optimal stiffness(Nmm-1):
Krcopt = 229 311

Fig. 4. Changing data of the bearings mounting

Fig. 5. Entering preliminary data for the bearings conditions
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Fig. 6. Graphical output of the dependence of partial deflection on bearing node distance
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In comparison with the original bearing node
arrangement, the radial stiffness of the rearranged
spindle-bearing system will drop slightly, but its axial
stiffness will increase. The advantage of the
reconfigured SBS is that at real mean values of
temperature gradient, the SBS stiffness will be almost
fixed.
NOMENCLATURE
N - high-speed ability
E - modulus of elasticity of the material
J – quadratic moments of inertia
i – number of bearings
α – contact angle
D, d – diameter
n – high spindle revolutions
L- distance between bearings nodes
a- spindle front-end
K - stiffness
R- reactions
y - deflection
INDEXES
a- axial direction
r – radial direction
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ANALYSIS ON THE METH
METHOD
OD AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
FOR THE TOOL WEAR CO
CONDITION
NDITION MONITORING SYSTEM
Abstract: The paper presents the acquisition and signal processing methods for separating significant features
which are the topic of contemporary research in order to increase the efficiency of the tool monitoring system. The
research and development of such system imposes a demand to find a fast and secure monitoring of the tool wear
condition in the turning process. To fulfil the set demands for solving the set problem, a concrete tool monitoring
system model is presented, following the requirements specified for the contemporary monitoring systems. The
presented solution utilizes the vibration accelerating sensor set in the close range to the cutting zone, on the tool
shank, which is then used to separate the features for the tool condition identification.
Key words: Tool wear, sensors, signal processing

1. INTRODUCTION
The realization of the constantly present
requirements demands to increase the degree of
reliability and flexibility of the processing system all
the time insuring the set product quality. In that sense,
one of the most significant tasks imposes the
development of the system for tool monitoring and
processing that will be able to identify the condition of
the tool and the processing system in the real time [1].
The fulfilment of the set demands for the product cost
rationalization enables the usage of new technologies.
Active participation of a larger number of researchers
in overcoming the present problems has directed the
research focus on topics such as the following:
selection of the sensor type [2], sensor fission and the
application of a multi-sensor system, signal processing
and the choice of the function for selecting the sensor
signal / feature separation [3], experiment design and
setting [4], and selection of an artificial intelligence
technology [5]. Designing a system for tool and process
monitoring in machining systems is problem-oriented.
Therefore, the selection of a sensor system and sensor
properties is closely related to the specific
characteristics of the machining operations.
Contemporary intelligent systems for tool wear
monitoring in the cutting processes should have good
enough properties in order to replace and improve the
conventional systems and should allow the possibility
for continual, fast and precise determination of tool
wear condition, in order to:
• Increase the degree of safety of a processing
system, especially important in the situations of
high wear degree and tool fracture,
• Enable the optimization of processing parameters
considering the demanded tool stability, and
considering the technological process limitations,
• Insure the necessary dimensional workpiece
stability and the quality of the processed surface,
• Additionally rationalize the production costs.

2. GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PROPERTIES
OF THE TOOL MONITORING SYSTEM
Respecting the set demands, one of the possible
solutions for the development of an intelligent
monitoring system comprises the following key steps,
illustration on Fig. 1 [6]:
• Sensor selection: The cutting process can be
characterized by diverse physical values. The
adequate sensors, such as dynamometers, AE
sensors,
momentum,
power/stress
sensor,
temperature, and the like transform the physical
quantifications into appropriate electric signals. It is
important to consider the reliability of each sensor,
the price and the purpose in order to select the most
appropriate sensor system to monitor a certain
phenomenon.
• Signal processing: Signal processing can be more
or less complex. It is related to amplifying and
filtering the signal (analogue low-pass frequency,
wide band-pass, or high-pass frequency filters).
Sampling frequency is limited by the acquisition
device properties and it has to be considered in
order to avoid disturbances. Furthermore, the
application of digital signal processing using digital
filters and the signal segmentation operation are
considered to be able to remove (withhold) a part of
signal being of interest.
• Feature separation: Sensor signal has to be
transformed with the possibility to describe the
signal in an adequate, satisfying manner. Many
diverse methods are being used for this purpose,
like time domain, frequency domain and wavelet
domain.
• Feature selection / significant feature choice: In
order to develop a robust and reliable monitoring
model, it is important to use the properties that best
describe the machining process. The function of
selecting and separating features presents two
methods that enable the definitions of the most
useful sensor properties.
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• Process of modelling the available knowledge.
− (a) Setting the experiment: Performing the
processing experiment, as well as modelling,
present the economically expensive and longterm processes, so the well designed experiment
has to enable the application of the acquired
knowledge onto a monitoring system in the
industry.
− (b) Artificial intelligent methods: Monitoring
systems demand for reliable models capable of
being trained for complex non-linear relations
between the variable process performances and
variable machining processes. The adequate
selection of an AI method has a key significance
for developing reliable processing models. This
selection mostly depends on the number of
experimental samplings, stochastic process
nature, demanded model accuracy, explicit or
implicit model nature, and previous knowledge

on the technical process.
Integration of the sensors for monitoring and for
process control is an approach expected to have a great
impact on the production in a period to come [2]. In
practice, two monitoring methods are generally
accepted: direct and indirect. Direct methods include
laser, optical and ultrasound sensors that enable direct
measuring of the tool wear condition. These methods
are still very expensive and have a limited application
in production surroundings [3]. On the other hand,
indirect methods are more economic for the machining
process monitoring since they use sensors that define
the machining process condition by measuring the
cutting forces, vibrations, temperature, power
consumption, etc. In practice, there are four types of
sensors that are widely applied in monitoring the
machining process condition; these are dynamometers,
accelerometers, AE sensors and power sensors.

Fig. 1. General model for the development of an intelligent system for tool and machining process monitoring
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3. MODEL FOR THE TOOL WEAR
MONITORING SYSTEM
The application of prior experiences in the
development of diverse system models based on the
application of artificial intelligence and presented in the
read papers has served as a good starting foundation for
the development of a new model. Considering the
previously stated facts in the introduction, the
following demands have been set for the development
of a new laboratory system:
• Usage of a sensor for vibration acceleration
measuring in order to properly detect dynamic
properties of the cutting process and implement
them into the monitoring system.
• Usage of new algorithms in the application of
artificial intelligence in the field of tool wear
monitoring based on the application of a priori
knowledge on the tool wear condition.
• Finding a satisfactory manner to separate the vector
of input properties by applying transformations in
the time-frequency domain.
On applying and including these demands, the model
for the tool wear monitoring system has been
developed and it is presented in Fig. 2.

performed from the sensors, together with the selection
of the filtering band. In the concrete case, the
application of the low-frequency Butterworth filter, the
filtering of diverse types of noises that deform the
measuring signal is performed.
The selection of the filter type primarily depends on the
type of the monitored signal, tool properties, machine
properties,
workpiece
properties,
processing
parameters, as well as other processing conditions.
Within the performed research, the “Leung-Malik” LM
set has been used for filtering the vibration signal
spectre since it presents a multi-scale and multioriented filter bank with 48 filters. Two versions of the
LM filter bank have been considered. The filters occur

in the basic scale σ = {1, 2 , 2, 2 2 } . On the application
of the first and second derivative, filters occur in first
three scales with the elongation factor of 3 (i.e. σx = σy
and σx = 3σy). Laplace operator occurs in four main

scales, while 8 filters occur in σ = {1, 2 , 2, 2 2 } . The
large LM (LML) filters occur in the basic scale
σ=

{ 2 , 2, 2

}

2 ,4

[7]. The expended filter bank is
presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Leung-Malik (LM) filter bank [7]
3.2 Defining the input property vector
Considering the observed methods for feature
separation presented in the existing literature, i.e.
considering the applied solutions for input property
vector separation and the statement that this is not
properly and adequately applied, this paper has selected
the following statistic parameters for the input vectors
of the system: mean value, mean value deviation,
asymmetry coefficients (Skewness) and excess
coefficients (Kurtosis), in statistics known as central
moments. For continual uni-variation distribution of
probability with the probability density function f(x),
the mean value moment is µ.

µ (k ) = E

[ ( X − E ( X )) ]= ∫ ( x − µ )
k

+∞

k

f (x ) dx

−∞

Fig. 2. Algorithm of the developed system
System model can essentially be observed through
three segments unified in an entity. The developed
segments (subsystems) of the tool wear monitoring
system are the following:
• Subsystem for data preprocessing,
• Subsystem for fuzzy classification,
• Subsystem for design.
3.1 Development of the subsystem for preprocessing
The structure of the subsystem for preprocessing
can be observed through three phases. In the first phase
known as the data fuzzy-acquisition, data acquisition is

(1)
Since the distribution function is unknown, the
expectation assessment is performed, where:

1 N
Eˆ (x ) =
∑ xi
N i =1
µ̂ (x ) = Eˆ

(2)

[ ( X − Eˆ (X )) ]= N1
k

N
1 N 
∑  xi −
∑ xi 
N i =1 
i = 1

k

(3)
The moment of generated function of the random
variable X can be written as:

[ ]

M (t ) = M X (t ) = E e

tX

(4)
where t is a real number, and one should bear in mind
that M(t) 1 + tX + t2X2/2! + t3X3/3! + .... if µn =E(Xn)
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is the n-th moment of X; hence, one can write the
expectation:
M (t ) = 1 + µ1t +

µ 2t 2

+ ... +

µ nt n

+ ... +

2!
n!
(5)
n
Since the coefficient t in the Taylor’s order M n(0)/n!,
where M n is the n-th derivation from M, and then
µn = M n(0). The characteristic function is
approximated via moments, and moments present the
input property vectors for the fuzzy classificator.
Distribution is obtained on the basis of first four
moments for the frequency spectre bands on applying
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). On the filtered
signal, the Discrete Fourier Transform has been
performed and the obtained spectre form is presented in
Fig. 4.

4. CONCUSIONS
The presented problems in the paper include the
observations on the influence of tool wear onto: (i) the
segmentation and formation of the certain chip shape;
(ii) the development of vibrations in the close range to
the cutting zone which occur due to the chip
segmentation shape; as well as (iii) the development of
a fuzzy classificator for the continual monitoring of the
cutting tool wear during the turning process, based on
the application of indirect monitoring methods. The
continual tool wear process monitoring is considered to
be one of the most complex methods whose applicable
industrial solutions are still not on the desired level.
The selection of the signal for tool wear monitoring is
one of the most significant segments in the
development of the tool monitoring system.
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Fig. 4. Spectrogram of the filtered signal
For further analysis from the obtained signal
spectrogram, the upper part of the signal spectre, the
high-frequency segment marked on the Figure, has
been separated due to the set hypothesis that there are
discriminative features characterizing the cutting tool
wear condition in that spectre segment.
By separating the upper band of the signal spectrum,
Fig. 5, the observation is focused only to that spectre
segment. By applying this method, the influence of the
PSD is decomposed, thus increasing the feature
discrimination applied in the fuzzy classificator.

Fig. 5. Separated range of the signal spectre
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TRIBOLOGY and SELF-ORGANIZATION
Abstract: As indicated by tribology, friction and wear are monitored by the behavior of the third body, which
divides and unifies contacting bodies. Adaptation to the dynamic conditions of contact interaction is often realized
by self-organization and synergy mechanisms. One of the phenomena of self-organization - the selective transfer of
material between the friction surfaces, leads to reduced wear and friction in the contact zone. The problem is
significant seeing that investigations of the selective transfer resulted in development of new lubricants, wearresistant and self-healing materials and coatings used in exposed operating conditions, as in aircraft, mining
industry, space research, etc.
Key words: tribology, contact interaction, self-organization phenomena

1. INTRODUCTION

2. TRIBOLOGY and SELF-ORGANIZATION

Being the science and engineering of surfaces in
contact, tribology studies the processes in contact
systems with emphasis on processes in the contact, i.e.
in the interface between solid surfaces or between a
surface and a fluid. The interaction of “contact
systems” with the environment and the exchanged
mass-, energy- and information flows make of them
“immersed systems”, so their behavior becomes
informative if only they are regarded as imbedded into
their milieu. Self-organization is the spontaneous
creation of a pattern out of the local contact
interactions.
The
usefulness
of
tribological
investigations in self-organization resides in the
comprehension that the contact body could be
“trained”. Under specified circumstances, structures of
the contact body can be formed spontaneously like
surface arrays of clusters with wished micro- and nanosize and spacing [1÷4]. The spontaneity is consequence
of an impact given by the researcher of the process,
stimulating the release of internal mechanisms for the
formation and maintenance of those structures, in
accord with the validity of the principle for minimal
entropy production, which determines the selfcoordination of the flows of energy dissipation, heat,
absorbed energy, wear, temperature gradient, structure
imperfections, etc. So the system is able to pass from
one balance state to another one, more adequate to the
external conditions [5]. The problem of the character
and extent of the admissible external affect is sought in
system ability to rearrange its structures and
homogenize its elements in a manner to become most
adaptive to the modified external circumstances.
The paper will focus on the phenomenon of selforganization during selective transfer of materials in
the contact of friction surfaces and the tribological
processes that take place during friction under
conditions of selective transfer.

2.1 Tribology
Overall said, tribology is the science of contact
interaction, mostly concerning the processes of friction,
wear, lubrication, hermeticity, contact conductance, etc.
Tribology is defined as „The science and technology of
interacting surfaces in relative motion and of the
practices related thereto. Tribology encompasses the
science and technology of friction, wear and
lubrication, regarding processes related to physics,
mechanics, metallurgy and chemistry [6]. The term was
introduced in 1966 by Prof. H. Peter Jost, then the
chairman of a working group of lubrication engineers,
in his published report for the UK Department of
Education and Science [7]. It was reported that huge
sums of money have been lost in the UK annually
owing to the consequences of friction, wear and
corrosion. As a result, several centres for tribology
were created in many countries. Since then, the term
has diffused into the international engineering field.
Tribological studies involve the efforts of mechanical
engineers, material scientists, chemists and physicists –
tribology is an interdisciplinary science [8]. Some of
the results are new materials, like composites [9] and
coatings [10] with improved tribological properties or
new design approach [11]. Many new areas of
tribological studies have been developed that are at the
interface of various scientific disciplines, and various
aspects of interacting surfaces have been the focus of
tribology, for example, nanotribology, biotribology, the
tribology of magnetic storage devices and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), green tribology
(ecotribology), etc. [8]. The research in these areas is
driven mostly by the advent of new technologies and
new experimental techniques for surface and interface
characterization.
2.2 Self-organization
A basic tribological conception is that friction and
wear are most easily monitored and controlled by
means of the behavior of the thin material layer – the
third body – which divides and unifies sliding, rolling
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and impacting bodies. If the original contact pair does
not possess a separate intermediate layer, its formation
can be evoked by the contact processes themselves. An
ambition of tribology is either to find out an optimal
material – that third body, which to be put in the
contact, or to predict the succession of events and
phenomena by means of which the contact shall form
its own protective layer.
Adaptation to the variable and complicated conditions
of contact interaction of tribo-couples is realized by
self-organization and synergy mechanisms. Synergy,
may be defined as two or more agents working together
to produce a result not obtainable by any of the agents
independently. In fact, a system constitutes a set of
interrelated components working together with a
common objective: fulfilling a designated need [5,12].
Self-organization is related to open systems.
Tribosystems are considered as open systems
exchanging material, energy and information with the
milieu. The ability of a system “to forget” the external
perturbations is related to a specific organization of the
system – self-organization. Due to the flow of mass,
energy and information towards and from the system
and far from equilibrium, new structures arise (new
patterns like clusters, micro- and nano-clusters). Their
formation is characterized by spontaneity. Furthermore,
it is intentional, not fully arbitrary. The aim of the
system is to survive in spite of the external perturbation
[13]. The latest only stimulates (unlocks) internal
mechanisms in the system, as a result of which the new
structures are formed.
In tribology there are many effects connected to selforganization: the effect of extremely low friction after
irradiation of the surfaces with alpha-particles or
ultrasound; the effect of selective transfer of material
between the contacting surfaces; the effect of surfaceactive additives in lubricants which cause decrease of
surface strength; the effect of autovibrations, etc. In all
cases formation of new structures is observed – these
are secondary protective surface structures [1÷5,13].
The study of the secondary protective surface structures
is a central question in the study of self-organization.
The problem of optimizing the tribosystem is related to
the possibility of optimizing the conditions, under
which the system being introduced in operating regime,
forms secondary protective structures. Generally, the
affect is on the working surface (material, preliminary
structure) and on the conditions of the process, in such
way that the internal for the system factors of its selforganization could be switched on.

protective layer cannot accumulate dislocations and is
highly antifrictional. The self-organization phenomena
depend on the interface energy and the material
exchange with the environment. Generation of that
layer requires special combination of materials of the
contact surfaces, as well as special lubricant between
them. Conditions for the continuous reproducibility of
the layer are also needed because of its short life in the
contact body. Thus, synergy effect in the forming of
new contact structures in the contact between surface
materials and lubricant appears to be desirable as
optimization of the contact couple.
Many studies on selective transfer [2,3, 14÷17] were
conducted with bronze, brass and copper specimens in
alcohol-glycerin mixture. Investigations showed that
selective transfer exists on the contacting surfaces of
almost all constructive steels. Ultra-low friction is also
obtained rapidly with the friction-induced films on
steel, chemisorbed from MoDTP solution, a layer of
MoS2 being transferred [18].
Reassigning models and methods of the ordered
classical sciences to the basics of new interdisciplinary
sciences is difficult and suspicious. The main difficulty
is in the generalization of the concepts and the
formulation of the tasks, which should permit the usage
of well-known classical procedures. As a result the real
complex system is being replaced by a model assumed to
be equivalent, and its macroscopic behavior should on
the average correspond to the observed macroscopic
relationships.

3. SELECTIVE TRANSFER

Fig.1 Friction coefficient vs. vacuum degree for
various tribocouples; 1- lead bronze/Ti alloy;
2 – Fe/Pb; 3 – graphite bronze/Al; 4 – Cu/Steel; 5 –Be

D.N. Garkunov and G. Polzer are of the first
researchers of the selective transfer of material during
friction of Cu-containing contact surfaces with special
surface-active substances, the corresponding formation
of the “servovite layer” (notion adopted as per analogy
with the contact in animal articulation), and the
resultant high reduction in friction and wear [2,3,14,15]
Characteristic for the selective transfer in tribology
applications is the fact that an inoxidable layer with
low shift resistance is formed in the contact. This
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4. ILLUSTRATION
ON
TRANSFER APPLICATIONS

SELECTIVE

Antifriction and antiwear effects resulting from the
selective transfer processes are shown below.

The first example is extracted from the common work
between the Space Research Institute of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences and the Tribology Centre – Sofia
in the study of the properties of new antifriction
materials adaptable to friction conditions. One of the
most interesting materials (Fig 1) for vacuum (also for
UHV) is lead bronze [19]. The structure of the
material is on copper basis (solid solution of α-copper

and Cu3P, alloyed with Mn and P), and contains lead
configurations in the form of globular clusters. Friction
and wear properties were studied by means of the
developed by the team vacuum tribometer [19,20].
During friction, lead comes on the surface and forms
thin intermediate layer, acting as a lubricant. The X-ray
microanalysis of the surface shows that at friction
under atmospheric conditions the friction layer contains
lead oxide, and under vacuum – it is a friction layer of
metallic lead. The antifriction properties result by the
quantity, distribution and form of lead components. At
vacuum was obtained a significant decrease of friction
and wear intensity. The contact pressure has been
found, at which the surrounding atmosphere cannot
manage with the formation of regenerated secondary
structures on the surface after their abrasion, and the
system enters the pathological regime.
Next example shows the influence of electric
current in selective transfer. Diverse processes which
take place on contact surfaces as a result of the
selective transfer become more complicated under the
effect of electric current. Experiments show that
electric current in the initial stage makes surfaces
covered with an extremely thin copper layer [21]. The
copper film formation rate and its thickness are
functions of the current density and direction. Overall
said electric current intensifies the selective transfer.

ultradispersed CuO additive in motor oils, redox
reactions take place. Copper oxide reduces to free
copper. Transfer and adhesion of their particles to the
sliding surfaces occurs, particularly to surface defects
and irregularities [17].

Fig. 3 Wear vs. load for Transol SP-10 gear oil;

Δ) reference oil; ○ ) reference oil + 0.006% ultradispersed CuO [17]
Fig. 2 Coefficient of friction f vs. specific load P at
sliding speed V= 1.6 m/s; running-in process,
steel-bronze couple, and galvano-electromagnetic
force in the glycerin as lubricant [21]
The surface passivation in selective transfer
accompanied by formation of a plastic copper film on
both copper alloy and steel is determined to a greater
extent by electrochemical processes of selective
dissolution of the copper alloy and transfer of dispersed
copper particles to the steel surface. In this case also
the synergy effect of both agents – surface material and
lubricant – is observed. A favorable combination of
materials of contact pairs (bronze-steel) and lubricant
(glycerine, oils with surfactant additives) results in
spontaneous origination of intermediate layers on the
contact surfaces which produce the minimum friction.
Below follows an example of increasing the antiwear
properties of lubricants. The quantitative transition
from rough- to ultradispersion of copper particles leads
to considerable qualitative changes of the maintenance
properties of metal-plating lubricants. This is a new
generation of multifunctional additives on the basis of
copper and its oxide of colloidal dispersion. Interesting
results regarding the antiwear characteristics of the
lubricant were attained in the tests of the influence of
additives on gear oils (Fig.3). While using the

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The paper aims to emphasize the existence of selforganization and the possibility to optimize contact
systems through the observation and investigation of
the processes related to self-organization and selective
transfer between the contacting surfaces.
In tribology we consider ways of optimization of the
behavior of contact systems influencing the contact
body. The contact joint is under dynamic, variable, often
exposed conditions. So, the contact is in crisis. The
system wants to protect itself and to survive in these
conditions, i.e. to keep its integrity. Responsible for the
survival is the contact. We help the contact through
tribology either by finding out the optimal material – that
third body, which to be put in the contact, or by
predicting the succession of events and phenomena by
means of which the contact shall form its own protective
layer. In the first case, based on previous experience and
knowledge, we find optimal material surfaces with or
without coating and/or suitable intermediate layer
between them (e.g. lubricant). The second case is related
the opportunity to use self-organization processes in the
contact body. They are connected to the adaptation of the
tribosystem to the variable/dynamic conditions and are
realized by self-organization and synergy mechanisms.
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The synergy corresponds to the mutual work of two or
more agents working together to produce a result not
obtainable by any of the agents independently. At the
self-organization, due to the flow of mass, energy and
information towards and from the system, arise with
spontaneity new structures – secondary protective
surface structures. Their formation is intentional, not
fully arbitrary. The aim of the system is to persist and
keep on functioning in spite of the external perturbation.
The later only stimulates (unlocks) internal mechanisms
for the formation of the new structures.
The investigations of self-organization in the mode of
selective transfer of materials have lead to the
development of new lubricants, self-lubricating, wearresistant and self-healing materials used in friction
joints in exposed operating conditions, as in aircraft,
mining industry, space research, etc.
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STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING THE AGILITY LEVEL IN THE MANUFACTURING
BEARING INDUSTRY
Abstract: The paper presents the results of a project focused on reducing wastes in the manufacturing bearing
industry, which fits into the broader strategy of continuous improvement. The first stage consisted in the analysis of
the companies’ agility. Waste detection was done through questionnaires and production flow analysis. After
determining the waste causes, a future Value Stream Map can be built with pull flow and kanban system. Finally,
the analysis of the proposal implementation and the obtained results allows the underlining of the obtained savings.
Key words: lean manufacturing, kanban, value stream mapping

1. INTRODUCTION
The Toyota manufacturing system, developed by
Taiichi Ohno, has as main purpose the continuous
reduction and ultimately elimination of any form of
waste. The companies implementing this system work
with low inventories, reduced production times as well
as low “lead time”. They try to reduce the breakdown,
to make the technological flux more fluid, to achieve
zero defects, and so on. The JIT concept can be
described as always having the supply of right parts in
the right quantity in the right place and at the right time
and it has revolutionised the management and
organisation of businesses. It was applied at first
primarily in the automotive industry, but it is nowadays
also better spread in other branches of the industry and
services.
Lean Manufacturing consists of a set of
instruments, a management system or a philosophy,
depending on the extent, the strategy and the
development level of the organisation and of the
organisational culture in which it is applied [2].
“Lean Manufacturing” is currently the most
effective management model of the activities of an
organisation.
The present paper endeavours to present a
methodology for the analysis and improvement of the
agility level in the bearing manufacturing industry.

performance coefficients of the production process
were computed: the throughput (the actual rate of sales
generated by the system), the inventory (all the money
invested in things that are intended to be sold) and the
operating expense (money spent to convert inventory
into throughput) [5]. This includes direct and indirect
labour, materials, depreciation, administrative costs etc.
2.1. Questionnaire for evaluation of the company’s
agility
The next phase consisted in identifying the areas of
interest upon which it was necessary to act. For this
purpose a questionnaire was devised, evaluating the
following fields: inventories, the team, processes,
maintenance, layout and handling, suppliers, quality,
scheduling and control.
The evaluation questionnaire contains questions for
each analysed field. Each question has a set of possible
answers. Depending on the answer selected in
accordance with the situation, a number of points are
granted. Finally, for each field a total is compiled,
representing a certain stage on a scale from 0 to 100%.
This percentage (the red curve in Fig. 1) is then
compared with the target imposed by the company (the
blue curve).

2. ANALYSIS OF THE COMPANIES’ AGILITY
LEVEL
The initial step is to establish a clear sense of the
need to change and improve. This vision must be built
together with the top levels of the organisation
management, but also had to be shared with all
members of said organisation. A group of individuals
was chosen to participate in this project.
In order to analyse the general agility of the
company, a number of general indicators were firstly
computed, such as the net profit, the return on
investment (a percentage of the investment) and the
cash flow (the amount of cash available for day to day
operations), to name a few. Additionally, the

Fig. 1. Evaluation of the agility level of a bearing
company based on questionnaires (target- blue;
actual –red)
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Grinding of the
external diameter of
the outside ring

Grinding the running
pass of the outside
ring

Grinding of the
rings’ frontal
surfaces

Super finishing of
the running passes

Grinding of the inner
diameter of the
inside ring

Bearing assembly

Grinding the running
pass of the inside
ring

Fig. 2. Technological process for the manufacturing of the radial ball bearings
The field in which the difference between the
current situation and the set goal is the highest is also
the field in which most urgent action is required. The
questionnaire was answered by managers on the top
and intermediary level. .From the analysis of the result,
as shown in Fig. 1, it can be seen that the field
requiring the first actions was the organisation of
production, stocks and production planning. The
improvement of the activity in this field could not be
performed without a careful analysis of the existing
technological process. The analysed process is the
manufacturing of radial ball bearings. The necessary
sequence of steps is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. Actual Value Stream Mapping
The more detailed analysis of the production
process implied building the Value Stream Mapping
(Fig.3). Value Stream Mapping is an instrument for
describing both material and informational streams
within a production process, from the point of placing
the order, to the shipment of the finite products [6].
The current state value stream mapping presents the
push production stream with all the important
parameters characterising it, more precisely: the outside
sources of material with the order lead times, the mode
of materials’ shipment, including transportation
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Grinding the rolling
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Fig. 3. Actual value stream mapping
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Fig. 4. Future value stream mapping
frequencies and time, receiving and inventory points
(including the warehouse for received material, workin-process, and finished goods inventory), production
processes, flow of work-in-process between production
processes, mode of shipment of finished product to the
customers including transportation frequencies and
time,. VMS shows also the current information flows
(electronic or manual) which are part of the enterprise
resource planning. Illustrations of the VSM current
state is shown Fig. 3.
3. BUILDING
COMPANY

A

NEW

VISION

OF

THE

Based on the data on this map, the continuous
improvement team set its goal to change the existing
“push” type production stream with a “pull” type one,
through the implementation of the Kanban production
system.
The KANBAN system is an instrument that plays a
key role in the JIT production system, and was
developed by Taiichi Ohno at the Toyota Company [3].
A “kanban” is basically a card containing all the
information required for the production and assembly
of a product at each stage, and it details its path of
completion [1]. The kanban system allows production
and control scheduling, as well as inventory levels.
This system facilitates a high production volume and
high capacity utilization with reduced inventories,
production time and work-in-process.
The analysis of the current VMS showed that
bottlenecks are in tight connection with the grinding
and super finishing of the rolling surfaces. These

machine tools are complex and they require a
considerable amount of setup time for adjustment
whenever the manufacturing changes. This made it
impossible to create manufacturing cells that are
dedicated to product families. Because of this, the
production area was divided into three modules: one for
grinding lateral surfaces and diameters, one for
manufacturing the rolling surfaces, and one for
assembly, conditioning and packing.
A Heijunka –Kanban post triggers production [4],
as its main role is that of a pace maker of the
production system.
Kanban cards to trigger supply

B

A

Product type

Kanban cards to trigger manufacturing

Fig. 5. Heijunka –Kanban post (detail)
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White surface
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Supermarket
placed upstream
the
manufacturing
process

Heijunka –
Kanban post

Grinding the lateral surfaces and
diameters

Manufacturing the
rolling surfaces
Colored card
accompanying parts

Colored surface of the card

Fig. 6. Pull production system through the cards placed on Heijunka Kanban post
On the other hand, the same post regulates the
supply of work pieces in the supermarket inventory that
precedes production. This double role is played by the
kanban cards, having meaningful symbols on both
sides. The coloured side of the card triggers production,
while the symbols on the opposite white side of the
card indicate that the supermarket stock needs to be
supplied. In Fig. 5, a fragment of the Heijunka –
Kanban picture is presented. When the number of cards
placed on the coloured side exceeds the yellow
indicator (A), the type of products can start to be
manufactured. When this number reaches the red
indicator (B), the products must start working. A
supply train that inspects the Kanban post every two
hours takes the data from the cards that are placed with
the white side facing out and supplies the supermarket
stock upstream accordingly.
After applying the solutions found during the
KAIZEN activity, the following conclusions were
drawn:
The Lead time decreased from 13 to 7 days.
The visual management implementation using the
Heijunka post brings visible improvements in
production planning and each operator now has
better access to information and can be better aware
of the status of the production in a week.
The use of “production Kanban” helps us to achieve
a better accuracy in the time needed to fill the
inventories, as well as better production
management because of the implementation of
“pull” streams using differently coloured Kanban
cards.
OEE (Overall equipment effectiveness) grows from
40% to 70 %.
This paper presents the results of a Kaizen
continuous improvement project, which consisted in
the fundamentally different reorganising of the
technological process in bearing manufacturing
industry, as well as specifically applying the Kanban
system. The novelty of this system consists in the use
of the Heijunka –Kanban post for both production
triggering and for resupplying the supermarket type
inventory placed upstream of the production process.
This improvement project was an important turning
point in the production organisation and will most
definitely be followed by other continuous
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improvement projects aiming at the optimisation of the
production processes and diminishing of losses.
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STRAIGHTNESS MEASUREMENT OF LINEAR MOTION GUIDES
Abstract: Geometrical accuracy of linear motion, which is the part of axis motion devices, for example machine tools

or measuring machines and the others is necessary to determine the straightness of the measured axis linear motion
as one of the main geometrical characteristics. This article describes methods of straightness measurement based
on length and angle measurement. Also carry out measurement experiments and show the results, compare methods
and make interpretation of advantages and disadvantages.
Key words: length measuring machine, laser interferometer, calibration, uncertainties of measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
For accuracy of linear positioning is necessary to
keep straightness of the linear motion guides. While in
the past these measurements were carried out with dial
gauge or spirit level gauge, today the situation is
absolutely different. Nowadays for measurement of
geometrical properties of mechanical parts or
assemblies using 3D coordinate measuring machine or
laser interferometer. Main utilizing for laser
interferometer is for distance measurement, but with
another optic kit is possible to use for flatness,
straightness
or
perpendicularity
measurement.
Excellent metrological characteristics insert this
measurement instrument in traceability chain on the top
rank. One of the most important constraints for
accurate positioning is the straightness of the linear
guides. From this reason in this contribution we
describe new methods for straightness measurement.

depend on whether measurement is carried out in
horizontal or vertical plane.
3. MEASUREMENT OF THE STRAIGHTNESS
Straightness of the measurement is based on two
methods:
• measurement of the distance
• measurement of the angle
For the measurement of the straightness by distance
method is important to choose two reference points.
Measurement device provides measurement of the
deviation from the straightness from the datum.
Reading is possible in different distances of the
measured line.

2. WHAT IS THE STRAIGHTNESS?
When we measure straightness we could
differentiate between straightness in plane and
straightness in space.
Straightness [2] in plane is defined as a line in plane
in given distance, while all of their points lie between
two line parallel with main direction of the line and
their distance equal with tolerance.
The main direction of the line has to representative
and must be choosing with regard to minimize
deviation of the straightness. It is possible determined
by two methods:
• two points suitable chosen near at the end of
the linear guide
• by calculating of the measured points i.e. by
the methods of least squares
Straightness in the space is the line whose
projection on two perpendicular planes is parallel with
main direction of the line.
For better understanding error [2] of the straightness
is defined by perpendicularity on direction of
movement. Consider ideal straight line, any deviation
from the straight line give error of the straightness

Fig. 1. Straightness line fit through straightness error
In measurement of the straightness by angle method
moving part of the measurement device is in contact
with measured line in P and Q point, which are spaced
in distance d. Moving part is always coincident with
neighborhood
positions.
P0Q0
with
P1Q1.
Measurement device located in plane perpendicular on
line is changing angles.

Fig. 2. Straightness measurement by angle
measurement
As shown in Fig. 1, let the actual travel path with
perpendicular motion in the vertical plane be Z (x), and
define the reference as a straight line passing through
the initial point and the end point. That is Z(0) = Z(L) =
0. The local slope is:
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d Z (x )
= tan (ϑ )
dx

(1)

with respect to a straightness reference (given by the
laser beam projected by the head), as moved along the
stage, are estimated, and so the straightness deviation
Tr can be calculated.

Assuming the radius of curvature R is much larger than
the measurement increment ∆x. tan (ϑ ) is
approximately equal to Hence:

d Z( x )
Z (x ) = ∫
dx = ∫ ϑ ( x ) dx
dx
0
0
x

x

(2)

The total number of point N is equal to L/∆x. Let X n =
n∆X then,
n

Z ( xn ) = ∑ ϑ ( xi −1 ) ∆x + const.

(3)

f1 ± ∆f1

f1 + f 2

f1 ± ∆f1
f 2 ± ∆f 2

f 2 ± ∆f 2

i=0

Since Z(0) = Z(L) = 0, Eqn (4) becomes
Fig. 3. Principle of the straightness measurement by
Wollaston optics

n

Z ( x ) = ∑ ϑ ( xi −1 ) ∆x −
i =0
n

n
− ∑ ϑ ( xi −1 ) ∆x + const.
i =0 N

(4)

where Z(Xn) is the straightness in the vertical plane,
θ(Xn) is the measured pitch angle, ∆x is the increment
of the measurement, and N is the total number of
points.
Method of the straightness measurement [1] by
laser interferometer is belonging to method of
measurement distance – Wollaston method. Wollaston
method is designed for “movement in space”
measurements – e.g. the movement of a machine table
or working tool can be characterized. Datum is given
by the position of the retro-reflector with mirrors twist
in center. Wollaston polarizers optics also used here.
Wollaston polarizers consist of two birefringent right
angle prisms cemented together, such that their optical
axes are perpendicular. As laser passes through the
polarizer, a symmetric deviation between the ordinary
and extraordinary beams is created. The resulting
beams are of orthogonal linear polarization states and
have equal intensity and a large angular deviation. By
this way is possible to find out position of the focus
point to axes of symmetry of the retro-reflector.
Principle of the measurement by Wollaston optics is
based on changes of the length of optical path of two
divergent beams which is proportional to the vertical or
horizontal displacement.
When the interferometer is moved along the profile
to be measured, interference phenomena are generated
in the signal coming back to the receiver, because the
two beams recombined by the interferometer are
subjected to paths of different length, as consequence
of the profile geometry. Analyzing the originated
fringes pattern, displacements of the interferometer
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For the straightness measurement Renishaw has in
the optic kit two optics for measurement short distance
– measurement range from (0,1 to 4) m and for long
straightness measurement from (1 to 30) m. For both
case is possible to measure straightness to ± 2,5 mm.
Another way of straightness measurement is by
angle optics, like optical autocollimator. Angle optics
[1] are two beam splitter optics and two retro reflectors.
For reference datum is using interferometry optics. If
two optical sets interferometry optics and retroreflectors are parallel, is it 0°. After rotating retroreflector optics difference between two optical path
give angle, which is evaluated by trigonometric
expressions.

Fig. 4. Principles of the angle measurement by laser
interferometer
4. EXPERIMENT OF THE STRAIGHTNESS
MEASUREMENT
This section describes [2] experiment whose aim
was to compare two methods of straightness
measurement by laser interferometer.
The
measurement was carried out on linear guide used for
positioning board for calibration of level gauge. The
linear guide way is 16 m long. Because the alignment
and setting of laser beam is very difficult and time

consuming operation, we decided to measure to 9 m
with 25 cm steps. As reference the retro-reflector was
on stable position at the end of measuring range and
interferometry optics, the Wollaston prism was on
moving part. Every 25 cm the value was recorded by
the Renishaw straightness software. A same procedure
was carried out by angle optics. In this case, after
measurement the unit of measurand was transfer from
(mm/m) to (mm) by next expression (5):

E h+i = d +tan (α hi )

(5)

where:

E h+i

– straightness in (mm),
– distance between two points,

d

tan (α hi ) – angle of the inclination.
0,4

Straightness error (mm)

0,35

Wollaston

propagation, in order to estimate a probabilistic
distribution of values for Z ( xi ) and so to calculate its
uncertainty. According to this method, each input
quantity Z ( xi ) as well as the output quantity Z ( xi )
are treated as random variables and the propagation of
the probability distribution functions assigned to all the
Z ( xi ) is numerically operated thorough the model f,
by means of a sampled approach as follows.
1. A suitable probability distribution function (pdf)
g(Xi) is assigned to each Xi. In the case of length
measures operated by the laser-interferometer
instrumentation this pdf is given by a Gaussian
distribution whose standard deviation is defined
according to the calibration diagram constructed during
the preliminary characterization. The mean value for
each distribution is given by the obtained measurement
reading concerning the displacement or the angle
measured at the i-th position along the considered
profile.

Angle optics

0,3

2. For each Xi variable M xij values are generated
according to the g(Xi) function. By this way M vectors
of possible values for the Xi variables are defined,
defining M possible shapes for the measured profile.
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Fig. 5. Graph – Straightness measured by Wollaston
and angle optics

3. For each one of the M possible profiles the
straightness deviation value Z ( xi ) is estimated, and
so a sample of M values for the

Z ( xi ) variable is

constructed.

5. UNCERTAINTY OF MEASUREMENT
4. A confidence interval is constructed for
The model of measurement [7] can be defined by the
functional relationship reported by Equation

Z ( xi ) = f ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )

Z ( xi )

starting from the M sampled values and so uncertainty
affecting the Z ( xi ) measure is estimated.

(6)

In Equation 6 each Xi quantity represent the measure
(displacement or angle) obtained on the considered
profile at the i-th position. The f function resume the
procedure needed to calculate the Z ( xi ) quantity,
once the xi values are known, including the definition
of a representative line and of the two parallel lines of
minimum reciprocal distance containing the acquired
profile. Each xi measure is affected by uncertainty;
propagating all the n uncertainty contributions thorough
the model given by Equation 6, also the uncertainty
affecting Z ( xi ) can be estimated.
Due to non-linearity of the measurement model and to
the presence of reciprocal correlation for measures xi
(in the specific case of angular measurements), the
approach proposed by ISO GUM and adopted by ISO
230-9:2005 cannot be successfully applied for
uncertainty propagation, since the method proposed by
such documents assume a linear model and the absence
of correlation for the input quantities xi.
The proposed method is based on the Monte Carlo
numerical technique, which is used for the uncertainty

6. CONCLUSION
While measurement by angle optics is faster and
easier to align laser beam the result of measurements
are referred to the reference, which is retro-reflector
optics. Until Wollaston optics is better for straightness
measurement because the laser beam divergent on
Wollaston prism, their optical axes always
perpendicular to each other and by this way we have
reference line to refer deviation of the straightness.
The commonly used Wollastone prism optics is
expensive and very difficult to adjust although it gives
the most accurate results. Operation of the system with
the Wollastone prism optics requires highly skilled
personnel. the accuracy of the straightness
measurements depends on the precision of the
alignment of the measured axis. It is recommended that
the position of the crosses during alignment procedure
to be set to the center of the screen. Vibrations of the
base where the tripod is placed and air density
fluctuations are the source of noise that lower accuracy
of the measurement. This fact is presented on the Fig.
5.
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SELECTION AND CONFIGURATION OF MODULAR COMPONENTS FOR
MODULAR FIXTURE DESIGN
Abstract: This paper presents a module for automation the design phase of modular fixture which is related to the
selection and configuration of modular components. Methodology of selection and configuration of the modular
components are based on production rules, classification numbers, geometrical and topological information of the
workpiece, with contributing of the SolidWorks software system, API and object-oriented programming. Databases
and knowledge bases are designed as an integral part of the module for the selection and configuration of modular
components. Verification of this module is done by selecting and configuration of modular components in functional
modular units, which are necessary for positioning and clamping of the hydraulic cylinder.
Key words: Modular components, modular functional units, automation

1. INTRODUCTION
Automation of modular fixture design is a very
important link in the chain of full automation of the
process planning design [1], [2]. From many types of
fixtures, an increasingly important role in the
production process has a modular or aggregate fixture.
Because of its modular structure and concept, this type
of fixtures is suitable for automation design [3]. The
problem of time consumption has a significant impact
in the fixture design, because process of fixture design
generally can only begin after a complete definition of
the process planning. It is estimated that the total time
that the designer has available for process planning
design, an average of 25% makes the fixture design [4].
Previously exposed facts define evidences that the
automation of the modular fixture design increases the
level of automation design of process planning. Thus, it
is very important to introduce new technologies to the
modular fixture design in the phase of selection and
configuration of modular components [5] .
2. SELECTION AND CONFIGURATION OF
MODULAR FIXTURE COMPONENTS
Through preliminary performed analysis of the
faces for positioning and clamping, and through the
overall analysis of the object, it was generated
information for the purpose of selection and
configuration of modular fixture components. The
above analysis is performed using the program
application for determining the functionality of the
workpiece faces, the general geometric analysis of the
workpiece using the developed algorithms and adopted
typical schemas and models for positioning and
clamping of the workpiece [6]. The most important
information resulting from the above mentioned
analysis of the objects are:
• Type and number of faces for positioning and
clamping;
• The surface quality of the selected face;

•

The size of each selected face (the dimensional
values and values in square mm);
• Accessibility of each face from the point of view
of possibility for placing of modular fixture
components;
• The overall dimensions of the workpiece;
• The existence of through holes in the workpiece;
Knowing the above mentioned information about the
workpiece, and applying the typical schemas and
models for positioning and clamping, it is executed a
selection and configuration of modular fixture
components for positioning and clamping of the
workpiece.
2.1 Selection of modular fixture components
Selection of modular fixture components was
carried out based on previously developed production
rule and logic of reasoning procedure, which is
associated with a unique classification number of
modular fixture component. Classification number of
modular fixture component is the holder of the
geometrical and structural information about the
component. Classification number consists of 10
elements of which the first seven encoded according to
Table 1., while the last three digits are used as a
statement of the amount of the active height of
component, which is also shown in this table. The
system of classification, with appropriate meanings of
each of the elements is shown in Fig. 1.
X X X X X X X. XXX

- CLASIFICATION NUMBER
The active height of component
Num. of degrees of the freedom
The distance between holes
Workpiece surface condition
The shape of the placing face
Adjust. value of the component
Purpose of component
Function of the component

Fig.1. Component classification number [6]
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Mark
Function of
component
Purpose of
component
Adjustment of
component
Shape of component

Surface finish of
workpiece face
Distance between
screws
Degrees of freedom
Max. active height

Values
1 - for positioning
2 - for clamping
3 - general component
1 - basic (contact)
2 - auxiliary (lifting)
3 - additional (screws, etc)
1 - non-adjustable
2 - adjustable
1- prismatic
2 - cylindrical
3 - angled
1 - for all surfaces
2 - for un-machined surf.
3 - for rough surfaces
4 - for fine surfaces
1- point (one screw)
2- serial
3 - diagonal
0-0; 1- 1; 2-2; 3-3;4-4
20; 30; 50; 100; 120

Process of selection of modular components is done
using production rules that generate the classification
number of modular fixture component.

Table 1. Defining the code of the classification number
After analysis of the workpiece, the classification of
components and assigning unique classification number
to each of the modular fixture components, it is
executed a selection of the appropriate components
according to block diagram of module for the selection
and configuration of the modular fixture components
(Fig. 2).
Selection of modular fixture components is divided into
three levels. The first level is selection of components
for bottom positioning of workpiece; the second-level
is selection of components for side positioning and the
third level is selection of components for clamping. All
three levels are associated with a database of 3D
models of modular fixture components. The database,
along with algorithmic data flow is associated with a
knowledge base which containing production rules as
means of the selection process of modular fixtures
components. The process of selecting modular fixture
components was carried out on the basis of production
rules [7] of the following type:
if
TSB = TSB1
PSTR1=1
100 ≤ PAV1 ≤ 110
50<AmaxPSTR1 ≤150mm
KVALP1 =BO
then
KBP = 1 x 1213130.55
1 x 1111211.20
1 x 3211130.50
Production rules which were developed for selection of
modular fixture components, as input information use
information obtained from the analysis of the
workpiece and defined typical schemes of positioning.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the module for the selection
and configuration modular fixture components [6]
2.2 Configuration of modular fixture components
By selecting the modular fixture components, it is
provided the configuration process of modular fixture
components in modular configure units. Modular
configure units are a set of one or more modular fixture
components, that performs a unique function of
positioning or clamping of the workpiece. The
configuration process of modular fixture components is
shown in Fig. 3, in the form of sub-module for the
configuration of the modular fixture components,
which is the part of the module for the selection of
modular fixture components, which together with it
make a unit in overall automated system for modular
fixture design. Configuration process of modular
fixture components starts if in the process of selection
of modular fixture components appears at least one
auxiliary or raise component, next to the executive
(contact) component.
Modular fixture components are previously defined in
terms of additional information that is later used in the
software configuration process. In addition to the
classification number, which is located within the name
of the components, in modular fixture components have
been added extra information about reference mating
cases.

Name of Mate Referenc
Mate Reference
RAVAN1
coincident
RAVAN2
coincident
CILINDAR1
concentric
CILINDAR2
concentric
CILINDAR3
concentric
CILINDAR4a
concentric
CILINDAR4b
concentric
Table 2. Additional information for components
Configuration
case

RAVAN2 with
RAVAN1

CILINDAR2
with
CILINDAR2

CILINDAR1
with
CILINDAR4a

Description

Additional information, as shown in Table 2, were
assigned to modular fixture components using the SW
tools Mate Reference and stored in such a way as
additional information of modular fixture components.
This information is a relatively easy identify by
programs and processes which were used for the
configuration of modular fixture components.

Figure

Configuration process with
object RAVAN2 of one
component and object
RAVAN1 from other
component in relationship
coincident

Configuration process with
object CILINDAR2 of one
component and object
CILINDAR2 from other
component in relationship
concentric

Configuration process with
object CILINDAR1 of one
component and object
CILINDAR4a from other
component in relationship
concentric

Table 3. Some of the cases for configuration of modular fixture components
Previously predefined configuration cases of modular
fixture components are not the only possible cases of
configuration components, because it is possible to
expand the configuration cases of modular fixture
components.
The process of configuration of modular fixture
components is performed for a set of modular fixture
components for each of the previously selected faces
for positioning and clamping. According to the module
for configuration of modular fixture components, as
shown in Figure 3, the configuration process begins by
searching the general components of modular fixtures
from the set of selected components. If the module
identifies the general component, it opens in a 3D
environment of the program system SolidWorks. Then
the search is continuing and if the next general
component was find it is also placed in same 3D
environment and process of configuration of these two

components is executed. If no general components (or
the next general component), the process of configuring
of the modular fixtures components continues
searching for the lifting/rising components. If lifting
component is identify it is placed in 3D environment
and configured with the general component. The same
process is repeated for the next lifting component, if it
exists.
If there is no next lifting component, the contact
component is placed in same 3D environment of
program system and its configuration is done with one
of the pre-configured components. If there is no
general, no lifting component in the set of selected
components, process of generation of the contact
component were executed. Adjustment of the modular
configuration unit or just contact component is the final
process in the module for configuration of modular
fixture components.
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Fig. 3. Algorithmic data flow of sub-module for the configuration of the modular fixture components [6]
Adjustment of the modular fixture components or
functional modular units is made regarding the value of
active height of component that needs to take in order
to perform a proper positioning or clamping of
workpiece.

Adjustment of modular fixture components and
functional modular units is based on previous analysis
of the workpiece and the existing information in the
form of distribution of holes in the baseplate of the
modular fixture. Fig. 4a shows the general case of
generating information over the position vector V.
Thus, if we look at modular component shown in Fig.
4b the distance X must be set to the value of VH and Z
value to value VV. In this way it is generating
information that is used during configuring of modular
fixture components, while the process of adjustment of
the components executed at program manner, by using
the SW tools Advanced Mates - Distance.
3. VERIFICATION
OF
MODULE
FOR
SELECTION AND CONFIGURATION OF
MODULAR FIXTURE COMPONENTS

Fig. 4. Generating information over the position vector
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Verification of module for selection and configuration
of modular fixture components is performed on the
example of a hydraulic cylinder which solid model is
the shown in Fig. 5.
Selection of modular fixture components was carried
out in an automated way based on production rules that
take into account the previously selected standard
scheme for positioning and clamping, classification
numbers of modular fixture components, as well as the

geometric parameters obtained
accessibility of functional faces. For
it is executed a selection of
components for the purpose of
clamping, as shown in Table 4.

by analysis of
hydraulic cylinder
modular fixture
positioning and

for the example of hydraulic cylinder. Adjustment the
functional modular units were made on the basis of
functional analysis of faces and information about
position of hydraulic cylinder in relation to the
baseplate of the modular fixture.

Fig. 5. Solid model of the hydraulic cylinder
After the selection of modular fixture components, the
configuration process of modular fixture components
for the hydraulic cylinder is executed. The
configuration of modular components is performed in a
fully automated manner, based on a developed
algorithmic data flow and rules as set out in chapter 2
of this paper. The outputs from the process
configuration of modular fixture components are
functional modular units, which are shown in Figure 6

Num.

Face ID of
hydraulic
cylinder

Mark of
functional
modular unit

0
1
2

10
10
10

10_1
10_2
10_3

3

6

6_1

4

6

6_2

5

11

11_1

6

11

11_2

7

9

9_1

8

9

9_2

9

1

1_1

10

1

1_2

Mark of
modular
fixture
component
1111211.2
1111211.2
1111211.2
3211130.5
1113331.3
3211130.25
3211130.5
1113331.3
3211130.25
3211130.5
1213130.55
1111211.2
1111211.2
3211130.5
1213130.55
1111211.2
1111211.2
2113121.35
3211130.5
3211130.25
2113121.35
3211130.5
3211130.25
2113121.35
3211130.5
3211130.25
2113121.35

3211130.5
3211130.25

Fig. 6. Functional modular units for positioning and
clamping of hydraulic cylinder

Normal vector of
observed face

Adjustable
values

( 0.00, 0.00, 1.00)
( 0.00, 0.00, 1.00)
( 0.00, 0.00, 1.00)

0
0
0

Coordinates
of modular
unit in
assembly
(-125, -75)
(-125, 25)
(75, -75)

( 1.00, 0.00, 0.00)

104

(-300, -100)

( 1.00, 0.00, 0.00)

104

(-300, 50)

( 0.00, 1.00, 0.00)

79

(-100, -200)

( 0.00, 1.00, 0.00)

79

(50, -200)

( 0.00,-1.00, 0.00)

129

(-100, 200)

( 0.00,-1.00, 0.00)

129

(100, 200)

(-1.00, 0.00, 0.00)

104

(250, -100)

(-1.00, 0.00, 0.00)

104

(250, 50)

Table 4. List of the modular fixture components with additional information
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List of the modular fixture components with additional
information in the form of classification number, the
required number of modular fixture components, which
are used during the implementation of automation of
the modular fixture design for the hydraulic cylinder,
markings of selected modular fixture components, and
the positions of functional modular units with
orientation defined by the normal vector, are given in
Table 4, as a output result of verification of the module
for the selection and configuration of modular fixture
components.

Phase of selection and configuration of modular fixture
components, in the process of automated modular
fixture design, can be realized with the support of the
new
CAD
technology
and
object-oriented
programming. The automation of this phase of modular
fixture design reduces the total time for the modular
fixture design, which increases the level of automation
of process planning design.
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ADVANCED ANLAYTICAL-EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES FACILITATING THE
EFFECTIVE APPLICATION OF MICRO-BLASTING ON COATED TOOLS
CONSIDERING AMONG OTHERS THE FILM BRITTLENESS
Abstract: Micro-blasting on coated surfaces is an efficient method for improving the coated tool life. During microblasting residual compressive stresses are induced into the film structure, thus increasing coating hardness.
Simultaneously, abrasion phenomena are activated, which may lead to roughness augmentation, film thickness
reduction and substrate revelation. Micro-blasting parameters have a pivotal effect on the developed films’
mechanical and geometrical data and thus on the coated tools’ cutting performance. For investigating such effects
advanced experimental procedures have been developed such as of nanoindentations, nano-impacts etc. These tests,
supported by FEM models, facilitate the determination of coating properties gradation and brittleness changes.
Keywords: PVD coatings, micro-blasting, hardness, brittleness
1. INTRODUCTION
Micro-blasting on PVD films has been documented
as a potentially efficient method for improving the
cutting performance of coated tools [1,2,3,4,5]. This
process induces residual compressive stresses into the
film structure, thus increasing the coating hardness, but
its brittleness too [6,7,8]. In this context, micro-blasting
parameters such as pressure, time as well as grains’
material, size and shape have a pivotal effect on the
developed films’ mechanical and geometrical data and
thus on the coated tools’ cutting performance. For
investigating such effects advanced experimental
procedures have been developed such as of
nanoindentations, repetitive nano-impacts, nanoscratches etc. Combinations of these procedures jointly
with FEM supported computations contribute to the
determination of coating properties gradation and film
brittleness changes after micro-blasting. The paper
aims at highlighting the capability of the mentioned
analytical-experimental procedures to determine
potential effects of micro-blasting on coating’s data. In
this way, optimum micro-blasting conditions can be
determined, which eliminate the risk of cost intensive
sudden cutting process breaks as a result of coating
damage and subsequent abrupt tool catastrophic failure
damage.

separate micro-blasting procedures.

Fig. 1.

Working principle of wet micro-blasting

2. MICRO-BLASTING WORKING PRINCIPLE
Fig. 1. illustrates the working principle of the
applied wet micro-blasting procedure. In this operation,
water with abrasive grains is guided into the blasting
nozzle, where an incoming air flow of adjustable
pressure, accelerates the mixture and generates the
water jet. Sharp-edged Al2O3 abrasive grains and
spherical ZrO2 ones, with smooth surfaces and average
diameter of approximately 10 or 100 μm can be
employed. The wet micro-blasting treatments were
conducted by a NP10 machine of WIWOX GmbH
Surface Systems. The tool rake and flank are treated in

3. COATING THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION ON
THE CUTTING EDGE AFTER MICROBLASTING AND ITS EFFECT ON THE TOOL’S
CUTTING PERFORMANCE
The cutting edge geometry might be changed after
micro-blasting at various conditions, caused by
abrasion [2,3,4]. These potential effects of microblasting are schematically demonstrated in Fig. 2a. For
investigating cutting edge roundness changes induced
by micro-blasting on coated tools, confocal
measurements along the tool edge of variously micro-
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revelations may develop, as it is also indicated in the
diagram of Fig. 2d. A coating thickness tρmin diminution
leads to substrate thermal and mechanical loads growth
and thus, the coated tool cutting performance may be
deteriorated, although the augmentation of the cutting
edge radius in general within a certain range improves
the wear behaviour [9, 10].
4. STRENGTH PROPERTIES GRADATION
AND BRITTLENESS AFTER MICRO-BLASTING

Fig. 2.

(a) Micro-blasting effects on cutting edge
geometry, (b) Cutting edge radius ρeff,
(c) cutting edge geometries, (d) minimum
coating thickness tpmin of wet micro-blasted
coated inserts at various conditions

blasted coated cutting inserts can be employed [3]. In
this way, successive cross sections of the cutting edges
can be monitored and the corresponding tool wedge
radii as well as the average value and the fluctuations
of the cutting edge roundness, before and after microblasting at various pressures can be estimated. A
characteristic example, for an as deposited TiAlN
coating case is demonstrated in Fig. 2b. The course of
cutting edge radius versus the micro-blasting pressure
is shown at the right of Fig. 2b. These results reveal
that by increasing the micro-blasting pressure, an
enlargement of the cutting edge radius develops. This
growth is more visible at micro-blasting pressures over
0.2 MPa. Taking into account the previous results, the
coating thickness distributions along the cutting edge,
after micro-blasting at various pressures, can be
analytically determined. The calculated coated cutting
edge cross section geometries at pressures of 0.2 and
0.4 MPa are shown in figure 2c. The coating thickness
tρmin may diminish to zero at 0.4 MPa. Thus, substrate
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Residual compressive stresses can be induced into
the film structure up to a certain depth from the coating
surface via micro-blasting [8]. Depending on the microblasting conditions, the deformed film depth varies,
thus affecting the coating's performance in different
applications. A method has been already introduced for
determining mechanical strength properties gradation
in coatings after micro-blasting [8]. The residual
stresses are measured in the coating before and after
micro-blasting and the related stress changes determined
at a certain depth from the film surface. These changes are
compared to corresponding ones, calculated by a
developed algorithm supported by finite elements method
calculations. This algorithm describes the continuous
penetration of individual blasting grains into the coating
material and determines residual stresses after microblasting. Considering these results, the grain penetration
depth and moreover, the developed distribution of the film
yield stress after micro-blasting versus the coating
thickness are estimated.
The von Mises stresses, developed after microblasting along the grain impression symmetry axis,
depend on the distance from the coating surface and
can be determined, as shown in Fig. 3a. The shaded
areas indicate film material plastic deformation. The
applied grain penetration depth hg at a micro- blasting
pressure of 0.2 MPa amounts to 120 nm [8]. The
determined residual stress distributions along the
impression symmetry axis are developed under every
point of the film surface, since after a sufficient microblasting time; the grains deform uniformly the entire
coating surface. The yield strength of the untreated
coating, which has unique strength properties, amounts
to 4 GPa. Film regions, not plastically deformed during
micro-blasting, possess the pristine yield stress of the
as deposited material i.e. of 4 GPa. In turn, a plastically
deformed region possesses yield strength equal to the
locally developed maximum von Mises stress. The
developed stress distribution in the coated cutting edge
region at the maximum undeformed chip thickness hcu,
when micro-blasted coated inserts at 0.2 MPa are used,
was determined considering the real cutting edge
geometry and is displayed in Fig. 3b. Moreover, the
mechanical properties gradations versus the coating
thickness, which are shown in Fig. 3a, were taken into
account. The equivalent peak stress develops on the
film surface at the cutting edge roundness, close to the
flank. This maximum stress is higher than the film
yield strength in the “as deposited” untreated film case
(see Fig. 3c), thus leading to a comparable more intense
wear evolution at this cutting edge position.

Fig. 4.

(a) Yield stresses and (b) SY/SM ratioof posttreated coatings by wet micro-blasting with
Al2O3 and ZrO2 grains.

average diameter of approximately 100 μm [4]. In
generally, a gradation of the yield stress versus the film
thickness develops after micro-blasting [8]. For
simplifying the related calculations, it was assumed that
an evenly distributed yield stress versus the coating
thickness, up to a depth of 1.5 μm from the film surface
occurs. Due to the larger coating material deformation,
induced by the Al2O3 grains, the yield stress increase
versus the pressure is higher compared to the
corresponding one, when ZrO2 grains at the same
process conditions are applied (see Fig. 4a). The
determined yield stresses in both grain material cases
remain practically unaffected over a pressure of
0.4 MPa. Moreover, Fig. 4b exhibits the yield to
rupture stress ratio (SY/SM) course versus the microblasting pressure. An increase of this ratio indicates a
simultaneous film brittleness growth i.e. fracture at less
plastic deformation.
5. NANO-IMPACT TEST AND ITS FEM
SIMULATION FOR ASSESSING FILM
BRITTLENESS
Fig. 3.

(a) Calculated von Mises plastic stress
distributions in a TiAlN coating after microblasting, (b) Stress distributions in the coated
cutting edge region after micro-blasting at a
pressure of 0.2 MPa, (c) Achieved number of
cuts up to a flank wear of ca. 0.2 mm in the as
deposited case and after micro-blasting at
0.2 MPa.

The conduct of micro-blasting at 0.2 MPa, provides
sufficient strength to the film for withstanding the
cutting loads. Thus, it contributes to a significant
increase of the achieved number of cuts up to the same
width of flank wear land compared to the
corresponding ones of the as deposited coated tool.
The induced coating residual stresses after microblasting may increase simultaneously the film
brittleness. Characteristic cases are presented in Fig. 4.
PVD coated tools were subjected to wet micro-blasting
by sharp-edged Al2O3 abrasive grains and spherical
ZrO2
ones,
with
smooth
surfaces
and

The coatings’ brittleness and toughness can be
assessed by nano-impact tests [2,3,4,11,12]. In this test,
a solenoid is used to pull the indenter off the coated
specimen surface and to re-accelerate it from a distance
against the film. An appropriate automation enables
repetitive impacts at the same position on the sample
surface at a set frequency. The evolution of the
indentation depth, due to the progressing film damage
during the repetitive impacts, is continuously
monitored. Fig. 5a displays related test results at
various impact loads on coating subjected to microsmall basting by spherical ZrO2 grains at a pressure of
0.4 MPa. The impact load increase up to 30 mN is
associated with a continuous depth growth. At the
impact load of 40 mN, a comparable steeper depth
augmentation occurs, caused by the coating
overloading and brittleness increase at high pressures.
The courses of the maximum attained nano-impact
depths at various impact loads versus the microblasting pressure, when coarse Al2O3 blasting grains
are employed, are displayed in Fig. 5b. Although up
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average diameter of ca. 100 μm was checked in milling.
The applied tool-workpiece system and the main
characteristics of the undeformed chip geometry are
illustrated in the same figure. Micro-blasted tools at a
pressure of 0.2 MPa exhibited the best cutting
performance, reaching a tool life of approximately
130,000 cuts. A slight tool life reduction at 120,000
cuts up to the same flank wear of 0.2 mm was
encountered at a pressure of 0.3 MPa. Hence, over this
critical micro-blasting pressure, which depends on the
micro-blasting conditions, the higher micro-basting
pressure increases the film brittleness. In this way, the
coated tool wear resistance is also deteriorated. At the
higher micro-blasting pressure of 0.4 MPa, the cutting
performance is additionally restricted by substrate
revelation effects [2,3,4].
A 3D-FEM model was developed for simulating the
nano-impact procedure, considering a piecewise linear
plasticity material law (see Fig. 6). In a previous
published FEM model, the strength properties of the
film material were uniformly distributed versus the
coating thickness [13]. By micro-blasting at various
pressures, the attained maximum yield stress varies
depending on the depth from the coating. In order to
overcome this problem, a new 3D-FEM model was
created, in which, the coating thickness was described
by several material layers, with own elasto-plastic
properties, developed after micro-blasting. The
employed software was the LS-DYNA package. In
these calculations, the simulation of the applied cube
corner indenter geometry is in accordance to the
manufacturer specifications. The boundary conditions
and the finite elements discretization network are
exhibited in this figure. The material properties and the
coating thickness are variable and changeable

Fig. 5.

(a) Nano-impact results on wet micro-blasted
coatings by ZrO2 grains at 0.4 MPa,
(b) Impact depths at different impact forces on
micro-blasted coatings by Al2O3 grains at
various pressures, (c) Achieved number of
cuts up to a flank wear of ca. 0.2 mm of
micro-blasted coated inserts at various
pressures.

to a repetitive impact load of 20 mN, the higher microblasting pressure of 0.3 MPa seems to improve the film
strength, at 30 mN, the increased coating brittleness
leads to a larger film failure. This effect has to be
considered for explaining the cutting performance of
micro-blasted coated tools (see Fig. 5c). The wear
resistance of coated tools subjected to wet microblasting at various pressures by Al2O3 grains of an
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Fig. 6.

The developed FEM model for simulating
nano-impact test on micro-blasted tools

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7.

3D-depiction of the crack propagation during
nano-impact test on micro-blasted coatings

parameters. The coating thickness was described by 20
material layers.
During the indenter penetration into the film, it is
assumed that the coating at the FEM model node
regions can withstand the applied load up to a
maximum value, which corresponds to the coating
layer rupture stress and the associated maximum plastic
strain limit. Over these limits, the related nodes are
disconnected from the neighbouring finite elements. If
all nodes of an element are disconnected, the element is
released for simulating a crack formation and becomes
an inactive separate entity. For minimizing the FEM

Von Mises stress distribution and imprint
geometry on micro-blasted coatings during
loading and after indenter removal at various
impact loads.

calculations solving time, the nodes’ ability to be
disconnected is restricted to those nodes, which are
located on the perpendicular to the coating surface
section levels OA1, OA2, OA3. The edges of the cube
corner indenter lie on these levels during the indenter
penetration into the film material. In this way, the stress
fields developed in the coating and its fracture
evolution in terms of imprint depth versus the repetitive
impacts can be analytically described. A characteristic
example, indicating the crack propagation and thus the
impact depth versus the number of impacts is shown in
Fig. 7.
Characteristic results attained by the developed FEM
model during loading and after indenter removal are
illustrated in figure 8. A comparison between measured
and FEM calculated imprint depths on as deposited and
micro-blasted coatings at impact load of 10 mN and
30 mN during the first 100 impacts is displayed in
Fig. 9. The course of the FEM calculated imprint
depths versus the number of impacts converges
sufficiently with the measured results at all impact
loads. In this way, micro-blasting conditions on films
can be analytically optimized, for avoiding an
undesired level of film brittleness.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, innovative experimental- analytical
procedures for determining coating strength properties
gradation, film brittleness as well as coating thickness
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distribution after micro-blasting are presented. These
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micro-blasting conditions, leading to improved coated
tool life.
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POINT CLOUD REDUCTION USING SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Abstract: This paper explores the possibilities of point cloud reduction using ε insensitive support vector regression
(ε-SVR). ε -SVR is a technique that can carry out the regression using different kernel functions (sigmoid, radial
basis function, B-spline, spline, etc.) and it is suitable for detection of flat regions and regions with high curvature
in scanned data. Using ε -SVR the density of preserved points is adaptive – preserved points are denser at highly
curved region and rare at flat regions. Adjusting the error cost in the regression, the number of preserved points
can be fine tuned.
Key words: Reverse engineering, point cloud reduction, support vector machines

1. INTRODUCTION
The application of reverse engineering (RE) of the
freeform shaped parts is rapidly dispersing over the
years. Besides the reproduction of parts when original
drawings are not available, RE is applied in the design
of new products (e.g., in automotive industry where the
sheet metal forming tools for car bodies are created
based on wooden or clay models; in consumer products
industry where aesthetic design is important; in
generation of custom made accessories and prostheses
for human) [1].
During the first step of RE, the surface of the
physical object is digitalized and 3D point cloud is
obtained. Contemporary measurement devices [2] and
especially ones based on lasers have high measurement
speed and resolution, giving large and dense point
clouds at output. Although the sampling rate of
measurement device can be adjusted according to the
character of digitalized surface, the operator usually
acquires as many points as possible because he is not
sure about the needed density of points for adequate
reconstruction of certain parts of scanned surface.
Generally, a significantly larger amount of point cloud
data is acquired than one that is sufficient and that can
be efficiently handled during surface reconstruction. In
order to operate with reconstructed surfaces at
reasonable computational cost, the amount of point data
should be reduced.
The easiest solution for data reduction is uniform
downsampling. Nevertheless, in order to preserve the
shape of original surface points, highly curved regions
in point cloud should have high density, while for
relatively flatter areas lover point density is acceptable.
In order to address given issues a number of data point
reduction techniques have been proposed.
The simplest way to create a surface model from
point cloud is to generate a polygonal mesh over it.
Consequently, the first methods for data point reduction
were based on simplification of polygonal meshes [3]
(the research has origins in image processing), while
recent methods are based on direct cloud point data
reduction. The most of the methods for direct cloud
point data reduction are based on the estimation of the

importance of each point in the cloud. For the
importance evaluation different measures are used e.g.,
deviation of normal vectors in the vicinity of the point
[4, 5], Hausdoff distance [6], and maximum deviation
distance [7]. In order to improve decision making fuzzy
logic has been employed [7].
Support vector machines are an emerging technique
for data regression and classification. In this paper a
possibility of ε insensitive support vector regression (εSVR) application in data point reduction is explored,
and a method for point cloud reduction is proposed.
2. SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSION
Given is the training data set {(x1, y1), (x2, y2) ... (xl,
yl)} where xi represent independent, and yi dependant
variables. The goal of ε-SVR is to find a function f(x)
that is as flat as possible and that has maximum ε
deviation from yi. The errors lower than ε are
insignificant. In other words, all the yi should lie in the
ε-tube around f(x). In the case of linear dependence, the
function f(x) is in the form:

f (x ) = w ,xi + b

(1)

f(x) is flat if w is small. In order to ensure the flatness:

1
w
2

2

(2)

should be minimized, subject to:

yi − w ,x i − b ≤ ε

(3)

Nevertheless, in reality the scenarios in which all of the
data lie within ε tube are extremely rare and
optimization of the problem (2, 3) is infeasible. In order
to create f(x), anyway, the violation of the condition
that all yi are within ε tube is allowed. To formalize this
approach, slack variables ξi, ξi* are introduced and
optimization problem (2, 3) is reformulated [8]:

(

)

l
1
2
w + C ∑ ξ i + ξi*
2
i =1
 yi − w ,x i − b ≤ ε + ξ i
subject to 
*
 w , xi + b − yi ≤ ε + ξ i

minimize

(4)
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Constant C introduces the tradeoff between function
flatness and number of points out of ε tube.
Optimization problem (4) can be represented in dual
form [9]:

∑(

)(

)

∑(

) ∑ (

 1 l
α i − α i* α j − α j* x i , x j
−
 2 i , j =1
maximize 
l
l
 −ε
α i − α i* + yi α i − α i*

i =1
i =1

∑ (α
l

subject to

)

(5)

*

i =1

where αi, α represent Lagrange multipliers. Only for
|f(xi)-yi| ≥ ε Lagrange multipliers are nonzero, while for
vectors (points) inside ε tube αi, αi* vanish. The vectors
with nonzero αi, αi* are called support vectors.
The solution of the problem (5) is given by:
*
i

w=

∑ (α

)

− αi xi
*

i
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where ns is the number of support vectors, leading to:

f (x ) =

∑ (α

− αi

*

i

) x ,x + b

(7)

i

ns

The presented methodology can be applied for
nonlinear regression by mapping data from the input
space into a high-dimensional space where the
regression is linear. It is worth noting that for
optimization problem (5), it is enough to know only the
inner product in the high-dimensional space i.e. it is not
necessary to define the high-dimensional space in
explicit form. Rather opposite, it can be defined using
kernel K(x, xi), which represents inner product in the
space of higher dimension. Introducing K(x, xi),
problem (5) becomes:
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Point data cloud is usually, due to the nature of
scanning process, structured into cross sectional curves.
Otherwise, it can be restructured using projections on
cross section planes. ε-SVR can be applied to each
cross section and the function f(x) can be obtained.
The fact that function f(x) is as flat as possible in
high dimensional space, i.e. it conforms as much as
possible to selected kernel in initial space, can be used
for determination of regions where the scanned line is
not highly curved. In these regions the number of
support vectors will be very small. In order to preserve
the curvature, the points can be uniformly
downsampled with predefined step.
On the other hand, in regions with high curvature,
ε-SVR will not be able to fit all the points inside the ε
tube and the number of support vectors will be higher.
In these areas support vectors can be preserved points.
Due to the unknown curvature, the best kernels for
ε-SVR of freeform surface scans are B-spline and
spline. In this paper B-spline is opted to use. The other
two parameters that should be set in order to carry out
ε-SVR are error margin ε and error cost C.

)
(8)

− α i = 0 and α i ,α i ∈ [0,C ]
*

i

)

K (x , x i ) =

3. APPLICATION OF ε-SVR IN DATA POINT
REDUCTION

− α i = 0 and α i ,α i ∈ [0 ,C ]
*

i

)

knots located at ts, which is defined by:

*

i =1

while the function f(x) is defined by:

f (x ) =

∑ (α

i

)

− α i* K (x i , x ) + b

(9)

ns

and it is a hyperplane in the high-dimensional space.
The kernel can be any function that satisfies the
conditions of Mercer’s theorem [8]. For example, these
are polynomial kernels, Gauss kernel, sigmoid kernel,
some wavelets. New kernels can be defined by
summing or multiplication of simpler kernels.
For the application at hand, two kernels are of the
significance. The first is the B-spline of order 2n + 1,
defined by 2n + 1 convolution of unit interval:

K (x , x i ) = B2n + 1 ( x − x i
k

with Bk = ⊗ 1

)

(10)

1 1
i =1  − , 
 2 2

where 1X denotes indicator function on the set X and ⊗
is the convolution.
The second is the spline kernel of order k having N
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Fig. 1. Identified support vectors on synthesized signals
for different values of parameter C (ε=0.3)

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 2. a) Scanning device; b) A photo of scanned gas
turbine blade; c) Obtained point cloud
The value of ε is related to the accuracy of scanning
device and surface characteristics’ tolerance and can be
easily defined. The parameter C introduces the tradeoff
between flatness and number of support vectors, i.e.
preserved points, and it can be used for tuning the
number of points that will be preserved in highly
curved areas. The lower C will lead to higher number
of preserved points, and vice versa.
Fig. 1. shows an example of the ε-SVR carried out
with different values of C on a curve synthesized in
Matlab. In order to get closer to the reality the curve is
noised with 20dB of white noise. It can be observed
that with the decrease of C the curvature of regression
line is lower and the number of preserved points
(support vectors) in highly curved regions is higher.
4. TURBINE BLADE EXAMPLE
This Section considers a real world example of the gas
turbine blade (Fig. 2b). The pressure side of the blade
represents smooth freeform surface, while its root has
high curvature. The surface on the pressure side is
scanned using set-up shown in Fig. 2a. The scanning
device – laser µε OptoNCDT1700-100 is put on the 2d
Cartesian manipulator. Laser measuring range is
100mm with 14 bit resolution. Measurement error due
to the tilt angles is 0.5% at ±30°. The accuracy of

Fig. 3. a) Original points in cross section at x=28mm;
b-d) Preserved points in the same cross section
manipulator is significantly lower: ±0.1mm. The
surface is scanned along y axis in successive cross
sections with the step of 0.2mm. Scanning speed was
100mm/s, and sampling rate 625Hz, which gives
resolution of 0.16mm. The obtained point cloud has
417,500 points and it is presented in Fig. 2c.
Points are structured into cross sections along which
the scanning is performed. Each of the obtained curves
is subjected to ε-SVR as previously described.
Parameter ε is set to 0.1mm, in accordance with
scanning device accuracy. Parameter C, on the other
hand is varied (Table 1).
ε-SVR gives support vectors that represent the
points that should be preserved. Nevertheless in smooth
areas support vectors are infrequent. Thus, in regions
where the distance between two subsequent support
vectors along abscissa was lower than 8mm the original
signal was uniformly downsampled by 8mm (50
samples). In highly curved regions support vectors are
dense and only they are preserved.
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Point data scanned in one typical cross section at
x=28mm are shown in Fig. 3a. Applying ε-SVR
together with uniform downsampling where needed,
the number of points is adaptively reduced. The points
on the pressure side surface are reduced by higher rate,
while at highly curved area at blade root the number of
preserved points is higher. Reduced point data for
C=10,000, C=100,000 and C=1,000,000 are shown in
Fig. 3b, 3c and 3d, respectively.
The points in x direction are downsampled
uniformly by 10 – the cross sections with the step of
2mm are taken. The number and percentage of
preserved points for different values of the cost

parameter C are shown in Table 1, while reduced point
clouds together with polynomial meshes created in
Catia are shown in Fig. 4.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a method for adaptive data point
reduction based on ε-SVR. It has been shown that SVR
represents a tool that can be effectively used for higher
reduction of data points at flat and lower reduction at
highly curved areas. Cost parameter C is suitable for
fine tuning of the number of preserved points. The Bspline kernel was selected as suitable for regression of
freeform curves. Nevertheless, B-spline is prone to
oscillation at smooth areas as can be observed in Fig.
3b-3d (y=70-100mm). In order to address this
shortcoming the use of combination of spline and Bspline kernel could be explored.
The main shortcoming of the proposed method is
the computation cost of SVR optimization problem,
which is very high even with the application of
sequential minimization algorithm.
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HOW THE OPEN INNOVATION CONCEPT AFFECT THE INNOVATIVE
ENTERPRISE STRATEGIES
Abstract: The subject of this paper is to show how the open innovation concept affect the innovative enterprise
strategies. The shift from closed to open model of innovation imposed the necessity to readjust the enterprise
strategies to these changes. Strategies would, therefore, necessarily need to be upgraded due to changes in the
relations between the subjects of innovative activity, need for a stronger connection and cooperation among them,
as well as the changes in the intellectual property management.
Key words: Innovation, Open Innovation, Strategies, Enterprise

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of open innovation, as one of the
importante trends leads to the transformation of
innovation policy in the companies. It significantly
affects the change of many known elements of the
innovation process, such as intelectual property rights,
capital markets, cooperation between the universities
and the companies etc. After an introduction, the
change of the innovation concept that evaluated from
linear to interactive model is explained. In the next
part, the main characteristics of closed and open
innovation concept are analyzed. In the ligt of these
changes the relatinoship between the company and it`s
environment is changed too. Basic characteristic of the
environment in which companies operate are now
networking and cooperation. That also leads to a new
way of intellectual property management and the
strengthening of the corporate entrepreneurship.
Corporate entrepreneurship involves the need that the
company looks for new attractive business
opportunities, and thus the strategic renewal. Several
types of such strategies are descripted in the
continuation of this paper. In the conclusion, the need
for these changes and directions for the further
harmonization are presented.
2. CHANGES IN CONCEPT OF INNOVATION
The traditional linear model of innovation is based
on the idea that research and development is the key to
innovations. In this model, [1] the innovation process is
described as a chain that links different activities in a
certain ordering. The chain starts with formal research
and development activities followed by applied
research and product development. The step after
product development is commercialization. According
to the linear model of innovation, more research and
development would generate more innovations. Low
research and development capacity could explain low
innovative activity. The policy implication to be drawn
from the linear model is rather straightforward;
innovations rely on R&D promotion.
Criticism against the linear model showed that the

innovation process did not work in such way [2]. Today
it is increasingly recognized that innovation extends
beyond formal research and development activities.
The ability of firms to innovate depends on their
networks with other firms and actors.
There are five main differences between the linear
and the interactive model of innovation [1]:
There is not just one process of innovation from
research to commercialization; rather, ideas are
generated and developed at all stages of
innovation, including production.
Basic research is not the only initiator stage. This
is not to imply that basic research pursued in
laboratories is irrelevant to innovation.
Rather than just being used as the starting point of
innovation, research results are used, in one form
or another, at all stages of the innovation process.
The relationship between basic research and
commercialization is too complex to be
understood as a straight-line relationship. There
are feedback loops at all stages.
The linear model reduces the contribution of the
people involved in innovation, to only the first
stages, while the interactive model makes it clear
that innovation can take place in all stages and by
different professions involved.
3. SHIFT FORM CLOSED TO OPEN
INNOVATION MODEL
For the most of the twentieth century enterprises [3]
were closed enough to their own ideas, to their own
manufacturing processes, to their own machines, to
their own scientists and workers. They couldn’t believe
in a network of exchanging information and knowledge
among the other companies. There were strategic
partners and alliances with severe contracts, protecting
the secrets of the company. Secrets were ideas and
inventions, closed inside the research labs of the
company. The research team should cooperate with the
development team for the accomplishing the
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company’s innovation. Problems were revealed from
this communication between the two departments of
research and development. Many companies put their
ideas coming from the research team on the shelf and
after a long time perhaps the development team use
these ideas. Many dangerous factors came from this
inventory, ideas sitting on the shelf, such as many
scientists, watching their ideas to wait, could not afford
it and resigned from their current position and went to a
better conditions of working and developing their
believes.
The view behind the closed innovation model is that
successful innovation requires control. It supposes that
enterprises must generate their own ideas and then
develop them, build them, market them, distribute
them, service them, finance them, and support them on
their own. This closed paradigm counsels enterprises to
be strongly self-reliant, because one cannot be sure of
the quality, availability, and capability of others’ ideas.
[4] The dominant logic behind closed innovation was
internally focused: enterprises invested in innovation,
which led to many breakthrough discoveries. These
discoveries enabled those enterprises to bring new
products and services to the market, to realize more
sales and higher margins because of these products, and
then to reinvest in more internal innovation, which led
to further breakthroughs. And because the intellectual
property (IP) that arises from this internal innovation
was closely guarded, rivals could barely exploit these
ideas for their own profit. That concept was closely
linked to mass-production and the rise of consumerism,
both feeding on strongly integrated enterprises and
markets. As mass markets were the dominant type of
markets, it was only logical that such innovation
structures promised to wipe out competition and enable
monopolistic rents.
Open innovation has emerged as a model where
firms commercialize both external and internal
ideas/technologies and use both external and internal
resources. [5] The boundary between a firm and its
surrounding environment is more porous, enabling
innovation to move easily between the two. In an open
innovation process, projects can be launched from
internal or external sources and new technology can
enter at various stages. Projects can also go to market
in many ways, [6] such as out-licensing or a spin-off
venture in addition to traditional sales channels.
Open innovation is described as [7] both a set of
practices for profiting from innovation and also a
cognitive model for creating, interpreting and
researching those practices.
Chesbrough defines open innovation as [8] the use
of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to
accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets
for external use of innovation, respectively. Open
Innovation is a paradigm that assumes that firms can
and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas,
and internal and external paths to market, as the firms
look to advance their technology. He describes how
companies in the 20th century have invested heavily in
internal research and development and hired the best
people – enabling them to develop the most innovative
ideas and protect them with intellectual property
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strategies. [5] The generated profit was used to reinvest
in research and development – in a virtuous circle of
innovation. However, in the end of the 20th century, a
number of factors have changed. The mobility of
knowledge workers increased and availability of
venture capital grow. [5] This has caused the closed
innovation process in firms to start breaking up.
Chesbrough identifies a number of factors
indicating a shift in how innovation was managed [6]:
Useful knowledge has become widely diffused
Companies do not take full advantage of the
wealth of information
Ideas that are not readily used can be lost
The value of an idea or a technology depend on its
business model
The presence of VC changes the innovation
process for everyone
Companies need to be active sellers and buyers of
intellectual property (IP)
4. CHANGES IN THE ENTERPRISE
STRATEGIES
In the altered relationship between the enterprize
and its environment in the light of oppen innovation, it
is growing the role of connectivity and networking
between
companies
and
their
environment.
Accoridngly, the basic charactristics of the
environment in which enteriprizes operate should be
networking
and
cooperation.
Cooperative
entrepreneurship meant that the company is ooking for
new attractive business opportunities, and thus strategic
renewal. It helps them to build new sources of
competitive advantage which will generate aboveaverage income or rebild their unique advantages by
using the results of innovation process. Successful
corporate entrepreneurship means that enterprize
usually has to go out of current operations and markets
in search of new opportunities.
The most important strategies in this regard are:
The Blue Ocean Strategy and
Strategy of new ventures
4.1. „Blue Ocean Strategy“
„Blue Ocean Strategy“ is commonly uded in
industries that record a fall and it is an example of how
to open a new market for the company.
„Blue Ocean“ is actually a market where there is a
little, or no competition [8] . Using this model of
strategy the company can outperform its competitors,
who limited their growth to gradually improvement
through the introduction and expansion of productive
activities in comercial areas where is great competition.
Elements of the „Blue Ocean Strategy“ are [8]:
Create uncontested market space-companies that
implement this strategy should not only seek a
market without competition, but they alone should
make them. This is possible due to rapid
development of technologies that open up new
opportunities for companies

Make the competition irellevant – instead of using
competition as a benchmark, by using this
strategy companies can go outside the borders of
certain economic activities so they could offer
new, different products. Here technological
innovation does not play a decissive role.
Create and capture new demand – means that
companies are not fighting in the current market,
but looking for good opportunites in unexplored
territory
Break the value/cost trade off – companies reject
the idea that the balance between value and cost is
necessary, but look for opportunities that will
bring benefits both in cost structure, and a unique
value for customera
Allign the whole system of a company`s activities
in pursuit of differentiation and low cost –
companies set up such a system for sustainable
business strategies by integrating tehe capacities,
prices and costs.
When companies once create and adopt „Blue
Ocean Strategy“ they quickly achieve economies of
scale, gain advantages in learning and achieve
synergies in all aspects of their organizational system.
This strategy opens a way for companies to achieve and
maintain competitive advantage, because it is very
difficult to imitate them.
4.2. Strategy of new ventures
Companies that use focused approach usually
separate corporate enterprise activities of other on
going opperation in the company. Corporate
entrepreneurship by using the capital for new corporate
ventures provides the achievement of the entreprneurial
goals independently form other company departments.
The advantage is reflected in the fact that members of
the entrepreneurial team leaves the freedom to work
without restrictions and constraints that impose the
organizational routine and norms. This ussually leads to
innovation and creativity.
Company form groups for new ventures, which aim
is to identify and assess the chances of success of the
enterprise. These groups tipically have greater powers
than the departments for research and development and
cooperate with the other organizational units within the
company, identify potential partners in the ventures,
collect resources and launch new products which are
the result of an innovative enterprise.
The volume of capital for new corporate ventures is
permanently increasing, especially in industries with
high growth potential, such as biotechnology and
technology. Some companies invest in technologies
simillar to its basic field enabling potential synergies in
future.

In the world of open innovation, where the basic
features of the environment in which companies
operate should be networking and cooperation, the new
management of intellectual property and corporate
entrepreneurship are strongly needed to solve problems
and ambiguities that arise between market demands and
internal entities. In this regard it is necessary to create a
response to these external and internal discontinuities.
Knowledge management should be in function to
empower each individual and the company to find
answers to unknown changes and to establish a process
of continuous improvement in compliance with the
strategic management of the company.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
If companies want to joint international trends and
creating of better competition position they should
implement the strategy of innovation and carried out
innovation continously to provide sofisticated markets.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE QUALITY OF SURFACE COATED PARTS
(DEPENDENCE OF ROUGHNESS OF MACHINING ALLOWANCE AND CUTTING
MODES)
Abstract: In this paper the dependence of the quality indicators (for example, the roughness parameter Ra) of
machined surfaces of parts with gas-thermal sprayed coating from powder PG-12N-01system Ni-Cr-B-Si, which had
coated flame-spraying of the following melting, the thickness in the range 0.6 ... 2.4 mm from the value of the
allowance and accepted of cutting modes are analyzed. The necessity is based of costs probability-statistical method
an appointment of allowances for the processing coatings and the specific sequence of technological influences
during it.
Key words: gas-thermal sprayed coating, flame coating, coating thickness, coating layer, cutting, a layer
processing, cutting speed, feed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The research results of cutting gas-thermal sprayed
coatings (GTSС), indicates that the physical and
mechanical properties of the latter within them have
considerable scatter, and the limits of variations of their
values depends on the coating thickness and deposition
spraying [1]. Also it is known that within the coating is
a interlayer, density and other indicators of quality
which is higher in comparison with the upper layers
and those that are adjacent to the base. Since the final
machining of workpieces with a coating (base +
coating) is realized out in the first place to achieve
one's object the specified quality surface finish (quality,
roughness, microhardness, etc.), it is necessary to
appoint such allowance for processing Z, the removal
its will form a working (machined) surface in the
highest quality interlayer o coatings. Since the cost of
parts from GTSC is proportional to the allowances, the
rational values of the latter would provide savings in
materials and energy during machining. Overstated
allowance for the machining of coatings, which are
practiced at the present time, usually provides accurate
size and shape, but because it is chosen intuitively by
far not always guarantees the required quality of the
surface (for example, the same roughness). Understated
allowance also does not provide the quality of
machined surfaces, in addition, gives to obtaining a
marriage for the dimensional characteristics. In general,
the processing gas-thermal coatings are blurred
established notions as: the maximum allowance, the
minimum allowance, nominal allowance, the average
allowance. As it will show below, the oscillation Z is
limited by the thickness (depth) coating area and
quality of its location within the coating, as well as the
location a certain thickness of the coating based on (the
depth of previous treatment basis under the coating).
Unfortunately, the computational-analytical method
for the determination allowances, which is based on
consideration factors that affects the previous
allowances and executing transition process, surface

treatment, and connects Z with limiting size of the
drive surface does not allow to receive the specified
guaranteed quality of surfaces in the processing of
coatings [2 ]. The reason is that, as a rule, the value of
the highest quality interlayer (its slowness to coating
thickness) and its location within the coating are
unknown. In addition, it is necessary to take into
account the ratio of coating thickness ha and a depth
previous treatment basis under the coating, a value
waviness of coating surface and to take into account the
fact that a range of thicknesses used in practice GTSС
(thickness in the range 0,5…3,0 mm) in the presence
of tools of polycrystalline super hard materials based
on cubic boron nitride (CBN-based PSHM) allows the
processing of gas-thermal (including, gas-flame)
coating in one pass. And the very definition of an
allowance for the first pass (relatively of the processing
coatings is often just one) processing workpieces
coated has its own specificity - must be considered as a
tolerance of the thickness the coating, and the tolerance
on size of the basis [2]. In the system the analytical
determination of allowances almost no databases and
regulatory materials for machining GTSС could be
found.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Consider previous in these circumstances it is
expedient in the determination of allowances for the
processing of coatings to switch to the use of
probabilistic-statistical method, which is based on a
probabilistic approach, which is theoretically more
correct. The mathematical statistical method gives an
opportunity to generalize the results of a large number
o experiments and provide a high level of accuracy of
both the allowance and its components.
To establish the relationship Ra working surfaces of
parts with coatings obtained by flame-spraying of the
following melting of powder PG-12N-01system Ni-CrB-Si, on the based choice Z and modes of processing
(cutting speed V and feed S).
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In order to determine the slowness of the thickness and
location of the highest quality in the gas-flame coating
interlayer with the following melting of the powder
PG-12N-01
(TC
48-4206-158-82,
PJSC.
"Toreztverdosplav") ha = 0,6…2,4 mm have been
applied on the basis of the 45 steel, a studded Ra
layerwise of machined surfaces 70 of the specimens,
simulators cylinder parts, dimensions ø44, 8 ... 45.0
mm x 100.0 ... 150.0 mm at different depths within the
coating h '.
Spraying was realized on specimens installation

Working gas
Oxygen + acetylene

Costs of
acetylene

Costs of
oxygen

m3/hour
1,00…1,05
6,0

KNPA-1,2M, had been designed by the department of
mechanical engineering and design of technical
systems Zhitomir State Technological University, at the
mode and to compliance to the parameters, had been
used and recommended for practical application of a
measurement, including [3] (Table 1.). Processing of
specimens was conducted out at the screw-cutting lathe
with continuously variable speeds and feeds 16B05AF1
lathe cutting tool equipped with a circular plate of the
PSTM based on the NSC - kiborita (RNMN090300T,
ø9,52 x 3.18 mm).

Pressure,
MPa

Costs of
powder,
kg/hour

Distance
ofspraying,
mm

The rate of movement of
the burner,
m/min

0,4

6,0

150

5,2…5,4

Table 1. Working gases, standards cost of the gases and the powder modes and parameters of the flame spraying of
coatings on the specimens
The modes of turning and tool geometrical
parameters were chosen based on a number of
recommendations, in particular [1]: V = 1,5 m /s; S =
0,1 mm /rev, rake angle - (-6 º); rear corner - 6 º.
After conducting experiments at a computer system
Mathcad Pro were analyzed the statistics of the were
processed surfaces Rа, previously had been obtained in
this study, based on regression models. Step by step
presentation of data such parameter as the depth
location of the machined surface inside the coating and
№
p/p
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

hп = 0,6 мм
h',
Rа,
мм
мкм
0,00 1,62
0,05 1,23
0,08 1,15
0,10 0,68
0,12 0,65
0,15 0,32
0,18 0,39
0,20 0,62
0,23 0,57
0,25 0,58
0,28 0,51
0,30 0,80
0,33 0,90
0,35 0,82
0,38 0,99
0,40 1,32
0,43 1,35
0,45 1,70
0,48 1,66
0,50 1,65
0,53 1,65
0,55 1,60
0,52 1,99
0,60 2,15
–
–

hп = 0,9 мм
h',
Rа,
мм
мкм
0,00 1,82
0,05 1,34
0,10 1,09
0,14 0,72
0,18 0,68
0,22 0,41
0,28 0,32
0,32 0,44
0,36 0,64
0,40 0,48
0,44 0,52
0,48 0,80
0,52 0,74
0,56 1,22
0,60 1,08
0,64 1,31
0,68 1,72
0,72 1,56
0,76 1,77
0,81 1,88
0,85 1,97
0,90 2,16
–
–
–
–
–
–

hп = 1,2 мм
h',
Rа,
мм
мкм
0,00 2,32
0,05 1,97
0,10 2,15
0,15 1,86
0,20 1,62
0,25 1,14
0,30 0,87
0,35 0,80
0,40 0,73
0,45 0,99
0,50 0,84
0,55 0,79
0,60 0,87
0,65 1,01
0,70 1,23
0,75 1,16
0,80 1,10
0,85 1,15
0,90 1,21
0,95 1,29
1,00 1,15
1,05 1,55
1,10 1,89
1,20 2,18
–
–

its determination allows the analysis of Rа, which had a
stochastic nature, by reducing the models regression to
the trend. The task the statistical analysis for each of
the coating thickness was to: 1) statistical evaluation of
the true meaning of Rаmin, depending on the location
of the machined surface, 2) assess the value of finding
the depth of the machined surface, corresponding to the
true value of Rаmin,, on the basis of statistical data. Rа
values of the treated surfaces located at different h ', are
given in Table 2.

hп = 1,5 мм
h ',
Rа,
мм
мкм
0,00 2,12
0,08 1,56
0,16 1,72
0,24 1,96
0,32 1,34
0,40 0,76
0,48 0,48
0,56 0,52
0,64 0,63
0,72 0,96
0,80 0,85
0,88 0,79
0,96 1,02
1,04 0,92
1,12 1,17
1,20 1,27
1,28 1,15
1,36 1,44
1,44 1,82
1,50 2,07
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

hп = 1,8 мм
h',
Rа,
мм
мкм
0,00 2,44
0,10 2,06
0,20 1,74
0,30 1,15
0,40 0,97
0,50 0,62
0,60 0,72
0,70 0,86
0,80 0,68
0,90 0,92
1,00 1,12
1,10 1,07
1,20 1,14
1,30 1,09
1,40 1,43
1,50 1,39
1,60 1,56
1,70 1,83
1,80 2,04
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

hп = 2,1 мм
h',
Rа,
мм
мкм
0,00 2,15
0,10 2,22
0,20 1,68
0,30 1,32
0,40 0,57
0,50 0,45
0,60 0,34
0,70 0,49
0,80 0,68
0,90 0,57
1,00 0,87
1,10 0,77
1,20 1,23
1,30 1,17
1,40 1,48
1,50 1,73
1,60 1,71
1,70 1,66
1,80 2,01
1,90 1,97
2,00 2,02
2,10 2,32
–
–
–
–
–
–

Table 2. The Ra surfaces had been treated at different h 'inside a coating of PG-12N-01
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hп = 2,4 мм
h',
Rа,
мм
мкм
0,00 2,24
0,10 2,16
0,20 1,63
0,30 1,25
0,40 0,91
0,50 0,82
0,60 0,73
0,70 0,58
0,80 0,79
0,90 0,86
1,00 0,99
1,10 1,15
1,20 1,06
1,30 1,21
1,40 1,18
1,50 1,19
1,60 1,23
1,70 1,45
1,80 1,56
1,90 1,88
2,00 1,79
2,10 1,91
2,20 2,14
2,30 2,38
2,40 2,49

The first task was solved by building a statistical
analysis of the confidence interval for the true meaning
of Rаmin. For the trend model, Rа, subject to that the
equation of the model (trend) was a convex function (as
we know, such a function always exists a global
minimum), it was found the expected (average
minimum) value of Rаmin, that is, the center of the
confidence interval, and as its boundary.

Fig. 1. An approximation of the curve Ra depending on
h '(ha = 0.6 mm)
Based on the graph (Fig. 1.), the upper limit of the
confidence interval as a line parallel to the axis of the

depth of the machined surface inside the coating, the
trend intersects the graph at two points, abscissas of
which are the upper and lower limits of the confidence
interval of the values of h ', which is responsible the
true value of Rаmin.
The confidence interval covers the true value Rаmin
with a probability of 0.99, as forecast. Hence, it appears
that the confidence interval of the values of h ', which
corresponds to the true value of Rаmin, cover it well
with a probability of 0.99.
According to the above have been set forth, for each
of the studied ha (0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4 mm) were built by
their confidence intervals, with a probability of 0.99
that cover the true values of h ', corresponding to the
true meaning of Rаmin .
Subsequent task of statistical analysis of
experimental data processing was to evaluate the
dependence of Rаmin from ha. For realization this
analysis, a sampling of four ha (0.6; 1.2; 1.8; 2.4 mm)
was insufficient. Therefore, additional specimens have
been treated with ha = 0.9, 1.5 and 2.1 mm. In Table 3.
for each with a 7 ha is a list of equations approximation
of curves (trends), according to statistics Rа
dependence on h ', and are based on trends in the upper
and lower limits of the confidence intervals of the true
values of h', corresponding to the true Rаmin.

ha

The equation of curve approximation

0,6
0,9
1,2
1,5
1,8
2,1
2,4

Rа = 1,32758 – 4,99929h' + 29,55725h'1,2
Rа = 1,38705 – 19,49908h' + 21,16938h'1,2
Rа = 2,21190 – 15,59690h' + 14,90000h'1,2
Rа = 1,86006 – 12,00018h' + 11,26888h'1,2
Rа = 2,06310 – 11,09320h' + 9,97100h'1,2
Rа = 1,99210 – 10,62118h' + 9,44807h'1,2
Rа = 1,65210 – 7,62660h' + 6,61360h'1,2

The lower limit of
the confidence
interval
0,05075
0,10554
0,19650
0,15450
0,32600
0,24613
0,32520

The upper limit of
the confidence
interval
0,32803
0,45970
0,87600
1,04764
1,10420
1,30452
1,41310

Table 3. Results of statistical data processing
Further statistical analysis was constructed of
models approximation of the upper and lower limits of
confidence intervals h' (Fig. 2.).
In the graphs (see Fig. 2.) it can determine the
location of the coating layer, inside which can be
guaranteed to receive the surface with the lowest Rа.
For example, to coating ha = 1 mm should be
prescribed treatment with Z in the range 0.14 ... 0.64
mm. By these same figures for coatings ha = 1.0 ... 2.4
mm, it can choose Z = 0,32 ... 0,67 mm, coating ha =
1.5 ... 2.4 mm - Z = 0,32 ... 1 00 mm. Finally Z is
necessary to determine the value of paying attention to
the deterioration of the working surface and the depth
of the selected treatment basis under the previous
coating. Should try to coating both have a certain
thickness on the basis that the beginning of the higher
quality of the layer coincides with the working surface
detail, and the value does not exceed the allowable
depreciation of its length inside the coating.
Given the machined working surface roughness of
the parts with coating, was located in the qualitative
criterion of Rа layer, can be achieved by varying
cutting conditions - in this case, - V and S (do not

forget that the processing of the specimens was being
realized out at the recommended (generalized) for this
class of coatings modes .)
For this purpose, two-factor experiment was
conducted to determine the dependence of Ra = f (V,
S). The specimens were being treated with ø45 mm x
100 mm (coating PG-12N-01, ha = 1.5 mm) with an
allowance that ensured the formation of a working
surface in the high-quality coating layer.
The result of this experiment was a mathematical
relationship Ra = –3,60 – 0,03V0,20 +
+ 12,50V0,08S0,08 – 12,30S0,20, it allowed
to
determine V and S to obtain the required surface
roughness.
Since GTSС heterogeneous in nature, in order to
ensure the required quality of working surfaces is
necessary to consider during their mechanical
treatment. In this case it is advisable to move to a new
technique for designing processing –to take in mind of
the properties the material the details (in this case - it is
the coating material) and to provide a sequence of
technological influences, depending on the operational
requirements for it.
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microhardness and wear resistance, and to orient them
to the theoretical justification of methods for
determining the location of the highest quality within
the coating different criteria for the layers. This will
provide an opportunity to unify the value of allowances
for processing GTSС from different powders and
different ranges of thickness.
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ANALYSIS OF TOPOGRAPHY OF CYLINDERS MACHINED BY CUTTING TOOLS
Abstract: Surface of real body is complex. On the real surface there are many different errors and irregularities in
the macro, micro and nano level. Errors can be both at the mass level and the level of geometric tolerances and
substantively influence the processes of friction and wear processes of elements of tribo-mechanical systems. In
nature there are no absolutely smooth surfaces. Unevenness, resulting from semi-rough and final operations, can
cause major or minor irregularities of triboelements. In this paper the surface topography of cylinder caused by
machining by cutting tools and the topography of cylinder surface during the life cycle are analyzed.
Key words: Topography, rollers, tools for machining, wear, tribo-mechanical system.

1. INTRODUCTION
The topography of the contact surfaces has a great
influence on the wear and working life of tribomechanical systems, but these influences are still not
well examined. Contact surface of elements of tribomechanical systems after final machining is never
absolutely smooth. Technological heritage incurred as a
result of semi-rough and final operations is
characterized by the parameters of the topography or
the topography of contact surfaces 1,2 . The geometric
parameters of the contact surfaces under the influence
of plastic deformation, formation of other structures
and destruction of surfaces during friction are greatly
affected. Starting topography, caused by machining
technology which becomes exploitation is constantly
changing throughout the life cycle 2,3 .

bodies in contact. The process of forming friction
connections and their breaking is constantly lasting
during the forming of contacts and movement of one
element along the other.

Fig. 1 General tribological contact

2. CONTACT SURFACES TOPOGRAPHY
Real surfaces in engineering, no matter how
carefully or expensive they have been prepared, could
not have perfect geometry. Taking errors in appearance
and form of elements of tribo-mechanical system into
consideration surface roughness always exists and it is
obvious if analyzed using appropriate devices. Each
contact of two surfaces that belong solid has a discrete
nature and it is carried out in certain number of points.
When two such surfaces burden, the load will first be
transferred to their tops of surface roughness or
unevenness. The geometry of individual contact points
and manner of real contact bulges arrangement along
the normal or natural contact surface are obviously
interesting to tribologist in an attempt to predict the
overall behavior or the history of contact.
Tribological contact is shown in Fig. 1. 4 . The
characteristic elements of the tribological model and
possible situation can be seen in this figure, where the
contact of the two surfaces that is relatively moving can
arise tribological problems. Moving of element 1 along
element 2 can be achieved with the proper use of
energy in breaking the friction connections formed in
the contact zone on the top of unevenness of both

Fig. 2 Schematic design of surface topography obtained
by grinding method
Roughness of the surface machined by grinding process
is a result of material removal process, because the
cutting elements for grinding leave furrows on the
ground surface (Fig. 2).
Phenomenon of friction in the contact zones of tribomechanical systems of all types is the main cause of
energy dissipation in mechanical systems. It is believed
that 30 to 50% of the total energy consumed in the
industry for relative moving is spent on friction force.
Another process in tribo-mechanical systems is a
process of moving masses. In the process of making
contact mass transfer occurs between elements and vice
versa.
Mass change of elements in contact, change of their
shape or dimensions leads eventually to its inability to
perform its function or interruption of service of the
tribo-mechanical system. After replacing worn element
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by new one, tribo-mechanical system is once again able
to continue to perform its function.
Interaction between the surfaces during relative motion
is a complex phenomenon that involves changes of
surfaces of basic materials and any coating created
between the two surfaces. These changes are caused by
temperature change at the surface, the change in the
chemical composition of the surface, changes in
metallurgical properties of some layers as well as
changes in the physical properties of the lubricant at
increased load and temperature created by relative
motion. Temperature changes at place of surface
interaction appear due to the heat generated as a result
of friction. Geometrically complex of surfaces in
engineering illustrates how the movement of cutting
tools and the nature of the material. The shape of the
surface in contact, in principle, is affected by the two
types of errors, macro and micro errors. Macro errors
are appeared when the form of element deviates from
some ideal geometric dimensions and geometric
shapes, or in case of geometric errors of position.
Micro errors include waviness and roughness (Fig. 3)
1,4,5 .

Fig. 3. The components of surface topography: the total
profile (1) represents the combined effects of
waviness (2) and roughness (3) superimposed on
the geometric shape or form of the component
surface.
In reality, surface of each body is extremely complex.
Its condition is so different from geometric regularity
and experts tend to use certain parameters in order to
prove how much that surface is distorted.
The study of surfaces is relatively new. Therefore,
testing of surfaces raises more questions for
technologists and tribologists, such as: What is the
optimal surface? Is it possible for an application to find
just a special surface that will optimally be suitable for
the working conditions? Why are sliding surface
inclined to heat loads? Why pieces from wear process
between the contact surfaces are plastically deformed
despite reasonably low contact loads?
Although it is possible to answer on some of these
issues with a current knowledge, many others remain
the subject of modern research.
Topography of ground surface has been studied by
many authors, but the unambiguous laws have not yet
achieved.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Rollers on which the topography parameters were
measured are elements of extrusion line. Extrusion line
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is a plant for the production of foils andplates. It is
consists of three extruders. The largest extruder has a
worm with diameter of 90mm, medium extruder has a
worm with diameter of 60mm and the smallest extruder
has worm with 45mm diameter. The total capacity of
the extrusion line is 300kg / h. The extrusion line has
two tools. One tool is for producing single-layer and
three-layer foils and plates, thickness of 1mm to 5 mm
and width of 400mm to 1000mm. Another tool is for
producing single-, double-layer, three-layer and fivelayer foils thickness of 0.5 to 3 mm, a width of 300mm
to 700mm. Cooling (crystallization) of the foil is done
by rollers (calendaring) that are heated by hot water
(Fig. 4). Upper roller diameter is 380mm and the two
bottom rollers have a diameter of 500mm. Cutting of
foils to the correct width is done by using two circular
blade. At the end of the line for the extrusion is device
for foil winding or plates cutting to the given
dimensions.

Fig. 4. First Rollers
Raw materials (granule, regenerate, master-butch) are
put into the basket at the entrance of the extruder using
the dispensing system. Worms trigger mass which
melts at temperatures of 180 Celsius degrees to 250
Celsius degrees and inside the tool thickness and width
of the foil are formed.
The concept of swallow tail is about the look of tools
where the mass came from the extruder is distributed in
width and thickness, and the output from the tool forms
a width. A gap between the rolls determines the final
foil thickness.
Rollers were machined by grinding tools, nitrated and
highly polished (Fig. 4). Additional machining is done
in the case of damage by the nitrating and high polish.
Parameters of rollers topography were analyzed on
three rollers that were in operation and the number of
measurement points along the length and circumference
of the cylinder is 5 (Fig. 5.).
Measurement of topography parameters was performed
with Surface Roughness Tester device SJ-301Mitutoyo.
In Fig. 5. roughness parameters, profile and percentage
distribution curve of profile bearing at the first roller
for the measurement point number 3 are given.

Fig. 7. Roughness parameters in extensive points for
the first roller on the right end

Fig. 8. Roughness parameters in extensive points for
the first roller in the middle

Fig. 5. Measurement points of the length and
circumference of the cylinder number I and
roughness parameters, profile and percent
distribution curve of profile bearing at roller I
measuring point 3

Fig. 6. Roughness parameters in the axial points for the
first roller

Fig. 9. Roughness parameters in the axial points for the
second roller

Fig. 10. Roughness parameters in extensive points for
the second roller at the right end
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Fig. 11. Roughness parameters in extensive points for
the second cylinder in the middle

rollers are located outside the area of the exploitation of
these and they are 50mm away from the frontal side of
the rollers. In all three rollers inside measuring point
are in the exploitation area.
In Fig. 6, 9 and 12 roughness parameters are smaller in
area which is not exploitable than in exploitation area.
Roughness parameters in the extensive points of
exploitation area vary, but are still within the permitted
tolerances. Based on the analysis of roughness
parameters for all 75 measurement points can be
observed that the least variation is for Ra, Rq and R3z,
and the greatest variation is for Ry and Rz Rt.
4. CONCLUSION
Quality of machined surface has a significant impact on
the performance of tribo-mechanical element. The
topography is defined in exploitation area and in the
area which is not exploitable for all three rollers. Based
on the analysis of experimental measurement results it
can be concluded that the roughness parameters are
slightly higher in the exploitation area.

Fig. 12. Roughness parameters in the axial points for
the third roller
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APPLICATION OF A NEW DEVICE FOR MEASURING HARD COATINGS
THICKNESS UNIFORMITY APPLIED ON LARGE SIZE TOOLS
Abstract: A novel design of equipment for measuring the thickness of thin surface films is presented in this article.
In comparison to previous designs the new one brings a possibility to change the test ball position. This allows
thickness measurement of coatings applied on large tools. This is of special importance because it is difficult to
achieve uniform thickness on large tools and thickness measurement is not possible by using standard equipment.
All tests were conducted on steel discs coated with 0.8 µm thick TiN hard coating. Prior to the coating deposition
sample surfaces were prepared to a different degree of surface roughness. Obtained results show that the new
equipment can be successfully used on large-sized coated tools if a proper measurement method is chosen.
Keywords: ball crater test, thickness, hard coating, large tools

1. INTRODUCTION

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

There is a great number of different tests used for
coating thickness determination, such as profilometry
[1], scanning electron microscopy [2] ball cratering
method [3] and others. Among them the ball crater test
stands up as the mostly used and favorable because it is
fast, accurate, inexpensive and can be used of single
and multilayered coatings. The test can be used to
measure the thickness from 0.1 to 50 µm. Some
companies which produce coating research equipment
refer to this test as calotest. The test has found
widespread use in measuring the thickness of hard and
super-hard coatings which are very important for the
field of mechanical engineering, particularly in the area
of production tools. Casting dies, especially the ones
used for pressure casting appear to have significantly
large dimensions. Measurement of coating thickness on
different areas of such large tools is not possible by
using standard ball cratering equipment. When it is not
possible to measure the coating thickness, evaluation of
the deposition process quality is significantly affected.
Lately, the so called industrial calotester [4] was
introduced. This device gives a possibility to measure
the thickness of surface layers applied on mechanical
parts which have larger dimensions. However, this
device is characterized by relatively complicated and
expensive design. Therefore, we decided to propose a
novel design of a ball cratering device which can be
easily produced and on low costs. It is proposed that
drive shaft have a large overhang, which would enable
measurement of coating thickness on different surfaces
of large tools.

2.1 Principle of ball crater test

Fig. 1. Schematic of coating thickness measurement
A rotating hardened steel sphere with a known diameter
is pressed onto the surface of a coated test sample or an
actual coated mechanical component. Diamond
abrasive paste is applied to the sphere and as it rotates
the crater is abraded through the coating to the
substrate [5]. The normal force applied on the sample is
determined by the ball weight and angle of the sample
holder. The ball is rotated via the via the drive shaft
with adjustable rotating speed. A schematic of the ball
crater test is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Typical crater formed after testing a) monolayer,
b) multilayer coating [5]
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The resulting crater is observed by optical microscope
and distances “x” and “y” are measured (Fig. 2). The
thickness of the coating is calculated according to
sample geometry. Captured images can be stored for
future references which is particularly useful when the
coating equipment is part of a production department.

2.2 Types of ball crater test devices and their
application
Two types of ball crater test devices can be
commercially found:
• Compact calotest device
• Industrial calotest device
Compact calotest device (Fig. 4a) is used to measure
coating thickness on small samples that can be mounted
on a holder [4].

a)

Fig. 3. Determining the coating thickness on a flat
sample [5]
Ball crater test can be applied on flat samples, sphere
and cylinder samples. Thickness of the coating applied
on flat samples can be determined in the following
manner (see Fig. 3):

s =T −t

(1)

b)
Fig. 4. Types of ball crater test devices : a) compact
calotest, b) industrial calotest [4].
Industrial calotest (Fig. 4b) has several advantages:
the motorized shaft on which the ball rotates is held by
an adjustable arm which allows great flexibility in how
the ball is positioned on the sample. For particularly
bulky samples which are too big to be mounted in the
sample holder provided, the complete arm and motor
assembly can be removed and directly clamped to the
side of the sample.

where T present the depth of penetration:

T = R−(

1
4R2 − D 2 )
2

(2)

t is the depth of penetration in substrate:

t = R−(

1
4R 2 − d 2 )
2

(3)

Finally the coating thickness can be determined:

s=

1
( 4R 2 − d 2 − 4R 2 − D 2 )
2

(4)

If d ≈ D and D ↔ R it follows that:

s=
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xy
2R

(5)

Fig. 5. Position of the bearings in eccentricity
measurements: a) Position of gathered bearings,
b) Position of widespread bearings

The schematic of new equipment for characterization
of large tools is presented in Fig. 5. In order to test the
applicability of the device for accurate coating
thickness determination the eccentricity of drive shaft
for different bearing positions was determined (see Fig.
5). Each measurement was repeated 3 times. After
these tests, thickness of TiN coating applied on
polished and grounded samples was determined, again
with test ball positioned on two different positions. Test
balls of two different sizes were used 17.15 mm and 27
mm. Optical microscopy was used for determination of
crater dimension.
a) Grounded sample

3. RESULTS
The results of eccentricity measurements are
presented in Table 1.

angle of
measurement
0
90
180
270
angle of
measurement
0
90
180
270

gathered bearings
between bearings
on overhang
1
2
3
1
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,5
11
11
12
0,3
0,5
0,9
26
27
29
0,9
0
0,1
11
11
12
widespread bearings
between bearings
on overhang
1
2
3
1
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,5
0,6
0,6
12
13
14
0,1
0,7
0,5
25
24
26
0,2
0
0
11
9
10

b) Polished sample
Fig. 7. Mean value of coating thickness

Table 1. Shows the oscillation of the shaft during the
measurement influencing the imprint form
Crater dimensions needed for calculation of coating
thickness are determined by using the software
"ScopePhoto". The method used is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Image of the crater formed when measuring on
the overhang

Fig. 6. Example of determination of the crater radius
Mean values of the coating thickness of polished and
grounded samples measured with ball of two different
diameters at two different ball and bearing positions are
presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. shows elliptical print obtained on the overhang.
The wear of the coating takes place at an angle when it
is conducted on the overhang do too oscillation of the
shaft. The angle is measured by line being horizontal,
i.e. parallel to the base, and the other line parallel with
the trace of wear.
The influence of the angle of wear on dispersions of
coating thickness measured on the left and right sides
of the imprint can be described by equation 7.

S R = (1 −

cos α
) ⋅ SL
5

(7)

Where:
SL - medium-measured value of coating thickness on
the left mark
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SR - computed value of the coating thickness on the
right track
α - angle tear lines in the horizontal relation
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THE EFFECTS OF CUTTING PARAMETERS AND TOOL WEAR ON THE
ROUGHNESS OF MACHINED SURFACE
Abstract: This paper presents the results of milling experiments performed by the machining center Lola HMC 500.
Milling of carburized steel was done by F40M-Seco face mill tool under different machining spindle speeds and
cutting speed. Experiment was conducted with new and worn out tools (with blunted edges) coated with same type of
TiN coating. After the milling, morphology of machined surfaces was examined by SEM and the parameters of the
surface roughness were determined by perthometer. Obtained results clearly demonstrate the correlation between
the machined surface roughness and the blunting of the cutting tool. Such correlation allows quick decision on tool
replacement or chanching milling parameters by monitoring surface roughness.
Key words: Tool wear, face mill, TiN coating.

1. INTRODUCTION
Trends in the metal industry influence development
of cutting tools. Given that mechanical engineers are
constantly looking for new materials that are lighter,
and at the same time have better mechanical properties,
cutting tool designers need to develop tools that can
process the new materials with the highest possible
level of productivity. Tool geometry [1] and protective
coatings [2] [3] give tools longer life time. As it is very
difficult to achieve a better surface finish with cutting
processes, the connection between micro (preparation
of cutting edges) [1] and macro (tool rake surface
topography) cutting tool geometry is becoming
increasingly important. Because of the need for
maximum tool utilization, the determination of
appropriate time for tool replacement because of tool
wear becomes a big problem. [4] This study was
therefore conducted by using a completely new tool
and a blunt tool, comparing the surface roughness of
the processed workpieces.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Experimental testing is based on the sample
processed by a blunt and sharp tool, using different
processing parameters in order to gain insight into the
difference in the quality of machined surface due to
wear of tools. Therefore, the aim of this experimental
research is the understanding the impact of tool wear
on the surface quality of the workpiece and the
importance of timely replacement of damaged tools.
For this purpose the preparation of samples of low
carbon steel were conducted on a horizontal machining
center LOLA 500 [5] in HMC Company LLC Indjija
techniques. For processing the samples were used two,
exactly the same cutting tools (MM08 face mills F40M
R05 with TiN protective coatings, manufacturer Seco
Tools) with the exception that one of the tools was out
of use due to reaching the critical level of wear and
failure to achieve desired surface finish, while the other
tool was new. In the course of the experiment cutting

parameters (spindle speed, velocity and feed) were
varied, using both tools on the same sample. Samples
were processed with a blunt and sharp tool with
identical parameters. After processing, the roughness of
the samples was examined by a perthometer after
which the comparisons of mean and maximum height
roughness of the samples were defined. Besides
roughens tests, samples were subjected to a stereo
microscope and SEM to capture the morphology of
treated areas and tools cutting edge (new and worn).
2.1 Workpice
The tested specimens were made of low carbon
steel Č.1221, which belongs to the group of hardening
steels. The chemical composition of the material of the
samples is given in Table 1. Sample dimensions were
Ø24 mm x 5 mm and surface preparation was done by
grinding.
C
Si
Mn
P
S
0,12÷0,8
≤0,40 0,30÷0,60 ≤0,035
≤0,035
Tab. 1. The chemical composition of the material % [6]
2.2 Cutting tool
For the purpose of this experimental study eight
millimeters face mills were used, with three cutting
edges and protective coating TiN MM08 F40M R05,
manufacturer Seco Tools (Fig. 1a). The surface of this
tool is coated with a PVD TiN layer (Fig. 1b) for fine
processing and medium rough milling. Tools with this
coating are designed for milling with small steps and /
or low cutting speeds. It is excellent for milling in
conditions where there is danger of vibration in terms
of application of the coolant and lubricant. It is
recommended for treatment of super alloys.

Ti(C,N)+(Ti,Al)N+TiN
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Face mill MM08 F40M R05 [7]
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2.3 Cooling lubricant chemicals (CLC)
CLC used for this investigation is the experimental
synthetic liquid BIOSINT 050, FAM manufacturers.
BIOSINT 050 is a synthetic biodegradable concentrate
for forming a water solution that provides high-quality
cooling, lubrication and corrosion protection. High
quality surface processing and workable hardened steel,
cast iron, non-ferrous metals. It is used for the
operation of turning, milling, drilling, reaming and
grinding the typical processing conditions, high
resistance and high temperature. Performance of
cutting fluids is given in Table 2. This concentrate is
used for tests mixed with water at a concentration of
3% [8].
Viscosity on 40°C Density on 20°C
pH-value
[mm2/s]
[g/ml]
(5% in wather)
4,0
1,040
8,0
Table 2. Cutting fluids properties [8]
2.4 Processing parameters
Processing of samples was performed using two
cutting speeds and two spindle speed (n): 2000 and
4000 rpm. There was performed a variation of feed (f):
500, 1000 and 2000 mm/min, in combination with the
erlier mentioned spindle speeds. Depending on the
combination of spindle speed and feed, there were
recorded following values of feed (f): 0.125, 0.25, 0.5
and 1 rpm. Cutting depth of 0.3 mm was maintained
constant during the test.
3. RESULTS
Tool wear mechanisms occur during the
experimental tests are summarized and discussed in this
section. Also, we made a comparison of the surface
roughness of the samples processed by sharp and blunt
tools with identical cutting parameters.
3.1 Processing parameters
In Fig. 2. is given an overview of the state of
cutting edges of worn tools. It is evident that some of
the cutting edges wear different during application. The
conclusion is reached by analyzing these images, that
each edge doesn’t wear the same intensity (top cutting
edges 1 significantly less damage compared to the
cutting edge 2 and 3, while the dorsal area of cutting
edge 3 is significantly less damaged compared with the
dorsal surfaces of cutting edges 1 and 2). Therefore,
when one of the cutting edges reaches a critical level of
wear, the tool must be replaced regardless of the degree
wear of other cutting edges.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the state of cutting edeges of
blunted tool
The worst damage suffered the second cutting edge. A
more detailed insight into wear of the cutting edge of
this peak is shown in Fig. 3. The dominant type of wear
of the cutting edge is a great damage to the top of the
cutting wedge (Fig. 3a). BSE footage of this part of the
cutting edge (Fig. 3b) shows the width of the zone on
the cutting edge where there has been a removal of
protective coating. After removal of the coating, tool
wear continued to be carried out by the wear
mechanisms of uncoated tools. Therefore, because of
the severe processing regime, the process of wear
became more and more intense. In this way one can
explain the severe damage to the top of the cutting
edge.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. SEM image. Viwe of cuttin edge 2 wear
3.2 Wear mechanisms of new cutting tool
In order to gain insight into the influence of tool
wear on the surface quality of the workpiece, a new
tool was used for the processing of samples.
Figure 4 provides an overview of the state of the new
tools cutting edges. In the picture you can see that the
cutting edges of the tool suffered far less damage than
the blunt tool. Also, it is possible to note that even with
a new tool; different cutting edges do not wear the
same intensity.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. SEM image. Viwe of damaged cuttin edge 3

Fig. 4. Overview of the state of cutting edeges of new
tool
The analysis of images obtained by SEM by
observating tool cutting edge surfaces have identified
two important defects present on cutting edges 2 and 3
On the cutting edge 2 there was a localized rupture of
the coating, while on the rake surface of cutting edge 3
occurred a removal of the protective coating.
The following image shows details of two cutting
edges, where there has been considerable damage to the
coating. Fig. 5a shows great damage to the cutting
edge, and paste formed on the dorsal surface right by
the damage. From the picture it can be concluded that
the paste was formed by the parts of the broken cutting
edge. BSE recording of this zone (Fig. 5b) confirmed
the hypothesis and the picture clearly shows that the
material from which the paste is formed corresponds to
the base metal of the tool. Broken off parts of the
cutting edge, immediately after the rupture, welded to
the rear surface and thus form a paste. Such damage
could result in a stroke that occurred during processing.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. SEM image. Viwe of damaged cuttin edge 2

3.3 Surface quality
Tools, in which the degree of wear was analyzed in
the previous section, is based on analyzing samples of
low carbon steel. During the experiment, the surfaces
where treated with different processing parameters
(Table 3). After processing, surfaces were measured
using a surface roughness pertometer and surface
quality was evaluated by comparing the maximum and
average surface roughness.
The following table shows the processing parameters
on the surface of some samples, as well as the values of
average (Ra) and maximum roughness (Rmax).
Tool

Sample
1

Blunt

2
3
4

New

5
6

Ra [μm] Rmax [μm]

Side

n [rpm]

f [mm/min]

Left

2000

1000

2,394

12,20

Right

4000

2000

2,486

22,10

Left

4000

1000

3,587

22,30

Right

2000

2000

2,824

19,20

Left

2000

500

2,732

17,40

Right

4000

500

3,166

32,70

Left

4000

500

0,771

5,91

Right

2000

500

0,720

4,85

Left

2000

1000

0,811

5,05

Right

4000

1000

0,970

6,84

Right

4000

2000

0,963

5,81

Table 3. Processing parameters of the surface and
values of Ra and Rmax
The analysis of data presented in the above table
clearly shows that the surface roughness of the samples
processed by the blunt tool is significantly higher than
the surface roughness treated with the new tool. It is
evident that with increasing of spindle speed, with an
unchanged feed, you get a poorer surface quality. Also,
the maximum roughness was achieved by processing
the samples with 4000 rpm.
Fig. 6. shows the dependence of the average roughness
and spindle feed at a constant speed. The treatment of
the sample with a blunt tool at 2000 mm/min, there is a
notable decrease of average height with increase of
spindle speed, while for all other values the average
roughness increases with increasing of spindle speed
(for new tool slightly).

Detail of damage to the rake area of cutting edge 3 is
shown in the following figure. This damage could be a
place where there has been a removal of protective
coating. The size of this damage was measured in Fig.
6a, where it is clear that its length is about 280 µm and
width of 80 µm. BSE footage of damage, as shown in
Fig. 6b, shows that at this point, there has really been
removal of the coating. Given that this is a new tool, it
can be concluded that the adhesion of coating on this
part of the rake area was not satisfactory.
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the increase in the surface roughness. This phenomenon
is more pronounced for worn tools than new unused
tools.
One of the important conclusions which occurred as
part of this experiment, is the fact that cutting edges of
cutting tools do not wear the same manner and with the
same intensity in the processing of workpieces.
Therefore, the timely replacement of worn tools
depends solely on the degree of wear for the most
damaged cutting.
Fig. 6. Dependence of Ra to n at a constant f
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4. CONCLUSION
In practices the method for evaluation of surface
quality is a suitable criterion for evaluation of tool
wear. Therefore, an experiment was made with a brand
new and a blunt tool, under various processing modes.
The results clearly showed that the worn tool surface
quality differs significantly in terms of changes in Ra
and Rmax.
It is noted that the change in the parameter values also
affect the surface quality, as well as application of the
new and blunt tool. Increasing of spindle speed leads to
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INVESTIGATION OF GAUSSIAN AND 2RC FILTRATION IN SURFACE
ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENT FROM THE STANDPOINT OF AMBIGUITIES IN
STANDARDS. PART I-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Abstract: This investigation provides an elaboration of the significance that the software filtering process has in
determining roughness profile from primary profiles. The analysis explored the Gaussian and 2RC filters as the
most frequently used filters in practical measurements. Shortcomings and disadvantages of Gaussian filter were
examined, along with the possible effects on the determination of roughness profile. En emphasis is placed on the
phase distortion of mean line obtained by using 2RC filter and its possible effects on the determination of the
roughness profile. Certain ambiguities and differences in terms of the filtering that stem from the International ISO
standards and ASME B46.1-2002 standard are illustrated.
Key words: Software filtration, Profile filter, Gaussian filter, 2RC filter

1. INTRODUCTION
(GENERAL INFORMATION AND DILEMMAS)
A typical engineering surface consists of a range of
spatial frequencies. High frequencies or short
wavelength components are referred to as roughness,
medium frequencies as waviness and low frequency
components as form [1]. Review of geometric structure
of the surface as a deviation from form, waviness and
roughness is widely accepted and standardized
[2,3,4,5,6,7]. Such separation is illustrated in Fig. 1 [2].
The idea for such separation of surfaces originates from
the fact that roughness, waviness and form have
various effects on the functionality of parts from
several standpoints and hence such classification is
considered as an important segment of surface texture
analysis, according to [8].
A separation of this type may have offered more
accurate and wider description of the effects of
roughness, waviness and form upon some tribological
processes that occur during the exploitation of parts, on
one hand, but on the other hand, a rather significant
dilemma has emerged: where is the actual boundary
that divides roughness, waviness and form?
Flaw
(unspecified)

Normal section

Normal
surface

Lay
Total profile
(includes error in
geometric form)
Waviness profile
(roughness heights
attenuated)
Roughness profile
(waviness heights attenuated)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of surface characteristics [2]
What to compare the measured roughness profile to,
when surface texture (which exists only physically)

consists of roughness, waviness and form.
This dilemma may be the fundamental drive of
researchers engaged in surface metrology. The
separation of roughness, waviness and form from
measured profile can be made through a filtration
process. Two filtration methods have prevailed in the
measurement technique development, known as E
filtration system and M filtration system [8,9]. Е
filtration system uses the envelope method (rolling a
ball with certain diameter against surface) and is a
mechanical filtration system characteristic of the oldest
measuring instruments. The E system is once again
finding new relevance, particularly with the
introduction of morphologial filtering in the
international Standards ISO/TS 16610-40:2006 [10]
and ISO/TS 16610-41:2006 [11]. Morphologial
filtering is essentially a superset of the E system and
offers more tools and capabilities [9]. M filtration
system involves use of a profile filter. Due to the fact
that new instruments can simultaneously measure
roughness, waviness and form, the mere term software
filtration is nowadays equalized with the M filtration
system.The outcomes deriving from the use of profile
filters and the procedure for obtaining roughness and
waviness profiles is standardized in ISO 4287:1997 [6].
The subjected International standard establishes
definition of three profile filters λ s , λ c and λ f . λ s
profile filter removes components with very short wave
length (noise, stylus deformation and similar) of total
profile. λ c profile filter separates roughness profile
from primary profile, while λ f profile filter separates
waviness from form. The filtration process which
involves the use of λ s , λ c and λ f profile filters for
contact (stylus) measuring systems is presented in Fig.
2. Also, the literature comes across to profile filters
broken down into low-pass with cut-off λ s and highpass with cut-off λ c [9]. It is highly significant to
underline that the American national standard ASME
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B46.1-2002 [2], does not encompass the λ f profile filter
i.e. it is considered that the length used to determine the
roughness profile is too small to additionally determine
the form (form deviation) of the surface. Thus, it can be
concluded that waviness profile determined pursuant to
the international ISO standards can differ from the one
determined pursuant to the ASME B46.1-2002
standard. According to ISO 3274:1996 [12], λ s the
profile filter is incorporated in the construction of any
stylus instruments, and in most cases the activation for
the simpler contact measuring instruments with display
is run automatically (regardless of the operator’s will).
In the same time with the advent and development
of profilometers, an increasing number of experiments
were made for replacing the analogue continuous signal
with digital signal. The latter is used to present the
roughness profile. Simultaneously, probable solutions
for replacing E filtration system were also sought. As a
result, the analogue (hardware) 2RC filter was
developed, constituting an electrical link of two
condensers and two resistors. It was used exclusively to
distinguish the roughness profile from the measured
profile as an analogue signal in real time. Later,
Whitehouse and Reason [1,9] performed simulation
and replacement of hardware 2RC filter with a software
solution. A weighting function was introduced for this
purpose, described through a mathematical equation
which brought in a term called cut-off ( λ ). The value
of cut-off is currently standardized in ISO 3274:1996
[12] and selected depending on the stylus radius size
(for contact measuring systems) and max sampling
spacing. Due to the lack of further scientific
clarifications, we can say that the recommendations
regarding the selection of a cut-off wavelength of the
profile filter contained in [12] are the agreed values.
The cut-off wavelength of the profile filter is equal to
the value of the roughness sampling length. Therefore,
the dependencies referred to [12] are directly associated

X axis

2.1 2RC filter
The analogue 2RC (two-resistor-capacitor) filter is
the earliest filter used in surface metrology for filtering
in compliance with the M system. The digital version
of 2RC profile filter has standardized the metrological
characteristics contained in ASME B46.1 -2002 [2].
The 2RC profile filter is not presently included in the
International ISO standards. The weighting function of
2RC filter is given by [2]:

x 
x 
A
S ( x) =  2 − A  exp − A 
(1)



λc 
λc  
λc 
where А=3,64 for 75 % transmission of λ c , x is the
position in millimeters from the origin of the weighting
function (−∞ < x < 0) , and λ c is long wavelength
roughness cut-off. The transfer function is given with
[2]:

FilterOutput 
λ
= 1 − ik
FilterInput 
λc

Form deviation profile
= Mean line for roughness profile
= Waviness profile on old DIN & JIS

λ c – profile filter

Real surface

- Stylus
deformation
-Noise

λf – profile filter

Phase correct filter
50 % transmission
at cutoff . No
phase shift/low
distortion

Waviness profile W
(Filtered center line waviness profile)

Roughness profile R

W-parameter

R-parameter

Transmission

100%

Roughness profile

50%

0

λs

Waviness profile

λc

Wavelength λ

λf

Cutoff
(Wavelength) λc

Fig. 2. Filtration process using λ s , λ c and λ f profile filters [7].
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where i = − 1 and k = 1 / 3 = 0.577. 2RC filter
performs 75 % amplitude reduction of sinusoid signal
that has a wave length equal to the cut-off, which could
be obtained by replacing λ = λ c in equation (2).

P-parameter

λ s–profile filter

Traced profile
perpendicular
to real surface

2. METROLOGY CHARACTERISTICS OF 2RC
AND GAUSSIAN FILTERS

Primary profile P

Total profile
Z
axis Stylus method
probe

with the recommendations contained in ISO 4288:1996
[13]. In [13], the roughness sampling length is
associated with the roughness evaluation length, the
surface type (periodic or non-periodic) and the values
of Ra, Rz and RSm for the relevant surface. In addition,
there is an overriding need of more thorough researches
on the mode of expressing (quantitative) of periodic or
non-periodic level of surface, regardless of the
parameters used for describing roughness profile.

According to [2], the transfer function of 2RC filter
given by the equation (2) has lower and upper limit.
The mean line is obtained by convolving the
primary profile with the weighting function given in the
equation (1). In determining the mean line, the
weighting
function
is
generated
in
the
interval −2λc ≤ x ≤ 0 , since the filter (its weighting
function) is asymmetrical in respect of the origin [1,9].
The mean line determined by using 2RC filter does not
represent the waviness profile, considering that this is
an unsymmetrical filter [1,9]. Roughness profile can be
obtained by subtracting the filter mean line from the
primary profile. The major disadvantage of the 2RC
filter is its non-linear phase which results in a phase
distortion of the mean line in respect of the primary
profile, Fig. 3.a. This phase distortion later results into
occurrence of deviation and artificial feature of
roughness profile, as portrayed in Fig. 3.b. The phase
distortion becomes more expressed as the cut-off
increases.
Other features that may be seen as disadvantages of
the 2RC filter can be the distortion of the mean line on
primary profile ends and its sensitivity to deep valleys
of the primary profile, which results into pulling down
of the filter mean line from the mid part of the profile
towards the valley. The distortion of filter mean line on
primary profile ends is particularly enunciated in
primary profiles comprised of accentuated waviness
and deviation of form. To reduce this drawback, the
beginning of the primary profile is shortened in length
for 2 λ c [1,8,9]. Due to the subjected shortening of the
primary profile length, the 2RC filter cannot be used
for measurement of very short profiles.
Another noticeable drawback regarding the 2RC
filter with metrological characteristics which is used to
obtain the mean line is that it cannot be used for
obtaining waviness profile.
Primary profile

a)

Phase
distortion

b)

2RC mean line

Artificial
feature

Fig. 3. (a) Primary profile and 2RC mean line (nonwaviness profile); (b) roughness profile [1].
2.2. Gaussian filter
The metrological characteristics of the phase correct
Gaussian filter for open profiles are standardized in
ISO 16610-21:2011 [14] and ASME B46.1-2002 [2].
The weighting function of an open profile filter has the
equation of the Gaussian function with the cut-off
wavelength λ c , where c is cut-off. The equation is
given by [14,15]:

S( x ) =

  x
1
exp − π
αλ c
  αλ c







2






(3)

where α = ln 2 / π = 0.4697 , x is the distance from the
centre (maximum) of the weighting function, and λ c is
the cut-off wavelength. The transmission characteristic
of the long wave component (mean line) is given by [2,
14,15]:
  λ 2 
A1
= exp − π α c  
(4)
A0
  λ  
where А0 is the amplitude of a sinusoidal wave profile
before filtering, А1 is the amplitude of this sinusoidal
profile in the mean line, and λ is the wavelength of this
sinusoidal profile.
It can be seen in equation (4) that the amplitude
attenuation of a sinusoid profile is 0.5, when the
wavelength is equal to the cut-off ( λ = λ c ), which
leads to the conclusion that the transmission
characteristic of Gaussian filter is 50 %. The
transmission characteristics of Gaussian filter for value
of λ c of 0.08; 0.25; 0.8; 2.5 and 8 mm are presented in
[2].
Gaussian filters can be low-pass or high-pass. The
formulas given in equations (3) and (4) refer to the lowpass Gaussian filter [1,9].
Roughness profile of primary profile is obtained as
a difference between the primary profile and the mean
line determined by a Gaussian filter. According to
ASME B46.1 -2002, the mean line determined by a
Gaussian low-pass filter represents the waviness
profile.
An important property of Gaussian filter is its linear
phase, which is a major advantage over 2RC filter.
According to [1,8,9], the Gaussian filter is marked
with certain disadvantages. Namely, the mean line
determined by Gaussian filter has distortion on the
profile ends (end effects) as a result of the openness of
the primary profile, Fig. 4. This is not the case when
the subjected is applied on closed profiles.
The ISO/TS 16610-28:2010 [16] listed five ways
(zero padding, linear extrapolation, line symmetrical
reflection, point symmetrical reflection and moment
retention criterion) to overcome the distortion at the
edges (end effects) of mean line when it is determined
by Gaussian filter.
Generally, in the case of zero padding, the
distortion of the mean line will always be directed
towards the zero-point of the z axis. The distortions
will be larger if primary profile ends are more remote
from the zero-point of the z axis.
This is the main reason behind the shortening of the
roughness profile in respect of the primary profile for
one half of λ c on both profile ends. In order to reduce
this negative effect in measuring spherical or
cylindrical surfaces, it is recommended to remove the
form from the profile in the first place and then to
apply the Gaussian filter. As a consequence to the
discarding parts of the primary profile in amount of one
λ c , the standardized Gaussian filter is not applicable for
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measurement of very short profiles, which can be
considered as its second disadvantage.

1

0
µm

Gaussian mean line

-1

D istortions
-2
1

0

2

3

4

5

mm

Fig. 4. End effects using standardized Gaussian filter [17] .

Third disadvantage is deemed to be its sensitivity to
deep valleys on the primary profile, which results in the
mean line being pulled down from the mid part of the
profile towards the valley, and later in distortion of the
roughness profile near the valley, Fig. 5.

mm

0.001
0.0005
0
-0.0005
-0.001
-0.0015
-0.002
-0.0025
-0.003
-0.0035
-0.004

Gaussian mean line

Mean line is pulled
down near valley
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

mm

Fig. 5. Pulling down of the mean line from the mid
portion of the primary profile towards the valley
To the end of overcoming this disadvantage, ISO
13565-1:1996 [18] foresees special filtration mode of
primary profiles with deep valleys, through the use of
phase correct filter.
It is significant to mention that the standard ISO
13565-1:1996 [18] provides considerable flexibility in
terms of the application of this filtration mode. The
only condition for application of this filtration mode is
the presence of deep valleys in the primary profile,
without precise definition of the number of valleys of
certain measuring length or the value that the valleys
should have in order to be applicable for this process.
3. CONCLUSION
The disadvantages and limitations of the Gaussian
and 2RC filters i.e. their side effects on the roughness
profile depend mostly on the primary profile form to
which these will be applied.
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CLUSTERS AND NETWORK VALUE SYSTEM
Abstract: During the last decade, the cluster concept has become central idea of competitiveness and economic
development. Industrial clusters have been considered as one of the most important channels towards open
innovation and economic excellence. The network value system must be integrated in the core business of the
industry cluster. Both of them focus on improving the competitive advantage over their competitors. Importance of
clusters and network value creation was discussed in this paper. Basic characteristics of clusters were given,
together with ways how knowledge and innovation can be created in cluster networks.
Key words: clusters, network value, knowledge creation

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, the cluster concept has
become central idea of competitiveness and economic
development. Thanks to the literature and case studies,
the reasons for cluster productivity and innovation are
better known. Not only that, but encouraging
cooperation between companies in clusters is now
accepted as an effective instrument for strengthening
the company, enabling it to produce goods and services
of higher level that will create wealth in domestic and
international markets.
Nowadays industrial clusters have been considered
as one of the most important channels towards open
innovation and economic excellence. There are signs
that suggest industrial clusters might improve economic
conditions of a region by means of gathering ﬁrms
together and facilitating business transactions. Also,
industrial clusters are often linked with innovation, in
developed countries like France, Germany and the
USA, where many clusters are about high technology
such as information and communication technology
(ICT), biotechnology and nanotechnology, or, about the
booming knowledge intensive business services
(KIBS), such as software systems, business consulting
and R&D services. In these particular sector-based
clusters, innovation is inherent. Still another
importance of the industrial cluster comes from its role
of employment in a region. Thus, policy makers have
been aware of this phenomenon and are now trying to
ﬁnd out more evidences and formulating corresponding
policies and institutions to accommodate the
development of clusters [1].
Clusters, which form networks of ﬁrms and other
institutions, are receiving growing attention in the
literature on management [2-7]. Companies are
constantly asked to improve performances in order to
get the chance to maintain or to improve their own
market positions and financial situation.
A network value system is the full range of
activities and participants necessary to bring a product
or service from the point of being an idea through to
delivery to the final consumer while a company can be

found at any of the various steps within the value chain.
Various actors can be “clustered”, at any step of the
value chain, for training, collective production,
bargaining and/or selling to the next step of the value
chain. In either case, myriad actors are involved in and
influence the development of the value chain or cluster.
The network value system must be integrated in the
core business of the industry cluster. Both of them
focus on improving the competitive advantage over
their competitors. The cluster support the network
value system by integrating academic institutes,
government agencies, association and supporting
industry in order to create the innovation and enhance
the knowledge in the value chain.
Knowledge that develops in a network circulates
more easily within it. Studies of networks in clusters
often consider different types of relations between
ﬁrms (commercial, directive, subcontracting,…) and
assume that these links imply a transference of
knowledge, even though the informational content of
the links that ﬁrms establish within the cluster have not
been analyzed. Thus, Bell [2] distinguishes between
managerial networks (characterized by the transmission
of tacit knowledge) and institutional networks
(characterized by the transference of explicit
knowledge).
Research about the innovation of a cluster, or of a
ﬁrm which is geographically embedded into a network,
has received much attention recently. When discussing
this phenomenon, much emphasis has been placed on
environmental issues, such as the infrastructure, the
management system, the cultural and social context and
so on. One important research theme is about the
connotation of the cluster innovation. For those clusters
which emphasize on innovation, a major function is to
enhance the knowledge creation, storage, ﬂow and
application within the clusters [1].
Cluster theory, in effect, builds on the advantages of
inter-firm cooperation propounded by value chain
theorists. The network value system management
integrates processes and builds long-term relationships
among firms involved in the flow of products and
services from the source through to end-users. All firms
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in the network value system can benefit through
achieving lower costs, improved customer value and
satisfaction, and greater competitive advantage. When
members of a network value system all operate in the
same general geographic location, they gain the cost
efficiencies of supply chain coordination, as well as the
boost in competitive drive and innovation that comes
from working together in close physical proximity.
A value network is a complex set of social and
technical resources. Value networks work together via
relationships to create social goods (public goods) or
economic value. This value takes the form of
knowledge and other intangibles and/or financial value.
Value networks exhibit interdependence. They account
for the overall worth of products and services.
Companies have both internal and external value
networks. In a network value system, each participating
company operating as an individual enterprise tries to
maximize its own corporate goals, thus sub-optimizing
the overall performance. An extended enterprise is a
part of network, which essentially behave as a single
enterprise trying to maximize the corporate goals of the
extended enterprise, thus optimizing the performance
of each individual enterprise.
Network value system defines the specific roles in
an activity and their value creating interactions. Value
interactions or deliverables are of two types. Tangible
deliverables are the contractual or mandated
interactions
between
participants.
Intangible
deliverables are the informal, more personal, exchanges
of knowledge, favors, and benefits. These are the
interactions that help keep things running smoothly and
build relationships. Intangible exchanges are actually
the practices ignore these important intangible
exchanges, bat they are made visible with network
value system.
2. CREATING KNOWLEDGE IN CLUSTER
NETVORKS
The ideas of collective invention are convenient for
describing the dynamics of knowledge diffusion
through networks and clusters. Collective invention is
characterized by high invention rates and fast
knowledge accumulation created by disclosure of
information between competing agents. It is driven by
exchange and circulation of knowledge and information
within networks formed by groups of socially
connected individuals [8]. When this is the case, the
structure of the network over which the transmission of
information takes place may be vitally important to the
performance of the industry [9].
Networks that interconnect diverse actors
promote both knowledge creation and dissemination
[10]. Knowledge is created and disseminated within
networks consisting of actors and relationships among
them. Networks facilitate learning via the transfer of
knowledge from one ﬁrm to another as a conduit for
knowledge transfer. Networks also facilitate mutual
learning and become the locus of collective invention
[11]. The ability to learn about new opportunities
requires participation in networks, thus a wide range of
interorganizational linkages is critical to knowledge
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diffusion, learning, and technology development [1214]. Relationships and networks are an important and
strategic resource for ﬁrms [15]. Firms in a cooperative
network can utilize their networks in a variety of ways
in addition to the above merits. They not only share the
costs and risks of their activities but also obtain access
to new markets and technologies and make use of
complementary skills [12, 16-18]. The network among
actors is the key to understanding the performance of
regional clusters [19].
According to Eisingerich et al. [20], a social
network helps to develop regional cluster performance.
High performing clusters are underpinned by network
strength and network openness, but the effects on the
performance of a cluster as a whole are moderated by
environmental uncertainty. Speciﬁcally, the positive
effects of network openness on cluster performance
tend to increase as environmental uncertainty increases,
whereas the positive effects of network strength on
cluster performance tend to decrease as environmental
uncertainty increases. The net- works are instruments
that might help ﬁrms to voluntarily expand their own
competence by means of complementary partners
beyond the limitations of their own organisation and of
the localities where they are settled. In this context, the
process of „learning‟ offers a dynamic perspective on
the nature of both networking and clustering [20].
Clusters and networks remain fuzzy concepts when
we consider their own interrelated relationships and
their relationships with the factors and variables of the
whole economy, such as institutional arrangements,
trading efﬁciency, level of specialization and
agglomeration, as well as their dynamic evolution. The
current published literature has addressed many
important aspects of clusters and networks, yet there is
still a lack of robust frameworks to combine and
explore these aspects together within one competitive
market.
Clusters have the possibility to develop their own
specific mixture of competitive advantages which is
created on the basis of locally-developed knowledge as
a result of mutual relations, cultural heritage and local
characteristics. This is evident in the focus on clusters
as an important concept in understanding growth and in
thinking about development policy [21].
The idea of localized economies of scale in
geographic agglomerations has a long history in
economics, going back to Adam Smith‟s early
observations of labour specialization and to
explanations of why companies continue to localize in
the same areas [22]. Clusters arise in the presence of
Marshallian externalities, which signify that companies
benefit from the production and innovation activities of
neighboring companies in the same and related
industries. There is abundant evidence that such
externalities exist and lead to industry-level
agglomeration [22].
Development of clusters is an effective way to
improve quality of the product and the process and
bring it to a higher level. Modern business is based on
the fast response, quality, flexibility, innovation,
connections and building the critical mass of capital
and production / service potential. This relatively new

style of doing business requires – network value
approach based on cluster concept. Clusters represent
the complex organizational systems that are flexible
and can be quickly adjusted to oscillatory changes at
the sale and purchase markets, generate employment,
help the diversification of economic activities and
make a significant contribution to exports and trade.
Clusters also play an important role in innovation and
businesses where there is a need for application of
modern technology. Thanks to their innovative
flexibility, many of them become more productive and
efficient than some large international corporations. In
this process, emphasis should be focused on creating a
friendly
business
environment
where
the
transformation of society towards a market economy
shall take its place.
Cluster differs from other forms of associations
within its geographical boundaries, involvement and
utilization of funds, ways of exchange of products and
partially finished products, information management knowledge chains, and the importance of how they are
connected. Clusters can be best understood and used as
a regional systems and they represent, according to
Porter [23] “Geographic concentrations of mutually
connected companies, specialized suppliers, service
providers, companies from similar industries and
institutions tied to them (i.e. universities,
standardization agencies, trade unions), who compete,
but also cooperate".
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF CLUSTERS
Figures Basic characteristics of clusters are:
Clusters are based on systemic connections among
companies; ties can be built on common or
complementary products, production processes,
essential technologies, needs for natural resources,
demands for certain qualifications and/or
distribution channels;
Clusters are geographically limited, defined mainly
by distance and time that people are willing to take
because of employment which job makers and
company owners consider reasonable for meeting
and creating business relationships; geographical
range is under strong influence of travel and traffic
systems, but also of cultural identity, personal
priorities, and family and social conditions;
Clusters represent natural connection of companies,
it must be emphasized that clusters do not operate
as an imposed agglomeration, or forced association
for any reason; clusters nourish unique attributes of
companies and make it possible for them to choose
levels and types of cooperation within a cluster,
and to define what part of its capacities they will
bring into clusters, and what part will remain
"freelance", taking into consideration common
needs, but also their own benefits as a member of
cluster association.
Associating into a cluster can bring a broad range of
benefits to all partners as well as to the economy in
general. Some of the benefits are the following:
Increased level of expertise; associating gives
companies better knowledge about supply chain

and makes it possible to companies to learn from
each other and to cooperate;
Capability of companies to join complementary
strengths and contract new works of larger scope
for which, individually, they would not be able to
bid in a public tender procedure;
Potential for large scale production (economy of
scale), which can only be realized via specialized
production in each of the companies, through joint
purchase of supplies with large discounts or
through joint marketing;
Strengthening of social and other informal
connections, which leads towards creation of new
ideas and new companies;
Better information flow within a cluster, e.g.
making it possible for investors to identify good
entrepreneurs, and for business people to find good
service providers;
Enabling development of services‟ infrastructure:
legal, financial and other specialized business
services.
That is why one of more important segments is to
determine levels of specialization in companies –
participants in a cluster, and what desirable levels of
specialization for more effective business are in case
we have specialization, in other words, economic
diversity. Research that has been done shows that
traditional production sectors are inclined to doing
better business when densely concentrated in one
geographical area. Contrary to this, newer, high-tech
and service sectors are more comfortable with
economic diversity environment.
General opinion is that specialization means lack of
economic diversity and vice versa. If that is the case,
then improving industrial clusters bears risk of creation
of highly specialized local economies. If local
economies are specialized in only one industrial sector
or only couple of them, then they are indeed much
more sensitive to cyclic falls in those sectors. However,
other opinion suggests that specialization and
diversification do not necessarily exclude each other.
Malizia and Feser [24] define economic diversity as
"existence of multiple specializations". It means it is
possible for local economies to be highly specialized in
certain sectors and, at the same time, to have sound
combination of economic activities. So we come to the
concept of flexible specialization, which represents
possibility of companies to do what they do best, and
cluster has the obligation to provide optimal utilization
of capacities.
4. CONCLUSION
In summary, despite the movement to global
outsourcing, a firm should strategically assess its local
area for resources that might provide a lower total cost
alternative in better managing its supply chain. Firms
considering relocation should analyze geographic
regions that currently possess cluster characteristics or
that have emerging potential for developing clusters.
Network value system helps the organizations acquire
process competence and better process control.
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Establishment of network value system in complex
organizational systems like cluster represents a big
challenge because of diversity of clusters and
characteristics of member companies. Cluster areas can
improve both supply chain and firm performance and
allow leveraging of complementarities and external
sales. Upstream and downstream partners may exist in
these areas that can provide synergistic benefits that do
not occur as readily with distant supply chain
configurations. The integration of cluster theory and
Network value system offers firms a way to build
competitive advantage by initially focusing primarily
on local resources when selecting supply chain
partners, rather than looking only for low cost
advantage through distant outsourcing.
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BASIS OF MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR REAL FORM
DETERMINATION OF ROUNDNESS MEASURING OBJECTS
Abstract: The set of requests, which are related to the geometry of any working part, are known as geometrical
specifications (GPS – Geometrical Product Specifications). It covers the demands of size and dimensions,
geometrical tolerance and geometrical surface properties. The aim of GPS standard is the insurance of
functionality, safety, reliability and substitutability of analyzed and controlled workpieces. It can be noticed, though,
that all GPS modules are concerned only with the satisfaction of the standards of defined geometrical properties,
whereas none of the modules deal with the determination of the real form of feature (surface) of controlled
measuring workpieces. This paper represents the basis of a developed mathematical model for the case of roundness
investigation which can satisfy this request.
Key words: roundness, GPS, real form

1. INTRODUCTION
Each measurement is connected with the
determination of numerous values of physical sizes by
the aid of which the determined validity features are
investigated. Measuring a size, means to determine its
numerous relationships with other homogeneous sizes,
by which the measuring unit is acquired. When
measuring it is necessary to provide the data about
different sizes: discrete and continual, constant and
variable, dependent and independent. Therefore,
measurement is considered as a process of physical
equalization of the given size with its physical value
which is taken for the measuring unit.
That way, the measurement result is presented as
quantity information about the basic features of
measuring objects (workpieces), attained as a result of
the physical process with a certain level of accuracy.
In this paper a geometrical characteristic, roundness
in this case, will be analyzed. Nowadays, this
geometrical characteristic is controlled strictly on the
basis of internationally appointed, accepted and applied
definition [1]. Shunmugam and Venkaiah in their
papers represent their results of comparisons of all used
methods for measuring data processes concerning
roundness. Furthermore, a review of those methods is
also provided. [2].
Roundness measurement can be carried out in
several ways using different methods. Starting from the
straightforward measurement of diameter, continuing
with a measuring in a prism (V-block method),
[3],[4],[5] and [6], then with computerized coordinate
measuring machines (CMM) to the measurements
carried out with the aid of special measuring machines
for roundness measurements (RDM) (Rotational Datum
Method) [7].
The mentioned methods are constantly developing
aiming to increase measurement accuracy [5],[7],[8].
An interesting fact should be pointed out that effort is
also invested in the improvement of conventional

methods, such as V-block method. V-block method is a
widely accepted method for roundness measurement;
however, because of its complexity of conventional
analysis results by the help of Fourier's
transformations, it is extremely difficult to develop
software for swift data processes. The solution to this
problem is mathematical, with the aid of inverse
matrices, which is described in details by Okuyama,
Goho and Mitsui [8]. Data process is therefore
developing, although the mere measurement principle
remains the same,
with its disadvantages
[9],[10],[11],[12]. Those disadvantages are in the base
of the measurement process itself. With V-block
method that is in the constant shift of the rotational
centre when rotating a measuring object on the reliance
surface [3],[4].
The aim of this paper is not the analysis of the used
rules concerning roundness, but a representation of
principles for the production of models, i.e. software’s.
It will enable unambiguous determination of the real
form of the round object measuring section. The real
form, however, is not mentioned at all as relevant
information in the definition of roundness, but only the
width of its field.
In the production of the mentioned model, the lack
of V-block method will be applied – the constant shift
of the rotational centre when rotating a measuring
object on the reliance surface. In sequel, details follow.
2. ROUNDNESS
2.1 Definition of roundness tolerance
The field of roundness tolerance in the regarded
plain is restricted by two concentric circles on the
distance t. (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1. Definition of roundness tolerance [1],[3],[4]
If the section lines are tolerated, then all section points
must lie between two concentric circles on the section
plain, on a radial distance of t. This parameter t is the
value of roundness tolerance.
2.2 Possible form of roundness deviation
Irregularities on the section of round machining
bodies, including both the axis and openings are most
often realized in: a) triangular, b) oval, c) multiangle, or
d) eccentric forms. These irregularities of forms depend
on a number of exterior effects, primarily on rigidity
and contact.
Thus, for example, a triangular form of irregularity
is mostly achieved with thin-walled pipes, if the contact
is done in three points. This means that with roundness
control of such a workpiece the appearance of a
triangular form can be expected in advance. This is
significant, because with classical ways of roundness
control not all types of deviance can be measured. The
most probable form of irregularity has to be assumed in
advance.
Fig. 2 provides a review of the most common
roundness errors.

surface in two points are required. Such are the
triangular and pentagular sections. Thus, oval and
quadrangular sections are immeasurable with necessary
accuracy. There, contact must be carried out in three
points. It is necessary to predict which roundness
deviations will appear. For that great experience and
proficiency are needed.
In technical literature, as the largest problem which
arises with these classical methods is the constant
centre shift, i.e. the imaginary axis of measurement
section.
That problem can be turned into an advantage by
the proposed way of measuring results process. It is
necessary to follow the shift of those centers and based
on their positions a reliable conclusion about the real
form of measuring section can be adopted. Thus, the
lack of a method turns into the essence of another one.
3.2 Essence of Core centre method
The most straightforward way for representing the
essence of this method is graphically. Only ovality will
be analyzed because of the lack of available space.
Deviation is of elliptical form. With classical
methods this deviation could be analyzed with
measuring in two points. Contact in three points would
lead to the unwanted shifting of contact circle centers.
As it had been mentioned before, in this case, this
disadvantage is used for determining the real form, thus
the contact should be performed exactly in three points.

Fig. 3. Circle defined through three contact points with
the centre
The contact of real, oval contour in three points is
shown in Fig. 3. Across the points of sections of real
contour and triaxial systems, an auxiliary circle can be
constructed. Its centre is easily determined.

Fig. 2. Possible versions of form irregularity of
workpieces in cross section [3],[4],[13]
3. BASES OF METHODS
3.1 Core centre method
The name of this method is given in this form
because this way the essence is described with the
highest level of accuracy. With classical methods for
roundness measurements it is of great importance the
prediction of expected real form of circular section. For
measuring certain circular sections of annular
measuring objects, measures for palpation of measuring
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Fig. 4. Representation of two auxiliary circles with
their centers
Afterwards, the rotating of the triaxial system for
the arbitrary angle follows and the procedure is
repeated. That way another auxiliary circle with its
centre is obtained. This move is shown in Fig. 4. The
described step is repeated n times, until the full round

of contour is reached, and that's how the result shown
in Fig. 5 is obtained.

primary
curve
without
random
deviations
(''roughness'').Finally, contact in three points is done.
The result is represented in Fig. 6a.
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Fig. 5. Result of full contour contact in three points
On Fig. 5 it is clearly visible that the centers of
auxiliary circles are arranged according to a certain
rule. In fact, the orbit of the section centre shift is
shown, i.e. the imagined axis of cylindrical measuring
object, when rotating during the time of measurement.
At the same time, that orbit reflects the real form of
measuring section of round measuring object. In that
way, an image is obtained by the aid of auxiliary circles
centres in the core section. That is how this method got
its name as a core centre method.
4. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
Based on the represented, a simulation program is
produced aiming to analyze the application of methods
on various types of anomalies, shown in 2.2. In sequel
the functioning of the program will be shown briefly
followed by the simulation results.
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Fig. 6. The result of ovality simulation
In the following step the drawing of the core should
be sought. Graphical method analysis has shown that in
this case the distribution of auxiliary circle centers must
be obtained, so that based on them a conclusion could
be derived about ovality of the primary curve. This
statement will be verified now. Fig. 6b shows the result
of the simulation.
If in the simulation program the same input data are
included, with the difference in size of deviation from
the primary curve, i.e. if the presence of roughness is
also included, the following results are obtained. Fig.
7a shows the primary curve without auxiliary circles
and core, whereas in Fig. 7b the auxiliary circles and
the whole core are visible.
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4.1 Functioning of the POLYGON program
Simulation program, named POLYGON, is
designed so that the input parameters can be changed
based on which the following conditions can be
defined:
- the number of sides of polygon deviation of
roundness,
- radius curve rounded at the apex of polygon
- belt width of random deviations of simulated
measuring points from the primary curve and real form
and
- the number of tangential points (two or three)
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Fig. 7. Ovality simulation results with random
deviation representation from the primary curve
For better overview in Fig. 8 enlarged figures of
cores are provided.
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The program is designed in MatLab 7 environment
and is able to simulate all possible types of anomalies.
In sequel the simulation results of ovality will be
represented and all elements in connection shown in
core centre method.
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4.2 Application of POLYGON program for the case
of ovality
The drawing of an ellipsis according to the logic of
the program is actually a drawing of ''diangle''. Since
ellipsis can be approximated as a unitary circle
deformed with two opposite sides. Of course this way
an ellipsis cannot be obtained by definition, but this
simulation of an ellipsis will also provide a satisfactory
result. The curve of the apex has to be taken quite large
to obtain an approximate form of the ellipsis. For the
beginning it is necessary only the drawing of the
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Fig. 8. The overview of enlarged figures of cores
without (a) and with random deviations from the
primary curve (b)
On the overviews in Fig. 8 the coordinate value
systems with abscissa and ordinates are enclosed. The
aim of their representation is to enable the comparison
of centre point’s surface dissipation of auxiliary circles
in the cores depending on the size of the field of
random deviations from the primary curve.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

[7] Mills,

Based on the results the followings can be
concluded:
 For oval deviations from roundness, with three
points contact, such a core centre of auxiliary
circles is obtained that prediction based on
graphical processing is satisfied. The core of the
centers assumes a form which clearly reflects the
character of deviation from roundness.
 The previous statement is completely valid for the
case of analysis of primary curve without random
deviations; however, it could also be said for the
case with deviations from the primary curve.
 It is of great importance to notice that in the two
cases mentioned very similar almost equal surfaces
of points dissipation in the core are obtained.
Naturally,in ideal case those points are ideally
positioned across the elliptical frame ,whereas they
are dissipated near that frame for the case of real
surface simulation.

[8]

Previous statements indicate the validity of
predictions.
Finally, the primary hypothesis is proved that for
this method, the oval deviation analysis from
roundness, contact in three points must be
used,contrary to classical method measurements,where
the controlled objects are measured in two points. This
method,however,does not measure the values of cross
section of controlled objects(workpieces) ,but uses the
errors of those methods and follows the orbit of axis
shift of the controlled object(workpiece) in progress of
rotation during the time of measurement.
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INNOVATIONS IN TOUCH-TRIGGER PROBE SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
Abstract: Since the invention of the touch-trigger probe in the 1970s, these devices have formed the main means of
sensing for dimensional measurement on co-ordinate measuring machines (CMMs) and machine tools. Scanning
sensors are increasingly being used on CMMs to measure complex shapes and to characterise the form of prismatic
components. However, touch-trigger sensors still have a major role to play in the inspection of component size and
position on CMMs, and in workpiece setup and in-process control on machine tools.
Key words: Kinematic, strain gauge, pre-travel, repeatability

1. KINEMATIC RESISTIVE PROBES
The fundamental requirements for a touch-trigger
probe are:
• compliance so that the stylus deflects when it meets
the surface of the component, applies a low force to the
component and allows time for the machine to
decelerate before backing off the surface
• mechanical repeatability so that the stylus always
returns to the same location relative to the machine
quill / spindle when it is not in contact with the part
• electrical repeatability so that the probe always
triggers at the same stylus deflection in any particular
direction
The original touch-trigger probe is based on a springloaded kinematic arrangement of rods and balls, as
shown in Fig. 1. These provide six points of contact,
ensuring that the stylus carrier is held in a unique
location with excellent repeatability. The mechanism
allows the probe’s stylus to be deflected as it meets the
surface of the part, whilst the spring ensures that the
mechanism re-seats when the stylus is in free space.
A trigger signal is
generated on contact with
the component surface and
is used to stop the machine
A spring holds the stylus
against
the
kinematic
contacts and returns the
probe to a seated position
following contact between
the stylus and the part
3 rods, each resting on
two
balls,
providing
6 points of contact in a
kinematic location
The stylus ball is uniquely
located, returning to the
same position within 1 μm
(0.00004”)

Fig. 1. Schematic of a kinematic resistive probe

The contact elements are made of tungsten carbide, a
very hard substance, to ensure that the contact patches
(where the material is elastically deformed under the
force of the spring) are very small. An electrical circuit
runs through the contacts, and it is the resistance
through this circuit that is measured by the probe’s
electronics.

Fig. 2. How a kinematic resistive probe generates a
trigger
Fig. 2. illustrates the mechanics of a trigger:
1. As the probe’s stylus moves towards the component,
the spring is holding all of the kinematic elements in
contact, so that the stylus is in a known position
relative to the quill / spindle.
2. The stylus meets the surface.
3. As the machine’s motion continues to drive the
stylus into contact with the component, forces start to
build in the probe mechanism. The contact force at the
stylus tip creates a moment in the probe mechanism
about the set of contacts on the left hand side of the
mechanism, which is balanced by a reactive moment
generated by the spring, pivoting about the same set of
contacts. As these forces build, the stylus undergoes
bending (greatly exaggerated in the diagram for
illustrative purposes).
4. Eventually, the increasing contact moment
overcomes the reactive moment and the mechanism
starts to pivot about the left-hand set of contacts. The
contacts on the right move apart, breaking the electrical
circuit in the probe. Before this occurs, a trigger is
generated see the section on electrical switching,
below). The trigger signal is used to latch the
machine’s position at that moment, and to command
the machine to slow down and back off the surface.
5. Once the machine backs off the surface, the probe
re-seats into its repeatable rest position.
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2. ELECTRICAL SWITCHING
An electrical circuit is made through the kinematic
contacts. The ball plate is insulated from the tungsten
carbide spheres, whilst the cylinders and the stylus
carrier are also insulated from one another (see Fig.
3a). Wires in the ball plate carry the current between
the contact sets.
Cylinder attached
to stylus carrier

Current flows
through
kinematics

Tungsten carbide spheres bonded to
(and insulated from) ball plate
Resistance rises
as area reduces
(R = ρ/A)

Elastic
deformation
Contact patch
shrinks as stylus
force balances
spring force

Fig. 3a. and 3b. Electrical circuit through kinematics
and close-up of the contact path between elements
Under the load of the spring, the contact elements
undergo elastic deformation (see Fig. 3b), creating
small contact patches through which the current can
flow. The resistance across each contact patch is
inversely related to the area of the contact patch (R =
ρ/A). As the force between the stylus and the
component builds, the reactive moment that is
generated in the probe mechanism causes the forces
between some contact elements to increase, whilst the
force between others will decrease. As the force
between two contact elements reduces, the contact
patch area gets smaller, thus increasing the resistance
between those elements. With all six contact patches
wired in series, the contacts with the lowest force
between them greatly affects the overall resistance in
the probe circuit.

Fig. 4. A trigger is generated when the probe circuit
resistance breaches
3. FACTORS IN KINEMATIC
PROBE PERFORMANCE

RESISTIVE

3.1 Pre-travel
When the stylus is in contact with the surface, a
balance of forces is established. Before the trigger
threshold is reached, these growing forces cause the
stylus to bend. Since the machine is still moving, the
amount of bending in the stylus that occurs before the
probe triggers affects the latched position of the
machine when the trigger is recorded. This stylus
bending prior to the trigger is known as pre-travel.
Referring to figure 5, pre-travel depends on Fc and L, as
well as the stiffness of the stylus, according to the
formula: Pre-travel = Fc · L3 / 3EI (where E is the
Young’s modulus of the stylus stem material, and I is
the moment of inertia).
Before the contact elements separate, the force balance
is as follows:
Fc · L = F s · R
(1)

When the resistance reaches a threshold, the probe’s
output is set to ‘triggered’ (see Fig. 4). Vitally, the balls
and rods are still in contact when the trigger occurs, so
that the stylus is in a defined position, providing
repeatable measurement.
Fig. 5. Force balance in a touch-trigger probe
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3.2 Pre-travel variation (lobing)
The contact sets in a kinematic resistive probe form a
triangular arrangement. This means that the pivot
distance R varies depending on the direction in which
the contact force acts in relation to the probe
mechanism. For an particular stylus (i.e. L is constant)
the contact force Fc is proportional to R.

Fig. 8. shows a typical XY pre-travel plot for a TP6
kinematic resistive CMM touch-trigger probe. The
three high force directions can be seen as the peak
points of this plot. The maximum variation in pre-travel
in this case is around 3.3 μm (0.00013 in).

Figure 6 shows how the contact force for a given stylus
varies dependent on the direction of contact.

Fig. 8. Pre-travel variation plot for a TP6 CMM probe

Fig. 6. High and low force directions
In the low force direction (F L), the pivot distance R is
approximately half as long as in the high force
direction (FH). Figures 7a and 7b illustrate this in more
detail. Since R1 > R2 therefore Fc1 > Fc2. A larger force
is needed to reach the trigger threshold in the high force
direction, resulting in more pre-travel in that direction.
Trigger force variation results in a phenomenon known
as pre-travel variation (PTV) or lobing.

3.3 XYZ pre-travel variation
Pre-travel exists not only in the XY plane, but also in
the Z direction. In this case, there is no mechanical
advantage (lever action) over the probe spring, so the
contact force is the same as the spring force (see fig. 9);
therefore the trigger force in this direction is much
higher than that seen in the XY plane. However, since
the stylus is in compression when triggering in this
direction, its effective stiffness is much higher and the
pre-travel in the Z direction is generally much smaller
than in the XY plane.

Fig. 7a. Pivot point is further from stylus centre line in
high force direction
Fig. 9. Force balance in the Z direction
Kinematic resistive probes exhibit 3-dimensional
(XYZ) PTV, a combination of the XY and Z pre-travel
effec.ts. When measuring complex surfaces, this
becomes an important characteristic.

Fig. 7b. Pivot point is closer to stylus centre-line in low
force direction

3.4 Probe calibration
Pre-travel itself is not a form of error, since it can easily
be compensated by probe calibration. A datum feature,
of known size and position, is measured to establish the
average pre-travel for the stylus concerned. Once this is
complete, the key factor affecting measurement
accuracy is the probe’s repeatability (see next section).
However, there are some limitations. On complex parts,
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many probing directions may be needed. If the PTV
value for the probe / stylus combination is sufficiently
low, then its impact on the measurement accuracy may
be acceptable. However, if this potential measurement
error is unacceptably large, then it may be necessary to
calibrate the probe for each direction in which it is to
be used.
3.5 Repeatability
A probe’s ability to trigger at the same point each time
is known as it’s repeatability. This is a random error
and kinematic resistive probes for machine tool
applications typically repeat within 1.0 µm (0.00004 in)
(2σ) at the stylus tip. Many CMM kinematic resistive
probes can repeat within 0.35 µm (0.000014 in) (2σ).It
is important to note that these are test rig values, and do
not necessarily represent the system measurement
repeatability. Any variability in the time taken to latch
the machine position from when the probe issues a
trigger signal will manifest itself as an increase in
repeatability. Whilst CMM control designs have been
optimised around the probe input, for CNC machine
tools this is not always the case.
Other factors that can affect the measurement
repeatability of machine tool probes include:
• Sample frequency of the probe signal by the machine
controller - on CMMs this is normally a real time
interrupt, whilst some CNC machine tools are fitted
with high speed skip inputs to minimise the uncertainty
of position at the point of trigger. However, some
CNCs only sample the probe input every few
milliseconds.
• Transmission repeatability - the variation in time
taken to transmit a probe trigger signal to the controller.
Renishaw optical and radio transmissions are designed
to have a short and highly repeatable delay.
3.6 Hysteresis
The direction of the preceding probe trigger has a small
effect on the point of the trigger - similar to backlash in
a ball-screw mechanism. Hysteresis is maximised when
a measurement follows a probing move in the opposite
direction in the XY plane. This effect increases with
stylus length and contact force. However, the kinematic
mechanism minimises hysteresis so that it is typically
only a small component of the probe’s unidirectional
repeatability.
3.7 Performance factors ranked in terms of
importance
1. Repeatability
This is the key performance requirement of any trigger
probe and represents the fundamental limit to system
performance. Hysteresis contributes to repeatability.
2. Pre-travel variation
This factor can be removed through calibration,
provided all the probing directions are known.
Measurement accuracy will be reduced if a probe with
a high PTV value is used in an unqualified direction.
PTV increases rapidly with stylus length in kinematic
resistive probes.
3. Hysteresis
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A small factor for probes with kinematic mechanisms.
4. STRAIN GAUGE PROBE TECHNOLOGY
A newer form of sensing technology has addressed the
performance limitations of the kinematic resistive
probe mechanism: silicon strain gauges. This has been
made possible by modern compact electronics and solid
state sensing, which Renishaw has engineered for
probes as small as 13 mm (0.5 in) in diameter.
Although strain gauge probes still use a kinematic
mechanism to retain the stylus, they do not use the
resistance through the contact elements as the means to
sense a trigger. Instead, a set of strain gauges is
positioned on carefully designed webs in the probe
structure above the kinematics (see figure 10). These
gauges measure the contact force applied to the stylus
and generate a trigger once the strain exceeds a
threshold value. This provides a low trigger force, and,
since the sensing is not dependent on the kinematics, a
consistent trigger characteristic in all directions.

Fig. 10. Strain gauge mounted to web inside probe
4.1 Measuring the contact force
Figure 11 shows a schematic of a strain gauge probe.
At low contact forces, the kinematics remain seated and
the force is transmitted through them to the probe
structure. The strain gauges - three measuring gauges
aligned to sense in the X, Y and Z axes - are mounted
on thin webs. They detect forces in the structure and
their outputs are summed together so that once a force
threshold is breached in any direction, a trigger signal
is generated. This threshold force is typically a few
grams - much lower than the trigger force on an
equivalent resistive sensor.

Fig. 11. Schematic of a strain gauge probe measuring
the contact force

The strain gauges are highly sensitive to forces on the
structure, and will detect vibrations on the machine
whilst the stylus is not in contact with the surface of the
part. Filtering circuitry inside the probe establishes
whether the strains seen at the gauges are the result of a
real and persistent deflection of the stylus. To achieve
this, a short and highly repeatable delay is inserted into
the detection circuit from the moment the force
threshold is first breached, after which a persistent and
increasing force must be seen before a trigger is issued
at the end of the delay period.

towards which the machine is programmed to move
during the probing cycle. Manufacturing engineers
must ensure that as the machine moves towards this
target position, it does not start to decelerate before the
stylus meets the surface. The over-travel distance must
therefore take account of both the likely variation in
surface position, as well as the deceleration profile of
the machine.

4.2 Rejecting false triggers and repeatable
measurement
Fig. 12a. illustrates the case where there is significant
noise on the strain gauge output value, caused by
vibration on the machine. In this case, the threshold is
breached by one particular vibration and the fixed delay
timer starts. However, the force drops below the
threshold and remains at a lower level so that, once the
delay period has expired, the electronics can identify
that a real trigger has not occurred, so no trigger signal
is issued.
Fig. 12b. A persistent force due to a probe trigger
breaches strain gauge force - trigger signal is issued at
the end of the delay period

Fig. 12a. A random vibration breaches strain gauge
force threshold – no trigger issued

4.3 Performance benefits
Fig. 14. shows a typical pre-travel variation plot for an
OMP400 touch-trigger probe where 12 points are taken
at 30° increments around a circle. The chart shows a
typical PTV plot for an OMP400 touch probe, showing
a low and almost uniform pre-travel in all directions.
Using a 50 mm stylus, the PTV value in the XY plane
is just 0.34 μm (0.000013 in), or roughly 90% less than
the PTV value for a similarly sized kinematic touch
probe. The OMP400 touch probe typically exhibits
XYZ PTV values of less than 1 µm.

Meanwhile, Fig. 12b. shows the case where the stylus
meets the surface. Once the stylus strikes the surface,
random vibrations are quickly damped out as the strain
gauges measure the contact force. The force seen at the
gauges rises persistently, so that once the timer starts,
the force never falls below the threshold again. At the
end of the repeatable delay period, a trigger signal is
issued.
This repeatable delay is easily removed with probe
calibration. The net effect is an apparent reduction in
the radius of the stylus ball, equal to the distance
moved by the machine during the fixed delay period.
Provided the machine moves at a constant speed during
this period, measurement repeatability is unaffected.
This means that the probe must be calibrated at the
same programmed feed rate at which measurements
will occur, making strain gauge probes suitable only for
automated CMMs and CNC machine tools. A further
consideration is the programmed target position - the
point beyond the expected position of the surface

Fig. 14. Pre-travel variation plot for an OMP400 touchtrigger probe
These performance benefits manifest themselves in
more accurate measurement, especially on complex
parts where many sensing directions are used. The low
PTV value means that a simple probe calibration
routine can be used.
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4.4 Life and reliability benefits
Another benefit of strain gauge technology is the longer
operational life that can be achieved - typically more
than 10 times longer than resistive probes. Using solid
state strain gauges means that there is almost no
degradation of the kinematic contacts, which are used
solely for their mechanical re-seat properties. In
contrast, resistive probes start to exhibit increasing reseat failures over time. The resistance through the
contacts eventually fails to fall below the trigger
threshold due to microdegradation of the surfaces.
Furthermore, unlike resistive probes, strain gauge
sensors do not suffer from vibration-induced false
triggers. These characteristics make them suitable for
intensive touch-trigger probing applications.
4.5 Flexibility
In kinematic resistive probes, the pre-travel variation
increases rapidly with stylus length (PTV is
proportional to the cube of the stylus length). This
means that measurement performance requirements
limit the length of stylus that can be used. Whilst this is
overcome in many cases by the use of an extension bar,
an indexing head and / or the small size of the probe
itself, there are some inspection applications that
demand a very long stylus. Strain gauge sensors, with
their lower and more consistent trigger forces, can
provide superior measurement performance and
support much longer styli. In the case of the RMP600
spindle probe for machine tools (see Fig. 15.), styli up
to 300 mm long can be used, with only a small decrease
in measurement performance.

Stylus length
Repeatability
Max. 2σ in any direction
of 12
2D (XY) lobing
Max. deviation from a
ring gauge
3D (XYZ) lobing
Max. deviation from a
known sphere

50 mm

100 mm

0.25 µm

0.35 µm

±0.25 µm

±0.25 µm

±1.00 µm

±1.75 µm

Some measurement applications demand very small
styli to access the features to be measured. The low
probing force of strain gauge sensors means that less
rigid styli can still be used.
5. SUMMARY
Touch-trigger probes - kinematic resistive and strain
gauge sensors - are the most widely used forms of
contact sensor used on CMMs and CNC machine tools.
Despite the recent increase in the use of scanning
probes on CMMs, touch-trigger probes continue to play
an important role in quality assurance and process
control in many fields of manufacturing. Their design
has evolved to meet the needs of a wide range of
measurement tasks, with innovative sensing technology
providing improved performance, a longer operating
life and increased flexibility.
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Fig. 15. RMP600 strain gauge spindle probe
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CALIBRATION OF THE LENGTH MEASURING MACHINE
Abstract: This contribution describes procedures and interpretation techniques of calibration universal length

measuring machine Zeiss ULM 600. As a method for calibration was used direct comparison method. The Aim of
this work is to specify a calibration method, design of measurement model, execution of the measurement
experiments, statistical evaluation of the measurements, specification of source of uncertainties and interpretation
of the results of calibration in terms of the chosen methodology. As a standard was chosen laser interferometer XL
80 from Renishaw. Result of this work is to determine the positioning errors of the length measuring machine with
application of corrections of these errors.
Key words: length measuring machine, laser interferometer, calibration, uncertainties of measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
In the calibration of precision measuring systems
are increasing requirements for accuracy, evaluation
and improvement of new principles and methods of
measurement. For this reason is important the
implementation of the optical measurement systems for
the calibration process.
As a standard for the calibration was chosen laser
interferometer Renishaw XL 80 to fulfill requirements
for high accuracy and repeatability measurements of
the length measuring machine. The laser interferometer
is also used in the geometrical quantities measurement.
2. LENGTH MEASURING MACHINE ZEISS
ULM 600
Length measuring machine Zeiss ULM 600 is a
classic concept with manual control tailstocks. Linear
measurement range is 600 mm. Positioning of
measuring touch with resolution 0,2 μm is indicated by
measuring ruler HEIDENHAIN. This device is used for
length measures calibration such as plain plug gages,
setting rings, thread gages, thread setting rings, gage
blocks, dial indicators, calipers, micrometers and the
others.
PERFORMANCE DATA
Linear measurement range
Resolution
Maximum permissible error
MPE

length, angle, straightness, flatness or perpendicularity.
As a light source is used He-Ne laser (Helium-Neon)
methane CH4 stabilized. Frequency is sufficiently stable
to be able measure the frequency and wavelength with
high accuracy. Laser interferometer Renishaw XL 80 is
based on heterodyne principle; it is therefore dual
frequency interferometer.
Device works on the physical principle of the
interference comparator. The light source is dual
frequency gas laser. The laser emits light radiation at
two very close frequencies. Both beams are orthogonal
polarized. This allows their separation by polarizing
filter. This provides reference and measurement beams.
Reference beams f1 and f2 fall on a photosensitive
element, the measuring beams continue to half mirror.
The measuring beams are divided into two parts here.
One part of the frequency f2 is reflected by the corner
reflector and after reflection from the semi-permeable
mirror returns to the photosensitive element. The
second part of the frequency f1 moves through the half
mirror and turns to the corner reflector mounted on the
measured object. There is a frequency shift of the beam
on value f1 + ∆f. The beam turns on a photosensitive
element. There is an output signal proportional to the
frequency change ∆f on the output of evaluation unit.

ZEISS ULM
600
0 to 600 mm
0,2 μm
0,3 + L/1500 μm

Table 1. Basic metrological parameters of Zeiss ULM
600
3. STANDARD – LASER INTERFEROMETER
RENISHAW XL 80
Laser interferometer is measuring device that is
used in the geometrical quantities measurement such as

Fig. 1. Schematic sample of the heterodyne laser
interferometer
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The accuracy of measurement by the laser interferometer
affects the refractive index of environment, usually air.
Wavelength of the laser beam varies according the
formula:



0

(1)

n

position for long enough to allow a capturing of actual
position.
Direct to the nature of measurement is chosen as a
measuring step the linear bi-directional measuring
cycle. It refers to a series of measurement, where
setting to the specified position in given axis is
performed in both directions of movement.

where:
λ
– wavelength of laser light in air,
λ0
– wavelength of laser light in vacuum,
n
– refraction index of air.
The value of the refractive index varies according to
changes in temperature, pressure relative humidity and
chemical composition of air. Contamination of optical
path of laser between interferometer and corner
reflector also affects the measurement.

System performance

Renishaw XL 80

Fig. 2. Sample linear bi-directional measuring cycle
Linear measurement range
Linear measurement
accuracy
Linear frequency accuracy

0 to 40 m

Resolution

1 nm

Maximum travel velocity

4 m/s

Dynamic capture rate

10 Hz to 50 kHz

Preheat time
Specifies accuracy
temperature range

< 6 minutes

Environmental sensor
performance
Material temperature
Air temperature
Air pressure
Relative humidity (%)

 0,5 m/m
 0,05 m/m

Ambient conditions (air temperature, material
temperature, air pressure, relative humidity) are
monitored and recorded throughout the measurement to
fulfill the requirements VDI standard, but also to
correction length value of the laser interferometer in
relation to the reference ambient conditions.

(0 to 40) °C

Renishaw XL 80
(0 to 55) °C
Accuracy:  0,1 °C
(0 to 40) °C
Accuracy:  0,2 °C
65 kPa to 115 kPa
Accuracy: 1 mbar
(0 to 95) %
Accuracy:  6 %

Table 2. Basic metrological parameters of the laser
interferometer Renishaw XL 80
4. CONDITIONS OF THE CALIBRATION
EXPERIMENT
As a method for calibration device Zeiss ULM 600
is chosen direct measurement by laser interferometer.
The measurement of universal length machine
proceeded according to standard VDI/VDE 2617. The
calibration must be too complied with a series of basic
conditions, such as the measurement is performed in
metrological laboratory on the device steady-state
temperature, it must be preceded a suitable heating
process and positioning part must stop in the measured
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Fig. 3. Samples calibration of length measuring
machine Zeiss ULM 600

5. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
CALIBRATION
In calibration of the universal length machine there
are several sources of errors. Classification and
estimation of these potential sources of errors need for
evaluation of uncertainty measurement. The most
significant sources of errors in length machine
measurements is the temperature (or more exactly, the
change of the temperature) of the measured machine.
For very precise measurements is important to measure
the temperature of the controlled part of the machine
and to use it in readout corrections.
Uncertainty of the measurement is the qualitative
sign of measurement. Absolute knowledge of
measurement process requires a lot of information,
which could be described by mathematical model (1).
Mathematical model of calibration of NC positioning
table is expressed as follows:

L  LULM  [1   (20  t m )]  LLI


Lc

(2)

 δLcos  LAbbe  Ldp
where:
∆L
– deviation of position in axis,
LULM – measured length value indicated by
universal length machine,
Lc
– corrected value of the measured length of the
laser interferometer (conventionally true
value).
Further corrections in the model are be considered zero
and their impact is transferred to the uncertainty of
measurement.

– temperature of material,
– length measured by the laser interferometer
expressed as:

 0 
 N
LLI  
 64ntph 



64
ntph

– wavelegth of laser radiation in vacuum,
– constant of polarization splitter,
– index of refraction of air at a temperature t ,

N

pressure p, relative humidity h,
– number of laser pulses.





ntph  n0 1  K t t  20  K p  p  20  K h h  50

(4)

Errors that are specified as mechanical sources of
uncertainties which are added to overall measurement
model are follows:

Lcos – cosine error,
LAbbe – Abbe error,
Ldp – dead path error.
A cosine error
If the laser beam is not parallel to a measured axis of a
machine (i.e. the optical path is not properly adjusted)
than a difference between the real distance and the
measured distance occurs. This error of adjustment is
known as a cosine error, because its magnitude depends
on the angle between the laser beam and the axis of the
measured machine.
An Abbe error
An Abbe error occurs when, during measurements, the
measured part does not move perfectly straight and
there appear angular movements, which cause sloping
of the corner reflector.

6. EVALUATION
RESULTS
(3)

where:

0

Edlens equation:

A dead path error
A dead path error is an error associated with the change
in environmental parameters during a measurement.
This error occurs when some part of the light path (a
dead path) is not included in the temperature (both air
and base), pressure and humidity compensation.

Other influencing parameters in the model are:
– coefficient of thermal expansion of the

mechanical part of the universal length
machine,

tm
LLI

Expression of Edlens equation shows how the
environmental refractive index varies with the
temperature, relative humidity and air pressure
changes.
The errors caused by the change of the wavelength
are less important, but they can not be abandoned.
Roughly 1μm/m is caused by: the air temperature
change of 1 °C, the air pressure change of 4hPa and the
relative humidity of air change of 30 %.

OF

THE

CALIBRATION

Evaluation of the calibration universal length
machine Zeiss ULM 600 is focused to determine
positioning errors of machine axis. Metrological
verification is made, as well with comparing to
manufacturer parameters.
As is shown in
Figure 3, some measured error points are not in the
manufacturer tolerance with the uncertainty of
determining the error point. After corrections into the
control system of machine Zeiss ULM 600 are all
measured error points in accordance with the
manufacturers tolerance, as is shown in Figure 4.

The refractive index ntph can be expressed by Edlens
equation or using the calculator on the website:
http://emtoolbox.nist.gov/Wavelength/Edlen.asp.
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measured errors
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Fig. 4. Diagram of positioning errors of the Zeiss ULM
600
measured errors
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Fig. 5. Diagram of positioning errors of the Zeiss ULM
600 after application of corrections
Uncertainty of measurement in calibration:
U  0,05  0,5  L μm, L is length in meters
The reported expanded uncertainty of measurement
is stated as the standard uncertainty of measurement
multiplied by the coverage factor k = 2,00 which for a
t-distribution with νeff = 132,1 effective degrees of
freedom corresponds to a coverage probability of
approximately 95%. The standard uncertainty of
measurement has been determined in accordance with
EAL Publication EAL-R2.
7. CONCLUSION
This contribution describes procedures and
interpretation techniques of calibration the universal
length measuring machine Zeiss ULM 600 by laser
interferometer. Calibration of the universal length
machine requires design of calibration model,
specification sources of measurement errors and
interpretation of the calibration results in accordance to
a metrological standard. Contribution also describes the
operation process of calibration of universal length
machine, conditions of its measurement and shows
sample of evaluation the universal length machine
before and after corrections.
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HOW MANAGERS ESTIMATE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS TODAY IN SERBIA
Abstract: Quality managers in Serbian organisations were asked to estimate the main quality management system
dimensions. They are also asked to express their opinion on how they generally estimate their quality management
systems. Linear regression is used to find predictors of these general estimates and conclusions are drawn out.
Key words: managers' estimates, quality management, transition

1. INTRODUCTION
Over one million firms worldwide implemented
ISO 9001 in last seven years [1].
Nair & Prajogo [2] argue that applying ISO 9001
may result in innovation, and that can generate positive
influence on performance of an organisation. Such influence of ISO 9001 is present in developed economies.
As Jimenez & Valle [3] argue, there are technical or
administrative innovations. Technical innovation can
be a new product/service or modification of an existing
process. Administrative innovation can be a new procedure in administration, new policy, new set of rules
and/or other set of changes in organising the work.
According to some findings, innovations can support
organisations dealing with unstable events [4], [3].
This research is carried out in Serbian economy. It
is now for a long time in transition [5].
This research is carried out along with some more
extensive works in the University of Novi Sad (Faculty
of Technical Sciences, Department for Industrial
Engineering and Engineering Management), aimed to
examine impacts of quality management system (QMS)
practices to organisational performance. First results
thereof will be published soon.

This research is aimed to find how generally quality
managers estimate their quality management systems.
As far as we know, some findings indicate differences between how impacts of quality system dimensions
are treated and what their influence is on organisational
performance, in developed economies and economies
in transition [5], [6]. Many research efforts (and practical as well) have to be made to straighten things out - to
find where economies in transition are today and what
to do to direct it towards improving their performance.
It is now of a great interest for both researchers and
practitioners to examine what quality dimensions are recognised by Serbian managers as predictors of general estimate
of QMS (fig. 1, 5 point Likert scale used for estimating).
The assumption as a basis for this study is: all estimates of quality management system dimensions make
significant positive relations with the general estimate
of a quality management system provided by managers.
Study is carried out using a specially designed questionnaire.
2. METHOD
The questionnaire used in the study was constructed
upon results of several studies highly related with this
one (e.g. [3], [7], [8], [9], [10]).

Fig. 1. Descriptive statistics summary for cenral parameter
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Pre-final questionnaire was reviewed by experts from
the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad, IIS - Research and Technology Center Novi Sad and a group of quality managers from industry. Some corrections were made.
After them a pre-test was conducted on a sample of 30 cases. Finally, the questionnaire contained 44 items grouped
into eight quality management constructs. A five-point
Likert scale [11] was used for obtaining estimates.
Data were collected within a time of around three
months. An electronic questionnaire was used. After being
forwarded to quality managers of manufacturing and service
organisations in Serbia, results were collected electronically.
According to Aire [12], unidimensiolanilty analysis is
to be conducted by carrying out confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) (here done using LISREL v8.80). After that, the
model fit was examined by calculating χ2 and p values.
Finally, for all constructs, the goodness of fit index (GFI)
was analysed. Questionnaire reliability test was carried out
by calculating Cronbach α [11] coefficients. BentlerBonett coefficient was calculated for convergent validity
analysis [12]. All of the analysis proved out that
questionnaire was reliable and valid for the research.
Discussion and conclusions of this study are based
on calculating various parameters of descriptive
statistics for observed variables and performing
multiple linear regression to find independent
predictors of observed estimates.
3. SAMPLE
The survey lasted for three months. An electronic
questionnaire was forwarded to quality managers in
certified Serbian organisations. Out of over 1000
organisations, 160 valid responses were returned.
Desctriptives are given in the results section.

4. RESULTS
Organizations from the sample are production,
service providers or both (Table 1).
Organisation types
Production
Service
Production and service
Total

%
25.0
39.4
35.6
100.0

Table 1. Organisation types in the sample
The type of organisation ownership also varies
throughout the sample (Table 2).
Property (mainly)
Government
Private
Total

N
68
92
160

%
42.5
57.5
100.0

Table 2. Private and government organizations in the
sample
The sample includes micro, small, middle and large
organisations (Table 3).
No of employees
between 1 and 9
between 10 and 49
between 50 and 249
over 250
Total

N
26
19
54
61
160

%
16.3
11.9
33.8
38.1
100.0%

Table 3. Size of organisations in the sample
Given the tabular descriptives, sample can be
regarded as representative.
Frequencies of QMS dimensions estimates are
given in Fig. 2, while Table 4 contains descriptives.

Fig. 2. QMS dimensions: frequency histograms

168

N
40
63
57
160

Variable
Leadership
Quality planning
Employee management
Supplier management
Customer focus
Process management
Continuous improvement
Learning

Mean*
3.80
3.75
3.43
3.87
3.91
3.84
3.70
3.69

StDev*
0.869
0.817
0.955
0.802
0.909
0.879
0.899
0.908

Items
3
4
5
4
4
4
4
4

Source
Regression
Residual
Error
Total

* Mean and deviation for parameter values scaled to 5 points Likert
scale

Table 4. Descriptives: QMS dimensions
General estimates of QMSs provided by quality
managers are shown in Fig. 1 and table 5.
QMS estimate
1
2
3
4
5

Frequency
3
16
61
65
15

Percent
1.88
10.00
38.13
40.63
9.38

Table 5. Estimates of QMS provided by Q managers
Fig. 1 uncovers 3 outliers in 160 cases (estimates
thereof are 1 at a Likert scale). Other data forms the
distrubution that can not be considered normal (see
Anderson-Darlin test results). Having median right of
the mean is caused by outlier values.
Calculation of regression is performed (independent
variables are QMS dimensions, and QMS estimate is dependent variable). Model appears to be statistically significant at the confidence level of 99% (p<0.01, table 6).
Predictor
Constant
Leadership**
Quality planning
Employee management
Supplier management
Customer focus
Process management
Continuous improvement*
Learning*

Abbreviation***
LEAD
QP
EM
SM
CF
PM
CI
LEARN

DF
8
151

SS
83.99
35.70

159

119.69

MS
10.49
0.236

F
44.4

P
0.000

Table 6. Analysis of variance for regression model
Results of linear regression are given in table 7, while
graphical interpretation of the model is shown in Fig. 2.
R2 (determination coefficient) value of 70.2% indicates that around 70% of dependent variable variation can be
explained by variations of independent variables.
Regression equation (1) is presented using abbreviations given in table 7. Central parameter (dependent variable) is abbreviated with "QMSEst":
QMSEst = - 0.080 + 0.0763 LEAD +
0.0370 QP - 0.0038 EM + 0.0178 SM ............ (1)
0.0127 CF + 0.0322 PM + 0.0622 CI +
0.0464 LEARN
Statistically significant parameters are underlined
along with their coefficients. At the end, graphical
interpretation of a model is given in Fig. 3.
5. DISCUSSION
Values of predictor coefficients are low due to dependent
variable domain (1 to 5), while independent variables are
scores composed of 3-5 item estimates (with wider
domains; see Table 4). P-values can be considered
indicators of a predictor statistical significance.
Estimates of leadership appear to be the strongest
predictor of QMS estimates. Observed alone, this finding
might be a positive indicator. But, one could be justifiably
concerned about the situation where, at the same time,

Coef
-0.0798
0.07626
0.03698
-0.00382
0.01784
-0.01266
0.03220
0.06224
0.04640

SE Coef
0.2098
0.02641
0.02244
0.01490
0.02234
0.02160
0.01904
0.02415
0.02028

T
-0.38
2.89
1.65
-0.26
0.80
-0.59
1.69
2.58
2.29

P
0.704
0.004
0.101
0.798
0.426
0.559
0.093
0.011
0.024

** p<0.01, *p<0.05, ***used in regression equation

Table 7. Linear regresesion results

Fig. 3. Model
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managers' estimates do not reveal any significant direct
relations between process management, customer focus or
quality planning from one and central parameter from
other side. What does leadership mean without previously
listed attributes as predictors? What business behaviour
model could any manager offer to employees, and how
could he or she make efforts to motivate employees, if not
towards efficient process management, higher user
satisfaction levels and/or better quality planning?

improvement projects) to support process management
improvement, human resource management improvement,
better understanding of customer requirements, implementation of various methods/techniques (statistical, engineering
and/or management). Scientific institutions are today not
strong enough to carry out such activities on their own.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This study reveals absence of expected relations between
quality management dimensions and estimates of quality
management systems provided by managers in conditions
of transition (in Serbia). The absence thereof is found
using the sample of 160 firms, and linear regression.
Authors proposed a framework for design of activities to
overcome shortcomings and help firms to direct their
businesses towards improvements.
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NEW USER INTERFACE FOR DETECTING EDGE WEAR ON CUTTING TOOLS
Abstract: Increased demands for condition monitoring and demands to increase productivity need new data
acquisition methods and user interfaces. Other possibilities are also researched for implementing the method into
production process. Use of high speed data acquisition systems is necessary to fulfill the need for monitoring high
speed events. This paper presents preliminary tests and results of developing a software user interface for detecting
the wear on cutting tool during machining.
Key words: edge wear, machining, high speed camera, data acquisition.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade there has been a setback in
development of acquisition techniques. Researchers
and authors use existing techniques which they refine
[2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Solutions and methods used in other
scientific fields are implemented [1, 4, 10]. Some of the
author use intelligent methods to gather, evaluate,
optimize and predict data. Others rely on hardware
solutions to do the same job. A decision was made to
upgrade the existing system for measurements and
gathering data with an additional system. In machining
were everything is moving, vibrating, cracking,
breaking and heating up, the options for data gathering
and applying new techniques seem endless. But there
are some limitations that need to be taken care off.
These limitations are coupled to the equipment used for
measuring and gathering. Usually the equipment used
for specific measurements and data acquisition is
specific and hard to apply. Different hardware was
evaluated; among them are visual sensors, sound,
vibration and temperature sensors.
The main representatives in this division were
evaluated considering the ability of optional adjusting
the parameters and the applicability into other
machining applications. The machining processes are
time and resource consuming. The cutting procedure
itself runs at high speeds, thermal and physical loads
are immense therefore the hardware equipment must
keep up with the rising demands. Today’s cutting
speeds depend on the speed of the main spindle. It is
common that the spindle rotates at 20.000 rpm’s.
Temperature sensors give an inside view on how the
temperatures are deployed in the material. The main
disadvantage of using the thermal sensor is the lack of
information about the physical properties of the work
piece material or the material of the cutting tool. This
information is vital for correct evaluation of gathered
data and possible numerical simulations. The
manufacturer of the cutting tool or the work piece
material usually give very little information about it,
therefore the needed data has to be acquired otherwise.
Sound – vibration sensor are very sensitive to the
surrounding environment. The slightest disturbance can
of the cutting tool tip, insert or the chip – in that

cause incorrect measurements and the gathered data
can be discarded. In a working environment, there are a
lot of disturbances from other machines. With the use
of special filters these disturbances can be filtered out
and the signal cleared. But the state of the tool or work
piece is still unknown. The state of it must be
determined with the use of other measurement
equipment. The use of a high speed camera reduces
some disadvantages of previous mentioned equipment.
Its work is similar to the work of an operator behind his
machine. The operator listens and visually inspects the
errors and if necessary adjusts the settings. Therefore a
decision was made to begin testing a colour high speed
camera and use it to develop an interface for tool wear
detection.
2. HARDWARE EQUIPMENT
The high speed camera enables a maximum speed
of 65 frames per second (fps). The resolution of the
captured images can range up to 640 x 480 pixels. It
also has a built in trigger for using additional light
source. A built in 1.6 GHz processor enables fast
processing of gathered frames. The camera has also an
IP67 protection rating, so that it can be also used in
working conditions. To use such a camera a
compromise must be done to satisfy the need for speed
and the need for accuracy. For example, to determine
the length of an insert, the scale can be bigger than 1
mm, but to observe the size of the tool, one must
consider the tight tolerances during machining.
Therefore the scale must be smaller. For 0.1 mm
accuracy, the maximum observed window size at a
resolution of 640 x 480 pixels is 21.3 x 16 mm. For an
accuracy of 0.01 mm, the maximum area would be 2.13
x 1.6 mm. For practical reasons and use, such values
are too small – the inflicted damage results in bigger
deformations. Because of that we did not go under the
accuracy of 0.1 mm (100 μm). In our testing, the
cutting speeds did not exceed 3900 rpm. At 3900 rpm,
the tool rotates at a speed of 65 revelations per second.
If a slower cutting speed is chosen, more images can be
gathered during one tool revelations. The colour lens
enables also the spotting of any changes in the colour
way the thermal influence can be detected. In
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conclusion, this high speed camera enables different
options of measurements:
Detection of parts bigger than 1 mm – detection
area of 213 mm x 160 mm,
Detection of parts bigger than 0.1 mm – detection
area of 21.3 mm x 16 mm,
Detection in colour variations – overheated cutting
tool, chip or work piece,
Detection of every full rotation of the cutting tool at
3.900 rpm,
Detection of one or more rotations depending on the
spindle speed.
Considering all options of detection and
classification, a decision must be made which settings
to use and which features to monitor during the test.
3. PREPARATIONS FOR TESTING
Before the tests were carried out, the connection
between the computer and the camera needed to be
established. Because the software is not fully
compatible with the new version of Windows, there
was a delay in connecting both of them. After the
intervention from the manufacturer, a software update
solved this problem. Although the computer had to be
setup to the same sub net mask (IP address…). The
camera is connected via Ethernet port to the computer.
One of the cameras feature is also its ability to function
without a computer. Because it has a built in chip and a
processor, a program can be uploaded. When the
program is running it can take frames or overview a
process autonomously. In the tests, the camera was
connected and ran over the computer. The frames, Fig.
1, were uploaded to the computer and afterwards
evaluated.
Set of frames, Fig. 1, shows the conditions during
milling. The insert is clearly visible. The used work
piece material was a steel alloy with the designation
OCR 1.2379. For this set of tests colour frames were
used.

Fig.1. Frames gathered during the testing
4. RESULTS
The first results were used to create a computer
program, which recognises specific features, in our
case the edge of the insert. The program was developed
to recognise the edge of each insert, Fig. 2, and it also
compared all gathered frames with inserts with a
template frame – the differences are returned (a
detection possibility for insert if they are present or not
and what size they are). Fig. 2 also shows how the
program is set up out of different feature recognition
subprograms (steps). Each of these steps offers a
variety of settings. With the gathered data (frames) 11
different settings were tested to determine which
combination of steps and settings enables the best
recognition capability for a certain feature. Use of
circular edge detection is a very useful application.
This allows recognising a circular edge in a specific
region of interest. In the end, an inspection status can
be set up to determine if the frame passed the pre-set
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requirements. In any case, a rule can be applied that
takes actions at specified results and makes changes.
These changes can be programed to do specific tasks.
Because the program runs in LabVIEW, additional
options are available. For example, if the acquired
frame does not match the template, the program can
either stop the acquisition or proceed with it.

Fig.3.Testing of different settings

Fig.2. A developed program for insert detection
Other programs similar to the one on Fig. 3 are
under development. Different settings and different
filters are used. Combinations are tested and
comparisons are made between them to determine
which one detects more features with greater accuracy
and higher speed. More filters and more settings mean
longer computational times and use of other resources.
Therefore the programs must be as simple, short as
possible so that the full capacity of the high speed
camera can be used. If the buffer of the camera or the
computer is occupied, then the acquisition discontinues
and the sequence of the frames is interrupted.
For simpler applications it is also possible to take a
frame with another camera and use it as a template.
Although it must be mentioned that the base point for
taking frames must always be the same so that all
settings fit to the observed area, tool position and work
piece position. If not, the program can detect other
features and recognise them as the desired feature.

On behalf of the gathered frames - results, a
limitation is established which prevents the detection of
undesired edges or features, Fig. 4. This part of
programing is time consuming – it demands the
overview of all gathered frames and the measurement
of all edges. This is necessary to determine the right
values for setting the detection limits. Many other
boundary conditions can be set and limited, depending
on the inserts physical appearance.
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Fig.4. Setting the detection limits
5. CONCLUSION
The results – gathered figures, provide and insight
into the insert wear. Clearly visible insert and its size
can help determine the correct cutting parameters and
prevent the use of damaged inserts. Some suggestions
for cutting parameters are in the form of tables and
books but because of new advancements in the field of
materials, tables for such materials are till now not
made. These gathered data are promising in
establishing a program for insert wear under different
cutting conditions. A chance for chip classification is
also possible, which means that the program is able to
detect and classify different features as short, broken
off chips from long and winding ones, which are
hazardous to the cutting tool and work piece. Other
programs are in development where the program for
insert detection and classification is directly linked to a
program for changing the cutting parameters. In doing
so, the final program will be able to change cutting
parameters during the machining and prevent possible
hazardous cutting conditions and tool breakage.
The ability to detect colour deviations is also a
useful feature. Data from the camera can also be used
for measuring the chip thickness and geometry,
depending on the settings of the camera.
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USE OF VIRTUAL AND ACTUAL VIBRO-DIAGNOSTICS
FOR BETTER CONDITION MONITORING
Abstract: An intensive development of microprocessors and digital signal processing, made an outstanding impact
on vibrodiagnostics and promoted it into the most exploited and reliable method of technical diagnostics. Through
an innovative engineering work on development of a new vibro-diagnostics device, based on LabVIEW application,
a vast of dynamic measurements were conducted and some of them are deployed in this paper. Data analysis is
performed on the records collected with piezoelectric sensor of high sensitivity. The designed instrumentation
underwent a true verification in harsh industrial conditions, on actual machinery, in parallel with an appropriate
brand name measuring device.
Key words: Vibro-diagnostics, Condition Monitoring, Vibration Measurement.

1. INTRODUCTION
Technical diagnostics is undergoing rapid
development and increasing implementation in real
time system monitoring. In order to maximize the
operational reliability and efficiency, virtual
diagnostics is used for system health assessment and
machinery failure prediction [1]. Market research
showed the lack of powerful yet affordable
multifunctional multi channel device for signal
analysis. For that purpose a kind of vibro-diagnostic
instrument was developed and this paper shows
vibration severity measurement results.
Data sets were collected under laboratory
conditions, also within industrial environment. The
device architecture is based on dedicated signal
conditioning module and National Institute data
acquisition board. Data measurement and true vibration
analysis were carried out with the application software,
developed in LabVIEW graphical environment. This
multichannel signal analyzer was designed to monitor a
cluster of accelerometer signals in order to determine:
 Vibration severity
 Peak tones of spectrum (FFT)
 Time graph of signal trends

Fig. 1. Measurement device Micro Mon Rotech

The device also provides options to display/store
measurement data and input measurement parameters
via conventional communication ports and protocols.
Fig. 2. Signal acquisition system
2. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
This concept of multichannel portable device for
signal analysis comprises (Fig. 1):
 Set of accelerometer inputs (2-8 channels; 100
mV/g)
 Sophisticated touch screen HMI
 NI cRIO specialized PLC
 Signal conditioning system
 Signal acquisition system (0-6 current inputs
4-20 mA; 1-4 impulse digital inputs 0-5 V) (Fig. 2) [2].

The role of NI cRIO is to accept analog and digital
signals, scan, convert and deliver appropriate data
package back to HMI with a strictly defined timing. On
the other hand, HMI should receive/display data from
PLC and send back input parameters. The measurement
performs continually with frequent results refresh rate.
The results are arranged in priority descending order.
Additional options are accessible through HMI, such
as:
 Peak tones of spectrum (FFT)
 Time graph of signal trends
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START UP/COAST DOWN measurements
Insight balancing [3].

3. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
Device software component for vibration
monitoring and analysis was developed in LabVIEW
graphical environment. The main purpose of the
application is data acquisition, data processing and
interpretation. Data processing includes digital
filtering, order analysis phase tracking, time/frequent
domain analysis, ect. The most important achievement
in device performance is bidirectional communication
between cRIO and touch screen. Full synchronization
between Master device (T.S.) and device (cRIO) was
crucial for fluent operation, hence data acquisition and
data analysis are performed in a strictly determined
sequence.*
3.1 Functions and LabVIEW modules
Functions and modules for data management and
data analysis can be divided according to the sort of
operation:





Numerical/dynamical/string data basic
processing
Program course control
Hardware/software communication.

The application has hierarchical structure (Fig. 3).
User interface is in graphical environment and allows:
 Measurement process control
 Signal parameters defining
 Processed signal display.
NI cRIO controller has built-in real time operating
system which is adjusted for the operation under
industrial conditions. The controller provides increased
durability and reliability at high performance. The
device itself combines controller open architecture with
industrial I/O modules. Since cRIO controller contains
set of FPGA programmable input ports, part of the
application is conducted on a hardware level. Due to
this feature the wahole system can be used for security
purposes.

Fig. 3. Block diagram
1. Signal conditioning / process start; 2. Data recall
from FPGA level; 3, 4. Signal multi-channeling, data
sorting, signal graphical review before/after FFT
analysis; 5, 6, 7, 8. Peak tones frequency detection /
amplitudes and locations are forwarded to
subprograms, for further processing; 9. Code for
process quality monitoring; 10. Establishing the
connection with touch panel; 11. Calculation of
amplitudes; 12. Displaying results on touch panel; 13,
14. Exit FPGA level, errors display, closing the
program; 15. Unbalance vector calculus program.
4. VIBRATION
MEASUREMENT
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

WITHIN

Experimental testing of the monitoring system was
mostly conducted under laboratory conditions on an
overhung rotor model. Comparison of the results,
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measured in accordance with ISO 10816 standard,
shows high compliance with Micro Mon, or Microlog.
Testing within industrial environment was
performed on steam generators turbines (Block 1) at
TENT B Obrenovac under following conditions:
Measuring equipment: Micro Mon – Rotech and
Microlog CMVA65 – SKF
Measured quantity: vibration acceleration
Derivate quantity: vibration velocity (RMS*)
Principal measuring axis: horizontal H; vertical V;
axial A.
Selected measuring points: L1-L9 (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4. Measuring points deposition
(HP-turbine; MP-turbine; LP1,2-turbine; GENgenerator; E-exciter; L1-L9-bearing)

Evaluation of equipment was done according to ISO
10816-2:1996 standard << Mechanical vibration –
Evaluation of machine vibration by measurements on
non-rotating parts» - Large land-based steam turbine
generator sets in excess of 50 MW [5], under the
“dynamic condition” criteria (Tab. 1)
Rated speed
(RPM)
Quality
Zones

1500

3000

RMS Overall
Velocity Level
VRMS (mm/s)

A/B

2.8

3.8

B/C

5.3

7.5

C/D

8.5

11.8

Figures 5 and 6 clearly show elevated level of
vibration (peak) on L3, on the basic frequency (50 Hz).
Micro Mon results (Fig. 7,8.) confirm that elevated
level of vibration exists on H and V axis on a basic
frequency (50 Hz). Further construction analysis
concluded that the cause of said vibration was a bad
alignment of LP turbine axis and MP turbine axis.

0
VRMS
(mm/s)

A

3.8

B
7.5

C
11.8

D

Table 1. Operating quality permissible limit according
to ISO (A- newly commissioned machines; Bacceptable; C- acceptable for short term operation; Dnon acceptable)
Results of vibro severity measurement on block 1
are shown in (Tab. 2,3,4.) (Microlog) and results
obtained with Micro Mon (Fig. 7,8.). Outcome of the
results comparison apparently shows that developed
measuring device Micro Mon meets the appropriate
standards.

AXIS
H

VRMS
1,8

V

0,7

A

1,0

L1
Vi/ni
1,7(1x)

0,8(1x)

RMS (mm/s)
L2
VRMS Vi/ni
1,2
0,8(1x)

VRMS
4,2

0,8

0,6(1x)

4,5

0,8(2x)
4,5(1x)

2,7

2,6(1x)

1,6

1.5(1x)

Fig. 5. FFT Spectral analysis (Microlog) (L3/H)

L3
Vi/ni
4,1(1x)

Table 2. Vibration at turbine bearings (Microlog)

AXIS
H

L4
VRMS
3,0

V

3,8

A

1,4

Vi/ni
2,9(1x)
0,6(2x)
3,7(1x)
0,4(2x)
1,0(1x)
0,8(2x)

RMS (mm/s)
L5
VRMS Vi/ni
3,2
3,1(1x)
0,9(2x)
3,5
3,4(1x)
0,5

L6
VRMS
5,6

Vi/ni
5,6(1x)

1,4

1,3(1x)

5,2

5,1(1x)

Fig. 6. FFT Spectral analysis (Microlog) (L3/V)

Table 3. Vibration at turbine bearings (Microlog)

AXIS
H

L7
VRMS
2,7

V

3,0

A

2,0

Vi/ni
2,0(1x)
1,9(2x)
2,1(1x)
2,2(2x)
1,8(1x)
0,7(2x)

RMS (mm/s)
L8
VRMS Vi/ni
1,0
1,0(1x)

L9
VRMS
0,6

Vi/ni

2,3

1,3(1x)

1,4

0,9(1x)

2,7

1,9(2x)
1,2(1x)
2,4(2x)

1,1

1,0(2x)

Fig. 7. Vibration at L3, H axis

Table 4. Vibration at turbine bearings (Microlog)
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Fig. 8. Vibration at L3, V axis
Based on the total measurement, the conclusion is
that the block 1 vibration level is within the permissible
level. On bearings L1, L2, L4, L5, L7, L8, L9 the level
of vibration was within the ISO standard
recommendation.
On L3 and L6 higher level of vibration was
detected. L6 – on H and A axis. Primary cause: bad
alignment of LP turbine axis and GEN turbine.
Secondary cause: residual vibrations.
5. CONCLUSION
Based on the research exhibited in this paper,
laboratory and industrial testing, a “real-time” portable
vibro-diagnostic device was developed. Measurement
device was verified in the real industrial conditions on
turbine block.
Results were in accordance with the results obtained
by SKF Microlog CMVA device, and this is an
excellent indicator that the developed device is
competitive on the market.
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PROGNOSIS OF RELIABILITY AND MEAN TIME TO FAILURE OF CUTTING TOOL
IN FUNCTION OF CUTTING CONDITION OF ELEMENTS IN TURNING
Abstract: The existing relation between cutting conditions parameters oftenest was based on deterministic approach.
As the cutting process is a typical scholastic one, recent literature contains an approach from the probability aspect.
In order to establish specific connections and relations, and to analyze cutting tool failures and cutting conditions
based on probability approach double-parameter Weibull distribution function was used in this paper.
Key words: reliability, distribution function parameters, mean time to failure

1. INTRODUCTION
In contemporary production circumstances the issue of
choosing optimal cutting conditions is a significant task
related to the choice of optimal variant of cutting.
Developed mathematical models for their calculations
require reliable data on cutting abilities. As it is known
they can be obtained from the following: 1. Laboratory
investigation when strict, controlled conditions
referring to the processed item and the tool as well as
other conditions are maintained; and 2. Monitoring of
tools in production circumstances.
Investigation on the cutting speed – tool life relation in
laboratory conditions indicates that for the same
conditions during cutting significant tool life
dissipation is obtained as a consequence of uneven
tribology conditions in cutting. Therefore, preliminary
investigations are usually conducted with a larger
number of tools during which tools with extreme tool
life values are eliminated, while others are
systematically tested. From the probability aspect it can
be concluded that such a choice of representative tools
for the testing of tool life function has no grounds and
justification.
By gathering data on tool failures of all kinds in
production circumstances, a very massive dissipation
can be noticed due to less controlled conditions
referring above all to the processed item and the tool
but also to other conditions accompanying the process.
Besides, in real processing conditions tool failures are
not just caused by tribology phenomena in the cutting
zone, but by other random disturbances as well.
Accordingly, it is necessary to differ the notion of tool
life from operating time without failure in tools, and
both notions need more precise definitions, considering
that cutting is a typical stochastic process. For instance,
for tool life it can be said it is the mean time of
effective cutting till blunting defined by a competent
wearing criterion occurs, while operating time without
failure in production circumstances is the mean time of
effective cutting tool failure. Hence, it can be
concluded that the mean operating time without failure
is shorter than tool life. To make a difference between
the two notions is very important, considering the first

refers to tribology characteristics of materials of both
the item and the tool, while other conditions are
constant, and the second refers to other random
disturbances that follow real production circumstances.
Depending on the size of series being processed, the
number of registered values of tool failures can vary. If
the number of registered values is N>50, it is a
representative sample, but if N<50, than it is not any
more. In both these cases corresponding data
processing methodologies should be applied, which
enable determining of failure distribution, reliability,
frequency and intensity of durability or failure, and
mean values of durability or operating time without
failure in tools [1, 3, 4, 5].
2. CUTTING TOOL RELIABILITY
The reliability of cutting tool is most commonly
defined by means of the following basic characteristics:
• The reliability function (the probability in
between time failure),
• The probability distribution function of time
failure,
• Frequency of time failure,
• Failure intensity.
According to those given definitions, it is easy to
prove, that if one of the four characteristics is known,
one can determine the other three characteristics.
If we observe N tools and if we consider N(t) as a
number of available tool ready for processing, and n(t)
the number of tool in failure after time t, we have all
relevant parameters for computing reliability using the
following formula
R(t) = N(t)/N = (N – n(t))/N
(1)
The probability of failure is a complement of reliability
function
F(t)=1–p(t)=1–N(t)/N=1–(N–n(t))/N=n(t)/N (2)
The frequency failure is defined as a function as
follows
f(t) = ∆n/N

(3)

where ∆n presents the number of tool failures in time
interval ∆t. We next define failure intensity as
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λ(t) = ∆n/(N – n(t)) = f(t)/p(t) (4)
An additional characteristics is important and the
author introduced the term mean time to failure

C1
C2
Da
=
a=
D
A1
A2

B1
B2

A1
A2

C1
C2

A2

B2

(5)

Db
=
D
A1

B1
B2

=

C1 B2 − C2 B1
A1 B2 − A2 B 1

=

A1C2 − A2 C1
A1 B2 − A2 B 1

where tt-1 is a time at beginning, and ti is a time at the
end of i-th interval, and further tim middle time in such
time interval.

b=

The most frequent distribution assigned to cutting tool
for practical purposes is Weibull distribution in
following forms

The constants A1,...,C2 can be found in the appropriate
tables. The constants a and b are determined by
substitution

F(t) = 1 - exp (t/η)β

B1

(6)

β =a
and

determining as follow.
After double logarithming (6) we obtain

η = exp(b/β)

ln ln [1/(1-F(t))] = β ln t - β lnη

r = a(σx /σy )
y = [1/(1-F(t))]

(7)

(13)

The correlation coefficient is

Designing by

(14)

where the variance of x-value

σx2 = (1/N) Σxi2 - x2 = A1/ B2 - ( A1/ B2 )2 (15)

and
x = ln t

(8)

and variance of y-value

σy2 = (1/N) Σyi2 - y2 = E/B2 - ( C2 / B2 )2 , E = Σyi (16)

we obtain linear equation
y =β x - β lnη

(9)

The average of x-values
x = (1/N) Σxi = A2/B2 = B1/B2

with slope angle β and intercept b=β lnη
Therefore the determination of Weibull’s distribution
function parameters can be carried out by the
determination of slope angle β and intercept b=β lnη
in the grid defined by equation (7) (Weibull’s
probability paper).

y=ax+b

Where
A1 = Σ(xi)2 ;
B2 = N ;

A2 = Σxi = B1

C1 = Σ(xi yi) ; C2 = Σyi

the solutions for the above system are

Corresponding substitution for correlation coefficient
gives

If the correlation coefficient is near one, the correlation
between variables is stronger.

(11)

and consequently

A2a + B2b = C2

(18)

(10)

Σ(xi yi) - aΣ(xi)2 - bΣxi = 0

A1a + B1b = C1

y = (1/N) Σyi = C2/B2

(9’)

where ∆i is the error of the i-th observation. From the
condition of minimum, the normal equations are

Σyi - aΣxi - N b = 0

and average of y-values

2
2
2
C ⋅ B − C2 ⋅ B1  A1  A2    E  C2   
r= 1 2
⋅  −   :  −    
A1 ⋅ B2 − A2 ⋅ B1  B2  B1    B2  B1   

  (19)


and using the least square method gives:
(Σ ∆i2)min

(17)

1

Starting from the liner equation

(11’)

The distribution function parameters can be done by
pure graphical method. The slope on the line defined
coefficient of shape β on scale. The value of the
parameter of scale η can be directly determined from
the probability paper given in the logarithmic scale,
drawing a vertical line in the intersection point of the
approximate straight line and median for which is ln
ln [1/(1-F(t)] = 0 which corresponding F(t) = 0,632.
When the distribution function of failure is known, the
reliability as a complement is
R(t) =1 - F(t) = exp [- (t/η)]β

(20)

frequence
f(t) = dR(t) /dt =β /[η(t/η)]β-1 exp[-(t/η)]β (21)
density of failures
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(12)

λ(t) = f(t) /R(t) = β /[η(t/η)]β-1

(22)

The mean time to failures Tm, on the basis of
distribution function parameters, via Γ (gamma)
functions is
Tm = η Γ (1/β + 1)

Table T.2 Values of mean time to failure Tm for various
cutting conditions

(23)

Hypothesis testing can be performed by confidence
interval borders using dα- test of KolmogorovSmirnov, dependent of size sample N and adopted
value of risk α
N ≤ 50 ⇒

dα = 1,388α-0,120 N-0,464

(24)
According which reliability is

and
N > 50 ⇒

dα = 1,654α

-0,138

-0,5

N

(25)

In continue, data processing, for all three variants,
dependent of sample size, will be presented.

R(t) = 1 – F(t) = exp(t/η)β
And mean operating time without failure
Tm = ηΓ(1/β+1)

3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
In order to determine changes in failure distribution
parameters for cutting tools in turning in real
production during different cutting conditions, tools
failures were monitored for the following turning
operations: exterior, longitudinal, and initial-final, in
processing the stubline of “Perkins” engine, while
varying 25 different cutting conditions (5 different
cutting speeds v and 5 different feeds s, in combination
each with each, depth of cut δ=0.5mm). The material of
the item was SL.25 (JUS C J2.020), hardness 98.5106.5 HRb that is 230-280 HB, centrifugal casting.
Over 500 experiments were conducted on the universal
lathe made by the Moscow Institute for Tool Machines,
type 16K20. As a tool was used the nonstandard cutter
with the following cutting geometry: rake angle γ = 5º,
clearance angle α = 5º, nous radius r = 8mm, angle of
inclination of the cutting edge λ = 4º.
Table T.1 Estimated values of parameters β and η

(26)

(25)

As seen from Tables T.1 and T.2, for each individual
cutting condition, values of the shape parameter are
2.48 < β < 3.65
and position parameter values are
3.5 < η < 600
The processing of the experimental data means the
determining of the following two pairs of relations:
β = f1(ν) ; s = const.

(27)

and
β = f2(s) ; ν = const.

(28)

η = φ1(ν) ; s = const.

(29)

and
(30)
η = φ2(s) ; ν = const.
. The first pair is required in the linear form
β = a + b ν ; s = const.

(31)

and
β = c + d s ; ν = const.

(32)

Through data processing the constants are obtained

For every single combination of cutting conditions
the repeated failure monitoring was carried out with
new tools (N=20), which enabled through the graphanalytical data processing to determine parameters of
shape β and position η in Weibull double-parameter
distribution function [1, 3, 4, 5]:
F(t) = 1 – exp(t/ η)β

(6)

a = 0.3788 + 2.573 s

(33)

b = 0.0463 – 0.0459 s

(34)

and
c = 0,3788 + 0,0465 v

(35)

d = 2,573 – 0,0459 v

(36)

Through the analogue procedure the values of
constants c and d were obtained. By substitutions of
constants a and b, in first, and c and d, in second,
previously terms, the identical equation for shape
parameter as expected.
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β = -0.0459 s ν + 0.0465 ν + 2.573 s + 0.3788 (37)
The second pair of relations was found in the
exponential form, too.
And further the relation for the parameter of shape
η = C νx ; s = const.

(38)

and
η = D sν ; ν = const.

(39)

Constant C changes in waves so it is not convenient
for further processing, and D is looked for in the
exponential form, while exponent y is represented by
the linear relation:
D = 80.866 · 106 ν-3.2407
(40)
y = -2.683 – 0.0094 ν
(41)
Hence, the position parameter is
η = 80.866 · 106 ν-3.2407 s-2.683 – 0.0094ν

(42)

Through analogy it is obtained, when D = f1(s) for ν
= const., and y = f2(s) for v = const.
η = 78.289 · 106 s-0.565 ν-0.498 s – 2.7

(43)

By comparing the derived expressions, based on
probability, we can say that they point to the
complexity and delicacy of data usage by solving
determining problems, when the introduction of the
reliability as the element provides greater safety.
Substituting values of distribution function
parameters (37), (42) or (43) in equations (20) and (23)
we have
R(t) =1 - F(t) = exp [- (t/η)]β

(20)

and mean time to failure
Tm = η Γ (1/β + 1)
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numerical values for R(t) and Tm can be determined in
function of time
4. CONCLUSION
On the basis of what has been stated earlier, the
following can be concluded:
• by studying a set of diagrams for parameters of
shape β the second order function can be used,
• for position parameter η, two equal equations in
exponential form can be used,
• numerical values for reliability and mean time to
failure, for previously adopted cutting conditions,
can be prognosed, and
• derived relations can be useful in solving various
practical turning operations.
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COST EFFECTIVENESS T OF PRESSURE REGULATION ON RETURN STROKE OF
PNEUMATIC ACTUATORS
Abstract: Decreasing working pressure leads to overall energy consumption. In this paper, the focus will be on the
pressure reduction at the point of use, particularly on the double acting cylinder in retracting stroke without load
with pressure reduction. Three cases were examined. For each special case, certain pneumatic equipment was
added in the pneumatic circuit.
Key words: cost effectiveness, pneumatic, cylinder, pressure regulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Good quality and reliability of operation of
compressed air systems are accomplished with good
system management [1], [2]. There are significant
issues that influence the overall increase in energy
efficiency of the compressed air systems, which are
explained in greater detail in [3], [4].
The following technical measures have been
identified that can improve the functioning of the entire
process chain of a compressed air system [4]:
• improvement of compressed air preparation:
reduction of pressure and energy lost in processes
of drying and filtering; optimization of filtering and
drying as a function of consumer needs [5],
• overall system design, including the systems with
multiple pressure levels,
• reduction of pressure losses due to friction in the
pipelines and tubes,
• air leakage reduction, [6]
• reduction of operation pressure [3],
• optimization of certain devices that consume
compressed air: application of more efficient, better
adjusted devices or, in some cases, replacement of
compressed air with an electrical drive,
• recycling of used compressed air [7], [8], [9], etc.
Judging by the findings of numerous studies, the
measures stated can increase energy efficiency of the
pneumatic systems and all of them can be returned
(with the most frequent period for ROI of less than 3
years) [3].
In this paper, we will focus on the pressure
reduction at the point of use, particularly on the two
cylinders, with different diameters and strokes.
1.1 Reduction of operating pressure
It is reasonable to operate compressed air systems at
the lowest functional pressure that meets production
requirements [3]. Higher pressures increase leakage,
and thereby the energy. In many compressed air
systems, increase of operating pressure is used to
compensate for the lack of capacity due to leakage.
However, higher the pressure, higher the leakage, while

the unregulated consumers use more compressed air,
and thus more energy. Applications requiring
compressed air should be checked for any excessive
pressure and any duration longer than necessary. They
should be regulated, either by production line
sectioning or by pressure regulators on the equipment
itself [10]. Tools that do not require operating at system
pressure should use a lower pressure delivered by some
way of pressure reduction. Case studies show an
average payback period for reducing pressure to the
minimum required for compressed air applications of
about 3 months [3].
Each one bar of the pressure increase is followed by
an increase in electrical energy consumption required
to compress the air in a range between 5% and 8% or,
the standard rule of thumb is that reducing pressure
settings by 13 kPa will reduce energy consumption by
1% [10, 11].
2. PRESSURE REDUCTION IN RETRACTING
STROKE WITHOUT LOAD
Decreasing the supply pressure in retracting stroke
enables decreasing of compressed air consumption, but
only in cases if retracting stroke is not under load.
Pressure reduction in stroke without load is possible to
achieve on different ways. In this paper, three possible
cases are analysed:
• with pressure regulator and non return valve in by
pass line (Fig. 1a),
• with pressure regulator and quick exhaust valve (Fig.
1b) and
• with reversible control valve and pressure regulator
(Fig. 1c).
Pressure reduction should not be high because it can
cause significant decreasing of force and the speed of
piston movement.
In this paper is encompassed measurement of
compressed air consumption of double acting cylinder
FESTO DSNU-20-50 in retracting stroke without load
with pressure reduction. Three cases were examined.
For each special case certain pneumatic equipment was
added in the pneumatic circuit.
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Fig. 1. Pneumatic circuits a) with pressure regulator and non return valve in by pass line, b) with pressure regulator
and quick exhaust valve, c) with reversible control valve and pressure regulator
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Obtained results are presented in Table 2.
3.1 Case I
First experiment encompassed determination of
compressed air consumption in retracting stroke of
cylinder, without any load. Pressure regulator FESTO
LRMA was used for decreasing the pressure for piston
rod chamber of cylinder. Measurement included
compressed air consumption for 100 working cycles
and different pressure levels. At the beginning pressure
levels was 6 bar. Than pressure was reduced by 1 bar,
up to the value of 3 bar. Monostable, electrically
actuated valve was used for cylinder control. Pneumatic
circuit with pressure regulator is shown in Fig. 1a.
Obtained results are presented in Table 1.
100 working cycles
DSNU-20-50
LRMA

compressed air
consumption
Q [l]

6 bar
5 bar
4 bar
3 bar

26.93
22.57
19.17
16.10

savings [%]
relative to
cumulative
previous
comparing to
pressure level
6 bar pressure
0
0
4.0
4.0
7.2
10.9
6.8
17.1

Table 1. Compressed air consumption for different
pressure levels in retracting stroke without
load, with pressure regulator (LRMA)
3.2 Case II
In the second experiment, the pressure in the
retracting stroke of the cylinder was decreased using
pressure regulator FESTO LR. Quick exhaust valve
FESTO SEU is positioned after the pressure regulator.
Measurement included compressed air consumption for
100 working cycles and different pressure levels. At the
beginning pressure levels was 6 bar. Than pressure was
reduced by 1 bar, up to the value of 3 bar. Monostable,
electrically actuated valve was used for cylinder
control. Pneumatic circuit with pressure regulator and
quick exhaust valve is presented in Fig 1b.
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100 working cycles
DSNU-20-50
LR/SEU

compressed air
consumption
Q [l]

6 bar
5 bar
4 bar
3 bar

26.93
22.57
19.17
16.10

savings [%]
relative to
cumulative
previous
comparing to
pressure level
6 bar pressure
0
0
3.4
3.4
7.5
10.7
4.6
14.9

Table 2. Compressed air consumption for different
pressure levels in retracting stroke without
load, with pressure regulator and quick
exhaust valve (LR+SEU)
3.3 Case III
In the third case, bistable, reversible valve FESTO
JMFH-5-1/8-S-B was used for cylinder control and the
pressure regulator FESTO LR was used for decreasing
the pressure. Measurement included compressed air
consumption for 100 working cycles and different
pressure levels. At the beginning pressure levels was 6
bar. Than pressure was reduced by 1 bar, up to the
value of 3 bar. Pneumatic circuit with reversible control
valve and pressure regulator is presented in Fig. 1c.
Obtained results are presented in Table 3.
100 working cycles
DSNU-20-50
LR+JMFH

compressed air
consumption
Q [l]

6 bar
5 bar
4 bar
3 bar

26.93
22.57
19.17
16.10

savings [%]
relative to
cumulative
previous
comparing to
pressure level
6 bar pressure
0
0
3.8
3.4
7.2
10.7
11.8
21.4

Table 3. Compressed air consumption for different
pressure levels in retracting stroke without
load, with pressure regulator and reversible
valve (LR+JMFH)

4. COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PRESSURE
REDUCTION IN RETRACTING STROKE
WITHOUT LOAD
According to the obtained results and compressed
air savings as a function of pressure level on the
pneumatic cylinder, presented in [12], the following
results can be proposed.
Cost effectiveness of previously described pressure
reduction in retracting stroke without load for three
different cases are presented in Table 4.
On the contrary, installation of devices: 1) pressure
regulator LRMA; 2) quick exhaust valve SEU and 3)

pressure regulator LR and reversible valve JMFH-51/8-S-B, on the retracting stroke without load, for
reduction in compressed air consumption is economical
for the cylinders with large diameter and stroke,
because the return of investment us very short, Table 5.
Based on the previous analysis we can conclude
that installation of devices: 1) pressure regulator
LRMA; 2) quick exhaust valve SEU and 3) pressure
regulator LR and reversible valve JMFH-5-1/8-S-B, on
the retracting stroke without load, for pressure
reduction in compressed air consumption is not
economical for the cylinders with small diameter and
stroke.
LRMA

price of 1 m3 of compressed air
compressed air consumption per cycle for supply pressure of 6 bar
compressed air consumption per cycle for supply pressure of 2 bar
number of working cycles per minute
effective capacity per annum
number of cycles per year
compressed air consumption per annum for supply pressure of 6 bar
compressed air consumption per annum for supply pressure of 2 bar
difference in compressed air consumption per annum for 2 and 6 bar pressure
the price of saved compressed air per annum
the price of pressure regulator LR
return on investment

0.29 l/cycle
0.22 l/cycle

313.20 m3/year
237.60 m3/year
75.60 m3/year
1.51€/ year
35€
23.17 years

LR + SEU
0.02 €
0.26 l/cycle
0.22 l/cycle
6 cycle/min
180,000 min/year
1,080,000 cycle/year
280.80 m3/ year
237.60 m3/ year
43.20 m3/ year
0.86€/ year
68€
79.06 years

LR + JMFH
0.24 l/cycle
0.18 l/cycle

259.20 m3/ year
194.40 m3/ year
64.8 m3/ year
1.29 €/ year
40€
31.00 years

Table 4. Cost effectiveness of pressure reduction in retracting stroke without load with different devices for cylinder
DSNU-20-50

Fig. 2. Savings of compressed air consumption as a function of different pressure level in retracting stroke without
load, with different devices
LRMA
price of 1 m3 of compressed air
compressed air consumption for supply pressure of 6 bar per cycle
percents of savings by decreasing pressure in retracting stroke for supply
pressure of 2 bar
compressed air consumption per cycle for supply pressure of 2 bar
number of working cycles per minute
effective capacity per annum
number of cycles per year
compressed air consumption with retracting stroke per annum for supply
pressure of 6 bar
compressed air consumption with retracting stroke per annum for supply
pressure of 2 bar
difference in compressed air consumption per annum for 2 and 6 bar
pressure
the price of saved compressed air per annum
the price of pressure regulator LR
return on investment

125 l/cycle

LR + SEU
0.02 €
125 l/cycle

LR + JMFH
125 l/cycle

23 %

21 %

28 %

96,25 l/cycle

98,75 l/cycle
6 cycle/min
180,000 min/year
1,080,000 cycle/year

90 l/cycle

135,000.00 m3/year

135,000.00 m3/year

135,000.00 m3/year

103,950.00 m3/year

106,650.00 m3/year

97,200.00 m3/year

31,050.00 m3/year

28,350.00 m3/year

37,800.00 m3/year

621 €
52.5 €
30.8 days

567 €
144 €
92 days

756 €
63 €
30.4 days

Table 5. Cost effectiveness of pressure reduction in retracting stroke without load with different devices for cylinder
DSNU-125-100
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5. FINAL REMARKS
Decreasing of working pressure is one of the most
effective methods for decreasing compressed air
consumption and increasing energy efficiency of entire
compressed air systems. However, it should be very
careful with decreasing supply pressure, because too
low pressure can disable the proper functioning and the
aim of the system and process. Decreasing supply
pressure on pneumatic cylinder is possible only if the
chosen cylinder is bigger than needed.
Based on the measurements of compressed air
consumption and cost effectiveness analysis presented
in this paper, it could be concluded that decreasing
supply pressure in retracting stroke of the cylinder
without load is not so profitable for cylinders with
small diameter and stroke, but for cylinders with big
diameters and/or strokes, the return on investment
period is very short.
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INVESTIGATION OF GAUSSIAN AND 2RC FILTRATION IN SURFACE
ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENT FROM THE STANDPOINT OF AMBIGUITIES IN
STANDARDS. PART II - EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Abstract: Disadvantages and limitations of Gaussian filter are analyzed as well as possible effects upon determining
roughness profile on periodic and non-periodic etalon surfaces. Mean lines and roughness profiles from real etalon
surfaces are determined by applying software Matlab (R2009b). Differences between roughness profile obtained by
using Gaussian filter and roughness profile obtained by using 2RC filter are indicated for reviewed real surfaces.
New techniques for filtering are noted in the field of surface metrology, developed for overcoming limitations that
outcome from usage of Gaussian and 2RC filters.
Key words: Software filtration, Profile filter, Gaussian filter, 2RC filter, Eetalon surface

1. INTRODUCTION
In literature [1,2,3], analysis is mostly performed on
filtration and effects of disadvantages and limitations of
Gaussian and 2RC filter for primary profiles with forms
presented in Fig. 3 and 5 from Part I. It is obvious that
waviness and form have high participation in the
configuration of primary profiles presented on Fig. 3
and 5 (from Part I). It is clear that for such profile
forms disadvantages and limitations of Gaussian and
2RC filter will be strongly expressed and changes from
them upon roughness profile visually evident.
A need is enforced for determining these effects on
primary profiles obtained by measuring real surfaces
where waviness and form are not expressed in high
extent. The justification for determining these effects
comes also from the fact that against ISO 3274:1996
[4] when using contact (stylus) profilometers, which
have a pick-up with skid, only roughness profile and
partially waviness could be obtained because the skid
has already done mechanical filtration with which
waviness and form are rejected from measured profile.
This means that profiles with forms presented in Fig. 3
and 5 (from Part I) cannot be obtained when applying
contact profilometers with skid.

Software TalyProfile is professional commercial
software of closed type where user does not have
possibility for detection, correction or reviews of
equations against which calculations are done.
Recommendations of ISO standards are implemented in
it, against which when applying Gaussian and 2RC
filter, roughness profile is shorter in length for  c i.e.

2 c in terms of primary profile. Therefore it is not
possible to use it for determining roughness or
waviness profile, which will have length equal to
primary profile. Other limitation comes from the point
that TalyProfile is not able to provide a view of filter
mean lines obtained by applying profile filters but only
of waviness profile, which is not the same. Significant
disadvantage of TalyProfile could be also considered
that when calculating roughness parameters an
automatic filtration is performed by means of Gaussian
filter without taking into account whether measured
profile is obtained with a profilometer with or without a
skid.
Gaussian mean line
0.001
0.0006

2. DETERMINING FILTER MEAN LINES AND
ROUGHNESS PROFILES BY APPLYING
MATLAB (R2009B)

mm

0.0002
-0.0002
-0.0006

Primary profile

2RC mean line
-0.001

For realization of this research real etalon periodic
and
non-periodic
surfaces
were
measured.
Measurements were performed on these surfaces using
stylus profilometer Surtronic 3+, while as coordinates
of points, with which primary profiles are described,
are obtained by means of software TalyProfile, Version
3.1.4. The vertical resolution of stylus profilometer
Surtronic 3+ is 10 nm, while as the horizontal
resolution is 0,5 or 1 µm depending of evaluation
lengths. A pick-up TYPE 112-2672 (DCN 001) with
stylus radius of 2 m and skid radius of 8.7 mm was
used.
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Fig. 1. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from periodic surface - machining
with turning, with Ra=0.2 m
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Simulation of filtration process by means of
Gaussian and 2RC profile filters and obtaining filter
mean lines and roughness profile in these researches is
done by applying software package Matlab (R2009b).
Equations (1) and (3) (from Part I) for weighting
functions of Gaussian and 2RC filters are used for
obtaining filter mean lines. Primary profiles, filter
mean lines and roughness profiles obtained from
periodic and non-periodic real etalon surface are
presented further below.
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Fig. 5. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from non-periodic surface machining with grinding, with Ra=0.2 m
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Fig. 2. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from periodic surface - machining
with turning, with Ra=0.8 m
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Fig. 6. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from non-periodic surface machining with grinding, with Ra=0.4 m
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Fig. 3. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from periodic surface - machining
with turning, with Ra=3.2 m
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Fig. 7. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from non-periodic surface machining with grinding, with Ra=1.6 m
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3. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF PROFILE
FILTERS’ CHARACTERISTICS UPON
OBTAINED ROUGHNESS PROFILES
For the purpose of obtaining profiles with various
forms and characteristics, many etalon surface
representatives of one same machining with various Ra
are included in the analysis. In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 primary
profiles, filter mean lines determined with Gaussian
and 2RC profile filter and roughness profiles for
periodic surfaces, representatives of machining with
turning with various values of Ra are presented.
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Fig. 8. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from non-periodic surface machining with lapping, with Ra=0.2 m
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Fig. 9. Primary profile, filter mean lines and roughness
profiles obtained from non-periodic surface machining with lapping, with Ra=0.4 m .
For obtaining filter mean line with lengths equal to
the measured profile, the measured profile is extended
to a length of  c ( 2 c ) in two (one) sides of profile
with zero values against z axis, according to one of
recommendation in ISO/TS 16610-28:2010 [5].
It could be seen from the form of obtained filter
mean lines that filter mean line obtained with 2RC
filter is more sensitive on valleys and peaks than the
mean line obtained with Gaussian profile filter. This is
more expressed by increase of Ra value i.e. by
reduction of the number of valleys and peaks within
same profile length. Same conclusion could be reached
for the phase distortion of filter mean line determined
with the 2RC profile filter. It could be clearly seen on
Fig. 3 that mean line determined with 2RC profile
filter has phase distortion in terms of primary profile. In
Part I of this paper was concluded that the mutual
disadvantage of filter mean lines obtained by Gaussian
and 2RC profile filters is distortion of profile ends. It
can be concluded from Fig. 1, 2 and 3 that this
occurrence is mostly expressed in cases when waviness
participates in primary profile, Fig. 1. On profiles on
Fig. 2 and 3 profile ends are not distorted and in such
cases profile shortening in terms of primary profile is
not necessary. The comparison of roughness profiles
obtained by usage of Gaussian and 2RC profile filters
clearly indicates that large coinciding of profile forms
exists. Largest deviation is noticed on Fig. 3 where the
effect of phase distortion of 2RC profile filter starts to

be prominent. This phase distortion is continuous
against whole profile length since a periodic profile is
in question. A height distortion of one roughness
profile in terms of other could be also noticed on the
same figure. The reason for such occurrence is higher
sensitivity of 2RC profile filter on valleys and peaks in
terms of Gaussian profile filter. Such condition of
height distortion can mostly affect the position of
profile mean line out of which roughness parameters
are expressed, while as largest changes on parameters
can be expected on Rp, Rv and RSm.
Profile presented in Fig. 4 is obtained with real
etalon surface representative of machining with
milling. It has periodic characteristic against whole
length with expressed high peaks and rounded valleys.
Since waviness is not present in primary profile, effects
of distortions on ends of filter mean lines obtained with
Gaussian and 2RC profile filters are completely
excluded. Phase distortion and high sensitivity of 2RC
filter on valleys and peaks has highest effect, which can
be seen from the mutual comparison of roughness
profiles in Fig. 4.
Non-periodic primary profiles obtained by
measuring real etalon surfaces-representatives of
machining with grinding with various values of Ra are
presented in Fig. 5, 6 and 7. The fact that the form of
these profiles is non-periodic against whole profile
length permits to see and conclude that the
disadvantages of Gaussian and 2RC profile filters will
be differently expressed against profile length. Primary
profile in Fig. 5 characterizes with small presence of
waviness and expressed individual valleys.
Due to waviness absence and the position at start
and end of primary profile around zero value per z-axis,
distortions of filter mean lines at profile ends will not
have much effect therefore shortening of roughness
profile in terms of primary profile is not of significant
importance. Here, the high sensitivity of 2RC profile
filter on individual valleys of primary profile, detail A,
Fig. 5, has to be underlined, which results in pulled
down of filter mean line from mean part of primary
profile towards the valley. This pulled down of mean
line later on causes the distortion of roughness profile
in valley proximity and creation of artificial features of
roughness profile, detail B, Fig. 5. It can be seen on
same Fig. that distortion in valley proximity is going to
occur also when using Gaussian profile filter, however
will be smaller because filter mean line does not have
phase dislocation in terms of primary profile i.e. valley.
Comparison of roughness profiles obtained by using
Gaussian and 2RC profile filters indicates that there are
segments of profiles wherein they overlap and
segments wherein they significantly differ. Roughness
profile obtained by Gaussian profile filter is already
“smooth” in terms of zero value per z-axis. Differences
of profile forms in some segments contribute to various
location of the mean line with which roughness
parameters are determined.
Presence of waviness and distortion of primary
profile start in terms of zero value per z-axis can be
noticed on the profile in Fig. 6. Therefore, distortions
of filter mean lines at profile start will be expressed,
especially the 2RC filter mean line. In this case,
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removing part of roughness profile start is fully
justified. Phase distortion of 2RC filter mean line in
this case does not have significant effect. Highest
discrepancy of roughness profiles is in Detail D as a
result of height distortion of 2RC filter mean line in
terms of Gaussian one, Detail C. This distortion is a
result of the form of the weighting function,
symmetrical at Gaussian and non-symmetrical at 2RC
profile filter. Expressed waviness per whole length of
primary profile is present on profile presented in Fig. 7.
In such case the effect of Gaussian and 2RC profile
filters’ disadvantages is obvious. Distortion on 2RC
filter mean line start is extremely expressed. Still, the
phase distortion of 2RC filter mean line has crucial role
in the discrepancy of roughness profiles against their
whole length. Here it can be also noted that roughness
profile obtained with Gaussian profile filter is more
“smooth” in terms of zero value per z-axis.
Roughness profiles, representatives of machining
with lapping, are characterized with deep valleys, Fig.
8 and 9. For such primary profile forms, sensitivity of
filter mean lines of Gaussian and 2RC filters on deep
valleys and phase distortion of 2RC mean line are main
disadvantages that contribute to creation of artificial
features of roughness profile, excessively expressed on
detail E, Fig. 8.
Disadvantages of Gaussian and 2RC profile filters
and their unwanted effects upon roughness profile,
analyzed in upper examples, contribute to search for
alternative solutions and filtering techniques in surface
metrology. So against [1,2] new profile filters are
developed: Zero order Gaussian regression filter,
Second order Gaussian regression filter, Robust
Gaussian regression filter, Spline filter, Robust spline
(draft international Standard) filter, Rk (Gaussian)
filter, Rk (Spline) filter, Morphological, scale-space
filter and Wavelets filter.
Actuality of the software filtration process in
surface metrology is confirmed by activities undertaken
by the ISO (International Organization for
Standardization). So, the members of this technical
committee have issued a number of technical
specification (ISO/TS) that are directly related to the
filtration process. This includes all parts of the series of
ISO/TS 16610.
3.1. Filtration according to ISO 13565-1:1996
Presence of deep individual valleys on non-periodic
profile, presented in Fig. 5, provides application of
filtration process according to ISO 13565-1:1996 [6].
Primary profile with cut valleys below mean filter line
is shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 clearly indicates that
difference exists between filter mean line determined
with Gaussian filter and filter mean line determined
according to ISO 13565-1:1996.
Therefore, roughness profiles determined with
Gaussian filter i.e. against ISO 13565-1:1996 differ
significantly, Fig. 12. Largest differences between
roughnesses of profiles will occur around deep valleys,
details F, Fig. 12. Filtration process according to ISO
13565-1:1996 provides obtaining of “smoothened”
roughness profiles in terms of zero value per z-axis.
Since roughness profiles, which do not coincide per
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their whole length, are in question, it can be concluded
that there are two fully new and various profiles with
various mean lines in terms of which roughness
parameters are expressed. In such cases a change can
be expected almost on all roughness parameters.
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Fig. 12. Roughness profile determined with Gaussian
profile filter and roughness profile determined with
filtration process according to ISO 13565-1:1996
This indicates that filtration process according to
ISO 13565-1:1996 may provide a more realistic
roughness profile when waviness is less present,
however the large difference in roughness profile forms
imposes a dilemma whether the procedure should be
applied or not. Maybe the dilemma is larger since on
some professional software, as TalyProfile is, a
possibility for filtration against ISO 13565-1:1996 is
not provided.
Mean line determined against recommendations in
ISO 13565-1:1996 is also called Rk (Gaussian) filter
mean line [1,2].
4. CONCLUSION
Through analyzed real periodic surfaces the belief
that filtration process has main and crucial role in
determining roughness profile form was verified. The
parallel determining of Gaussian and 2RC filter mean
lines for one same primary profile and their mutual
comparison provided following conclusions to be
reached.

 Cutting start and end or only start of roughness
profile for values  c i.e. 2 c in terms of primary
profile is unjustified if a deterministic surface on
which waviness is not present is in question.
 When waviness is not present, phase distortion of
filter mean line generated by means of 2RC
profile filter can have an affect only when
periodic profile characterizes with a smaller
number of valleys or peaks or when roughness
profile has higher value for RSm.
 Sensitivity of filter mean lines obtained by using
Gaussian and 2RC profile filter on deep valleys
and peaks does not affect for periodic surfaces.
Only by increasing RSm value and using 2RC
profile filter can expect certain vertical distortions
of roughness profile.
 Analysis of periodic real etalon surfaces
demonstrated that there is no significant
difference between roughness profiles obtained by
application of Gaussian and 2RC profile filter,
which justifies the usage of both filters.
 The effect of cut-off size change i.e. filter size is
not included in the analysis. It is taken against
recommendations provided in International and
American standards.
 Analysis of non-periodic profiles showed that
classification of surface as “non-periodic” is not
sufficient when determining effects of Gaussian
and 2RC profile filters.
 It was indicated that if primary profile
characterizes with deep valleys then distortion of
filter mean line from profile core occurs when
using both filters. Additional deviation and
obtaining artificial feature of obtained roughness
profile will cause phase distortion of 2RC filter
mean line.
 It was confirmed that roughness profile obtained
by filtration process according to ISO 135651:1996 differs per its whole length from
roughness profile obtained only by using
Gaussian filter.
 Presence of waviness per whole length of primary
non-periodic profile provides underlining of all
disadvantages of Gaussian and 2RC profile filters.
Large deviations and creation of artificial features
on roughness profile occur when using 2RC
profile filter. Therefore, this analysis provides
conclusion that the application of Gaussian filter
when obtaining roughness profile from nonperiodic surface is justified.
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ANALYSIS OF ROLLER BEARINGS’ VIBRATION SIGNALS BY
HILBERT – HUANG TRANSFORM AS DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
Abstract: Roller bearings are important elements of high performance mechanical systems, as they support the
rotating parts and they reduce the contact friction. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously monitor their
performance using non-destructive diagnostic methods. These methods interrogate data signals acquired during the
machines operation. In this paper, the method of Hilbert – Huang transform was applied on non-stationary and
non-linear vibration signals obtained via accelerometers from a mechanical system which contains a shaft rotating
on Roller bearings. Two series of signals were used. The first series obtained from healthy bearings. The second
series, obtained from bearings with seeded defects. The experimental study and its results are presented, as well as
the conclusions drawn from the results.
Key words: Roller bearings, Hilbert Huang transform, vibration signal
1. INTRODUCTION
Non-destructive testing computational techniques
are widely used nowadays, since they are accurate, cost
and time efficient and usually easy to apply. Roller
bearings are important elements of high performance
mechanical systems, as they support the rotating parts
and they reduce the contact friction. Therefore, it is
necessary
to
continuously
monitoring
their
performance using non-destructive diagnostic methods.
It is obvious, that the method employed for timefrequency analysis must be computationally efficient
and accurate in both time and frequency domains. The
Wavelet transform, a method widely used for timefrequency analysis, is not suitable for the detection of
failures of Roller bearings, since the computational
time required for long data series is large, together with
the inherent restrictions of the method in non-periodic,
non-stationary signals [1]-[2]. Therefore, a modern
method, the Hilbert-Huang transform, was introduced
in this kind of problems with very promising
performance, providing computational versatility and
efficiency [18]-[19]. Consequently, it seems that the
HHT can prove a perfect tool for Roller bearing failure
detection.
The present paper, presents the application of the
HHT as a diagnostic tool method in the analysis of
Roller bearings’ vibration signals from sound and
defective samples [3]-[4]. The results prove the
suitability of HHT for the detection of the changes
occurring in dynamic systems such the evolution of
structural defects in a Roller bearing [15]-[16].
By implementing the EMD method and the Hilbert
transform to the envelope of the signal, the Hilbert
spectrum can be obtained. Thus, the defects on a Roller
bearing can be identified and failure patterns can be
detected [11]. Using the proposed method in real time
test bench analysis of vibration signals, together with a
library of standards of sound and defect Roller
bearings, can prove a versatile, economic and efficient

non-destructive technique. The results to be presented
show the superiority of the proposed method over the
traditional methods.
2. HILBERT HUANG TRANSFORM
During the operation of a Roller bearing with local
failures, a high-frequency impulse oscillation is
produced the range of which is evaluated by the
strength of the sampled pulses. The method of the
envelope analysis provides an important and effective
approach to failure analysis of high frequency impulse
signals. Therefore, it has been successfully applied to
fault diagnosis regarding Roller bearings [6]-[8]. In
order to achieve better implementation of the Hilbert
Transform, a combination of the envelope analysis
method with the Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EMD) into Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) and
Hilbert spectrum was created. The EMD method is
based on local characteristic time scales of a signal and
could decompose the complicated signal function in a
number of intrinsic mode functions (IMF) [7]. The
frequency components of each IMF depend both on
sampling frequency and on the signal itself. Moreover,
the corresponding Hilbert spectrum does not lead to
dissipation and leakage of energy. Therefore, the EMD
is a self-adaptive signal processing method that can be
seamlessly applied to non-linear and non-stationary
processes [12].
To extract the failure characteristics of the vibration
signal of defect Roller bearings, the proposed method
uses the following procedure: i) the failure vibration
signal of a bearing is decomposed through wavelet
packet transform in order to reduce the influence of low
frequency noise; ii) a signal envelope is obtained by
analyzing the wavelet coefficients of the high
frequency band using the Hilbert Transform; iii) the
IMFs are obtained applying the EMD in the signal
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envelope; iv) some special IMF are chosen to obtain
the Hilbert spectrum from which the faults in a Roller
bearing are diagnosed and failure patterns are
identified. The results from the analysis of vibration
signals obtained from a Roller bearing with a defect on
the inner or outer raceway show that the proposed
method is an excellent tool to define the failure
characteristics of Roller bearings.
2.1 Empirical Mode Decomposition
The EMD method is developed from the simple
assumption that any signal consists of different simple
intrinsic oscillation conditions [7]. Each linear or
nonlinear condition will have the same number of
extremes and zeros. There is only one extreme between
two successive zeros. Each situation should be
independent of the others. In this way, each signal
could be decomposed to a number of IMFs and each of
them must satisfy the following requirements:
(1) In the entire data set, the number of extremes and
zeros must be equal or differ at most by one
(2) At each point, the mean value of the envelope
defined by local maxima and the mean value of the
envelope defined by local minima is zero.
(3) If the signal does not have extremes but it has
points of inflection, then it can be integrated one or
more times in order to show the extremes.
So, one can achieve the decomposition of the signal
into n empirical statements and a residue rn, which is
the average trend of x(t). The IMFs c1, c2, ..., cn contain
different frequency bands ranging from high to low.
The frequency components contained in each frequency
band are different and change with the variation of the
signal x(t); while rn represents the central tendency of
signal x(t).
2.2 Hilbert Spectral Analysis
The HHT represents the analysed signal on a time –
frequency plane by combining Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD) with Hilbert transform [11][17]. In contrast, the Fourier spectral analysis in which
a series of sine and cosine functions of constant
amplitude are used to represent each elementary
frequency component of the signal, the technique of
HHT is based on calculating the instantaneous
frequency derived from the Hilbert transform of the
signal. In general, the Hilbert Huang transform
HHT[x(t)] for each signal x (t) is defined as
HHT  t, ω   HHTi (t, ω)  ai (t, ωi )
n

n

i 1

i 1

mounted close to the bearings, was measuring the
developed accelerations. The data acquisition and the
subsequent signal processing were performed using
software developed on Matlab.

Fig. 1a. Experimental setup

Fig. 1b. Diagram of the experimental setup
4. RESULTS
Each measurement made for each of the 17 Roller
bearings, lasted 180 sec. The sampling frequency was
chosen very high, 65536 Hz, so that very high
frequencies corresponding to transient phenomena, as
those investigated, could be identified; this sampling
rate gave a data set of 11796480 samples for each
measurement.
Due to the large amount of samples obtained in
each case and in order to achieve continuity, each
initial data series was split into 120, 50% overlapping
parts, each of 200000 samples, where the HHT was
implemented.
Figures 2a and 2b illustrate the time series of
measurements obtained from a sound and a defective
Roller bearing respectively.

(13)

where, HHTi(t,ω) represents the time - frequency
distribution obtained from the i-th IMF signal. The
symbol ≡ denotes the "default", and αi(t,ωi) compares
the values of range αi(t) and the values of the
instantaneous frequency ωi(t) along the signal
simultaneously.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The test-rig shown in figures 1a and 1b consisted
of a shaft rotating on two Roller bearings (NU 202)
driven by an electric motor controlled by an inverter for
rotational speeds adjustment. An accelerometer,
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Fig. 2a. Time series of the healthy bearing

Fig. 2b. Time series of the defective bearing

Fig. 4a. ΙΜF 5-8 of the sound bearing

The time series analysis by means of the HHT
revealed strong differences between sound and
defective Roller bearings, both in the IMFs (figs 3a, 4a
and figs 3b, 4b, respectively) and in the corresponding
Hilbert spectra (figs 5a and 5b) [14]. In fact, a
comparative study between the relevant IMFs 1 to 5 of
the sound and defective bearings (these IMFs
correspond to the higher frequencies) reveals very
strong differences; these differences tend to fade as the
order of the IMF is getting higher i.e. as the frequency
is decreasing, something to expected, since defective
Roller bearings tend to produce higher frequency
signals compared to sound ones.

Fig. 4b. ΙΜF 5-8 of the defective bearing

Fig. 3a. ΙΜF 1-4 of sound bearing

Fig. 5a. Spectrum Hilbert of the soundbearing

Fig. 3b. ΙΜF 1-4 of the defective bearing

Fig. 5b. Spectrum Hilbert of the defective bearing
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5. CONCLUSION
As a time-frequency signal decomposition
technique, the HHT provides an effective tool for the
analysis of transient vibration signals. Experimental
studies on a custom test bench have shown that the
deterioration of a test Roller bearing can be effectively
detected through time-dependent amplitudes and
instantaneous frequencies resulting from the HHT.
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OVERVIEW OF STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES WHICH DEFINE EVALUATION
OF THE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY IN MEASUREMENT OF FREEFORM
SHAPED PARTS AT CMM
Abstract: Industrial manufacturing makes extensive use of simple shapes for the production of goods, with many
products having a geometry that is a combination of planes, cylinders, spheres and other simple shapes. These parts
are fundamental for the functionality of most mechanical products and, in general, they are easier and less
expensive to manufacture than complex parts. However, in some applications they are not adequate, for instance
when the functionality of the part is given by an interaction with a fluid or a wave, as is the case of aerodynamics
and optics, for example.
Key words: Freeform, CMM, measurement uncertainty

1. INTRODUCTION
Freeform surfaces, sometimes called sculptured or
curved surfaces, may be classified as complex
geometrical features. According to ISO 17450-1 [3],
complex geometrical features have no invariance
degree. The invariance degree of a geometrical feature
is the displacement of the ideal feature for which the
feature is kept identical. Example of freeform shaped
part is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Example of freeform shaped part
Freeform shaped parts are of great interest in many
applications, either for functional or aesthetical reasons.
Their relevance for industry is well-known in the
design and manufacturing of products having complex
functional surfaces. Functional surfaces may have a
great influence on the performances of a product.
Design, engineering and testing of parts having
functional surfaces are key activities for the
development of products with better performances [2].
Freeform shapes can be realized by many different
manufacturing processes, whose capabilities have been
improved for freeform geometry. For some demanding
applications, it is advantageous to measure the
workpiece during the production process; inprocess
metrology allows improvement of accuracy and a
reduction of machining time through the elimination of

repositioning and alignment operations. But for more
accurate measurement, measurement which is done
separated from production process has advantage.
2. SPECIFICATION OF FREEFORM SURFACES
As mentioned before, according to ISO 17450 [3]
freeform shaped parts have no invariance degree, which
means that geometrical feature cannot be displaced by
geometrical primitive such as plane, circle, sphere, etc.
2.1 Definition of nominal shape
Curves and surface geometry is the underlying
theory for the description of complex shapes.
Traditionally, curves and surfaces have been
represented by multiple orthographic projections.
Today, the nominal geometry of a freeform shape is
typically defined by a CAD model [2].
Freeform shapes are typically mathematically
described using parametric surface representations [4].
Commonly used parametric surfaces are Bézier, Bspline and Non Uniform Rational B-spline (NURBS)
surfaces. Parametric equations have many advantages
over non-parametric forms, such as:
• they are much more convenient to define and
control the shape of a curve or a surface,
• their mathematical description is easy to express in
term of matrices and this allows the use of standard
computation subroutines,
• curves and surfaces descriptions are independent of
any coordinate system, therefore the choice of a
coordinate system does not affect the shape of
surfaces,
• they are convenient for computer graphics software
and hardware in terms of speed, since the
computation of offset curves and surfaces can be
simplified.
Modern CAD systems describe complex geometry
using NURBS that represent the industry standard for
geometry description in CAD and Computer Graphics
applications. NURBS surfaces are a generalization of
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Bézier and B-spline surfaces. They are widely used for
the representation of freeform surfaces due to their
interesting properties such as the ability to handle large
surface patches, local controllability and the ability to
represent also simple analytical shapes such as planes,
spheres, cylinders, cones, tori, etc. A NURBS surface is
shown in Figure 2 and it is defined as shown in
equation (1) [4]:
nu

p(u , v ) =

nv

∑∑ B (u )⋅ B (v )⋅ w
ui

vj

ij

⋅ cij

i =1 j =1
nu nv

(1)

∑∑ B (u )⋅ B (v )⋅ w
ui

vj

ij

i =1 j =1

where:
• p is a point on the surface and u and v its location
parameters identifying the location of a point p
within the surface,
• nu and nv are the number of control points in the u
and v direction,
• Bui(u) and Bvj(v) are the normalized B-spline
functions in the u and v direction. Bui(u) is
uniquely defined by the order ku and knot
sequence tu with ku + tu u-knots. Similarly, Bvj(v)
is uniquely defined by the order kv and knot
sequence tv with kv + tv v-knots,
• cij are the control points controlling the shape of
the surface and wij their respective weights. When
all the weights are set to 1, a NURBS surface
becomes a B-spline surface.

Fig. 2. Example of NURBS representation [4]
2.2 Tolerancing
The specification of tolerances on a freeform shape
may be given on the basis of the profile tolerances
defined for surfaces, with or without reference to a
datum, available from ISO 1101 [5]. Form tolerances
restrict the deviations of the real surface from the
nominal shape only and have no datum; the definition
is as follows (see also Fig. 2.): “The tolerance zone is
limited by two surfaces enveloping spheres of diameter
t, the centres of which are situated on a surface having
the theoretically exact geometrical form.”
Other international standards of relevance are ISO
1660 (drawing indications) [6] and ISO/TR 5460 [7]
(verification principles and traditional inspection
methods). However, modern specification and
verification concepts are not yet supported for freeform
surfaces by a well defined normative basis nor a
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universally accepted common praxis [8].

Fig. 2. Definition of profile tolerance not related to a
datum
3. MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY
A correct statement of the uncertainty is becoming
increasingly important as more and more companies
strive to maintain traceability in accordance with ISO
9000. In particular, ISO 14253-1 [9] states that a proper
uncertainty statement is necessary in order to conclude
that products are within or outside of specification.
3.1 Definition of uncertainty in measurements
In general, every measurement process has
imperfections that give rise to an error in the
measurement result. So the result of measurement
process is not a true value of measurand. It is only
estimation. Because of that numerous imperfections,
every result of measuring process has a parameter that
describe a lack of exact knowledge of the value of the
measurand called measurement uncertainty.
According to International Vocabulary of
Metrology (VIM) [11] measurement uncertainty is
"non-negative parameter characterizing the dispersion
of the quantity values being attributed to a measurand,
based on the information used". The basic document
that establishes general rules for evaluating and
expressing uncertainty in measurement that is ISO
Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty (GUM) [12].
GUM provides general rules for evaluating and
expressing uncertainty in measurement rather than
detailed, technology-specific instructions.
In practice, there are many possible sources of
uncertainty in a measurement, including: incomplete
definition of the measurand, imperfect realization of the
definition of the measurand, nonrepresentative
sampling – the sample measured may not represent the
defined measurand, nonrepresentative sampling – the
sample measured may not represent the defined
measurand, etc
All of Tthese sources are not necessarily
independent, and some of sources may by correlate.
The uncertainty of the result of a measurement
generally consists of several components, which may
be grouped into two categories according to the method
used to estimate their numerical values [12]:
• Type A components: those which are evaluated by
statistical analysis of series of observations,
• Type B components: those which are evaluated by
other means.

3.2 Evaluation of uncertainty in measurements
In most cases, a measurand Y is not measured
directly, but is determined from N other quantities X1,
X2, ..., XN through a functional relationship f:
Y = f X 1 , X 2 , K, X N
(2)

(

)

An estimate of the measurand Y, denoted by y, is
obtained from Equation (1) using input estimates x1, x2,
..., xN for the values of the N quantities X1, X2, ..., XN.
Thus the output estimate y, which is the result of the
measurement, is given by equation (3):
y = f x1 , x2 , K , x N
(3)

(

)

As an example of a Type A evaluation, consider an
input quantity Xi whose value is estimated from n
independent observations Xi,k of Xi obtained under the
same conditions of measurement. In this case, the input
estimate xi is usually the sample mean [12]

xi = X i =

n

1
∑ X i ,k
n k =1

(4)

n

1
(X i ,k − X i )2
∑
n ⋅ (n − 1) k =1

N
N −1 N
 ∂f 
∂f ∂f
uc2 ( y) = ∑ u2 (xi ) + 2∑∑
u(xi ⋅ x j ) (6)
i=1  ∂xi 
i=1 j=i+1 ∂xi ∂x j

Equation (6) is based on a first-order Taylor series
approximation of the measurement equation given in
equation (2) and is conveniently referred to as the law
of propagation of uncertainty. The partial derivatives of
f with respect to the Xi (often referred to as sensitivity
coefficients) are evaluated at Xi = xi; u(xi) is the
standard uncertainty associated with the input estimate
xi; and u(xi, xj) is the estimated covariance associated
with xi and xj [12].
Equation (6) is used when input values xi are
correlated, but when input values are independent and
uncorrelated, equation (6) gets its simpler form [12]:

 ∂f
u ( y ) = ∑ 
i =1  ∂xi
N

2
c

The individual observations Xi differ in value
because of random variations in the influence
quantities, or random effects and the standard
uncertainty u(xi) to be associated with xi is the
estimated standard deviation of the mean [12]:

u ( xi ) = s ( X i ) =

uc2(y) obtained from equation (6) [12].

(5)

For an estimate xi of an input quantity Xi that has
not been obtained from repeated observations, the
standard uncertainty u(xi) is evaluated by scientific
judgment based on all of the available information on
the possible variability of Xi. The pool of information
may include [12]:
• previous measurement data;
• experience with or general knowledge of the
behavior and properties of relevant materials and
instruments;
• manufacturer's specifications;
• data provided in calibration and other certificates;
• uncertainties assigned to reference data taken from
handbooks
• inadequate knowledge of the effects of
environmental conditions on the measurement or
imperfect measurement of environmental conditions
• personal bias in reading analogue instruments;
• finite instrument resolution or discrimination
threshold;
• inexact values of measurement standards and
reference materials;
• inexact values of constants and other parameters
obtained from external sources and used in the datareduction algorithm;
• approximations and assumptions incorporated in the
measurement method and procedure;
• variations in repeated observations of the
measurand under apparently identical conditions.
The combined standard uncertainty of the
measurement result y, designated by uc(y) and taken to
represent the estimated standard deviation of the result,
is the positive square root of the estimated variance

2

 2
 u ( xi )


(6)

In case When some sources of uncertainty are
evaluated as Type A, and others are evaluated as Type
B, the combined standard uncertainty of the result y is
given by equation (7)

u c ( y ) = u A2 ( y ) + u B2 ( y )

(7)

The additional measure of uncertainty that meets
the requirement of providing an interval is termed
expanded uncertainty and is denoted by U. The
expanded uncertainty U is obtained by multiplying the
combined standard uncertainty uc(y) by a coverage
factor k [12]:
U = k ⋅ uc ( y )
(8).
The result of a measurement is then conveniently
expressed as
Y = y ±U
(9).
In general, the value of the coverage factor k is
chosen on the basis of the desired level of confidence to
be associated with the interval defined by U. Typically,
k is in the range 2 to 3. When the normal distribution
applies and uc is a reliable estimate of the standard
deviation of y, U = 2uc (i.e., k = 2) defines an interval
having a level of confidence of approximately 95 %,
and U = 3uc (i.e., k = 3) defines an interval having a
level of confidence of approximately 99.7 %.
A detailed procedure for determination of coverage
factor k, can be found in European co-operation for
Accreditation directive EA 4/02 [13].
4. UNCERTAINTY AND TRACEABILITY IN
CMM MEASUREMENTS
As explained in the previous paragraph, uncertainty
is expressed as a range of values within which, at a
specified level of confidence, the true value of the
quantity measured is believed to lie. In CMM-based
measurements, a task-specific uncertainty for each
Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T)
parameter is necessary.
The ISO defines traceability as "the property of the
result of a measurement or the value of a standard
whereby it can be related to stated references, usually
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national or international standards, through an
unbroken chain of comparisons all having stated
uncertaintie." [9]. The prominent role of uncertainty in
completing the traceability chain is evident. Simply
having a CMM calibrated does not make its
measurement results traceable. If CMM-derived GD&T
measurements are traceable, defensible task-specific
uncertainty evaluations should be included in a report
4.1 Performance verification of CMM
Performance verification is an important
documentation of the measurement capability of any
measuring device; standards and guidelines are
available for the practical implementation of
performance verification tests on some measuring
instruments. ISO standard that describes the procedures
to verify the performance of CMM are series of
standards ISO 10360 (Acceptance and re-verification
Tests for Coordinate Measuring Machines). Procedure
in this series defines the Maximum Permissible Error
(MPE) for each type of measurement task.
ISO 10360-2 [16] specifies volumetric Length
Measuring Error (MPEE) and Volumetric Probing Error
(MPEP). This standard applies to all measurements of
distances, diameters, position tolerance, freeform
tolerances, straightness, flatness, roundness and
cylindricity. ISO 10360-3 [17] specifies errors caused
by rotary table. ISO 10360-4 [18] is applied for every
measurement when the CMM is used in scanning
mode. ISO 10360-5 [19] specifies multiple stylus errors
of location, size and form.
As any other measurement, measurements performed in
these tests for ISO 10630 also have uncertainty.
Procedure for determining this uncertainty is described
in ISO 23165 (still in draft).
Besides series ISO 10630, there is directives published
by European co-operation for Accreditation directive
that can by applied for performance verification of
CMM. These are: EA 4/02 [13], EA-4/16 [14] EALG17 [15].
4.2 Techniques for evaluation of the uncertainty on
CMM-based measurements
The ISO 15530 series of International Standards is
intended to provide terminology, techniques, and
guidelines for estimating the uncertainty of CMM
measurements. Although the technical committee ISO
TC 213 has been working on it since more than a
decade it is still largely incomplete. CMMs are
considered to be complex GPS measuring equipment,
and the estimation of the uncertainty of CMM
measurements often involves more advanced
techniques than those described in ISO 14253-2 [10].
The
techniques presented in the ISO 15530 series are
compliant with both and the GUM.
The following paragraphs show a synthesis of ISO
15530 standards. (Geometric Product Specification
(GPS) – Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM):
techniques for determining the uncertainty of
measurement):
• Part 1: Overview and metrological characteristics.
• Part 2: Use of multiple strategies in calibration of
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artefacts.
• Part 3: Use of calibrated work pieces or standards.
• Part 4: Use of computer simulation.
• Part 5: Use of expert judgement, sensitivity analysis
and error budgeting
From all of these parts, the only published for now
is ISO 15530-3. ISO 15530-2 and ISO 15530-4 are
published only in draft version [1,2]. Other ones are
still under the attention of IS0 Technical Comitia
TC213. A short description of these parts is given as
follows.
ISO 15530-1 aims to introduce the techniques for
determining the uncertainty of measurement for a
CMM, providing the proper terminology and a
reference list of metrological characteristics, i.e. a list
of factors that can potentially affect the measurements
produced by a CMM. The document is still in a draft
version [1,2].
ISO 15530-2 (the document is still in a draft
version) aims to introduce the technique of multiple
measurement strategies, for determining the uncertainty
of measurement related to a work piece measured by a
CMM. The multiple measurement strategy aims to
combine several orientations of the work piece and
point distributions on its surface in order to get a better
estimation for the conventional true value of the
measurand. In this standard, the uncertainty of
measurement is obtained by a non-calibrated objects
method [1,2].
ISO 15530-3 aims to provide a technique for a
simple uncertainty evaluation of measurements
performed by a CMM. This technique applies to
specific measuring tasks and to CMM results obtained
from both uncorrected and corrected measurements. It
is based on three key concepts: non substitution
measurement, substitution measurement, similarity
condition. Non substitution measurements are results in
which the CMM indication is not corrected by
systematic errors. On the opposite, in substitution
measurement, the CMM indication is corrected by
systematic errors. Similarity conditions define the
constraints binding the work piece and the material
standard of size in the uncertainty assessment [1,2,20].
According to this standard, expended uncertainty is
calculated by equation (10) [20]:
2
U = k ⋅ u cal
+ u 2p + u w2 + b

(10)

where:
• ucal is standard uncertainty resulting from the
uncertainty of calibration of the calibrate workpiece
stated in the calibration certificate,
• up is is standard uncertainty resulting from
measurement procedure,
• uw is standard uncertainty resulting from material
and manufacturing variations
• b is systematic error.
ISO 15530-4 aims to define criteria for simulation
techniques applied to task-specific uncertainty
evaluations. The target of these techniques is to provide
measurement results combined with the related
measuring uncertainty [1,2].
ISO 15530-5 aims to define the criteria of the

technique for uncertainty evaluation based on expert
judgement. The use of expert judgement can be
particularly important when type B standard
uncertainty is considered in the uncertainty budget.
Personnel aiming to provide expert judgements must be
properly qualified. ISO 15530-5 is still in draft status.
Key concept is concept of qualified personnel [1,2].
4.3 Critical observations
ISO 15530-2 and ISO 15530-3 are two different
methods of evaluation measurement uncertainty. In the
first standard, the uncertainty of measurement is
obtained by a non-calibrated objects method. The
uncertainty is the result of three contributions:
repeatability of measurements; geometric errors of the
piece; error of scale. In the second instead, uncertainty
is obtained by a calibrated object method. It’s the result
of systematic error, repeatability of measurements and
uncertainty of calibration and reference object. These
methods define uncertainty measurement by an
aggregate way, while ISO 15530-4 analytically
characterize each uncertainty contribution in the
measurement volume of the machine. This is the way
promoted by PTB (German metrological Institute),
which firstly introduced the concept of “virtual
machine” [1]. Even if ISO 15530-2 and ISO 15530-4
are still in draft, there are a numerous publications,
where authors were used procedure described in this
standards for evaluation of uncertainty.
4.4 Application to freeform
In general, performance verification is based on the
use of calibrated artefacts, for which geometry is
usually very simple and restricted to simple shapes, i.e.
planes or spheres in different configurations. Such
procedures are therefore quite different from the typical
use on the measuring device when dealing with
freeform shaped parts.
To simplify the procedure of evaluation a
uncertainty of measurement of freeform shaped parts,
the recommendation given by NIST in [21] is to apply
the technique of substitute-geometry decomposition,
which means that the complex geometry of a part is
represented as being composed of the sum of simpler
geometric elements. According to this recommendation
of NIST, many authors in their papers, for evaluation of
uncertainty, uses modular freeform gauges (MFG)
(Figure 3). But with this approach, we can only
simulate the shape of real freeform shape and, in most
cases, the real object is not fully covered by calibrated
shapes. Opposite to this approach is use of noncalibrated object. In this approach, measurement results
are compared to nominal geometry from CAD model.
Advantage of this approach is that the freeform shape si
fully covered, but measurement is much longer and
values of evaluated measurement uncertainty are
generally larger [22]
5. CONCLUSIONS
Freeform shaped parts represent challenging
measurement tasks for a number of instruments such as
coordinate
measuring
machines.
Tolerance

specification and verification in connection with
freeform geometries rely on the use of a CAD model,
with a number of difficulties related to measurement
strategy, registration of multiple views, filtering,
alignment and evaluation. Metrological issues related
to performance verification and traceability rely on the
existence of calibrated workpieces. There is a clear
need for new methods and standards to ensure
traceability of measurements on freeform shaped parts.

Fig. 3. MFG configuration (left) for the uncertainty
assessment related to the turbine blade geometry (right)
[2]
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FIXTURE ANALYSIS MODULE, AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF THE INTELLIGENT
FIXTURING SYSTEM
Abstract: This paper presents the concept of Intelligent Fixturing System (IFS) which is being developed to hold a
family of thin-walled workpieces for machining operations. This is a cost-effective concept which incorporates a
fixturing system, fixture analysis module, fixture stability module, clamp optimization module and clamping control
system. This paper presents the development of fixture analysis module that can determine the optimal clamping
force values considering the cutter location and the three cutting force components.
Key words: intelligent fixturing, fixture analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
In pace with automation of the work process the
development and rationalization stage of fixtures
becomes increasingly important and strongly influences
the price of the final product. The fixing equipment is a
bottleneck in production, therefore in the past decade
the efforts in searching for new Intelligent Fixturing
System (IFS) were increased. This paper describes the
proposed IFS system, which on the basis of given
workpiece geometry analyses and optimizes the
magnitude/position of clamping forces. The paper is
also concerned about the fixture module for the
analysis and rationalization of fixtures, suitable for
clamping of thin-wall products likely to undergo
deformation due to clamping and cutting forces during
machining. Software has been made for the evaluation
of fixturing scheme, for calculation of the optimum
magnitude and positioning of clamping forces, required
to enable the workpiece to be safely clamped during
machining. The calculation is based on the force
analysis method provided with the optimization
routine. Especially in cases of machining of thin-walled
components, deformation can be minimised by
optimizing the location and magnitude of clamping
forces. Therefore, in intelligent fixturing system the
clamp position and magnitude of clamping forces have
to be controlled in real time [1]. More realistic and
cost-effective approach is to use off-line optimisation
of the clamps location and on-line adjustment of
clamping force.
2. INTELLIGENT FIXTURING SYSTEM
An attempt was made to include fixture analysis
module into the Intelligent Fixturing System (IFS).
Proposed system is able to perform the following
operations: off line optimization of clamping forces,
monitor the clamping forces and adjust the clamping
forces according to the change in geometry of the
workpiece. The framework of the system is shown in
Figure 1. It consists of the modular fixturing system,
off line fixture analysis module, fixturing stability

module, clamping optimization algorithm and clamping
control system. At the beginning, the optimal clamping
forces are determined by analysis module then the
reaction forces are measured through the sensors
embedded in locators. The data are sent via force
monitoring module to the fixture stability model. The
fixture stability module is used to monitor the fixturing
stability during the entire machining operation. Once
instability appears, the module sends a command to the
hydraulic system to increase the corresponding
clamping force. This process is repeated until the
completion of the machining process. Positive reaction
forces at the locators ensure that the workpiece
maintains contact with all the locators from the
beginning of the cut to the end. The three components
of cutting forces in end-milling are predicted using the
neural cutting force model developed by [2]. The
clamping force optimisation algorithm determines the
optimal clamping force values considering the cutter
location, the three cutting force components and results
of the fixture stability model. The optimal clamping
forces are then applied in real-time using an electrohydraulic clamping system. Soft PLC controls a
hydraulic system to apply the required clamping forces
as the cutter moves to different locations on the
workpiece. The clamping forces are proportional to
pressure in hydraulic cylinder.
3. FIXTURE ANALYSIS MODULE
The developed module is useful for technologist since
it can routinely determine within a short time the
optimum sizes, direction and application points of
clamping and locating forces for different cases of
clamping. The module is aimed at verifying (analysing)
the obtained solution (configuration of the fixture),
confirming or rejecting it, if all the set condition are not
fulfilled. The worked out programme works on the PC
and is programmed in the mathematical programme
language MatLab. The clamping principle 3-2-1,
requiring three points on the primary locating plane,
two points on the second locating plane and one point
on the third locating plane, was used for making the
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Fig. 1. Framework of the IFS system
Where:
F1 - F6 - reactions acting on locating elements (N),
Fvp1, Fvp2, Fvp3- clamping forces acting in the direction
of the normal onto positioning planes (N),
Ft, Fa, Ff - components of cutting force Fc (N),
Mx, My, Mz - components of cutting moment Mc (Nm),
fi, ( i = 1...9 ) - friction forces in contact points (N),
Fg - force of workpiece weight (N),
µ - friction coefficient.
The resulting force of friction fi between the locator
and workpiece is µ⋅Fi and between the fixing element
and the workpiece it is µ⋅Fvpj, (j=1…3).
The reactions on the locating elements must be
positive, because otherwise the contact between the
workpiece and the fixture is lost.
To achieve static equilibrium the resultant force and
moment on the workpiece must be zero.
Because of the numerical solving of the problem the
equilibrium equations are written in matrix form:
A lok ⋅ F lok + we = 0 (1)

module. The clamping force must be great enough and
suitable oriented so that the workpiece position during
machining does not change due to cutting forces.
The clamping forces on the workpiece must not create
internal stresses and must not damage or deform the
workpiece surface. The objective is to minimize all the
controllable and reaction forces. This is expressed as
the minimization of the sum of the squares of the
clamping and reaction forces.
3.1 Theoretic concept of the fixture analysis module
The workpiece is located on the six- points P1-P6 and is
held by three clamping forces Fvp1, Fvp2, Fvp3 at
points P7, P8, P9 (figure 2).
positions for clamping elements:
1 (122, 140, 100)
2 (25, 140,76)
3 (102, 25, 76)

positions for locators:
1 (38, 140, 0)
2 (165, 80,0)
3 (165, 241, 0)
4 (178, 102, 76)
5 (254, 188, 76)
6 (102, 254, 76)

position of cutting force:
(76, 127, 96)
Fa,
Mz

Fvp2
f8

[ ] [ ]

Mc,
Fc

[A]lok - normalized geometrical matrix.

Fvp1

Ff,
My

f6

f5

f7
f4

f9
f1
Z

Y

Fvp3

r1
X

F1

[F ]lok T - vector of supporting forces
[we ] - vector of external forces

F6

127

Ft,
Mx

F5

F4

After entering the geometrical matrix and the vector of
external forces into the equation (1) the equation (5) is
obtained.
When the coefficient of the friction between the
workpiece and the clamping elements is equal to zero,
the equation (5) is simplified and assumed the form (6).

f3

Fg
(114, 140, 52)

F3

f2

F2

Fig. 2. Forces on a prismatic workpiece during
machining of a slot

[A]lok
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ri- the vectors defining the locating points, (Rx, Ry, Rz) - components of the resultant cutting force Fc

4. EXAMPLE OF FIXTURE ANALYSIS AND
OPTIMIZATION
On a milling machine it is necessary to make the slot
shown in figure 1. To this end we use the milling cutter
of 16 mm diameter with two cutting inserts (R-216-16
03 M-M) with the following cutting conditions: cutting
speed (v=25m/min), feedrate (fz=0,01mm/tooth),
cutting depth (a=4mm). The values of components of
cutting forces (Fa=450N, Ff=315N, Ft=810N), the tool
position, the starting positions of clamping/locating
elements, the friction coefficient (µ=0.4) and the
workpiece weight (Fg=47N) are entered into the
window for entering the input data.
Clamping is effected by the three clamping elements.
With the upper clamping element the workpiece is
clamped in module. the direction of the Z axis and with

the two side elements it is pressed along the vertical
locating plane. The equation (1) assumes the form (7).
The possible solutions for Fvpis are those that result in
positive values of Fis; in other words, the workpiece
will remain in contact with locators during the entire
cutting process.
To solve these six linear simultaneous equilibrium
equations with nine unknowns, we assume that Fvp1,
Fvp2 and Fvp3 have the same magnitude. Their values
start from zero and are incremented by a constant value
in each iteration until positive values of all Fis are
achieved.
The obtained values of Fvp1, Fvp2 and Fvp3, which are
equal to 440N will be the first set of possible solutions,
which are listed as case (1) in Table 1.
Table 1 lists the reaction forces Fi (i=1…6) on the six
locators and the possible solutions for Fvpis
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Fig. 3. Comparison of clamping cases
under different clamping conditions.
Forces [N]

(1)
case

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Fvp1
Fvp2
Fvp3

440
440
440

430
440
440

440
440
0

410
220
0

0
320
0

F1

2,14

0,967

125,57

7,808

0,44

F2

475,9

472,12

432,77

249,644 396,842

F3

693,7

688,765

613,25

419,354 643,647

F4

826,0

823,769

652,30

539,109 618,558

F5

673,5

672,009

761,73

590,891 564,291

F6

962,9

961,526

522,97

419,862 446,534

Table 1. Reaction on the locating elements for 5 cases.
The case (1) shows the first acceptable solution where
all clamping forces are equal (440N). For the other
cases (case 2-3) two of the clamping forces are set to
value 440N, while the value of the third clamping force
is gradually increased until all Fis are positive. By such
procedure the value of required clamping forces is
reduced. In case (3) the clamping element 3 is not
necessary, since the force acting on that element is
equal to 0 (Fvp3 =0). The software proposes the
optimum solutions of the clamping configuration (case
4 and 5) between the user can choose. The critical point
of the fixture is on the locating element 1. During
machining the workpiece will first lose the contact with
the clamping device just at that point (P1). The fixture
configuration can be improved by: placing on
additional clamping element above the critical locating
element 1, increasing the value of the clamping force
Fvp1 or changing position of the clamping element 7.
With clamping force Fvp=0N up to Fvp=440N the
clamping fixture configuration is not suitable for
clamping of the workpiece in the given conditions of
machining. The maximum loading of the clamping
fixture occurs at the point of the locating element 6,
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which, during machining in the locating plane XZ,
takes all loadings acting in the direction of Y axis. The
proposed and analyzed clamping cases (1 and 4) are
shown in figure 3.
5. CONCLUSION
A force analysis module, which is a part of the
developed IFS is presented that considers the effect of
frictional forces for verification, rationalization and
improvement of a clamping design. A new iteration
method is introduced for determining the optimal
clamping and locating force. By the developed module
we have significantly reduced the magnitude of
clamping forces. It is possible to anticipate and prevent
the defects on the workpiece during the clamping and
machining process. In the research it has been found
out that by taking the friction into account the value of
the required clamping force as well as the number of
the required clamping elements are strongly decreased.
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USE OF OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES IN A SELECTED ENTERPRISE
Abstract: This contribution is aimed at the use of optimization techniques and statistical methods in a selected
enterprise during the assessment of enterprise performance. The enterprise specializes in providing services, namely
machinery repairs. The organization represents a small enterprise. This contribution also applies basic tools of
process improvement such as Pareto analysis, Ishikawa diagram etc. We shall identify optimal solutions by means
of a probability analysis.
Key words: Process, process improvement, improvement, repairs

1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of service quality improvement is
currently a broadly discussed area. Today’s world of
growing and continuous competition among individual
service providers proves that the non-existence of
sufficient competition is only a desired phenomenon, in
fact, almost an unreal one. This only increases the need
to improve the quality of services provided and
eliminate defects that may create the image of poor
quality or insufficient services.
2. PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Process improvement is hereby implemented via
optimization techniques. This contribution considers
the use of basic improvement tools as defined in [2]
and [4]. Furthermore, the use of improvement tools is
governed by the methodology of Six Sigma the aim of
which is to reach the highest quality possible. Six
Sigma used during this project is applied in accordance
with the knowledge within the [1] and [3].

We use the Six sigma project as is written in [1], which
has five steps, which are shown in previous figure (Fig.
1).
3. IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
The analysis of processes has been aimed at the
analysis of occurrence of faults and/or deficiencies.
These have been understood in this case as both
external faults, i.e. complaints and/or customer claims,
but also as internal faults reported by the employees
themselves. The above project was performed in the
active collaboration with employees who made the
effort to improve service quality. Thanks to this, we
were able to use the information on internal faults.
The process of repairs includes five steps. These stages
are divided in other steps. We show only the main
stream of process flow – main five steps, without the
included sub-steps.
Recieving of machine

Machine diagnostics

Ensure spare parts

Repair of machine
Delivery of machine to
customer
Fig. 2. Process of repairment

Fig. 1. Six Sigma project steps

We can see that the highest fault ratio is when the
employees have been given a time limit, i.e. they fail to
repair the machinery in due time. A relatively high
number of faults have also been caused by a faulty
diagnostics. This reason is mutually interconnected
with the previous one - due to the lack of time (time
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stress) the technicians perform diagnostics very quickly
and thus tend to overlook some faults that subsequently
display themselves during the repair of the machinery
and the repair is slowed down.

types. But we can see that the differences are
statistically significant.

Source
Model
Error
Corrected
Total

DF
5
150
155

Sum of Mean
F
Squares Square Value Pr > F
193.563 38.712 21.16 <.0001
274.433 1.829
467.996

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE Time Mean
0.413601 57.15102 1.352609
2.366727
Source
Type

D
Mean
F
F
Anova SS
Square Value Pr > F
5 193.5635481 38.7127096 21.16 <.0001

Table 4. Anova results
Fig. 3. Pareto diagram of faults and deficiencies
Upon the above facts we shall deal with the issue of
time limit. We found out that there is the following
average number of individual types of machinery per
year:

Large milling
machines and
grinders [LM]
Large lawn
mowers, kärcher
machinery [LL]
Impact drills [ID]
Manual drills [MD]
Small tools [ST]
Other [Ot]

Average number
of machines per
year
285

Average
time of
repair
3.486

182

2.932

187
495
398
283

3.014
1.6
1.034
0.97

Table 2. Structure of repairs during one year
For next analysis we need also the calculation of
standard deviation. In next figure we also show the
minimum and maximum time of repair.

Upon this information we may calculate the number of
working hours the technicians need for the repair of the
above machinery.
Total number of hours
per year
Big milling machines
and grinders
Big lawn mowers,
kärcher machinery
Impact drills
Manual drills
Small tools
Other

993,51
533,624
563,618
792
411,532
274,51

Table 5. Volume of annual working hours needed
If the changes will not be done, the company will have
many claims, because they guarantee the time of repair.
This time of repair is done and in case, when it is not
respected, the customer pay only the amount of spare
parts and the work is free. This is the reason, why the
company need to solve this problem.

Analysis Variable : Time
Type

Std Dev

Minimum Maximum

ID

1.3743444 0.4321929 5.5392149

LL

2.0716228 0.1588609 7.6882244

LM

1.4161739 1.0938968 6.5773801

MD

1.0990824 0.1282904 4.6073895

Ot

0.6900674 0.0106828 2.1288067

ST

1.0522040 0.2794638 4.2545120

Table 3. Analysis of repairs - statistical results
We also calculate the differences between type of
machines and its repair time. If the average time of
repairs is not statistically different, we can join these
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Fig. 4. Probability of claims for each type of machines
The calculation of probability of claim means the basis
for next economic analysis of process results. The
number of repaired pieces of machines, this probability
and the average price of work create the inputs of
economic model, which we should use to calculate the

estimated sum of loss from claims in case of exceed the
time of repair.

To sum up, through the work reorganization in the
sense of transfer of administrative part of repairs to the
staff dealing with direct sale in the office (issuing
invoice, returning machinery to the client) we managed
to save the time and achieved the level of app. 616
h/year. In such case we need to employ a new
technician for a half-time employment. Without
reorganization we would have to employ a full-time
technician. Thus, we are able to save half of wage
expense.
4. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Estimated loss from claims by year
The listed number of hours represents the total number
of app. 3568 h/year and needs to be divided by two as
there are two technicians working in the company. We
need to emphasize that these times represent real time
of machinery repairs including diagnostics and added
times of related operations, such as receiving the
broken machinery and submitting the repaired
machinery to the client.
As follows from the abovementioned, on average there
are approximately 1750 working hours a year for one
technician, which is on the verge of the real annual
working time of an employee. Therefore, there is
a strong necessity to re-organize the work of
technicians.
Service activities

Number of pieces per
hour

Big milling machines
and grinders
Big lawn mowers,
kärcher machinery
Impact drills

0,57

Manual drills

0,24

Small tools

0,2

Other

0,23

0,6

Small tools
Other
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Table 7. Secondary activities of workers on type of
item
Service activities
Big milling machines and
grinders
Big lawn mowers, kärcher
machinery
Impact drills
Manual drills

This contribution describes a solution of a problem we
identified in a selected enterprise in Košice dealing
with providing services. With the help of improvement
tools listed in the Six Sigma methodology we hereby
suggest the possibility of remedying an existing defect
in the above enterprise.

Total number of hours
171
103,74
78,54
118,8
79,6
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ASSEMBLY OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS OF A BUS
Abstract: This contribution deals with the optimum assembly of major structural components of a bus manufactured
in Slovakia. The above structural components are presented graphically. The whole assembly of structural
components is, however, subject to an approved project documentation that we are not allowed to quote in this
contribution due to the protection of industrial property rights. This contribution therefore specializes only in the
structural components themselves and not in the complete assembly of the bus as such.
Key words: Improvement, structural components, engineering

1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of optimization of structural
components is always a current one. Lowering of
costs represents the main possibility of improving the
economic effectiveness of an enterprise. However,
lowering of costs must not have an impact on
production quality of individual products. There is
a need to optimize placement of structural
components that should ensure the safety of bus
passengers. Apart from technical solution, it is also
desirable to optimize the process of assembly, not
only the product itself. From this reason, we shall
describe various possibilities of construction.

The aim of the above process is to improve the
method of assembly while taking into account spatial
dimensions of the enterprise. The assembly takes
place in a rectangle-shaped hall, where unnecessary
transfers of semi-finished products occurred in the
past. Results of individual production processes were
manually transferred between individual places.
Some of these transfers were not necessary at all [1].
Our suggestion defines two simultaneous production
lines. The first one completes the body of the bus and
the other one enables the chassis completion. These
two components are subsequently combined in the
final stage of the assembly.

2. CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
The construction process of a vehicle represents
both the engineering and management issue, in which
one must define the processes in the most suitable
way and optimize individual steps in the production
area in order to minimize costs.

4

3

7

2

1

6

5

Fig. 2. Process of bus assembly
The first stage provides the selection of basic
construction materials in the form of beams. Major
beams are combined into larger wholes [2]. The socalled prefabricates are then utilized in the second
stage of the production. In this stage, the construction
of the bus is formed as we can see in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
below.

Fig. 1. Process flow diagram
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Fig. 3. Structure of bus

Fig. 6. Complete of bus
The above alterations of production stages caused
that the assembly of the bus required 10% less time.
This has naturally reflected in a 7,913 % increase in
profit of the enterprise when compared with the profit
before the alteration of placement of production steps
[5],[6].

Fig. 4. Structure of bus
Stages No.3 and No.4 enable the final arrangement of
the above body that is later placed upon the
individually construed chassis. Stage No.5 is the
completion of chassis, purchased from an external
supplier [3]. The chassis itself must be adjusted to
meet the requirements of the company and therefore
needs to be fully construed before its attachment to
the body [4].

Fig. 7. Statistical analysis of assembly time
The improvement we can prove also by measured
results. We use the time of assembly of bus. The time
includes all steps during first works on bus till the
end changes on the assembled bus. We can see the
improvement about 1 day of assembly per bus.
Method
Variances
DF t Value Pr > |t|
Equal
48 -8.41 <.0001
Pooled
Satterthwaite Unequal 46.691 -8.41 <.0001

Fig. 5. The chassis of bus
The body structure is subsequently combined with
the chassis in Stage No.7. This is the semi-finished
product described in Fig.6.
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Equality of Variances
Method Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F
24
24
1.40 0.4136
Folded F
Fig. 8 Statistical analysis of assembly time
The t-test shows that the difference between the time
before change in assembly process and after it is
statistically significant. It shows that the
improvement get some positive effect on production
of company.

Fig. 9. Box plots of assembly time
The previous result is shown also through box plots.
We can see the shift of average time of assembly
process. The time is measured in days.

Fig. 13. Semi-product in assembly process
3. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we may say that the evaluation of
quality represents the borderline that enables the
limitation of costs. The aim of the enterprise is to
minimize production costs, while retaining the
defined quality level. The optimization is possible
with regard to the length of assembly time and
amount of material needed for individual semifinished products.
4. REFERENCES

Fig. 10. Semi-product in assembly process
The assembly process continues after the assembly of
the skeleton of bus. In next step the bodywork will be
picked up on the skeleton.

Fig. 11. Semi-product in assembly process

Fig. 12. Semi-product in assembly process
After the all steps of assembly process the bus is
prepared for testing. The bus look like is shown in
next figure.
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PROCESSING OF DIAGNOSTIC IMAGES OF THE SKELETAL SYSTEM
Abstract: Methods of imagining that are now widespread in the medical diagnosis include different methods of
scanning are made in order to obtain images of inner structures of the human body. As a result, it usually gets a
series of monochrome digital images. Diffe
Different
rent mathematical operations by which the desired components are
extracted for processing of them are used. This paper presents a global procedure for processing of tomography
images as well as generally accepted algorithms that allow for easier and better segmentation and spatial
reconstruction of bone. That is presented using a scans of the upper half of the femur in order to develop the body of
the hip endoprosthesis made to measure.
Key words: Medical Imagining, Segmentation, Femur, Endoprosthesis

1. INTRODUCTION
Images obtained by computerized methods of
scanning are a series of digital images that are
displayed in parallel planes cross-section the scanning
object [8]. Among other things, these images can be
used for the spatial reconstruction of the scanning
object, which in this work is shown on the example of
the femur.
All data from a digital image is collected in a
certain format. These formats must be recognizable in
communication between different computers, which
have been developed in different image formats in
medicine, commonly used DICOM (Digital Imagining
and Communication in Medicine).
This paper describes the spatial reconstruction of
skeleton based on a series of images in DICOM format,
the image reconstruction of the upper half of the femur
to the hip joint prosthesis design to measure. The
process consists of several stages, the most important
stages is the identification of different tissues and
organs. To identify the different tissues, it is necessary
to process image segmentation.
The process of reconstruction of the shape and
geometry of the femur on the basis of diagnostic
images is one of the most important phases in the
design process arthoplasty of the hip joint, which is
treated with a range of defects that occur in it [9]. The
most common complications of the hip joint are caused
by injury, degenerative changes or malignant diseases.

2. TOMOGRAPHIC METHODS OF SCANNING
Diagnostic scanning techniques include radiological
diagnostics that shows cross-sections of the body in
layers of specified thickness. Imaging methods that are
used in this field are divided into digital and analog.
Nowadays, of analog methods used X-ray imaging
technique (Rtg) and ultrasound scanning with the
possibility of digitization. From digital methods are
commonly used tomography methods in which the
diagnosis of diseases in addition to images can be used
for the spatial reconstruction of the scanning object [8].

Tomography is a method of generating 2D crosssectional image of the body [9]. The best-known
tomography methods are:
 computed tomography (CT), where the image
gets X-rays, and
 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), in which
the images obtained under the influence of a
magnetic field oriented.
CT (Computed Tomography) systems make images
on a morphological level (anatomical). In these images,
are different organs and tissues which have an unequal
absorption coefficient of X-rays and on these images
can see the value of the absorption coefficient, X-rays,
tissue. In CT images can be seen to change the
structure or anatomy, which occurred due to the
disease. The functional state of these organs cannot be
concluded. For example, a CT scan of the brain of the
living and the dead man (just after he died) is exactly
the same. In Fig. 1, see the first CT scanner, CT
scanner the new generation and CT image.

Fig. 1. The first CT scanner, CT scanner the new
generation and CT image
The advantages of CT scanners have a clear picture,
easy to diagnose (especially bones), as well as its price,
and is available in many medical centers. It is possible
to scan and built-in patients with any type of implant.
The main disadvantage is exposure to harmful X-rays
absorbed by the patient during the scanning.
MRI systems (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
provide
medical
certain
physical
generate
characteristics of the tissue. MRI can visualize different
properties of tissue, blood flow and multiple
physiological and metabolic functions. MRI imaging
may be made in the presence of contrasting agents.
Gadolinium based substances (which also gives a
strong signal MRI) provides better discrimination of
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healthy from diseased tissue. It should be noted that the
MRI is based on the effect of nuclear magnetic
resonance, and that the principles of image generation
tomography image different than that of CT. In Fig. 2,
there is an MRI device, and series of images.

Fig. 2. MRI device and a series of images
obtained on it
The main advantage of MRI is the absence of
harmful radiation, they use magnetic fields and radio
waves, as opposed to the CT scanner. The benefits
include more detailed view of the soft tissue in the
patient's body. One disadvantages of allocated cost of
equipment, scan length and inability to scan some
patients with ferromagnetic implants, because the
magnetic field can cause the implant movement.
3. PROCESSING DIAGNOSTIC IMAGES
Processing of diagnostic images of the skeletal
system in order to obtain a computer model consists of
several stages which show the Fig. 3.
Images generated on CT/MRI devices can be saved
in different resolutions. Most often used resolution is
512x512 pixels. Each pixel of the image obtained in
this way can have a shade of gray, the 12-bit palette
(4096 colors).

a)
Fig. 4. Matrix display image

Segmentation, for example, in a typical task of
identifying objects (organs), the basic step, and sharing
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Fig. 3. Stages of obtaining a computerized model
Images obtained on the basis of tomography
methods are a series of images that are displayed in
parallel planes of intersection of the scanned object. To
successfully separate an area that is of interest for the
reconstruction of geometry is necessary to make the
segmentation of different tissues in the images and
translate them into a spatial model. Segmentation
involves identifying areas that belong to the
corresponding length bodies [7].
In digital image processing using different
mathematical operations which are used to receive
appropriate modifications initial image. The program
for digital image processing, images saved as a matrix.
Each pixel on it corresponds to a member of the matrix,
as can be seen in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a is a part enlarged
image (see the pixels), and in Fig. 4b of the matrix.
Comparing pixel values contrasts with the values of the
matrix, it can be concluded that these are the same
numbers,
the
same
images.

b)

images on the edges that correspond to different
objects. Edge of the image is the boundary or contour
which leads to significant changes in some of the
physical aspects of the image, such as surface

reflection, illumination and distance of the visible
surface of the beholder. Changes in the physical aspect
of the image are manifested in the form of changes in
the intensity, color and structure of the image.
Image processing can be used a number of software
systems both general and specialized applications. The
research activities of the most commonly used program
system MATLAB. In it, there are several methods for
detecting edges:







Sobel method
Prewitt method
Roberts method
Laplacian of Gaussian method
Zero-cross method
Canny method

All of these methods are used to detect edges and
intensity images as input. In places where are edges,
the matrix element is assigned a value of 1, and in
places where are no 0.
The Sobel method finds edges using the Sobel
approximation to the derivative. It returns edges at
those points where the gradient of image is maximum.

a)

b)

c)

The Prewitt method finds edges using the Prewitt
approximation to the derivative. She also returns edges
at those points where the gradient of image is
maximum.
Similarly to the previous two the Roberts method
finds edges using the Roberts approximation to the
derivative. It returns edges at those points where the
gradient of image is maximum.
The Laplacian of Gaussian method finds edges by
looking for zero crossings after filtering image with a
Laplacian of Gaussian filter.
The zero-cross method finds edges by looking for
zero crossings after filtering with a filter you specify.
The Canny method finds edges by looking for local
maxima of the gradient image. The gradient is
calculated using the derivative of a Gaussian filter. The
method uses two thresholds, to detect strong and weak
edges, and includes the weak edges in the output only if
they are connected to strong edges. This method is
therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by
noise, and more likely to detect true weak edges.
In Fig. 5 is presented edge detection methods listed in
the
example
CT
scan
of
the
femur.

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 5. Edge detection on CT scans of the femur:a) Sobel b) Prewitt c) Roberts d) Laplacian of Gaussian method e)
Zero-cross and f) Canny method
Depending on the needs of digital image processing
(tomography images) depends on the method to be
used.
The need for segmentation of the femur, it is clear from
Fig. 5, that the best of the first three methods, because
they do not noise, as well as the surrounding organs
and tissues.
In commercial applications, such as Mimics, Scan
IP, Amira, 3D Doctor, etc. segmentation is not done in
detail, edge detection, but uses upper and lower limits
of contrast pixels (Tresholding) in the images.
In the example shown below (Fig.6) is a generally
accepted method used to define the boundaries of the
segmentation (Tresholding). Contrast values for the
pixels in the image corresponding tissues are known,
and this method can be used for automatic
segmentation of a series of images. The main
disadvantage of this method is the disconnect between
the selected pixels, so it happens that other organs are
affected. In such cases it can be done manually remove
unwanted pixels, image by image, which is time-

consuming.

a)
b)
Fig. 6. Segmentation of the femur
After segmentation and removing unwanted pixels,
the model contains surface irregularities with cavities
and sharp edges, so it is necessary to correct them to
filter. Fig. 7 shows the generation of a computer model
of the femur, which includes segmentation (Fig. 7a),
the translation of surface elements-pixels, voxelvolume elements (Fig. 7b) and filtering, which includes
closing surface (Fig. 7c), rounded surfaces taking into
account topology and volume model (Fig. 7d) and
rounding using Gaussian filter (Fig. 7e) [8].
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 7. The process of generating a computer model of the femur
After defining the computer model, the conversion
is done in a variety of file formats geometric data of
which the most common are: IGES, STEP, STL, and
point cloud.
Femur model in Fig. 7e, formed reconstruction CT
image for the design total hip to measures of patient. In
Fig. 8 is shown the circuit reconstructed femoral
prosthesis embedded tumor developed in her.

[4]

[6]

4. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the most commonly applied
methods of scanning tomography (CT and MRI) that
produce a series of digital images of the internal
structure of the human body. Modern tomography
scanning provides high reliability in addition to the
diagnosis of disease and the formation of spatial
computing model.
In the spatial reconstruction of the skeletal elements
of the system, one of the most important phases of a
procedure for processing images. Depending on the
obtained computational models, the shape of
orthopedic implants requires greater accuracy, due to
the production of better implants that fit the patient's
anatomy. This is expressed in the design and
production of typical implants and custum made
implants. For typical implants, among other things, are
important ethnic and age groups.
Contemporary research in medical imaging
processing flow in several directions including: training
tomography imaging method to get as clear a picture,
digital image processing and reconstruction of surfaces
in order to increase the accuracy of computer models.
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MODEL OF REENGINEERING OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES - ITERATIVE
AND VISUAL APPROACH
Abstract: Shortening of the life-cycle for products and technologies as well as the growing competition at the
market are characteristics of modern industrial development with which production companies are dealing with
today. We are witnesses that nowadays market games start and finish with the "three". That "three" is quick, quality
and cheap. The answer to the question "How to make this three?" beside other, can be found in reengineering of
technological processes. Characteristics of the technological process as logical, iterative, variant and
multidimensional process represented basis for making methodology and information model of reengineering of
technological processes. This paper deals with architecture of methodology that is with model of reengineering of
technological processes, main approaches at the model as well as its outputs.
Key words: Model, methodology, reengineering, technological processes, information technology

1. INTRODUCTION
Technological environment is the constant
technological changes which points are the new
engineering and technological knowledge of producing
more with the available amount of resources or
production data achieved with fewer resources used.
This is expressed through shortening of development
time, lower costs, more efficient use of funds, materials
and optimization of the flow of information and so on.
In order to achieve the above mentioned
requirements, among the other things, required is the
development of new technologies (and this is primarily
an IT supported technology). Regarding it is necessary
to shorten the time that lapses from idea to realization
of a new product, considered the possibilities of socalled "savings in time" through technological
processes and through the process of their design. The
concept of the model includes the process of reengineering (referring to the process of modeling
technological processes), notation and tools for
modeling. It is clear that all three components are
complex. But today, there are more information tools
that can help us in every aspect of the development
process. In addition, the standards in the methods and
computer tools are widely accepted, which makes it
possible to put emphasis on the development and
implementation.
In order to successfully implement the concept of
reengineering and developed an appropriate model
must be carried out analysis of the technological
process, in terms of flexibility, level of automation,
product quality, type of production, the flow of
technological processes, relationship with the
environment, structure, relationship (connection)
elements of the technological process. Reengineering
of technological processes are re-thinking on focusing
of the process, thereby eliminating the processes and
sub processes that are not necessary, and thereby
finding more efficient ways of performing the
remaining process. Reengineering is focused on

improving the existing system (process) with a high
return on investment than it would have been the case
for investing in a completely new development.
Reengineering of technological processes, directly
or indirectly, should make possible: the reduction of
delivery time, price cutback products, improving
product quality, easier maintenance and cheaper
products, and environmental protection. Also, process
reengineering technology should ensure the possibility
of increasing production volume.
The model should enable reengineering of redesign
of the existing technological processes with all the
above mentioned aspects and to give a solution for the
improvement of technological processes. The model
allows the reengineering and development of new
technological processes based on re-engineering of
existing (piggybacking), Fig. 1.
1

Start developing of the new system

2

Start work of the new system

2

Old system

1
New system
Development time
Flow time

Fig. 1. Piggybacking systems [3]
Piggybacking is not a professional, sophisticated
expression, nor is it the unique in the field of the
system. And yet, it is a very exact picture of a system
that uses the previous system to step into a more
advanced status. The concept of piggybacking forced
designers, developers and technologists to regularly
and continuously reflect on the success of existing, and
developing new systems based on the existing one. As
such, it requires the application of certain conceptual
estimate, such as: (1) when the existing system
deteriorates, therefore, it is estimation of life of the
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2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
REENGINEERING OF TECHNOLOGICAL
PROCESSES
Theoretical analysis of the technological process
and reengineering, discussed through the "magnifying
glass" of principles, approaches and methods of
modeling processes and systems are induced
reengineering
methodology
for
technological
processes, Fig. 2.
The structure of shown methodology is in two parts,
CAD and CAPP's. The base of on the CAD parts
models and CAD is following: 3D model of
part/products, 2D geometric model of parametric,
parameter technological model, meta model. CAD
models are defined in CAD software (Pro/Engineer,
CATIA, AutoCAD, Mechanical Desktop, Solid Works,
etc.). 3D model, as a result of a process design and
modeling, and the target model as a result of the
technological transformation of the model, is the model
inputs and technological reengineering process. Target
content model carries the same information that is
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necessary to define the technological operations and
procedures as well as the technological model.
CAD system
(CAD models)

PARAMETRIC
GEOMETRIC
MODEL

3D
MODEL

PARAMETRIC
MODELS
OF TOOLS

PARAMETRIC
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CAPP system
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system, (2) how long it will take to develop a new
system, and (3) when you should start with the
development of the new system.
For the analysis of technological systems
(processes) is used a systematic approach. As in nature
and society there is a general correlation of objects and
phenomena, it is necessary during the observation of
any system to perform its elimination of the outside.
The technological process of making the product is part
of the production process in which the change is in
shape, size, aesthetic appearance, the internal properties
of materials, and controls, which set the conditions for
giving the best technical and economic effects [9].
Before the technological process are set three kinds of
requirements must be satisfied. Technical requirements,
as a starting point, are arising from the construction
documents and functions of individual pieces. These
are primarily the shape, tolerance of dimensions,
machined surface quality, composition and etc. Another
type of request, are economic requirements. It is
necessary to achieve the technical requirements and
achieve the lowest cost. For optimal design of
technological processes and the optimal variant, it is
often necessary to compare more economic options, as
is generally possible to produce several alternatives of
the same product. This way of looking at the
technological process and making it, is a variable.
A new, almost daily, knowledge related to
engineering and technology has helped to set up a
technological process is a subject of changes. This
requires engineers to constantly monitor and extend
their knowledge of new technological knowledge of the
design, so they could be applied on technological
processes. One of the engineers task is to constantly
improve the technological process. It can be argued that
technological process has never been so well designed
that it cannot be designed better. This constant review
and improvement of technological processes, both in
the design phase and development phase of
implementation as well as making it iterative.
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MODEL FOR
DEVELOPMET AND
REENGINEERING
OF TECHNOLOGICAL
PROCESSES

MATERIALS
REGIME PROCESSING
TOOLS
FIXTURE
NORMATIVE TIME
PRODUCTS
OPERATION

VISUAL
TECHNOLOGIST

OUTPUTS

OPERATING
LISTS

VALUABLE
TECHNO-ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS OF VARIATIONS

PIGGYBACKING
VARIATIONS OF
TECHNOLOGICAL
PROCESSES

TEHNOLOGIC
LISTS

PARAMETERS
FOR
VIRTUAL
PRODUCTION

Fig. 2. Architecture Methodology (re)engineering of
technological processes [2]
The difference is "only" in the way the information
was presented, meta model is in the field of disperse
and technology model in the field of vectors. The
advantage of vector in the domain changes (modify
mode), and the advantage of the raster domain is taking
dramatically less storage space (file compression). The
advantage of the target model is utilized for visual
modeling and composition of technological processes.
The technological model is defined on the basis of
geometric models, by adding parametric models tools
and if necessary and parametric models of support
equipment. The mentioned models are 2D models. At
the level of technology CAD model can correspond
with the base model by type parametric procedures. In
this case, the model of type covers and declares the
model and defines the technological model stored in the
database as a standardized (standard or group).
All mentioned models in the CAD system have
shown the methodology prefix parameter. And in any
case should take advantage afforded by parametric
modeling, that is, the dimensions defined by the
parameters and their values for some of the variations
of the model, are stored in appropriate databases.
Target model as input into the model for the reengineering and technological processes, must be
defined with specific values from the database. Target
allocation model also gives an overview or topology
elements of the technological process/system.
Entry for the model reengineering and

technological processes that can be used for
development/engineering and technological processes
is the technology and database-related materials, modes
of processing, cutting tools, measuring tools, ancillary
supplies, regulations, time, products, operations, etc.
Reengineering model for technological processes
belongs to CAPP shown methodology. The model
enables technology, based on the knowledge and
experience gained visual, iterative and incremental
approach to implement process reengineering and
technological processes.
3. ITERATIVE, INCREMENTAL AND VISUAL
APPROACH IN THE REENGINEERING MODEL
OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS
Basically, reengineering, in its essence, is the
development. The development, which in the iterative
and incremental life cycle (Fig. 3), runs in a series of
successive iterations, that evolves into the final system,
a variant/scenario/alternative or solution. Each of these
iterations is composed of changes in one or more
components that are declared as "entering" of the
technological process.

Fig. 3. Iterative and incremental development [5]
Variations in parameter values that are found in
some limits (e.g., treatment regimes), the changes in
relations between elements of technological processes
(e.g. changes in operations or concentration
Ordering/differentiation operations), the use of
specially designed accessories, or group and
aggregated, implementation of special and standard
cutting tools provide a designer-technologist
opportunity for many assumptions and dilemmas.
Assumptions and dilemmas carry the risk in the sense
that this variant is not the one that is the most optimal.
All the dilemmas and challenges encountered by
designer-technologist in the election of certain options
are being resolved so that we must rely on a metric, on
which the valuation is the same. The most commonly
adopted metric or the system of evaluation is a
particular monetary unit.
Iteration planning process should enable the
controlled and reasonable number of iterations. By the
end of each iteration risks should be re-assessed, and
the impact of changing parameters. After that iteration,
a variant of the technological process will occur, and
their number depends on the evaluation and the
knowledge and experience of the designer-engineers.
Output parameters of the model (ordered time,
productivity and cost of processing), designertechnologist should be provided by valuable analysis of

the alternatives on the basis of their decision on the
final version, version in which the largest number of
requests are satisfied.
This type of life cycle is the process of reducing
risk. In the early stages of life cycle is assessed the
technical risks and gives them priority, and after
finishing it during each iteration. Risks are considered
in each of this iteration, so that successful completion
of iteration minimizes the risks discussed. Variations
are also planning to process initially the greatest risks.
This method exposes a system and reduces the risks in
the system early in the life cycle. The result of this
approach, in the life cycle, is decreased risk with
minimal investment.
Development of life cycle has an opportunity to
give creativity and innovativeness of architectsengineers. At the same time the development process
must be measured and controlled in order to ensure
successful completion of design. Well-managed
iterative and incremental life cycle provides the
necessary control and no violation of creativity.
Visual modeling is the process of taking
information from the models and their graphical
display using a series of standard graphic elements.
Standards are necessary in order to benefit from
significant
drew
Modeling
communication.
Communication between all users of the model and all
those involved in designing, modeling and design, is
the main purpose of visual modeling.
Three important components for successful
implementation of visual modeling are notation,
process and tool.
Notation can be learnt, but if you do not know how
to use (process), success is likely to be absent. One can
have a great process, but if you do not know how to
express it (notation), also will not succeed. And finally,
if you cannot document the results of their work (tool),
you probably will not succeed.
In the model of technological process reengineering notation is defined meta-model technology.
This model represents the topology elements
technological processes, tools and case processing at
the level of operations/procedures and the building is in
the graphic notation of visual modeling of
technological processes. Process or function "drag and
drop" it is possible to change the place of the object,
and thus change the order of operations/procedures in
the technological process. The same function can
compose a new technological process based on the
current, "piggybacking." The function and mechanism
of "drag and drop" is a complete system to move
through made moves, keeping certain phases of the
possibility of changing the future using the past to the
present. Results of visual modeling are documented
through the technological and operational lists.
4. OUTPUTS MODEL OF TECHNOLOGICAL
PROCESSES REENGINEERING
Published
models
of
re-engineering
and
technological processes are variations of the
technological process, piggybacking, technological
exchange (treatment plan), operating the list, the
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parameters for the valuable techno-economic analysis
of the variations, the parameters for virtual
manufacturing.
Variations of technological processes (TP) arise as a
result of a large number of possible combinations of
input parameters, and their relations (order), which
differently affect the output characteristics of the
technological process. For a TP, in theory can be
defined a number of variants.
The concept of "piggybacking" is shown with the
basic idea of the development of new technological
process based on the current (Fig. 4). It can be applied
in the case of products which have a technological
resemblance. To the already established structures target models, the function "drag and drop" used to
compose a new technological process. It can be applied
in case of rough estimates of development time or cost
of treatment, when there is no time to make detailed
models of the new technology of similar products.
Created a new technological process can be subjected
to change and reengineering, which in most cases it is.
existing
technological
process

"piggybacking"

modifications
reengineering

technological
process
of similar part
new
technological
process

For the simulation of production, among others, are
required also parameters which define the technological
process and are in the base model of technological reengineering process. Thus, the concept of virtual
manufacturing is another level that makes it possible to
detect an error, try variations, improve processes, and
verify the optimality of the adopted parameter values
before technological implementation process.
5. CONCLUSION
We present the methodology and software
solution, to support the design and engineering and
technological re-engineering processes, and they have
four main objectives: (1) reduction of manual work
during the preparation of technological process, which
is a burden for the manufacturing engineers and
experienced designers of technological processes, (2)
improving / optimization of existing technological
processes through the use of available information on
machinery, tools, accessories, workability, and so on.,
(3) systematization of the best observed technological
processes for families of components within the
enterprise, providing the knowledge and experience of
experienced designers, (4) systematization of
production time and costs as a presumption for technoeconomic analysis.
Advantages of the system, which allows the design
of new and reengineering of existing technological
processes, are: reduction of time planning, design and
lower costs of production, enabled the creation of
technological processes of the same validity and
quality; rationally production of technological
processes, increased productivity etc.

Fig. 4. "Piggybacking" technological processes [3]
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DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS FOR A SPECIFIC MECHATRONICS PROJECT
Abstract: Many projects in mechatronics can be solved in several different ways. The nearly infinite number of
solutions is usually limited by constraints as defined by both the purchaser and the supplier of the final product. The
paper presents the results of a project that was prepared by third-year students of mechatronics at Subotica Tech.
The paper includes the detailed description of the project task. Different solution concepts will be explored with
special focus on the various final solutions. A brief comparison of the different solutions will also be given.
Key words: Mechatronics, Product Development, Product Solutions

1. INTRODUCTION
Mechatronics is one of the most popular technical
disciplines in the 21st century. It is a multidiscipline
science which consists of three main disciplines:
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering and
information technology [1]. The basic idea of creating
this discipline was to satisfy the industrial
requirements, since the industry is in need of engineers
who have competence in all of these three disciplines.
In mechatronics all of the important and
fundamental contents from the above mentioned
disciplines are summarized (Fig. 1. ). The aim is to
achieve practical knowledge which is used in
engineering. The combined knowledge in mechatronics
allows engineers to think from another perspective.
Engineers of mechatronics have different technical
intelligence than other colleagues. They can use and
combine knowledge from the field of mechanics,
electronics, robotics, programming, control systems,
CAD/CAM systems, manufacturing and so on. This
competence is mainly applied in the field of
manufacturing system design and system integration,
from small and simple systems to complex
manufacturing-assembly systems [2].

software. Standard mechanical elements must be
known to design the model of the systems.
Accordingly, this level involves knowledge from the
field of mechanical engineering. Furthermore, all
systems, from the smallest to the biggest ones, contain
sensors and actuators as their components. Knowledge
from the field of mechanical and electrical engineering
is necessary in this next level of mechatronics
engineering, for choosing and using these components.
Finally, the highest level of mechatronics is applying
control systems, which involves programming and
competence in information technology. Mechatronics
engineers have an insight on each and every element of
the system. They are capable of imaging, designing,
integrating and implementing the system from the
beginning to the end.
At Subotica Tech – College of Applied Sciences,
Engineers of mechatronics are educated, to fulfill the
need of the industry for this profile of engineers. Thirdyear students have to present their competences by
preparing a project, which demonstrates that they
mastered the knowledge and skills needed to develop
one product in the field of mechatronics to the level of
complete technical documentation.
This paper presents the results of a project that was
prepared by the students. The paper is structured as
follows. First, the detailed description of the project
task is given. Following that, the different developed
solutions with a brief comparison are presented.
Finally, a discussion of the results and conclusions is
presented.
2. PROJECT TASK

Fig. 1. Mechatronics
The first level and basic task in mechatronics is
designing and modeling systems. According to the
actual trend, modeling should be done in 3D drawing

A mechatronics device that is able to sort four
different cylindrical items (Table 1) should be
developed and designed.
The device has the following constraints:
The sorting is performed on an existing conveyer,
which is shown in Fig. 4. It occupies a predefined
area (Fig. 2). It is forbidden to make any changes
on the conveyer. The conveyer is equipped with
an electric motor with speed reducer (Nord, Type:
SK 1S40AF-71 L/4, i=9.25, n=151min-1) that is
to be used for moving the belt;
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The “A” area is reserved for the placement of the
cylinder (one cylinder is to be placed at a time by
hand, without checking if more than one cylinder
is placed at the conveyer). The solution has to
secure that during the sorting period no other
cylinder could be placed in the “A” area. After the
placement of the cylinder, the sorting cycle has to
be started with two “Start” push buttons. After the
sorting cycle, i.e., when the sorted cylinder leaves
the conveyer, the device has to be set to the initial
position and stopped;
The sorting has to be performed in the “B” area.
The “C” area is reserved for the fast moving of
the sorted cylinder;
The sorting of the cylinders has to be designed
using
mechanical
and
electro-pneumatic
solutions;
The control of the device is performed by PLC
(OMRON CJ1G). The choice of sensors is free. For
the control of the electric motor a DANFOSS
inverter drive has to be used;
All moving parts have to be guided by bearings;
Regular safety measures have to be taken into
consideration;
A “Stop” button and a “Reset” button have to be
provided;
The device has to be designed as an independent
module;
A user manual should be provided.
Cylinder
type
1
2
3
4

Dimaeter
(mm)
50
50
50
50

Hight
(mm)
30
50
30
50

Material
Steel
Steel
Polypropylene
Polypropylene

Density
(kg/m3)
7850
7850
900
900

cylinders, the number of used sensors (optical,
inductive and “Reed”), the number of linear motions
and the number of rotational motions.
3.1 First project solution
The first project solution (Fig. 3), includes 2
cylinders, 1 inductive sensor, 3 optical sensors, 6
“Reed” sensors. The solution uses 2 linear motions plus
the motion of the conveyer, and no rotational motions
[3].

Fig. 3. First project solution [3]
3.2 Second project solution
The second project solution (Fig. 4), includes 2
cylinders, 1 inductive sensor, 2 optical sensors, 4
“Reed” sensors. The solution uses 2 linear motions plus
the motion of the conveyer, and no rotations [4].

Table 1. Cylindrical items, properties

Fig. 2. Existing conveyer’s predefined area
3. SOLUTIONS
Based on the project task, third-year students of
mechatronics at Subotica Tech prepared their projects.
In this paper, six different project solutions are
presented, with data regarding the number of used
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Fig. 4. Second project solution [4]
3.3 Third project solution
The third project solution (Fig. 5), includes 3
cylinders, 1 inductive sensor, 2 optical sensors, 6

“Reed” sensors. The solution uses 3 linear motions plus
the motion of the conveyer, and no rotational motions
[5].

Fig. 5. Third project solution [5]

Fig. 6. Fourth project solution [6]

3.4 Fourth project solution
The fourth project solution (Fig. 6), includes 4
cylinders, 1 inductive sensor, 3 optical sensors, 8
“Reed” sensors. The solution uses 4 linear motions, 2
rotational motions and the motion of the conveyer [6].

3.5 Fifth project solution
The fifth project solution (Fig. 7), includes 4
cylinders, 1 inductive sensor, 3 optical sensors, 8
“Reed” sensors. The solution uses 4 linear motions, the
motion of the conveyer, and no rotational motions [7].

Fig. 7. Fifth project solution [7]
3.6 Sixth project solution
The sixth project solution (Fig. 8.), includes 3
cylinders, 1 inductive sensor, 3 optical sensors, 6

“Reed” sensors. The solution uses 3 linear motions, the
motion of the conveyer, and no rotational motions [8].
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Fig. 8. Sixth project solution [8]
4. DISCUSION OF RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS

[3] Olajos, K., et al.: Seminar task “Designing of

The project task to develop a mechatronics device
that is able to sort four different cylindrical items,
yielded six not so different conceptual solutions (Table
2), but completely different solutions (Fig. 3 - Fig. 8).
The solutions were compared regarding the number of
used cylinders, the number of used sensors, the number
of linear motions and the number of rotational motions
(Table 2). The only intention for doing this kind of
comparison between the solutions was, to show that the
same project task can be solved in different ways.

[4]

Solution
number

Number
of
cylinders

1
2
3
4
5
6

2
2
3
4
4
3

Total
number
of
sensors
10
7
9
12
12
10

Number
of
linear
motions
2
2
3
4
4
3

Number
of
rotational
motions
0
0
0
2
0
0

Table 2. Comparison between different solutions
The presented solutions have similarities because
the project task introduced many constraints and
limitations, but it can be concluded that in the field of
mechatronics, engineers may indeed show a high level
of creativity in solving problems, i.e., in designing
products.
5. REFERENCES
[1] Alciatore, D.G., Histand, M.B.: Introduction to

Measurement
and
Measurement
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APPLICATION OF CAD/CAM SYSTEMS FOR MACHINING OF PARTS OF
ALUMINIUM PROFILES
Abstract: This paper presents the procedure for the introduction and implementation of CAD/CAM systems in the
machining of parts for the supporting structure of the facade of aluminum profiles. This system was implemented in
the manufacturing company from Banja Luka. Automation of design and machining was performed using the CAD
program SolidWorks 2011 with a completely integrated module for parametric modeling DriveWorksXpress 2011
and module SolidCAM. The goal of this paper is to show how the use of existing resources, using a flexible
designing method for the product and technology - CAD/CAM systems, in the real production environment, can
improve the manufacturing process and reduce costs and processing time.
Key words: automation, design, parametric model, CAD/CAM systems

1. INTRODUCTION
The process of developing a new product is a
complex task that involves many stages and individual
activities. However, increasing competition, the market
sets high demands on the producers who are expected
to quickly adapt to new product, high quality, low price
products and all this in terms of low-volume
production. These conditions, designing to the final
products, only can be achieved by using the automation
of all activities in the production systems: the product
design using CAD software packages, the design of
process planning and achieving the connection with
machining system using CAM software. Product
development using CAD/CAM/CAPP system speeds
up the overall process, particularly the analysis,
redesign of the model, making decisions about the
developed solutions, and the choice of an optimal
solution with minimum cost and maximum quality.
Product design is a critical activity of the
manufacturing process because it is estimated that 7080% of its share in total cost of development and
production.
The analysis of production and design methods
used in the reporting enterprise that belongs to the
category of small and medium enterprises, it was
concluded that the need to integrate CAD/CAM system
to create new products. It is necessary to apply a more
flexible way of designing of the product and
technology development, and with application of
existing resources at low cost to go to business success.
2. PROBLEM AND THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
The production program of analyzed company is
based on the development of supporting structures,
facades of different shapes and sizes composed of
different materials (glass, plastic, aluminum, MDF,
etc.). The analysis of designing and production time
and frequency of custom requirements, it was
concluded that it is necessary to access the
development and integration of a completely new

CAD/CAM systems in relation to, tentatively, the
existing level of integration. The currently used system
has no possibility of achieving connection between the
design (geometry, technology) and development, so the
programmer is forced to manually enter the CNC
program at the machine control unit, step by step. This
type of product design and the introduction of the
program require great amount of time and leave space
for potential errors. Based on the analysis of the current
operation and functioning of information flows in the
manufacturing, there are identified certain deficiencies
in the exchange of information from design to product
manufacturing. The main requirements, which are
managed in developing new systems integration, with
goal to eliminate of defects, are: minimize the design
time of geometry and technology, enable the
connection between design and production, minimize
the potential errors, facilitate the work of the designer
geometry and technology, facilitate the work of the
machine operator, allow for flexibility in design and
rapid redesign of product model as also reduce the
costs and increase productivity.
Implementation of the proposed approach in the
integration of CAD/CAM system was carried out in
three phases:
1. Designing of parametric model whit the basic
characteristics based on 3D software package
(selected SolidWorks 2011).
2. Design of technology in CAM system. It is
performed using the integrated CAD/CAM
systems, such as the design technology and tool
path in CAM model. By changing the dimension
and parameters of CAD model automatically
changes the tool path, but machining parameters
and cutting tools are the same.
3. Making the connection with CNC machine tool
controller. Connection is established by
CAD/CAM system which generates G-code that
is transmitted to the control unit of the machine.
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3. DESIGN OF PARAMETRIC MODEL BASED
ON THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF PRODUCTS

Fig. 1. Machining center MC 304 Ariel – 3
To implement the first phase requires minimal
computer equipment, in terms of the software, includes
the installation of licensed software SolidWorks 2011,
and it is necessary to have adequate CAD/CAM
software. In this paper was used the software package
SolidWorks 2011 and fully integrated module
SolidCAM. Basic model of analyzed product is
designed and parameterized. The entire process of
modeling, parameterization and technology design of
production is performed in the above mentioned
software package without leaving the program during
the execution of these phases, which is especially
important. Technology design is conducted in
integrated software SolidCAM, which is module of the
SolidWorks software. Both programs share the same
model database, created in the design model, which
significantly facilitates the work of the designer and the
handling of all necessary information.

To access a parameterization model it is necessary
first to design each part that makes the whole assembly
model. DriveWorksXpress is a fully integrated module
in the SolidWorks 2011. It was developed with goal to
facilitate the development parametric model based on
fundamental characteristics of real part by the designer.
Phases of the parametric model in this module are:
1. Creating a database. A condition for its
formation is completely defined product
assembly, as well as drawings of all its
components. Model of the product assembly must
contain all the components with which be
managed
by
parameters.
Module
DriveWorksXpress offers the option for forming a
database (Fig. 3), with opportunities to enter parts
of the assembly, geometry and topology
connection, execution conditions, the names and
other required information.
2. Entry model into the database. This phase is
performed through several steps: upload product
model (enter all parts of the assembly), defining
variables,
linking
variables
with
the
characteristics of parts, connecting with the
changing characteristics of assembly of products,
input and connecting 2D drawings (drawings of
components, bill of components) and enter
information about designer and enterprise.

Fig. 2. Tool charger of MC 304 Ariel – 3
For machining of aluminum profile for the
supporting structure of the facade, in the mentioned
company, it is available machining center MC 304
Ariel-3 (Fig 1.) which is designed for machining a large
part made of light materials. Machining center has four
CNC axes and option for circular interpolation. Spindle
has the ability to rotate about the x-axis in the range of
180° (± 90°). Workpiece is clamped with pneumatic
jigs, which can achieve any position in the direction of
the coordinate y-axis. Workspace of the machining
center is 7210x1420x500 mm. Machining center has
the automatically tool changer (Fig 2.) with ISO 30
toolholder.
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Fig. 3. Creating of database in DriveWorksXpress
3. Creating the interface form for data entry.
Usually a certain number of textbox windows that
are connected to the database, so the developer
does not have any time to enter the base and
change data. Number textbox window depends on
the number of input parameters.
4. Creating rules. Essentially, the rules are the
formulas (lines of program code) that establish a
link between the input parameters and variables.
In writing rules can be used all the commands that
are used when programming in Visual Basic (Fig.
4).

Fig. 4. Creating the rules in DriveWorksXpress
4. DESIGN OF TECHNOLOGY IN CAM
SYSTEM
SolidCAM is fully integrated in SolidWorks, so the
level of communication between CAD and CAM
systems is at the highest level. SolidCAM supports
connection to DriveWorksXpress and leaves the
possibility of automation. Designing of the technology
goes through several stages:
1. Starting a new document in SolidCAM. This
program can be started from a SolidWorks, and
CAD part automatically can be moved to CAM
module. In this module is executed the selection
of processing technology (milling, grinding,
plasma cutting, etc.) and input data about CAM
model, store information about that model and the
relationship with the CAD model (Fig. 5).

2. Transfer of CAD models in CAM model. This
phase is realized through several steps: selection
of machines for processing (which automatically
select postprocessor), defining the origin of
workpiece, stock definition, definition of the
parameters of finished part, definition of material
processing and definition of tolerance. When
setting of the basic technology is finished, CAD
model exceeds to the CAM model (Fig. 6).
3. Design of technology. Over "technology tree"
can be defined the technological connection
settings and parameters related to: tools, geometry
of machining (it can be inserted automatically in
the design of operations), clamping, machining
operations (Fig. 7). For the selected machining
operation (Fig. 8) is necessary to define the
technological parameters and geometry of cutting
tools, the cutting depth and tolerance, processing
technology and the constrains. When the required
parameters are defined, after the simulation, Gcode is generated and memorized. The procedure
is repeated for all the machining operations and
for each part of assembly.

Fig. 7. Design of technology in SolidCAM

Fig. 5. Creating a new CAM model

Fig. 8. Defining of machining parameters
Fig 6. CAD/CAM model in SolidCAM
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4. ESTABLISHING
LINKS
BETWEEN
SOLIDCAM AND DRIVEWORKSXPRESS.
After the completion of design technology of all
parts of assembly, the next step is establishment of
connect between SolidCAM and DriveWorksXpress.
The reason for linking of mentioned two modules is a
fully automated process of designing technology for
CAD models incurred by redesign. Redesigned CAD
models must be defined at the same way as the basic
model, because changing of dimension changes the tool
path. Linking process is simple. Each CAM model has
its original CAD model and is connected to it. By
changing the original CAD model, CAM model is
changed. In this process is retained all the
manufacturing features. Change of dimensions of the
model changing the tool path in automatic recalculation
of CAM model. Link between these two models can be
adjusted via the technological tree by selecting the
option Change Reference Model. When the connection
is established, it is necessary to recalculate CAM
models and generate G-code. The duration of the
procedure is about 5 minutes. It is clear what is the
saving of time compared to manual programming.

create a new preprocessor and postprocessor or modify
the existing.

Fig. 10. Postprocessor created in GPPTool
6. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of the current producing
operations and functioning of information flows in
analyzed enterprise, identified certain deficiencies in
the information exchange in phase of the design to
phase of products manufacturing. The shown procedure
of integrated CAD/CAM system allows shortening time
of the design geometry and technology, to provide
flexibility in the design and rapid redesign of the
product model, to reduce costs and increase
productivity. Time of design geometry and production
technology has been reduced 20 times. Manual entry of
program for parts machining lasted a few days with the
inevitable mistakes when entering information.
Integration of CAD/CAM systems and the development
of parametric models for manufacturing of construction
of the facade that time are reduced to a few hours only.
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A FEM SIMULATION FOR SOLID-LIQUID-SOLID PHASE TRANSITIONS DURING
THE PRODUCTION OF MICRO-COMPONENTS
Abstract: In advanced engineering, the importance of micro-components has increased significantly during the last
decade. During production, a forming process is often included. The Collaborative Research Center 747 developed
a two-level cold-forming process based on laser melting that benefit from size effects.
The material accumulation step of this process can be modeled mathematically by coupling the Navier- Stokes
equations with a capillary surface and a Stefan problem. This paper presents a FEM simulation of this model
combining two different approaches for handling the solid-liquid-solid phase transitions.
Key words: FEM, Stefan problem, Navier-Stokes
1. INTRODUCTION
Up to now, the production of micro-components is a
challenging task. With increasing miniaturization,
conventional methods like forming processes are no
longer applicable to (semi-finished) work pieces. In
macro-scale, usually multilevel cold-forming processes
are chosen to change the geometry of a part into a
requested shape. Unfortunately, the upset ratio defined
by s  l0 d 0 , where d 0 is the characteristic length of
the work piece (e.g. diameter for a wire) and l 0 is the

upsetting length, is strictly limited s  2.3 . In micro-

scale, this limit decreases even more s  1.1 so that
new approaches are needed [1, 2].
The Collaborative Research Center 747 developed a
new forming process based on laser heating. A
metallic semi-finished product, e.g. a thin wire or sheet,
is clamped and a laser beam heats the lower surface.
The material melts and a drop or a “collar” is formed.
Due to the small scale, this process benefits from size
effects. In particular, the ratio of volume to surface area
leads to a predominating effect of surface tension
regarding gravity allowing an upset ratio up to 80.
After the requested mass is accumulated, the laser is
switched off and the solidification process begins. A
further forming process can be applied to the solid
material accumulation to obtain a requested form. A
visualization of the process is shown in Fig. 1.

In this paper, a FE method for the process of material
accumulation is presented. As semi-finished work
piece, a small wire d 0  1mm is considered. The
process can be modeled mathematically by coupling a
Stefan problem with the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. Due to the interdependences of the
geometry, in particular the capillary surface, and the
solid-liquid interface, additional challenges are
included in the model. A lot of research in the field of
numeric for Navier-Stokes equations has been done
already, c.f. [3]. We therefore focus here on methods
for handling the solid-liquid interface and its coupling
with the geometry.
This paper is structured in the following manner: In
section 2, the mathematical model is stated and two
different approaches for handling the solid-liquid
interface are presented, namely an enthalpy method and
a sharp interface model. Section 3 discusses the
numerical aspects of the FE method and the approaches
for handling the interface. In particular, the
combination of both approaches is examined. A
comparison between the simulation results and the
experimental data is presented in section 4.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
For t  [t 0 , t f ] , let t  :  s t   S t    l t  be

the time-dependent domain, where  s t  denotes the

solid subdomain, S t  names the solid-liquid interface and  l t  stands for the solid subdomain, c.f.

Figure 2. Initially, the domains are  s 0  0 ,

l 0   and S 0   . In non-dimensional units,
the process can be described by the PDE system

 t u  u  u      f u T 

u  0

l (t ) , (1)
in  l (t ) , (2)
in

BIAS

Fig. 1. Sketch of the forming process developed within
the Collaborative Research Center 747
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T  0
Re Pr
1
 tT  
qls T  0
Re Pr

 t T  u  T 

in

l (t ) , (3)

in

 s (t ) , (4)

where u is the fluid flow, p is the pressure, Re is the
Reynolds number and Pr is the Prandtl number. The
function f u T  includes buoyancy forces and the
relation of surface tension to gravity. The factor q ls
and the stress tensor  are
 s  l c p ,l
1
and  :
Du   p d ,
q ls 
Re
 l  s c p,s
with density  , specific heat capacity c p and heat
conductivity  . Additional scaling ensures Tmelt  0 .
On the boundaries, the conditions
u   VC 
on C t ,



  

1
 
We

1
T    g l T 
Re Pr
1 s
T    g s T 
Re Pr  l
1
T    0
Re Pr

on

C t  ,

on

C t  ,

on

R t  ,

on

N t  ,

are prescribed. Thereby, VC is the velocity of the
capillary surface, We denotes the Weber number, K
stands for the sum of principle curvatures and  is the
outer normal. The right-hand sides g l,s T  of the
conditions depend on the subdomain and include laser
heating and heat losses due to forced convection
introduced by shield gas, and radiation described by the
Stefan-Boltzmann law.
For handling the solid-liquid-solid phase transitions,

Fig. 3. Temperature-enthalpy relation
two different approaches are presented which pros and
cons are discussed in section 3.2.
2.1 Approach I: Energy conservation
The first approach is based on the formulation of
the energy balance in the whole domain t  . A
temperature-enthalpy relation is defined by

 c1s H ,

T   H  : 
0,
H  1 ,
Ste


H 0
1

H  0, Ste
H 0

(5)

c.f. Figure 3. By applying this relation, the Stefan
problem [4]

 t H  u  H 

1
T  0
Re Pr

(6)

is formulated for the whole domain t  , with u  0 in

 s t  , c s is a scaling factor and Ste is the Stefan
number. Due to the implicit treatment of the solidliquid interface S t  : x  t  | T x   Tm , this
approach allows for a mushy region in which the
material is neither pure solid nor pure liquid.
2.2 Approach II: Sharp interface
The second approach uses a sharp solid-liquid
interface S t  which is formulated explicitly and
separates the domain in a liquid and a solid subdomain.
Thereby, S t  acts as an internal boundary on which
the conditions


u    1 

u  u    0 ,
T  0,
1
T l  qls T s   1
Re Pr
Ste

s 
  V  ,
 l  
C

s
V ,
l 
S

are prescribed. The last equation is referred to as Stefan
condition which describes the movement of the
interface depending on the jumps of the temperature
gradients. With the use of these conditions, the heat
equation can be solved separately for each domain.
3. NUMERICAL ASPECTS
Fig. 2. Sketch of the geometry, including notations of
subdomains and boundaries
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The overall coupled problem is solved by extending
the FEM software NAVIER [3], which is a FORTRAN
implementation.

3.1 Navier-Stokes equation
Originally, NAVIER was developed to solve the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with a
capillary surface on a time-dependent domain. For this
purpose, an unstructured grid is employed on which the
equations are discretized by the Taylor-Hood element
in space. For the discretization in time, the fractional
theta-scheme in an operator splitting variant is applied.
For our application (here: a small wire), a rotational
symmetric 2D version is used.
3.2 Handling the phase transitions
Both methods for handling phase transitions are
based on energy conservation. The enthalpy method
considers the whole domain in one equation and
derives the solid-liquid interface independent from the
element edges implicitly, whereas the sharp interface
separates the solid subdomain and the liquid subdomain
on element edges explicitly [5].
From a numerical point of view, both approaches show
pros and cons in different aspects. On the one hand, a
FE method based on the enthalpy model is very straight
forward and easy to implement because there is no
need for tracking temperature isolines explicitly.
Furthermore, a mushy region of material is naturally
included in this model. On the other hand, this mushy
region is hard to handle. In order to avoid a complex
modeling of this region, the following major
simplification is assumed: An element is considered to
be solid as long as the temperature at one of its nodes is
below melting temperature. As a consequence, the
element status can either be solid or liquid implying
that only phase changes of whole elements are possible.
Due to the coupling of the mushy region with the
capillary surface (respectively the geometry) a phase
change of a whole element from solid to liquid can lead
to oscillations and non-physical behavior in the fluid
flow.
By the use of the sharp interface approach with a
moving mesh, the introduction and modeling of a
mushy region is avoided as well as the related
problems. In return, the model and implementation
complexity increases a lot, especially if a solidification
process comes into play. Another disadvantage of this
method is that the solid-liquid interface and,
accordingly solid and liquid subdomains, have to exist
from the very beginning.
To sum it all up, both approaches show advantages and
disadvantages. But by taking a closer look, it can be
recognized that the pros and cons of the methods are
related to different aspects of the simulation. To
improve the accuracy of the simulation, NAVIER has
therefore been extended extensively to combine both
methods. In more detail, the combination works as the
following:
Firstly, the nucleation of the liquid phase is simulated
by the enthalpy method. After some time-steps, the
approach is switched applying now the moving mesh
method with a sharp interface to the problem.
Therefore, a new mesh is generated by TRIANGLE [6]
arranging the elements so that the interface matches the
element edges. This method is used to simulate the rest
of the melting process. Due to the moving mesh,

a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 4. Different methods during simulation: The liquid
subdomain is colored in dark grey and the solid
subdomain is colored in light grey. In between
both subdomains, the solid-liquid interface is
shown. In a and b, the first change of methods is
shown. In c and d, snapshots of the moving
mesh approach during melting process resp. the
enthalpy approach during solidification process
are shown.
occasional remeshing is performed using TRIANGLE
again. When the laser is switched off and the
solidification process begins, the approach is switched
back to enthalpy method which is used for simulating
the rest of the process. Some important steps in the
simulation are shown in Figure 4. In Fig. 4a, the
simplified mushy region with an isoline across the
elements can be noticed. Fig. 4b shows the same timestep after the method is switched to the moving mesh
approach. In Fig. 4c, a typical time-step by applying the
moving mesh method is shown and in Fig. 4d the
solidification process using the enthalpy method again
is visualized. The idea of coupling both approaches was
first presented in [7].
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The FEM simulation results are compared to
experimental data. For that purpose, two very important
properties of material accumulations are considered.
The first property examined is the shape. Material
accumulations with different sizes and wire diameters
resulting from experiments performed by our industrial
partner BIAS are measured by a confocal laser
microscope (CLM). For material accumulations with a
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diameter d MA  2mm , the simulation results match
the data very well. An example for a wire with

diameter d 0  0.5mm and d MA  2mm is shown in
Figure 5.
Another important property of a material accumulation
is its micro-structure that influences the formability in
further processes. Therefore, the BIAS produced crosssection polishes in which the course of the
solidification can be examined. Due to the fact that the
simulation of microstructure itself is not included in our
approach, these cross-section polishes are compared to
the course of the solidification isoline. An example is
given in Figure 6.
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MECHATRONICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS IN TRANSPORTATION
Abstract: Recent developments related to mechatronics systems and computer engineering has led to many
advanced applications in the transportation arena. Ranging from the use of modern mobile and regular
communication networks, security informatics, artificial intelligence and simulation, advanced sensing techniques,
to various navigation techniques, mechatronics systems can be found in many modern vehicles and transportation
devices. In addition, they are also serving as a support for more environmentally friendly transportation systems. In
this paper, the focus will be given on the review of current trends and research direction in this area.
Key words: Mechatronics, Transportation, Intelligent transportation systems

1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional definition for mechatronics that has
originated in in the early 1970’s, made by Yaskawa
Electric Co. has evolved recently into a completely
different area of applications. With the developments of
information technology and intelligent decision making
strategies, this definition has been expanded to a broad
area of application beyond traditional electro
mechanical systems with purely mechanical motion [1].
Mechatronic systems are also defined as integration of
mechanics, electronics, measurement and actuator
technology, and information technology [2].
Development of a digital signal processing and
availability of low cost microprocessors with their
speed and functionality, mechatronics systems have
been upgraded to more complex algorithms, use of
artificial intelligence, and real time control [3].

Nowadays, mechatronics spans to vehicle control
(automotive and aerospace, consumer electronics and
industrial equipment [4]. In vehicles, mechatronic
systems can be used for various applications such as
adaptive control of electro-magnetic and pneumatic
actuators, adaptive shock absorbers for vehicle
suspension, and electronic drive-chain damping [2].
Today’s high speed trains do include mechatronics
systems that are related to vehicle dynamics and energy
efficiency of its multi-domain energy systems [5].
2. MECHATRONIC DESIGN
The mechatronic design cycle, given in the Figure 1 is
explained at the Mechatronics Laboratory Paderborn
(MLaP) treats the mechatronic system in a holistic and
systematic manner from the initial task to analysis and
synthesis to realization [6, 7].

Fig. 1. Mechatronic design cycle [6, 7].
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The first phase of mechatronics systems design is
modeling. All functional principles and requirements
have to be carefully captured and mathematical model
that has to be developed has to capture all properties of
a physical system [6]. Since mechatronics systems are
always complex, this modeling and mathematical
model development may include modeling related to
different disciplines such as mechanics, electronics,
hydraulics, and pneumatics. Control of these systems
may be simple such as one controller or it might go up
to more complex, multivariable control structures.
Once developed, control system is then optimized and
tested. These stages might be repeated until the
acceptable system is tested.
3. INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION
VEHICLES
Mechatronics systems in aerospace include full
integration of controls and computation and the
mechanical and aerodynamic structure through fly-bywire. Mechatronics also finds applications in military
purposes. Some of these are: remotely flown
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), vehicle stability
control system with driver intent recognition, vehicle
status measurement and estimation etc.
The application of mechatronics systems is
prevalent in automotive modeling including some
components such as tilt and pressure sensors, motors,
onboard power source, and personal transportation
device (Segway). In addition, there were substantial
changes in the automotive arena with electronic engine
controls and anti-lock braking systems, brake-by-wire,
active suspension systems that can to adapt to various
driving condition, and steer-by-wire [8-10].
Modern vehicles with mechatronic engine controls
are providing better energy efficiency by enabling
environmental compliance
with environmental

standards that are getting stringer and stringer each
year. Being compliant with a current standard related to
emissions is related to various parameters in a vehicle.
Measuring how different systems are working under
various road and environment conditions along a whole
lifespan of a vehicle is very challenging task. Different
standards are related to emissions, fuel economy and
drivability specifications go much further than using
the traditional engine controller, the carburetor [1].
Modern vehicles that include On Board Diagnostics
(OBD) have much better performance tracking and
measurements. These systems are incorporated into the
computers on-board modern vehicles to monitor
vehicle components and systems [11]. OBD systems
are becoming more and more important part [12] of
every vehicle due to constant changes in environmental
regulations and fuel consumption. Hence, the user can
be notified when something in the system is not
working according to specifications provided and that
some maintenance is necessary for the vehicle to stay
inside the specified, regulated guidelines.
The application of mechatronics systems to driving
behavior modeling has been explored for various
contemporary problems such as adaptive control cruise,
collision avoidance, driving performance monitoring
and abnormality investigation in the general framework
of intelligent transportation system. The integration of
mechatronics devices and driving simulation laboratory
for real-time hardware-in-the-loop and in-vehicle
testing has triggered various human-vehicle interface
studies to enhance operator performance [13].
In industry, simulation-based evaluation system and
data collection units (DriveSync) is being developed
such as Intelligent Mechatronic Systems (IMS) for
interactive driving data which monitor carbon footprint
and fuel efficiency. The application of mechatronics to
fleet monitoring systems helps monitor the time,
location, operating speed a fleet vehicle is driven.

Fig. 2. Driver controller structure [13]
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As a critical component of modeling and
simulation of a driver-vehicle system dynamics, a 3level driver controller model is developed by Institute
of Robotics and Mechatronics at which essentially
considers the environment, driver controller, and the
vehicle chassis control system. The application of
mechatronics devices is mainly structured in the
vehicle system dynamics through mechatronic sensors
and actuators. A more specific structure of the driver
controller can be found in Figure 2 in which the
trajectory of vehicle and the road obstacles can be
detected through sensors.
4. RAILROAD SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS
Today’s design of high speed trains relies on dynamic
simulation methodologies that support better wheel rail
interface, better acoustics and stability [5]. Next
generation trains will include high speed low floor
running gears that have real time controls of relative
motions of wheels and the rail. These controls are
necessary because the contact between the train and the
rail are influenced by deformations and they are not
always the same. Another application are active

systems in running gears such as driven independently
rotating wheels (DIRW) which collect sensory
information needed for feedback control all for a
purpose of better acoustics and longer components’
lifespan.
Other mechatronics applications are related to
development of friction-free “drive” function that is
based on linear motor. The main purpose of this
solution is to relieve the wheels of the “drive” and
“brake” functions [6]. One example of such system,
developed by suspension/tilt module is to be
implemented in a fully active railway carriage
developed by the Neue Bahntechnik Paderborn (NBP,
Novel Railway System Paderborn) research team is
given in Figure 3 [6]. This system has three modules:
drive/brake module, suspension/tilt module, and
support/guidance module, powered by three hydraulic
actuators, each supported by its own mechanical
supporting structure, actuator/sensor groups, and
controller components. In essence, this system is
comprised of three mechatronic sub-systems. It is a
cross-linked mechatronic system that corresponds to
the highest hierarchical level which includes coupling
and decoupling of variables related to all three levels.

Fig. 3. Sensors and hierarchical control structure of active suspension/tilt module [6].
Nowadays, the majority of railroad systems
applications might be considered as “the first
generation” systems which rely on limited control laws
forced only to actuators. In addition, future
developments might be focus at development of
“second generation” systems that would include more
functionality such as integrated measurement systems
for higher reliability and fault tolerance. In this way, a
train would be considered as a higher level system from
a control perspective. Also, “the third generation”
would focus on a higher integration with other vehicle
dynamic systems, e.g. traction and braking, satellite
positioning system etc. [8].

5. MOBILE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
In addition, mechatronics systems might also be used
for data gathering for oceanographic models, such as in
an Autonomous Oceanographic Sampling Network[14]
to replace the sampling done from ships, satellites,
floats, and moorings. In this kind of system,
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) would be
used to measure temperature, currents, salinity, and
other distributed oceanographic signals. They
communicate through a local area network through
sound signals and control actuators in response to data
gather locally together with an evolving global data. A
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model of this kind of network, deployed in a coastal
ocean frontal regime and network nodes that consists of
a base buoy and a selectable number of small
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) is given in
Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Autonomous oceanographic sampling network
model [14]
In not so distant future, groups of autonomous
vehicles (robots) would be possible to use at the same
time because of the recent advances in networking area
and trends related to decreasing size of
electromechanical systems [15] through ad-hoc
communication networks. Some possible applications
of these technologies are deployments of robots for
search and recovery operations, working in
environments that might be hazardous to humans,
exploration,
surveillance,
and
environmental
monitoring for pollution detection and estimation.
According to the Cortes at al. (2004), these vehicles
can have various sensors and collect different
information form the environment such as vibrations,
sound, electro-magnetic field, and infrared (IR) signals
as well as carry video cameras to record what is
happening in the robot’s surroundings [3].
6. CONCLUSION
Future developments in processing power, software,
battery life, more reliable communication network
systems will lead to additional development related to
applications of autonomous mechatronic systems in
transportation. In addition, mechatronic systems will be
used more and more in vehicles to provide better
energy efficiency. Some of these systems currently
need better integration and therefore higher reliability
and better fault tolerance. Another area of future
developments include better vehicle stability that would
be also lead to better energy efficiency. Another reason
for use of mechatronic systems might also be related to
increased safety and better human machine interaction.
In addition, using mechatronic systems for data
gathering would also be in much wider use with the
development of better battery lifecycle and more
reliable networking.
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SIMULATION OF PROCESS CONTROLLED BY PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC
CONTROLLER PLC IN THE VIRTUAL REALITY ENVIRONMENT
Abstract: Virtual product design represents one of modern approaches in product development. Apart from
visualization itself, this process comprises of the whole range of tests in the virtual reality environment. This paper
shows simulation of process controlled by PLC within mentioned environment as an illustration of one of the
possibilities in the virtual reality environment. Virtual scenery is created in VRML language for modeling virtual
reality, i.e. V-Realm Builder Editor. Process is being controlled by PLC controller and in MATLAB/SIMULINK
environment. In the purpose of achieving communication between virtual reality and programmable logic controller
OPC standard is used.
Key words: Virtual Product Design, Virtual Reality, Programmable Logic Controllers PLC, OPC standard,
MATLAB/SIMULINK.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern approaches in product development are
being developed in accordance with development of
information technologies all aiming to shorten the
process of product development and to minimize the
number of physical prototypes. One of such approaches
is the development of virtual products, which, apart
from visualization, enables the whole range of product
testing in the virtual reality environment [2]. This paper
shows simulation, i.e. testing of control algorithm of
the process controlled by programmable logic
controller PLC in the environment of the virtual reality
as an illustration of some of the possibilities during
product development process in the mentioned
environment. Control algorithm is being controlled by
the PLC. MATLAB/SIMULINK that has the
possibility to communicate with VR environment and
to support OLE for Process Control is used for the
implementation. Virtual sensors are modeled in VR
scenery or in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and
information from sensors is being forwarded towards
PLC controller input. After scanning the input and
executing the program, PLC scans output status and
changes it if needed. MATLAB/SIMULINK receives
information from the output of the PLC controller and
controls the movement of 3D objects in VR scenery
through VR Sink block. The exchange of data between
MATLAB and PLC is implemented in client-server
architecture by applying OPC standard, whereby OPC
server communicates with PLC, while the client is in
the MATLAB/SIMULINK, Fig. 1.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKING
PROCESS CONTROLLED BY PLC
Considering the purpose of the paper, which is to
present the possibilities of connecting PLC and virtual
environment and taking into account the size of this
paper, the segment of semi-automatic drill operation
will be shown, whereby the replacement of part is done
manually [8]. The system is combinational circuit with
three inputs and four outputs whose description of the
working process is shown in the table 1. In the case of
physical model the scheme of input and output module
wiring for drill would be as shown in the Fig. 2. while
controlling system is presented on the Fig. 3. as ladder
diagram.
Input
Limit
switch 1

Address
CIO 0.0

Limit
switch 2

CIO 0.1

Start
switch

CIO 0.2

Output
P
M1

Address
CIO 1.0
CIO 1.1
CIO 1.2

Comment
Drill head starts in the upper
most position with the upper
limit switch 1 turned on.
When the lower limit switch 2
is reached (and thus turns on)
the downward drill head
motor should turn off.
When the start cycle button is
pressed, the magnetic table
should activate, the drill
should start moving down and
the spindle motor should turn
on.

Comment
Activates magnetic table
Activates spindle motor
Activates head motor
(downward)
CIO 1.3 Activates head motor
(upward)
Table 1. Description of working process

Fig. 1. The connection between MATLAB and PLC
using OPC [6]
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Standard interface RS 232 is used to connect PLC
controller to the computer.
Graphical programming language ladder diagram
LD, Ladder Diagram) CX Programmer is used to
program PLC, Fig. 3., as joint programming platform
for CS/CJ/C/CV series of OMRON`s controllers.
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Fig. 3. Ladder diagram
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as CNC machine tools for controlling certain modules,
different type machine tools, for packaging, handling of
different materials, etc. The group of products that
belongs to CJ series is intended to be used for simple
sequential circuits up to systems with large number of
I/O units.
Full modularity in composing this device provides
opportunity for wide range usage of central processor
units (CPU) that are fully compatible and can simply be
combined with any other PLC module.
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programmable logic controller and virtual reality
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which stands for Object Linking and Embedding (OLE)
for Process Control. The standard specifies the
communication of real-time plant data between control
devices from different manufacturers.
CX OPC server used in this case provides
possibility to connect and exchange data between
OMRON`s PLC controllers series CS/CJ/C/CV and CP
and applications running in Microsoft environment that
has OPC standard support. CX-Server OPC supports all
OMRON`s communication protocols.
It should surely be mentioned that other software
solution are possible to be used, such as Matrikon OPC
that supports communication to PLC controllers of
OMRON manufacturer.
On the other hand MATLAB/SIMULINK has a
library OPC Toolbox that enables access to OPC server
in real time. In other words using this library enables
reading data in real time that OPC server overtakes
from the PLC controller or sending data from
MATLAB to PLC controller. Fig. 4. shows data
exchange between PLC and MATLAB.
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MATLAB AND PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC
CONTROLLERS

Fig. 4. Data exchange between PLC and MATLAB
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5. VR MODEL AND VR SIMULATION
For modeling interactive 3D scenery (virtual
worlds) language for modeling virtual reality VRML is
used. VRML is defined as ISO standard open coded
and text based, with the possibility of showing models
in web browsers. In order to enable the work in virtual
reality environment without full knowledge of this
language, some of the editors could be used.
This paper shows usage of V-Realm Builder editor
that could be used to model virtual world as well as to
import 3D object in virtual scenery, Fig. 5. In order to
model objects used in virtual scenery CATIA program
is used, having in mind that this editor (V-Realm
Builder editor) was not intended to be used for
modeling complex scenery.
Objects modeled in CATIA program are saved as
.wrl file and then imported to V-Realm Builder editor.
It is essential to mention that objects modeled in
CATIA program after being imported in virtual reality
keep all properties, including the tree structures.
VRML uses the world coordinate system in which
the y-axis points upward and the z-axis places objects
nearer or farther from the front of the screen. That
needs to be considering when objects are being
modeled.
After virtual world is created it is possible to
manipulate with objects in virtual scenery for
MATLAB, i.e. SIMULINK environment, in such way
that through MATLAB, i.e. SIMULINK change
properties of the field within Transform group
(translation, rotation, scale...). Only those transform
groups whose initial name has been changed within
VRML, i.e. V-Realm Builder can be controlled in
MATLAB.

Fig. 5. Virtual scenery in V-Realm Builder
Virtual scenery is shown by application
SIMULINK 3D Animation viewer, Fig. 6, being part of
VR Toolbox. After .wrl file is imported in to
SIMULINK 3D Animation viewer, it is necessary to
select fields that the one wants to control by
SIMULINK signals in its structure tree. These become
inputs into VR Sink, i.e. VR Source blocks that belongs
to the library Virtual Reality Toolbox. SIMULINK

signals are being brought to input lines of these blocks,
Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Virtual scenery in SIMULINK 3D Animation
viewer
6. SIMULINK MODEL
Sub-systems to control movement of kinematic
modules are built out of blocks of SIMULINK library,
Fig. 7. Input signals in SIMULINK model are from
virtual sensors, whereby virtual sensor x3 is created in
virtual reality environment and virtual sensors x1 and x2
in MATLAB/SIMULINK.
Should head starts in the upper most position, limit
switch x1 is reached and should the head be in lower
position limit switch x2 is reached whereby the position
of head is determined by the value of integrator. Virtual
limit switches x1 and x2 provide signals (Boolean
variable), that MATLAB send to OPC server through
OPC Write block. Fig. 8. shows addresses defined at
OPC server, representing I/O PLC addresses.
OPC send these signals to PLC forcing bits on PLC
controller input. PCL controller then executes program,
bits value from the output (representing correspondent
output) comes to OPC server and then is being sent
from OPC server to MATLAB, i.e. SIMULINK by
OPC Read block. When user touches the virtual sensor
x3, the signal for virtual reality environment is being
sent to MATLAB/SIMULINK as described below. The
user clicks on the left mouse button in virtual reality
environment and causes action (click on the x3 push
button). Node Touch Sensor as well as corresponding
ROUTE defined in VRML is used and added to sensor
x3. After user click on x3, Boolean variable is
forwarded to VR Source block of SIMULINK 3D
Animation library. The signal is further sent to PLC
controller through OPC server as described previously.
It is important to mention that simulation requires for
PLC to run in Monitor mode, Fig. 9.
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7. THE CONCLUSION
This paper shows simulation of process controlled
by PLC and MATLAB/SIMULINK. Objects that are
being controlled are in virtual world with no physical
components of controlled system replaced by
MATLAB/SIMULINK environment, i.e. virtual world.
Simulation can be used for testing controlling
algorithm in the virtual reality environment. Should
there be a physical model, the virtual model could
perform certain functions of supervision and control in
real time.
Fig. 7. SIMULINK model

Fig. 8. Setting I/O addresses at OPC server

Fig. 9. Adjusting of working mode of PLC controller
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THE POSSIBILITY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF APPLICATION STEP-NC STANDARD
IN THE INTEGRATION OF CAD/CAPP/CAM AND CNC SYSTEM
Abstract: Modern approaches to design product and their manufacturing process planning are based on the use of
numerous methods and techniques, among which significant is the application of methods based on the features and
STEP standard. This paper shows the possibility of integration of CAD/CAPP/CAM and CNC systems using the
STEP-NC standard.
Keywords: Features, Manufacturing features, STEP, STEP-NC, CAD/CAPP/CAM/CNC

1. INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the 20th century, the
manufacturing systems have been considerable changes
that were caused by the demands of the modern market
economy, by increasing flexibility, productivity,
economy, etc. [1].
Two basic phases of product development related to
design product and process planning of their
production. The automatization of design products is
successfully solved by the implementation CAD/CAE
systems, and automatization of process planning solved
by CAPP and CAM systems. By using modern CNC
machining systems for various purposes in the
manufacturing, significantly increasing its productivity
and flexibility. In order to meet the goals of modern
market-oriented production is necessary to integrate
these activities, which has an important a significant
role for techniques and methods based on the features
and the application of STEP.
In terms of machining systems, a major revolution
was the emergence of computer numerical control
(CNC), with whose appearance opened the way to
more efficient production and lower costs of
production. The initial NC machines and today's
modern CNC machines use the same standard for the
programming, namely G&M codes formalized as ISO
6983. This programming language is low band-width
information transferring ability, because it just
describes the machine switch functions and the cutting
tool movement. The manufacturing information from
specific CAx (CAD/CAPP/CAM) systems is forwarded
to CNC machines, so that they can be translated into
the appropriate format using post-processors. This
information has one way direction flow, and any
information from the shop floor level cannot be relayed
back to the planning department [2]. Because of
disparate data between CAD, CAPP, CAM, CAx and
CNC systems approached the development of new
standards. The first is developed ISO 10303 standard,
which is known as the standard for the exchange of
product data (STEP), and then expand to other design
and manufacturing activities, and including the STEPNC standard. STEP standards describe technical
information about products so that CAD, CAPP, CAM,

CAE, CMM and CNC systems can exchange and share
data [3].
This paper shows the possibility of integration
CAD/CAPP/CAM and CNC systems, which is based
on the use feature and STEP-NC standard.
2. STEP-NC DATA MODEL
ISO 14649 standard, also known as STEP-NC,
provides new possibilities to support high level and
standardized information from design to CNC
machining systems. Also, this standard allows bidirectional data flow between CAD/CAPP/CAM and
CNC systems, without any information loss, (Fig.1).
STEP-NC does not describe tool movements for
specific CNC machine tool, as it is the case with the Gcode, but provides a feature based data model [1].

Fig.1. Integration of CAD/CAPP/CAM and CNC

systems using the STEP-NC standard
STEP-NC data model includes STEP product
feature definitions, which allows easier process
planning of their making. Data models include
information that defines machining process plan,
machining operations, machining strategy, machine
function, and all off them are combined to form an
object-oriented data structure [4]. In this data structure,
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machining workingsteps are essential entities in a
STEP-NC data model. Workingsteps represent the basis
for the execution of manufacturing tasks [5]. Each
workingstep describes usually a single manufacturing
operation using one tool and one strategy.
3. FEATURES AND STEP-NC STANDARD
3.1 Representing features in STEP-NC
Features are divided into design features and
machining features. Design features have specific
functions and can be generated by using different
approaches to modeling (B-rep, CSG), while machining
features related to the defined volume of material that
is removed from the workpiece using different
operating sequence.
The basic principles of STEP-NC standard based on
use of machining features. Machining features tells
CNC systems „what to do“ and „how to do“
manufactured, instead of the direct tool movement [6].
The machining features are recognized by a CAPP
system, while they contain geometrical and
technological information.
As an example the machining features that are
defined in the STEP-NC standard for milling
operations: round holes, closed and open pockets, slots,
outside profiles, bosses, transition features, etc. [3].
Most of these machining features are defined as a
profile along tool path during its processing.
Some examples of machining feature for machining
sequence within the turning operations, which is
obtained by revolved surfaces area shown in Fig.2 [7].

tree and matrix.
For recognizing features, there are several ways:
Human feature recognition,
Design by feature,
Automatic feature recognition and
The Hybrid Approach: Design-by and Feature
Recongnition.
The hybrid method for feature recognition use
review product CSG and B-rep, namely first perform
volume substraction using Boolean algebra and second
perform face adjecency graph. For example product on
Fig. 3(a), features volumes (Fig.3(c)) are obtainted by
subtracting the 3D (Fig. 3(a)) from the raw stock (Fig.
3(b)) and the feature volume faces (Fig. 3(d)) that are
coplanar with the raw stock faces alone are used for
representing the feature. Six surfaces that define the
preform are marked with f’1 do f’6 (Fig. 3(b)), and
feature volume faces that lie on corresponding raw
stock faces are designated from f1 do f6 (Fig. 3d) [9].

Fig. 3. An example of a hybrid system for recognizition
features: (a) data model (b) raw stock (c) feature
volume (d) feature (e) adjacency graph for
feature and (f) adjacency matrix for feature.
Fig. 2. Machining features that are obtained by
revolved surfaces
3.2 Defining features on the product and their
interaction
Feature interaction between features is determining
factor in micro process planning, and this especially
applies to defining the order of machining operations.
Feature interaction can be grouping into two different
categories: technological interaction and geometrical
interaction [8]. Technological interactions related to
technological constrains in machining parts, such as
fixture interaction, tolerance interaction and tool
interaction, while geometrical interaction obtained
when two or more machining features have common
geometric entities, i.e. surface or volume.
For non-interactive features, the sequence of
machining is not so important as when it exists. The
order of defining the features on the product can be
presented in different forms such as graph, network,
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For recognizing the feature in rotating parts
developed an integrated methodology, which consists
of the following algorithms, Fig. 4 [7]:
Development of geometric data extraction
algorithm to extract geometry and topology
information from STEP file,
Development algorithm for recognition turnning,
which identifies primary turning features, like as
cylindrical surface, conical surface, toroidal
surface, etc.,
Development algorithm for recognize radial holes
and axial holes on rotational parts and
Development algorithm for recognize special
turning features, like as threading, etc.
Applying the developed methodology to recognition
the features according to Fig. 4, is much easier and with
less effort made to identify them.

Fig. 6. Obtained graph of feature interaction [4]
Fig. 4. The methodology for recognize different feature
of rotational parts
Feature graph interaction has been simplified, reducing
the number of surfaces in the feature volume, so that
the complexity of features representation significantly
reduced. The methodology that is proposed for the
recognition feature of rotating parts is a practical
approach to the integration of CAD and CAPP system
for rotating parts, which are obtained from STEP files.
STEP file provides a good generic representation of the
data about parts where are features, geometry,
topology, and manufacturing data interrelated.
Algorithm to obtain geometric data from STEP files,
provides complete information about geometry and
algorithm for recognition features is completely
possible to identify different types of features.
Figure 5 shows an example of specific feature of
part, which they are bridge faces, common volumes and
machining faces, while Fig. 6 shows the graph obtained
for the interaction of feature part shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Example of defining features with (a) features
(Fi), (b) brigde faces (BF) and common volumes
(CV), (c) connection faces (CF) and (d)
machined faces (MF) [4]

4. REVIEW OF THE POSSIBILITY SOME
RESULTS OF RESEARCH APPLICATION
STEP-NC STANDARD
Computer aided process planning (CAPP) is based
on the use of the variant and generative approaches,
which in modern terms are based on the standardization
of data. CAPP systems represent a link between CAD
and CAM systems, by solving the tasks of recognition
feature, defining elements of the process planning,
defining possibilities and structure of the machining
system and its components, etc. Standardization of data
can be done by standard for the exchange and sharing
of data (STEP), which allows transmission and sharing
of data between CAD, CAPP, CAM and other CAx in
different computer systems and environments [10].
Rauch et al. [1], proposed the STEP-NC platform
for Advanced and Intelligent Manufacturing (SPAIM).
This platform is based on an Indirect STEP-NC
programming approach, and it can be implemented on
most of the current industrial CNC systems and enables
them to read STEP-NC files. SPAIM platform is
composed of a human/machine interface and several
modules for translating STEP-NC data.
Yusof et al. [11] proposed STEP compliant system
for turning operations (SCSTO). SCSTO system is
based on STEP feature-based design and it defines part
data in terms of machining features and their technical
attributes based on STEP-AP224. When modeling is
done the basic design work-workpiece on which the
design machining feature, which define the material
that is removed during processing. Also, the authors of
Zhang et al. [2] have proposed a architecture system for
the design of process planning (PPS) using the STEPNC. The system PPS consists of five modules namely:
program reader, process planer, STEP-NC CAD
viewer, STEP-NC CAM viewer and program writer.
Gizaw et al. [12] developed STEP-compliant
system for turn-mill operations using XML. Main
characteristic of this system is to EXPRESS defined
classes of application protocol translation in objectoriented class, and then the data is stored in the format
of Part-28. As a result, we have a generic STEP-NC
data model based on the technology of standard forms
that are defined in the form of AP224.
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The authors Habeeb i Xu [13] proposed a generic
infrastructure for application of STEP-NC model data.
The infrastructure illustrates consists of three different
data forms: STEP-NC data, specific CNC machine
language and data in the form of ISO 6983. Alvares et
al. [14] have proposed a system called WebMachining,
that refers to a collaborative approach to the design and
manufacturing of cylindrical parts based on the feature.
Authors in paper [5] have proposed architecture
G2STEP system, which consists of 9 function which
realizes G-code translation of the STEP-NC data model
for turning operations. In the papers [7, 8, 9] are shown
the study focused on defining, recognition and
presenting the feature in STEP-NC standard, as well as
their interaction.
5. CONCLUSIONS
STEP-NC is based on bi-directional high level
information flow between CAD/CAPP/CAM and CNC
sytems, without use of post-processor, which raises the
level of integration of product design and process
planning to the manufacturing. It is expected that the
application of STEP-NC standard will bring great
changes in the field of integration of CAD/CAPP/CAM
and CNC systems, by allowing more intensive
development of the CAPP system as a bridge between
CAD and CAM systems, CNC system to be multifunctional, autonomous, intelligent, user-friendly with
open architecture. It also will enable collaborative
production supported by the Internet with a tendency of
establishing a global e-Manufacturing.
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EVOLUTION OF A HYBRID METHOD
FOR INDUSTRIAL MANIPULATOR DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
Abstract: In the present paper an evolution of a hybrid optimization method is described to find the geometric
design parameters and the joint angles when some end-effector poses are prescribed. The problem is solved by
minimizing the sum of the deviation squares between the prescribed poses and the real poses of the considered endeffector. The evolution of the proposed algorithm is developed in MatLab software. The developed method is applied
in two degrees of freedom spatial serial RR manipulator, in three numerical examples, where one, two or three endeffector poses are prescribed. Furthermore, a comparison of the results between the evolution of the method on
MatLab and the initial one based on Fortran demonstrates a higher efficiency of the Matlab approach, regarding
the minimum value of the fitness function as well as the computational time.
Key words: Optimization, Genetic Algorithm, Geometric design, Robot, Industrial manipulator

1. INTRODUCTION
The performance of a robot can be considerably
improved by optimal evaluation of the robot geometric
design parameters, taking into account different
criteria, especially in industrial applications. During the
last decades several design methodologies have been
developed for spatial task oriented robotic systems.
These methodologies may be classified into two
categories: exact synthesis and approximate synthesis.
The exact synthesis methods [1] have the advantage to
find all the possible solutions, but only in few spatial
manipulators the geometric design problem has been
solved. So, the polynomial elimination technique is
used in [2, 3] to determine the dimensions of the
geometric parameters of RR and 3R manipulators are
prescribed. The approximate synthesis methods,
involving an optimization algorithm, are used in
geometric design problems, where the precision points
are less or more than the exact synthesis required
points. A combination of the exact synthesis techniques
with optimization methods is used in [4] to design a
spatial RR chain for an arbitrary end-effector trajectory.
A methodology of dimensional approximate synthesis
where the problem is expressed in terms of
multiobjective optimization by taking account
simultaneously several criteria of performance,
regarding a Delta mechanism is presented in [5].
The presented evolution of the optimization
methodology, is classified in the approximate synthesis
methods. This optimization method is already tested in
several problems, such as optimum robot base location
[6, 7], as well as geometric design optimization of 3R
serial robot with geometric restrictions [8], obtaining
remarkable results.

relative position between two successive frames is
described using the 4x4 homogeneous transformation
matrices and the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [9].
Using the homogeneous transformation matrices, the
pose of the end-effector P3 with respect to the fixed
frame PS is given by:
(1)
AS3 AS0 A01 A12 A23
where the matrix Aii 1 describes the pose of frame i
with respect to frame i-1, through the corresponding DH parameters. The elements of the matrix AS3 are
known since they define the position and orientation of
the end-effector frame 3 at each prescribed pose, with
respect to fixed frame Ps. The right side of equation (1)
contains all the unknown Denavit-Hartenberg
parameters that are θi, αi, ai and di (i=0,1,2).
In order to determine these unknown parameters the
objective function is developed. This function consists
of the sum of the deviations squares between the
prescribed values of the elements of the matrix and the
real values. The objective function can be described by:
n

3

4

F
k 1i 1 j 1

AS3 r i, j

AS3 pr i, j

2
k

(2)

where n is the number of prescribed poses, AS3 r i, j is

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
In this paper the manipulator is considered as an
open space chain with two revolute joints (Fig. 1). A
reference frame Pi attached at each link i (i=0,1,2) The

Fig. 1. 2-DOF robot and Denavit-Hartenberg params
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the real value of the element (i,j) of the AS3 matrix and

AS3 pr i, j is the prescribed value of the element (i,j).
From the minimization of the objective function, the
values of the unknown parameters occur. During the
optimization procedure the imposed constraints
regarding the unknown variables are described by:
(3)
x  min < x < x  max  =1,2,…m
where m is the number of the variables and x imin and
ximax are the lower and upper limits of the variable i.
3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The described mathematical model is solved with
the evolution of a hybrid method [6, 7, 8] that combines
a simple genetic algorithm (GA) [10], a quasi-Newton
algorithm (QNA) [11] and a constraints handling
method (CHM). The basic steps of the proposed
algorithm are illustrated in Fig.2.
In the first loop (L1), starting populations are
randomly generated to set variables values, which are
used to calculate the fitness function value. Genetic
algorithm [10] considering these starting populations
uses selection, crossover and mutation procedures to
create new generations. The optimum variables values
of first loop (L1) are inserted in the QNA [11] as an
initial variables vector guess. The QNA modifies the
values of this vector using a finite-difference gradient
method in a way that the fitness function is minimized.
Afterwards these output variables values are used in the
third loop (L3) to reduce the bounds of each variable,
about this optimum selected one.
The minimum calculated value of the fitness
function defines the optimum obtained variables
values, which represent the location of robot base, the
robot links geometry, as well as the robot
configurations for all the prescribed end-effector poses.
4. NUMERICAL APPLICATION
The introduced methodology is applied in a spatial
manipulator with two degrees of freedom and two
revolute joints. The input data used for the algorithm
are the variables bounds, the algorithm parameters and
the end-effector poses. The initial applied variables
limits are presented in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Flowchart diagram of the developed algorithm.
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Variables
θi
αi
i
(o)
(o)
0
0-360 0-360
1
0-360 0-360
2
0-360 0-360
3
0-360
Table 1. Initial variables limits.

ai
(mm)
0-1000
0-100
0-100
-

di
(mm)
0-1000
0-100
0-100
0-100

Three numerical applications corresponding to one,
two and three target points are presented. The three
poses of the tool frame (T1, T2, T3) with respect to the
fixed Cartesian coordinate system Ps are prescribed.
Using these poses the matrices As3_ prk (k=1,2,3), of the
prescribed end-effector poses are evaluated.
For each additional point, two more joints variables
are used, which grow up the problem and the solution
becomes slower and more difficult.
In order to make obvious the accuracy advantage of
the proposed method, four different algorithms were
tested in each numerical example. The first one uses
only GA, the second combines the GA with the CHM,
the third one uses a combination of GA with the QNA
and the fourth is the proposed one. The parameters
involved in all tests, mainly in GA procedure, are the
same and selected as optimums through many applied
tests:
population
of
individuals=50,
cross
probability=70% and mutation probability=8%. All the
other algorithm parameters involved in the problem are
different in each case and are presented in Table 2. The
loops number of GA, QNA and CHM are selected in a
way that the total generations number in four tests are
equal, in order to be comparable.
Fig. 3., Fig. 4. and Fig. 5. illustrate the value of the
fitness function versus the generations number of the
four compared methods for the first, second and third
numerical example using one, two and three prescribed
end-effector poses.
As shown in these figures, the performance of the
proposed algorithm is substantially better than that of
the three other methods during the whole procedure
both in accuracy and computational time. The obtained
value of the fitness function in the three examples
illustrates clearly the advantage of the proposed
algorithm.

Fig. 3. The evolution of the objective function value for
one prescribed end-effector pose.

Fig. 4. The evolution of the objective function value for
two prescribed end-effector poses.
Regarding the application of the method on the
Fortran environment, the comparison between the
calculated elements of the matrices and the
corresponding elements of the prescribed ones shows

Fig. 5. The evolution of the objective function value for
three prescribed end-effector poses.
that the maximum positional deviation is lower than
0.0008 mm. The maximum deviation of orientations is
lower than 0.0009 rad (0.052 degrees) in first and
second example, which is insignificant value, and
lower than 0.0318 rad (1.822 degrees), which is
acceptable value.
On the other hand the application of the method on
the Matlab environment, obtains better results than
FORTRAN regarding the Fitness Function value in a
lower computational time as presented in Table 2. The
comparison between the calculated elements of the
matrices and the corresponding elements of the
prescribed ones shows that the maximum positional
deviation is lower than 0.0007 mm in the three
numerical examples. The maximum deviation of
orientations is lower than 0.0006 rad (0.037 degrees),
which is insignificant value and even lower than the
Fortran approach.
In order to have a clear comparison between the
solutions on FORTRAN and MATLAB environments,
using the same methodology, an additional test is
applied where these two approaches are compared both
in accuracy and speed. The testing examples are the
same with the presented in Table 2, but two variations

CompuNumber of loops
tational
poses
GA
QNA
CHM
time
GA
00:35
500
GA+CHM
00:32
250
2
One
GA+QNA
00:18
10
50
Proposed
00:08
10
10
5
GA
00:57
1000
GA+CHM
01:05
250
4
Two
GA+QNA
00:38
10
100
Proposed
00:25
10
50
2
GA
01:43
2000
GA+CHM
01:37
500
4
Three
GA+QNA
01:21
40
50
Proposed
01:08
10
50
4
Table 2. Algorithms’ parameters and obtained fitness function value
Tool

Algorithm

Range
redu-

Fitness
function

ction
55%
85%
85%
35%
15%
55%

value
2.10e-02
9.24e-05
2.08e-09
3.64e-10
3.84e+00
2.24e-01
1.26e-04
1.66e-09
1.34e+00
2.24e-02
2.29e-05
7.03e-09
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Parameters
Number of loops Variables
Example Poses
range
GA QNA CHM
reduction
1 100 500
4
85%
1st
1
10 10
1
85%
2 100 500
9
65%
2nd
2 100 100
4
65%
3
100
500
19
30%
3rd
3 100 200
9
55%
Table 3. Fortran and MatLab approaches comparison.
regarding the repetitions are applied. The first test is
applied using a great amount of repetitions in order to
examine the efficiency of the Fortran and Matlab
approaches regarding the fitness function value,
without any computational time restrictions. The
second test is applied using a small amount of
repetitions in order to examine the efficiency of the
compared approaches regarding the computational
time, without any fitness function value restrictions.
The parameters of the applied tests, as well as the
obtained computational time and fitness function value,
are presented in Table 3. The comparison of the
proposed method applied on Fortran and MatLab
environment, demonstrates an advantage of MatLab
approach both on computational time and fitness
function value.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper a comparison between an
optimization algorithm based in Fortran and an
evolution approach of the same algorithm based in
MatLab, to find an optimum solution in a combined
problem is presented. The problem involves
simultaneously the robot geometry, the robot base
position and the joint angles of a 2-DOF spatial RR
manipulator. The optimization is obtained through a
fitness function that consists of the sum of the
deviations squares between the prescribed poses and
the real poses of the end-effector, taking into account
the workspace restricts and variables limits.
The compared algorithms are written in MatLab and
Fortran and the solid graphics are developed in Solid
Works environment. Both algorithms and graphics can
be modified to agree with any manipulator or problem
conditions.

FORTRAN Results
CompuFitness
tational
value
time
0:13:04 1.20e-09
0:00:03 4.73E-06
0:36:13 4.33E-06
0:02:48 2.66E-02
2:44:29 4.22E-03
0:22:06 1.20E-01

MATLAB Results
CompuFitness
tational
value
time
0:07:05 3.47e-10
0:00:03 8.65e-05
0:12:53 2.54e-09
0:01:18 4.57e-05
0:53:25 3.39e-10
0:13:18 7.77e-07
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SYNTHESIS OF AUTOMAT FOR GUIDANCE OF THE BAND IN PROCESSING
SYSTEM OF MULTIPLE OPERATION PROCESS
Abstract: The execution of the optimal automatization of processing system for required technological process
should be reimbursed by later synthesis of automat which will achieve the proper conduct of the work area of barpress tools. Since it takes multiple operation processing, where the work pieces with tools moves from one operation
to another together with the band, it is necessary to move with a given accuracy and the possibility of regulating the
step size strips.
Key words: automation, band, processing system
C

B

1. INTRODUCTION
A

At layer processing, especially with bands of
mechanization and automatization provides more
effects, as: increase of productivity, better use of
technological equipment, improvement of quality and
reduction of production costs, provides conditions for
higher security at work etc.
Degree of utilization of possible number of paces at
presses is very small (25-30%), at manual conduction
of work peace in work area. In case of mechanical,
apropos automatically conduction of work peace degree
of utilization of number of paces of press is increased
for more times. At these devices there is possibility of
regulation for different widths and steps of band that is
conducted in work area.
Defining of regime of machine work of periodical
effect with guaranteed and non-guaranteed pace of
executive part is made on principle of work of
kinematic part of its operating system which dictates
installation of device for conduction of band of basic
material in work area. To achieve nominal number of
work paces (npn), apropos possible number of cycles
which machine can achieve in unit of time, when
between work cycles (tc ) is no pause it is necessary in
period of reverse pace of executive part of machine to
take out work peace from work area and get in the new
work peace.
Relation of achieved and nominal number of work
cycles in unit of time should be equal to zero, where
comes to burst regime of machine work (no pause
between repeated work cycles of machine). To achieve
this it is necessary to material-band continuously brings
in tune to tact of work press. Shift of band for each tact
of machine is done feeder- device for conduction of
band trough work area.
2. DESCRIPTION OF DEVICE WORK
On Fig. 1 is shown principle of device work for
conduction band through work area of press.

C

B
A

Fig. 1. Device for conduction of band
For executive organs-effectors are used fluidic
cylinders: A (for shift of the band), B (for shift of
pliers), and C (safety pliers). Lined band in device first
is constricted in pliers, and then makes shifts for one
step in position for processing. Having in mind that
usual marking of plunger movement in cylinder
(,,+“extracted plunger, ,,-„ drawn in plunger in
cylinder), it is necessary that automat in order of device
work for conduction of band to order of effectors work,
providing next movement: getting back plunger of band
for one step in start position (A-) with released transfer
pliers (B-); constricted pliers for fixation of band (C+),
releasing constricted pliers (C-) constriction of
transporting pliers (B+) and suppression of band for
one step (A+).
Appointed task of this device, to decrypted
technological process, defines order of effectors
activation.
(A-B-C+C-B+A+)

3. MOLDING OF FLUIDIC AUTOMAT
DEVICE FOR BAND CONDUCTING
Molding is done in three phase:
• coding of entrance and exit,
• determination of block-diagrams of automat and
• Specification of combination board.
For determination /coding of entrance and exit at
automat which effectors are fluidic cylinders, it is
necessary to know controlling relations with ambience.
On Fig. 2 are shown relations with ambience of fluidic
effectors.
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A

x2

for band conducting activate sliding valves, where on
their exits are gained binary variables.
For coding variables and functions is used their
binary shape, where for three effectors of this device
are necessary six variables (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) and six
functions (y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6). Based on defined
variables and functions are gained block-diagrams of
automat, Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Block-diagram of automat
Next step in automat modeling is formation of
combinational table, where is absolutely described the
work of automat with the state of variables and
functions for various positions of effectors. On entrance
of automat complexion variables are gained through
appropriate position of effectors from positional 3/2
salving valves that make on exit of automat appropriate
function Yi=1. Thus formatted complexion variables
and their correspondent complexion functions give
table of combinations, table 1.

Fig. 2. Controlling relations with ambience
Controlling relations of automat with effectors are
provided through memory 5/2 sliding valve on which is
made motion of effectors in plus or minus position.
Sought order of motion of effectors is provided in
information in the form of entrance variables which
automat is getting from effectors over positional 3/2
sliding valves. Effectors in certain positions of device
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AA→ BB→ C+
C→ +
change of state
CC→ B+
B→ +
A+
A→ +
change of state
repetition of process

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Table 1. Table of combinations
Because in table of combinations, after,, order
number 22’’ comes to repetition of complexion on
entrance (22 and 86) for which on exit of automatdevice are gained two different actions of automat, that
is two different more complex functions (n0n00n and
n0n010), which means that there is automat-device
with memory, where in the table of combinations are
introduced transitional functions r, s and internal
variable Q (variables of memory element r, s and exit
memory Q). Letter mark,, n’’ in table of combinations
can have value of any bit of n ∈ (0,1) .

of automat. Memory with ,,m’’ memory elements can
have from 2m-1 to 2m state. Because automat-device has
two states (2m=2, m=1) its memory consists just from
one memory element, which is shown in blockdiagram, Fig. 4.
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6

Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6

KOMBINACIONI
BLOK

Q
Memorija
rs bistabil

s
r

4. SYNTHESIS OF MEMORY

Fig. 4. Block-diagram of automat device

Memory that consists from assemblage of memory
elements which number depends from number of states

For memory element is taken ,,r, s” bitable, which
action in fluidic performance mach’s 5/2 fluidic
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activated salving valve. Exit memory (Q) represents
internal variable of automat-device and uses for
discrimination from one to the same entrance of more
complex of others variables of automat, which
eliminates in definition of automat.
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5. OPTIMATIZATION OF SYNTHESIS
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Synthesis of automat-device is taken based on table
of combination and theory of Bulls algebra. Optimal
synthesis comes from minimization of logic functions
of exit which gives following effects:
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Q
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•
•
•

x5

minimal number of logical elements,
minimal number of relations in automat,
the biggest reliability in work of automat,
the lowest price etc.

x6

Because automat of device for conduction of band
through work area of press-tool is defined with seven
variables, minimization is taken through VeitchKarnough diagrams, Fig. 5. and 6 (8 diagrams)
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Fig. 5. Veite-Karnough diagram with decimal
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Fig. 6. Veite-Karnough diagram for minimization of
functions of automat
In appropriate fields of diagram (Fig. 5) are shown
decimal equivalent of binary more complex, which
facilitates pursuit for more complex variables and socalled more output minimization.
6. LOGICAL REALIZATION
When operations in logical functions, gained with
minimization replace with logical elements is gained
logical block-diagram, Fig. 7.
A

s

Q

r

Fig. 7. Logical block-diagram
7. FLUIDIC REALIZATION
Replacement of logical elements, from logical
block-diagram, with fluidic logical elements is gained
fluidic realization of automat-device for conduction of
band through work area of press-tool, Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Fluidic realization of automat-device for conducting band through work area of press
8. CONCLUSION
[4] Melvin, A.B.: Digital system design automatism:

Executed synthesis of automat using fluidic
logical elements, which for realization of logical
function use phenomenon mechanic of fluid and
energy of fluid for transformation of information. For
realization of logical operations of conjunction is
used trait of 3/2 salving valve.
Because memory makes only one memory
element of type ,,r, s” bistabile, is taken 5/2 fluidic
activated salving valve. This provides shifting of
band with determinate accuracy with possibility of
regulation of step size.
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EXTENSION OF THE PROGRAM SYSTEM FOR NC MACHINING PROGRAM
VERIFICATION WITH HAPTIC DEVICE
Abstract: In the paper benefits of the haptic interaction in virtual environments and architecture of haptic
application are presented. For results, presented in this paper, Sensable PHANToM Omni device is used, because of
that, we presented OpenHaptic developing library for Sensable devices. Earlier developed program system for NC
machining program verification is now extended with haptic device support. Because of fact that program system
operates in real time and OpenGL graphic library is used for display, OpenHaptics HLAPI is used for haptic device
programming which allows significant reuse of OpenGL code User can stop NC verification in any time, and by
haptic device can inspect workpiece coordinates.
Key words: haptic interaction, virtual reality, 3-axis milling, virtual manufacturing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) technology is often defined as
the use of real-time digital computers and other special
hardware and software to generate a simulation of an
alternate world or environment, which is believable as
real or true by the users. In other words, it creates an
environment in which the human brain and sensory
functions are coupled so tightly with the computer that
the user seems to be moving around inside the
computer-created virtual world in the same way people
move around the natural environment [1].
Haptic interaction with computers implies the
ability to use our natural sense of touch to feel and
manipulate computed quantities [2]. This ability can
make VR space „more real“.
The term “haptics” arises from the Greek root
haptikos, meaning “able to grasp or perceive”. There
are many fields where haptic devices have their
application such as medicine, industry, education, arts
and entertainment.
In Medicine haptic devices are used for: surgical
simulators for training, manipulating robots for
minimally invasive surgery, telemedicine, remote
diagnosis, etc. In education, for feel phenomena at a
variety of spatial and temporal scales, studying
complex data sets, etc. In industry in CAD systems,
virtual prototyping where assembly and disassembly
can guide to the final design, shape sculpting, free-form
shape generation and modification.
Avatar is virtual representation of haptic interface
in virtual world and user physically interacts with
virtually environment by it. If there is a contact
between avatar and virtually environment, action and
reaction forces are computed and user can feel it by
haptic device. Architecture of haptic application is
shown on Fig. 1.

Fig 1. Architecture of haptic application [3]
On Fig. 1, is shown that haptic application is
splitted into tree blocks: simulation, visual rendering
and haptic rendering. Visual rendering block is
responsible for displaying our virtual world.
Commonly it is realized by standard graphic libraries
like OpenGL. Simulation block consists of simulation
engine, which is responsible to compute our virtual
word reactions if there are contact between avatar and
it. For example contact occurred - move objects, or if
we simulate material removing, contact occurred –
remove material from virtual object, etc. Haptic
rendering block consists of tree modules: collision
detection, force response and control algorithms
modules. Collision detection module detects collision
(contact S) between objects and avatar with its position
X in the virtual environment. It can be very simple and
check 3DOF point contact of avatar with virtual
environments or computationally expensive to check
6DOF contact if avatar presents real 3D object (e.g.
virtual tool can be treated as volumetric object). Force
response module computes interaction force Fd,
between avatar and virtual objects when a collision S is
detected. It is based on avatar position X, positions of
objects in virtual environment and collision state S.
Because haptic device has a limitations to apply an
exact force Fd, computed by force response module,
control algorithms module calculate Fr force which is
applicable to haptic device. Haptic rendering module in
common repeats at kHz frequency for more realistic
feel of virtual environment.
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There are few companies on the market that offer
haptic devices some of them are: SensAble
Technologies, Force Dimension, Novint, Haption, etc.
In this paper SensAble PHANToM Omni haptic device
is used .
2.

PHANTOM HAPTIC DEVICE

The first PHANToM (Personal HAptic iNTerface
Mechanism), which allows one in the human world to
interact with objects in virtual reality through touch,
was developed by Thomas Massie, while a student of
Ken Salisbury at M.I.T. It is relatively low cost force
feedback device like a robot arm that is attached to a
computer and used as a pointer in three dimensions,
like a mouse is used as a pointer in two dimensions.
The PHANToM interface's novelty lies in its small
size, relatively low cost and its simplification of tactile
information. Rather than displaying information from
many different points, this haptic device provides highfidelity feedback to simulate touching at a single point.
Device is introduced in 1995, and was the
breakthrough to the growth of haptics. Different
PHANToM devices meet varying needs. The Premium
models are high-precision instruments and, within the
PHANToM product line, provide the largest
workspaces and highest forces, and some offer 6DOF
(6 degrees of freedom) output capabilities. The
PHANToM Desktop and PHANToM Omni devices
offer affordable desktop solutions. Of the two devices,
the PHANTOM Desktop delivers higher fidelity,
stronger forces, and lower friction, while the
PHANToM Omni is most affordable haptic device at
the market [4]. At the Fig. 2 below, PHANToM devices
are shown.

Fig. 2. PHANToM devices, a) Omni, b) Desktop and c)
Premium 1.5/6DOF
3.

OPENHAPTICS LIBRARY

For haptic application development purpose, there
are few libraries on the market, mostly written in C++
programming language some of them are: CHAI3D,
H3DAPI and OpenHaptics Toolkit. CHAI 3D is an
open source set of C++ libraries for computer haptics,
visualization and interactive real-time simulation.
CHAI 3D supports several commercially-available
haptic devices, and makes it simple to support new
custom force feedback devices[chai]. H3DAPI is an
open source haptics software development platform
that uses the open standards OpenGL and X3D with
haptics in one unified scene graph to handle both
graphics and haptics. H3DAPI is cross platform and
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haptic device independent. In this paper a OpenHaptics
Toolkit is used so, it is presented with more details
below.
OpenHaptics Toolkit [5] is a commercial software
development toolkit specially designed for SensAble
devices written in the C++ programming language.
Academics Edition for eligible educational institutions
can be downloaded for no charge. The OpenHaptics
toolkit is divided into these layers: QuickHaptics micro
API, Haptic Library API (HLAPI), Haptic Device API
(HDAPI), PHANTOM Device Driver (PDD) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Open Haptic Toolkit library layers
QuickHaptics
micro
API,
enables
any
professional with even passing familiarity with C++ to
quickly and easily add the kinesthetic feel of what users
see and/or hear on a computer screen.
HDAPI (haptic device API) is a low-level
foundational layer for haptics rendering and enabling to
send force and position manually. HDAPI is a lowlevel API that handles supported SensAble devices. As
every low-level API, it manages the initialization of the
device, servo loop, position, rotation and force update
The HLAPI (Haptic Library API) provides highlevel haptic rendering and is designed to be familiar to
OpenGL API programmers. It allows significant reuse
of existing OpenGL code and greatly simplifies
synchronization of the haptics and graphics threads.
HLAPI is a high-level API with the main aim of easier
integration of haptics into existing graphics application.
It provides mapping of haptic workspace, shape
rendering or surface and force effects. A feedback
buffer or depth buffer of OpenGL can be used to
capture graphics primitives.
4.

RESULTS

In this paper we will present developed program
system where haptic interaction is included. It is earlier
developed program system for NC machining program
verification based on approximate dexel approach [6].
NC verification software graphically simulates the
material removal process by continuously updating the
solid stock shape as the cuter moves along the tool path
to produce the final part. NC verification enables
following benefits [7]:
-Detect NC program errors and bad or rapid cuts

-Machine parts correctly the first time
-Eliminate expensive and time consuming dry runs
and proofing
-Reduce material scrap and overall cost
Developed system enables the real-time
simulation for the 3-axis milling and this simulation is
not view-depended. Workpiece and tool are
approximated by dexels, which are connected by
triangular mesh. Depends on the computer hardware,
workpiece and tool resolution may vary. This approach
enables that tool and workpiece could be arbitrary
shape. System is developed in C++ program language
by use of 3D graphics library OpenGL.
The main idea of including haptic interaction in
this system is that the user can stop simulation in any
time, and touch workpiece in virtual environment. By
touch, user can inspect coordinates of workpice and can
detect errors in NC machining program. Also system is
extended with stereo display which simulation process
makes „more real“. Model of the developed software
solution extended with haptic interaction and stereo
display is shown on the Fig. 4.

to inspect workpice dimensions. Haptic interaction
module is shown on Fig. 5 [5].

Fig. 5. Haptic interaction module
We use an OpenHaptics HLAPI, because our
system is developed by use of OpenGL library and as
mentioned earlier in this paper, HLAPI allows
significant reuse of OpenGL code.
First, it initializes the HLAPI by creating a haptics
rendering context and tying it to a haptic device. Then
the program specifies how the physical coordinates of
the haptic device should be mapped into the coordinate
space used by the graphics. This mapping is used by
the HLAPI to map geometry specified in the graphics
space to the physical workspace of the haptic device.
Next, the application renders the scene graphics
using OpenGL. Then the program processes any events
generated by the haptics rendering engine such as
contact with a shape or a click of the stylus button. If
contact with workpiece exists obtained coordinates are
displayed in dialog. Then the haptics are rendered by
executing the same code as for rendering the graphics,
but capturing the geometry as feedback buffer shape.
We used feedback buffer shape, because second
option is a back buffer shape which gives less accurate
results than feedback buffer. In addition to rendering
scene geometry, a 3D cursor is rendered at the proxy
position reported by the HLAPI. Finally, the rendering
loop continues by rendering the graphics again. On the
Fig. 6, display of our program system is shown.

Fig. 4. Model of the developed software solution for
NC machining program verification extended
with haptic interaction and stereo display
As shown on Fig. 4, the core of original system
responsible for NC program reading, dexel models
forming, computing instances of tool motion, etc is not
changed. System is extended in display module with
active stereo support by use of Nvidia Quadro FX-3700
graphic board and CrystalEyes shutter glasses. Also
system checks if user selects “stop simulation” option
than it includes haptic device interaction and allow user

Fig. 6. NC machining program verification display a)
cutting process, b) final machined workpice
5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the introductory part of paper, we present
importance of the haptic interaction in virtual reality
environment.
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In addition a benefits of haptic interaction in
virtual environments and architecture of haptic
application are presented. For results presented in this
paper Sensable PHANToM Omni device is used,
because of that, we presented OpenHaptic developing
library for Sensable devices.
As a results, developed program system where
haptic interaction is included is presented. It is earlier
developed program system for NC machining program
verification based on approximate dexel approach.
Now we extended this system with haptic interaction
and stereo display support. User can stop machining
simulation and by haptic device check a workpieces
coordinates.
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KINEMATIC MODELING OF RECONFIGURABLE PARALLEL ROBOTS BASED ON
DELTA CONCEPT
Abstract: In order to develop reconfigurable DELTA robot with rotary and translatory actuated joints the
generalized modeling approach is discussed. The results of a study on generalization of modeling approach without
any use of non-actuated variables has been reported in this paper.
Key words: Delta robot, reconfigurability, kinematic modeling

1. INTRODUCTION
The 3-DOF DELTA structure [1,2] is one of the
most famous parallel mechanisms, Fig. 1a. The 4-DOF
DELTA robots based on this structure, Figs. 1b and 1c,
have been the first real commercial success for parallel
robots. The 4-DOF DELTA robot comprise 3-DOF
DELTA parallel mechanism and 1-DOF serial wrist for
end-effector orientation. Parallel mechanism consist of
three kinematic chains with identical topology so that
the platform in its motion through the space retains
constant orientation. The motors of parallel part of
DELTA robot are mounted on fixed base while motor
for end-effector orientation may also be on fixed base,
Fig. 1b or on the movable platform, Fig. 1c.
The technological structure and capacities of
DELTA robot (velocity up to 10 m/s, acceleration over
10g) make it ideal for handling tasks in multitude of
sectors such as in food and agriculture, the hygiene
sector, beauty care, health care or electronic
components. It is also important to mention that
DELTA “linear” version is now the base of the fastest
machine tools ever produced by industry (acceleration
3.5 - 5g) [4].
The concept of reconfigurable DELTA robots and
small machine tools with rotary or translatory actuated
joints, Fig. 2, is planed [5,6] with the idea to enable
static and dynamic reconfiguration [7]. Several

different approaches in kinematic modeling of DELTA
robot with rotary actuated joints have already been
published [8-10].

Fig. 1. DELTA robot with rotary actuated joints [3]
Approach presented in [8] uses non-actuated variables
while approaches presented in [9,10] does not use any
non-actuated variables but lacks generality. One of the
most important prerequisites for such widely adopt

Fig. 2. Concept of reconfigurable DELTA robots and small machine tools with rotary or translatory actuated joints
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DELTA robot with translatory actuators points Bi
represent references points of driving axes;

approach of reconfigurability is generalized modeling
approach without any use of non-actuated variables
which is reported in this paper.

World coordinates vectors:

 B pE 
• xE = 

 φ 

2. GENERALIAZATION OF MODELING
APPROACH OF RECONFIGURABLE DELTA
ROBOT

represents

the

position

and

orientation of end-effector for all cases of 4-DOF
DELTA
robots
from
Fig.
3,

Figures 3a and 3b represent geometric models of
DELTA robots with rotary and translatory actuated
joints from Fig.2, where each parallelogram is
represented as a unique rod.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, DELTA robots
comprise 3-DOF DELTA spatial parallel mechanisms
with rotary or translatory actuated joints and 1-DOF
serial wrist for end-effector orientation.

[

]T

where p E = x E y E z E
is the position
vector of end-effector tip E in the base frames {B}
while rotational angle φ around axis zB defines
end-effector orientations;
B

•

B

p OP = [x P

zP ] = xP
T

yP

represents

location of the platform i.e. origin OP of the
coordinate frame {P} attached to it. The
relationship between vectors B p OP and B p E is
obvious since coordinate frames {B} and {P} are
always mutually parallel i.e.
B

p OP

 xP 
 xE 


B
P=B
=  y P  = p E − p PE =  y E 
 z P 
 z E − l E 
(4)

Vector

Fig. 3. Geometric models of DELTA robots with
rotary and translatory actuated joints
These efficient geometric descriptions of DELTA
kinematic structures provide generalized modeling
approach without any use of non-actuated variables and
implementation of control algorithms on low-cost
hardware. Coordinate frames {B} and {P} attached to
the base and movable platform are always mutually
parallel due to the mechanism’s nature. Vectors v
referenced in frames {B} and {P} are denoted by

Joint coordinates vectors:

•

p i = [r ⋅ cγ i

r ⋅ sγ i

0 ] , i=1,2,3
T

p PE = [0 0 l E ]

T

effector orientation angle φ , in all cases of 4-DOF
DELTA robots, is obvious since frames {B} and
{P} are always mutually parallel, i.e. θ 4 = φ .

(1)

Considering this fact, the above joint coordinates
vectors θ E and L E for further considerations are
reduced as:

θ = [θ 1 θ 2

B

b i = [R ⋅ cγ i

R ⋅ sγ i

0]

T

(3)

are position vectors of the points Bi at the base

located on the circle of radius R with angular
position γ i = 2π ⋅ ( i − 1 ) / 3 defined in the base
frame {B}.
For DELTA robot with rotary actuators points Bi,
i=1,2,3 represent centers of rotary joints while for
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θ 3 ]T

(5)

(6)
L E = [l11 l12 l13 ]T
where θ i and l1i , i=1,2,3 are scalar variables
controlled by actuators.
Unit vectors:

(2)

is the position vector of the end-effector tip defined
in frame {P} where lE is length of end-effector;
•

is joint coordinates

v

B

and are defined in frame {P}. “c” and “s” refer to
cosine and sine functions;
P

θ 3 θ 4 ]T

• L E = [l11 l12 l13 θ 4 ]T is joint coordinates
vector for all cases of 4-DOF DELTA with
translatory actuated joints.
The relationship between joint angle θ 4 and end-

are the position vectors of the midpoints Pi between
joint centers at the platform located on the circle of
radius r with angular position γ i = 2π ⋅ ( i − 1 ) / 3

•

θ E = [θ 1 θ 2

vector for 4-DOF DELTA robot with rotary
actuated joints;

and v .
Vectors defined by the robot parameters:
P

is further considered as world

p Op

coordinates vector for all cases of 3-DOF DELTA
mechanisms.

P

•

B

•

B

a i = [cγ i ⋅ cθ i

sγ i ⋅ cθ i

sθ i ] , i = 1,2,3
T

(7)
unit
B

B

vectors

ai

define

vectors

B

l 1i

as

l 1 i = l1i ⋅ a i .
B

For rotary joints, unit vectors
coordinates

θi

while

B

a i contain joint

l1i = l1 , i=1,2,3 where l1 is

fixed arm length.
For translatory joints, unit vectors
directions of translatory joints

B

a i define

l1i while θ i = θ ,

i=1,2,3 is fixed inclination angle of translatory
joints. In these cases
B

[

a i = cγ i ⋅ cθ

B

a i is expressed as

sγ i ⋅ cθ

sθ

] , i = 1,2,3
T

(8)
Other vectors and parameters are defined as shown

in Fig. 3, where

B

w i and B z i are unit vectors while

In order to avoid one of the DELTA structure
singularities solution θ i from Fig. 4a has to be chosen.
It is important to mention that calculations of each
chain in eq. (13) are independent and the algorithm
may be implemented on a parallel architecture.
According to eq. (11), eq. (13) in case of direct
kinemnatics represents the system of three equations
from which world coordinates x P , y P and z P can
be obtained. Among two solutions of direct kinematics
only one is physically possible, Fig. 4b.

Based on geometric relations shown in Figs. 3a and
3b the following generalized equations for both
geometric models are derived:

2.2 Inverse and direct kinematics for DELTA robot
with translatory actuators
In case of inverse kinematics, equation (12) is a
second order polynomial in terms of l1i and joint

k i ⋅ B w i = B p Op + P = B p i − B b i

coordinates for all cases of DELTA robots
translatory actuated joints are obtained as

l 2 is fixed length of joint parallelograms.

(9)

k i ⋅ B w i = l1i ⋅ B a i + l 2 ⋅ B z i
Vectors

(10)

k i ⋅ B w i in eq. (9) are common for all

cases of DELTA robots and using eqs. (1), (3) and (4)
can be obtained as

ki ⋅B w i

k wxi   x P + ( r − R ) ⋅ cγ i 
= k wyi  =  x P + ( r − R ) ⋅ sγ i 

 k wzi  
zP

(11)

By taking square of both sides in eq. (10) the following
relation is derived

l 22 = k i2 − 2 ⋅ l1i ⋅( Ba i ⋅ k i ⋅ B w i ) + l 12i
where

k = kw + kw + kw
2
i

2
xi

2
yi

2
zi

(12)

with

l1i = ( B a i ⋅ k i ⋅ B w i ) + ( B a i ⋅ k i ⋅ B w i ) 2 + k i2 − l 22
(14)

Equation (14) gives two solutions of inverse kinematics
but only solution with positive square root can be
chosen. It is also important to mention that calculations
of each chain in eq. (14) are independent and the
algorithm may be implemented in parallel architecture.
According to eq. (11), eq. (14) in case of direct
kinematics, represents the system of three equations
from which world coordinates x P , y P and z P can be
obtained. Among two solutions of direct kinematics
only solution when z P < 0 , is physically possible.
3. DELTA ROBOT FIRST PROTOTYPE

.

From this equation inverse and direct kinematics for all
cases of DELTA robots can be solved.
2.1 Inverse and direct kinematics for DELTA robot
with rotary actuators
Taking into the account that for this case l1i = l1

On the basis of adopted concept and design
parameters the first DELTA robot prototype with rotary
actuators completely has been designed, built and
tested in our laboratory, Fig. 5.

and substituting eqs. (7) and (11), eq. (12) can be
reduced to the well known type of trigonometric
equation as

cθ i ⋅ ( cγ i ⋅ kwxi + sγ i ⋅ kw yi ) + sθ i ⋅ kwzi =
=

l12 − l 22 + k i2
2 ⋅ l1

from which joint coordinates

(13)

θ i , i=1,2,3 can be solved.

Equation (13) gives 2 solutions of inverse
kinematics, Fig. 4a.

Fig. 4. Two solutions for inverse and direct kinematics

Fig. 5. DELTA robot first prototype
Parallel mechanism provides three degrees of
freedom of end-effector positioning. At this stage,
actuators are composed of step motors and timing bolts
are located on the stationary base. The fourth degree of
freedom provides orientation of end-effector and is also
actuated by step motor located of the moving plate.
End-effector is equipped with standard vacuum cup
with pneumatically powered vacuum generator (venturi
tube).
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Figure 6 represents a simplified structure of control
and programming system.
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DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINATION OF
OPTIMAL DISASSEMBLY SEQUENCE BASED ON CONTACT RELATIONS
BETWEEN COMPONENTS AND FASTENERS IN THE PRODUCT ASSEMBLY
Abstract: Design for disassembly (DfD) for product end-of-life is a methodological approach that includes assembly
analysis in order to increase the recovery of recyclable materials, and reusable parts and subassemblies. In this
paper, a methodology for determination of the optimal disassembly sequence is presented, which is applied in the
product design process, and based on the contacts between components and fasteners in the product assembly. The
developed procedure for planning of disassembly sequences is based on a component-fastener connection graph and
AND/OR logic operations. Disassembly sequence evaluation and obtaining of optimal disassembly sequence is a
function of disassembly costs and revenues. In order to present the applicability of the methodology for
determination of the optimal disassembly sequence in the early stages of product development, an example is
analyzed. The methodology developed in this research is implemented in the programming software Visual Basic for
Application (VBA) which runs in a CAD system platform directly on virtual 3D assembly models.
Key words: design for disassembly, product recovery, optimal disassembly sequence.
1. INTRODUCTION
At the end of their useful life, products become
waste. The waste from end-of-life products can be
defined as unnecessary goods or residues that do not
have value for the owner. During the last few decades,
the rapid development of automobiles, electric and
electronic equipment, resulted in creation of billions
tones of waste. Current legal regulations such as
Directive 2000/53/EC for end-of-life vehicles and
2002/96/EC for waste electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE), clearly indicate that the technical
products should be designed considering the recovery
of the product at the end-of-life stage.
Design for Disassembly – DfD is a design tool with
a goal to optimize the product structure and other
design parameters in order to simplify and improve the
disassembly of components for service, replacement or
reuse; improve the disassembly of components by
separation of proper fastener; group the materials for
recycling; limit the disassembly costs; and etc. Also,
the goal of design for disassembly is to optimize the
product architecture and characteristics of the
components in the product assembly. The benefits of
the design for disassembly are in increasing of the
percentage of reuse for the components; larger
percentage of material recycling; limitation of adverse
impact on environment; easier servicing and
maintenance of products; and greater total return from
the end-of-life products.
2. RELATED WORK
Many authors have developed different methods for
determining of the optimal disassembly sequence and
for planning of the disassembly process. A disassembly
hypergraph, called AND/OR graph, which can
represent compactly all disassembly sequences, is

proposed by Homem de Mello et al. They developed an
algorithm for generation of the AND/OR graph based
on a relational assembly model. The input data include
answers to queries about the movability of the
components in order to determine the feasible
disassembly sequences [7]. A.J.D. Lambert et al. in
series of papers [1, 3, 5] represents a research of
method for linear programming and determination of
disassembly sequences for end-of-life products. The
method with linear programming gives a contribution
in optimization of disassembly process, which is
presented in the papers [3, 5].
3. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY
METHODOLOGY FOR OBTAINING OF
DISASSEMBLY SEQUENCES
The product disassembly is required both during the
product life cycle and after the end of the product life.
The disassembly process can be destructive and nondestructive. Destructive disassembly represents a
process where the stream of end-of-life products is
shredded in small fragments which are later separated
according to their material composition using special
separation techniques. Destructive disassembly process
is applied mostly at the product end-of-life, for
products that don't have hazard materials inside. Nondestructive disassembly process is applied during the
exploitation of the product and at product end-of-life.
During the product exploitation, maintenance, service
or replacement of some nonfunctional components is
needed. While for end-of-life products, non-destructive
disassembly process is needed for: recovery of some
functional components [2]; removing of hazardous
materials from the product, which can have negative
influence on the recycling process, and can pollute the
environment; extracting of the precious materials from
the product; remanufacturing, etc.
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The goal of this paper is definition of the
methodology for determination of optimal disassembly
sequence based on contact relations between
components and fasteners in the product assembly.
As shown in Figure 1, the design for disassembly
methodology is carried out in three main phases. In the
first phase, an algorithm identifies all fasteners,
components, contacts between fasteners (F) and
components (C) in the product assembly, materials and
weight of fasteners and components. The identification
is carried out directly from an assembly CAD model. In
the second phase, the optimal disassembly sequence is
determined in several steps, such as, determination of
contact matrix (FC) between fasteners and components,
all subassemblies (SA) in product assembly (A), lists
for SA, F, C, the disassembly operations, all possible
disassembly sequences and the optimal disassembly
sequence. Determination of optimal disassembly
sequence for virtual assembly model depends on
disassembly times, costs and revenues. The third phase
is creative phase, which includes product redesign by
selection of new fasteners, improvement of product
structure and the choice of other types of materials, in
order to increase the overall return of the product
without change in the product functionality. The
changes made in the redesign process, by feedback go
to the CAD model of the product assembly, and again
pass through the first and second phase.
In the third phase, also, the optimal disassembly
sequences for the original and the redesigned product
are compared and a choice of best optimal solution for
product structure from the aspect of disassembly is
made. The overall design for disassembly methodology
is an iterative process which gives optimal solution for
product structure.
4. PRODUCT REPRESENTATION
The disassembly process is started with the CAD
model of the product assembly. The product consists of
a number of discrete components, such as, parts,
fasteners, etc. Components can be grouped in
subassemblies. A subassembly is a connected set of
components. If components are physically linked, such
link is called a connection. If the components are nearly
in touch with each other, this can be considered a
virtual connection in some cases [4].
Algorithm for identification of:

CAD file for
the product

1. Fasteners (F)
2. Components (C)
3. Contacts between fasteners (F) and components (C)
4. Materials of fasteners (F) and components (C)
5. Weight of fasteners (F) and components (C)

Connections restrict the freedom of motion of the
components involved. This can be established in
different ways, the most uncomplicated way is mating
[3]. In many cases, specialized components, or parts of
components, called fasteners, are used for connections.
Fasteners can be discrete components such as screws,
or non-discrete material objects such as snap fits, press
fits, etc [3]. The set of components can be given by the
following expression:
(1)
C  {C1 , C2 ,..., Cn }
The set of fasteners can be given by the following
expression:
(2)
F  {F1 , F2 ,..., Fm }
where n is number of components in the product and m
is number of fasteners in the product. The assembly of
product is composed from all components and fasteners
and mathematically can be explained with the
following
mathematical
expression
A  C1C2 ...Cn F1F2 ...Fm .
In order to demonstrate proposed design for
disassembly methodology, the product hair-dryer is
used as example. The main goal of the methodology is
the determination of the optimal disassembly sequence.
Constituent components of the hair-dryer are: housing
which is consisted of two components (called C1=Body
part and C2=Back part), C3=Propeller, C4=Electric
motor, C5=Heating element. A discrete fasteners in the
hair dryer are: F1=F-Bolt M2x8-1, F2=F-Bolt M2x8-2,
F3=F-Bolt M2x28-1, F4=F-Bolt M2x8-3, and nondiscrete fasteners are: F5=F-Holder, F6=F-Exit part
and F7=F-Button. In the Figure 2 is shown CAD model
of product assembly for hair-dryer and its constituent
elements with exploded view. For simplicity of
calculations the abbreviation names for components
and fasteners (C1, C2, … and F1, F2, …) are applied.
Non-discrete fasteners are material objects and
represent the whole with component. For this reason
the component which have non-discrete fastener in this
paper will be defined as fastener. The set of
components in the product for example is

C  {C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5}

where number of the
component is n=5 and the set of fasteners is

F  {F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 , F5 , F6 , F7 }

, where number of

fasteners is m=7.
Determination of contact matrix (FC)

Determination of all subassemblies (SA)

1. Redesign of fasteners
2. Redesign of product structure
3. Choice of materials for
components and fasteners

Lists for SA, F, C

Determination of disassembly
operations

Algorithm for solving of:

Feedback

1. Disassembly times
2. Disassembly costs
3. Disassembly revenues

Determination of all possible
disassembly sequences

Comparison of the last two optimal
disassembly sequences

Choice of best optimal
solution for product
structure from aspect of
disassembly

Optimal disassembly sequence

Fig.
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C3=Propelle
r

F3=F-Bolt M2x28-1

F4=F-Bolt M2x8-3
C5=Heating part

C2=Back part

F1=F-Bolt M2x8-1

F6=F-Exit part

C1=Body part

y

z

x

x

F5=F-Holder

y

z

F7=F-Button

Fig. 2. Exploded view and assembly of hair-dryer
All assembly is represented with the following
expression C1C2C3C4C5F1F2F3F4F5F6F7.

The relationship between components and fasteners
in an assembly is required in order to determine all
subassemblies in assembly. For this goal will be
defined contact matrix and contact diagram between
components and fasteners. The contact diagram
represent visualization tool for analyzing of
subassemblies in the product assembly. If the
component is in contact with some fastener in the
assembly the element FјCi in contact matrix will be
equal of 1, in otherwise 0. The contact matrix can be
representing with follow equation:

FC  FjC j i 1, 2,...,n

j 1, 2 ,...,m

(3)

F1

F3
0
0
1
1
0

F4
0
0
0
1
1

F5
1
0
0
1
0

F6
1
0
0
0
0

F7
1
0

0

0
0

F2

C1
C2

F4
F5

C4

C5

SAn 1  {Ci1 ...Cih Ce1 ...Cet F j1 ...F jm1
Ci1 ...Cih F j1 ...F jl  SAn  Ce1 ...Cet F jl 1 ...F jm1  SAn
 s  {1,..., h}  f  {1,..., t}
such that Cis  Ce f }

F6
F7

Fig. 3. Contact matrix and diagram between
components and fasteners in assembly
6. GENERATION OF ALL FEASIBLE
SUBASSEMBLIES IN ASSEMBLY
Subassemblies from the first level are generated on
the base of the matrix represented in the Figure 3.
Subassemblies from the first level are composed from a
components and one fastener.
In the case of the hair-dryer, the set of subassemblies at
the first level is: SA1={C1C2F1, C1C2F2, C3C4F3,
C4C5F4, C1C4F5, C1F6, C1F7}. From the matrix shown
in Figure 3, components and fasteners which crosssection of rows and column is 1 are combined.
The set SA1 obtain from contact matrix in general can
be represented with the follow expression:

(5)

where SAn is the set from n-th level and

SAn 1 is the
set from n+1 level. Members from the set SAn 1 are
Ci1 ...Cih Ce1 ...Cet Fj1 ...Fjm1 which are obtained with
of

the

two

Ci1 ...Cih Fj1 ...Fjl  SAn

members
and

Ce1 ...Cet Fjl 1 ...Fjm1  SAn and both members are
from the set

F3

C3

(4)

(i1 , j )  (i2 , j )  ...  (ik , j )  1}

combination

In the Figure 3 is given contact matrix and diagram for
example hair dryer shown in the Figure 2.
F2
1
1
0
0
0

SA1  {Ci1 ...Cik F j

where ik (k=1,...,n) represents k-th row in the matrix FC
and j =1,…, m represents column in the matrix FC.
The subassemblies from higher the order in general
can be represented with the following expression:

5. DEFINITION OF CONTACT MATRIX AND
DIAGRAM BETWEEN COMPONENTS AND
FASTENERS

F1
C1 1
C2 1

FC  C3 0

C4  0
C5 0

F2=F-Bolt M2x8-2

C4=Electric motor

component
members Ci s

SAn where is needed to exist one
which

is

contained

in

both

 Ce f . Note: with agreements the same

component which exists in both members from the set
SAn can be written once in the following way
C1C1C2F1F2=C1C2F1F2. In the framework of the
example the set from the second level is obtained from
the members of the set from the first level. The set from
the second level is SA2={C1C2F1F2, C1C2C4F1F5,
C1C2F1F6,
C1C2F1F7,
C1C2C4F2F5,
C1C2F2F6,
C1C2F2F7, C3C4C5F3F4, C1C3C4F3F5, C1C4C5F4F5,
C1C4F5F6, C1C4F5F7, C1F6F7}. The set SA of all
possible subassemblies which are obtained from the
product can be obtained with equation:
SA  SA1  SA2  ...  SAn
(6)
In the framework of the example with hair-dryer the set
SA={C1C2F1, C1C2F2, C3C4F3, C4C5F4, C1C4F5, C1F6, C1F7,
C1C2F1F2, C1C2C4F1F5, C1C2F1F6, C1C2F1F7, ….}. The total
number of subassemblies in the example is 57
subassemblies. All possible subassemblies are obtained
with software which is made for analyzing of the
disassembly sequences and for obtaining of optimal
disassembly sequence.
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7. DEFINITION OF DISASSEMBLY
OPERATIONS
A component or fastener is material entity that can
be separated from a product via nondestructive and
destructive disassembly operations [3]. In this paper
will be considered nondestructive disassembly process.
The input data in definition of disassembly operations
are all feasible subassemblies. The disassembly
operations are needed for the definition of disassembly
sequences, among which the optimal one can be
searched for certain parameters are set. The set of
disassembly operations can be defined with the
following equation:

DO  {DOnum, { XF j1 ...F jh , YF j1 ...F jt }
XF j1 ...F jh  SA  YF j1 ...F jt  SA 

(7)

{ XF j1 ...F jh }  {YF j1 ...F jt }  ZFg1 ...Fg v 
ZFg1 ...Fg v  SA  {F j1 ...F jh }  {F j1 ...F jt }  }
Note: That component (C) in Y  Ce1 ...Cew which
is repeated in X  Ci1 ...Cik , will be deleted in Y. The
set Z is function from union of the components from
the product assembly which is obtained from the sets X
and Y. DOnum = 1, ... , Don, where Don represents total
number of disassembly operations.
The example with the hair-dryer is calculated in the
special software made for analyzing of the disassembly
where are obtained all possible disassembly operations.
The total number of disassembly operations is 161.
Because there are a lots of numbers of disassembly
operations there will be shown only part of them(fig 4).
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C1C2C3C4C5F1F2F3F4F5F6F7
C1C2C3C4C5F1F2F3F4F5F7
C1C2C3C4C5F2F3F4F5F6F7
C1C2C3C4C5F1F3F4F5F6F7
C1C2C4C5F1F2F4F5F6F7
C1C2C3C4F1F2F3F5F6F7
C1C2C3C4C5F1F2F3F4F5F7
C1C2C3C4C5F1F2F3F4F5F6

F6
F1
F2
C3F3
C5F4
F6
F7

…

Fig. 4.

List of disassembly operations

8. GENERATION OF DISASSEMBLY
SEQUENCES
The transition matrix TM and AND/OR graph have
the same meaning, and ТМ can be obtained if all
feasible subassemblies and disassembly operations are
known. In the previous sections, all feasible
subassemblies and disassembly operations are defined.
ТМ can be formulated in the following way: the
generic element ТМij is -1 if the j action disassembles
parent subassembly i, and is +1 if the j actions create
the son subassembly, component or fastener i. All other
elements are 0 [6].
Referring to the product assembly shown in Figure
2, the segment from TM is presented in Table 1. The
first row in TM represents the product assembly, the
second group of rows represents all feasible
subassemblies, and the third and fourth groups of rows
represent the fasteners and the components in the
product, respectively. The columns represent the
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feasible disassembly operations. In the matrix, a
disassembly operation of a certain subassembly is
represented by -1 in the row corresponding to that
subassembly. For some subassemblies, there are several
feasible disassembly operations, which are shown in
the matrix with -1 in the corresponding colons. The
columns that show a parent subassembly have -1, and
the two or more components and fasteners which are
children of that subassembly, have 1 in the same
column as the parent subassembly.
For
example,
the
product
assembly
C1C2C3C4C5F1F2F3F4F5F6F7 can be divided with
disassembly
operation
2
of
subassembly
C1C2C3C4C5F2F3F4F5F6F7 and fastener F1. In the row
where there is complete assembly will be put -1 and in
the rows where complete assembly is divided will be
put
1
in
the
case
of
subassembly
C1C2C3C4C5F2F3F4F5F6F7 will be put 1 and for
fastener F1 will be put 1. After the subassembly
C1C2C3C4C5F2F3F4F5F6F7 can be divided with 19-th
disassembly
operation
of
subassemblies
C1C3C4C5F3F4F5F7 and C2F2F6. In 19-th column in the
row of the subassembly C1C2C3C4C5F2F3F4F5F6F7
which is divided will be put -1, and in the row of
subassemblies C1C3C4C5F3F4F5F7 and C2F2F3 which
are obtained will be put 1. Non-destructive disassembly
process continues until all components and fasteners in
the product are disassembled.
The order of the disassembly operations in a
specific disassembly process is called the disassembly
sequence [3]. On the base of ТМ shown in the Table 1,
all disassembly sequences for the example shown in the
Figure 2 are obtained. With directed arrows lines in the
table is shown the way of generating one disassembly
sequence. The green directed line shows which
subassembly becomes a parent subassembly in the i –
th operation, and the black directed lines point to the
two or more child subassemblies, components or
fasteners, resulting from this operation. In Table 1, with
directed line arrows, is shown an example of obtaining
of one disassembly sequence: [0, 2, 19, 96, 143, 147,
149, 155, 156, 158]. Part of the generated disassembly
sequences is shown in Figure 5.
Many disassembly operations are not possible from
the aspect of the priority for removing of the
components and fasteners, what limits the number of
generated disassembly sequences. The priorities for
removing of the components and fasteners are
determined from the CAD model of the product
assembly by assembly analysis. The analysis gives the
possible disassembly directions, represented in a
disassembly interference matrix, for removing of
components and fasteners.
9. DISASSEMBLY INTERFERENCE MATRIX
Disassembly interference matrix is obtained based
on the directions of ±x, ±y and ±z axis, respectively
[8]. The matrix is with dimension n+m x n+m which
depends on the number of components n and fasteners
m in the product. The elements in the matrix are binary
pairs of numbers

xi yi zi

where i = 1, …, n+m.

Assembly

Subassemblies

Fasteners

Components

Table 1. Segment from the transition matrix for example hair-dryer
0 1 12 61 98 145 148 155 157
0 1 12 62 106 145 151 155 157
0 1 12 63 119 131 148 155
0 1 12 63 119 132 151 155
…
0 2 19 96 143 147 149 155 156 158
…
Fig. 5.

Segment of the list from all possible
disassembly sequences
If interference exists between components or fasteners
Ci or Fi and C j or F j , where j = 1, …, n+m and i<j,
in direction of the +x-axis, then the element xi , j in the

matrix (8) is equal to 1. In the opposite, the element
xi , j in the matrix (8) is 0. If i=j the element xi , j is
equal to 0, because no component or fastener can have
interference with itself. With the disassembly
interference matrix, the priority for detachment of
components and fasteners in directions of ±x, ±y and ±z
axis is defined. The disassembly priority is required in
the process of the generation of disassembly sequences,
presented in the section 8, with a goal to keep only the
feasible disassembly operations.
The general form of the disassembly interference
matrix is given with the equation (8). For example, for
the hair-dryer shown in the Figure 2, the disassembly
interference matrix is given with the equation (9). If all
elements in a column of the disassembly interference
matrix are zeros, than that component or fastener can
be removed in that direction. For example, in the
matrix (9) the fastener F1 can be detached in direction –
y. Consequently, the column and row of the fastener F1
can be deleted from the matrix, and the reduced
disassembly interference matrix without fastener F1 is
obtained. The process continues until all the
components and fasteners from the product are
removed. In that way, a list which represents possible
orders of removing of components and fasteners is
obtained. For one order of removing the components
and fasteners from the example shown in the Figure 2

with defined order of removing directions. The order is:
F1(-y), F2(-y), C2(-y), F3(-y), C3(-y), C4(-y), F4(+y),
F5(-y), C5(-y), F6(+xyz), C1(+xyz), F7(±xyz).
After determining the priority of detaching for
components and fasteners in the product and after
definition of lists for all disassembly direction, all
disassembly sequences are checked for possibility.
Impossible disassembly sequences are deleted and
remain only possible disassembly sequences from
which after that is obtained the optimal disassembly
sequence by some criteria.
10. OPTIMAL DISASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
The optimal disassembly sequence is obtained based
on disassembly times, revenues and costs in the
disassembly process. The disassembly time of i – th
component or fastener in the product is calculated with
equation (10).
TDISi  TW  TF  TE
(10)
where:

TW represents the time spent for tool change,

tool placement, product placement for disassembling,
tool return and removal of a detached component or
fastener; TF represents the time spent for separation of
a specific fastener ; and TE represents the time spent
depending on the difficulty for detaching of the
component or fastener (for example corroded threaded
connection). For different fastener types, time TF is
calculated by different function.
The total disassembly time for the product is:

TDIS 

nm

T

DISi

(11)

i

Costs for i – th operation

Ccos ts i

Ccosts i are:
 TDISi  PL
(12)

where PL is cost of manual labor in euro/hour.
The cost of complete disassembly is given with the
following equation (13):
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I  xyz

C1
C2
...
...
...

Cn
F1
...
...
...
Fm

C1
 x1,1 y1,1 z1,1


 x2 ,1 y2 ,1 z2 ,1

...


...


...

  xn  m ,1 yn  m ,1 zn  m ,1

...
C2
 x1, 2 y1, 2 z1, 2
 x2 , 2 y 2 , 2 z 2 , 2
...
...
...
 xn  m , 2 y n  m , 2 z n  m , 2

Cn
...
...
...
...
...
...

F1
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
Fm
 x1, n  m y1, n  m z,1n  m



 x2 , n  m y 2 , n  m z 2 , n  m

...


...


...

 xn  m , n  m y n  m , n  m z n  m , n  m 

(8)

(9)

Ccos ts 

nm

C

cos ts  i

(13)

i

The total revenue obtained from disassembly of
components and subassemblies is:
g

k

i

i

R   Ri   RRi

(14)

where Ri represents the reuse value of i – th
subassembly or component in the product, RRi
represents the revenue from material recycling of the
i – th component, g – is the number of reusable
components and subassemblies, k – is the number of
recyclable components and subassemblies.
The profit obtained from disassembly is:
(15)
P  R  Ccos ts
For the disassembly sequences given in section 8, the
profit function is calculated. The optimal disassembly
sequence is usually a partial disassembly sequence,
because not all disassembly operations return profit.
The optimal disassembly sequence gives insight into
the disassembly cost, the percent of recovered material
and other characteristics of the product. The lower the
disassembly cost, the higher is the economic effect of
the product recovery. The higher is the weight and
volume of the recovered materials, the higher is the
environmental benefit. These criteria can give
important information to the designer in order to
compare the design variants and select those that return
higher value at product end-of-life and have lower
negative effect to the environment.
11. CONCLUSION
In the paper, the design for disassembly methodology
for determination of optimal disassembly sequence,
based on contact relations between components and
fasteners in the product is presented. The proposed
methodology is applied in solving of a realistic problem
in the product design phase. With the developed
software, all possible subassemblies and disassembly
operations for the product can be determined, based on
the priority for detachment in different disassembly
directions. Also, the optimal disassembly sequence can
be estimated based on the disassembly times, revenue
and costs of disassembly.
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The input of geometric data in the system is
performed automatically by analysis of the CAD model
of the product.
The goal of the paper is to provide a tool for DfD
analysis of the product in the early phase of the product
development, through generation of the optimal
disassembly sequence, fastener analysis and product
structure examination. Such tool should help the
designers during of virtual design phase in order to
satisfy the European waste directives, and to improve
further the suitability of the new products from the
aspect of disassembly and recycling.
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MODELLING, CALCULATIONS AND TESTING OF SINGLE GIRDER BRIDGE
CRANE AND CRANE RAILS
Abstract: Bridge cranes are used for handling various types of cargo in the production halls, workshops, storage
facilities, energy facilities, mills as well as in performing technological processes, assembly or disassembly of
equipment. The main characteristic for these cranes are that a major girder (which in most cases is standard I
profile) also represents a path on which moving movable hoist. This paper describes the procedures of using the
command Frame Generator of the Software Package Autodesk Inventor 2011 ®, which use reduces the total time of
modeling the structure which consists of standard profiles, as well as the module Frame Analysis which allows to
predict the behavior of constructions under the influence of load. The end of the paper gives the experimental results
for displacement and stress condition for given crane for the case of static load.
Key words: Single Girder Bridge Crane, Autodesk Inventor®, Frame Analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The uses of structures which are composed of
standard profiles are common in mechanical
engineering. An example of these structures is Single
Girder Bridge Crane, Fig. 1.

possibility to select standard profiles from database.
First it is necessary to draw skeleton of the structure,
and then just set up some of the standard profiles on the
corresponding segment of the skeleton. Besides the
quick making 3D models, the advantage of this type of
modeling is that the Frame Generator assembly is
automatically converted into simplified model of beams
and nodes with the starting of the Frame Analysis
environment and starting a new analysis.
2. MODELING CRANE

Fig. 1. Single Girder Bridge Crane
For the cross section is most commonly used hot rolled
"I" profile that serves as rails, Fig. 2a. Sometimes it is
necessary to achieve stability against side buckling,
which can be achieved by placing additional elements
on the upper belt Fig. 2b,c.

Fig. 2. Examples of cross-section of the main girder
and the reinforcement of the upper belt
Therefore it is necessary to find as simply as possible
way of modeling and calculations for given
constructions. Depending of used software there is
different speed of modeling, where most of the
software requires drawing a sketch of the cross section,
and then the sketch extrude through a trajectory. But,
Software Package Autodesk Inventor 2011 ® has the

As it is said in the introduction, for obtaining a 3D
model of constructions which are composed of standard
profiles it is first necessary to sketch skeleton of
structure. It is enough to draw a sketch in the one
"sketch"-a. The look of the skeleton crane is shown on
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. The skeleton structure with defined dimensions
The command Frame Generator can be used only in
environment for working with assemblies. Activation
of command (Insert Frame) requires the definition of
the standard profile, the choice of materials and
segments (lines) on which will be set given profile or
defining the start and the end points of segment. It is
also defines the position and orientation of the profile
in cross section. It can be selected one of the 9 cases, to
position the center of gravity of the profile on the
selected line or to one of 4 sides profiles match with the
projection of line in that plane or the profile that can be
moved along the diagonal. For all these cases it is
possible to rotate the cross section for the desired angle
and to move it by a some direction.
Length of the selected profiles match the length of lines
in the sketch and it is necessary to subsequent repair
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ends of the profiles using the commands Trim, Extend,
Notch, and Miter. Using commands Change it is easy
and quick to change a profile on construction which is
of great importance for optimization process. For the
main girder the standard profile DIN1026 I260 is used,
and for reinforcement for the upper bend the standard
profile DIN1026 U100 is used. For the side girder
standard profiles DIN1026 U120 mutually spaced
110mm are used.

the main girder
(d) The axis of of the main girder on the middle
between the two poles, load on the 500mm from
the end of main girder

3. CALCULATIONS OF CRANE AND CRANE
RAILS
When the skeleton of the construction were formed this
way it is possible to calculate the construction by
activation of Frame Analysis Environment. Frame
Analysis is used to understand the structural integrity of
a given frame with respect to deformations and
stresses, when subjected to various loading and
constraints. Once when the criteria are defined, it is
possible to run the simulation and view the behavior
relative to the conditions which are defined.
Simulations help to identify performance issues and
find better design alternatives. Beam elements are
linear. Frame analysis does not support curved beams.
When the Frame Analysis environment is opened and a
new analysis starts, the Frame Generator assembly is
automatically converted into simplified model of beams
and nodes. In the software it is very easy to define a
new node (command Custom Node). There is only a
need to define on which beam node is and how away it
is from the end of the beam. This very simplifies the
calculations of structures and reduces the total time of
preprocessing. There are two approaches which give
identical results, first to define a new node and then set
the load on that place. Another way is to define, on
which beam load is acting, and how away from the end
of beam is the point on which concentrated force is
acting. Besides the request for dimensions of
construction another request was capacity of a
construction which is designed to be 1t. Also, it was
given the constraint that the carts can get close to
maximum 500mm from the end of the main girder. As
the given modeled crane should be installed into the
building described in [4] it is analyzed the four loading
cases shown on Fig. 4 and these are:
(a) The axis of the main girder intersects poles axis,
the load on the middle of the main girder
(b) The axis of the main girder intersects poles axis,
load on the 500mm from the end of main girder
(c) The axis of of the main girder on the middle
between the two poles, the load on the middle of
Element
Main
girder
Side
girder
Crane
rails

Serial
number
aic
bid
aic
bid
a
b
c
d

δ
[mm]
5.05
1.82
0.13
0.20
0.38
0.57
4.53
7.12

SMAX
[MPa]
31.4
12.6
15.77
25.45
26.59
40.94
58.68
92.12

SMIN
[MPa]
-41.49
-12.28
-15.77
-25.45
-26.59
-40.94
-58.68
-92.12

Fig. 4. Four cases of construction loads
Addition to the above the software allows to define
rigid links (command Rigid Link) between nodes,
which is necessary to do by analyzing the four loading
cases. The connection between the crane and crane rails
going across wheels, but the Frame Analysis
environment works with beams so it is necessary to
define a new node on place where wheels are (which is
on 150mm from the end of side girder). By analog
procedure it is necessary to define a new node on the
crane rail at the same vertically relative to the
previously formed on the side girder and then
mentioned two rigidly connected in order to transferred
the crane load to the crane rails as shown on Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Defining connection crane with crane rails
Calculation results are given in Table 1. mark δ
represents the value of deformation. Beside to
considering the stress state of the main and side girders,
it was also discussed the stress state for the crane rails
for that have been selected standard profiles DIN1026
U120, and the length of the crane rails is 3m.
SMAX(Mx)
[MPa]
35.76
10.49
15.77
25.45
26.59
40.94
58.68
92.12

Table 1. The calculations results for particular construction elements
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SMAX(My)
[MPa]
8.68
4.04
0
0
0
0
0
0

SMIN(Mx)
[MPa]
-35.76
-10.49
-15.77
-25.45
-26.59
-40.94
-58.68
-92.12

SMIN(MY)
[MPa]
-3.9
-3.28
0
0
0
0
0
0

Saxial
[MPa]
22.72
8.56
0
0
0
0
0
0

Based on the table 1, which shows that the according to
the stress and deformation, state dimensions of the
crane are satisfying. Checking the lateral buckling of
the main girder (in case that the cross section is only
I260 profile) was calculated analytically using the
forms from [2] according to JUS U. E7 101/1986.
Limit value for the lateral buckling stresses for this
case is

b 

 D 18.86

 12.57 kN / cm2

1.5

and is greater than maximum normal stresses given in
Table 1.
Based on this it can be concluded that there is no side
buckling of the main girder. After verifying the
previous conditions the creation of complete 3D model
of the crane was undertaken. The ribs for
reinforcement, bearing wheels with relevant bearings,
wheels with relevant shafts were designed. It is
foreseen that the drive motor being on the one side, and
the motion transfer to the other side with PTO shaft. In
accordance to this, the central bearing was projected.
Of course, rails on which cables will move, were
developed. Crane is designed that it is possible to
separate the side girder from the main girder for easier
transport or a later redesign of crane. In addition, it is
possible to unmount middle bearing PTO. Image of
complete 3D model is shown on Fig. 6.

For this purpose the complete project has not been
changed but only the 3D model of reinforced crane
rails was made. The effect of the crane was replaced by
concentric force that represents the weight of the whole
crane that was obtained from the previous analysis, of
course with a predefined load capacity of the
construction of 1t. It was considered only the worst
case of load (case (d) from fig. 4) and the results for the
displacement are shown on Fig. 7 (maximum
displacement is 0.6574mm). The value of maximum
normal stress for a given case of load is 32.26 MPa.
4. MAKING CRANE
Based on the model from item 3 of this paper the
creation of technical documentation and making the
crane was undertaken. For welding electrodes Jasenice
EVB50 Ø4mm were used (software has the possibility
to define the welded joints, but it is not considered for
this time). The wheels are made of cast iron to
minimize wear of crane rails. For the drive wheels
double row ball bearings 4208 are used which are
placed in housings. For a driven wheel single row ball
bearing 6208 was used which is placed in the wheels,
and the corresponding shaft was fixed, i.e. realized
tight fitting in the side girders.
At this stage it was not performed reconstruction of
crane rails and the crane was placed on the existing
rails.
5. INVESTIGATION OF DEFORMATION
CRANE AND CRANE RAILS

Fig. 6. The complete 3D model of calculated crane
In contrast to crane that satisfies all three criteria, crane
rails do not satisfies maximum allowed deformation
(≤l/1000=3mm) so it is necessary to reinforcement the
same or change dimensions of the standard profiles
which were made.
Based on the fact that the hall has been already made, it
was approached to the design of the reinforcement of
existing crane rails composed of the standard DIN1026
U120 profile. The idea was to underside of the crane
rails form a truss structure composed of the standard
pipes with square cross-section 40x40mm, with wall
thickness of the 2.9mm. The position of the lower
profile is the 500mm and parallel to the rail. Other
profiles consists the grid and placed each other at angle
of 45°, Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 shows the experimental scheme. Crane was
loaded with known weights of Q=360kg exactly on the
middle of the range of main girder. Position of the
crane in relation to the crane rails was that the axis of
the main girder intersects poles axis. With comparator
were measured vertical displacements for two places,
the place 1 for measurement deformation of the crane
rails, and the place 2 for measurement deformation of
the main girder.

Fig. 8. Experimental scheme

Fig. 7. Image of reinforced rails with corresponding
deformation

In order to compare calculation results with the actual
deformation it is necessary to do the following:
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 Calculate the displacement of the 3D model for
the case (a) from Fig. 4 only under the influence
of self-weight of construction
 After this set a known concentrated load Q=360kg
and calculate the displacement
 The difference of these two displacement should
correspond to the comparator measurement
because the deformation under own crane weight
were included with setting comparator.
Bearing all this in mind another analysis in Frame
Analysis environment was done and the results are
shown in Table 2. Fig. 9 shows the simulation results
(deformation of crane) obtained in Inventor.

Fig. 9. Simulation from Inventor

The simulation
results
The measured
values

The deformation
of the main girder
[mm]

The deformation
of the crane rails
[mm]

1.35

0.09

1.48

0.11

Table 2. Simulation results and experimental results
Differences in the data can be explained through the
following:
 The dimensions of the profile, because of
tolerance for free measures, differ with respect to
the tabular values, and consequently are different
to the characteristics of the cross section that
directly affect on the value of deformation
 The software does not provide the possibility for
reading specific deformation on specific place, but
the deformation is read based on shades of color
from color bar and even then it makes error in
reading displacement as in the case of measuring
deformation at the contact of the wheels and crane
rails.

Figure 10 shows the experimental determination for the
deformation for the main girder and the crane rails.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the procedures of construction,
calculations and optimization at the example of Single
Girder Bridge Crane and corresponding crane rails
using a method that provides choice of standard
profiles from database. Calculation results are
compared with the experimentally determined
displacement for made crane according to modeled and
calculated 3D model of construction.
Using Frame Analysis environment of software
package Autodesk Inventor allows the designer to
perform with minimal knowledge of FEM analysis,
because the software takes care of the required CP and
FE, so it is possible to set a load on any part of the KE
(beam) in one step, as a result of very advanced
preprocessor that recognize and automatically form a
network of FE. Analyzing the results from the software
and the measured displacement was seen that there was
deviation up to 10%, whose reasons described under
item 5 of this paper.
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USE OF SIMULATION SOFTWARE IN PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGIES
Abstract: Modern design methods of production technologies are based on the use of simulation software, which enable
engineering analysis of the phenomenological events that occur in production processes. The application of simulation
software is especially important in tool design for plastic molding, especially injection molding tools for large parts of
great complexity. Simulation of the design procedure, which solved the dilemma in engineering product design and
optimization technology, defines the characteristic size of the machining process control and quality assurance. At the
same time reducing the number of physical prototypes, thereby reducing development costs and shortens the time required
for a product to market. This paper presents a practical example of the software package Moldflow Plastic Adviser that
provides a realistic simulation of pressure casting and the introduction of modern methods of design tools and
technological processes in the plastics industry. Also, presents a new approach to determining pouring points, design of
distribution channels and holes, determining the wall thickness, positioning pouring points, and the impact of material
and geometric characteristics on productivity.
Keywords: CAD/CAE/CAM, injection molding, integrated manufacturing technology

1. INTRODUCTION
The complex geometric shapes are present in a wide
range of parts and products used in all aspects of human
activity - that they meet the needs of everyday life, and
complex technical systems. Produces complex geometric
forms are the achievements of modern technology and
adapted to the needs of the user or functional
requirements of complex mechanical structures with high
demands in terms of quality characteristics. The spatial
shape of the workpieces directly connected with
production technologies for their processing. Therefore,
the modern design technology for the processing of
complex spatial area is impossible without the use of
computers and modern methods of using CAD / CAM
systems, and especially without the software for the
simulation of technological processes in production
technologies. Phenomenological processes occur in metal
cutting, forming and casting is very well can be analyzed
using simulation methods. In industrial practice is most
widespread application of simulation software in the field
of processing technology of plastic parts.

thermoplastic, and is particularly prevalent plastomenih
processing of materials, better known under its old name
of injection molding. According to the quantities
processed by injection molding of polymers is
immediately behind extrusion technology. It can be
concluded that the injection molding of polymers like
casting metal under pressure.
Injection molding is carried out in special machines
(Figure 1) comprising an injection unit, the drive
sisitema, units for closing the mold, the mold tempering
devices and control units.

Fig. 1. A production system for injection
2. INJECITON MOLDING
Injection molding is the most important cyclical
process of processing of polymers and achieved by the
most sophisticated technological level. This procedure is
one of the primary processing of polymers, because the
shape of the molded part gets the starting material with no
particular form (granules, pieces, etc.). Injection moldings
are all polymers form: thermosets, elastomers,

Injection molding can be defined as a procedure for
processing thermoplastics rapid melt thermoplastic
injection mold cavity in the tempered and also harden
into the desired product form, pressings. The biggest
advantage of this procedure is the possibility that the
dimensions of the pallet can be determined in advance by
applying certain principles that are valid for a finished
molded injection molding.
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3. MODELING
Today there are several CAD packages that can
successfully be used for geometric modeling of
workpieces with spatially complex areas, where the
model parameters are generated automatically and
directly used in the later stages of design and simulation
technologies and technological processes. For the
introduction and presentation of contemporary design
production technologies based on simulation software,
was selected characteristic of the processed plastics for
modeling, molded part, and used the program
SolidWorks. After modeling the cross-sectional profile of
workpiece with the required dimensions, using the
command Revolde is done spinning about a fixed axis
profile (Figure 2) and form a solid model of the
workpiece.

Figure 2. Profile of the workpiece
Using SolidWorks other program features, a very
easy to model complete product (in this case the plastic
part of kitchen appliances for fruit and vegetables) and
really look at and optimize its design, functional
characteristics and define the method and the
technological process of its development (Fig. 3 ).

Fig 3. The appearance of the finished model
Modern CAD / CAM systems are fully integrated
with other software packages that allow the designer to
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efficiently design tools for casting, pressing the space of
complex surfaces, operating parts, automatically
generates the tool path processing multi-axis working
parts of tools, generate NC code and execute a budget
cost indicators machining process. It is especially
important to determine the characteristic size of the
working process and achieve higher quality products.
4. SIMULATION PROCESS INJECTION PLASTIC
In the design phase for the plastic molding tools,
especially tools for injection molding of parts of great
complexity, great help designers in solving critical
technological determinations are specialized software
packages for process simulation. In analyzing the process
of injection molding software package was used
Moldflow Plastic Adviser, which are necessary for the
following inputs:
• 3D CAD model of the pallet,
• types of materials and
• injection molding process parameters
(temperature of molten polymer, the mold
temperature and injection pressure).
As a result of the simulation gets an overview of the
process flow and mold filling, cooling time, pressure and
temperature distribution on the element and the
prediction quality workpiece. Linking CAD and CAE
systems, in this case SolidWorks and Moldflow Plastic
Adviser, it can be very complex process, because we
need to give execute the transfer of geometric and nongeometric information between the two systems.
Manufacturers CAD systems in addition to recording data
format used in the offer and use of standard formats for
data transfer, most notably IGES and STEP. In recent
years, the producers of packages software show the
tendency of direct downloading of data from other
software packages. Moldflow and offers full integration
with the following software packages: SolidWorks, Solid
Edge, Pro / ENGINEER, Autodesk Inventor, CATIA.
In relation to a given material, the program presents value
of its own technological base molding process
parameters. If for example adopt the temperature of
molten polymers 243 ˚ S, a mold temperature of 36 ˚ S
and the maximum pressure machines from 180.00 MPa,
obtained during the opening and closing the mold for 5
seconds, a time of molding plastic is in automatic mode
(Figure 4).
Improvement in the design of manufacturing
technology, reflected in the selection of the best places
for casting plastic tools in space, in terms of
phenomenological and temperaturskih appearance in the
technological process, which enables software simulation
and analysis of the effects of different positions gating
system. (Figure 5). The advantage of applying this
command is reflected in the fact that for a short period of
time we can simulate multiple places to enter the plastic
on the ground that you choose the best solution.

which allows control of managing the process of casting
is under design.

Fig 4. The elements of the technological process
Fig 6. The characteristic size of the injection molding
process

Fig 5. Optimization of injection
Upon completion of the analysis, automatically
generate values that are necessary for the design of
injection mold tooling, gating system, cooling system and
the complete assembly of tools to be placed on the
injection molding machine (Figure 6). However, when
completing the gating area molten plastics can occur
irregularities in the distribution of plastic, the air exiting
from the cavities in the mold, casting method, premature
hardening plastics, refrigeration, difficulty removing the
workpiece from the tool, ... all of which can affect the
overall quality of the workpiece. Simulation software
allows the detection of adverse effects of the
technological process and also allows the optimization of
the process by changing the input parameters of the
process, the change in geometry by increasing or reducing
the wall thickness of the workpiece. Simulation software
has a very good GUI (Grafic User Interface), which leads
through the visualization process designer through all
phases of technology characteristic (Figure 7).
Simulation software allows the presentation and the
time required for pouring plastic into the mold and the
injection time visualization of the process (Figure 8),

Fig 7. Simulation of the injection process

Fig 8. Simulation of injection molding in the timeline
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Pressure caused by a temperatur operations in the
technological process, are also simulated through the
analysis of the intensity of the workpiece. It can be notice
that the selected example (Figure 9) the intensity of
color-coded pressure, indicating that the greatest pressure
in the pouring system in two parts which are nearest to
the center of pouring system or in the middle, and lowest
on the very edge of the mold parts.

complexity of design technology, which is the main
effect of simulation software in designing the process of
plastic injection molding.
5. CONCLUSION
Simulation software enables the development of a
new approach to the design of production technologies,
the engineering analysis that allows simultaneous
integrated design of products, technologies and tools,
which provides a new opportunity to develop high quality
products technologicality high level of production in
advanced manufacturing technologies and agile.
The illustrated example of the workpiece in this
paper, only confirms the fact that they can achieve very
high technical and technological effects of using software
to simulate the machining process in industrial practice.
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ADVANCED AUGMENTED REALITY APPLICATIONS
IN THE PRODUCTION PROCESSES
Abstract: The basic aim of this paper is to introduce possibilities of production process by using special virtual
tools from scientific field named Augmented Reality (AR) and their implementation on the real examples. After the
introduction which sketch basic information about augmented reality, the first point quickly provides view on the
current situation in AR of production processes. The following step is oriented on explanation of main philosophy of
AR in order to apply their in the particular applications. The last part of paper observes real examples of
possibilities to create AR, not only by commercial software but also by virtual environment which is offered by open
source platform. All these mentioned possibilities and examples are implemented in the special virtual environment
of the AR, where engineers can see necessary information about material, mass, special conditions etc.
Key words: virtual tools, virtual reality, augmented reality, production processes

1. INTRODUCTION
Presented paper explains main problems and
structural logical concept of the production section for
two kinds of the Augmented Reality (AR) applications.
The AR is scientific field which interprets processes
where real environment is connected together by virtual
elements and this new conjunction provides the
augmented tool in form of a virtual working space for
user. As is mentioned in abstract, the beginning of the
paper is oriented on the interpretation of basic thought
of augmented reality and general logical steps which
are explained by algorithm.
The second part of the paper is focused on the
current situation in AR of assembling processes and
gives visual imagine by enclose figures. However, it
can describe advantages and disadvantages of these
mentioned processes. The following step is oriented on
explanation of main philosophy of AR in order to apply
their in the particular applications. By means of the
previous information, the last part of paper observes
real examples of possibilities to create AR not only by
commercial software but also by virtual environment
which is offered by open source platform.
The conclusion gives a quickly recapitulation of
paper steps and it is focused on the special
programming packet which improves elements for the
increasing entire quality of the visual area of the AR.
2. THEORY OF AUGMENTED REALITY
Augmented reality systems generate complex view
where the virtual areas are covered by real environment
and offer the basic working place for the engineer.
Production process of AR has new special tool for the
engineering area which provides strong elements and
hardware components for creation of construction
ideas. Final production process proposal include all
functional 3D items of assembly without montage
mistakes. The production application of AR was
developed to determine the exact position and

orientation for production process. Thanks to its
possibilities if finds the utilization in many industrial
spheres [1].
The problem that must be solved during this
visualization step is comprised of two underling causes.
The first one has explanation in transformation
processes of three-dimensional environment into twodimensional image on the display. The main task of
second one is necessary to knows exact position values
of real basic coordinate system of general working
table. Many companies use variable devices for
observing an exact position of working area. These
techniques can be divided into these main groups [2]:
• Motion capture by tracking sensors.
• Motion capture by camera (markers, colour).
• Laser tracking.
• Tracking devices.
2.1 AR based on observing of marker position
VTT’s Augmented Reality group started developing
virtual application for AR games and entertainment
applications. This mentioned engineering group
provides the powerfully tool which is used for
displaying assembling process of the AR [3].
The software element was designed to gives
important information about assembling processes
where the engineer needs to know exact position and
numerical order for the single parts of the entire
assembly structure. Camera provides a real video from
working space and exact data about the position and
orientation of the working place are obtained from
markers which are on the plane of the working place.
Observing marker has its own mathematical matrix
which comprise important data packet about its
appearance and all variants of its rotation. Marker is
made by two different colours, ordinary black and
white for better comparing during the tracking process.
Comparing loop takes a signal from camera in order to
compare signal with marker matrix. On the Fig. 1 is
basic example of marker which general structure is
made by black and white colour.
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AR
AM
Fig. 1. The example of augmented reality marker
Software of AR has to include an augmented core
and library for comparing information packet which are
harvested during the observing processes of markers
position. On the base of this information the application
know the exact position for working area in the real
time during the assembling process. VTT’s Augmented
Reality application for assembling process allows
engineer to managed assembling process on the
working table only around its own an axis of rotation.
The Fig. 2 offers a view on particular example of AR
where the marker situated on the desk provide position
information for motion capture.

Fig. 2. Example of AR production process where
virtual robot is covered by real view in the
working place by marker
2.2 Laser projection technologies
Next example from industrial praxis can be found in
3D laser projection. It is accomplished by steering a
single laser beam accurately through a series of specific
points in space. The laser beam is directed at a pair of
mirrors that are powered by a set of galvanometers
called computer controlled servo motors which are
capable of extremely rapid movement. The produced
effect is a highly visible, glowing three dimensional
template that is used as a location guide during a
manufacturing process. The company Laser Projection
Technologies Inc. use rapid characteristic of laser
beam. Their systems replace conventional assembly
methods and hard manufacturing templates in a wide
variety of applications. 3D laser projectors use 3D
component or part placement, paint masking and
templates creating, vehicle and 3D items of assembly
structure and core placement. The entire steps of this
technology are described on the Fig. 3 and shows
concept of method of laser projection.
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Fig. 3. The example of 3D laser projection method
3. APPLICATION OF AUGMENTED REALITY
IN PRODUCTION PROCESSES
The Department of Manufacturing Technologies
team created AR application intended to be used as a
supporting tool in production processes but can be used
also in many other application areas. Following parts of
this paper describe the functional principles of this
application. It is built on the mechanism that uses
logical loops for realization of observation, collecting,
evaluating and comparing activities and processing of
all these obtained data in order to exploit them in final
visualization output. Virtual environment called
Virtools was used to create simply example of AR
application. Working environment and its elements are
based on principles of object programming, where
initial conditions, actions and relations are prescribed
for particular objects that according to their function
change to the so called building blocks of the
application (BBs). Rules and actions running between
individual blocks or their sections can be graphically
expressed in form of behaviour graph which at the
same time serves as programming tool itself.
Functionality of entire application can be then
described through tasks that they are realized thanks
different behaviour graphs [4].
BBs present the tool with simple graphical interface
that can be used for creation of necessary logical
connections defined in form of information packages.
Each BBs included in virtual library has an input/output
pin that can be tracked and its properties defined with
respect to user orders. The environment of application
that operates with special software tools offers the
possibility for collection and monitoring of information
about the data flow between single BBs.
Task of first behaviour graph is to fill the data array
with correct values of assembly parts like information
about assembly name and their initial conditions
(position, geometric data and shape value). Filling
process is activated by confirming message which is
sent from the BG for the starting button. The first point
in this process is an operation where the names of all

3D items from working environment are loaded into the
exact position of the data array. This array is filled by
means of adjustments of the behaviour conditions of
the BBs called Iterator. By using the logical BBs called
Get Position and Set Row the name of a 3D part from
working environment assigns initial condition and
behaviour about its position in the data array. Simple
example of logical script of data array is presented on
Fig. 4. This method, where the program or composition
is realized by logical connection between BBs is called
visual scripting.

A process called visual scripting was used for
developing procedures and programming orders for the
work with logical behaviour loops in open source
virtual environment. By using these tools, the
application allows engineer to manage an entire data
flow between different logical cores of the application
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. The basic example of Behaviour Graph
Next part of paper investigates the establishing
process of virtual tool that in its logical core utilizes an
approach based on the Open Source philosophy
exploited for the work with the environment of
augmented reality. The goal of this part is to clarify
application process for creation and development of
virtual software and hardware elements that are
necessary for work in the augmented reality
environment. The traditional possibilities of how the
engineer can use tools of augmented reality in form of
normal commercial devices to collect the information
about position of observed object in the working
environment concern special de-vices with general
structure formed by elements of motion tracking
systems or technology of visual markers.
The first step in developing process was creation
special device for adjusting of exact position of the
operating desk in the working space. This element is
described as device which gives possibilities to manage
the process during the realization of whatever
manufacturing situation.
This new device for augmented reality that is
outlined as special positioning table which is able to
adjust to an exact position of the working desk not only
by using the computer interface and its own logical
commands but optionally also by manual changes.
Exact information about a position of the operating
desk are obtained in real time during the process from
special sensors that utilize the essential idea of
possibility to accumulate the changes of orientation
values in the real environment.
First sensor allows the collection and comparing in
logical core of software in order to manage the data
packets which comprise values about the spatial change
of the desk position (X, Y, Z). Second one provides
information about rotary motion around the main axis
of rotation which is in the centre of operating desk. To
simplify, base on this information about the special
device and sensors elements the engineer is able to
collect and explore the exact data about general
movement from the real observed environment.

Fig. 5. Basic logical algorithm of AR application built
on Open Source idea
In the following phase the general processes and
logical steps of new application are described in the
theoretical level. The application consists of the 4 main
logical levels where the data packets come not only
from inner computer elements but also from outer
devices such as sensors and measuring devices [5].
First of these loops observes the button section
which gives information about the confirming
processes. By means of these buttons the logical loop
called displaying section tarts viewing process (initial
and final position).
Next loop consists of two basic areas (area for
testing and comparing, area for position setting). Data
packet from these mentioned areas include information
about the names of all virtual items and their relevant
values of initial vectors together with information about
final parameters of position. Then the collected data
from outer sensors are sent to the area for testing and
comparing with each other and also to area for setting
of position (initial, final one).
On the basis of these processes, all new information
of position and orientation are sent again into the
logical core of the application where the newly
received parameters are tested, compared and evaluated
between each other. After that, the displaying section is
able to see the motion process of virtual item according
to its trajectory. The entire process of AR assembling is
presented on the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 where the 3D part is
moved on the virtual trajectory and offers exact value
about final position for each part (real and virtual part
in the same environment). For better understanding the
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Fig. 8 gives view on improvement elements of
application where each part has different colour and it
allows to create assembly more clearly without
mistakes [5].

It concerns software issues reflecting the model
geometry (single 3D items) as well as displaying of
final boundaries for all geometry shape of models of
the whole structure. Created application was focused on
the particular part of the problem where engineer needs
to know exact positions of single 3D component of
assembly structure in the real environment eventually
with respect to auxiliary object. Main feature of
prepared software application is utilization of motion
tracking system based on the working principles of
capture markers. Implementation of augmented reality
elements in this manufacturing area shows that these
problems are free to be developed and their solutions
realized in many industrial spheres.
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CANONISATION OF ACTUATION STIFFNESS MATRIX IN KINEMATICALLY
REDUNDANT INDUSTRIAL HUMANOID ROBOTS
Abstract: This paper presents the novel theoretical and practical approach of generalized stiffness control in
industrial humanoid robots. Compliance of robot mechanism and ability of robot control system to precisely adapt
the parameters of its generalized stiffness matrix is increasingly gaining in importance concerning specific
requirements imposed by new production paradigm of mass customization. Precise control of generalized stiffness
requires very complex actuation system, much more complex then it is present in conventional industrial robots..
This paper demonstrates practical applicability of this approach using kinematically redundant planar robot arm.
Detailed analysis of its Jacobian null space which is analytically derived using analogy with four bar mechanism
shows that is always possible to achieve with arbitrary precision required generalized stiffness, regardless of robot
posture freely chosen within configuration space.
Key words: stiffness control, industrial humanoid robots, kinematically redundant planar robot arm
1. INTRODUCTION
Safety is the starting point of human and robot
team and collaborative work. Relevant documents
which regulate this field are: ISO10218-1: 2006, [1],
ANSI/RIA R15.06-1986, [4], and European machinery
directive 2006/42/EC. These documents recognize
robots as dangerous machines, and explicitly suggest
that shearing of common workspace between human
workers and robots in collaborative manner of
executing work tasks is not desirable and even feasible.
According to [2] collaborative work of human and
robot in industrial environment is allowed only if robot
fulfilled at least one of three conditions: 1)
TCP/terminal plate speed
≤ 0.25 m/s, 2) Maximal
dynamic power ≤ 80 W and 3) Maximal static force ≤
150 N. These conditions are general and do not depend
on the size or payload of the robot. Restrictivity of
these requirements drastically reduces overall
performances of the conventional industrial robot and
therefore requires a new conceptual basis for robot
design in order to solve this contradiction [3].
The essence of the problem lies in the fact that
conventional industrial robots are designed based on
concept that is used in machine tool design. They are
designed to be accurate and fast as much as possible.
This implies high stiffness of mechanical and actuation
structure, which further on leads to a large mass of the
robot. Conventional industrial robots are too rigid and
massive to be harmless to humans even by extensive
adaptation. Therefore, a fundamentally new approach
to robot design was developed as response to the
limitations of this type. This approach is based on the
following framework:
1. Light weight and high specific load caring
capacity;
2. High compliance and pliability of mechanical
structure;
3. Ability to work within non-well structured
environment, and capability to acquire of

human behavior as well as learning through
generalization.
The result is industrial humanoid robot.
Industrial humanoids are developing very fast with
exponential growth in accumulation of research
activities. EU FP6 projects: PHRINEDS and
SMErobot, EU FP7 project: ROSETTA, and precommercial project of humanoid DLR/KUKA LWR
IV, are typical representatives of research conducted in
this area, [4]. Example of industrial humanoid FRIDA
developed within FP7 project ROSETTA is given in
Fig. 1. It is redundant dual-arm robot with 2 x 7 serial
degrees of freedom, having proportions similar to the
medium height adult male.

Fig. 1. Industrial dual-arm humanoid FRIDA
(Friendly Robot Industrial Dual Arm) developed within
EU FP7 project ROSETTA for safe cooperative work
with humans on the lightweight products assembly
lines. In addition to the requirement of small mass and
high specific payload, industrial humanoid robot must
have the inherently controllable compliance. This
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means that industrial humanoid must have lightweight
variable compliance actuation system, such as to
provide two functions: 1) compliant response to the
collisions of TCP or any part of robot kinematic
mechanism and 2) to generate arbitrary generalized
stiffness matrix, including isotropy.
This paper1 presents some results of research
conducted in the field of synthesis of alternative
solutions for the industrial humanoids generalized
stiffness control. In particular, it shows the original
approach of actuation system stiffness control using
kinematic redundancy for achieving canonical form of
actuation stiffness matrix.
2. GENERALIZED STIFFNESS
Generalized stiffness of manipulating robot in the task
space coordinate system QR is defined as:
F = K X ( X − X 0 ) = K X δX
(1)
m
where: F∈R – the external force acting on the robot
tip TCP, KX=KH∈Rm×m – the symmetric matrix function
of manipulating robot generalized stiffness, X0∈Rm the nominal positions vector of the robot tip, X∈Rm the actual positions vector of the robot tip, and δX∈Rm
– the vector of the robot tip displacement (response on
the force F excitation).

redundancy implies the new actuators in addition to
existing non-redundant actuators. This practically
means driving of two robot joints simultaneously.
Redundancy of this type is shown in Fig. 3 using a
simple planar robot with two degrees of freedom as an
example. The third actuator, which simultaneously
drives the first and second joint, is represented by nondiagonal member in actuation stiffness matrix:
kX 
k q1 + k X
(3)
Kq = 
k q 2 + k X 
 kX
In the way redundant actuator provides practical
solution for congruent transformation (2).
Actuation redundancy of this type is widespread in
biomechanical systems, and also in human’s body. For
example,
the
antagonistic
muscle
groups:
coracobrachialis, biceps caput longum, biceps caput
breve i triceps brachii caput longum, simultaneously
actuate complex shoulder and elbow joints of a human
arm. Application of redundant actuation in technical
systems is a very delicate engineering task. Therefore
this approach has very limited practical value.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Generalized stiffness model of industrial
humanoid of anthropomorphic configuration.

The dominant influence to the robot generalized
stiffness has compliance joint actuation system.
Applying the approach given in [4] the congruent
transformation of relation (1) leads to:
K X → K q = J T (q) K X J (q), K q ∈ R n×n
(2)
where: Kq is the actuation stiffness matrix, q∈Rn is the
vector of generalized robot coordinates, J(q) is the
Jacobian matrix operator. Actuation stiffness matrix is
always symmetric (congruent transformation preserves
symmetry), positive definite and generally nondiagonal [5]. A key task in industrial humanoid
generalized stiffness control is design of joint actuation
system that always can generate stiffness matrix
defined by relation (2). Relation (2) is in general
feasible only through the actuation and/or kinematic
redundancy [4]. Actuation redundancy can generate of
non-diagonal members in the matrix Kq. Actuation

An example of actuation redundancy which
always satisfies relation (2).
Kinematic redundancy can be easily achieved in
practice. Application of kinematic redundancy to
satisfy relation (2) is based on the following
hypothesis: Within the null space of kinematically
redundant robot with k degrees of freedom can be
simultaneously satisfied: 1) the condition of following
nominal trajectory of robot’s tip in the relevant task
space domain, 2)the condition of nominal generalized
stiffness of the robot tip KX0 and 3) the condition of
canonical form of the actuation stiffness matrix. This
hypothesis is based on the assumption that the
increased mobility of robot can be used effectively for
generation of required generalized stiffness on
technically acceptable way.
The null space N(J(q)), defined as:
Ν ( J (q)) = {q : J (q) = 0}
(4)
provides internal motions of the redundant robot
mechanism that does not cause any movement of the
robot tip (TCP) in the task space, [6] (Fig. 4.). Internal
mobility allows finding at least one vector:
q * ∈ N ( J (q ))
(5)
that satisfies the system of following algebraic
equations:
x0 = f (q * )
(6)

k q _ ij (q * ) = 0, ∀i ≠ j , k q _ ij ∈ K q (q )

1

This work is carried out within the project: Smart Robotics for
Customized Manufacturing, supported by the Government of the
Republic of Serbia, Ministry of Education and Sience, Grant No.
TR35007.
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(7a)

q → min(k q _ ij (q)), ∀i ≠ j , k q _ ij ∈ K q (q ) (7b)
*

derived from the starting hypothesis. The relation (7a)
reduces Kq matrix to its canonical form whenever the
number of redundant degrees of freedom is k* = n (n 1) / 2. Relation (7b) is less restrictive and matrix Kq is
reduced to its quasi-canonical form when k < k*. Less
restrictive relation (7b) is the engineering solution that
has greater practical value.

2

K q1,1 = J11 + J 21

2

2

2

2

2

K q 2, 2 = J12 + J 22
K q 3,3 = J13 + J 23

K q1, 2 = J11 J12 + J 21 J 22

(10)

K q1, 3 = J11 J13 + J 21 J 23
K q 2,3 = J12 J13 + J 22 J 23
The system of nonlinear functions (10) is
visualized in Fig. 6. The robot geometry is normalized,
lengths of robot links have anthropomorphic
proportions: l1 = 1 = (7/5)l2 = (7/5)2l3 and configuration
space is defined as follows q1 = 0, q2 = q3 = (-π, π).

Fig. 4.

The mapping of the robot configuration space
into corresponding task space, and null space
of kinematically redundant robot.

3. CASE STUDY
As an example of the kinematically redundant robot
which is the functional equivalent of actuation
redundant robot shown on Fig. 3., the planar
anthropomorphic robot configuration with 3 degrees of
freedom (Fig. 5) is used for the case study. In this case
k = 1 < k* = 3.
The redundant joint is driven by soft actuator, and
together with two non-redundant joints, which is also
soft driven, has the task to generate the null space
where it is possible to find such a vector q*, which
simultaneously satisfies the condition (6) and (7b) and
in the special case, condition (7a ).
Jacobian matrix of this robot is defined by the
relations 8a through 8c:
lc 
 x  l c l c
xTCP =  1  =  1 1 2 12 3 123 
(8a)
 x2  l1s1 l2 s12 l3 s123 

∂xTCP  J11 J12 J13 
=

∂q
 J 21 J 22 J 23 
J11 = −l1s1 − l12 s12 − l3 s123

J (q ) =

Fig. 5.

Model of redundant planar robot with 3
degrees of freedom - SCARA robot with
redundant soft actuation system.

Fig. 6.

Graphic representation of the elements of the
stiffness actuation Kq.

(8b)

J12 = −l12 s12 − l3 s123
J13 = −l3 s123
J 21 = −l1c1 − l12 c12 − l3c123

(8c)

J 22 = −l12 c12 − l3c123
J 23 = −l3c123
where for the sake of simplicity the following
abbreviations are used for trigonometric functions:
s(•)≡sin(•),c(•)≡cos(•) and (•)=Σ(qi). All geometric
variables and parameters are defined in Fig. 5.
Analysis of compliance actuation system is further
performed in case of isotropic generalized stiffness
matrix, thus the relation (2) becomes:
K X = I → K q = J T (q) J (q) ,
(9)
Using relation (8b), the elements of actuation stiffness
matrix defined by (9) have the following analytical
form:

The internal motion of redundant SCARA robots,
or its null space, can be modeled using equivalent fourbar linkage mechanism, so that the robot tip (TCP) is
represented as a virtual support that slides along the
nominal trajectory. This means that the robot is reduced
to an abstract closed kinematic chain with one degree
of freedom. The frame of such abstract four-bar linkage
is variable and can take a value in the interval which is
defined as: r1 = (r1min, r2+r3+r4). Angular coordinates
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linkage parameters of the corresponding Freudenstein's
model of four-bar linkage mechanism are shown in Fig.
7., while its dimensionless analytical model [7] is
defined by following relations:
k1 − k 2 cos(ϕ 2 ) + k3 cos(ϕ 4 ) = cos(ϕ 4 − ϕ 2 )

matrix. Analytical experiments with redundant SCARA
robot confirmed the stated hypothesis.

2
2
2
2
(11)
r1 + r2 − r3 + r4
r
r
, k 2 = 1 , k3 = 1
2r2 r4
r4
r2
Mapping between the robot generalized coordinates q
and angular coordinates used in the Freudenstein's
model (11) are: q1 = ϕ2, q2 = ϕ2 + ϕ3 and q2 = ϕ3 − ϕ4.
In case that XU = 0, relation between the robot
coordinate system {U} and the coordinate system in the
task space {XR} is defined by the rotation matrix:
cos(ψ ) − sin(ψ )
XR
(12)
UR = 

 sin(ψ ) cos(ψ ) 
Using the transformation matrix (12) the analytical
model of robot null space given by (11) can be
expressed in the robot taskspace.

k1 =

W

Q*1
Q*2
Fig. 8.

The configuration subspaces Q*i of
redundant SCARA robot which satisfy
mechanical isotropy condition (7b) and (9).
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OPTIMIZATION OF OPERATION SEQUENCING IN CAPP USING HYBRID
GENETIC ALGORITHM AND SIMULATED ANNEALING APPROACH
Abstract: In any CAPP system, one of the most important process planning functions is selection of the operations
and corresponding machines in order to generate the optimal operation sequence. In this paper, the hybrid GA-SA
algorithm is used to solve this combinatorial optimization NP (Non-deterministic Polynomial) problem. The network
representation is adopted to describe operation and sequencing flexibility in process planning and the mathematical
model for process planning is described with the objective of minimizing the production time. Experimental results
show effectiveness of the hybrid algorithm that, in comparison with the GA and SA standalone algorithms, gives
optimal operation sequence with lesser computational time and lesser number of iterations.
Key words: genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, operation sequencing, computer-aided process planning,
optimization

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer-aided process planning (CAPP) is an
important interface between computer-aided design
(CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM). The
purpose of CAPP is to determine automatically and
optimize the process plans for a design part so that the
part can be manufactured economically and
competitively to achieve the desired functional
specification [1]. The main process planning activities
are: manufacturing feature recognition, operation
selection and operation sequencing optimization.
The operation sequencing optimization is one of the
most important tasks and to solve it in reasonable
computational time many approaches have been
proposed. Krishna and Rao [2] formulized process
planning problem as a traveling salesman problem
(TSP) and applied developed mataheuristic, called the
ant colony algorithm. Computational time has
considerably been reduced by using this ant algorithm
as a global search technique for quick identification of
the optimal operations sequence by considering various
feasibility constraints. Guo et al. [3] modeled operation
sequencing as a combinatorial optimization problem,
and a modern evolutionary algorithm called the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) has been employed and
modified to solve it effectively. Li et al. [4] modeled
the process planning problem as a constraint-based
optimization problem and investigated the application
of tabu search approach to solve it effectively. Li et al.
[5] developed genetic algorithm (GA) and applied it on
CAPP
system
in
distributed
manufacturing
environment to obtain an optimal process planning
considering different resource constraints. Bhaskara et
al. [6] also applied GA to generate the optimal
sequence of manufacturing operations. The feasible
sequences are generated from the feature precedence
relationship based on the precedence and geometrical
tolerance constraints. An algorithm based on simulated
annealing (SA) has been developed to search for
optimal or near optimal process plan by simultaneously

considering operation sequences and selection of
machines, tools and TADs [7]. In [8], an efficient SA
technique is used to obtain feasible optimal sequence
with a minimal computational time based on the
precedence cost matrix and reward–penalty matrix.
In this paper, the hybrid GA-SA algorithm used to
obtain optimal operation sequence. This paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 gives process plans
representation for operation sequencing in CAPP and
Section 3 mathematical model for optimization of
operation sequencing. In Section 4 both phases of
hybrid algorithm are described and in Section 5
experimental results are presented. Finally, a
conclusion, acknowledgements and references are
stated in Section 6, Section 7 and Section 8,
respectively.
2. PROCESS PLANS REPRESENTATION FOR
OPERATION SEQENCING
In process planning, many types of flexibilities are
considered: operation, sequencing, and processing
flexibility [9]. Petri-net, AND/OR graphs and networks
are some of the numerous methods used to describe
these types of flexibilities. In this paper, a network
representation method is adopted. Generally, there are
three node types in the network representation: the
starting node, the intermediate node and the ending
node. The starting and the ending node indicate the
beginning and the end of the manufacturing process of
a job and an intermediate node represents an operation.
The intermediate node contains a set of alternative
machines that are used to perform the operation and the
processing time for the operation according to the
machines. All nodes are connected with arrows that
represent the precedence between them. For each job,
every alternative path in the network starts with an ORconnector and ends with a join-connector. OR-links are
used for making decisions as to which of the alternative
manufacturing process procedures will be selected. All
links that are not connected by OR-connectors must be
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visited. Fig. 1 shows process plan networks for
operation sequencing for the selected job.

TP(i, t ) 

Pil

Pil 1

j 1

j 1

TW (i, j, k , l )   TT (i, l, ( j, k ), ( j  1, k )),
1

i [1, n], j [1, Pil ], l [1, Gi ].

2

(1)

The first constraint used here is that each machine
can handle only one job at the time and the second is
that the operations of one job cannot be processed
simultaneously. The objective function is given as
follows:
max f (i, t ) 

1
,
TP(i, t )

(2)

and it defines the alternative process plan with the
minimum production time TP.
4. HYBRID GA-SA ALGORITHM

Fig. 1. Process plan network for operation sequencing
of selected job
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR
OPTIMIZATION OF OPERATION
SEQUENCING
In this paper, the optimization objective of the
operation sequencing problem in process planning is to
minimize the production time which consists of
processing time and transportation time. The notations
used to explain mathematical model of operation
sequencing problem is described as follows [9]:
n–
Gi –

total number of jobs;
total number of process plans of the i-th
job;
t – 1, 2, 3,..., M generations;
oijl – j-th operation in the l-th process plan of
the i-th job;
Pil – number of operations in the l-th process
plan of the i-th job;
k – alternative machine corresponding to oijl;
TW(i,j,l,k) – processing time of operation oijl on the kth alternative machine;
TP(i,t) – production time of i-th job in the t-th
generation;
TT(i,l,(j,k1),
the transportation time between the
(j+1,k2)) –
k1-th and the k2-th alternative
machine
The production time TP is calculated as shown in
Eq. (1).
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GAs is the most widely used numerical
optimization method for solving many engineering
problems that are very difficult to solve by
conventional techniques. They are based on natural
evolution, where GA operators such as selection,
crossover and mutation are used to modificate the
individuals in a population over generations in order to
improve its fitness function value and converge to the
best solution of the problem.
SA algorithm is known as one of the useful
stochastic search and optimisation algorithm. The main
idea of algorithm is to simulate the natural phenomena
of annealing of solids implying the process of heating a
material to the melting point and then slowly cooling
until a thermal equilibrium is reached, so that
equilibrium is maintained.
GA algorithm is slow in finding good solution but it
is robust for exploring a large and complex space in an
intelligent way to find values close to the global
optimum. On the other hand, one of the major
advantages of SA based approach is effective in finding
optimal or near optimal solution in a complex search
space with capability of jumping out of local minima
and proceeds towards global minima [8]. Hybrid GASA algorithm combines the strength of both GA and
SA algorithms. This algorithm contains two phases and
the steps of each phase are described in following
paragraphs.
4.1 Phase#1: GA
The major steps of the GA approach in the first
phase of hybrid algorithm are described as follows:
Step 1.1: Generate the individuals for an initial
population. Each individual in population consists of
two parts with different lengths (Head substring and
OR substring), as shown in Fig. 2. It is made up of
Genes and each Gene is a structure made up of two
numbers. The first position in Gene defines number of
an operation and the second number in the Gene is the
alternative machine on which the given operations are
processed. Further chromosome encoding and decoding
is conducted as described in [10].

Step 1.6: Repeat steps 1.2-1.5 for desired number of
generations. The number of generation is set in the step
1.2 when we initialize parameters of GA.
Fig. 2. Individual of initial population
Step 1.2: Evaluate the fitness of the individuals and
initialize the parameters of the GA. The fitness function
for each individual is calculated as described by Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2).
Step 1.3: Selection. After deciding on an encoding
phase and generating an initial population, we need to
decide on how to choose individuals in the population
that will create offspring for the next generation. This
phase is called selection and it is a process of selecting
two parents from the population for crossing. We
adopted the fitness-proportional, roulette wheel
selection, where the probability of selection is
proportional to an individual’s fitness.
Step 1.4: Crossover. According to the defined
crossover probability pc, some individuals are picked
out for crossover. For each pair of selected parent
chromosomes, a single crossover point is randomly
generated and applied for the recombination of process
planning individuals. The first part of parent1 (see p1 in
Fig. 3) is the same as the first part of offspring1 (see o1
in Fig. 3). The second part of parent2 (see p2 in Fig. 3)
is passed to the same position on offspring1 (see o1 in
Fig. 3). Analogously, the first part of p2 is passed to the
same position on o2 and the second part of p1 is the
same as the second part of o2. Fig. 3 shows how two
offspring are produced from a parent’s pair applying
traditional single point crossover to the Head and OR
substring of selected chromosomes.

Fig. 3. Crossover for process plan
Step 1.5: Mutation. After the crossover the strings are
subjected to mutation. According to the defined
mutation probability pm, some individuals are randomly
selected to be mutated. For each selected chromosome
a mutation point is randomly chosen and an appropriate
operation-machine Gene is obtained. An offspring (o)
is generated when a selected machine in parent (p)
string Gene is replaced with one from all alternative
machines for the selected operation. Mutation is
illustrated with an example shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Mutation for process plan

Step 1.7: Choose good chromosomes for second phase
of hybrid algorithm. After the GA has run for m
generations, good chromosomes are chosen randomly
and passed to the second phase of hybrid algorithm.
4.2 Phase#2: SA algorithm
The SA algorithm is applied in the second phase of
the hybrid GA-SA algorithm and it major steps are
described as follows:
Step 2.1: Take a good chromosomes that represents
feasible operation sequence and call it current
sequence.
Step 2.2: Determine the initial temperature T0, the
cooling factor Tc and the final temperature Tlowest. Set
the current temperature T as T=T0.
Step 2.3: Make a change in the current sequence.
Changes in current sequence are made using
modificated method change from [1]. For randomly
selected operations in the current sequence we replace
current machines with the alternative machines and set
current sequence to be temporary sequence.
Step 2.4: Check the validity of the temporary
sequence. Check to make sure that temporary sequence
is valid and feasible one. If that is not the case, repeat
step 2.3.
Step 2.5: Evaluate the fitness’s of current and
temporary sequence. Calculate the fitness of current
sequence f(current sequence) and fitness of temporary
sequence f(temporary sequence).
set Δ= f(temporary sequence) - f(current sequence)
if Δ < 0
set temporary sequence to be current sequence
else
randomly generate number r from [0,1]
if r < e Δ/T
set temporary sequence be current sequence
else
set temporary sequence be unchanged
end if
end if
Step 2.6: Repeat steps 2.3-2.5 until a criterion is
satisfied.
Step 2.7: Lower the temperature T as T=T-Tc and
return to step 2.3.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance and illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid GA-SA
approach, the algorithm procedure is coded in Matlab
software and implemented on a personal computer with
a 3.10 GHz processor. In this experiment, selected job
(Fig. 1) with 8 operations and 9 machines is considered
and the transportation time between the machines is
adopted from [10]. The parameters of the GA in the
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first phase of the hybrid algorithm are set as follows:
the size of population is 60, the probability of crossover
is 0.6, the probability of mutation is 0.1 and number of
generations is 30. The parameters of the SA in the
second phase of the hybrid algorithm are set as follows:
the initial temperature T0 is set at 0.1660
(T0=10*max(f(i,t))), the final temperature Tlowest is set at
0.00058 (Tlowest=0.25*min(f(i,t))) and the cooling factor
Tc is set at 0.0058. The parameters for the GA and SA
standalone algorithms are set in the same manner as
they are in hybrid algorithm.
The objective considered for the operation
sequencing problem is to get an optimal operation
sequence that results in minimum production time. The
fitness function f(i,t) (Eq. (2)) that represent minimal
production time is obtained in each iteration of the
proposed algorithms and plotted against the iteration
number. Fig. 5 illustrates the convergence curves for
the GA, SA and GA-SA hybrid algorithm. The
obtained optimal sequence is (1,3)-(2,3)-(3,3)-(8,8)
with a fitness function value of 0,0116 and it is
obtained after 4 iterations by using hybrid algorithm.
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FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF HUMAN TIBIA
AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Abstract: A procedure for creation of subject specific finite element (FE) models of human tibia is described in the
paper. Model geometry and material properties are based on medical images, obtained by computed tomography
(CT) scanning. The most important steps of the procedure are: extraction of polygonal model from medical images,
creation of surface model based on polygonal model and creation of FE model. An important step in subject specific
FE model creation is assignment of material properties, which should also be subject specific. To achieve this goal,
material properties were assigned to FE model by means of automatic mapping of CT numbers onto FE models,
based on correlation between bone density and elastic properties of bone material. Optimal mesh density was
established through convergence checks, performed on a series of FE tibia models of growing mesh density. The
paper also describes a preliminary analysis of a created FE model, which was performed in order to check model
integrity and validity.
Key words: Finite element method, reverse engineering tibia, computed tomography (CT)

1. INTRODUCTION
Injuries or pathological processes (tumors and
others) of human osteoarticular system are very
common reasons for large number of surgical
interventions. These interventions often require
planning the process of surgery, as well as application
of different implants or fixators. Nowadays, it is
possible to use such medical aids due to increasing
application of modern technologies in medicine, which
enable computer-assisted planning of surgery [1].
Application of computer technologies results in
accurate and precise geometry of bones and fixators
[2]. The technique of Reverse Engineering (RE) is
usually used for defining the precise geometry of bones
[3], while the modeling of implants and fixators is
performed by application of computer technologies
such as Rapid Prototyping (RP) [4]. These techniques
have been applied in planning of complex surgical
interventions, modeling and constructing implants,
medical devices, surgical tools, as well as in tissue
engineering [5]. Mentioned technologies for precise
defining of geometry may also be used for simulation
of behavior of human osteoarticular system and nested
implants or fixators, which would help achieve high
efficiency in performing of certain orthopedic surgery.
Common bones fractures are those of long bones,
and one of the most often is the fracture of tibia. Tibia
fractures can be classified according to place, type and
local mechanism of the fracture [6]. These fractures can
be divided into two groups, that is, into fractures which
appear at proximal and distal ends of tibia [7]. In order
to enable easier treatment of the patient and optimize
the shape of the implant or fixator which is to be used
in the operation, it is necessary to apply the methods of
simulation. Method of simulation based on finite
element method was developed by Brekelmans in 1972,
for the purpose of understanding mechanical behavior
of the skeleton under mechanical loads in orthopedic

surgery [8]. Brekelmans described the application of
finite element method (FEM) in stress analysis of twodimensional femur model. FEM based simulation of
bone behavior and its application in orthopedics have
been expanding ever since. Apart from the fact that this
approach can provide answer to many scientific
questions, there is still the need to improve this method
for its easier and faster application in orthopedic
surgery.
Large number of recent studies was based on
general bio-mechanical behavior of the entire bone.
The study described in this paper relies on bone
material properties that are based on values of
radiological tissue density, which were obtained from
CT. Its aim was to create FEM model of tibia for stress
analysis of tibia-implant or tibia-fixator assembly. It
also included the creation of CAD model, necessary for
FEM model construction. It is very important to note
that accuracy of numeric solution of FEM model is
influenced by following factors: boundary conditions,
accuracy of the shape of finite element mesh created in
CAD model based on CT scan data, and regularity of
the finite elements shape.
2. PROCESS OF CREATING FEM MODEL OF
TIBIA
Process of creating subject specific model of human
tibia for testing the state of strain by application of
FEM, is performed in following stages:
• Extracting and generating polygonal model based
on CT scan.
• Creation of CAD model based on polygonal model.
• Creation of FEM model.
2.1 Extracting and generating polygonal model
based on CT scan
First phase of extracting and generating polygonal
model of tibia starts with collecting data obtained from
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computer tomography, that is, CT scan of lower
extremities of the patient. In this case, resolution of CT
image was 0.5 mm Fig. 1. [2, 3, 9].

residual cracks in polygonal model it is also necessary
to perform “healing”.

Fig. 3. Polygonal model of tibia, with removed
segments of surrounding bones and soft tissue
Fig. 1. Image of lower extremities obtained by
computer tomography. Views in orthogonal
coordinate system are presented in the figure
CT scan provides data necessary for creating “point
cloud”, which is later used in selected CAD software
for the purpose of creating the geometrical image of the
bone by reverse engineering. Using the applications for
editing medical images obtained by computer
tomography, interest zones for creation of FEM model
are being selected. In this case, based on the selected
zone, “point cloud” which corresponds to external
surface of tibia and the surface which divides internal
bone structure into area of bone tissue and area of bone
marrow was created. During “point cloud” creation, a
large number of points in internal bone structure that do
not belong to the surfaces defining its internal zones are
often selected Fig. 2. This problem is prominent in
older patients, due to common appearance of
osteoporosis. Selected points represent “noise” which
poses problems in further generating of geometrical
model [9].

Fig. 4. Polygonal model with chaotic distribution of
triangles, grouped according to internal structure
of tibia. These cases are most often the
consequence of osteoporotic bone scan
The following step is increasing the level of
“smoothness”, if necessary. Application of relevant
approximation functions helps creation of NURBS
surface which represents the external envelope of
model of tibia Fig. 5. Final step, after forming the
surface model, is creation of solid model of tibia, by
filling the volume of external surface.

Fig. 2. Polygonal model of tibia and surrounding bones
parts, created based on “point cloud”

Fig. 5. NURBS surface which represents the external
envelope of tibia

2.2 Creation of CAD model based on polygonal
model
The following phase, after extracting and generating
polygonal model, is removing parts and segments
which do not belong to tibia. This primarily refers to
removing parts of surrounding bones: femur, fibula and
talus, as well as residual parts of soft tissue and veins
Fig. 3., which leads to clean polygonal model for
further creation of geometrical model.
After cleaning polygonal model, it is necessary to
remove triangles on external bone surface which
interfere in internal layer of the bone Fig. 4. Due to

2.3 Creating FEM model of tibia
In this phase, the most important steps are creation
of finite element mesh of optimal density and assigning
appropriate material properties to the model. Process of
material properties assignment can be performed in two
manners. One of them is mapping the material that is,
assigning characteristics of material to each finite
element of the model, based on data obtained by CT
scan of the patient. The other method is dividing
internal bone structure into zones and assigning
equivalent module of elasticity of bone tissue to
corresponding bone zones.
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2.3.1Creating FEM model for analysis of tibia
Finite element mesh on tibia model consists of
tetrahedral finite elements of second order, the size of
which grows towards the inside of the model.
The choice of optimal mesh density was based on
results convergence test, where several consecutive
meshes of growing density were used [10, 11]. Number
of elements was increased according to the geometrical
progression, whereas every side of the element formed
in the previous step was divided by a half of its length.
The convergence was tested by comparison of
changes in stress values between two consecutive
solutions in selected areas Fig. 6., which are located in
the zones with critical values of stress. The difference
of stress values in selected nodes, compared to the
previous step, was in the range from 0.057 % to 0.666
%. Since the difference was small, it was concluded
that optimal mesh may be built using the average value
of element edge equal to 2 mm and total number of
elements is 145492. It is considered that the
discretization error is reduced to minimum in this
manner and that potential errors in analysis can be
ascribed to other factors, such as material modeling or
boundary conditions.

and their mechanical characteristics [12]. If it is
assumed that the bone is non-homogenous and
isotropic, the most common relation is the one between
the module of elasticity and apparent bone density.
Morgan’s relation [12] defined in 2003, was used in
this study and it states:


 g 
1, 49
E = 6950 ⋅ ρ app
⋅ [MPa ]L  za ρ app u  3   (1)
 cm  

where E represents the module of elasticity, and ρapp is
the apparent bone density. Obtained values of elasticity
module are reduced to a hundred constant values; and
based on these values, a hundred different materials
were defined and assigned to finite elements of FEM
model.
2.3.3 Description of preliminary analysis of created
FEM model
Preliminary FEA of tibia model was performed, for
the purpose of testing the integrity of the model and
efficiency of practical application of described
principles.
In the process of material mapping, it was necessary
to take into consideration the thickness of compact
bone. Since the bone is very thin on proximal and distal
end, testing the convergence determines the density of
mesh which best describes the structure of tibia in these
areas, and the final result of the analysis contains the
satisfactory level of accuracy.
Surfaces were created on the model envelope,
which approximately correspond to the zones of joints
and muscles activities. Loads taken from literature [7]
were applied at proximal end of tibia, as equally
distributed pressure acting on created surfaces of joints
and muscles [13, 14]. Distal end of model was
encastred.
Distribution of equivalent strain on the surface of
FEM model of tibia, obtained by preliminary analysis,
is presented on Fig. 7. Maximal values of the strain
appear approximately at 1/3 of distance between distal
and proximal ends.

Fig. 6. Test of convergence of necessary mesh density
based on monitoring changes of stress values in
selected nodes
2.3.2Mapping of material on finite elements mesh
Material mapping, based on mechanical material
properties obtained by correlation with CT image,
represents the approach to material modeling which
enables the fastest creation of the subject specific
model of human bones. It is based on the fact that
certain gray values on the CT scan, which are
expressed in HU units (according to the Hounsfeld’s
scale), for known parameters of X-ray tube, correspond
to certain values of radiological tissue density. On the
other hand, these values can be correlated with
apparent bone density. Different authors also analyzed
the relation between density of different types of bones

Fig. 7. Results of state of strain obtained by preliminary
analysis as spotting critical points around distal
end of tibia where the highest values of strain
appear
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3. CONCLUSION
Computer aided technologies have wide range of
application in orthopedic surgery. This study presents
their application in analysis of tibia, using FEM.
Models obtained in this manner can significantly
improve understanding of mechanical behavior of tibia
exposed to different loading scenaria. Described
procedure for creating FEM model of human tibia can
also be used for creating models of other human bones.
Defined procedure for creation of FEM model
enables subsequent solving of the following tasks:
• Creating model of bone-implant assembly and
stress analysis of its components, for the purpose of
choosing the material, optimal shape, dimensions
and position of the implant.
• Detailed analysis of typical load cases on tibia,
during everyday activities of the patient.
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MANUFACTURABILITY OF PRODUCT DESIGN REGARDING SUITABILITY FOR
MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY (DfMA)
Abstract: Manufacturability of product design significantly affect on overall quality, both in terms of functionality
and utilization, so in terms of manufacturing and assembly. This paper presents systematization and analysis
manufacturability of product design with a focus on DFMA methods.
Keywords: Manufacturability of product design, DfX, DfMA methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturability of product design, primarily as a
measure suitability for manufacturing is a very broad
term and is difficult to uniquely define, because it
depends on many influential elements, including the
conditions in which the manufacturing process to
implement.
Design of complex product is evaluated from
standpoint of functionality, manufacturing, assembly,
utilization and maintenance [11].
In this paper will be presented systematization of
methods for analysis manufacturability of product
design, with accent on manufacturability of product
design regarding suitability for manufacturing and
assembly (DfMA - Design for Manufacturing and
Assembly). At the end of paper will show „DFMA“
software on one specific example.
2. SYSTEMATIZATION METHOD’S FOR
ANALYSIS MANUFACTURABILITY OF
PRODUCT DESIGN - DfX TOOLS
Design for eXcellence (DfX) requires taking into
account of all relevant design objectives and constraints
in the early stages of design. DfX is general term,
where „X” may represent manufacturing, assembly,
quality, etc. [3].
There are various splitting DfX methods, and here
will be displayed DfX methods for scope Design for
Efficiency and Green Design, Fig. 1. DfX methods
using three ranges of perception: 1) product scope, 2)
system scope, 3) eco-system scope [6].
Product scope includes DfM (Design for
manufacturing), DfA (Design for Assembly), DfQ
(Design for Quality), DfR (Design for Reliability), DfD
(Design for Disassembly), DfMa (Design for
Maintainability) and DfO (Design for Obsolescence),
and system scope includes DfSC (Design for Supply
Chain), DfL (Design for Logistics) and DfN (Design
for Networks).
Green Design includes DfRe (Design for Recycle),
DfS (Design for Sustainability), DfE (Design for
Environment) and DfLC (Design for Life Cycle).
Eco-system scope includes DfS, DfE and DfLC, and
together with product scope DfRe [6].

Fig. 1. Structure of DfX tools
The main purpose of design for efficiency is
expressed as reducing costs and lead time of a product
while sustaining or improving it‟s quality. Product
scope focuses on the product aspects which enable
efficiencies at the shop floor, while system scope
concentrates on the integration and coordination of the
value chain, starting with the design stage and ending
with the delivery and maintenance system.
DfX concepts and methods have role in reducing
the cost items. However, the actual percentage of each
DfX concept can not be precisely measured because of
the variety of the product type and required production
system. Fig. 2 shows the possibilities of reducing price
of product considering different sources of costs.

Fig. 2. The benefit of DfX factors in product costs [6]
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3. DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING AND
ASSEMBLY (DfMA)
In the concept design for efficiency, design for
manufacturing (DfM) and design for assembly (DfA)
are methods that take into consideration first.
DfM is actually a systematic approach that allows
designers to predict the costs of manufacturing in the
early stages of the design process, even when it is
known only approximate geometry of the product that
is being developed [8].
According [4] design for manufacturing was
defined as an approach for designing a product so that
the design quickly transitioned into production, the
product is manufactured at a minimum cost, the
product is manufactured with minimum effort in terms
of processing and handling requirements, and the
manufactured product attains designed level of quality.
Fabricius [5] proposed a procedure of seven steps for
design for manufacturing to enhance linkage between
design and manufacturing using a three-dimension
model. Stoll [10] is described 13 DfM guidelines that
are strategy-based and practice oriented. These
guidelines focus on three strategies relating to modular
design, multi-use parts with standardization, and easy
of assembly to increase to manufacturability.
In design for assembly (DfA) estimated design of
product based on quantitative charasterictis of the
product. The most important indicator of efficiency of
design is assembly time. Assembly time of product
reflects the difficulty of assembly process such as
consolidation, adjustment, and alignment. So, DfA
aims consolidate the components and functions in a
smaller number of components, which affects on
reducing assembly time and assembly costs.
DFMA is used for three main activities [2]:
As the basis for concurrent engineering studies to
provide guidance to the design team in simplifying
the product structure, to reduce manufacturing,
As a benchmarking tool to study competitors products
and quantify manufacturing and assembly
difficulties and
As a should-cost tool to help negotiate suppliers
contracts.
Three of most common DfMA methods by which they
are developed appropriate software are [7]:
DFMA, Boothroyd Dewhurst Inc., USA, software
developed according to the methodology developed
by Boothroyd i Dewhurst,
TeamSET, CSC Computer Sciences Ltd, UK,
software developed according to the methodology
Lucas-Hull and
AEM Assembly Evaluation Method, Hitachi Corp.,
Japan, software developed according to the
methodology Miyakawa and Ohashi.
3.1 Boothroyd-Dewhurst method
Boothroyd-Dewhurst DfMA method evaluates the
product based on design efficiency. The higher design
efficiency-better product. Number of parts of the
product has significant effect to the design efficiency
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value. If the product has many parts, the assembly time
will be higher. Higher assembly time means lower
design of efficiency. Also, higher assembly time
directly means that the assembly cost is higher.
Therefore, Boothroyd-Dewhurst DfMA recommends
elimination of unnecessary part and combination of
many parts into fewer components to reduce the
number of parts in a product [7].
DfMA is a method for evaluating the
manufacturability of part design and assembly design.
It is a way to identify unnecessary parts in assembly,
and determine the time of manufacture and assembly
costs. The steps applying DfMA methods and
corresponding software are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The steps applying DfMA methods [6]
According Boothroyd claimed that product design
for manufacture and assembly can be the key to high
productivity an all manufacturing industries comparing
to the automation. In his method, the concept of design
for assembly was first indicated in the conceptual
design phase to ensure the best design concept for
materials and processes. Then, the concept was
evaluated to minimize the manufacturing costs, which
results in a slight increase the time in conceptual design
phase. Considerable time savings would be achieved
during preliminary design and detail design phases.
This method, namely software can be divided into
three main stages [9]:
1) Selection of workpiece
Selection the best type of raw material or workpiece as
the first step in applying DfMA depends of many
factors that affect their choice, such as:
Mechanical and chemical properties of the
workpiece material,
Selection standard workpiece and
Application of near net production technology.
2) Selection machining processes and systems
At determining the most appropriate machining
processes and systems should be taken into
consideration:

Type of production,
Type and shape of workpiece,
Economically tolerance of product,
Opportunities machining systems,
Appropriate tools and supplies, etc.
3) Assembly of the product
During assembly of product, provides the greatest
possibility of applying DfMA methods. Proper use of
DfMA principles allows produce a high quality
products. This principles are based on:
Reducing the number of parts in the assembly,
Implementation of symmetric parts when product
design allows it,
Easy design of products,
Ensure self fixturing,
Avoid parts that can tangle, etc.
3.2 Lucas-Hull method
Lucas Organization and University of Hull United
Kingdom are the two groups behind the development of
the Lucas design for assembly (DfMA) method. Lucas
DfMA evaluation method takes into consideration the
crucial aspects of assemblability and component
manufacture [7].
Algorithmic structure of this method is given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Assessment of suitability for assembly and
redesign [7]
4. REVIEW OF SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
In the previous section presents the most common
software for DfMA, while in this paper provides a brief
overview of software DfM Cost 2.2 i DfMA 9.4 by
Boothroyd Dewhurst Inc., in one example. It is also
important to note that this is a trial DfMA software was
obtained in order to explore it‟s possibilities.
It is recommended that first determine the
manufacturing costs for various components using DfM
aplication, and then apply DfA aplication to determine
assembly costs. In Fig. 6 shown estimation of the
manufacturing costs of the example of cylinder, and
Fig. 7 shown estimation assembly costs for example
piston assembly [1].
User interface Concurrent Cost 2.2 and Design for
Assembly 9.4 consists of three areas:
1. Tree model,
2. Fields to define certain data and
3. Fields for display estimates costs.

Fig. 4. Lukas-Hull DfMA method [7]
3.3 Hitachi metod (AEM)
Assemblability Evaluation Method (AEM) was
developed by Hitachi in 1976 for better assemblability
of product by improving design of product. AEM
identifies the weakness of the design at the early stage
of the design process. The design quality is being
evaluated based on two indicators that are [7]:
„E’ refers to an assemblability evaluation score
ratio. It determines the difficulty of the operations
and
„K‟ refers to an assembly cost ratio. It is used to
project elements of assembly cost.
Description of algorithmic structure for assessing
suitability for assembly by Hitachi at given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Cost estimate in the example of cylinder (DfM)
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SIMULATION OF RELOADING SEGMENTS OF INTERNAL TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS BY ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Abstract: Today on the market there are a number of software solutions which more or lesser fulfil the general
requirements related to simulation and modelling of internal transport system, with certain restrictions regarding
the implementation of some specific issues that arise within the production systems in daily practice. Therefore, in
some cases, it is necessary to find other solutions and approaches for the simulation of the internal transport
systems. Thanks to its characteristics Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), supported by other numerical statistical
tools, enable the successful simulations of internal transport system and its individual segments, adjusted and
implemented for concrete real conditions. In this paper an example of application of Artificial Neural Networks in
simulation of three specific reloading segments of internal transport systems installed in various production systems
– companies has presented.
Key words: Internal Transportation, Reloading Segments, Stochastic Processes, Simulation, Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN)

1. INTRODUCTION
The movement of materials within the production
system is the integrating factor in every manufacturing
company which by adequate sizing and selection of
appropriate transportation/handling devices and
equipments provides opportunities for reducing of
overall manufacturing costs. Internal transportation
system within the company is in essence a network of
transportation lines and reloading segments (points for
direct linking of different transportation/production
processes or phases) whose modelling and simulation is
not easy due to high stochastic degree of its internal
processes. In principle, if the processes that occur at
nodal points perceive in the long term, then the amount
of material that can lead to a nodal point (Qd) must be
equal to the amount of material to be brought out of it
(Qo), Fig. 1. Otherwise, depending on the intensity of
internal and external factors leads to deviations from
the optimal regime of movement of material that
slows/stops temporarily (creating queues) or there is a
decreasing of utilization of installed transportation and
production equipment.
Nodal points of the internal transportation system
which, besides connecting of the individual
transportation means carry out manipulative tasks of
taking on and/or delivery of transportation units, with
mandatory subordination to the terms of the
transportation, called the reloading segment of the
internal transportation systems. The entire process of
arriving of transportation units to the reloading place,
theirs acceptance and disposal to the provided space
represents a handling process, that depending on its
performance can be characterized with various
indicators: the number of handling devices, the number
of workers who carry out handling processes, speed of
handling, queue length, waiting time on handling,
duration of handling, number of failures in the
handling, etc.

The objective of designing and developing of any
kind of internal transportation system is to create a
system that meets the desired functions with achieving
the highest performance at lowest cost. For design and
study of internal transportation systems there are and
are developed numerous approaches. It is generally
known the fact that modelling and simulation is one of
mostly used approaches, which significantly supports
decisions making process, based on the results of
carried out simulation experiments. The complexity of
dynamic internal transportation systems and their
segments, as well as, the stochastic nature of the
processes inside them, makes the behavioral modeling
of these systems by analytical methods impractical and
often impossible. This is particularly obvious during
analysis of segments of internal transportation system
which are consisting from several parallel or serial
connected handling devices. Therefore, simulation of
internal transportation systems and their segments
based on the theory of probability and statistical
methods, as well as, artificial neural networks (ANN) is
a good alternative for achieving satisfactory results.

Fig. 1. Processes within nodal point of internal
transportation system
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2. EKSPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
As a polygon for the simulation study of reloading
segments of the internal transportation system the
output warehouses in three production systems are
adopted: Brewery Tuzla, Salt Factory Tuzla and
Detergent Factory Dita Tuzla (Fig. 2) which in essence
represents the connection between internal and external
transportation. Reloading segments that has studied are
characterized by: significant intensity of the flow of
materials, transfer of unit loads (pallets), periodic
appearance of "impulse loads" on reloading segments,
limiting of the available storage space, various external
transportation devices for loading, the possibility of
involvement of additional reloading equipment
(forklifts) once the need arises, and the fact that all
three production systems have batch production with a
wide assortment of transportation units for
manipulation.

principles has chosen. By variation of parameters of
determinate statistical distribution the following data
set was generated: number of intervals and the average
length of the interval for primary engaged forklifts, as
well as the average number of interval and average
interval length of engagement for additional forklifts
(Table 1).

Fig. 3. Annual review of the required number of
forklifts on the warehouse of Brewery Tuzla

a)

b)

Fig. 2. Studied reloading segments of internal
transportation systems
For the purposes of the simulation study in all three
reloading segments, monitoring of the flow of
transportation units - pallets, as well as, determining the
real reloading capacity of engaged forklifts for a period
of three years has made (Fig. 3). The collected data
were statistically processed and prepared for training of
artificial neural networks. Data preparation means the
execution of a series of simulation experiments based
on Monte Carlo algorithm for three possible scenarios
(a constant number of reloading units; a constant
number of reloading units with subsequent continuous
engagement of additional reloading units when a
certain critical number of unloaded pallets is reached; a
constant number of reloading units with subsequent
engagement of additional temporary reloading units
when a certain critical number of unloaded pallets is
reached), Fig. 4. From all available simulation
scenarios for each studied object, scenarios that provide
the higher degree of efficiency of reloading units and
the ability to arrange shipment of pallets in just-in-time
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c)
Fig. 4. Review of results for one of Monte Carlo
simulation scenarios with one primary engaged
and three additional engaged forklifts, and
limitations on 1500 pallets in the queue in Salt
Factory Tuzla: a) review of number of
transportation units (pallets) on reloading
segment in phase: comes, waiting, delay,
unloading; b) utilisation degree of working
place, mean delay, the average waiting time per
simulation; c) review of results for 1000
simulation experiments
The obtained results are stored in a database which
is essentially a sequence of input-output data sets for
training, validation and testing of ANN, classified by

usage of generator for uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers where 1/2 set was used for training,
1/8 for validation 1/8 for testing– verification of
designs for developed artificial neural networks.

The interval of
the simulation
[days]
No. of
simulation per
experiment
The parameters
of the statistical
distributions
No. constantly
engaged
forklifts [piece]
No. temporarily
engaged
forklifts [piece]
Limited number
of pallets in
queue [piece]
Initial data set
for training of
ANN

Brewery
Tuzla

Salt Factory
Tuzla

Dita Tuzla
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338

258

1000

1000

1000

Gama
=4,00÷2,90
=0,60÷1,00

Weibull
=1,30÷1,80
=1,60÷2,40

Weibull
=1,55÷1,30
=1,70÷1,85

1÷3

1÷3

1÷2

1÷5

1÷4

1÷3

500 ÷ 1300

500 ÷ 2125

210 ÷ 789

Training:
2625
Validation:
657
Test: 657

Training:
2310
Validation:
578
Test: 578

Training:
1250
Validation:
280
Test: 280

In order to improve the generalization of ANN i.e.
to prevent overfitting phenomenon by application of
early stopping technique - stopping of training process
of developed artificial neural network, preprocessing of
initial data set was carried out, as follows: scaling of
input and output data values, normalisation of averages
values and standard deviations of training data sets and
reduction of dimension of large input data vectors with
redundant components.
After accomplished preparation and preprocessing
of input-output data sets, forming of ANN (structures,
training algorithms, etc.), and training procedures of
ANN were performed. The results of one of the
selected scenarios of simulation of work of reloading
segments of the internal transportation systems by
concrete ANN is presented at Fig. 6.

a)

b)

Table 1. Plan of parameters variation for identified
statistical distribution of the observed
reloading segments
According to Alexander and Morton ANN can be
defined as massively parallel distributed processors that
are good for the memory of experiential knowledge,
and they are similar to the human brain in two aspects:
knowledge is acquired through the learning process and
the connections between neurons are used to store
knowledge. These features allow the simulation of any
system without an exact knowledge of its mathematical
model, as was applied on this case.
By generating a set of series input-output data a
sequence of ANN training with variable structure
(different number of layers - single and dual layer, and
different number of neurons per layers), based on
Backpropagation (stands for Back Error Propagation,
Figure 5) and Elman’s training algorithm, usage of
different training functions (Newton training algorithm,
Powell-Beale conjugate gradient training algorithm,
Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient training algorithm,
Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm, gradient
decreasing training algorithm, gradient decreasing
adaptive training algorithm, etc.) was carried out.

Fig. 5. Schematic review of Backpropagation -BP ANN
with two hidden layers of 16 and 8 neurons, and
4 neurons in output layer

c)

d)

Fig. 6. a) review of accomplished training by BPANN
(Powell-Beale conjugate gradient training
algorithm with one hidden layer); b) comparison
of training results BPANN with targeted values
for: the number of occupied intervals for
primary engaged forklifts, the average length of
the interval for primary engaged forklifts, the
number of intervals of engagement of additional
forklifts, the average interval length of
engagement of additional forklift; c) regression
analysis of carried out BPANN training and
targeted outcome values; d) results comparison
of newly presented vs. test data presented to
trained BPANN and targeted output values (for
scenario 258-1000-1,35/1,80-2/3-210/798) on
reloading segment in Detergent Factory Tuzla
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It is important to notice that the during training of
developed artificial neural networks correlation
between the structure and the results achieved in the
case of structurally similar ANN with different number
of neurons per layers with identical training functions
has noted, Fig. 7.

a)

achieved by presentation of new data to trained ANN,
certain degree of deviation on the accuracy of the
observed parameters was noted (Fig. 6d). The observed
degree of deviation is a result of significant scatter of
data input/output data sets, as well as, ways of learning
of ANN based on the principles of reverse propagation
of the mean squared error in the structure of ANN. In
this way unequal influence of the mean square error on
the input values, corresponding weights and biases has
occurred.
In the development of artificial neural networks for
purpose of the simulation, the analysis of the structure,
architecture and various training techniques impact on
the results of training achieved in terms of accuracy,
generalization and speed of training was performed.
Carried out analysis indicated the existence of
dependence between number of neurons in the hidden
layer and the architecture of ANN on the achieved
results, where is for achievement of satisfactory results
in cases with a high degree of dispersion of
input/output data a structurally complex artificial neural
networks needed to be formed. During the training of
considered ANN there are clearly noted the influence
of chosen training algorithm on the length of training
and on the required amount of memory space, which
was absolutely confirmed literature states that treat this
issues.
4. REFERENCES

b)
Fig. 7. Review of BPANN structure influence on the
results achieved by the learning process in the
case of reloading segment of internal
transportation system: a) in Salt Factory dd
Tuzla accomplished by quasi-Newton’s training
algorithm with one hidden layer; b) in Detergent
Factory Dita Tuzla accomplished by group
decreasing gradient training algorithm with one
hidden layer
3. CONCLUSION
Application of ANN in simulation of reloading
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AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION OF AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLE USING
MONOCULAR CAMERA
Abstract: This paper presents a hybrid control algorithm for Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) consisting of two
independent control loops: Position Based Control (PBC) for global navigation within manufacturing environment
and Image Based Visual Servoing (IBVS) for fine motions needed for accurate steering towards loading/unloading
point. The proposed hybrid control separates the initial transportation task into global navigation towards the goal
point, and fine motion from the goal point to the loading/unloading point. In this manner, the need for artificial
landmarks or accurate map of the environment is bypassed. Initial experimental results show the usefulness of the
proposed approach.
Key words: Automated Guided Vehicle, Image based visual servoing, Epipolar geometry, Monocular SLAM, neural
extended Kalman Filter

1. INTRODUCTION
Material Handling System (MHS) represents an
automated transport of materials, goods and parts
between different locations within manufacturing or
industrial facility. Solutions for MHS are based on
conveyer belts, powered and non-powered industrial
trucks and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs). AGV
based internal transport relies on infrastructure of the
working environment because conventional AGVs
need a special kind of guidance system to operate. The
guidance system uses wires in the floor for receiving
the information from the central control unit. However,
recent developments in technology impose a new
generation of AGVs that are able to autonomously
operate in the working environment. The modern AGV
based transport solutions rarely use cameras for
acquisition of relevant information from the working
environment. Recent advances in computer vision
provide a good starting point for integration of camera
within modern AGVs. Cameras are cheap, reliable and
able to provide a huge amount of spatial information.
Furthermore, information extracted from the camera
can be used for visual servoing, state estimation,
obstacle avoidance and path planning. Therefore, we
believe that the next generation of industrial transport
solutions based on AGVs should include the camera as
one of the sensors for autonomous operation in
manufacturing and industrial environments [1].
The motivation for this research are the recent
advances in visual SLAM [2] and visual servoing [3],
as well as the present state in the field of AGV based
industrial transport [4,5,6,7,8]. In this paper we propose
a new hybrid control approach that switches between
two control loops. The first loop is used when the robot
(AGV) is far away from the desired pose (Position
Based Control - PBC). By selecting optimal control
vector robot decreases the norm between the desired
pose and the current pose and moves towards the goal.
The second control loop uses Image Based Visual

Servoing (IBVS) in terms of epipolar geometry for
generating the controls that should steer the robot
towards loading/unloading point. Furthermore, the state
estimation of the robot pose is determined in terms of
monocular SLAM, via Neural Extended Kalman Filter
(NEKF) [9] - Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) coupled
with feedforward neural network [10]. NEKF is used to
estimate the position and orientation of the vehicle and
model unknown disturbances during motion. Compared
to standard EKF, NEKF is known to be a better state
estimator in terms of accuracy due to its ability to
model unknown disturbances.
In this paper the camera is used as the main
exteroceptive sensor in twofold ways. Firstly, it
acquires information needed for the update step of the
visual SLAM within NEKF estimation framework and
secondly, it is used for visual servoing when the robot
reaches the target pose in the vicinity of the
loading/unloading point.
2. THE HYBRID CONTROL APPROACH
Schematic representation of proposed approach is
shown in Fig. 1. The PBC loop enables the robot to
approach to the desired goal pose when the robot is
located far away from the loading/unloading point. It
requires only two parameters to store (desired position
and desired orientation). The robot moves to a
predefined desired pose by decreasing the error
between current pose and desired pose using rotation
and translation motion sequences; PBC gives the robot
accurate information on how much to rotate and/or
move translatory. When the robot reaches the desired
pose the control is switched to the other control
module, which drives a nonholonomic vehicle using
image data. Image based scheme used in this paper is
the one based on epipolar geometry and it is known as
teach-by-showing visual servoing.
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kc > 0 and kt > 0 . Finally, the control input to the
vehicle system [v, w] is calculated as a product of the
inverse control matrix and the epipolar-based control
input ve . For further details refer to [1,3].
Fig. 1. A block diagram of the hybrid control. Diagram
shows two loops: Position Based Control and
Image Based Visual Servoing loop.
Teach-by-showing visual servoing relates to the
robot control where desired motion is achieved by
zeroing the error control vector between the image
features from current view and the features in an image
taken previously at the desired pose. When the robot
finishes incremental motion, it takes the snapshot in the
current pose. If the IBVS module is active, that image
is used for matching detected features with the one
calculated from pre-recorded target image. The same
image is used for update of joint state vector of the
robot by using NEKF. In the case of PBC, the image is
used only for the NEKF for update step. As shown in
the Fig. 1, feedback of the NEKF estimation is sent to
PBC but the NEKF constantly estimates the robot pose,
regardless of which control loop is active.
2.1 Epipole-based visual servoing
Epipolar control law used in this paper is the one
presented in [3]. The navigation of the vehicle can be
performed by using a feedback control law with the
control inputs defined as coordinates of the epipoles.
The visual servoing is next transformed into a tracking
problem in a nonlinear system, where the reference
trajectories of the epipoles are defined. After derivation
of the current and target epipoles, we have:

t d x sin(m- y )
t dx
v+
w (1)
2
2
d cos (m- y )
cos (m- y )
t d x sin(m- y )
(2)
e&
v
tx = d cos 2 (y )
where t represents focal length of camera, d x and
e&
cx = -

d y are the number of pixels per unit distance, and d is

2.2 Neural Extended Kalman Filter for monocular
SLAM
NEKF is a recursive state estimator that combines
two steps in estimation: prediction and update. In the
prediction step of NEKF the state vector and the state
covariance are propagated using standard state
propagation equations.

éxˆ v ( k |k - 1) ù éf M (×) + xvNET ù
ê
ú ê
ú
ê xˆ
ú
(4)
xˆ k |k - 1 = êêxˆ w( k |k - 1) ú
=
ú ê w ( k |k - 1) ú
êxˆ
ú ê xˆ
ú
ú ëê m ( k |k - 1) û
ú
ëê m ( k |k - 1) û
f M (×)
stands
for
theoretical
motion
ˆ v ( k - 1|k - 1) , xˆ w ( k - 1|k - 1) , u k |k - 1 )
model, x vNET = g ( x
is
network output,

x̂ v ( k - 1|k - 1) is an estimate of the robot

k - 1 , and u k |k - 1 is the control vector that
initiates motion of the robot from state k - 1 to state
k . The main difference between NEKF and EKF

state at

SLAM in the first step can be seen in the state
prediction where the output of neural network g (×) is
introduced. As in standard EKF, update step is then
performed in the same manner:

S k = H k Σ k |k - 1 HTk + R k
K k = Σ k |k - 1 HTk S-k 1
xˆ k |k = xˆ k |k - 1 + K k (z k - zˆ k )

Σ k | k = (I - K k H k ) Σ k | k - 1
xˆ k|k −1 and Σ k|k −1 are predicted joint state vector and its

H k is the Jacobian of the measurement
model; S k is the innovation covariance, R k is the
measurement covariance matrix and K k is the filter
ˆ k|k and Σ k|k represent the updated values of the
gain. x
covariance;

the distance between the current and target camera.
These equations give the relationship between the input
system vector, v and w , and the differentiated output

joint state vector and its covariance.

of the system, e&
cx and

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

e&
tx . To obtain the control input

to the robot, a tracking error vector of the current and
target epipoles is first introduced. This vector primarily
must be multiplied by control gain matrix and then
deducted from differentiated desired epipoles. The new
epipolar-based control input is defined as
d ù
d ù
ée&
é
ê cx ú- K f êecx - ecx ú
(3)
êe&d ú
êe - e d ú
tx
tx
tx
ë û
ë
û
ékc 0 ù
ú is the gain matrix, and
where K f = ê
ê0 kt ú
ë
û

év ù
v e = ê e1 ú=
êv2 ú
ë û
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(5)

Experiments were conducted in a laboratory model
of a manufacturing environment with Khepera II
mobile robot and the simple web camera on top of it.
Proposed hybrid control algorithm is implemented in
Matlab environment which is used to control the robot
as well (Fig. 2). A desktop computer (AMD Athlon on
2.20 GHz; 1 MB of RAM) was used as a central control
unit achieving communication via standard RS232
cable with the robot and via USB cable with the
camera. We adopted 0.003 [m] to be increment of
translation motion and 3[°] to be increment for rotation

for position based control. Incremental motions for
translation and rotation are different in IBVS loop and
depend on calculated translation and rotation velocities.
After robot finishes with incremental motion, it takes a
snapshot of the environment (320x240 resolution).
For the NEKF setup we followed Civera et al. [2].
At each step there are ~50 features on the image. At
each pass, the filter searches and adds three features.
Due to change in lighting intensity number of
successfully matched features varies over time.
Features are frequently deleted, so the dimension of the
NEKF joint state vector tends to be ~300 (neural
network weights are counted as well). Experiments
were conducted with one processing unit in the hidden
layer.
To reduce the effects of lighting the experiments
were performed in the controlled environment with
artificial light. On average, it takes 250-270
steps/frames for the entire path but the actual number
depends on various factors such as intensity of lighting
(heavily influences the performance of image feature
detectors), errors in the robot control subsystem, etc.
We tried to eliminate these influences as much as
possible.

Fig. 2. Robot motion
during the
experiment

approximately 0.125 [Hz] which is slow, but even in
this case the satisfactory results are obtained.
At the very beginning of the test run, the robot is
not able to see the first target image because it is not in
camera’s field of view. Therefore, the first robot
motion is conducted according to position based
control, in order to put the first target image in the field
of view. When robot achieves desired orientation, the
second motion sequence based on IBVS is triggered
and performed according to the previously recorded
target image. Therefore, the robot is supposed to
perform position based control two times and two times
visual servoing based on epipolar geometry. The initial
position and orientation of the robot define the world
frame.
In Fig. 3a the entire robot path as estimated using
NEKF is presented. Fig. 3b gives the robot orientation
during the experimental run. Fig. 3c shows the forward
robot motion from the starting pose towards the loading
point and backward robot motion after the object the
picked. Experimental results show that the vehicle is
able to approach loading/unloading point, pick up the
object, and transport it to another location (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. a) Entire path as estimated by NEKF, b) Evolution of the robot orientation in
each experimental control iteration c) Description of the first robot motion step
4. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

For the IBVS setup, approach presented in [3] is
followed. The feature matches on current and target
images are obtained using salient robust image interest
point detector and descriptor. In our setup, the matches
between two images include mismatches so an iterative
mathematical method is employed in order to estimate
parameters of a mathematical model from a set of
observed data which contains outliers. One iteration of
the IBVS robot motion (i.e. IBVS control loop) runs at

In this paper we have proposed the usage of
onboard camera as sensor for autonomous operation of
AGVs on the shop floor. The camera is used for visual
servoing based on epipolar geometry and for
monocular SLAM for localization of the robot in the
environment. The new hybrid control approach for
intelligent operation of AGVs uses two distinct control
loops: the position based control and image based
303

visual servoing. To operate in the working environment
the mobile robot needs to know the target pose and the
target image. The target pose is used for global
navigation of the robot; when the target pose is
reached, the target image is used within second control
loop to define controls for fine motions that steer the
robot towards loading/unloading point according to
calculated velocities. This approach provides the
mobile robot with the ability to separate initial control
problem into two decoupled blocks. The target pose
and the target image are the only parameters needed for
autonomous navigation within industrial facility. The
important advantage of this approach is that it does not
need the accurate map of the environment, but rather
the set of target poses (in front of the loading/unloading
points) and the set of the target images (to be used for
servoing toward loading/unloading points). By
applying this approach the mobile robot does not need
additional modules for solving the field of view
problem. Simultaneously to hybrid control, the mobile
robot estimates its pose with neural extended Kalman
filter - NEKF. The implementation of NEKF is
achieved in terms of the monocular SLAM problem.
Multi-layer perceptron neural network is coupled with
EKF to improve the state transition model. The main
advantage of NEKF is the ability of the neural network
to learn a model of the system on-line.
The future work could be extended in several
directions. Firstly, the hybrid control can be improved
with Reinforcement Learning (RL) as an attempt to
exploit previous knowledge gathered in experimental
processes to learn the optimal paths. Also, approaches
other then epipolar visual servoing should be tasted (i.e.
traditional IBVS schemes). Secondly, the NEKF’s
structure allows usage of Gaussian filters (Unscented
Kalman Filter or Extended Information Filter) and
different types of feedforward neural networks (RBF
for instance). Thirdly, our implementation runs on
Matlab and desktop PC. To achieve real time
performance of 30 [Hz] additional hardware is
necessary. Finally, through experiments with the
mobile robot and simple camera, we have showed that
this approach can be applied but we are eager to assess
the final outcome of its implementation in the real
manufacturing environment.
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IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX OF FUNCTION AND FUNCTIONALITY IN PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Abstract: This paper presents a short overview of Matrix of Function and Functionality (MFF), which helps
designer in early phases of product development. Matrix is presented as a tool inside conceptual phase, where
details of a product are not known or are sporadically presented. Matrix is based on mathematical rules and brings
into relation functions and functionalities. By means of sub-matrix structures, MFF solves the defined product
requirements. MFF also stores design knowledge that provides better understanding of the design process. In
addition, the design of modular systems by the developed model of modularity with regard to function and shape is
presented.
Key words: Product Development, Conceptual Design, Matrix of Function and Functionality, Function,
Functionality, Modularity

1. INTRODUCTION
Market requirements are the basis for defining basic
functional requirements, which in turn represent the
initial information on a new potential product [1]. At
the beginning of the design process, functional
requirements are usually unarranged, incomplete and
sporadically presented, which makes them necessary to
be arranged, complemented and expanded. By means
of structural enlargement of functions, product
structure can be presented as a functional structure,
which is at the same time the basis for defining the
shape (physical structure) of the product [2].
With the purpose of solving technical problems
different methods were developed [3]. Among these
methods is the morphological technique by Zwicky [4],
which is concerned with the intrinsic structural
characteristics of the formation and content of the
thought process. In [5, 6] matrix models were
presented, which enable the generation of a functional
structure of the product, described in matrices. The
background of most matrix models is represented by
morphological box [4], which forms the basis for
further development.
To generate the product’s shape structures,
important philosophies of engineering of technical
functions must be considered. In [7], the authors
describe the functions by defining the terminology that
is related to the names of the functions, while others
describe the functions of technical systems by means of
physical laws [8]. With a view to unique identification,
rules were defined [5], by means of which the
functions, functionalities and products are described.
Today’s market requires ever shorter development
times for new products, which triggers the need for a
modular architecture of products. Such a modular
architecture makes it possible to combine one or
several functions in the functional structure with one
element that solves them [9]. Such an approach has
several advantages, the main one being an increased
number of product variants [10]. Erixon [11] developed

the Modular Function Deployment method, using the
Module Indication Matrix. The established rules [12]
also include modularity rules in terms of the function
and modularity with regard to the shape.
2. MATRIX OF FUNCTION AND
FUNCTIONALITY
2.1 The MFF concept
MFF matrix is a descriptive matrix developed on
the basis of morphological matrix [4] and the matrix
model described in [13]. It is built and defined on the
basis of a mathematical model and pre-set rules [5], not
just on the basis of design intuition. It can be devised if
key elements are known, such as initial functional
requirements and functionalities. Functional requests
are derived from market requirements and represent the
most important attributes of the requested system –
functions, while functionalities are represented by
technical systems [14] or shape models that in part or in
whole fulfill the required functions.
Within the MFF, functional requirements are
introduced into relation on one side, and functionalities
on the other, as shown in Figure 1. The functional
requirements represent the basic functions, while the
functionalities are represented via technical systems.
The functions and functional requirement are generally
marked with Fi and are located in the first column,
while individual technical systems (functionalities) are
marked with TSj and are located in the subsequent
columns.
The MFF vision is that solving the matrix should
gradually lead to defining more and more information
for a particular functional requirement or function, and
that it is solved at the end of the process with a suitable
functionality. With a view to fulfilling the function, the
differences between particular variants are arranged
and the modularity is built.
The links between the functions and the
functionalities are created by means of the so-called
sub-matrices. These sub-matrices are colored and
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highlighted in grey (Figure 1). As a rule, sub-matrices
are not logically distributed at the beginning as their
internal distribution is determined by how the design
process develops and by the presupposed number of
functions and functionalities. Parts of the matrix
significantly deviating from the main diagonal are
usually evidence that the determined function does not
have an accurate basis, that it is specifically oriented
and cannot be directly applied in a particular variant.
The key feature of the MFF is its arranging ability and
the modularity of the sub-matrices, which makes it
possible to arrange and sort the whole matrix during the
design process.
Sub-matrices involving at least one possible
solution on at least one function within the presupposed
building block or functionality are full and display a
partial and complete result for this sub-matrix, while
the unsolved sub-matrices are not displayed. The result
is displayed in the form of percentage values – numbers
in a sub-matrix cell [15].
The MFF model also includes an automatic
suggestion for the end solution – the suggested solution
in Figure 1 in each row of the first column. It is
presupposed that a possible solution is the one that
most closely corresponds to the given functional
requirement. The end solution is selected on the basis
of individual percentage values, solutions’ values,
making the end solution the one with the highest
calculated percentage value.
FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
Functional
requirement - F1
[Suggested solution RF1 ]

Functional

requirement – F2
[Suggested solution RF2 ]

TS1

FUNCTIONALITIES/SOLUTIONS
...
...
TS2
TS3
TSj

X%
X%

TSm

X%
X%
X%
X%
X%
X%

X%
X%

Functional
requirement – F3

...

[Suggested solution RF3 ]

Functional

X%
X%
X%
X%

Table 2. Modularity with regard to function.
2.3 Functional and matrix structure
Matrix structure is composed of the MFF matrices.
The matrices are organized by levels and
interconnected by binding links for linking towards
matrices at the same level and towards matrices at other
levels [6]. For matrix structure generation it is
necessary to establish rough functional structure. This
is input in MFF [16].
Based on rough functional structure and by means
of MFF, designers search solutions and determine
exactly certain functionalities. In this way the rough
functional structure is completed and stored as a detail
functional structure [16].
Matrix structure for a listed product is generated from
the product detailed functional structure [16]. The
detailed functional structure is a starting point for the
generation of the product matrix structure. The total
number of matrix structure levels corresponds by
analogy to the total number of levels of the product’s
detailed functional structure. In the matrix and
functional structure is stored the design knowledge for
the listed product.

...

requirement – Fi
[Suggested solution RFi ]

Within the functional structure, more than one
product can have identical or similar functions for
performing the same or similar process. For such cases
it is necessary to check the technical system overload
by introducing modularity with regard to function. The
modularity function consequently pools the functions
for the larger number of variants (Table 2).

Functional

requirement – Fn
[Suggested solution RFn ]

X%
X%
X%

X%

Fig. 1. Modularity model of the matrix of functions and
functionality.
2.2 Modularity with regard to function and shape
Modularity with regard to shape is referred to as the
appearance of a product in one or more variants
(versions). According to the shape-modularity principle
[15], products can be pooled into modular assemblies.
They are checked in terms of the number of their
functions that fulfill individual product variants. In the
case that a product variant includes all the functions of
another variant, as well as the functions that other
variants do not possess, that variant can replace the
other one (Table 1).

Table 1. Modularity with regard to shape.
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Fig. 2. Functional and matrix structure of product [16]

3. FIGURES
The modularity concept has been included and
implemented into the developed Web database
management system / application. The MFF model is
currently presented and implemented on more than
twenty completely different, solved and described
products from diverse design areas.
In this paper implementation of modularity is
presented on a developed product named Active Lounge
Chair 1 – ALC I (Figure 3). The goal of the presented
implementation is not to demonstrate the complete ALC
I, but to show important aspects of modularity on
different assembly parts of the chair.

Fig. 3. Active Lounge Chair 1 – ALC 1.

Fig. 4. MFF modularity implementation view on the example of ALC 1.

Fig. 5. Suction unit design structure.
The basic functions of ALC I are sitting, resting and
exercising. The key components of the ALC I are: the
sitting part, the leg/foot rest, the arm/hand rest, the
upper body rest, and the hand and leg exercise
mechanism, where each one of the components allows
and fulfills a precisely defined function.

The MFF in figure 4 represents the real MFF
modularity design view of ALC I design. The matrix
involves
several
possible
solutions,
crosscorresponding to several functions.
The ALC I modularity development resulted also in
assembly optimization, where we managed to reduce
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the number of required parts. This reduction was
achieved through MFF sub-matrices and function
structures, where we discovered some superfluous
overlapping functions and parameters. Those functions
and parameters were combined, removed, merged and
modularly modified. Detail representation of ALC I
modularity is described in [15].
Figure 5 illustrates the physical structure of the
suction unit. The structure is generated from the
previously designed matrix structure of the suction unit.
The suction unit consists of three levels of matrix
structure [6]. Detail representation of Suction unit
functional and matrix structure is described in [6].
4. CONCLUSION
The mission of the developed models is to
contribute to, and find within the initial design
processes, the appropriate fundamentals for better and
faster design development. Modularity within the MFF
is based on the mutual relation between the function
and functionality, which represents the data definition.
The MFF upgrades and updates the deficiencies of
the morphological matrix through the application of a
mathematically, not intuitionally, based model for
creating links between the function and functionality.
The MFF and MFF modularity model allow concurrent
solving of several open functional requirements, which
recognizes requirements for productivity, clear
recognition of generators, binders and information
users, and reduction of design and development times.
Modular solving of functional requirements is
widespread also in the areas of self-assessment, autosolving or automated suggesting of solutions and the
possibility of using modularity of individual submatrices.
The possibility of functional structure generation,
stored in matrix structure, enables full review of data to
designer. These data describe the product and present
the design knowledge stored in MFF. By the MFF it is
possible to use these data for a new product design.
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THERMAL-ELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF A MAIN SPINDLE ASSEMBLY
WITH DOUBLE ROW CYLINDRICAL ROLLER BEARINGS
Abstract: In this paper presents the results of computer modeling thermal-elastic behavior of spindle assembly
bearing double row cylindrical roller and ball bearings with angular contact in front support. For computer
modeling thermal behavior and defining the displacement and deformation under the effect of heat load was applied
finite element method. Analyzed the arrangement temperature field and thermal deformation in the characteristic
points for different spindle speed (n1=2800 [rev/min], n2=3550, n3=5600 i n4=6300).
Key words: main spindle assembly, thermal-elastic behavior, double row cylindrical bearings
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the goals of the design process within the
main spindle is prediction of its behavior in
exploitation under different types of load. In addition to
static and dynamic loading spindle assembly is
subjected to the heat input. In modern conditions,
prediction of behavior of these assembly are usually
performed by the finite element method. To define the
specific behavior of mechanical structures using finite
element method it is necessary to define the same
computer model that takes into account as many
parameters influencing its behavior. For example, it is
necessary to define the parameters: contact elements,
constrain movement, thermal conductivity, temperature
values in the area heat sources and etc..
The analysis of thermal-elastic behavior of a main
spindle assembly for different ways bearings to deal
with and has been a relatively large number of authors.
Below are listed the results in this field.
Bossmanns and Tu in their paper [4] presented a
model of energy flow is the first step in the overall
thermal-mechanical model of high-speed bearings. This
model includes the basic flow of energy sources of
energy bearings such as beds are: developed in the heat
of the angular contact bearings under the influence of
speed, due to the lubrication, of electric motor heat is
developed in the rotor and the stator as a function of
torque and speed and heat developed due to viscous
shear in the air reversing elements bearing. Prestressing
bearing is neglected in the mathematical model. In this
paper, based on the research are: the transfer of heat
from the source, the variety of transfer mechanisms
such as heat conduction to the interior of the spindle
housing, conduction through the bearings, the
convection from the stator and rotor to the spindle.
Haitao, Jianguo and Jinhua explore thermal effects
on the spindle turning center [5]. Examined the effect
of thermal deformation, as a result of the thermal load
on the main spindle accuracy machining centers. They
defined first relations to determine the heat transfer
coefficient with the main spindle assembly and after
that the deformation the spindle nose of the thermal

load by finite element method. The developed
mathematical model was verified by experimental tests
and it was found that the deformation obtained
numerically approximately the same as those
experimentally measured.
Jedrzejewski, J. analyze the effect of the influence
of thermal contact resistance on temperature rise and
power loss by friction in the bearings with angular
contact [6]. The author has put relations for the
determination of contact resistance, depending on the
clearance between the outer ring and the housing and
the spindle and the inner ring, the shape and size of the
contact surfaces between the ring and spindle and
housing, while proposing placement additional material
between the inner ring and mainn spindle and outer
ring and housing.
Analysis of thermal-elastic behavior of the main
spindle assembly bearing ball bearings with angular
contact (X, O and a tandem arrangement) finite element
method and experimentally shown in [8, 9, 12]. As an
illustration of the results, below (Table 1) shows the
temperature rise on the outer rings of ball bearings with
angular contact in the X and O on distance, in
arrangement for conventional and hybrid bearings for
one number spindle speed.
Types of
bearings

Variant
bearings

Spindle
speed
[rev/min]

Temperature
increase
[ºC]
∆T1 ∆T2
59,3 55,5

„X
on
5600
distance“
„O
on
5600
52,6 47,1
distance“
„X
on
5600
44,9 44,9
Hybrid
distance“
bearings
„O
on
5600
47,7 43,7
distance“
Table 1. Temperature increase on the outer rings of
bearings
Experimentally determined elastic deformation of the
spindle nose in radial directions (horizontal and
vertical), because of the thermal load, for considered
types bearings shown in Fig. 1.
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Conventional
bearings

thermal-elastic behavior of main spindle assembly with
cylindrical double row roller bearing, using the finite
element method.
2. THERMAL-ELASTIC MODEL
SPINDLE ASSEMBLY

OF

MAIN

2.1 Thermal model and the results

Fig. 1. Dependence of displacement the top spindle due
to the thermal load over time [8]
Building on these results, the Laboratory for
Machine Tools, Faculty of Engineering, in the analysis
of thermal-elastic behavior of main spindle assembly
with ball bearings with angular contact (conventional
or hybrid bearing), the paper presents the analysis of

The goal of the analysis of thermal-elastic behavior
of main spindle assembly with cylindrical double roller
bearing and ball bearing angular contact with the front
support, the determination of the characteristic points
of deformation under the influence heat load.
Constructional solution analyzed main spindle
assembly is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. A main spindle with double roller bearing in the front of suport
The analysis is applied to the finite element method,
where the two-dimensional computer model (2D) (Fig.
3), make it the main spindle 1, the front bearing (tworow roller bearings and ball bearings with angular
contact) 2, rear bearing 3, housing (quict) 4 and rings 5
and 6. Based on a surface model, is defined nets from
the the 6174 final elements 20,337 nodes.

Discretization is performed 2D finite element
PLANE 85, while for defining contact pairs used finite
elements TARGET 187 and CONTA 174 FOR a
contact-rings and spindle or rings and housing. As a
result of the previous Fig. 3 shows a discretized model
of the considered assembly.

Fig. 3. Discretized model of main spindle assembly
In addition to the previous preprocessor is necessary
to define the characteristics materijal of individual parts
assembly _ and sources of heat, which in this case are
the bearings. It should be in mind that the bearings are
modeled as a single unit (without considering the heat
transfer between the balls and rollers and rings ) is
required to define the temperature of the heat source.
The values of the temperature on the outer ring ball and
roller bearing (considered to be the same temperature
and on inner ring - bearing temperature is uniform)
were experimentally determined for the stationary
temperature state of the considered assembly for the
following spindle speed: n1=2800 [rev/min], n2=3550,
n3=5600, n4=6300 [1],[3] are shown in Table 2.
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Temperature Temperature
Spindle Temperature
outer
outer
speed
ambient
ring roller
ring ball
[rev/min]
[°C]
bearing [°C] bearing [°C]
2800
21,9
25,9
25,5
3550
20,8
26,2
25,6
5600
21,7
33,1
30,9
6300
22,3
37,1
34,0
Table 2 The experimentally determined temperature
elements main spindle assembly in the stationary
temperature state
As noted earlier, sources of heat in the considered
main spindle assembly the only bearings, while the
inner mechanisms of conduction of heat: convection
due to rotation bearing, convection due to rotation
spindle, conduction between the outer ring and housing
and inner ring and main spindle [12]. To you performed
computer analysis is necessary to define the values of

the coefficient convection and heat conduction.
Convection due to rotation bearing is realized heat
transfer between the bearing and the surrounding air
[12]. In table 3 are listed the values of the coefficient
convection through the bearing for discussed speeds.
Spindle speed
Coefficient convection
[rev/min]
α [W/m2K]
2800
160,8
3550
252,2
4500
400,1
5600
614,4
6300
775
Table 3. The values of the coefficient convection for the
different number of rotations spindle [12]
Convection due to rotation main spindle defined
according to the theory of computing of coefficient
convection during currents the air around the flat plate.
Starting from the constructional solution which main
spindle assembly can be concluded that the transfer
heat convection happening on outer surfaces and inner
cone surface of the spindle nose (cone surface is
considered as a cilindrical surface mean diameter ) [2].
The values of coefficient convection on outer and inner
cone surface of and the spindle nose are shown in table
4.
Coeff. convection
for outer
cylindrical surface
h [W/m2K]

Coeff.
convection for
Spindle speed
inner cone
[rev/min]
surface
h [W/m2K]
2800
29,18
21,44
3550
37,56
25,1
4500
40,3
32,65
5600
46,1
34,2
6300
55,5
36,1
Table 4. The values of the coefficients convection for
different number rotation spindle [2]
Heat transfer between the outer ring bearing and
housings and the inner ring and the main spindle
depends on the gap between the ring and the housing,
or the ring and spindle(for gap of 10 [µm]). The values
of coefficients heat transfer between the ring and main
spindle and ring and the housing (quict) are shown in
table 5.
Contact place

Coefficient convection
λ [W/m2K]
30,41

Inner ring bearing / main
spindle
Outer ring bearing /
49,95
housing (quict)
Table 5. The coefficient convection values between the
ring and housing and ring and spindle [12]
Based on the previously presented values of
coefficient convection values and termal transfer finite

element method defined computer models thermal
behavior of main spindle assembly for different spindle
speeds as follows: n1=2800 [rev/min], n2=3550,
n3=5600 i n4=6300. On figure 4 shown a computer
model of the thermal behavior of the main spindle
assembly for n4=6300.

Fig. 4. Showns a computer model of the thermal
behavior of the main spindle assembly n4=6300
Computer modeling determined temperature values
for the stationary temperature state of main spindle
assembly in characteristic points of the main spindle
nose (Fig. 5) (S1-point on outer surface of the main
spindle nose; S2-point on the outer surface of the main
spindle nose and ring 6, S3-point in the middle of the
inner cone surface of the main spindle nose ).

Fig. 5. The position of the characteristic points on the
main spindle
Table 6 shows the temperature values in the
stationary temperature state for characteristic points
and different spindle speeds. The values temperature on
the outer surface of the spindle have slightly lower than
the temperature on the inner cone surface , which is
explained with a larger convection due to rotation of
spindle. Also, the temperature in point S2 is slightly
higher than the temperature in point S1, because the
point S2 is closer to the heat source.
Spindle
speed
[rev/min]

Characteristic
point S1 [ºC]

Characteristic
point S2 [ºC]

2800
3550

23,2
22,6

23,8
23,4

Characteristic
point S3 [ºC]

24,1
23,7

5600
25,4
27,2
27,8
6300
27,1
29,3
30,1
Table 6. The temperature value in characteristic points
main spindle nose
2.2

Elastic model and results

In the modeling of the elastic behavior was
considered only the influence of heat load without the
action of external forces. Heat load was defined based
on the results of thermal analysis, and represents
arrangement of temperature fields throughout the main
spindle.
The boundary conditions, in this analysis, relating to
constrain of movement in certain locations or nodes of
the finite elements.
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Because whole assembly main spindle assembly in
the housing, the outer surface of the quict can not be
spread in the vertical direction (y-axis), while the rear
surface of the quict relies on the inner surface of the
quict, which restricts her movement in the horizontal
direction (x-axis).
Based on this the nodes that belong to the outer
surface of the quict, take away the degrees of freedom
Uy which allowed movement in the X direction of the
nodes which belonging to the back surface of the
pinole, take away the degrees of freedom UX which
was allowed to move in the Y direction. Main spindle
assembly next-double row cylindrical bearing, bearing
is with one ball bearing angular contact with the in the
front the palm, and with two ball bearings with angular
contact in rear support in the "O" arrangement. As
single row ball bearings with angular contact doesnt
allow move in the x direction, the nodes that belong to
the bearings seized UX degree of freedom, which was
allowed to move only in the Y direction (Fig. 6).
Between nodes finite element belonging to bearings
and nodes that belonged quict and spindle defined stiff
contact pairs.

Fig. 6 Restrict of degrees of freedom of movement in
the X and Y direction
Fig. 7 a. and 7 b. shown results computer modeling
of elastic behavior of main spindle assembly under the
effect of heat load, for speed n4 = 6300 [rev/min] in the
axial x (7.a.) and radial y (7b) direction.

a.) direction of x axis

a.) direction of y axis
Fig. 7. Computer model of main spindle assembly after
thermal load for spindle speed n4=6300
The values displacement determined at the main
spindle nose and the outer and inner rings of bearings.
Characteristic points on the main spindle where
determine displacement are shown on Fig. 8. Based on
the results of displacements at points S1 and S2 can be
made conclusion about the accuracy main spindle
under the effect of thermal load, while based on
displacements in points of S3, S4, S5 and S6 may
consider changes in gap-fold into bearings, also as a
result of heat loads.
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Fig. 8. Characteristic points on main spindle
assembly in which defined displacement
Displacement value of the characteristic points in
the x direction are shown in table 7 and the
displacement value in the y direction are shown in table
8.
Spindle
speed

Displacements of the characteristic
points in the axial direction [μm]
[rev/min] S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
2800
-3,5 -3,5 -1,6 -1,6 -0,4 -0,4 -1,2
3550
-3,6 -3,6 -1,7 -1,7 -0,4 -0,4 -1,1
5600
-9,5 -9,8 -4,1 -4
-0,9 -1
-2,9
6300
-13 -14 -5,9 -5,9 -1,5 -1,7 -4,3
Table 7. Displacements of the characteristic points in
the x direction
The largest axial displacements from the
considered, have points of S1 and S2 and it directly
affects the accuracy of the main spindle in the axial
direction, particularly in larger numbers spindle speed
(above 5000 rev/min). The main spindle nose elongates
(moves to the left side). Axial displacements of outer
and inner ring bearing are identical for one bearing,
wherein greater in-double row cylindrical roller
bearings than ball bearing with angular contact. Also
axial movement of rings indicates that there isnt change
of axial gap-fold in the bearings.
Spindle
speed

Displacements of the characteristic
points in the radial direction[μm]
[rev/min] S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
2800
0
0
0,3 -0,5 0,2 -0,5 -1,3
3550
-0,5 -0,6 0
-0,9 0
-0,8 -1,7
5600
0,2 -0,2 0,9 -1,3 0,5 -1,4 -3,6
6300
2,5 1,8 2,5 -5,3 1,6 -8,3 -3,7
Table 8. Displacements of the characteristic points in
the y direction
Considering the displacement value of the
characteristic points in the radial direction can be
concluded that the displacements to the main spindle
nose (S1, S2) is small (for three at spindle speed less
than 1 µm, and at maximum spindle speed are below 3
μm). This shows great accuracy main spindle in the
radial direction under the influence of heat load.
Observing the displacements bearing ring in the radial
direction can be concluded larger displacement inner
from outer rings, as well as different direction
displacement. Previously shows that under the
influence of thermal load leads to change of gap-fold in
the radial direction, which affects the on static stiffness
and dynamic behavior of the bearing and main spindle

assembly. Here you can see some larger displacements
the rings ball bearing from double row cylindrical roller
bearings.
Forasmuch function of the inner cone surface of the
main spindle nose, analyzed the influence of thermal
deformation on the accuracy of the same (tables 7 and
8). The calculation changes the angle of the cone
surface can be concluded that it is negligibly small, and
for maximum spindle speed is less than one angular
second.
3.

CONCLUSIONS

Summing up the results of research , it can be
concluded that the paper is an attempt to make a testing
thermal-elastic behavior of high speed main spindle
bearing with cylindrical and ball bearings with angular
contact. Based on the developed mathematical model
can still in the design phase, with the maximum
reliability prediction of thermal-elastic behavior of this
circuit in exploitation. As noted in the paper, the
importance of high speed main spindle in the structure
of machine tools is very large and it is placed a series
of recuest, and as the most important in the work of
prominent limited temperature rise at the front of the
bearing, and lower displacement on the spindle nose.
Any research in this paper also show the possibility of
the application of modern numerical method
calculation for identify the thermal behavior of main
spindle, wherein said method allows the determination
of the most important thermal and elastic
characteristics.
4.
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AN APPROACH TO DEFINE OPTIMAL TECHNOLOGY PORTFOLIO OF ELV
RECYCLING
Abstract: End of live (ELV) recycling is related to different technologies. Level, amount of usage and distribution of
technologies could significantly influence the effectiveness of ELV recycling. The subject of the paper is approach
to define technological portfolio, using deterministic methods and methods in case of decision under uncertainty. In
this paper is presented proposed methodology.
Key words: Technology portfolio, End - of - Life Vehicle (ELV), recycling.

1. INTRODUCTION
ELV recycling is contemporary and sustainable
answer on many different and often opposite requests,
as: (1) economic growth, (2) energy saving, (3) basic
material spending etc. 1,2 . ELV recycling is
organizing through recycling centers, distributed on
different ways 3,4 . Depend on purpose in those
centers are implemented different technologies, with
different levels of automatization, flexibility,
effectiveness, production rate etc. 5 . That means, in
some cases adequate technological solution is not
appropriate and sufficient for region (Serbia) as whole.
It is reason for necessity of ELV technology portfolio
planning.
General approach of technology planning has four
phases:
* prioritize and quantity values,
* create innovative portfolio alternatives,
* determine and forecast relationship and
* find the optimal technology portfolio.
Each of phases is very complex. An example, value
of an organization is often difficult to define and access
for many reasons, dominantly related to different
stakeholders and problems of reliable information.
Identifying the innovative solutions is connected with
creativity process and depends on owners and
researchers.
Problem of ELV portfolio planning could resolve
using two groups of methods, deterministic and

methods used for in deterministic situations. In this
paper authors emphasize using of deterministic
methods.
2. QUANTIFICATION OF VALUES AND RISK
ATTITUDES
Each technology has different values, expressed by
the characteristics or attributes of this technology that
are significant and desirable for decision makers.
The characteristics have to be completely defined,
measured, monitor and changed based on feedback
from decision makers. For decision making is related
degree of subjective preference 6 .
A simultaneous rating approach is the simplest
method based on subjective preference of various
values by the decision maker. For ELV recycling these
values are:
Profitability: The amount of expected present value of
net profit achieved from development or
application of desired technology
portfolio in next 5 years.
Quality: Technology related quality
characteristics, as waste rate, reliability,
mean time to failure, flexibility through
faster adaptation on changes, etc.
Productivity: The amount of present worth of added
value divided with total costs.

Fig. 1. The hierarchy of values for technology portfolio
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Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), as second and
very popular approach, starts with set up the hierarchy
of values. In Fig. 1. is presented the hierarchy of values
for ELV technology portfolio.
Next steps in AHP approach are:
» set up a standard scale for pair-wise comparison,
» develop an comparison matrix w for n values in a
hierarchy,
» estimate the average preferences or weights of the n
value in a hierarchy,
» check matrix consistency,
» revise the pair-wise comparison for consistency and
» distribute the relative preference of a value to
values through a sub-hierarchy.
The third modern method is based on utility theory
by Neuman and Morgenson. In area of ELV technology
portfolio utility theory is related to money and risk
attitude. The risk premium determines prevalent utility
function (Fig. 2).

3. CREATING THE INNOVATIVE PORTFOLIO
ALTERNATIVES
This phase is very creative and used many
techniques and tools. The most widely are:
brainstorming, lateral thinking and theory of inventive
problem solving.
Brainstorming purpose of ELV technology portfolio
planning is conveyed in relaxed atmosphere, with no
criticism and encourage for creative solution. Through
two sessions are formulated three innovative portfolio
alternatives:
» redistribution of existing technologies,
» exchange of amount of existing technologies in ELV
recycling centers, and
» introduction the new recycling technologies for:
 recycling of electrical and electronic waste,
 displacing fluids and toxic material from ELV,
 rubber recycling.
In Fig. 3. is presented forecasting of ELV recycling
technologies in Serbia.
In Fig. 4. is presented risk analysis of recycling
technologies in Serbia, based on expert assessment
during second Delphi session.
Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) is
based on 40 principles. For purpose of the paper is
emphasized principle of technology evolution in
combination with principle of related solution and
principle of unrelated combination.

Fig. 2. Risk attitudes forwards money

Fig. 3. Forecasting the ELV recycling technologies in Serbia
4. DETERMINATION AND FORECASTING OF
ELV TECHNOLOGY USING QUALITATIVE
APPROACH
For technology forecasting is used Hierarchical
Influence Tracing System (Fig. 5).
In figure 6 is presented analysis using AHP in area
of rubber recycling technologies.
In next phase is used Decision-Focused Scenario
Analysis as iterative process (Fig. 7).
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Using this approach is determined mayor scenarios
and assessed scenario implications.
Finding the optimal technology portfolio is
performed using benefit-cost (B/C) ratio method. In
Table 1 is presented preliminary results of portfolio
analysis.
From those aspects is estimated as favorable
technology B.

Fig. 4. Risk assessment of introduction of different recycling technologies

Fig. 5. Hierarchical Influence Tracing System

Fig. 6. Success probability of two rubber recycling technologies
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Fig. 7. Process of Scenario Development
B131-B136, ISBN: 978-86-86663-68-9.
[3] Tadić D., Arsovski S., Stefanović M., Designing of

Table 1. B/C ratios of different rubber recycling
technologies
5. CONCLUSION
From previous investigation can be concluded:
portfolio of technology of ELV recycling is
changing,
quantification of values and risk are input for
optimization of technology portfolio,
using value and AHP approach is identified
structure of values,
using utility theory is determined prevalent utility
function,
according trend analysis of ELV technologies in
Serbia are identified expanded potential for ELV
recycling technologies,
according expect assessment of risk are identified
technologies related with medium risks,
using benefit/cost method in present situation is
choiced technology B for rubber recycling.
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SELECTION CRITERIA FOR CLEAN WATER DECENTERS OF SBR
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS
Abstract: Frequent dilemma for the selection of technologies and equipment for design and construction of
wastewater treatment has led us to analyze one of the segments, that is indispensable in plants for wastewater
treatment, decanters. The analysis of efficiency and operational characteristics of three different decanters that are
now mostly used for pumping water from the reactor after biological processes of sedimentation provide
information not only on the part of the equipment applied in Sequenced Batch Reactor, but also in choosing the
number of cycles in them and thus the capacity of the plant.
Key words: wastewater, Sequenced Batch Reactor SBR, tube decanter, floating decanters, Wall-mounted decanter

1. INTRODUCTION
Environmental sustainability means for the water to
produce clean drinking water and the protection of
waters against harmful discharges. In the countries of
former Yugoslavia, the issue of wastewater treatment
plays a very important role in the future. Increasingly
stringent requirements of EU environmental policies
are followed.
For municipalities and industrial companies it means,
to plan to build biological wastewater treatment plants.
In the biological wastewater treatment plants, two key
principles have prevailed. On the one hand, the
classical continuous process, and on the other hand the
so-called Sequenced Batch Reactor SBR or procedures.
Both methods are assumed after a mechanical prebiological treatment of wastewater bacteria. This use of
various strains of bacteria in the wastewater that
contained pollutants (carbon, nitrogen and phosphate)
as building blocks for their metabolism, and transform
the problematic substances to the aquatic environment
primarily in water and carbon dioxide and store these
substances in their cells.
The continuous process is based on the fact that the
services required for the biological wastewater
treatment stages "aeration / nitrification" (carbon
removal and conversion of ammonium to nitrate),
"denitrification" (conversion of nitrate to elemental
nitrogen, which escapes as a gas) and "sedimentation"
(separation of the bacterial mass held by the clear
water) into separate pools. Each tank is provided for
precise treatment level, whichever is the appropriate
process rather than continuously. The cycle varies
depending on the day incoming wastewater flows
undocumented migrants by the respective treatment
tanks so that the determination of pool size based on
the maximum inflow or the amount expected to be at
maximum wastewater constituents needs.
In contrast, SBR process will find the treatment steps
"Ventilation / nitrification," instead of "denitrification"
and "sedimentation", followed by the end of the clear
water in a single treatment basin. The different
treatment steps are consecutively performed in so-

called cycles. At the beginning of a cycle, for example,
finds the "denitrification" takes place, then the
"Ventilation / nitrification" and finally the
"sedimentation" with subsequent expiry of the clear
water. The incoming wastewater is controlled by the
process system and pumped as needed in the individual
treatment steps. For this purpose SBR plants do not
generally require a storage tank before the SBR
reaction tank. Further details on SBR process and the
differences from the traditional activated sludge
process can be found in the literature [1].
2. HIGH FLEXIBILITY OF THE SBR PROCESS
The SBR process has gained importance in the past 20
years, especially when highly variable wastewater
flows, such as occur in tourist areas, or if after
completion of the sewage connection rate of the
population to the central sewage system is still low, and
a stable inflow is expected until several years after
commissioning the new plant.
Thanks to the buffer pool before the SBR reactor pool
water can be targeted to the biological cleaning process
are supplied, this is the classic continuous process not
readily possible. This allows the SBR process, the
process conditions for optimal degradation process
influenced specifically, what is with all other biological
treatment processes not possible. Numerous scientific
studies show that SBR process special thanks to the
flexibility of control have a higher rate of degradation
in the reduction of nitrogen. Operational experience
with SBR plants also show that even in very
unfavorable conditions such as at low influent load and
low water temperatures, the limits of the EU directives
can be safely maintained.
In countries such as e.g. Bosnia, Serbia or Montenegro
wastewater treatment plants with a high degree of
flexibility is of great importance. In contrast to
countries such as Germany there is not fully developed
infrastructure with a high number of people who are
connected to public sewer system. In projects where the
population is connected to the sewerage system, are
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often coupled existing sewage networks for cost
reasons, old and new sewer lines, so that will be
calculated at a high rate of groundwater flow through
leaky ducts must. Furthermore, there will be also in the
future, many residents who are not in the long run is
connected to the public sewer system to a wastewater
treatment and transport the waste water collecting fecal
than by truck to the sewage plant will be. These
conditions must when planning a new plant to be
considered. Experience has shown that SBR
wastewater treatment plants are suitable for these
conditions better than the classical continuous process.
Whether the SBR method or a continuous process is
used, but must be checked in each individual case.
Core of each SBR wastewater treatment plant is the
clear-water decanters, integrated in the respective
control SBR. The clear water decanter targeted
drainage basin of the SBR allows the end of a cleaning
cycle. Performance, flexibility, and design of the
selected plain water decanter, in addition to a best
matched control prevail in order to harness the power
of SBR wastewater treatment optimally.
3. THREE DIFFERENT TYPES OF PLAIN
WATER DECANTERS
There are three main groups currently on the market to
clear water decanters. Tube decanter, floating decanter,
and wall mounted decanters (Figure 1).
Tube decanter in most SBR reactors worldwide, since it
was developed early Decanter principle. This type of
decanter is characterized by its robust and simple way.
The Tube decanter is attached via a hinge at the lower
discharge pipe, and can be winched up and down
behind. In most applications and types is the run-off
amount is constant and can not be adapted to changing
requirements in the operation of a SBR system. This
type of decanter is perfect for SBR solutions with low
cleaning requirements.
Floating decanters are becoming more and in modern
SBR plants. Even if the structure is designed more
expensive than pipe decanters, the big advantage is the
flexibility in operation. The unit floats on the current
water table level, so that time-consuming maneuvers
for insertion and removal as the tube decanter

eliminated and valuable response time is obtained. This
can work in individual cases up to 90 minutes per cycle
[2]. Depending on the technical design, the amount of
water to be derived can be freely set. In order to
increase the efficiency and safety of the clarified water
discharge decanter, a turbidity probe will be installed
on floating decanter. This probe detects the cut point
between sludge and clear water. If the mud line at a
sufficient distance away from the decanter, the process
may begin earlier than the clear water trigger for
statically defined control processes or in tube decanter.
This process can be more valuable time to be saved.
Figure 2 shows the potential savings time a floating
decanter with and without turbidity probe compared to
tube decanter.
Extremely low maintenance and user-friendly is the
system of wall-mounted decanter, which is currently
only a few manufacturers are [3]. This system has the
same properties as the floating decanter, but with the
advantage that the accessibility of the wall mount is
ideal for operating personnel. The compact design has a
side effect of a lower purchase price as a floating
decanter or even tube decanter. Another big advantage
is that the wall is mounted decanter for a failure of the
measurement technique as an emergency overflow. The
water level exceeds the specified maximum water level,
the excess water flows over the weir acting like an
assault decanter threshold in the course of the treatment
plant. While floating decanter float with the rising
water level and the drain pipe may be torn off, the
sewage in SBR reactor when raised tube decanter
unnoticed on the Beck crown of the SBR basin flow
into the treatment plant site. The wall-mounted
decanter this is excluded. Finally, it should be noted
that some tube floating decanters and decanters the
assembled pipe joints were exposed to high wear,
which are bacterial mass over the cracks in the joint
reaches the treatment plant discharge and have
contaminated the waters. Since the wall-mounted
decanter has had no joints, this danger is not given
here.

Fig. 1. From left: Pipe decanter, decanter-floating, wall-mounted decanter
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Fig. 2: Potential savings time a floating decanter with and without turbidity probe compared to tube decanter.
5. SUMMARY

6. REFERENCES

SBR wastewater treatment plants are suitable in many
cases, especially well for municipal and industrial
wastewater projects in the countries of former
Yugoslavia. With proper selection of the clear water
decanter in combination with a flexible and modern
management, the performance of a sequencing batch
reactor, even under unfavorable conditions can be
optimally used. Already in the planning of a SBR
wastewater treatment plant, the choice of a suitable
decanter and a modern, flexible control are considered.
It is recommended to manufacturers that offer the entire
SBR control and the related clean water decanters as a
single system and have sufficient experience and
references. Especially decanters and floating wall
mounted decanter can only be used optimally when the
overall control of SBR wastewater treatment plant
contains all the controls of this machine and can
implement them as commands. Hints for selection and
testing of a suitable control SBR will be developed by
the working group "SBR Dynamic Control" [4]. These
should be respected by the operator of a SBR
wastewater treatment plant on the purchase of a
controller.
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RESEARCH OF SELECTED ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTORS OF THREE LAYER
SANDWICH ABSORBERS
Abstract: In spite of existing European and national legislation aimed at noise abatement, public interest and concern about noise are high. The EU Directive 70/157/EEC [15] for setting and controlling environmental noise is
aimed at creating less noisy and more pleasant environment for European residents within “Sustainable
Development in Europe”. The authors are presenting a methodology for measuring selected acoustic descriptors
(sound absorption coefficient and sound transmission loss) for acoustic materials, which are currently in process of
development. Emphasis is put on sandwich structures of absorbers. Verification results of the proposed methodology
are presented.
Key words: environmental noise, noise wall, sound absorption coefficient, sound transmission loss, absorber,
sandwich absorber

1. INTRODUCTION
In the European Union, about 80 million persons
are exposed to high noise levels, which are
unacceptable or result in sleep disorders and other
undesirable influences. There are approximately 170
million people living in the so-called “grey regions”,
where noise is very annoying.
Noise protection measures for reducing the effect
of noise caused by transportation (road, railway and air
transport) can be passive and active. Active measures
try to prevent the origination of noise, while passive
measures are adopted only then, when noise arises.
Passive noise protection measures can be divided into
two groups, namely: measures preventing acoustic
noise propagation (noise barriers and/or walls, noise
protection embankments and the like) [6].
Attention is paid to the design process and
materials used for construction of noise walls and to
their properties. The authors have focussed their
attention on the research of new acoustic materials
made on the basis of recycled raw materials and
applicable for the structures of sandwich absorbers
(two-layer and multiple-layer absorbers).
The paper presents a proposed methodology for
measuring selected acoustic descriptors (the sound
absorption coefficient α and the sound transmission
loss TL) [1].
2. PROPOSAL OF METHODOLOGY FOR
MEASURING SELECTED ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTORS OF ACOUSTIC MATERIALS,
WHICH ARE CURRENTLY IN PROCESS OF
DEVELOPMENT
Out of several possible acoustic descriptors, the
authors have focused their attention on the two
following descriptors:
sound absorption coefficient (α),
transmission loss (TL).

For measuring the sound absorption coefficient
(α) and the transmission loss (TL) there are two
theoretically available methods, namely: the method of
standing wave ratio and the method of transfer
function. The authors have used in their work the
method of transfer function. This method can be used
for measuring the sound absorption coefficient, the
reflection factor, the normal impedance and the normal
admittance. Based on this method is the impedance
tube (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The impedance tube
The proposed methodology of measurement
includes the use of the impedance tube, two positions
of positioning the microphones and the system of
numerical frequency analysis for determining the sound
absorption coefficient of sound absorbers for normal
incidence of sound. It can also be applied for
determining acoustic surface impedance or acoustic
surface admittance for sound absorbing materials, due
to the fact that the impedance ratios of sound absorbing
materials are proportional to their physical properties,
such as airflow resistance, porosity, elasticity and
density.
This test method is similar to the test method
specified in STN EN ISO 10534-1 [7] in terms of using
an impedance tube with a sound source connected to
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one of its ends and a test specimen mounted into the
tube at its other end. However, the actual test method is
different. In this test method the plane waves are
generated in the tube by the sound source and the
decomposition of the interference field is achieved by
measuring acoustic pressures in two fixed positions of
microphones mounted on the wall of the tube or by a
microphone shifted in the tube and the subsequent
calculation of the complex acoustic transfer function,
by absorption at normal incidence and by impedance
ratios of the acoustic material. This test method is
designated to provide an alternative method of
measurement, in general much faster than that included
in STN EN ISO 10534-1[7].
The proposal of methodology for measuring
selected acoustic descriptors by using an impedance
tube and by applying the method of transfer function is
presented in [1].

6300 Hz) is shown in Fig. 3. It is comprised of a tube
with inner diameter of 60 mm – SW060-L, of a tube
with inner diameter of 30 mm – SW030-L and of
a holder of the tested sample with inner diameter of 30
mm – SW030-S.
The system for measuring the transmission loss
(TL) (for the frequency bands of 100 Hz to 800 Hz and
400 Hz to 2500 Hz, respectively) is shown in Fig. 4. It
is comprised of a tube with inner diameter of 60 mm –
SW060-L and of an extension piece of the tube with
inner diameter of 60 mm – SW060-E.
The system for measuring the transmission loss
(TL) (for the frequency bands of 1600 Hz to 6300 Hz)
is shown in Fig. 5. It is comprised of a tube with inner
diameter of 60 mm – SW060-L, of a tube with inner
diameter of 30 mm – SW030-L and of an extension
piece of the tube with inner diameter of 30 mm –
SW030-E.

3. VERIFICATION
OF
THE
PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY FOR MEASURING ACOUSTIC
DESCRIPTORS
FOR
ACOUSTIC
MATERIALS, WHICH ARE CURRENTLY IN
PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT

3.2 Selection of materials for the experimental part
The selected acoustic descriptors (the sound
absorption coefficient α, the transmission loss TL) were
measured for the following acoustic materials, which
are currently in process of development:

The proposed methodology of measurement was
verified by measuring selected acoustic descriptors,
namely: the sound absorption coefficient (α) and the
transmission loss (TL) for the materials, which are
currently in process of development.

Ekomolitan (Fig. 6)
Recycled rubber (Fig. 7)
Measurement were also carried out, for
comparison, for the material Nobasil (Fig. 8), which is
a component part of various sandwich structures of
noise walls (barriers).

3.1 Instruments, software and other equipment
The system for measuring the sound absorption
coefficient (α) (for the frequency bands of 100 Hz to
800 Hz and 400 Hz to 2500 Hz, respectively) is shown
in Fig. 2. It is comprised of a tube with inner diameter
of 60 mm – SW060-L and of a holder of the tested
sample with inner diameter of 60 mm – SW060-S.

3.3 Preparation of test samples
The test samples of the three-layer sandwich
absorbers were prepared in various combinations of
materials, such as Ekomolitan, Nobasil and recycled
rubber (Figs. 9. a 10.).

tested sample

tested sample
Legend: 0, 1, 2 – mounting sockets for microphones

Fig. 2. The system for measuring the sound absorption
coefficient (100 Hz to 800 Hz and 400 Hz to
2500 Hz, respectively)

threaded lid

Legend: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 – mounting sockets for microphones

Fig. 4. The system for measuring the transmission loss
TL (100 Hz to 800 Hz and 400 Hz to 2500 Hz,
respectively)

tested sample
tested sample

Legend: 0, 1, 2, 5, 6 – mounting sockets for microphones

Fig. 3. The system for measuring the sound absorption
coefficient (800 Hz to 6300 Hz)
The system for measuring the sound absorption
coefficient (α) (for the frequency bands of 800 Hz to
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Legend: 0, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 – mounting sockets for microphones

Fig. 5. The system for measuring the transmission loss
TL (1600 Hz to 6300 Hz)

Fig. 6. Ekomolitan
Fig. 10. Dimensions of three layer test sample

Fig. 7. Recycled rubber

3.4 The measured values of the sound absorption
coefficient and of the transmission loss
This part of the paper presents outputs from the
measurement of the sound absorption coefficient
carried out for a three-layer sandwich test sample
composed of 2 cm thick Ekomolitan positioned closer
to the sound source and of 2 cm thick Nobasil and of 2
cm thick recycled rubber positioned at the end (Fig.
11.), as well as outputs from the measurement of
transmission loss for a three-layer sandwich having the
same material composition (Fig. 12.) [1].
4. CONCLUSION
–
EVALUATION
MEASURED VALUES

Fig. 8. Nobasil

Legend: N – Nobasil, G – recycled rubber, E – Ekomolitan

Fig. 9. Three layer sandwich samples
Dimensions of the test sample:

OF

The sound absorption coefficient (α) is
a dimensionless number varying from 0 to 1. The closer
is the measured value to 1 or is equal to 1, the sample
of the measured absorber, and thus the absorber itself,
will have a better (higher) sound absorption.
We have also measured the transmission loss
(TL). It is a value in dB, based on the ratio of the sound
wave incident at the front side of the acoustically
absorbing material to the sound waves transmitted from
the rear side. TL represents the sound damping
properties of the material, i.e. the higher that value is,
the more efficient is the damping of the sound.
The authors have measured the coefficient of
sound absorption (α) and the transmission loss (TL) for
various combinations of three-layer sandwich absorbers
composed of materials such as Ekomolitan, recycled
rubber and Nobasil. Table 1. includes the measured
values of descriptors.
The frequency spectrum of noise caused by
transportation reaches its maximum in the frequency
range of 500 Hz to 1500 Hz, and the most intensive
noise is caused at the frequency of 1000 Hz.
Noise walls (barriers) are often constructed as
noise panels with a supporting frame using sandwich
absorbers. For the purpose of the thesis, samples
representing a sandwich composed of materials such as
recycled rubber, Nobasil and Ekomolitan were made.
The arrangement of individual layers of the sandwich
was different. Measurements have been carried out for
three-layer sandwiches. (Fig. 13 and Fig. 14).
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Fig. 11. Display of the sound absorption coefficient for
a three-layer material, composed of 2 cm thick
Ekomolitan positioned closer to the sound
source and of 2 cm thick Nobasil
and of 2 cm thick recycled rubber positioned
at the end
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Fig. 12. Display of the transmission loss for a threelayer material, composed of 2 cm thick
Ekomolitan positioned closer to the sound
source and of 2 cm thick Nobasil
and of 2 cm thick recycled rubber positioned
at the end

Sound absorption coefficient α [-]

Frequency f [Hz]

Recycled rubber +
Ekomolitan + Nobasil

Recycled rubber + Nobasil +
Ekomolitan

Nobasil + Recycled rubber +
Ekomolitan

Ekomolitan + Recycled
rubber + Nobasil

Ekomolitan + Nobasil +
Rcycled rubber

Nobasil + Ekomolitan +
Rcycled rubber

Recycled rubber +
Ekomolitan + Nobasil

Recycled rubber + Nobasil +
Ekomolitan

Nobasil + Recycled rubber +
Ekomolitan

Ekomolitan + Recycled
rubber + Nobasil

Ekomolitan + Nobasil +
Rcycled rubber

Nobasil + Ekomolitan +
Rcycled rubber

Transmission loss TL [dB]

500
630
800
1000
1250
1600

0,786
0,715
0,609
0,515
0,445
0,381

0,622
0,673
0,649
0,612
0,549
0,472

0,469
0,495
0,479
0,506
0,625
0,718

0,716
0,741
0,693
0,672
0,689
0,779

0,624
0,704
0,777
0,841
0,872
0,931

0,505
0,551
0,567
0,648
0,628
0,654

15,845
17,060
19,336
21,458
21,515
25,195

14,816
14,991
16,151
18,201
16,690
21,604

15,324
15,450
16,526
18,101
15,048
20,000

15,086
15,642
16,893
16,220
17,916
20,140

14,744
14,825
15,901
16,931
18,142
21,307

15,375
16,075
17,932
17,652
21,949
24,455

Table 1. The values of the materials with thickness of 6 cm

Fig. 13. Sound absorption coefficient of three-layer
sandwiches
(total
thickness of the
sandwiches: 6 cm)
It follows from the measured values of the sound
absorption coefficient of the sandwich absorbers that
the sequence of individual layers (of utilized materials)
is of crucial importance. The sequence of the sandwich
layers of the measured materials, starting from the
noise source (for the frequency of 1000 Hz), is
recommended as follows:
Ekomolitan + Nobasil + recycled rubber.
.

It can be stated on the basis of the measured values of
transmission loss of the sandwich absorbers (Fig. 14.)
that the sequence of individual layers of materials
utilized in the sandwich is also of crucial importance.
The sequence of the sandwich layers of the measured
materials utilized for three-layer sandwiches, starting
from the noise source, is recommended as follows:
Recycled rubber + Ekomolitan + Nobasil.
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Fig. 14. Transmission loss of three-layer sandwiches
(total thickness of the sandwiches: 6 cm)
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF DEGRADED PET
BOTTLES IN ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION OF HIGHER TEMPERATURE
Abstract: Plastic bottles are one of the most common packing materials in market. Plastic bottles are mainly made
from polyethylene terephthalate and called as PET bottles. PET has great abrasion resistance, chemical resistance,
weather resistance, degradation and is dimensionally stable and therefore is widely used for production fibers and
foils. For experiments, two types of plastic bottles were selected from which were made some samples and were
taken into high temperature artificial environmental degradation. After the exposition time the samples were taken
out from environment degradation. To find out how the mechanical properties of PET bottles were changed the
tensile test where were defined certain parameters was made.
Key words: PET bottles, degradation, mechanical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays plastics are one of the most used
materials in industry. The knowledge of the positive
plastics properties are the main reason of customers
about their great interest. The main plastics
characteristic is good qualities of versatile use and cost
availability. There is the question, which is concerned
by the behavior of these substances in the environment.
By influence of time and external conditions during the
life of polymers there is unintentional but irreversible
change of their structure and properties. These changes
are termed like aging, degradation, corrupting,
corrosion or breach [1], [2].
Plastics degradation (aging) is defined like a file of
physical and chemical process ongoing into plastics
and leading gradually to irreversible changes of their
properties. Plastic degradation is divided into natural
and artificial degradation. Natural degradation is
understood as slow going change of plastics properties
by action of the light, air, carbon dioxide and the water.
These changes limit second use of product and finally
make it impossible. In the most cases a plastic aging is
manifested by yellowing and fragility. The cause of
deteriorating of plastics properties and truncating their
life is physical, physical-chemical and chemical
influence of environment and also the biological
degradation of polymers. The degradation of plastic in
the artificial conditions is called as artificial
degradation [3], [4].
Degradation is usually limited by life of product.
The life of material is possible to define as the time
during which important properties are practically kept
on the level which is enough for right product function.
It depends on materials and conditions of product use.
The self-degradation of polymers can take place in the
cause of exposition of polymers surface to sunlight,
temperature,
cold,
chemical
compounds
or
microorganisms for example. The polymer surface can
be broken by diffusion of external environment into
polymer. This polymer can react with the environment.
Because of these reactions products diffusion can

occurs at polymers surface or they can be released in
the environment [5], [6], [7].
The thermal degradation is the special way of
plastics degradation which is caused by thermal impact
on selected polymer. The polymers are very sensitive to
heat. The sensitivity is due to low strength of covalent
bonds which create the polymer structure. The effect of
increased temperature to the polymers can be seen in
two ways. The first one is the softening of polymer or
increasing the kinetic energy from received heat up to
overcoming the attractive forces and after that the
polymer behaves as a liquid. The second one is the
structure change of polymer. Some polymers are
broken down into low molecular products or into
monomers without chemical change of structure – they
depolymerize [5], [8], [9].
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In experiments the plastics bottles mainly made
from PET material were used. For production of test
samples two types of used plastics bottles with different
thickness and color were chosen. First group obtains
transparent bottles with thickness about 0,16 mm
(marked like white PET) and second group obtains
colored green PET bottles with thickness about 0,27
mm (marked like green PET). From PET bottles the
test samples in size 200 x 20 mm in 5 pieces were made
by shearing, in different environment and exposition, in
hot environment and cold environment.
Natural environment – test samples were saved in
laboratory before test in test conditions, by the
temperature 20 ± 2 °C. Five test samples were exposed
to environment with low temperature for winter
environment simulation.
For simulation of environment in summer the test
samples were exposed to the environment with higher
temperature. The test samples were positioned in oven
and exposed to temperature 50±2 °C for 7, 14 and 21
days (168, 336 and 504 hours). This temperature was
measured by contactless method using the type of
pyrometer IRtec MicroRay HVAC – Fig. 1. After
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above mentioned periods of days of exposition the
static tensile test was made to test the materials.

Every test sample from natural environment and
after selecting from degradation environment was
caught in jaw of tensile machine and by speed of
transom in 20 mm/min it was tested until breaking. It
was on mind by catching then axis of test sample was
the same as tensile direction. On Fig. 3 is shown the
sample in jaw of tensile machine during tensile test.
After breaking of test sample, the machine
evaluated strength characteristics (yield strength,
tensile strength and relative extension) using program.
3. RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 1 The pyrometer IRtec MicroRay HVAC
The main test to determine the mechanical
properties – tensile test was chosen from spectrum of
different tests. Experiments were proceeded under
standard for finding tensile properties of plastics STN
EN ISO 527-1 (64 0605). Tensile test was performed
by tensile test machine TIRA – test 2300 – Fig. 2.

3.1 Natural environment
Measured and calculated values of tensile test –
yield strength (σY), tensile strength (σM) and relative
extension (εM) – from natural environment are given on
Fig. 4 to Fig. 6.

Fig. 4 The average values σY of tested samples in
natural environment

Fig. 2 The tensile test machine – TIRA test 2300

Fig. 5 The average values σM of tested samples in
natural environment

Fig. 3 The course of tensile test
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Fig. 6 The average values εM of tested samples in
natural environment

The breach of tested sample from natural environment
and the detail of breach after performed tensile test on
this material are shown on Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

a) the place of breach
b) profile of breakage
Fig. 7 The breach of tested sample white PET in
natural environment

Fig. 10 The average values σM of tested samples in
environment of higher temperature

a) the place of breach
b) profile of breakage
Fig. 8 The breach of tested sample green PET in
natural environment
3.2 Discussion
After experimental test for determination of tensile
properties of tested materials from natural environment
next conclusions were drawn:
The yield strength value of green PET material has
slightly decreasing tendency against white PET
material, about 10.30 %.
The tensile strength value of green PET material is
about 30.70 % lower than white PET material.
The relative extension value of green PET material
was about 13.30 % higher values than white PET
material.
3.3 Environment of higher temperature
The measured and calculated values from tensile
test – yield strength (σY), tensile strength (σM) and
relative extension (εM) – from environment of higher
temperature are given on Fig. 9 to Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 The average values εM of tested samples in
environment of higher temperature
The breach of tested sample from environment with
higher temperature and the detail of breach after done
tensile test on this material are shown on Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13.

a) the place of breach
b) profile of breakage
Fig. 12 The breach of tested sample white PET in
environment of higher temperature

a) the place of breach
b) profile of breakage
Fig. 13 The breach of tested sample green PET in
environment of higher temperature

Fig. 9 The average values σY of tested samples in
environment of higher temperature

3.4 Discussion
After experimental test for determination of tensile
properties of tested materials from environment with
higher temperature next conclusions were drawn:
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PET material – white:
The yield strength value of exposed material to
higher temperature was about 6.5 % lower after 14
days of exposition; and after 21 days of exposition
was about 8.7 % lower in comparing with the
measured value after 7 days of exposition.
The tensile strength value of exposed material to
higher temperature after 14 days of exposition was
about 7.1 % lower; and after 21 days of exposition
was about 32.1 % lower in comparing with the
measured value after 7 days of exposition.
The relative extension value of exposed material to
higher temperature after 14 days of exposition was
about 3.1 % lower; and after 21 days of exposition
was about 32.4 % lower in comparing with the
measured value after 7 days of exposition.
PET material – green:
The yield strength value of exposed material to
higher temperature was about 19 % higher after 14
days of exposition; and after 21 days of exposition
was about 20,7 % higher in comparing with the
measured value after 7 days of exposition.
The tensile strength value of exposed material to
higher temperature after 14 days of exposition was
about 5,4 % higher; and after 21 days of exposition
was about 17,1 % higher in comparing with the
measured value after 7 days of exposition.
The relative extension value of exposed material to
higher temperature after 14 days of exposition was
about 31,1 % higher; and after 21 days of
exposition was about 46,7 % higher in comparing
with the measured value after 7 days of exposition.
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4. CONCLUSION

[10]

The tested samples of both PET material types
show interesting mechanical properties. While white
PET material exposed to higher temperature show
degrease of the values of mechanical properties with
increasing time of exposition, green PET material
exposed to higher temperature show increase of the
values of mechanical properties with increasing time of
exposition.
As we know recycling is processing of used
materials into new products to prevent waste generation
of potentially useful materials. It saves raw materials
and also energy needed to produce new products.
Under this results we can state than this materials are
possible to recycle again because it do not show
negative deterioration of mechanical properties of
tested materials.
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THE RESULTS OF APPLICATION OF WASTEWATER BY NEW DEVELOPING
ELECTROLYTIC FLOTATION METHODS
Abstract: Cyanobacteria are during the summer months in stagnant water fundamental threat to water workers,
vacationers who use the polluted waters and fishermen. High production of cyanobacteria adversely affects water
quality and threatening aquatic animals and plants living in the affected area. We are constantly looking to improve
the methods, techniques and hydrological interventions to limit this phenomenon. Paper points to the utility and
availability of new developing electrolytic flotation wastewater methods for a particular case study carried out in
selected Slovak site.
Key words: Electro flotation, Cyanobacteria, Stagnant Water.
trees. The right side consists of marshy shore. There is
1. INTRODUCTION
an agricultural area under oilseed rape, on the left side.
Due to the use of chemical sprays and artificial
The occurrence of cyanobacteria in excessive
fertilizers, water quality can be affected by increased
standing water is a global problem. As a result of
nitrogen content. The size of the water body is 0.3
proliferation of cyanobacteria the process of
hectares and a depth is 4 m. A spring is springing near
eutrophication occurs, which causes excessive nutrient
the pond inlet to the water body. Outflow from the
enrichment of water. Overgrowths of cyanobacteria
pond inlet flows into the left-hand tributary of Slana
create a water bloom. This blue-green algae bloom in
River. The river Čremošná. Fauna is consisted mainly
the water affects the chemical and physical properties
of carp, frogs, as well as wild ducks. The pond is used
of water and releases dangerous toxins. These toxic
as a fishing ground Rožňava district.
substances are hazardous to human health as well as for
individual dwelling organisms in the environment.
4. PROCESS ELECTRO FLOTATION
Water prevents flower water, fish culture, leisure and
To conduct the experiment based on electro
continuing use of stagnant water.
flotation method, samples of the above mentioned
2. DISPOSAL METHOD OF CYANOBACTERIA
locations were obtained. The sample is poured into a 6 l
glass jar. In the containers were placed electrodes, 10 x
Nowadays many methods for the disposal of
10 cm with a distance of 10 mm, necessary for the
cyanobacteria are available. Methods and techniques of
conduction of electro flotation. The electrodes were
disposal and removal of water by the Flower [1] are
connected to the battery Progress 20, the voltage was
based on mechanical, chemical, biological and
set at 24 V, and the effective charging current was on
electrolytic principle. Mechanical equipment used to
average 10 to 15 A. Contaminated water was placed
remove sediments show low efficiency and their
between the electrodes.
application is expensive [2]. The chemical disposal is
The effect of current implied a dissolving anode,
undesirable due to amount of chemical concentrations,
which is formed due to coagulation agent, which
as this may cause a negative impact on other organisms
gradually was mixed with contaminated water. Electro
and its use affects [3] only a limited amount of
flotation was carried out within a period of 15 minutes.
cyanobacteria. The shortcomings of these methods
During the measurements to monitor the emergence of
eliminates the electrolytic method of disarming, whose
floating bubbles generated on the surface of samples
principle is electro flotation.
and subsequent deposition on the surface fleet.
3. APPLICATION METHOD ELECTRO
Accumulated fleet from surface samples was
FLOTATION WATER DISPOSAL
collected mechanically. After realization of electro
flotation sample was taken and the water just after the
Electro flotation method was used for the disposal
application of electrolysis is also sampled fleet. Water
of cyanobacteria in 14 pooled samples of water from
without fleets showed the clarity with pinkish tinge
the study sites. The principle of physical-chemical
process is the separation of suspended solids in the
sample of the observed surface water or directly in
standing water and subsequent mechanical removal,
more in [4].
3.1 Description of the monitored location
Analysis and microscopic evaluation of water
samples containing water blooms of Slovak Kačato
Lake was carried out, located on the outskirts of
Roznava, surrounded by a wooded area of deciduous

.
Fig.1. Illustrate process electro flotation
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Battery
Manufacturer
Model
Voltage
Battery voltage
Dimensions
Mass

Description
HELVI
Progress 20
230 V 50/60 Hz
12 – 24 V
280x285x470 mm
12,2 kg

Table 1. Description of battery Progress 20
5. MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS AND
EVALUATION
The samples were subjected to microscopic analysis
in the laboratory at the Technical University in Kosice,
Department of Environmental Science. Microscopic
analysis also looked at the content of suspended solids
during the whole measurement.
The analysis showed a positive effect of electro
flotation. After the removal of the mechanical
sedimentary fleet near the water clear, pinkish color
was seen. This phenomenon was caused due to rusty
electrodes. However, no threat to water quality after
flotation was observed. Water (Fig. 2) showed the
occurrence of cyanobacteria, which created the fleet,
and despite the effect of electro flotation method the
micro life has survived without signs of damage.

Fig. 2. Images of water samples by electro flotation,
observed under the microscope
The method of electro flotation is constantly under
development. It looks different proportions and design
of electrolytic devices for the most efficient elimination
of cyanobacteria, which while not harming other
organisms.
The main advantages of using electro flotation
methods include respect for the environment, harmless
to other organisms, simplicity, and ease of access
through the solution.
The disadvantage is power consumption needed for
electrolysis, but use of solar cells could eliminate this.
At this point it is not possible to comment on the life
of the electrolytic device located on the surface of
stagnant water, there are only estimates and carry out
the experiments. Within the project "Implementation
and modification of technology to reduce the
occurrence of cyanobacteria in Stagnant Waters"
ITMS: 26220220028, supported by the Research &
Development Operational Programe funded by the
ERDF, to verify the long-term operation of the plant
on a large standing water.
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6. SUMMARY
The problem of eutrophication is complex and
specific conditions for individual lakes. Disposal of
water blooms is one way to prevent damage to the
environment and human health. The best available
method of disposal of water flowers shows today use
electro flotation wastewater in the presence of a
combination of methods and other methods. The effect,
which is achieved after only a few minutes of standing
water in the sample taken from Lake Kačato was
remarkable. Exposure to the electrodes on the sample
water cyanobacteria were paralyzed and fleets in a thin
layer on the surface. It can be said that electro flotation
method is highly effective cleaning method of surface
water by cyanobacteria, which requires the effective
application of extensive polluted waters. The method of
electro flotation is constantly under development.
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DYNAMIC DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PLANNING AND CONTROL IN
CLOSED-LOOP RECYCLING NETWORKS
Abstract: Closed-loop recycling networks (CLRNs) have been an area of increasing attention during the last decade in
real-world and in academia. In Europe, the recycling industry was encouraged to reuse recycled waste materials as the
basic raw material, under the objectives of European Union’s Sixth Environment Action Programme 2002-2012. These
economical and ecological trends, have promoted the necessity of integrating management issues into CLRNs. Such an
approach is presented in this paper which integrates strategic capacity and inventory management aspects into a
system dynamics (SD) model of a single producer CLRN and provides a decision support system for planning and
control.
Key words: Closed-loop recycling networks; System Dynamics; Dynamic decision support system

1. INTRODUCTION
Efforts for waste reduction have promoted the necessity
of integrating forward and reverse supply chains into
closed-loop networks [1, 2]. Closed-loop recycling
networks (CLRNs), in particular, are typical networks for
material recovery. According to the latest data, in Europe
the recycling industry within EU-27 countries exhibited a
significant increase in the yearly volume trade of waste
between 2002 and 2010: from 20.87 to 37.57 million tons
for paper and board waste; from 2.97 to 4.2 for glass
waste; and from 2.26 to 7.71 for plastic waste [3]. These
trends have promoted the need for holistic modeling
approaches which facilitate the integration of management
issues into CLRNs [4].
Fig.1 exhibits a very generic
description of such a CLRN. Capacity planning and
inventory management, both in the reverse channel and in
the forward channel of Recycling Loop 1, are important
strategic issues that restrict the flows of reusable materials
and of original products. In particular, the producers face
the challenging problem of adapting their capacity and the
level of inventories in an effort to increase the total supply
chain profit. Such decisions are quite simple in a steadystate situation. However, in an uncertain business
environment,
such
as
the
reverse
channel

Fig. 1. Closed-loop structure of Recycling Networks
which is characterized by uncertainty in volumes, timing
and quality of end-of-use product returns, the decision
making process is important to be supported by a
modelling approach, which has the ability to evaluate the

long-term profitability, taking into consideration the
dynamics of stocks and flows that exist in the recycling
loop [5]. Such an approach is presented in this paper. The
approach is based on the Theory of System Dynamics (SD)
and is presented by using data from a Greek paper
producer with recycling activities at a regional level.
2. THE DYNAMIC MODEL
2.1. Generic stocks and flows diagram
Stocks and flows, along with feedback loops, are the
two central concepts of SD theory. Stocks are the
accumulations (e.g. inventories) of the inflows (e.g.
production rate) and the outflows (e.g. shipments) of a
system. The structure of a system in SD methodology is
captured by linking the stock and flow structure with
feedback mechanisms and is represented by stock and flow
diagrams [6].
A SD CLRN model can be viewed as consisting of two
interconnected networks. The first network is the material
network which includes the stocks and flows of products,
used products, waste products and recycled raw material
exhibited in a stock and flow diagram. The second network
is the information network which includes the flow of
information (for example serviceable inventory level in end
products) through the actors involved in the recycling loop
(producer, distributors, customers, waste merchants and
recycled raw material merchants). The two networks
interact via a set of decision rules which control the
material flows. The analytical presentation of the two
interconnected networks and of control rules cannot be
given within the limited paper’s length. However, Fig. 2
depicts the generic stocks and flows diagram of Recycling
Loop 1 shown in Fig. 1. The system is bounded to a single
producer who operates collection centers, indexed by
m=1,..,M, located in m=1,..,M regions. The producer
produces different types of end products indexed by q=
1,..,Q, which are produced by different categories of
recycled (waste) materials indexed by n=1,..,N. The
percentage of material input of quality n for producing 1
item of end-product q is given by cnq. Stocks are
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represented by rectangles, inflows are represented by pipes
pointing into (adding to) the stock and outflows are
represented by pipes pointing out of (subtracting from) the
stock. The arrows (causal links) in stock and flow diagrams
represent the relations among variables. The direction of the
causal links displays the direction of the effect. Signs “+” or
“-” at the upper end of the causal links exhibit the sign of
the effect. When the sign is “+”, the variables change in the
same direction; otherwise they change in the opposite one.
2.2 Control rules
The general form of the embedded control rules is
indicatively presented in Figs.3 and 4 for the case of
governing the Production Rate and the Production
Capacity in the forward channel respectively. Fig. 3
represents the stock-flow structure along with the negative
feedback mechanism which controls the Serviceable
Inventoryq. The mechanism is based on the well-established
stock management structure suggested by Sterman [6] and
regulates
Production
Rateq.
The
mathematical
representation is given by the following equations (the
reader must refer to Figs. for the notation).

t

SI qP (t ) SI qP (t

0)

RqP (t ) - SqD (t ) - SqI (t ) dt [tn] (1)

0

P
q

R (t ) min

OqP (t ),

OqP (t ) min E Dq (t )

I1P (t )
c1q
dt

,...,

I NP (t )
cNq

[tn/tu]

dt

AdjSI qP (t ), C P (t )* pcaq [tn/tu]

(3)

Eq. (1) represents the stock equation for Serviceable
P

P

Inventoryq ( SI q ). By eq.(2), Production Rateq ( Rq ) results
P

from Production Ordersq ( Oq ), but constrained by the
P

availability in Inventory in Recycled Materialsn ( I n )
expressed in terms of q-type product units using the index
P

cnq. Production Ordersq ( Oq ) defined by (3), are based on
a decision rule which combines the Expected Demand
(E(Dq)) with an adjustment (Serviceable Inventory

Fig. 2. Generic stocks and flows diagram of Recycling Loop 1. System boundaries reflect a single-producer CLRN.

Fig. 3. Control rule for Serviceable Inventory; CTSI and AdjTSI are control parameters.
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(2)

P

Adjustmentq ( AdjSI q ))

that brings the Serviceable

P

Inventoryq ( SI q ) in line with its desired value (Desired
Serviceable Inventoryq ( DSI qP )):

DSI qP (t ) - SI qP (t )

AdjSI qP (t )

DSI qP (t )

AdjT SI

[tn/tu]

E ( Dq (t ))* CT SI [tn/tu]

(4)
(5)

where, AdjTSI (SI Adjustment Time) represents how quickly
the producer decides to close the gap between the desired
and the actual inventory level and CTSI (SI Cover Time) is
the base stock expressed in time units.
P
q )

Production Ordersq ( O

are limited by the Production

P

Capacity (C ); based on historical data, the assignment of
capacity in producing each q-type product is expressed in
percentage (pcaq). Expected Demandq (E(Dq)) in (3) is a
forecasted value for firm’s demand (sum of domestic and
international demand), calculated from a first-order
exponential smoothing of Demandq (Dq) with parameter aD,
implying a smoothing coefficient of 1/aD:
1
Dq (t ) - E ( Dq (t )) dt [tn/tu] (6)
aD
In a similar way Figure 4 represents the rule for
controlling the Production Capacity (the mathematical
equations are not provided for brevity). The rule is based on
the anchoring and adjustment heuristic approach [6] and its
extensions [5]. Capacity (C) is reviewed periodically every
P time units, after which a decision is made whether to
invest on capacity or not and to what extent. Capacity
expansion decisions, i.e. new additional investments on
capacity, are determined by using a closed-loop controller.
In particular, the model continuously evaluates the
Discrepancy (Disc) between the desired (Desired Capacity
(DC)) and the actual level of Capacity (C). This
discrepancy reflects the system’s error in actual capacity.
Desired Capacity is the driving force for capacity planning.
The source of input information to Desired Capacity is the
forecasted values of Demandq (Dq), for the case of capacity
planning in the production line. For the case of collection
centers, Desired Capacity is linked to the forecasted values
of materials Accepted for Recyclingmn (AfRmn) (see Fig.2).
Based on the system’s error the controller dictates Capacity
Expansion Rate (C_ExpRate) as a pulse change in actual
capacity, in strategic time periods of integer multiples of P.
This input pulse reflects an expansion decision in capacity
and consequently, determines the rate of change of capacity
towards the desired value. Naturally, the capacity
adjustment involves long delays for capacity acquisition
(contracts with suppliers, transportation, installation, labor
training) creating a supply line of capacity on order. The
Capacity Adding Rate (C_AddRate) captures this delay (T)
and is determined by delaying the values of Capacity
Expansion Rate (C_ExpRate) using a third-order delay
function with average delay time T. Finally, Capacity (C) is
increased by capacity acquisition and is decreased by
Capacity Discarding Rate (C_DiscRate). The latter is
defined by the Average Lifetime (AvgLife) of capacity.
E Dq (t )

E ( Dq (t - dt ))

Fig. 4. Strategic capacity planning control mechanism; P
and K are control parameters.
3. DYNAMIC DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
The presented SD model includes the following types of
system parameters that may be tuned to reproduce the
behavior of a specific recycling network:
i) Physical parameters, which depend on product and
operational characteristics;
ii) Operational parameters that describe inventory control
policies; and
iii) Smoothing parameters used in forecasting through
exponential smoothing.
The control parameters which fully describe the capacity
R

planning policies are PP, KP (in production line) and Pm

,

R
m

K (in each m collection centre), while the control
parameters for the management of serviceable inventories
are

AdjSI qP and CTSI. By assigning specific values to the

system and control parameters, and by running the model
using the simulation software PowerSim 2.5®, we obtain
the dynamics of stocks and flows during the planning
horizon. Since the dynamic behavior may be used to
evaluate the performance of a specific capacity planning
policy, the SD model can be viewed as a strategic decision
support system for the conduct of various “what-if”
scenario analyses. This capability is discussed in the
following section.
4. THE CASE OF PAPER RECYCLING: DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1 Case description
A Greek paper-mill located in southern Greece produces
board paper (packaging paper from 100% recycled wastepaper). Board paper production line produces four types of
products; Q=4, (q=1 [Testliner]; q=2 [Corrugating
medium]; q=3 [Gray paper board]; q=4 [Duplex board]).
The producer mainly satisfies domestic demand and exports
to Turkey and Bulgaria. Backlog in customer orders is not
permitted (i.e. unfilled orders are lost). Eight categories of
waste-paper are used in the recycling operation; N=8,
n=1[Brown-A];
n=2[Brown-B];
n=3[Gray-paper];
n=4[Mixed-paper];
n=5[Newsprints];
n=6[Kraft];
n=7[White-paper 3A]; n=8[White-paper 2A]. The producer
operates three collection centers, located in three regions
(M=3) of southern Greece. At each collection center, wastepaper is inspected, sorted to n categories and compressed.
The compressed n categories of waste-paper are then
transported to the paper-mill. The producer imports
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KmR =1.5, PmR =1 year

m] maximizes the NPV of total

supply chain. The proposed capacity planning policy
dictates the following:
i) Capacity planning in the production line (paper-mill):
The capacity must be reviewed every PP =10 years and at
this point the magnitude of capacity expansion equals to the
observed discrepancy between the desired and the actual
level of capacity multiplied by KP=0.5.
ii) Capacity planning in the collection centers: The
capacity at each collection center must be reviewed every
R
m

P =1 year and the magnitude of capacity expansion
equals to the observed discrepancy between the desired and
the actual level of capacity multiplied by K

R
m

=1.5.

4.3 Dynamic Behaviour
The dynamics of capacity planning, under policy PB, are
shown in Fig.5 (compression capacity is shown for the
largest collection center (m=1)). The dynamics of total
supply chain profit under policy PB is exhibited in Fig.6.
Expansion of production capacity at 10 th year, results in an
increase in the paper-mill’s production rate. The latter
dictates more aggressive expansions in the capacity of
collection centers (increase of compression rate). The
system seeks new states in both capacities under the effect
of time delays in capacity acquisitions. During the transient
period, the increased needs in compressed waste paper at
the paper-mill level are satisfied by increased orders placed
to external importers. This is shown in Fig.6 through the
dynamics of supplies from external suppliers. Increased
orders, but at a higher procurement cost, affect negatively
the rate of change of NPV until the system reaches its new
state.
Figure 7 displays the dynamics of Serviceable Inventory
under policy PB for different values of control parameters
Serviceable

Inventory

Adjustmentq

( AdjSI qP )

and

SI

serviceable inventory cover time CT (SI Cover Time).
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Fig. 5. Dynamics of capacity planning under best policy;
R

R

PB: [KP= 0.5, PP= 10 years; K1 = 1.5, P1 = 1 year].
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Fig. 6. Dynamic behavior of total supply chain profit under
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best policy; PB: [KP= 0.5, PP= 10 years; K1 = 1.5, P1 = 1
year].
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4.2 Strategic Capacity Planning
We use the SD model in conjunction with an optimumseeking grid search procedure to determine the near-optimal
values of control variables that describe the capacity
planning policies. These values maximize the net present
value (NPV) of total supply chain profit. The procedure
revealed that the policy PB:[KP=0.5, PP=10 years;

Production Rate
(Paper-mill)

30

NPV (Normalized)

compressed waste-paper from Bulgaria and Turkey, but at a
higher cost, when its inventory in waste-paper is below the
desired safety stock.
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Fig. 7. Dynamics of Serviceable Inventory under PB: [KP=
R

R

P

0.5,PP=10years; K1 =1.5, P1 =1year] and different AdjSI q
CTSI values.
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IMPACT OF STEEL PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY ON ENVIRONMENT
Abstract: The technological process of steel production takes place in the converter steel plant by LD process. This
process is a set of mechanical, gas-dynamic, heat, chemical, physical-chemical processes and phenomena. As the
main product of this technological process is the liquid steel, this is further casting on continuous casting machine
or on separate line in the ingots. Billets are further processed in rolling mills in the construction and reinforcement
and ingots in the forge plant processed in forged products. As byproducts different types of solid waste, emissions of
dust and gases into the air and industrial wastewaters are generated. By applying of measures for reduction of
emissions and waste generation, significant reduction of environmental load is achieved and ensured recycling of
industrial waste, industrial wastewater and thermal energy from emitted converter gases.
In this paper, the dominant sources of emissions and waste production at the facility for the production of steel are
presented, as well as taken measures to limit and control emissions and the effects achieved by implementation of
these measures. Measures for restriction of emissions and environmental protection are defined by adjustments plan
done in accordance with BAT recommendations of the European Union.
Keywords: converter steel plant, process technology, the environment, emissions, converter gases
1. INTRODUCTION
Steel production in Zenica has a 118-year
tradition. Zenica steel mill is historically one of the
largest steel manufacturers in Southern Europe. Steel is
one of the most important materials used in the
automotive industry, construction and other economic
sectors. Global steel production has an upward trend
due to increasing demand for this material even though
it is recycled with a high percentage around 68% [1]. It
is believed that the steel will be the main structural
material in the future [2].
Steel production has a high impact on all elements of
the environment due to emissions of dust and waste
gases into the air, especially greenhouse gas emissions
and discharges of wastewater and water environment
pollution, waste generation and noise and more. In
some parts of the world, these impacts are well
managed, in many others are not. Thus, in Zenica the
effects of steel production activities on the environment
are expressed due to many years’ of high emissions that
are result of inadequate implementation of necessary
measures for limiting and control an emission that is
environment protection [2].
Steel plants today have many opportunities to comply
production with stricter requirements for the
preservation of environmental quality. In this way they
can respond effectively to the challenges of stringent
requirements for sustainable development. So many
leaders in the steel industry, as in other sectors are
beginning to adapt their procedures to reduce
environmental emissions and negative impacts on the
environment, and improve its business image. They
have initiated voluntary projects for emissions
reduction and environmental protection. Best available
techniques and eco-design are effective means of
achieving that goal. Zenica steel plant is on the track of
the realization of this goal, which is defined in the plan

of adjustment. The implementation of projects defined
in this plan have already achieved high results in the
reduction of emissions of dust into the air and water,
reduce waste generation and noise, etc. The goal is to
harmonize this steel plant with European environmental
standards and BAT by 2015, which is a very ambitious
goal for inherited poor environmental practices and the
lack of effective measures for environment protection
[2].
2. PROCESS OF STEEL PRODUCTION
Production of steel in BOF steel plant in Zenica is
done by Linz-Donawits procedure (LD process) in the
two convertors of the total designed capacity of 1.1
million t / y steel of different assortment. The products
range under the current conditions is low carbon steel,
and production of high carbon steel is planned. Current
production is significantly reduced due to the global
economic crisis and lower demand for steel and it is
about 650,000 t / y of steel.
Production of steel in the convertor takes place by
blowing of pure oxygen (wO2 = 99.99%) through
liquid pig iron, which is causing burning of carbon and
phosphorus. The process is discontinuous and takes
place through the following technological stages:
Charging (scrap metal, flux, liquid pig iron),
oxidative refining by oxygen blowing (decarbonization and removal of impurities),
control of heat status after blowing (carbon,
temperature),
second oxygen blow, if necessary,
tapping of steel and de-oxidation in the ladle, and
then casting on continuous casting machines or in
ingots,
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tapping of slag and converter lining control and
preparation for the next heat.
Convertor charge is normally consists of 80-85%
liquid metal and 20-15% steel scrap, and non-metallic
additives (lime, bauxite, iron ore) which are added to
form the slag. The steel scrap and nonmetallic additives
are first charged, and than liquid iron. Liquid iron is
delivered from the blast furnace in the transport ladle
capacity of 140t and stored in the mixer from where
can be taken for charging of new heat in the converter.
Upon completion of the charging, in converter is
performed the oxidative refining of metals by oxygen
blowing and heating of metal without the heat from the
outside, on account of the physical heat of liquid pig
iron and heat exothermic chemical reaction. Oxygen is
blowing through the high pressure water cooled lance
tube, that leading to strong mixing of the heat. During
the process of blowing oxygen, in convertor are
occurred very strong reactions to the oxidation of
impurities with generation of large amounts of gas.
Gaseous CO and SOx output from the heat, a hard
volatile P2O5 SiO2 in addition of CaO is separate in the
form of slag. Ladle gases are composed predominantly
of CO, with a high temperature (about 1200-1600ºC)
and carry a large amount of dust. Therefore, convertor
gas prior to discharge into the atmosphere must pass
through the treatment, which an aim is to utilize
physical and chemical heat of gas and dust removal.

The purpose of the oxygen converter process is
oxidation of impurities from the metallic charge and
heating of steel heat up to the tapping temperatures.
The process of oxidation in the converter is achieved
by:
reducing the carbon content in the prescribed level
(from ≈ 4% to <1%, often much lower),
set of useful content (alloying) elements,
removal of harmful impurities in the lower level
through the slag or gas convertor.
Upon completion of oxidation and achieving of
requested quality parameters, heat is tapping from the
converter. During tapping of heat into ladle the needed
de-oxidation and alloying agents are added (secondary
metallurgy). The resulting de-oxidation products
mainly are in the slag but one part, in the form of nonmetallic inclusions, still remain in the steel after
solidification. Liquid steel after its produced is being
transported for further processing.
From converter steel plants the large quantities of dust
are generated during charging and tapping of liquid
iron, scrap and non-metallic additives charging, oxygen
blowing as well as steel and slag tapping.
Technological steel production scheme in the
converter, with an indication of the main sources of
emissions into the environment, is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Technological scheme of production of steel in the converter and the sources of emissions into the
environment
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3. EMISSION SOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
MEASURES
Steel plants present the great polluters of the
environment and the burden all elements of the
environment (air, water, soil, etc.). In particular it is
considered that the steel plants are the major source of
CO2 emissions and thereby contribute to global climate
change. The emission of pollutants occurs in all stages
of technological and steelmaking operations. Places of
emissions and waste generation are shown in simplified
block diagram (Fig.1).
Air emissions are from numerous sources, as:
convertor dust and converter gases,
dust from mixers,
dust from handling non-metallic additives and
alloys,
waste gases from addition heating of waste heat
boilers ,
flue gases from the ore drying furnace,
flue gases from steam super heaters,
flue gases from the filter sludge drying furnace
(DHD),
flue gases from the furnace for drying and
preheating ladles and tundishs,
uncontrolled emissions from the bays and the
handling area [3].
BOF gases contain the most of CO (55-80%), and a
large amount of dust (consisting of metal oxides,
including oxides of heavy metals). Content of SO2 and
NOx, PCDD/F and PAH is relatively low. Gas
temperature at the converter exit reach up to 1600ºC,
and therefore gases have to pass through the waste heat
boiler to produce technological steam that can be used
for technology needs during steel production or in other
technological processes in the Plant.
In order to minimize and control dust emissions in
convertor gas, it is cleaned in wet technical cleaning
system that is consist of a scrubber for rough dust,
venture tube system and scrubber for fine dust. Gases
that are cleaned of dust and cooled are extracting by
exhauster and through the chimney release into the
atmosphere. Collected dust with water are discharged
from the dust cleaning system and transported into the
system for wastewater treatment and then again using
the same process. Sludge from the treatment system is
dried in a rotary drying furnace that used blast furnace
gas for heating. Flue gases and dust from the furnace
passes through a wet de-dusting system before being
release through the chimney into the atmosphere.
Muddy water is returned to the settling basins. Dried
converter dust is transported on sinter plant.
Dust emissions measurement after technical system for
cleaning of converter gases is performed continuously
and the average value is 39.5 mg/Nm3, which is lower
than the limit value of 50 mg/Nm3. For de-dusting of
mixer’s gases in late 2011 the very efficient bag filter
system was installed whose efficiency is 99.8%.
Emission of dust behind this filter is 20 mg/Nm3 which
is significantly lower than the limit value of 50
mg/Nm3.

In the process of steel production the large quantities of
process water is used for cooling of technological
equipment and wet de-dusting of gases. Process waters
are in closed systems. Water for facilities cooling are in
a clean closed system, and water for wet de-dusting the
waste gases are in so called dirty closed system. Water
in clean cycle (cooling the converter oxygen lance and
mold cooling on continuous casting machine), after
performing a function cooled and send back into the
process. Dirty water cycle (wet purification of gases
and the secondary cooling in continuous caster) after
purification on DHD and DSD system are again
returned to the process. Wastewater treatment system
has such solution that allows the settling of suspended
particles in the two radial thickeners, cooling fan
coolers, separation of sludge in a rotary vacuum filters
and pressuring of cooling water by centrifugal pumps.
Deposition of suspended solids is increased by
flocculants dosing, and stabilization of water and
maintain the pH value is achieved by additional
chemical treatment with hydrated lime.
The sewage is only discharged waste water from the
filter furnace for drying ore and bauxite, part of the
water for equipment cooling, and waste water during
de-sludge of wastewater cleaning system. The waste
waters are discharged in the Bosnia River thru sewage
system. The quantity of wastewater is estimated to be
about 45 m3 / t of steel 3,4 .
The industrial wastewaters from BOF Steel plant
comply to the request from Regulation regarding
conditions for discharging of wastewaters into natural
recipient or public sewage system (Gazette F B&H
NO.4/12) as per all tested parameter beside
concentration of suspend matters and pH that are higher
from allowed limit values.
Water management plan request further reduction of
water using, increase of amount of water in the close
systems, reduction of emissions into water and more
efficient cleaning of wastewaters that are discharged
into sewage system and further in River Bosnia, to be
able to comply with all given criteria for effluent
quality.
Monitoring results of wastewater from April 2012 are
given in Table 1.
The Steel Plant great quantity of solid waste, including:
converter slag (110 kg/t steel),
ladle slag (39,8 kg/t steel),
slag from mixers,
refractory waste (19 kg/t steel),
converter dust (6 kg/t steel),
dust from mixers,
dust from handling non-metallic additives and
alloys a,
Scrap metal (various types of sculls, remains from
the continuous casting, continuous casting of burnout) - 42 kg/t steel and others. 3,4
Related to the mentioned solid waste, steel
production in BOF Steel plant present the closed
system because all technological waste is processed in
secondary raw materials and used ether in operational
plant of the Plant or delivered to the other business
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subjects as raw material for the production of cement,
construction materials, artificial fertilizers, etc. There is
very small amount of waste that ends on an industrial

dump yard. This shows that the principles of cleaner
technology are applied in this Steel Plant, which is the
ultimate goal of this company.

Parameters
Method of testing
Flow (m3/dan)
ISO 748
Temperature (0C)
BAS DIN 38404-4:2010
pH value
ISO 10523
Electrical conductivity (μS/cm)
ISO 7888
Washed rest of the 105 0C (mg/l)
BAS DIN 38409-1:2010
Volatile matter in 550 °C (mg/l)
BAS DIN 38409-1:2010
Total suspended solids
ISO 11923
Alkalinity (mg/l)
ISO 9963-1
COD-Cr (mgO2/l)
ISO 6060
BOD5 (mgO2/l)
ISO 5815-1/ISO 5815-2
Total N (mg/l)
NH4-N (mg/l)
ISO 7150
NO3-N (mg/l)
ISO 7890-3
NO2-N (mg/l)
ISO 2918
Total P
ISO 6878
Chloride (mg/l)
ISO 9297
Sulfate (mg/l)
ISO 10304
Toxicity Test with Daph.magna (%)
ISO 6341
Fe (mg/l)
ISO 6332
Mn (mg/l)
ISO 6333
Zn (mg/l)
ISO 8288
Total Cr
ISO 9174
Cu (mg/l)
ISO 8288
Ni (mg/l)
ISO 8288
Pb (mg/l)
ISO 6333
Cd (mg/l)
ISO 5961
Table 1. Monitoring results of BOF wastewater, April 2012

Limit value
30
6,5 – 9,0
35
125
25
15
10
10
2,0
250
200
50
2,0
1,0
2,0
0,5
0,5
0,5
0,5
0,1

The test results
7923
27,6
9,4
421
412
92
282
106
8
3
1,4
0,3
0,3
<0,005
0,10
21
82,2
85
0,09
0,009
0,02
0,001
0,009
0,001
0,013
0,001

4. CONCLUSIONS
Steel production in Zenica was designed and
largely operates on the principle of cleaner
technologies that allow rational use of raw materials,
energy and water, and limiting air and water emissions
and
waste
production
within
the
BAT
recommendations and emission standards. Many
projects for reduction of emissions and environmental
protection are implemented, which achieved significant
effects on reducing the environmental load. It is
planned implementation of several strategic projects,
which by the end of 2015 need to ensure the reduction
of emissions below the given limit values, and the
overall utilization of industrial waste, as well as
thermal energy from converter gases for production of
process steam.
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MODEL FOR EVALUATION OF CO-COMBUSTION OF COMPOSTED SEWAGE
SLUDGE
Abstract: Sewage sludge as a waste is problematic regarding its utilization. Because of high water content, sludge
combustion is not very attractive. Improvement of energy balance can be achieved by production of compost for
energetic utilization (CEU). The principle of energy balance improvement is in combined composting of sewage
sludge with other compostable organic material. It appears to be economically advantageous to use CEU as a fuel
in energy producing combustion devices instead of combustion in waste incineration plants. According to
contemporary air protection legislation, CEU is classified as a waste when used as a fuel. We propose an objective
model for evaluation of emissions from co-combustion of co-composted sewage sludge in the wood fired boiler or
wood-coal co-combustion fired grate boiler, based on the real emission measurement. The results of emission
measurements and waste analysis will clearly show if it would be possible, according to air protection legislation
requirements, to burn co-composted sewage sludge in wood fired boilers, and what secondary measures (flue gas
treatment) should be taken.
Key words: model, sewage sludge, compost, co-combustion, emissions
1. INTRODUCTION
Sewage sludge is one of the wastes which
production is increasing. Landfill disposal of organic
wastes, including sewage sludge, is not allowed or is
being systematically reduced in developed countries.
Application to the soil is problematic because of the
risk of contamination, therefore often rejected by
agriculture [1]. Main methods of sewage sludge
utilization are co-combustion, co-incineration, or
incineration [2]. The co-firing of pulverized coal with
dried sewage sludge has demonstrated that the sewage
may be milled and fired successfully as a pulverized
fuel in the range 0-30, 50, 70, and 100% [3].
The interest in waste to energy utilization is very
significant in developed countries [4]. Often discussed
topic is the question, whether waste could be an
alternative to fossil fuels, and waste energy potential is
evaluated [5].
Thermogravimetric characteristics of coal and
sewage sludge co-combustion are presented in paper
[6]. Energy gain from sewage sludge combustion is low
due to its high water and inorganic content. There is a
suggested technology for improvement of energy
balance of sewage sludge – production of so-called
“energy-compost”, known as compost for energetic
utilization (CEU). The principle of energy balance
improvement is in combined composting of sewage
sludge with other compostable organic material. Water
content is significantly decreased in the composting
process. It is relatively low-cost, which is its major
advantage, compared to sewage sludge drying.
Compost for energetic utilization is a potential
mixed solid fuel from biodegradable waste, produced
by aerobic fermentation of selected types of waste from
sewage treatment plants, agriculture, gardening,
forestry, food production and processing, lumber
industry, paper mills, leather and textile industry and
other organic wastes. Compost for energetic utilization
is dry, lumpy bulk material with granulometric

structure of mixed particles with size less than 50 mm,
grey to dark colour, without any intense odour, heat of
combustion 10 – 15 MJ.kg-1 and ash content less than
20%. This product is stored in open storage facilities
and its maximum water content is 40%. Required fuel
quality should be achieved by the control of composted
materials.
Wood combustion in boilers can have satisfactory
emission results even when combusting industrial
waste wood (e.g. from wood and wood fibre
composite) in lower grade wood boilers, provided that
combustion optimization is performed based on
emission measurement [7, 8, 9]. Nowadays it is
important to solve issues of emission control while
there is an increasing intention to co-combust sewage
sludge in wood fired boilers. Analysis of energy
efficiency of sewage sludge combustion is well known,
however influence of different processing techniques
such as composting on the following combustion
process is not always clear. Main attention is paid to
trace elements content and emissions [10].
Primary interest is focused on co-combustion of
sewage sludge with coal [11, 12]. Fluidized bed coal
fired boilers are most commonly used for cocombustion of sewage sludge and other waste with coal
[13]. It has been proved that all emission limits can be
fulfilled except for the HCl, as long as the energy
content of sewage sludge in fuel mix is below 25%.
Also very little percentage of nitrogen is converted to
nitrogen oxides [14].
We assume, that in case of CEU combustion, very
good results could show its co-combustion with wood
or other kind of combustible biomass, eventually
combustion of CEU by itself in the biomass fired
boilers. From the environmental point of view, we
suggest a comparative analysis of environmental assets
of wood combustion and bio-charcoal production [15].
The aim of this paper is to develop a model for
evaluation of emissions from co-combustion of co-
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composted sewage sludge in the wood fired boiler or
wood-coal co-combustion fired grate boiler, based on
the real emission measurement.
2. PLAN OF ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTS
Even though CEU is produced from biodegradable
waste, according to air protection legislation it is not
considered to be a fuel. Combustion of CEU should
therefore be regarded as a combustion or cocombustion of waste and emissions from this
combustion cannot be evaluated according to emission
limits for biofuel combustion.
Main environmental problem associated with
energy utilization of waste is air pollution. Second most
important problem which requires environmentally
acceptable solution is the residual solid waste from
combustion (fly-ash, bottom ash, slag).
Only the practical experiences from co-combustion
of very small fractions of sludge (ca 2 %) indicate no
important problems [16]. Therefore, suitability of CEU
for certain combustion device has to be confirmed in
the technical aspects (optimal particle size, fuel
conveyor routes, fuel dosage) as well as in the aspects
of air protection during trial run for evaluation of new
fuel suitability (optimization of fuel mixture
composition, analysis of emissions according to waste
combustion limits). The objective of the experimental
plan of co-combustion of CEU is reduction of negative
impact of emissions to the extent which is
economically reasonably achievable. Consequent
evaluation of compliance with emission regulation
requirements and overall feasibility study for the cocombustion of CEU with nominal fuel – coal, wood or
coal-wood mixture in the trial combustion device will
be performed. Suitability of sewage sludge energy
utilization in proposed way will be assessed according
to combustion trial runs. In case of positive result, it
will be possible to determine the extent of parameters
needed to be monitored in the produced CEU from a
large number of sludge’s derived from different
biological sewage treatment plants and the extent of
emissions monitoring required.
2.1 Expected course of experiments
In the experimental device (combined pulverized
coal fired boiler with grate for co-combustion of wood)
pulverized brown coal will be used. The addition of
CEU with wood chips will gradually increase, with the
ratio of CEU ending at 100% (added alone without
wood chips). This stage will take 1-2 weeks.
Energy efficiency will be determined in dependence
with the increasing CEU overall mass ratio in the fuel.
It will be increased from 5% to 20%, eventually 25%,
50% and 100%. The key to co-combustion are
certainly technological requirements. In this stage,
which will last approximately 2 weeks, technological
limits to maximum ratio of CEU in the fuel will be
determined. With this maximum ratio of CEU in the
fuel, consequent tests for environmental acceptability
of CEU and coal co-combustion will be performed.
Similarly, in the wood fired experimental device the
addition of CEU will be gradually increased. This stage
will be finished within 1 week.
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2.2 Settings of combustion process operation
Although combustion device - boiler co-firing wood
and brown coal will be combusting a new certified fuel,
combustion conditions will be so strictly observed, as if
a waste was co-combusted:
 Fuel composition with the regard on metals content
will be regularly checked by rapid analysis method
ED XRF and Hg content by rapid analysis using
cold vapour inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry. It is necessary to put special emphasis
on Hg content control to assure the compliance with
the limit value.
 Once every 2 weeks a sample of CEU will be
collected from the storage facility. In case of
exceeding limits of metals content, combustion will
be interrupted, and a sample will be sent for
analysis to the certified laboratory.
 100 g of sample will be stored in deposit for
preparation of mixed sample from the one year
period, which will be sent so certified laboratory for
analysis.
 Combustion of CEU will not be done during warm
up process of the combustion device, until the
temperature inside the combustion chamber reaches
850°C.
 Emission limits will be defined for co-combustion
of 3 types of fuel, standard fuel has oxygen
concentration reference value 6% and wood and
CEU 11%. Co- combustion plant shall be designed,
equipped, built and operated in such a way that the
emission limit values determined according to or set
out in Directive 2000/76/EC are not exceeded in the
exhaust gas.
 Combustion of CEU will be terminated, if emission
monitoring system would register any problems
with CO or NOx emissions, regardless the cause
(even if it would not be related to co-combustion of
CEU).
 Flue gas dispersion model will be elaborated,
confirming the sufficient stack height for metals
emission dispersion, proving it would not affect
human health or environment.
 Emission measurements during combustion
experiments will show the migration rate of metals
from fuel to emissions and solid wastes such as
bottom ash and slag. Several variants of cocombustion will be evaluated, solely wood, solely
coal, coal and CEU, wood and CEU, coal wood and
CEU.
 Emission measurements during combustion
experiments will show the impact of co-combustion
of CEU on CO, TOC (Total Organic Carbon), NOx
and SO2.emissions.
 Emission measurements during combustion
experiments will determine the maximum safe ratio
of CEU in fuel from the emissions of CO, TOC,
NOx and SO2 point of view.
 Samples of fly ash and slag will be collected during
stabilized co-combustion with maximum safe ratio
of CEU in fuel. Leaching tests will be performed
with the 10% slag and 90% fly-ash mixture. Results
will be compared with the same tests on slag and fly

ash from combustion of coal.
 At the final stage of combustion experiments,
authorized emission measurement will be carried by
certified laboratory during co-combustion of coal
with CEU according to proposed combustion
process settings. Measured emissions will be PM
(particulate matter), CO, TOC, NOx, SO2, HCl, HF,
heavy metals and dioxins.
 Samples of slag and fly-ash will be collected to be
sent to leaching tests in certified laboratory.
 Technological procedure for sustainable cocombustion of coal with CEU or CEU with wood
will be designed in defined conditions.
 Compliance with the limits for the heavy metals
content in the one year mixed bulk sample of CEU
will be a necessary condition for continuation of
energy utilization of CEU for the next time period
(year). This will assure that no excess heavy metals
emissions would occur and no random high
emissions episodes would happen.

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a model for evaluation of
emissions from co-combustion of co-composted
sewage sludge in the wood fired boiler or wood-coal
co-combustion fired grate boiler, because these
emissions cannot be assessed according to emission
limits for biofuel combustion. Other combustible
materials than regular fuels can be incinerated only
under conditions set for waste incineration, or
according to conditions set for waste and fuel cocombustion.
In general, according to current knowledge and
experiences, it can be concluded that each individual
case of waste combustion and alternative way of waste
utilization should be assessed individually and it is not
always possible to predict its environmental impact.
The results of emission measurements and waste
analysis will clearly show if it would be possible,
according to air protection legislation requirements, to
burn co-composted sewage sludge in wood fired
boilers, and what secondary measures (flue gas
treatment) should be taken.
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USE OF PHRAGMITES AUSTRALIS (CAV.) TRIN AND ITS REPRODUCTION IN
THE REVITALIZATION OF CONTAMINATED SOILS
Abstract: Significant resistance of Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin against strongly alkalized soils was found by
previous investigation, when it grows also on the grounds with pH 9.1 and produces very large biomass. Therefore
we have verified the most suitable method of reproduction of this plant, both in generative and vegetative ways,
including possibility of its growing on intoxicated grounds. We have found out that generative reproduction is
technically more demanding and less successful, on the contrary, vegetative reproduction showed statistically
significant results.
Key words: imission, alkalization, magnesium, fertilizing of soils, Phragmites australis

1. INTRODUCTION
Slovak republic is a country extremely rich in the
natural crystal magnesite. Manufacture of the
magnesite sinters by thermic disintegration and
sintering operation belongs among dust technologies.
Two factories process magnesite raw material in the
middle of Slovakia in the region of the towns Jelsava
and Lubenik namely:
SMZ Jelsava a.s., and Slovmag Lubenik a.s. Magnesium oxide, which alkalizes 12,000 ha of agricultural
and 6,600 ha of forest soils, issues into the atmosphere
during manufacturing process. The place of the interest
is characterized by high oversaturation of the soils with
magnesium where pH is 8-9 and higher. Neither
practice nor science have known magnesitephilic plants
still, which would be able to draw off macrobiotic
element from the soil by accumulation of magnesium in
above-ground parts. Magnesium immissions causes a
lot of unfavorable effects to the soil, vegetation and
animals. This manifests through the less productive and
economic results. The sites, where in past the fall of
solid reduction was higher than 20 g.m-2 showed
disintegration of original phytocoenose in 30 days and
only several resistant kinds were left, which are of very
low importance as to production, agriculture, forest
growing and aesthetic point of view. The root system
of these plants is very weak, reaching the depth only
30-40 mm and they cannot protect soils sufficiently
against the erosion [1,2,3,4,5,6,7].
By calcinations of the magnesite in rotary and shaft
furnaces solid and vapor waste products originate,
which are ejected into the atmosphere and hence to the
soil. They cause alkalization of the soil as well
chemical and mineralogical changes are originated: pH
value is changed (above 8), macronutriment ratio is
changed, biologic value and quality of humus is
reduced, the soil erosion is increased, reception of
phosphorus and microelements in the soil is reduced,
the seeds of the nonresistant kinds cannot germinate,
therefore reduction of free grown plants occurs.
Long-term observation and investigation showed,

that in this contaminated area was Phragmites australis
(Cav.) Trin appeared in last years, which is originally
humid plant, but in this area it grows literally in dry
sites, where ground water is in the depth of several
meters. Striking vitality of Phragmites australis (Cav.)
Trin was found, as mega-population in more sites,
where the pH value reached pH = 9.1 and in such sites,
where it does not occur and according to the published
statements its presentation was not recorded in the past
[5]. It is hopeful, dominant, resistant, anti-erosive and
technically available kind providing alternative solution
of sanitation and fertilization of alkalized soils.
Productivity and physiological relationship supporting
this fact is discussed in works [8,9,10,11,12,13,14].
Therefore we have established the aim to verify
different methods of Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin
reproduction with possibility of its using for broadcast
fertilization of excessively contaminated soils with the
magnesite.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Phragmites australis belongs to the family
Poaceae, genus Phragmites. Phragmites australis
occurs in two forms: S = terrestrial form. V = littoral
form. Terrestrial ecoform occurs in the marginal parts
of the pond, where is minimum fluctuation of ground
water and respectable humus substratum. Littoral form
is flooded by regular water with fluctuant water
column from 20-90 mm. The substratum is sandyloamy with low content of the organic sediments.
The cultivation and reproduction of Phragmites
australis in the greenhouse and field conditions was
realized in the greenhouse of the Secondary Training
Centre of Agriculture in Stitnik and field experiment
was realized in the site of the soil devastated by
magnesium immission in Jelsava in the immission area
of exhalation sources. These methods of reproduction
have been verified.
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2.1 Vegetative reproduction
Green cuttings reproduction
Green vegetative cuttings of Phragmites australis
were removed from the individual sites during five
different terms from 9th to 25th May 2002. The
segments were cut by the scissors, only matured stolons
were chosen, from which part in the length of 30-40
mm from the top was cut and immediately put into the
prepared bucket full of water. Green stalks were
removed in five terms: the 1st term: 9th May, the 2nd
term: lst May, 3rd term: 12th May, 4th term: 17th May, 5th
term: 25th May.
Top green cutting reproduction
- in water solution
- in prepared composition in pot and seed box
The cuttings of Phragmites australis were
processed on the day of their removal. The possibility
of two methods of top green cutting reproduction was
verified. The segments were cut from the top in length
300 mm, close (5 mm) under the node in slanting cut
by budding knife. The segments cut in this way were
dipped into the stimulator - STUMULAX - I and poked
into the prepared box in 30 x 30 mm spacing. The box
contained a composition of the soil (peat) mixed with
sand in 1: 1. The bottle we full with ratio water from
the pond and stimulator at the knife-point was added.
The cuttings prepared in the same way as for the seed
box were put into the bottle and covered with the
plastic bag.
Middle green cutting with one node from the stalk
reproduction
- in prepared composition in pot,
- in prepared composition in reproduction seed
boxes.
This method of reproduction was from the middle
green cutting of the Phragmites australis. Smaller
segments were cut from the brought segments. The
process was as follows: From the segment in the length
of 300-400 mm was cut in lower part close under the
node in slanting cut by budding knife and above the
node in the height of 60-80 mm in straight cut. The
component part of such cutting was a stalk and a part
of the leaf. From one 300-400 mm cutting were
removed 1-2 pieces of such segments, the top parts
were not used as they were not matured enough. The
stalk segments prepared by this method were dipped
into the stimulator and poked into the prepared
composition (sand and compost) in the pots with 180
mm in diameter and in the boxes 80 mm deep to the
depth of 40 mm.
Root segment (rhizome) reproduction
Shallow grown roots of the Phragmites australis in
the above mentioned sites under the surface of the soil
were pulled from the soil by the above ground parts in
the length of 0.5 to 1 m and were cut. These ones
containing the top bud were cut with one node, the
others were cut with two nodes. Root segments
prepared by this method were planted into the prepared
composition in the pots. The top cuttings were placed
with vegetative top of the root 10 mm above the soil
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surface and the middle root segments with two nodes
were placed in horizontal position in the prepared pots
in the depth of 50-60 mm above the root.
2.2 Generative reproduction
Seed reproduction of the Phragmites australis
Summitas was isolated in two terms: the 1st term
th
20 October 2001, the 2nd term 15th November 2002.
The seeds from the summitas were stripped by the
comb and together with the glumes were sown on 20th
January 2002 in the boxes with the composition
(compost soil, sand), covered with 10 mm layer of the
soil and put into the greenhouse with temperature
20oC. Grown plants 30 mm high with 2-3 leaves were
planted in the boxes in 4 x 20 mm spacing since April
and when they reached the height about 100 mm and
had 3-4 leaves they were replanted in the pots with 120
nun in diameter.
Preparation of the location (or the planting)
For the planting of the pre cultivated plants the area
250 m southern from SMZ Jelsava, near the Muráň
river was chosen. The area with the acreage 10 x 20 m
was demarcated and it was enclosed with the wooden
fence. At the beginning of June the sad was removed
from one half of the location. The samples of the soil
were taken and the results are presented in the Tab 2.
The pH value (pH/KCl) was 8.1. The content of the
magnesium in the soil was 2988 mg.kg-1.
Planting of the Phragmites australis
Phragmites australis was planted on 22nd June
2002, at the day temperature of 31 oC from 9:00 am to
1:00 pm. The method was as follows: The holes deep
150 mm were digged and about 2 liters of water was
poured there. Phragmites australis with the root ball
was digged and planted into the holes in 600 x 600 mm
spacing.
The care after planting on the site
Young plants after planting (because of the high
temperatures in July and August) were regularly
watered. Weeding preparation Roundup was applied in
September. The new overgrows of Phragmites
australis obtained by root segment reproduction were
established in 2003. The plants were evaluated during
the vegetation (number of growths, internodes, leaves
on the plants in 2002 - 2003). The measurements were
done in regular intervals. The measurements were
continued in 2004 and acquired values 2002-2004 were
evaluated and they are shown in the tables.
The investigation of Phragmites australis was
realized in 2002-2004. During each year several
measurements were done, which is shown in the tables.
The height of the plant, number of growths and number
of leaves was measured. For the analysis itself, the
results of two comparatible seasons were used
(interannual ± 6 days):
- the 1st summer measurement (22nd July 2002, 20th
July 2003, 25th July 2004)
- the 2nd summer measurement (30th August 2002,
nd
2 Sept. 2003,5th Sept.2004)
The comparation and the measurement took place

in 64 localities, whilst the plants in the localities 1-32
were sown from the seeds and the plants in the
localities 33-64 were from the root segments.
The sites (localities), from which seeds and
vegetative parts were removed for the verification of
the most suitable method of Phragmites australis
reproduction occurs near the factories Slovmag
Lubenik and SMZ Jelsava.
Statistical evaluation of the results
The following methods for statistical evaluation of
the results were used: index analysis, correlation
analysis and hypothesis testing.
The interannual changes of the method of reproduction (vegetative, generative) were investigated by
the index analysis. The correlation analysis was used
for finding out the dependability among the height of
the plant, the number of the growths and the number of
the leaves of the plant for all plants together and for
individual methods of reproduction particularly as
well. At the hypothesis testing we were concentrated
on the testing of the equality of the average value
above presented parameters of the plants (the height of
the plant, the number of the growths and the number of
leaves) obtained generatively and vegetatively.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The occurrence of Phragmites australis under the
dry conditions against its appearance in the wetlands
with the still water was the impulse for the verification
of Phragmites australis reproduction in these localities.
Several methods of Phragmites australis reproduction
were tested, namely vegetative and generative. The
samples were taken from the described localities. The
cultivation of the plants was realized on the
contamined soil in the distance of 250 m southern from
the factory SMZ Jelsava. The soil samples showed pH
8.1 determinated electrometric and the content of
permissible nutrients 67 mg P.kg-1 of the soil
according it Egner, 62 mg K.kg-1 of the soil according
to Schaschabel and 2986 mg.kg-1 of the soil by method
AAS in leach according to Schaschabel. The seeds for
the seeding were taken in September 2001 from the
free grown plants. The seeding was realized under the
greenhouse conditions in spring 2002. The results
achieved at vegetative and generative reproduction
were noticed in the tables.
In 2003 the growth and the development of the
plants in the testing locality was observed under the
field conditions from the seeds sown in 2002 as well as
the growth and the development of the plants
cultivated from the root segments (rhizoma) planted in
2002. The new overgrows in the test location were
established from the root segments planted in 2003.
During the vegetation the number of plants, the
growths, the number of internodes and the number of
the leaves on the highest plant was measured.
Phenological investigation of the place of the interest
continued. The original plant kind representation was
confirmed.
In 2004 the measurement during vegetation period
in the overgrow planted in 2002 continued. The results

of the measurements
statistically evaluated.

during

2002-2004

were

1st summer measurement (22/07/2002, 20/07/2003,
25/07/2004)
2003/
2004/
2002
2003
from seed
height in mm
2.399
1.036
leaves number
1.257
1.121
growths number
1.927
1.148
vegetative
height in mm
2.195
1.051
leaves number
1.105
1.107
growths number
1.830
1.147
total
height in mm
2.288
1.043
leaves number
1.179
1.114
growths number
1.876
1.147
2nd summer measurement (30/08/2002, 2/09/2003,
5/09/2004)
2003/
2004/
2002
2003
from seed
height in mm
2.442
1.093
leaves number
1.573
1.062
growths number
1.930
1.083
vegetative
height in mm
2.191
1.113
leaves number
1.363
1.072
growths number
1.958
1.095
total
height in mm
2.309
1.103
leaves number
1.463
1.067
growths number
1.944
1.032
Table 1. Interannual changes of the observed signs
The highest index accumulation was notice d in
2003, i.e. one year after seeding. At the first or the
second comparative measurement in 2003 the plants
grew in average about 128.8%, or about 130.9 % more
than in 2002. The more significant accumulation of the
total height in mm was at the plants from the seed
(139.9%, or 144.2 %), than at the plants from the root
segments (119.5 %, or 119.1 %).The change of the
plant height in 2004 in comparison to 2003 was less
significant - increasing of 4.3 %, or 10.3 %, whilst
lower dynamic at the first summer measurement was
noticed at the plants from the seed -3.6 % increasing in
comparison to 5.1 % at the plants from the root
segments, at the second summer measurement 11.3 %
increasing of the plants from the root segments in
comparison to 9.3% increasing of the plants from the
seed.
The similar process - higher increasing in 2003,
lower in 2004 was noticed at the observed parameter
"leaves number". In 2003 the number of leaves
increased in 17.9 % at the first measurement, or 46.3 %
at the second one. In 2004 the increase of leaves
number was 11.4 %, or 6.7 %. The higher increase of
the leaves number was noticed at the plants from the
seed (25.7 % and 57.3 % at the measurements in 2003
and 12.1 % and 6.2 % at the measurements in 2004) in
comparison to the plants from the root segment (10.5
% and 36.3 % at the measurements in 2003 and 10.7 %
and 7.2 % at the measurements in 2004).
Likewise the third observed parameter growths
number - showed the similar change dynamic. In 2003
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increased the growths number at the observed plants in
87.6 % or 94.4 %, in 2004 14.7 % or 3.2 %. At the first
summer measurements the higher dynamic of the
increasing number of growths at the plants from the
seed (92.7 % in 2003 and 14.8 % in 2004) was noticed
in comparison to the plants from the root segments (83
% and 14.7 % in 2004). At the second summer
measurements was the dynamic of the increasing at the
plants from the root segments (95.8 % in 2003 and
9.5% in 2004) and at the plants from the seed (93 % in
2003 and 8.3 % in 2004) similarly the same.
No significant dependence among the plant height
in mm, leaves number and growths number was found
out.
Hypothesis testing
The final part of the statistic evaluation of
Phragmites australis cultivation was devoted to the
hypothesis testing. The truthful of the assumption that
the average values of the observed parameters the
height of the plant in mm, the leaves number and the
number of growths shows for both compared methods
of reproduction the same values. The testing was done
individually for both summer measurements for years
2002, 2003 and 2004. Enumeration of p-values was
realized by using MS Excel software. The values are
shown in Tab 2.
height
in mm
0.061

leaves
number
0.27

Measurement
22/07/2002
Measurement
0.062
0.01+
30/08/2002
Measurement
0.071
0.17
20/07/2003
Measurement
0,070
0.74
02/09/2003
Measurement
0.030+
0.07
25/07/2004
Measurement
0.020+
0.98
05/09/2004
Table 2. Reached p-values at the individual
measurements

growths
number
0.53
0.57
0.53
0.05+
0.46
0.02+

On the basis of such performed analysis it can be
stated that the significant differences at the average
height of the plants reproduced generatively and
vegetatively were found out. The plants reproduced
vegetatively reached at each observed measurement
higher accumulation in comparison to generative
plants. This accumulation was not during the two first
years statistically significant. Till in 2004 it can be
affirmed with the probability higher than 95 %, that the
average height of the plants reproduced from the root
segments is significantly higher, than the plants
reproduced from the seeds. The decreasing p-value in
the Tab 2 persuades about the verity of such statement.
The method of reproduction has no influence to the
leaves number according the performed analysis. The
fining, that during vegetative period differences
between the number of growths at the plants
reproduced from the root segments in comparison to
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the plants reproduced from the seeds are increased, was
interesting. This assumption can be accepted at the
second summer observation during last two years with
the probability 95 %. Presented hypothesis for the
measurement processed on 15/10/2004 (this
measurement was not the subject of the comparative
analysis) could be accepted with the probability 99 %.
Statistical results showed only low to medium
dependence among the observed parameters (the height
of the plant, the leaves number, the number of the
growths). At the hypothesis testing we were
concentrated on the test of the concord of average
values above described parameters of the plants
obtained generatively and vegetatively. During the
third year of the observation statistically significant
differences were found out concerning the average
height of the plants and the number of growths received
by generative and vegetative reproduction on the behalf
of vegetative reproduction.
The result of verified methods of vegetative and
generative reproduction is, that the most suitable
method of reproduction in given area and under given
conditions is the root segments reproduction. The
biomass production is influenced by the climate
conditions. Cultivating of Phragmites australis from
the seeds showed, that during individual observed
years was the germinative activity different but
generally the seeds germinated slowly.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In consequence of the mining and processing of the
magnesite ore, some areas of Slovakia have strongly
damaged soil, when pH increased to 9 and more. The
physical and chemical characteristics of the soil were
changed, the erosion increased and phytocoenose
decreased. A large number of the soils is impossible to
use for agriculture. The fertilization requires huge
resources. The future for the fertilization and
prospective use of the soils is seen in the possible
cultivation of Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin, which
was selected in given area. It is an invasive plant with
the possible technical and agricultural use.
Thence during years 2002-2004 the most suitable
method of the reproduction of this plant was
investigated, i.e. generatively and vegetatively. On the
basis of the statistical evaluation of the results arises,
that the vegetative root segment reproduction is more
suitable and can be recommended under these
conditions.
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DESIGN DECISIONS DURING MODELLING TRANSFER OF QUALITY
PARAMETERS IN LIFE CYCLE OF MACHINE DETAILS
Abstract: It is shown, that computer support of life cycle of products with use of CALS-technologies demands
development of through mathematical models of inheritance of a complex of parameters of quality of products. At
the automated designing intensive methods of processing of details of machines it is offered to use domination of
properties of relations of technological decisions. On a basis synergetic the approach models of loss of
serviceability of units of friction are considered.
Key words: quality parameters, life cycle, technological inheritance

1. INTRODUCTION
When in mathematical modelling, engineering and
technological design, manufacturing and running of
complex technical systems, the portability of decisions
is based on principles of transfer of properties in life
cycle of products. Application of synergistic concept
makes it possible to generate a mathematical model of
technological and operational inheritance of quality
indexes, which describes various modes of behavior
when in manufacturing and applying of technical
systems.
Definition and estimation of changes in
technological and operational processes of quality
indexes of machines with a glance their mutual
influence are complicated with multiply connected
character of interactions of forming properties of
products. To develop a mathematical apparatus of
transfer of quality indexes at technological and
operational inheritance it is necessary to decrease
dimension of description problem of property
transformation [1] in a correct way.
Replacement of set of the objects, cooperating with
a product, by one object the technological or
operational environment at identity of results of such a
replacement, favors the correct decrease of dimension
of description problem of property transformation.
Definition of manifold characteristics allows, if
disposing of cooperation results with a product, to find
out rational level quality indexes and to carry out the
directed formation of the technological and operational
environment. These manifolds should favorable
development of useful properties and suppression of
development of the properties, which lower quality of
products, by means of use of technological and
operational barriers [2].
As a result, the method of processing is understood
as a set of energy and information processes directed
on change of a form, sizes, quality of a surface and
physical and chemical properties of a constructional
material [1, 2].

2. ALGORITHM
OF
CHOICE
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

OF

For the purpose of formalization of conditions of
the purposeful creation of new methods of treatment,
each aggregate of homogeneous elements of the system
is described as some set of technological solutions
(TS). Such approach [2, 3] allows presenting any
method of treatment as a cortege, each component of
which is an element of the TS set.
Let us suppose that any two elements of the
treatment method possess even only one common
property. Then there is a link between the two on the
community of properties. The gives an opportunity to
organize the choice of TS according to the equivalence
and preference [3]. The equivalence permits to choose
heterogeneous solutions, which, according to the
aggregate of their properties, must correspond to each
other. The preference allows to choose solutions but
out of the number of the homogeneous ones that
possess the best values of the essential properties.
Such an approach makes it possible to formalize
conditions of TS choice according to a certain level of
the established selection criterion and enables to choose
a solution according to several criteria corresponding to
various TS properties.
Making TS in the systems of the automatized
projecting is traditionally based on the analysis of the
equivalence (x≡y) and the preference (non-strict х≤ у
or strict x<y) of the solutions, which are inserted in the
knowledge base. This presupposes the use of properties
[4]:
• reflexivity (х≡х, х≤х – true; х<x - false);
• symmetry (x≡y⇒y≡x true; х≤у and у≤х⇒х=у
- anti-symmetrical; х<y and y<x⇒ mutual
exclusion - non- symmetrical);
• transitivity (х≡у and у≡z⇒x≡z, x≤y and y≤z⇒
x≤z, x<y and y<z⇒x<z – true).
In the result, using the property of transitivity, the
most preferable of all the previous solutions is
compared with a new offered or chosen out of the
knowledge base on the basis of properties of quality
indexes.
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However, in the general case different nonequivalent TS are the most preferable for different
quality parameters from the whole complex of
properties. In this it is necessary to use the dominating
TS (x<<y), characterized by the following properties :
• anti-reflexivity (x<<x - false);
• non-symmetry (x<<y and y<<x ⇒ mutual
exclusion);
• non-transitivity (x<<z does not go out of x<<y).
To determine the parameter prevalence, when there
is no transitivity or symmetry, it is rational to apply a
synergetic concept that uses a mode of analog random
quantity, which is such a parameter value, when the
density of its distribution has a maximum [5].
Thus, in computer-aided design the acceptance of
technological solutions on perfection of manufacturing
systems are to be carried out on a basis of synergetic
analysis of technological and operational processes and
objects [6].
3. THERMODYNAMIC MODEL OF PROCESSES
OF PROCESSING
According to the synergetic conception of the
steady mode adjusted to the dominating unsteady mode
and can be excluded. This leads to the abrupt reduction
of the number of the controlled parameters - degrees of
freedom. The remaining unsteady mode can be the
parameters of sequence, which define TS [5].
The equations in the process of such reduction of
parameters group up into several universal classes of
the following type [5]:
→ 
→ →
∂ → → →
U * = G  U *, ∇ U *  + D∇ 2 U *+ F (τ ) ,
∂τ


where

→

U*

– controlled parameter;
→

τ

– current time; G →

nonlinear function of U * and probably of a gradient U * ;
D – a coefficient, describing diffusion when its value
is valid, or describing distribution of waves, at
→

imaginary value; F – fluctuating forces caused by
interaction with an environment and by the dissipation
within the system.
The equations of such type are similar to the
describing elements of phase transitions of the first and
the second type, which are defined by the criteria of
transfer.
According to the synergetic conception phase
transitions take place in the result of self-organization
[5], the process of which is described by three degrees
of freedom, which correspond to the parameter of
sequence (S), the field conjugated to it (C), and
governing parameter (G) [6].
It is possible to use the only degree of the freedomparameter of sequence - for describing only the quasistatic phase transformation. In the systems considerably
moved away from the state of thermodynamic balance,
each of the pointed degrees of freedom obtains its own
value [5]. Therefore, besides the process of relaxation
to the balanced state during the time - τ p - with the
participation of two degrees of freedom, an autooscillatory condition can be realized. If three degrees of
freedom participate, transition to the chaotic state is
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possible [6]. As a result, the overall state of the
technologic system is characterized by several
conditions:
1) relaxational - realized when the time of
relaxation of the sequence parameter much surpasses
the times of relaxation of other degrees of freedom
(τ Sp >> τ Gp and τ p >> τ Сp ) ;
S

2) remembering - defined by the 'frozen' disorder
at the transition point from the disorderly state and is
realized when the relaxation time of the sequence
parameter turns out to be much less than other times
(τ p << τ p and τ p << τ p ) ;
S

G

S

С

3) auto-oscillation - requires
of the typical times of changing
parameter and in the governing
conjugated field (τ p <> τ p or τ p
S

G

S

commensurability
in the sequence
parameter, or in
p ;
<> τ )
C

4) stochastic - characterized by a strange attractor
and is possible through the commensurability of all the
three degrees of freedom τ Gp <> τ Sp <> τ Сp .

(

)

Thus, at modelling of technological and operational
inheritance, the decrease of dimension of a description
task of transfer of quality indexes up to three degrees of
freedom of environment is possible during processing
and wear process of a product. Modelling of transfer
processes on a basis of synergetic approach allows to
take into account stability of formation of quality
indexes and to consider mechanisms of management of
stability of technological and operational processes
using feedback [1].
4. THE ANALYSIS OF PROCESSES OF WEAR
PROCESS OF SURFACES
At the analysis wear process of machine details and
their interfaces it is expedient to consider a vector [7]:
ϕ (X, t) = [ ξu1 (Х, t), …, ξui (Х, t), ..., ξun (X, t)],
where ξui (Х, t) – speed of wear process of detail i
(interface) at the moment of time t while loading
influence X on a unit of a machine.
Then it is accepted, that the wear process possesses a
consequence, if the module and a direction of vector ϕ
(X, t) at the moment of time t depends not only on the
module and a direction of a vector X at present time, but
also on the module and a direction of a vector X at the
moment of time τ < t, and also on the size of
deterioration U of rubbed surfaces for a period [0, t]
(here U – a n-dimensional vector: U = (u1, …, ui, ..., un);
at which ui - size of deterioration of detail i) [7]:
t

ui ( t ) = ∫ ξui ( τ ) d τ .
0

It is typical for wear process without consequence that
the module and the direction of vector ϕ(X, t) at the
moment of time t depend on the module and a direction
of a vector X only at present.
Depending on time τр, when the loss of the
serviceability, connected to background of operation of
a product, is kept, there are two kinds of consequences:
the first and second sort. The consequence of the first

sort is characterized by the changes during loss of
serviceability of the products caused by background of
loading influence X, remains during all service life of
product τд, i.e. τр ≥ τд. If τр < τд, it is a process with
«fading memory» or a consequence of the second sort.
Dependences of intensity of wear process of units
of friction of machines on operation time t differ from
each other with a kind of connections between
managing parameter – loading influence X and the wear
process connected to it by intensity J.
The choice of ordering parameter Н in each
concrete case depends on research problems (definition
of durability, comparison of wear resistance, an
estimation of dynamic properties of system in view of
wear process of its elements, etc.). It is possible, that
for the same detail, but for various parameters, process
of loss of serviceability can have or not have
consequence at constant intensity of wear process J of
rubbed surfaces. It is caused by a kind of connection
(linear or nonlinear) between the ordering parameter Н
on which the estimation of a resource of serviceability
of a researched product and by saved up deterioration
U [1].
Let's consider various connections between external
influences and parameters of system fН, and also
between characteristics of process of loss of
serviceability gН.
4.1. Model of loss of serviceability process of
frictional units without consequence
In a case when connected to ordering parameter Н
intensity of wear process J depends only on size of
loading influence X:
 J ( t ) = f Н ( X ( t ) ) ;

 H ( t ) = g Н ( X ( t ) ,U ( t ) ,t ) .
If process of wear process is considered as
continuous stochastic process it is possible to receive a
condition of wear process without consequence. Under
constant conditions of friction the increment of
deterioration U(∆t) = U(t + ∆t) – U(t) does not depend
on time (process with independent increments), hence,
speed of wear process ξu = dU/dτ is stationary during
time τ [7]. Therefore such a wear process is described
by a mode with storing: (τ p << τ p and τ p << τ p ) .
S

G

S

С

However processes of loss of serviceability of
details during the periods extra earnings and
catastrophic destruction of superficial layers cannot be
described with the help of the resulted equations as
intensity of wear process J during these periods is not a
constant, and depends on sizes of saved up
deterioration U of rubbed surfaces.
4.2. Models of loss of serviceability processes of
frictional units with the consequence of the first sort
In cases when intensity of wear process J depends
both on size of loading influence X and on size of saved
up deterioration U, by the considered moment of time t:
 J ( t ) = f H ( X ( t ) , U ( t ) , t ) ;

 H ( t ) = g H ( X ( t ) , U ( t ) , t ) .

And at the account of a feedback of loading
influence Х* with deterioration U:
 J ( t ) = f H X * ( t ) ,U ( t ) , t ;


*
H (t ) = gH X (t ) , U (t ) , t ;
 *
 X ( t ) = qH ( X ( t ) ,U ( t ) ,t ) .

Changes during time τ of intensity of wear process
J of rubbed interfaces at constant loading influence on
an input of technical system X can be caused by two
groups of reasons [7]:
not taking into account a feedback of loading X with
deterioration U, such as distinction of physic and
mechanical properties of a material on depth of a
superficial layer of the product, caused by
manufacturing techniques; the ageing of lubricants
resulting in their deterioration of frictional properties,
to change of a thermal operating mode of interface, and
in some cases and to change of kinds of wear process
of rubbed surfaces; increase while in service
concentration of abrasive particles, products of
deterioration, etc.;
taking into account changes of dependence gН
loading influence Х* on a detail of unit of friction as a
result of deterioration of interface U which are
connected to increase in backlashes in rubbed
interfaces; with transformation of macrogeometry of
surfaces of friction at wear process; with change of
contact rigidity of mobile joints, etc.
Considered processes of loss of serviceability with
consequence of the first sort concern to processes with
strong correlation which have certain connection
between sizes of parameter about Нi(∆t) and Hi+1(∆t)
even at rather big τ = ti+1 – ti.
Here Нi(∆t) = H(ti + ∆t) – H(ti);
Hi+1(∆t) = Н(ti+1+∆t) – Н(ti+1), ti < ti +1.
Thereof processes of loss of the serviceability, caused
by the first and second groups of the reasons, are
> τ p
characterized
auto-oscillatory
or
(τ Sp <
G

(

)

(

)

(

)

and stochastic τ Gp <> τ Sp <> τ Сp by
modes with two and three degrees of freedom of
technical system.
τ

p
S

p
<> τ C )

4.3. The model of loss of serviceability process of
frictional units with consequence of the second sort
Consequence of the second sort is shown at change
of loading influence as special transitional in wear
process of rubbed surfaces [7].
In a transition period [t0, t1] intensity of wear process
J differs from those values which it accepted at the
previous level of loading influence Хi-l, and from the
value corresponding to new level Хi:
 f H ( X i , X i −1 ,..., X i − n ,t ) , t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 ;
J (t ) = 
 f H ( X i ,t ) , t > t1 .
Occurrence of transition periods speaks the several
reasons [7]: an operational heredity of the materials
deformable during friction of superficial layers of
details; change diagram specific pressure in a zone of
contact of details at transition from one level of loading
influence on another and connected to it «secondary
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aging» rubbed surfaces; gradual restoration of
conformity between size of loading influence and
distribution of greasing and products of deterioration
on rubbed surfaces.
Proceeding from representations about the nature of
the phenomena of frictional units with consequence of
the second sort it is possible to conclude, that wear
processes in transition periods [t0, t1] are characterized
by strong correlation connection between increments of
deterioration Ui (∆t) and Ui+1(∆t) [7].
In this connection they should be considered as
relaxational (τ Sp >> τ Gp and τ p >> τ Сp ) with the
S

characteristic period [t0, t1].
Thus, downturn of dimension of a task of the
description of transfer of properties of products in
technological and operational processes is made by
allocation of parameters of the order and definition of
modes of a condition of system. After that on each of
modes it is expedient to consider interrelations of the
basic parameters of quality of a product with the
determining parameter of the order and a condition of
their steady formation.
4.4. Parameters of quality of surfaces of products
Parameters of quality of products of the mechanical
engineering, being the basic, share on two categories [1]:
what are characterized by the hereditary phenomena
connected to properties of materials of products
concern to the first; to the second - connected to
geometrical parameters of their surfaces.
Parameters of both categories in multicoherent
technological and operational environments mutually
influence against each other. Geometrical parameters of
products, such as their configurations and the sizes can
influence the voltage distributed in a material of a basis
and superficial layers. And, on the contrary, the voltage
formed during technological operations and stages of
operation, can lead eventually to changes of
geometrical parameters of precision details. It testifies
to mutual connection and conditionality of the
phenomena
accompanying
technological
and
operational processes.
Inheritance of the basic parameters of quality is the
most full is opened by consideration of sequence of
processes with synergetic of positions of joint action of
technology factors at mutual influence of parameters.
Initial parameters of quality of details of the machine at
various scale levels change while in service [1].
Exception is made with residual voltage and
structure of the basic material which can be kept before
full destruction of rubbed surfaces of details. In most
cases already during the period extra earnings the
roughness and structure of a superficial relief
essentially varies, the sinuosity and structure of
superficial layers of a detail change at the established
wear process, and the geometrical form of a surface of
friction remains within the limits of the admitted values
accepted at manufacturing, practically up to the end of
service of unit of friction if the estimation of its
serviceability is made on parameters of accuracy.
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5. CONCLUSION
As a result of the analysis of processes of wear
process of surfaces and loss of serviceability of units of
friction, studying of features of management by
processes of processing the expediency of application
synergetic the approach to technical systems is shown.
On a basis synergetic the approach the mathematical
model of technological and operational inheritance of
parameters of quality in life cycle of products of the
mechanical engineering, describing various modes of
behaviour is generated by manufacture and application
of technical systems. Mathematical modelling and
algorithmization of decision-making, by definition of a
kind of the equations have shown, that the system
analysis at the automated designing methods of
processing, besides equivalence and preference, should
be based on domination of properties of relations of
design decisions.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTINOUS FLOW MICROWAVE TOROIDAL CAVITY
RESONATOR
Abstract: Characteristics of the utilization of wastewaters sludge in anaerobic digestion (AD) process meet the
requirements of “waste-to-energy” research and developments concept. One of the possible operations to enhance
the biodegradability limited by macromolecules and other chemical components of produced sludge is the
microwave irradiation. Research group of the Department of Process Engineering at the University of Szeged has
investigated the applicability and the efficiency of microwave (MW) pretreatment for food industry sludge. Results
of our experiments show that after MW pretreatment the solubility of organic matter increased which was
manifested in higher volume of produced biogas and the enhanced methane ratio in it, moreover with the shortened
adaptation period the rate of AD process was accelerated. Based our preliminary results and taking into
consideration the data of process optimization development of a continuous flow modular MW unit equipped by
toroidal cavity resonators for wastewater sludge conditioning has been proceeded. [1,2]
Key words: wastewaters sludge, toroidal cavity resonator, microwave (MW) pretreatment

1. INTRODUCTION

2. MAGNETRON

During the operation of toroid resonator energy is
given to the treated material. As a result of energy
transmission the temperature of the material rises and
the dielectric properties change continuously. The
effect of the microwave energy intake, variable power,
impedance and dielectric relationships are formed in
the microwave resonator. Some of these can be
measured (e.g. power dissipation, reflected power),
some of them can only be determined by calculation,
knowledge of the other parameters [3].
This system contains a water-cooled, variablepower magnetron operating at 2450 MHz which is fed
through a toroid transformer by a high voltage power
supply. Material is transferred by a solenoid valvecontrolled pneumatic cylinder in the continues-flow
microwave treating system. Several modes can be
selected by ball valves (e.g.: filling, draining,
circulating, etc.).
Volumetric flow of the fluid is measured by a
flow-meter and the electrical signal of it is received by
a data collector. The microwave signal from the cavity
resonator goes through the attached measuring head to
the microwave power meter and the measured signal is
converted to proportional signal DC. This signal DC,
the electric signal of the flow-meter and the inlet and
outlet temperature of the sludge are received by the
measurement data collector and recorded on-line by
software and displayed in the computer screen. The
free measuring points of data collector could provide
opportunities for the measurements of further
parameters according to the treatment commitment
(e.g. pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, turbidity,
etc.).

Output power from the generator (magnetron)
enters into the rectangular waveguides as form of
traveling wave and it moves into the closed resonator
area trough the excitation-gap formed on the cover. The
fluid in the resonator – according to its dielectric
properties- can change emerging power lines in the
waveguide and the resonator and it takes up energy
from the electromagnetic space. (Fig.1.)

Fig. 1. Microwave treating system
High-voltage power supply feeding the magnetron
consists of two transformers, one of them produces
cathode heating voltage and heating current, the other
produces the anode voltage which can be controlled by
the primary circuit of an external auto-transformer.
Magnetron is a specially designed high-frequency
vacuum diode whose frequency is determined by the
structure of the cavities in the anode block. Power of it
is determined by the strength of the magnetic field of
the permanent magnet around the anode block, the
variable anode voltage, and the load-dependent anode
current. Because of the high voltage transformer
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primary voltage is ten times higher, and there is another
voltage duplicate connection. As a consequence of
these 4.6 kV DC voltage is provided for the anode of
the magnetron.
Value of the magnetron power can be determined from
known anode current, anode voltage and the magnetic
flux density.
Magnetron anode block is divided by more evennumbered cavity resonator. Device is surrounded by a
strong magnetic field installed by factory-set permanent
magnets. Output coaxial waveguide joins to one of the
cavities with a loop. Interaction required during the
operation takes place in the interaction space between
the anode and cathode. Cavities joins to this interaction
space with these gaps (Fig.2.).

Fig. 3. Measurement configuration
Considering the attenuation of output circular holes
(-ADB= - 60 dB), magnetron-power can be calculated at
different primary voltages of the high voltage
transformer (Fig.4.).

Fig. 2. Magnetron
Operating

frequency of the magnetron is
±
2450MHz
30MHz. In absolute terms the frequency
can be changing with ± 60MHz depending on the
operating temperature. Frequency change is important
because the size of the rectangular waveguides
transferring magnetron energy determined by the
wavelength belonging to the operating frequency.
Magnetron power, as mentioned above, can be
calculated based on available technical data, or by
measuring different electrical parameters (anode
voltage, anode current). Latter procedure can only be
carried out by a special measurement method, very
carefully, compliance with protection rules. Power
measurement also can be performed as follows:
Rectangular waveguide (and also the magnetron), is
loaded by a calibrated certified closing charge with a
calibrated and small reflection coefficient. There is a
coupler gap at a particular place on the wider side of
the waveguide generating elliptically polarized wave in
the cylindrical cavity resonator. Attaching a detector to
the measuring cavity, detector voltage proportional
with the output power can be measured and knowing of
detector-closing impedance output microwave power
can be provided. (Fig.3.)

Fig. 4. Power of magnetron at different control voltages
Figure 4 shows that at Utr = 160V voltage-control
excitation stops, but the corresponding microwave
power as expected only a total of 120 watts.
3. TUNING RODS
Adequacy of the junction can be measured with
measuring cavity and the junction itself between the
magnetron and the load is made by using the tuning
rods. (Fig.5.)

Fig. 5. Tuning rods
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Tuning rod is located at the symmetry axis of the wider
side of the waveguide and because its thread design it
can penetrate different c-values to the space of electric
power supply line E, where it can represent capacitive
or inductive reactance in the impedance of waveguide
depending on the value of the penetration. Optimal c/b
relationship can be set when the two reactance
compensate each other and only real ohmic impedance
remains as a load. In this case, reflected signal
measuring by the measure cavity will be minimal.
Usually varying degrees of phase shift created by the
reactance of the load, therefore one tuning rod is no
longer possible to compensate so using three tuning rod
is the solution. [4]

scaled length (tuned) coaxial feeders, with a zero
impedance, and infinite admittance can be replaced by
series LC circuit.
The waveguides closed at these places are also cavity
resonators as well. (Fig.2.)

Fig. 7. Section of coaxial cavity resonator
The 'l' length of the resonator determines the resonant
frequency according to the following relationship:

4. RESONANT SLOT
Electromagnetic energy of the magnetron spread
over the measuring cavity and the tuning rods to a
resonant slot. Getting through this slot the energy gets
in the toroidal resonator. As geometry and dimensions
of the waveguide and the toroidal resonator are
completely different interface between the waveguide
output and the resonator input represents different
impedance values. So output impedance of the
waveguide does not match the input impedance of the
toroidal resonator. It causes reflection. Therefore sizing
of the resonant slot is very important. Determination of
the slot size based on the criterion that wave resistance
of the waveguide corresponding to the gap size should
be identical of the wave resistance of the main
waveguide. Second criteria of resonance is that
circumference of the slot should be equal to the value
of the operating wavelength. Rounding the ends of the
slot means that the gap electric fields more evenly
distributed.

ω0 =

π
l µa εa

cπ

(2)

l µε

from this, if ε=1,0 and µ=1,0 (for air), then:

f0 =

ω0
c
=
2π 2l

(3)

The capacity per length unit in the coaxial resonator:

C=

2πε
D
ln
d

(4)

the inductance per unit length:

L=

µ
D
ln
2π
d

(5)

the impedance:

Z=

5. TOROIDAL CAVITY RESONATOR
The length of waveguide is calculated from the
trailing Z impedance. If a Z0 wave resistance
waveguide is closed with Z (usually complex)
impedance, different impedance can be measured at
different "l" distance from the closure.

=

1
2π

µ D
ln
ε d

(6)

The coaxial resonators can be converted to toroidalresonators, if "d" wide gap is formed on the inner
conductor [5].

Fig. 8. Section of toroidal cavity resonator
Fig. 6. Simplified illustration of microwave power
supply line-section
It is known that at resonant frequency the impedance of
series LC circuit is zero, and the admittance of it is
infinite, the impedance of parallel LC circuit is infinite,
and the admittance of it is zero. Therefore, the

nλ
l=
4

(1)

The gap width "d" is considered a high-frequency
capacity C , with the value of:

C=ε a
(S

S
a2 π
=ε a
d
d

(7)

= a 2 π - surface of the condenser C)

The toroidal resonator is cylindrical symmetry, so the
magnetic field lines H extend along concentric circles.
The inductivity L of the resonator is:
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L=

Φ
i

Resonant frequency [6]:
(8)

(i – wall power)
Specifying the current density of the magnetic surface

Φ= ∫ BdS =µ a ∫ HdS
S

(9)

S

∫ Hdl = i

6. REFERENCES
(10)

L

context can be used for the total current-density of the
quasi-stationary field , and considering that the
toroidal resonator-cylindrical wall is a high-frequency
"r" radius inductance L, which is in parallel connection
with the high-frequency capacitor C, we get

H=

i
2πr

(11)

Applying the contexts above:

L=

µa
2π

∫
S

l
b
dS µ a
dr µa
b
=
dz ∫
=
l *ln (12)
∫
r 2π 0
2π
a
a r

Applying the equations for L and C we can get the
resonance frequency of the toroidal resonator and the
value of the resonant wave length
: ω0

=

1
LC

=

1
a

2d
b
ε a µ a l * ln
a

(13)

and

λ0 = πa

2l b
ln
d a

c 3 ∗ 10 8 m / s
=
= 7,373 ∗ 10 81 / s
λ0
0,4059m
f 0 = 737,3MHz
f0 =

(14)

On this basis the main dimensions of the microwave
cavity toroidal-resonant sludge treatment plant we have
developed are the following (Fig. 4.):
l = 114,3 mm
a = 78,3 mm
b = 131 mm
d = 43 mm
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Fig. 9. Counted dimensions of the cavity resonator
Resonant wave length:

λ0 = πa

2l b
2 ∗ 11,43cm 13,1cm
ln = π ∗ 7,83cm
ln
d a
4,3cm
7,83cm

= 40,69cm = 0,4069m
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DESIGN OF PRESSING CHAMBER OF BRIQUETTING MACHINE WITH
HORIZONTAL PRESSING AXIS
Abstract: The goal of this contribution is to present the process of engineering design of briquetting machine
pressing chamber. Presented construction of briquetting machine is not the new construction principle of
briquetting machine. It’s a design of experimental pressing stand. This equipment has one big advantage, provides
the possibility to research the impact of structural and technological parameters changes. Authors in this
contribution describing the lonely process of briquetting machine pressing chamber design. Described design comes
from the basic input requirements and analysis of mathematical models related with process of biomass compacting
and related with pressing conditions in briquetting chamber during biomass compacting. In this design are also
included requirements resulting from designed experimental plan, that’s mean requirements regarding research of
impact of structural and technological parameters changes on final briquettes quality. Engineering design is also
completed by stress analysis, thus by outputs of FEM analysis of designed pressing chamber construction.
Key words: biomass, briquette, briquetting machine, pressing chamber, compacting pressure, pressing temperature

1. INTRODUCTION
Biomass presents huge amounts of unutilized waste.
Solid biofuels production is convenient way how to
energetically recover the waste. Before the waste
becomes biofuel it has to be modified. Very interesting
possibility is to compact the modified waste into the
solid high-grade biofuels. This can be performed by
compacting technologies, e.g. briquetting or pelleting.
The final products of briquetting and pelleting are
briquettes and pellets with various shapes and sizes.
The feature of these both technologies is pressing of
material (waste) under high pressure and temperature
without any binding material. It is very important to
produce briquettes with Standards given quality.
Briquettes quality is evaluated mainly by briquette
density and bulk density. Other important briquettes
quality indicators are mechanical durability, strength
and hardness. During the pressing process there are
many parameters which influencing the final briquettes
quality.
2. PRINCIPLES OF BRIQUETTING MACHINE
WITH HORIZONTAL PRESSING AXIS
In the case of biomass compacting for energy
recovery are widely known briquetting and pelleting.
At briquetting we know three basic principles [2, 4].
Difference is in used pressing tool and this influencing
the final briquettes quality.
Pressing piston of hydraulic press – mostly is
providing in closed pressing chamber, briquettes
production is on the base of repeating hydraulic cycles
- we can made one briquette per one hydraulic cycle.
Pressing piston of mechanical press – biomass is
compacted into the briquettes sequentially in open
pressing chamber with pressing cylindrical piston,
briquettes are pressed in the pressing chamber and are
extruded through the jaws which are creating needed

counter pressure.
Pressing screw of mechanical press – continuously
production of briquettes in open pressing chamber with
continuously rotating pressing screw, briquettes are
pressed in the conical pressing chamber.
The main goal was to design the experimental
pressing stand which allows continuous change of
compacting pressure, pressing temperature, pressing
speed and holding time. Besides these parameters we
are planning to research the influence of structural
parameters on final briquettes quality (shape and length
of pressing chamber, conicalness of pressing chamber,
friction coefficient, etc.). Also we would like to
measure the acting axial pressure on the plug, radial
pressure and counter pressure and therefore we need to
fit the pressing stand with sensors and tensors. On the
base of mentioned information we chose for pressing
principle by pressing piston of hydraulic press.
3. DESIGN
PRINCIPLE

OF

PRESSING

CHAMBER

As was mentioned above mostly are using two basic
principles at briquetting machines construction [2, 4]:
Closed pressing chamber system:
This system (Fig.1) is characterized that we can
produce only one compact briquette per working cycle.
Working cycle consist of chamber feeding, briquette
pressing, stopper opening and briquette extruding.
After the working cycle is briquette extruded from
pressing chamber through open stopper and working
cycle can be repeated. Counter pressure during pressing
is created by stopper which is in this case closed.
Open pressing chamber system:
This system is assembled by 3 chambers (feeding,
pressing and calibration), see Fig.2. After the feeding
chamber is filled, can be material pressed through
pressing chamber and through the calibration chamber.
Counter pressure is created by friction forces from
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Fig. 1. Closed pressing chamber system (1– frame;
2 – stopper; 3 – stopper holder; 4 – pressing chamber;
5 – secondary hydraulic cylinder; 6 – main hydraulic
cylinder; 7 – rod) [5]

pressed briquettes which are still in conical calibration
chamber and also by the disc springs on the jaws (at the
end of the system).

Fig. 4. Pressing chamber of experimental pressing
chamber in sectional view (9 – flange 1; 10 – body
of the pressing chamber; 11 – flange 2; 12 – flange 3;
13 – body of the socket; 14 – flange 4; 15 – tube
spacers; 16 – calibration chamber; 17 – disc springs)

4. DESIGN OF
CHAMBERS

PRESSING

AND

FEEDING

Material pressing will be proceeding mainly in
pressing chamber and at the beginning of the
calibration chamber. In the rest part of calibration
chamber the briquette dimensions will stabilize.
Pressing part of equipment consist of pressing chamber,
calibration chamber and collet with jaws. Therefore we
used length of these parts at calculation of arising radial
pressure and counter pressure.

Fig. 2. Open pressing chamber system
(1 – hydraulic cylinder; 2 – rod; 3 – feeding chamber;
4 – pressing chamber; 5 – calibration chamber) [5]

After analyzing of advantages and disadvantages of
described systems we chose to use the open pressing
chamber system.
Following Fig. 3 and Fig.4 shows the final design of
experimental stand pressing chamber.

Fig. 3. Pressing chamber of experimental pressing
stand (1 – pressing chamber; 2 – socket; 3 – heating
equipment 1; 4 – heating equipment 2; 5 – flange;
6 – sleeve; 7 – collet; 8 – jaws) [5]
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Fig. 5. Volumes determination for the calculation of
minimal height [5]
Pressing chamber design was done on the base of
final briquette dimensions. Very important is also to
calculate the exact material dosing into the chamber, on
the base of one briquette volume. We must take into the
consideration the fact that at open pressing chamber
besides pressing of one briquette, is needed to extrude
from chamber also previous pressed plugs. We chose
final briquette diameter dLK = 50 mm and final briquette
length H = 30 mm. We calculated briquette volume and
after we also calculated input volume of material before
pressing. It was determined on base of pressing ratio
1:10 (for wood sawdust). This calculated volume we
can call as pressing chamber volume VLK [mm3].
Now we were able to design the minimal height of
feeding channel. Feeding channel is needed for the
dosing of material for pressing. We can say that volume
of pressing chamber is equal to volume of half cylinder
V1 and volume of rectangle V2 of feeding channel (see
Fig. 5).

5. CALCULATION OF PRESSURES ACTING
AT PRESSING
At pressing in open pressing chamber is counter
pressure pG made up of static friction resistance
between pressed material and walls of chambers
(pressing and calibration). From this fact can be
determined the size of counter pressure needed for
pressing and also the static friction resistance of plug
which was pressed before. After pressing is needed also
some pressure for extrude the pressed plugs. For
calculation of counter pressure pG acting on pressed
plug was used following equation (1) [1]. This equation
was used also for radial pressure calculation.

[MPa] (1) [1, 3]

where: pK – piston axial pressure [MPa]
µ – friction coefficient between pressing
material and chambers walls [-]
λH – ratio of main stresses [-]
LZ – length of pressed plug [mm]
dK – diameter of pressing chamber [mm]
Influence of pressing chamber length has
impressive effect on final briquettes density and
strength. If the pressing part will be very long, could
arising the acting counter pressure. This high counter
pressure will be created by length of pressed plug.
Pressing piston couldn’t extrude the pressed plug what
can causes destruction of equipment. Vice versa if the
pressing part will be very short, pressed briquette will
haven’t required strength and residual radial stress will
tear it after the briquette left the calibration chamber.
p
(2) [1, 3]
α = r ≈ 0,15 − 0,20 → chosen K 0,175
pK
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Fig.7 Dependence of acting radial pressure on length
of pressed plug [2, 5]
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Fig. 6. Distribution of radial pressures (red colour)
and counter-pressures (green colour) on the
plugs in pressing chamber [2, 3, 4, 5]
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If we substitute the equations (2 and 3) into the
equation (1) and after modifying we obtain the
following equation (4), which can be used for
calculation of acting axial pressure on pressed plug pm.

p
pm = G .e
2,857

4. µ .λH . LZ
dK

[MPa] (4)

This pressure is needed for calculation of radial
pressure pr, on the base of equation (5).
pr = λ. pm [MPa] (5) [1]

This described process allowed us to calculate all
required values of counter pressures, radial pressures
and axial pressures acting on pressed plug, for the
whole length of pressing chamber LZ = 420 mm. On the

Acting radial pressure [MPa]

pG = pK .e
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following Fig. 6 you can see pressing part with
distribution of radial pressures and counter pressures
acting on each plug. On the Fig. 7 is shown dependence
of acting radial pressure on length of pressed plug. You
can see that radial pressure is decreasing with
increasing of length of pressed plug. Vice versa counter
pressure is increasing with increasing of length of
pressing chamber. This you can see on dependence of
acting counter pressure on length of pressed plug
(Fig.8). These pressures were calculated by above
described process. We used these pressures at FEM
analysis of pressing chamber.

30

Dĺžka zlisovaného
)
Length
of pressedstĺpca
plug lL
Z [mm]
z (mm

Fig. 8. Dependence of acting counter pressure on length
of pressed plug [2, 4, 5]

6. FEM ANALYSIS OF PRESSING CHAMBER
At simulation we tried to get closer to real working
conditions during pressing in pressing chamber.
Working pressure in hydraulic circuit of pressing
equipment is 30 MPa. With this pressure we can
achieve compacting pressure in pressing chamber up to
235 MPa. Load acting in pressing chamber, calibration
chamber and on collet comes from our calculations.
During the pressing is radial component of pressing
force bigger than friction component. Therefore we
loaded the end of pressing chamber and the whole
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calibration chamber with pressure which radial
component is 75 MPa and friction component is 27
MPa. Collet is loaded during pressing with smaller
pressure. According to our calculations we used for
simulation in collet following values of radial
component 1 MPa and friction component 0,35 MPa.
On following Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 you can see
results of FEM analyses, it mean safety coefficient,
tensions values and nodal points displacements values.

7. CONCLUSSION
This construction of experimental pressing
(briquetting) equipment with horizontal pressing axis
has more advantages. For example equipment will
produce briquettes with dimensions as in real
production, we will be able to measure acting
pressures, deformations in dependence on input
adjusted technological and structional parameters. This
construction will allow us to find out influence of
several technological and structional parameters change
on final briquettes quality. We can make experiment
with changing of pressing temperature, compacting
pressure and allow us to make very simple changes of
some parts of equipment (pressing chambers, pressing
tool, cooling channel, etc.). And last but not least
advantage is very low production costs for this
experimental pressing stand. This equipment consists
of parts which are very simple for producing in our
conditions.
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Fig. 9. Safety coefficient of pressing chamber [5]
Safety coefficient of pressing chamber is 1,37, is
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Fig. 10. Static nodal tensions in pressing chamber [5]
Pressures which are acting in pressing chamber
cause internal forces. These internal forces cause
deformations which reflected to nodal points
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displacements arising in collet.

Fig. 11. Static displacements of nodal points in pressing
Chamber [5]
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ISO 50001 AS THE BASIS FOR IMPLEMENTING AN ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Abstract: By the publishing of new standards for energy management system the international organization for
stardardization provided a new type of tool for defining the possibilities for company cost reduction as well as for
indirect protection of natural resources. This tool can make significant contribution to the field of environmental
protection in this period of global economic instability. The majority of organizations are looking for ways to
reduce their expences, and give priority to the economic aspect. The environment management system is
determinant to provide the economic stabilization to the companies by applying the ISO 50001. This tool clearly
demonstrates the company´s cost-saving options which might be of interest to a unilaterally minded management
and it has direct interest in global environmental protection. This article discusses the possibility of using the
standard as the first steps towards the introduction of an environmental management in companies with a defensive
approach to environmental protection.
Keywords: environmental management, environmental protection, ISO 50001

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the growing environmental awareness, in
practice market environment, the main attention is still
often focused on economic considerations. Despite the
increasing pressure of legislative proceeding in favor of
environmental protection, many organizations are
confronted to their respect and interest in the
organizations of such a systematic approach to
managing its environmental aspects. This approach
mainly depends on the environmental awareness of top
managers. If the oranization is not subject to direct
pressure from their customers to implement an
environmental management and if the top management
is focused on achieving the best economic results, it is
not possible to expect a proactive and systematic
approach to managing environmental aspects and
impacts of such an organization. Moreover, at the time
of continuing economic instability in world markets
and direct confrontation, small and large companies are
concerned with the global economic crisis and in this
case, economic stabilitization is achieved through the
reduction of fixed costs. Therefore, logically it is not
possible to expect the implementation of environmental
management by the company that is not force to do so
by their customers.
Implementation of environmental management
system such as ISO 14001 is still seen by a lot of
managers and top representatives of companies as
something extra, which requires the input costs of illdefined benefits or potential cost savings. This
particularly works for organizations whose activities go
few beyond, or even not achieve legislative defined
emission or environmatal limits. Although the
introduction of environamental management system
was able to improve their environmental behavior, it is
not considered necessary and economically as an
unnecessarry investment. On the other hand, there is
a standard that should rather supplement ISO 14001 as

its basis, and the ISO 50001 for system energy
mangement. For the above mentioned reasons it is
possible to assume that the standard ISO 50001 that
defines requirements for the energy management
system can precede the introduction of ISO 14001 and
make the base for simplified implementation of
environmental management according to ISO 14001.
Question like why should this be so, or could it have
already been so, were already mentioned in
introduction. However, it is necessary to analyze the
reality of this possibility and futher discuss both
standards and mainly analyze and compare their
atractiveness and possibility of using them in a real
market environment.
2. ISO 50001 STANDARD
2.1. Principle standards
The standard introduces principles guaranteeing the
analysis of existing manufacturing processes, the
reassessment of their use and the optimization of the
use of production facilities and human resources. It
deals with
the management system and energy
management in order to determine their optimal use
and to achieve cost savings. It specifes the simple
principle, the management of company define their
goals and plans in the field of energy policy and these
goals are gradually performed by the set of procedures
and their effectiveness is measured and monitored by
the organization to take effective precaution.
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2.2 The contribution of standards for the
organization
It primarily deliveres significant energy savings in
the main production process and it saves money
on expenses.
It helps to optimize the utilization of production
equipment to lower consumption.
It helps to optimize the organization of work in
order to save heat, air - conditioning and lighting.
It allows to influence future consumption when
planning future productin capacity.
It confirms the importance of integration and
optimization of quality management systems,
energy
management
and
environmental
protection.
2.3 Advantage and disadvantage of standards:
+ Standard is an excellent tool for any organization
because it constitutes a significant energy savings what
is confirmed by several studies and practical
applications even if only for a relatively short period.
- Due to the short history of ISO 50001 it is necessary
to wait to detect any deficiencies.
3. ISO 14001 STANDARD
3.1. Principle standards
The standard defines a simple methodology, that
management of the company define goals and plans in
the field of environmental aspects and impacts of their
activities (although only complete the legal limits).
These plans and goals are gradually accomplished with
appropriately configured procedures, which are
monitored and measured in order to take effective steps
for changes if needed. Standard imposes upon
requirements for document management, human
resources, infrastructure, implementing processes to
communicate with the authorities and the public, and it
is allowing the measurement of process performance
through internal audits.
3.2. The contributions of organization are:
An effective tool to manage effects of the
organization's activities on the environment.
Create a reputation of a prestigious company in
the field of environmental protection.
Reduce future costs resulting from the planning
production of infrastructure especially in
conjunction with the quality management system.
Early recognition of problems and prevent any
accidents, effective risk management.
Providing more guarantees for the fulfillment of
legislative requirements.
Energy and material resources savings.
3.3 Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of
standards
+ Standard is a good tool for helping to achieve the
accomplishment of legal requirements in the field of
environmental protection by reducing the risk of
unexpected accidents. It is universal and applicable in
all areas of human activites. Its structure is suitable for
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integration with other standardized management
systems.
- Certificate ISO 14001 is often underestimated by
the authorities and also top leaders of organizations
even if companies which are certificated present
significantly lower risk with legal requirements and the
emergence of unexpected events with negative impact
on the environment.
4. STRUCTURE OF STANDARDS
As follows from the above brief summary and the
descriptions of both standards it is not necessary to
analyze and compare the structures of both standards in
terms of the utilization of the structures of a system for
the subsequent implementation of the second one. As
every ISO standards for management systems these are
also based on uniform PDCA cycle methodology. It
facilitates the introduction of multiple systems using a
single structure and therefore it supports the
development of integrated management systems. The
same philosophy is shared by ISO 50001, as it was
assumed that this standard will be integrated into
environmental management system ISO 14001 and it
will create a superstructure that is more detailed and
focused on energy issues. From a technical point of
view it is possible to conclude that the using of
established structures of energy management according
to ISO 50001 it is sebsequent possibble for subsequent
simplified
implementation
of
environmental
management system according to ISO 14001. Whether
and why this process of introducing an energy and
environmental management should be relevant in
practice, it is determinated by top representatives of the
organizations themselves. They usually assess it in
terms of attractiveness or standards for achieving its
economic goals.
5. ACCTRACTIVENESS OF STANDARDS
When it comes to assessing the attractiveness of
standards it is important to take into account in
particular and within specific standards the awereness
and attitude of the organization itself and its top
managers. Top managers of companies are the people
who define the strategy and development of a given
company and therfore they take the decision
concerning the introduction of management systems
and their subsequent certification. Organizations that
have not been forced to introduce an environmental
management system and have not felt the need to
systematically manage their environmental aspects and
risks, will hardly look for motivation and the reasons
for introduction of the ISO 14001 system even though
their economical activities have achieved a signifacant
succsess. Top managers of such organizations perceive
environmental management system as surplus and their
environmental awareness of the issue is purely
financial. They do not see saving opportunities that
a properly implemented and maintained environmental
management system offers mainly with the possibility
of reduction of material inputs and waste generation
etc. The belief that a standard and system established

according to the standard will help them improve those
factors is small and standard or potential certification is
less actractive. Perhaps this is due to the relatively poor
marketing and proven results. Despite of the great
popularity of ISO 14001 as the second most widely
certified management system in the world, the
importance and benefits of the quite well-established
standards is limited only for opporturnity to better
manage environmental risks and increase the
company´s image. For the unilaterally economically
minded managers the ambition of economic
stabilization of the firm that could exist on the market
wihout ISO 14001 certification, the above mentioned
arguments are not so attractive and their effort to
reduce total fixed costs of the organization is not
convincing. For so-minded managers is newly
published standard for energy management system ISO
50001 more attractive. This standard presents clearly
the main purpose of energy saving and its efficient and
economic use. For this reason, it can be assumed to be
a useful tool for a wide range of top managers. Partly
for those who consider only economically it offers an
opporturnity and for those who see the benefits of
savings in addition to the standards in the
environmental sphere. There is a matter of time that
ISO 50001 will be adopted and supported by the
management and introducion of an energy management
system. Of course, the motivation is saving company‘s
costs. In the case that a system of energy management
really shows savings energy costs in the company, it
will have strong support in the leadership of the
organization. Bulding and improving such a system
will be a priority for top managers and therefore can be
assumed that the overall structure and operation of
system will be in the high level. Based on this strong
and correctly maintained structure of the energy
management system it is possible implement without
significant cost even the environmental management
system. The decision ot top management of
organization concerning the introduction of ISO 14001
after previous good experience with ISO 50001 is
easier than in the case of a decision to introduce ISO
14001 with no previous experience with the successful
ISO 50001. In addition, built structure of the energy
management system brings benefits in the form of
savings and it is useful for environmental mangement
system and thereby saves many other costs that the
company would have to spend in independent
implementation of ISO 14001. In this case, any small
requirement to the introduction ISO 14001 with

„stakeholders“ by top managers is more acceptable
than if they were venturing into the implementation of
ISO 14001 from the beginning and separately.
Based on the above it can be alleged that the road to
implementing an environmental managment system
could be easier and more acceptable to the dismissive
minded managers through successfully implemented
energy management system according to ISO 50001.
6. CONCLUSION
Unilateraly economically minded managers are
often negative for the introduction of standardized
management systems such as ISO 14001. Their priority
is saving costs and the introduction of environmental
management system is perceived as additional costs. As
shown in the article, that managers need the tool that
offer a clear opportunity for cost savings. The energy
management system according to ISO 50001 is such a
tool. After the successful implementation and
demonstration of the economic benefits of energy
management, top managers are more willing to agree to
the implementation of other tools. Throughout the
structure already built within the system it is possible to
introduce more systems e.g. EMS according to ISO
14001 with a much lower entry costs.
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LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF AN INTERMODAL STEEL BUILDING UNIT IN
SERBIA
Abstract: In order to minimize and eventually, in the future, eliminate the negative environmental impacts, such as
emissions, waste, energy and excessive raw material consumption etc., of construction, and simultaneously move
closer to sustainable development in the society, the life cycle assessment of buildings is essential. This paper
provides an insight in environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) of a typical intermodal steel building unit (ISBU)
in Serbia. The goal of this study was to determine the impact of ISBU lifetime on environment. For materials and
methods in this work, a combination of input–output and process analysis was used in assessing the potential
environmental impact associated with the system under study according to the ISO14040 methodology. The study
covered the whole life cycle including material production, construction, occupation, maintenance, demolition, and
disposal.
Keywords: Life Cycle Assessment – LCA, intermodal steel building unit, environmental impact, Serbia

1. INTRODUCTION
The built environment is a major contributor to both
social and economic development and represents a
large portion of real capital in many countries; but it is
also a primary source of environmental impacts.
Furthermore, existing building stock requires
continuous investments for repair and renovations. The
notion that building structures that would last for
centuries is the best environmental solution to our
problems does not match with our existing building use
trends and knowledge of the built environment.
Buildings will be replaced with newer designs that are
more suited towards the needs of future occupants.
Energy is an essential input to every production,
transport, and communication process and is thus a
driver for the economic as well as social development
of any nation. The building construction industry
consumes 40% of the materials entering the global
economy and generates 40–50% of the global output of
greenhouse gases and the agents of acid rain [1,2]. The
growing concern of environmental problems, such as
global warming, which have been linked to the
extended use of energy, has increased both the
importance of all kinds of so-called „„energy saving
measures‟‟, and the necessity for an increased
efficiency in all forms of energy utilization [6,7]. As a
consequence of the latest reports on climate change and
the need for a reduction in CO2 emissions, huge efforts
must be made in the future to conserve high quality, or
primary energy, resources [9]. While consuming large
amounts of energy, building industry has also cause
large burden on the environment due to the
environmental emissions by the production of building
materials and the running of building system [2].
Extraction or purification of materials from their
natural ores is an activity that consumes energy,
generates waste, and also contributes to environmental
damage with negative impacts such as resource
depletion, biological diversity losses, and other. On the

other hand they provide the necessary infrastructure for
many productive activities such as industries, services,
commerce, and utilities, and thus satisfy a very basic
human need. However, due to this very basic nature of
buildings, stakeholders in development sometimes do
not consider the environmental impacts of building,
especially in developing economies. Life cycle
assessment (LCA) is a very helpful tool in this regard
as it not only provides an account of materials and
energy involved in a product or system but also
measures the associated environmental impacts [10].
2. METHODOLOGY
As a significant tool of environmental management,
life-cycle assessment has become an internationally
recognized criterion. It is the basis for establishing
environmental policy and is generally used to guide the
clean production, development of green production,
and the environmental harmonization design [8,10]. A
life-cycle assessment (LCA) is a technique to assess
environmental impacts associated with all the stages of
a product's life from-cradle-to-grave (i.e., from raw
material extraction through materials processing,
manufacture, distribution, use, repair and maintenance,
and disposal or recycling), as illustrated in Figure 1.
LCAs can help avoid a narrow outlook on
environmental concerns by [5]:
Compiling an inventory of relevant energy and
material inputs and environmental releases;
Evaluating the potential impacts associated
with identified inputs and releases;
Interpreting the results to help make a more
informed decision.
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Figure 1. Life cycle stages
The LCA process is a systematic, phased approach and
consists of four components: goal definition and
scoping, inventory analysis, impact assessment, and
interpretation [3,4]:
1. Goal Definition and Scoping
2. Life Cycle Inventory Analysis (LCI)
3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)
4. Interpretation
2.1 Goal and scope
The goal of this study is to estimate the environmental
impacts of a typical intermodal steel building unit in
Serbia. The system studied includes the part of a life
cycle of the building, including manufacturing of
building materials, construction, operation, and
maintenance. For the demolition and disposal stage,
due to lack of relevance data, landfilling is assumed
Transport for each life cycle stage was also included.
Only the structure and envelope of the selected building
are assessed. Special emphasis is put on energy
consumption. The functional unit for this estimation
was defined as 1 intermodal steel building unit for a
period of 25 years which is used for office purpose
(Figure 2a and 2b.).

2.2 Inventory
The second step of the LCA is inventory analysis. It
contains the data collection and calculation procedures,
and is of key importance since this data will be the
basis for the study. Inventory is also tied to the scoping
exercise since data collection and other issues may lead
to refinement or redefinition of the system boundaries
[3,4]. Data needed were gathered from EcoInvent
Database v2.2 and other scientific publications such as
journal articles, books etc.
Building parameters

Specifications

Dimensions
Service life
Floor area
Office volume
Structure
Envelope
Foundation
Coverings
Floor finish
Windows

12.2 x 2.4 x 2.6
25 years
~30m2
67.7 m3
Steel
Steel
Reinforced concrete
Gypsum, Plaster, Insulation
Linoleum
PVC

Table 1. Input data gathered for assessment of ISBU

Figure 3. System boundaries
Figure 2a. ISBU

The LCA process has three major stages, building
materials production phase, use phase, and the end-oflife phase. Each phase includes producing,
transportation, distributing and so on. Fig. 3 (above)
shows the model boundaries.
3. OBTAINED RESULTS

Figure 2b. Intermodal steel building units in Novi Sad,
Serbia for office purposes
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3.1 Impact Assessment
The assessment follows the LCI analysis first
categorizes the impacts (resources consumption and

emissions) into a range of impact categories. The
characterization step is then performed, which converts
the quantities of various types of impacts under each
category into equivalent quantities of a reference
impact (e.g. methane into an equivalent amount of CO2
under the global warming category), yielding one
single impact indicator for each impact category. Each
impact indicator retains the unit of measurement of the
quantity.
In this case, the BEES method is employed. BEES is
the acronym for Building for Environmental and
Economic Sustainability, a software tool developed by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). BEES combines a partial life cycle assessment
.

and life cycle cost for building and construction
materials into one tool. Results are presented in terms
of life cycle assessment impacts, costs, or a
combination of both. BEES strives to assist the
architect, engineer, or purchaser to choose a product
that
balances
environmental
and
economic
performance, thus finding cost-effective solutions for
protecting the environment. BEES uses the SETAC
method of classification and characterization.
Characterization results are illustrated on Fig. 4. Impact
is represented via 12 impact categories according to
BEES methodology. Fig. 5 presents the results of
energy consumption compared during the production
and installation stage and operation and use stage

Figure 4. Characterization results of an ISBU production stage

Figure 5. Characterization results of an ISBU regarding energy consumption

4. CONCLUSIONS
The general conclusion is that building with ISBU units
from the aspect of evaluating the entire life cycle has its
advantages. Based on the results obtained, ISBU that is
analyzed indicates certain problem areas observed in

the product life cycle and that within the impact
categories: Water intake, Ozone depletion and Global
warming. The largest impact within the above
mentioned categories results from processes of cement
production that is used for the foundation on which the
object is installed and also steel from which structure
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and envelope is built. Processes observed in the use
phase of the ISBU life cycle with its influence on the
environment stands out from the rest, mainly because
of the total electricity consumption in the assumed
lifetime of 25 years. These problems can be
successfully overcome if the existing structure is
adapted to the rigorous requirements of a LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
certification. A LEED-certified office is designed and
constructed in accordance with the rigorous guidelines
of the LEED for Offices green building certification
program. LEED for Offices is a consensus-developed,
third party-verified, voluntary rating system which
promotes the design and construction of highperformance green offices. Main advantages of ISBU
modules are:
Strongest building construction on the planet
Earthquake proof
Fire proof
Strong non-corrosion Corten steel
Extreme security
Recyclable - Green construction and
modifications
Saves trees
Unibody construction
Ideal for multiple floors and levels
Fast construction
Insulation: bonds easily with space-age Ceramic
insulations
Easily adapted to Prefab automation
Easily adapted to custom homes/offices
Inter-modal Steel Building Units (ISBU) have become
very popular and trendy for use as home, storage,
prefab, and business construction purposes. Only
recently has the world begun to realize their value in
housing, office construction, storage and emergency
shelters. The possibilities are virtually endless. One of
the reasons for all the interest globally was the low cost
of construction.
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DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL PRODUCTION VOLUME RESPECTING THE
ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC CRITERIONS
Abstract: A mathematical method is applied to the solution of this problem. The individual factors of environmental
and economic character are expressed by means of different equations having universal validity. The most
important factor of the given ones is the so called natural capital, alias natural resources. They are derived from the
environment. Each of summarized criterions is represented by its graphical form. An application to the automotive
industry closes the paper.
Key words: optimal production volume, environmental and economic criterions, mathematical modeling, automotive
industry
their semi-finished products, selected plastics and their
semi-finished products, consumption of electric energy
1. INTRODUCTION
per year, etc. [15], [18].
Let C1 is a disposable quantity of natural capital
Determination of the optimal production volume,
applying mathematical methods and ecodesign
during a year, for production of x products. If the value
principles is a significant step towards the identification
of x is increasing, of course, the value of C1 will be
decreasing. The following formulas can express this
of environmental and economic problems at source and
hence leads towards a more sustainable society.
situation - C1/x → 0, and
Integration of environment aspects into the familiar
C
product development process is important from both
K1 (x ) = 1 .
(1)
x
the environmental and economic perspective.
The factory must carry out activities for environment
Ecodesign projects, including exact methods, carried
protection
according to the valid legislature. Starting
out all over the world have shown that besides helping
from
the
environment
protection structure [5], [15],
to improve the environment, ecodesign and its
[16], these costs can be expressed as
mathematical tools also often offer business certain
financial benefits.
NOZP = EK + ENV + SOC,
(2)
Exact access to the development of engineering
where NOZP-total costs for environmental protection,
products is one of the possibilities how to achieve the
EK, ENV, SOC - main cost components of
environmental and economic objectives. There are a lot
economic, environmental, and social character.
of different analytical tools, by which this can be
carried out. One of such tools, is described in this
The economic part consists of these particular ones:
paper.
(3)
EK = INV + PREV + SAN,
where INV - capital expenditure in connection to the
2. ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC
environment protection,
FACTORS AND THEIR EXPRESSION
PREV - over-heads of the factory,
SAN - costs depending from the environment
Let us consider a production complex (for example,
degradation (fines, fees, etc.).
an engineering factory), situated in some locality,
manufacturing x products during a time unit. The
The over-heads depend from the quantity of
different harmful components are generated in that
manufactured products x, so
process too, having impact on the environment. The
disposable quantity of the so-called natural capital is
PREV = V*x,
(4)
necessary to the activity of the considered production
where
V - manufacturing costs per one unit of
system. Natural capital is classifying to the nonproduct
renewable natural resources, and is derived from the
environment. Minerals and fossil fuels are included in
Environmental part of the total costs consists of two
this category [2].The structure of natural capital can be
items:
the as following:
ENV = VONK + VNUT,
(5)
• ores and their concentrates,
where VONK and VNUT are environmental costs
• raw material of energetic character (except of
from the point of view of so called outside
natural gas and crude oil,
and inside environment, if
• natural gas,
VONK = (ODP + EMO + EMV)*x,
(6)
• crude oil.
and
VNUT = IM.x,
(7)
Some sources and authors include selected metals and
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where

ODP - quantity of solid wastes,
EMO - quantity of emissions,
EMV - quantity of liquid wastes,
IM - quantity of imissions inside the factory.

All the presented items are incipient during the
manufacturing of one product.
Particular result for the ENV is:
ENV = (ODP + EMO + EMV + IM)*x
(8)
If the total costs for environment protection will be
signified as K2(x), then after some derivations,
K2(x) = C2.x + INV + SAN,
(9)
where
(10)
C 2= V + ODP + EMO + EMV + IM
The total costs for the manufacturing of x products in a
factory, can be expressed as K(x) = K1(x) + K2(x), and
applying the substitutions, the following equation is
obtained:
K(x) =

C1
+ C2.x + INV + SAN.
x

(11)

The optimal number of products x is can be obtained
after the differentiation of the equation (11) - i.e.

C
dK ( x )
= − 21 + C 2 =0
dx
x
xopt =

and

C1
.
C2

(12)

(13)

If x = xopt and INV + SAN = C3, after substituting these
expressions to the equation (11), the minimal value of
the function K(x) is determined as

Kmin =.

C1
C1
C2

+ C2

C1
+ C3
C2

(14)

The graphical interpretation of these results is
given in Fig.1.

3. DISCUSSION
• The curve K(x) sometime called as the curve of the
sustainable development - has its minimum (point
A), and represents, according to some approach, the
compromise solution between the economic and the
environmental demands on the micro-economic
level.
• Consumption of the natural capital (habitually per
annum) is gradually reduced by growing
production, which is compensated with costs - to
eliminate this consumption. Point B represents
equality of both - costs and thus the economic
optimum of the environment quality - Qopt.
• The environment protection costs have their
initiation part of the constant value, which consists
of the capital expenditure part INV and constant
payments SAN. It is presumed that SAN = const, to
the x = xopt value. If x > xopt,, it will probably
depend from the other concrete conditions.
• Perhaps, the presented method and approach can be
applied to some parts in the LCC (Life Cycle
Costing) analysis.
4. AN APPLICATION IN THE AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY
A European redoubtable car producer has provided
some important input data to test the method described
in this paper. These data are intentionally
misrepresented (because of the firm secret). According
to the provided data, the particular values of the
function K(x) = f(x) has been computed for a passenger
car - vehicle weight ~ 1200 kg, and the following
material structure [in %]:
Ferrous 66, Aluminium and other light alloys 12,
Plastics 12, Rubber 4, Glass 4, Zinc 1,5, Copper and its
alloys 0,5. The computed data are illustrated in Tab.1.
x
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C2.x

K(x)

1

5,00

y
11

2

2,50

11

1,70

10

2,67

3

1,66

11

2,55

10

1,92

4

1,25

11

3,40

10

1,59

5

1,00

11

4,25

10

1,42

8,33

10

5,10

10

1,34

7

7,14

10

5,95

10

1,31

8

6,25

10

6,80

10

1,30

9

5,55

10

7,65

10

1,32

10

5,00

10

8,50

10

1,35

11

4,54

10

9,35

10

1,38

12

4,16

10

1,02

11

1,43

13

3,84

10

1,10

11

1,48

14

3,57

10

1,19

11

1,54

15

3,33

10

1,27

11

1,60

16

3,12

10

1,36

11

1,67

6

Fig.1 Graphical interpretation of the compromise
solution between the economic and the
environmental demands in the mechanical
engineering industry

C1/x
y

5

8,50

y
9

5,08

y

11

Table 1. The particular values of the function K(x) =

f(x). The numbers in the right side of the
columns are the exponents y. The particular
values in the left side of the columns are
multiplied by 10y.

K(x).1011 [m.u.]

The graphical representation of the function K(x), and
its relevant parts, is illustrated in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. The curve of the sustainable5 development for
x.10 [pc/year]
the presented application (the passenger car
Q
production) [5]
Abbreviations: m.u. - monetary units; pc pieces.
The C3 part is not illustrated in Fig.2, because of its
irrelevant influence and constant value. Some
comments to the Fig. 2:
• Value Kmin of the curve K(x) expresses a
compromise between the economic and the
environmental demands.
• The curve C1/x is the curve of the natural capital
consumption during the car production in the
factory.
• xopt is the optimal car production volume per year
(about 7.8.105) for the given conditions.
• Qopt is the optimum value of the environment
quality for the given production process character.
• Point A represents the compromise solution.
5. CONCLUSION
There is the need for systematic approach to
organize a factory in such a way that improving the
environmental and economic performance of their
products across product life cycles becomes an
integrated part of operations and strategy.
Determination of optimal production volume has
operational and strategic purpose, too. The described
method represents the way, how to determine it. An
application in the automotive industry, this approach
can bring not only environmental, but also economic
benefits, as shown in the paper.
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DETERMINATION OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF SAMPLE UNDER NONLABORATORY CONDITIONS
Abstract: Due to small number of reverberation chambers in developing countries, there is a need for the
determination of acoustic properties of materials in non-laboratory conditions. There is also a lack of "expensive"
software for modeling the propagation of sound in rooms, which imposes need for alternative solutions. For these
reasons, this paper examines the possibility of using the reverberation time formulations to predict the reverberation
time and absorption coefficients of samples tested in ordinary rooms.
Key words: sound absorption coefficient, reverberation time formula, non-laboratory conditions
1. INTRODUCTION
The reverberation time formulations are designed for
prediction of parameters in diffuse sound field. In the
reverberation chamber method Sabine's formulation is
used to determine the absorption coefficient of the
sample. Reverberation chamber has approximately
diffuse sound field but tested material sample makes
sound field less diffuse if sample has a much higher
value of absorption coefficient in comparison to
absorption coefficients of chamber surfaces and if
sample is of significantly lower surface area relative to
the total surface area of the chamber, which is often the
case. Despite the long practice of measuring in
reverberation chambers, absorption coefficient can
range up to 0.4 for the same sample in two different
laboratories, which is a huge error [1]. One of the main
characteristics of diffuse sound field is that
reverberation time is the same regardless of the position
of sound source and microphone. This phenomenon is
observed in ordinary rooms with surfaces of similar
values of absorption coefficients when the room is
empty, i.e. without tested absorbent sample; therefore
there are made measurements of reverberation time with
and without absorbent sample. Measured values were
used for comparison with calculated values using
reverberation time formulations and for obtaining
absorption coefficients in order to determine the
deviations of the calculated absorption coefficients to
the real one.
2. MEASUREMENTS SETUP
Measurements were performed in two rooms of
irregular shape. One was a nuclear shelter room
(hereinafter referred to as room 1) of area 32.60m2 and
the height 3.25m, and second one was storage room
(hereinafter referred to as room 2) of surface 14.15m2
and height 2.80m. Figure 1 shows floor plans of rooms.
Excitation of the room for reverberation time
measurements were carried out by impulse sound, and
the source was balloon whose circumference was
around 80cm, which is considered adequate for this
purpose [2]. Measurements were made by sound level

meter, which has option for automatic calculation of
reverberation time.

Fig. 1 Floor plans of rooms 1 and 2, respectively
Positions of microphones and sources were closer to
the corner of a room or closer to the middle part of the
room in both rooms. The minimum distance between
microphone, source and reflective surfaces was 1m. The
tested sample was glass wool, which was placed in
several positions on the floor. Selected positions of the
absorber were closer and further away from the sound
source (distances between positions were 30cm), to
determine the possible dependence of the reverberation
time on the distance of absorber from the sound source.
Different surfaces and thicknesses of samples were
selected to determine how they affect the deviation of
the calculated absorption coefficients from adopted ones
from literature sources. In the room 1 measurements
were performed with absorber samples of 10 cm layer
thickness and of area 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5m2, and in the
room 2 measurements were performed with absorber
samples of 5 and 10 cm thicknesses and 1.2m2 area.
3. ADOPTED REVERBERATION TIME
FORMULATIONS
Three formulas for reverberation time are chosen.
The first one is Sabine's, which is still widely used and
is part of the current standards regardless of the well-
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known deficiencies. In the case of samples with high
absorption it may give coefficient values greater than 1,
which are not realistic. Formula used to less extent and
recommended by some authors is the Millington's,
which does not give values greater than 1 if Millington's
coefficients are used. Dance and Shield [3] enabled easy
transformation of Sabine's coefficients, which are
available in various literatures, to Millington's
coefficients, which are available to a much lesser extent,
thus facilitating their implementation. The third formula
used is Zhang's, for which the autor [4] claims that is the
better version of Millington's formula. It also uses
Millington's coefficients.
Sabine's, Millington's and Zhang's formulas are
given below:

Ts =

Tm =

55.3V
c

(1)

∑α S

i i

55.3V
−c

∑ S ln(1 − α )
i

55.3V

Tz =
− cS

∑

(2)

i

ln(1 − α i

Si
)
S

Sabine's α

Millington's
α
0.075391
0.018126

Door, steel
0.073333[5]
Floor, ceramic tiles
0.013333[6]
Walls and ceiling,
0.018333[1]
0.023011
concrete
[7]
Person
0.435417
0.363055
Glass wool (10cm)
0.85[1]
0.589543
Table 1. Absorption coefficients for room 1
Material

Sabine's α

Millington's
α

Walls, plastered
0.046667[8]
0.05030126
concrete blocks
Floor, concrete
0.0275 [1]
0.031911877
Door, wood
0.06666667[1] 0.052836073
Ceiling, wood
0.03833333[1] 0.045532914
Person
0.435417[7]
0.363055052
Glass wool (10cm)
0.85[1]
0.589542875
Glass wool (5cm)
0.668333[1]
0.502030721
Table 2. Absorption coefficients for room 2
The selected coefficients are mean values of the
coefficients for the individual octave bands from 125Hz
to 4kHz, since the values for these octaves are available
in the literature.

(3)

where:
Ts - reverberation time according to Sabine
Tm - reverberation time according to Millington
Tz - reverberation time according to Zhang
V - volume of room
c - sound velocity
αi - absorption coefficient of room element
Si - surface area of room element

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Predictions of absorption coefficients

4. ADOPTED ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS
Tables 1 and 2 show the materials of which rooms
parts were made, adopted Sabine's coefficients for a
given material, as well as the values when they are
converted to Millington's coefficients via formula [1]:

α m = 0.071α3s − 0.416α 2s + 0.99α s + 0.005

Material

(4)

Calculated
Millington's
coefficients
were
significantly deviated from the adopted coefficients and
in the way that decreasing sample surface results in
increasing deviation. However when the side surfaces of
the samples were included in calculations, the
deviations were minor. When it comes to Sabine's
formula, the deviations are reduced by including
surfaces of edges in the calculations, but they were still
non-negligible. Zhang' formula resulted in better results
than Sabine's, but worse than Millington's. Table 3
shows the adopted and calculated absorption
coefficients for the room 1.

Sabine's α
Sample
surface
(m2)

Adopted

without side
surfaces of
sample

with side
surfaces of
sample

Adopted

0.5
1.0
1.5

0.85
0.85
0.85

2.90
1.97
1.62

1.81
1.41
1.21

0.59
0.59
0.59

Millington's α
without side surface of
with side surfaces of
sample
sample
Millington
Zhang
Millington
Zhang
f.
f.
f.
f.
0.74
1.60
0.57
1.00
0.70
1.32
0.58
0.94
0.67
0.60
0.57
0.45

Table 3. Adopted and calculated absorption coefficients of samples for room 1
Since the Millington's formula showed the best
results, analysis of the octave bands were done using
this formula. Since the available literature absorption
coefficients are for the octave bands from 125Hz to
4kHz, these bands were analyzed. In most cases, large
deviations of calculated absorption coefficients relative
to the adopted ones were noticed. Only for the 125 and
500 Hz octave bands the calculated coefficients are
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similar to adopted ones. For the band whose center
frequency is 250Hz obtained values were lower than
adopted coefficients, while for the octave bands 1 kHz,
2kHz and 4kHz the calculated coefficients were higher.
A general increase in the calculated absorption
coefficients with increasing frequency is observed. The
exception is the 250Hz band coefficient.

1.20
6

1.00
0.80

5

0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
-0.20

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz

1kHz

2kHz

adopted
coefficients

4

calculated
coefficients

3

RT with 0.5m2
absorber
RT with 1m2
absorber

4kHz
2

RT with 1.5m2
absorber

-0.40
-0.60

1
125Hz

2

Fig. 2.Absorption coefficients of 0.5m surface sample
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60

adopted
coefficients

0.40

calculated
coefficients

0.20
0.00
125Hz 250Hz 500Hz

1kHz

2kHz

4kHz

Fig. 3.Absorption coefficients of sample of surface 1m2
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60

adopted
coefficients

0.40

calculated
coefficients

0.20
0.00
125Hz 250Hz 500Hz

1kHz

2kHz

4kHz

Fig. 4.Absorption coefficients of sample of surface
1.5m2

250Hz

500Hz

1kHz

2kHz

4kHz

Fig. 5.Measured reverberation times with absorber
samples
Figure 5 shows decrease of measured reverberation
times for all three samples as central frequencies are
higher and there is no significant deviation of
reverberation time for 250Hz frequency band. Therefore
measured reverberation time is not reason for extremely
low calculated absorption coefficient for this band.
Since sound velocity and room volume are constant,
adopted values of absorption coefficients are cause for
this deviation.
Results obtained for room 2 are similar to room 1.
Small deviations of the calculated Millington's
coefficients were obtained by including lateral surfaces
of the samples in the calculation. For Sabine's
coefficients, the deviation was reduced by including
surfaces of edges in the calculation, but it was still
significant. Zhang's formula gave similar results as
Sabine's. Table 4 shows the adopted and calculated
absorption coefficients for room 2.
The adopted absorption coefficients are larger than
the calculated obtained by Millington's formula for 125
and 250 Hz octave bands for both sample thicknesses.
Within other bands adopted absorption coefficients are
smaller than calculated ones. A general increase in
obtained coefficients with increase of central
frequencies is observed in room 2 as well.

Sabine's α
Sample
thickness
(cm)

Adopted

without side
surfaces of
sample

with side
surfaces of
sample

Adopted

5

0.67

1.07

0.91

0.50

10

0.85

1.53

1.12

0.59

Millington's α
without side surface of
with side surfaces of
sample
sample
Zhang
Millington
Zhang
Millington f.
f.
f.
f.
0.56
0.92
0.50
0.78
0.72

1.36

0.61

1.15

Table 4. Adopted and calculated absorption coefficients of samples for room 2
1

0.9
0.8

0.8

0.7
0.6

0.6

adopted
coefficients

0.5
0.4

adopted
coefficients

0.2

calculated
coefficients

0
125Hz 250Hz 500Hz

1kHz

2kHz

4kHz

-0.2

0.4

calculated
coefficients

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
125Hz

250Hz

500Hz

1kHz

2kHz

4kHz

-0.4

Fig. 6.Absorption coefficients of 5cm thickness sample

Fig. 7.Absorption coefficients of 10cm layer sample
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5.2 Predictions of reverberation time
In the room 1 the mean value of the measured
reverberation times of empty room was 4.00s. The
maximum deviation of the measured reverberation time
from the mean value was 0.05s. Reverberation time is
also calculated by Sabine's, Millington's and Zhang's
formulas. While Sabine's formula (t = 4.88s) showed
significant deviation from the measured values,
Millington's formula (t = 3.99s) resulted in a slight
deviation. Reverberation time calculated by Zhang's
formula (4.11s) resulted in some bigger deviation than
Millington's, but much smaller than Sabine's
formulation.
In the room 2 the mean value of the measured
reverberation times of the empty room was 1.21s and
there was no deviation of measured times from mean
value. Sabine's formula resulted in reverberation time
of 1.26s, and the deviation was not significant (0.05s).
Obtained reverberation time by Millington's formula
was 1.15s, and deviation was negligible as well (0.06s).
The best prediction gave Zhang's formula with
reverberation time 1.20s.
Analysis for individual octave bands are made only
by Millington's formula from the reasons mentioned
earlier in the paper. Prediction of reverberation time for
individual octaves of empty rooms using the formula
resulted in large deviations. The smallest deviation was
for the 250Hz octave band, where the calculated
reverberation time was 0.27s shorter than measured
one. The maximum deviation was for the 4kHz octave
band, where the calculated time was longer by nearly
2s than measured one.
8

Different correlations between reverberation time and
distance are obtained. It was observed that as the
sample is further from the sound source, the
reverberation time is greater only for the sample of
surface 1.5 m2. Due to the lack of a clear dependence of
reverberation time and absorption coefficient on the
distance of sample from the sound source, it has not
been further analyzed.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Sabine's and Zhang's formulas did not result in good
approximations of reverberation time and absorption
coefficients of samples in most cases. Application of
Millington's formula in combination with Millington's
coefficients taking into account the lateral surfaces of
the samples has resulted in small deviations from
measured values, but it is limited to determination of
mean reverberation time and mean absorption
coefficient of the sample for the frequency range that
includes the octave bands from 125Hz to 4kHz, as
application to single octave parameters did not give
satisfactory results. Tests included samples of several
thicknesses and sizes and rooms of certain dimensions
and shapes, therefore additional measurements are
required to establish the general applicability of the
method.
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HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING OF FLOOD EVENTS IN SELECTED AREA
Abstract: For effective evaluation of flood protection and flood protection measures using of GIS devices and
hydrodynamic modeling is successful. The hydrodynamic modeling can serve as basis for an assessment of floodprotection measures and suggestions how to reduce or even eliminate an extension of floods in the area. An area
along the Olšava River is stricken by floods very often, like it was in May and June in 2010. Knowing of quality of
input data for modeling is a key in assessment of accuracy and credibility of results.
Key words: GIS, Assessment, Modeling, Flood-protection, Hydrodynamic modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring and analysis of hydrological processes
is becoming due to the increasing frequency of floods
increasingly important. Their understanding and
interdependence can help us model simulation in
computer environment. GIS is a tool for processing
large amounts of data and information obtained from
measurements and observations, but they are highly
dependent on their correct interpretation. The
advantage of modeling is the ability to simulate not
only the real situation in the study area, but also
proposals for measures to prevent negative impacts of
floods and assess their impact.

floods in the river Olšava. They obtained good basis for
comparison of results of mathematical modeling of the
actual state during floods and to calibrate the
mathematical model of unsteady flow on the flow field
of interest.
In modeling the flow of water is used the input data
of different types and formats:
maps,
surveying terrain data,
hydrological data,
hydro data,
calibration data. [3]

2. SITUATION IN SLOVAKIA

Based on the morphology of the terrain density
measurement points were chosen to capture the
changes in flow, the depth of the bottom of the bed,
banks and other bed inequalities. Reconnaissance,
which was examined at trough of water flow and its
surroundings have been designated positions and ways
of stabilizing control points. In the vicinity of the
watercourse to a distance of approximately 100 m
elevation points were targeted in the field. This focus
trough profiles need to refine and better knowledge of
the DTM during the relief. For hydrodynamic modeling
a required knowledge of geometry on the flow
structures such as bridges, culverts, and protective
structures is needed. On the flow Olšava Bohdanovce
in the village there is a bridge, whose geometric
parameters had to be addressed. The focus points of the
flow were used at Olšava universal surveying station
LEICA TCR 802 ultra and Leica GPS 900 CS (two
pieces of single-frequency apparatus with radio
modem). It focuses and sets out detailed points using
RTK (real time kinematic) method of connecting to the
network state space SKPOS. The measurements of
cross sections of flow Olšava in the month of May was
in the bed of low water level, making it possible in
some sections to pass the so-called trough waders.
The quality of spatial data in the DTM stream
Olšava: The origin of spatial data - as input for the
creation of DTM was used vectorized contour lines in
scale 1: 5000 measured points and valley profiles.
Positional accuracy (horizontal and vertical) -

To harmonize the legislation of the Slovak Republic
and the European Union has been transposed European
Parliament and Council 2007/60/ES on the assessment
and management of flood risks [1] in the legal system
of the SR Act no. 7/2010 Z. z. on flood protection [2],
which came into force on 1 February 2010.
In Slovakia, the use of software is based on
hydrodynamic models developed abroad and there are
especially MIKE and HEC-RAS. MIKE is created by
an international consulting and research organization
DHI, which operates in Slovakia. HEC-RAS is
developed the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) in 1964. This
product is constantly improved and is compatible with
existing GIS tools. With the extension ArcGISu HecGeoRas can prepare geometry data necessary for
hydrodynamic modeling such as a digital terrain model,
cross sections, flow lines, troughs, shores, etc. Its
advantage is that it is free software (freeware). For this
reason he was selected for hydrodynamic modeling of
flood situation in the water flow Olšava.
3. COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF
DOCUMENTS
Slovak Water Management Enterprise, state
enterprise, has created a work team, using surveying
instruments recorded flood boundary and water level of
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positional and vertical accuracy of contours in scale 1:
500, according to 74/2001 Coll Decree 461/2009 [4],
|∆d| ≤ 0,67[(dm + 12)/(dm + 20)], where dm is the
length calculated from the coordinates and dm is the
length of the connector determined from direct
measurements. The accuracy of measured points and
cross-valley profiles are used according to
manufacturer's GPS device using the RTK method
boundaries in position 2 cm and 4 cm in height.
Attribute accuracy - the accuracy of the attributes have
been compared and updated using aerial photographs,
inspections and measurements in the field - as highquality ratings. Completeness - all objects (in this case
Bohdanovce Bridge) to modeling field focused on field
measurements and mapping.
When creating a DTM to maintain logical
consistency and accuracy schematics. Time information
- measurements were made in March 2011, another
inspection was in May 2011. Contours in Scale 1: 5000
are from 2007.

Fig. 1. Digital terrain model of the river Olšava
Main stages of hydrodynamic modeling are:
1) for - processing,
2) hydraulic calculation,
3) post - processing.
Pre-processing using HEC-GeoRasu GIS allows us
to prepare the geometry of elements with attributes that
are necessary for hydrological calculation in the
program HEC-RAS. The role of pre - processing can be
summarized as:
preparation of 2D curves defining the flow axis,
cross sections, stream banks and water flow
directions,
using tools for creating applications HecGeoRas
3D data based on DMT.
Specifically, the adjustment curves prepared in the
previous step generate the trough geometry files for
import into HEC-RAS. [5]
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Fig. 2. The View layer - created using Processing
HecGeoRas in ArcScene
4. POST-PROCESSING
When importing data output from the program
HecRas requires an export definition file from HecRas,
e.g. the surface area in a grid format TIN resolution
size of grid cells. The level of detail and accuracy Grid
layer is directly proportional to the value of grid
resolution. In the processing of input data can be [5]
relatively in conformity follows the drop-down menu
on-Terror PostRas.
It is designed to map levels of the individual Q and
polygons that represent the flood line. This can
determine the area of flooding and water level in each
grid cell.
Maps show the depths of our depth of water in each
grid cell for each Qmax. They are generated at the
entrance to the results of hydrodynamic modeling and
GIS by calculating the difference between the amount
of raster digital terrain model and the calculated levels
of dimensions.

Fig. 3. View map grid depth Q100 levels in ArcScene
Extent of flood polygon is consistent with floods
recorded in May 2010, but there are minor
inaccuracies, maximum 20 m, which attributed to DTM
inaccuracies. Also in the values of levels in the first
two profiles that are in the hydraulic calculation,
uncertainties arise due to lack of back-casting level
curves, so these levels should be taken up more or less
as a guide.
The applicability of data obtained from the
modeling:

assessment of flood threats and flood risk,
proposals for flood control and anticipation of nyear stream flow, which is managed by
the Slovak Water Management Enterprise, state
enterprise,
creation of water management plans under the
Municipalities Act,
to develop community development plans, as a
basis for insurance carriers.
5. SUMMARY
Hydrodynamic model of the flood situation in the
selected areas were acquired for flood flow lines Q20,
Q50, Q100 and Q flow rate, which was during the
floods in May 2010.
Since the 2010 flood hit the area with nearly a century
wave flow, as during the initial aid of surveying
instruments recorded in detail the incident that left a
high damage to assets. The results of modeling for Q
may 2010 were compared with actual flood will be
helpful in the evaluation of flood activity in the design
of flood prevention measures, but also in developing
spatial plans of municipalities and water management
plans.
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ECONOMIC OPTIMIZATION OF RECYCLING ORIENTED DISASSEMBLY OF
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS: THE CASE STUDY OF MOBILE PHONE
Abstract: The planning of disassembly of consumer products is a complex process. Different aspects such as
product design, secondary material prices, possibilities of disassemble automation, labor costs and others play a
role in selection of optimal disassembly strategy and sequence. In our article we present the case study of mobile
phone disassembly sequence optimization based on hierarchical end-of-life decision model. By application of the
model we identify which connection to dismantle and which leave intact, and which strategy of two (recycling or
disposal) to apply for each component of mobile phone, to be economically optimal.
Key words: disassembly, recycling, mobile phone, optimization

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently a number of environmental aspects
influence the decisions in manufacturing industry. The
concepts
like
Environmentally
Conscious
Manufacturing, Closed Loop Supply Chain and others
have developed to cope with these aspects.
Disassembly has an important role in these concepts.
The determination of optimal disassembly sequence
and end-of-life (EOL) options for product and its
individual components are well-known problems in
respective literature.
2. METHODOLOGY
Lee [1] define EOL option decision problem as to
choose the EOL option that maximizes profit. Based on
the hierarchical representation of the product, the
optimal EOL option for each level is determined in his
model. He finds the optimal EOL option by integrating
two steps: maximize the economic value of EOL
component options and minimize the disassembly cost,
i.e. maximizes {Profit - Disassembly Cost}. In the
model, because of remanufacturing strategy
perspective, it is assumed that either the
Remanufacturing (r) or Disposal (n) option should be
selected for each subassembly or component. He uses
following determination of the profits for each option
[Gonzales and Adenso-Diaz (2005) in 1]:
Remanufacturing Profit Pr,i = Rr,i – Cr,i
Rr,i: the revenue obtained when the remanufacturing
option is applied
Cr,i: the cost incurred when the remanufacturing option
is applied
Disposal Profit Pn,i = Rn,i – Cn,i
Rn,i: the revenue obtained when the disposal option is
applied
Cn,i: the cost incurred when the disposal option is
applied.
For n components in the same layer, the EOL
option decision model is formulated by integer
programming, as shown in Equation (1) [1]:

(1)
subject to 2yij≥xi+xj for all i = 1,2,...,n and j = 1,2,...,n
xi = 1, if component i is remanufactured
0, if component i is disposed
yij = 1, if components i and j are disconnected
0, otherwise
dij= cost incurred if components i and j are
disconnected.
The bottom-up approach is used to determine the
EOL options for the entire product [1].
In the article we apply above described model to
optimize disassembly of mobile phone (MP) Nokia
7250i. Unlike the original model, we do not consider
remanufacturing but we think about recycling as a
second alternative to disposal. When applying the
model we start with composition of Bill of Material
(BOM) and Connection diagram. Then, based on real
data and calculations we arrange a table of
profits/losses for the individual components and subassemblies for both alternatives. Based on the measured
disassembly times and unit disassembly costs we
compute disassembly costs for each connection
identified by a connection diagram. Then we use
formula (1) for finding the optimal EOL option. By
using the formula we calculate the profits for all
evaluated sub-assemblies (for each sub-assembly all
EOL option combinations of individual components).
Based on the calculation and diagrams we make the
final table with economically optimal (maximum profit,
respectively minimum loss) options for the treatment of
individual components and sub-assemblies. Also, we
identify the most appropriate disassembly sequence
(i.e., which connections to maintain and which to
disconnect).
3. MODEL CALCULATION
3.1 Graphical representation of the MP Nokia 7250i
As a basis for below calculations and final
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identification of the optimal EOL option and
disassembly sequence we first draw a BOM (Fig. 1)
and connection diagram (Fig. 2).

Determination of revenues and costs for the individual
components for recycling alternative
Revenues in this alternative is the sale of discarded
parts (or materials) as a secondary raw material. In
calculating the revenues of individual components we
use material composition and weight of each
component [2] and the actual purchase prices for 1 kg
of secondary raw materials [3,4].
As the costs for recycling alternative we consider
transportation costs to buyer of secondary materials (in
our considered case is 2 km from hypothetical
disassembly operation) in the mass-transport container.
The costs are 0.0003186 €/kg (or 0.00003186 eurocents
/g) [5]. It is a very low number so these costs we
consider to be zero. We assume also that the costs of
recycling of batteries are covered by the recycling fee
(Recycling fee for 1 kg of batteries marketed in Slovak
Republic is equal to 1.49 €/kg (see e.g.[6])), so in our
calculation we consider also them to be zero.

Fig. 1. BOM of MP Nokia 7250i
mobile phone
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GI

CF
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L

Fig. 2. Connection diagram of MP Nokia 7250i

3.2 Profits/losses from the disassembly of individual
components and subassemblies of MP Nokia 7250
for recycling and disposal options
Summary of profits/losses (and the revenues and
costs) for individual components for recycling and
disposal options are listed in Table 1. Below is a
detailed description of the calculation of the revenues
and costs based on actual data, such as purchase prices
of secondary materials, weight and material
composition of components and subassemblies of
examined mobile phone, transport costs etc. Due to the
need to include distance in the calculation we assume
that the hypothetical disassembly operation is located
in the Technical University campus.
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Determination of revenues and costs for the individual
components for disposal alternative
In the disposal alternative of the disassembled
components are revenues equal to zero, as the
companies that dispose of waste collect a great variety
of secondary raw materials free of charge. In our
considered case the waste company Kosit (Kosice) take
without charge these secondary raw materials: paper
and cardboard, glass, plastics, metals, bulky waste
(washing machines, refrigerators, sinks, cabinets, ...),
green waste, textiles, electronic waste (TV, monitor ...),
tires, a small building waste (to 1 m3), waste oils,
paints and thinners.
Regarding costs for this alternative, we consider
again only transport costs (calculated above), which are
very low and therefore we consider them equal to zero.

Component/subassembly

Label

R r,i

C r,i

P r,i = R
r,i - C r,i

R n,i

C n,i

P n,i= R
n,i - C n,i

Frame of LCD

C

0,02508

0

0,02508

0

0

0

Display cover

E

0,03876

0

0,03876

0

0

0

Contact area of
keyboard

D

2,77704

0

2,77704

0

0

0

Display

F

0

0

0

0

0

0

Keyboard

B

0

0

0

0

0

0

Front cover

A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Camera cover

I

0,0057

0

0,0057

0

0

0

Camera module

H

0,1218

0

0,1218

0

0

0

Mother board

G

16,3212

0

16,3212

0

0

0

Back cover

N

0

0

0

0

0

0

Internal plastic cover

J

0

0

0

0

0

0

GSM signal module

K

0

0

0

0

0

0

Power connector

L

0

0

0

0

0

0

Vibration engine

M

0,00931

0

0,00931

0

0

0

Battery

O

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sub-assembly

CF

0

0

0

GI

0

0

0

JM

0

0

0

CM

0

0

0

AB

0

0

0

AM

0

0

0

Mobile p.

0

Product

Table 1. Profits/losses from the disassembly of individual components and subassemblies of MP Nokia 7250 for
recycling and disposal options
3.3 The cost of disassembly of the connections
between components of MP Nokia 7250i
When calculating the cost of disassembly of each
connection we assume, that the studied MP is manually
disassembled with the normal tools (e.g. screwdriver).
For manual disassembly is the dominant cost - total
cost of labor. Other costs are negligible, hence in our
calculations equal to zero. Total cost of labor we
calculate from the average wage of employees in
industry in Slovak republic in 2011 [7] and is equal to
1114,048 €. If the annual working time fund equals to
2000 hours (i.e. 7.2 million seconds), the resulting total
labor cost of a working second is equal (rounded) to
0.1857eurocents/second. The final costs of the
disassembly of connections, identified by a connection
diagram, are shown in Table 2.

Connections
JN
JO
AC
GJ

Disassembly
time
(sec)
5
2
10
51

Disassembly costs
(eurocent)
0,9285
0,3714
1,857
9,4707

CG
CE
EF
CD
AB
GH
GI
JK
JL
JM

7
11
4
19
4
4
6
4
4
6

1,2999
2,0427
0,7428
3,5283
0,7428
0,7428
1,1142
0,7428
0,7428
1,1142

Table 2. The cost of disassembly of the connections
between components of MP Nokia 7250i [own
measurements and calculations on the base of
8 and 2]
3.4 Disassembly optimization of MP Nokia 7250i
Based on the formula (1) we compute gradually
profits/losses
for
each
sub-assemblies
and
combinations of EOL alternatives (recycling or
disposal) of parts of these sub-assemblies. For example
for sub-assembly CF with 4 parts C, D, E, F we have
created 16 combinations (Table 3). Combination
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example: component C is disposed, component D is
recycled, components E is recycled and component F
is disposed - notation CnDrErFn. (Note: for each
component A, B, C .... O in subsequent calculations
index n represents a disposal alternative and index r
recycling alternative). For each combination we
calculate profit/loss and we identify the optimal
combination for a given sub-assembly, which is that
with highest profit (or lowest loss). Thus, for example
in the case of sub-assembly CF
is the most
advantageous combination (the one that brings the
highest profit from particular EOL options for
individual components) CnDnEnFn (Table 3) so it
means disposal of all four components respectively all
subassembly CF.
The individual sub-assemblies were identified based
on a hierarchical representation of the MP (Fig. 3). The
hierarchical representation we draw based on
information in above BOM (Fig. 1) and connection
diagram (Fig. 2). The calculation of individual subassemblies proceeds bottom-up in the hierarchical
representation of the MP. Most profitable combinations
for individual sub-assemblies are presented in Table 4.
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(

CrDrErFr
CrDrErFn
CrDrEnFr
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Fig. 3. The hierarchical representation of the MP Nokia
7250i
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)=
)=
)=
)=
)=
)=
)=
)=
)=
)=
)=
)=

-3,47292
-3,47292
-3,51168
-2,76888
-6,24996
-6,24996
-6,28872
-5,54592
-3,498
-3,498
-1,49406
-0,75126
-2,74674
-2,74674
-0,7428
0

Table 3. Profit (+)/loss (-) for various combinations of EOL options (recycling and disposal) of individual
components that make up sub-assembly CF
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(
profit(

CnDnEnFn
JnKnLnMn
GrHrIr
CFrGIrJMr
AnBn
ABrCMr
AMrNrOr

)=(
0 +
0 +
0 + 0 )-(
0 +
0
)=(
0 +
0 +
0 + 0 )-(
0 +
0
)=( 16,3212 + 0,1218 + 0,0057
)-( 0,7428 + 1,1142
)=(
0 + 14,5917 +
0
)-( 1,2999 +
0
)=(
0 +
0
)-(
0
)=(
0 + 3,8211
)-( 1,857
)=( 1,9641 +
0 +
0 +
)-( 0,9285 + 0,3714

+
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 )=
0
0
+
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 )=
+
0
)= 14,5917
+ 9,4707
)= 3,8211
)=
0
)= 1,9641
+
0
)= 0,6642

Table 4. Most profitable (or least loss) combinations for all subassemblies
Display cover
Table 5 represents the transformation of the previous
Contact area of
calculations, summarized in Table 4 to the optimal (profit
keyboard
maximizing) EOL alternatives (recycling or disposal) for
Display
individual components and sub-assemblies of MP. Note: In
the case of indifference of alternatives we state
Keyboard
„Dispose/Recycle“
Front cover
Camera cover
Component/subOptimal
Label
Camera module
alternative
assembly
Mother board
Frame of LCD
C
Dispose
Back cover
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E

Dispose

D

Dispose

F
B
A
I
H
G
N

Dispose
Dispose
Dispose
Recycle
Recycle
Recycle
Dispose/Recycle

Internal plastic
cover
GSM signal
module
Power connector
Vibration engine
Battery
Sub-assembly

Product

J

Dispose

K

Dispose

L
M
O
CF
GI
JM
CM
AB
AM
Mobile
phone

Dispose
Dispose
Dispose/Recycle
Dispose/Recycle
Recycle
Dispose/Recycle
Recycle
Dispose/Recycle
Recycle
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Table 5. Optimal EOL alternatives (recycling or
disposal) for individual components and subassemblies of MP Nokia 7250i
Based on calculations in previous tables and connection
diagram we determine the optimal disassembly
sequence (Table 6), so we define which connections to
disconnect and which to maintain.
Connection
JN
JO
AC
GJ
CG
CE
EF
CD
AB
GH
GI
JK
JL
JM

result „Dispose/Recycle“. In real case this would not be
a complication because EOL option for battery is
usually set by environmental legislation.

Disassembly operation
disconnect
disconnect
disconnect
disconnect
disconnect
maintain
maintain
maintain
maintain
disconnect
disconnect
maintain
maintain
maintain

Table 5. Optimal disassembly sequence of MP Nokia
7250i
4. CONCLUSION
On the base of the application the model on the mobile
phone case, we can conclude that this model is
relatively easy calculable for this complexity level
products. The output of the model in a form of EOL
option and disassembly sequence seems to be
reasonable and consistent with generally known and
practiced sequences in the case of mobile phones, it
means to dispose almost all parts of mobile phone
excluding printed circuit board which is suitable for
recycling. In the case of battery which is suitable for
special recycling/disposal, the model gives indifferent
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CURRENT TRENDS IN SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT DESIGN
Abstract: Companies all over the world increasingly need to innovate their products and processes to: keep up with
competitive pressure, increase productivity within the region or worldwide, defend or expand market share and to
create the ability to attract foreign investments. Product innovation is becoming one of the key strategic options
available to firms, supply chains and integrated industrial sectors in developing economies to compete better in
today’s global market. Growing global concerns about environmental problems such as climate change, pollution
and biodiversity loss and about social problems related to poverty, health, working circumstances, safety and
inequity, have fostered sustainability approaches for industry. Improved product design which applies sustainability
criteria - Design for Sustainability (D4S) - is one of the most useful instruments available to enterprises and
governments to deal with these concerns. D4S includes the more limited concept of Ecodesign or Design for the
Environment. In this paper, current trends in sustainable product design have been reported.
Key words: sustainable product design

1. INTRODUCTION
In light of increasing pressures to adopt a more
sustainable approach to product design and
manufacture, the requirement to develop sustainable
products is one of the key challenges facing industry in
the 21st century. Sustainable product development
initiatives (mainly through eco-design) have been
evolving for some time to support companies develop
more sustainable products. Sustainability is a
frequently and carelessly used term across the world by
researchers and corporations. According to the United
Nation’s Brundtland commission (WBCD, 1987),
sustainable development was defined as ―meeting the
needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs"[1].
Sustainable products are those products providing
environmental, social and economic benefits while
protecting public health, welfare, and environment over
their full commercial cycle, from the extraction of raw
materials to final disposition according to the
Sustainable Products Corporation in Washington DC
[2].
Although the concept of sustainability has been in
practice worldwide over centuries, the application
towards
consumer products has always been
overshadowed by costs and extra efforts manufacturers
have to encounter. But, with regulations implemented
by federal and state governments, nationally and locally
and by foreign countries, OEMs are beginning to
understand the consequences of damage that could be
caused by harmful chemical and hazardous materials
which results from improper conduct of design,
manufacture and disposal. Through responsible
business practices and sustainable product offerings,
business leaders can balance their short term and long
term profitability, while considering the economic,
environmental, and social impact of their activity,
Figure 1.
Sustainable development is a significant aspect in

our society today and many scholars are now
attempting to build models for sustainable development
to include all aspects of environment, society and
economy. There have been three main reasons that
have accelerated this mind shift: regulation
proliferation, resource scarcity and reputation
management.

Fig. 1. Environmental, economic and social impact of
products [3]
2. PRODUCTS AND SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainable product design, also known as Design
for Sustainability or D4S, including the more limited
concept of Ecodesign, is one globally recognised way
companies work to improve efficiencies, product
quality and market opportunities (local and export)
while simultaneously improving environmental
performance.
Three key elements of sustainability are planet,
people and profit (3P), Figure 2. They are linked to the
element of product innovation. Product innovation is
directly linked to sustainability: both are oriented
towards change and the future. Product innovation is
concerned with creating new products and services that
generate value only if they fit in this future. To be
sustainable, product innovation must meet a number of
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challenges linked to people, planet and profit: social
expectations and an equitable distribution of value
along the global value chain, and the innovation must
work within the carrying capacity of the supporting
ecosystems.

Fig. 2.

The next stage, when needed, is material
processing, which converts resources into feedstocks.
The product fabrication phase then turns these input
materials into finished goods. From there products
enter distribution networks that support customer
transactions, after which the consumer use phase
begins. Products stay with the user until a consumer
deems its service no longer useful and moves to get rid
of it. At this point, end-of-life disposition determines
whether a product is reused, recycled or dissipated. In a
continuous,
cradle-to-cradle
cycle,
end-of-life
processes feed into another cycle of development. The
result is a need to think about sustainability for each
stage of activity and across the life cycle(s) of a
product.

Three key sustainability [4]

2.1 Product life cycles and sustainable design
Product sustainability is more than producing
different kinds of products. It is about a different way
of thinking about and making products. Company
incorporate sustainability concerns into its design
function, Figure 3.

Fig.4. Product life cycle and sustainable design [5]

Fig.3. The shift to sustainable design [5]
During the conventional product life-cycle,
materials move through a system comprised of the
following stages: Extraction, Production, Distribution,
Consumption and finally Disposal which is an ―open
loop‖ approach, Figure 4. It is a linear system and we
live on a finite planet that can not support such a
system indefinitely.

Fig.4. Conventional production [6]
A product life-cycle view is one that considers the
sustainability of a product across all stages of
production and consumption — from its origins to its
end as a desirable service. The stage commonly treated
as a point of origin is product development, where
initial marketing and product planning take place. The
start of physical activity is the material production
phase, in which resources for making products are
harvested.
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Sustainable design offers a variety of opportunities
to prosper. Companies can gain access to markets,
increase market share, reduce or avoid compliance
costs, and more easily attract investor c apital. There
are also positive ripple effects related to product
performance, cleaner production, customer satisfaction
and brand loyalty, employee morale, and community
relations.
3. THE DESIGNER’S FIELD GUIDE TO
SUSTAINABILITY
In The Philosophy of Sustainable Design, Jason F.
McLennan [8] said designers should "eliminate
negative environmental impact completely through
skillful, sensitive design." Practical application varies
among design disciplines (product design, architecture,
landscape design, urban planning, etc.), but they all
share some common principles:
Use non-toxic, sustainably produced, or
recycled materials which have a lower
environmental
impact than traditional
materials.
Use manufacturing processes and produce
products which are more energy efficient than
traditional processes and end products.

Build longer-lasting and better-functioning
products which will have to be replaced less
frequently, which reduces the impact of
producing replacements.
Design products for reuse and recycling. Make
them easy to disassemble so that the parts can
be reused to make new products.
Consult sustainable design standards and
guides,
Consider product life cycle. Use life cycle
analysis tools to help you design more
sustainable products.
Shift the consumption mode from personal
ownership of products to provision of services
which provide similar functions.
Materials should come from nearby,
sustainably managed renewable sources that
can be composted when their usefulness is
exhausted.
Industrial design firm Lunar from San Francisko
has recently published a simple, clear, and inspiring
Designer’s Field Guide to Sustainability [7]. Lunar
Design developed a visual roadmap for sustainable
product development and the product life cycle. The
Designer's Field Guide to Sustainability covers 15
issues in the design process, including suggestions on
how to make products recyclable and safe for humans
and the environment. Other tips touch on using less
energy and materials when manufacturing products,
making products both sustainable and appealing to
consumers, and thinking about a product's life to
determine what parts should be durable or disposable.
The model is centered aroand four questions and
strategies to guide the development process:
What is it trying to accomplish?
01-Question the premise of the design.
 Consider other approaches to the problem
at hand. Is the form factor that you had in
mind really the best way of accomplishing the
task? Is any form factor the best way of
accomplishing the task? Maybe a service fits
the mold better? Perhaps the answer lies
within an existing product?
02-Make it less complex.
 Simple,
elegant
designs can reduce material,
weight, and manufacturing
processes. Simple designs
usually also mean less material variety and
can help make a product more recyclable.
03-Make it more useful.
 At first glance, this may seem to
contradict point number 2, but there is a
big difference between usefulness and
complexity. Taking advantage of a
natural or logical extra use for a product will
not only make the product more desirable and

interesting, it will also help reduce the number
of products headed for landfills. Multiuse
products can reduce consumption and increase
convenience
How is it brought to life?
04-Reduce material variety.
 Designing as many aspects of
the product as you can from the same
material makes recycling the product at
its end of life easier, more efficient, and
more profitable.

05-Avoid toxic or harmful materials and chemicals.
 Materials like PVC, neoprene
or polystyrene, and toxic chemicals and
additives like bisphenol A and
formaldehyde should be avoided when
possible. Many of these materials have
suitable non-toxic counterparts, like
copolyesters
or
bioplastics,
and
additives can be eliminated by choosing
materials wisely.

06-Reduce size and weight.
 Lightweight products can
reduce carbon emissions and cost
by making the shipping process
more efficient. Weight can often be
saved by focusing on choosing lightweight
materials, simplifying designs, and eliminating
unnecessary fasteners and components.

07-Optimize manufacturing processes.
 Determine
which
manufacturing processes make the
most sense for your product. For
lower volumes or less complex
parts, consider vacuum forming
instead of injection molding. For
some complex metal geometries consider
casting instead of machining.

08-Design packing in parallel with products.
 Simple, elegant designs can
reduce
material,
weight,
and
manufacturing processes. Simple
designs
usually also mean less
material variety and can help make a
product more recyclable.
How is it used?
09-Design for upgradeability.
 In the electronics industry,
the technology in a product can
become obsolete long before the
design. Designing products that can
be upgraded to keep up with rapidly
changing technical performance can
save materials and money.
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10-Create durable and high quality designs.
 People want high quality
products that will look and function
beautifully long after the competing
product has died, and they’re willing
to pay a little more for that type of
design. Designed properly, products
can transcend the ―throw away‖ culture that
dominates electronics today.
11-Design for life after death.
Most products don’t last forever.
Products designed to have secondary
usages after their primary function has
lapsed can add value to the product,
and may fill a need that would be
filled by another purchased product
instead.

Where does it end up?
12-Make it modular.
 Modular designs are not
only more easily recycled at the
end of their life but also more
easily repaired, and therefore last
longer. Modular designs can also
be more efficiently manufactured
and shipped, reducing energy
consumption at the beginning of the product’s
life.
13-Use recycled, recyclable, renewable and
biodegradable materials.
 This one’s obvious, but should
always be kept in mind. Design with
recycled or easily recyclable plastics
(HDPE, PP, PS, PVC), biodegradable
plastics (PLA, PHB, polyamide, bioderived polyethylene), paper, cardboard,
wood, stainless steel, aluminum, etc.

irresponsibly melted down to burn off the
paint, creating toxic fumes and lower quality
recycled material. Design products to take
advantage of the natural beauty of materials.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The principles of sustainable design are compatible
with the principles of any good design philosophy.
Design for sustainability places additional emphasis on
reducing the environmental impact of a product during
its manufacture, use and disposal, or reuse. It uses
strategies such as avoiding use of toxic substances
during production, minimizing materials used,
minimizing energy or water required during use, and
designing for repair, reuse or disassembly and
recycling. Mechanical engineerings and product
designers have to work together to create the next
generation of sustainability products.
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BOTH LEANER AND CLEANER PRODUCTION BY PRODUCT DESIGN
Abstract: Product design principles for lean manufacturing and cleaner production are exposed. Lean thinking
doesn’t have life cycle approach to waste and pollution by default, so lean and green thinking can be contradictory.
Once the product eco friendliness is perceived by lean as something that adds value to the product, lean thinking
automatically tends to shift toward pollution and waste prevention that is to the design for both lean and green.
Key words: Value Adding, Life Cycle, Green

1. INTRODUCTION
It is imposible to effectively realize neither lean
manufacturing nor cleaner production unless certain
product design principles are applied. Also, without
design stage product consideration it is imposible to
thoroughly reconcile lean and green thinking. This
work exposes product design principles for lean
manufacturing and cleaner production and shows way
how both lean and green can be reconciled in design
phase. Following terminology is introduced:
'Substance‟ means any chemical element and its
compounds, with the exception of radioactive
substances and genetically modified organisms [1].
'Pollution‟ means the direct or indirect introduction,
as a result of human activity, of substances, vibrations,
heat or noise into the air, water or land which may be
harmful to human health or the quality of the
environment, result in damage to material property, or
impair or interfere with amenities and other legitimate
uses of the environment [1].
'Installation‟ means a stationary technical unit
where one or more activities listed in Annex I are
carried out, and any other directly associated activities
which have a technical connection with the activities
carried out on that site and which could have an effect
on emissions and pollution [1].
„Emission ‟ means the direct or indirect release of
substances, vibrations, heat or noise from individual or
diffuse sources in the installation into the air, water or
land [1].
„Waste‟ means any substance or object which the
holder discards or intends or is required to discard [2]
„Hazardous waste‟ means waste which displays one
or more of the hazardous properties listed [2].
„Waste management‟ means the collection,
transport, recovery and disposal of ecological waste,
including the supervision of such operations and the
after-care of disposal sites, and including actions taken
as a dealer or broker [2]
„Collection‟ means the gathering of waste,
including the preliminary sorting and preliminary
storage of waste for the purposes of transport to a waste
treatment facility [2].
‟Prevention‟ means measures taken before a
substance, material or product has become waste that

reduces:
(a) the quantity of waste, including through the re-use
of products or the extension of the life span of
products;
(b) the adverse impacts of the generated waste on the
environment and human health; or
(c) the content of harmful substances in materials and
products [2].
„Re-use‟ means any operation by which products or
components that are not waste are used again for the
same purpose for which they were conceived [2]
„Treatment‟ means recovery or disposal operations,
including preparation prior to recovery or disposal [2].
„Recovery‟ means any operation the principal result
of which is waste serving a useful purpose by replacing
other materials which would otherwise have been used
to fulfill a particular function, or waste being prepared
to fulfill that function, in the plant or in the wider
economy [2].
„Preparing for re-use‟ means checking, cleaning or
repairing recovery operations, by which products or
components of products that have become ecological
waste are prepared so that they can be re-used without
any other pre-processing [2].
„Recycling‟ means any recovery operation by which
waste materials are reprocessed into products, materials
or substances whether for the original or other
purposes. It includes the reprocessing of organic
material but does not include energy recovery and the
reprocessing into materials that are to be used as fuels
or for backfilling operations [2].
„Disposal‟ means any operation which is not
recovery even where the operation has as a secondary
consequence the reclamation of substances or energy
[2].
„Reusability‟ means the potential for reuse of
component parts diverted from an end-of-life vehicle;
[3]
„Recyclability‟ means the potential for recycling of
component parts or materials diverted from an end-oflife vehicle [3].
„Recoverability‟ means the potential for recovery of
component parts or materials diverted from an end-oflife vehicle [3].
„Life cycle‟ means consecutive and interlinked
stages of a product system, from raw material
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acquisition or generation of natural resources to the
final disposal [4].
„Life cycle assessment (LCA)‟ means compilation
and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and the potential
environmental impacts of a product system throughout
its life cycle [5].
„Cleaner production‟ is a proactive approach which
involves preventing the pollution of air, water and land,
reducing waste at source, minimizing risks to the
population and the environment, and minimizing the
use of raw materials, including energy and water [6].
2. WASTE ACCORDING TO LEAN THINKING
In its most basic form, lean manufacturing is the
systematic elimination of waste from all aspects of an
organization‟s operations, where waste is viewed as
any use or loss of resources that does not lead directly
to creating the product or service a customer wants
when they want it [7].
As a consequence following waste forms can be
discerned by lean approach:
Overproduction waste means making what is
unnecessary when it is unnecessary and in an
unnecessary amount.
It is a mirror image of the Just-In-Time definition.
Inventory waste appears when anything—materials,
parts, assembly parts—is retained for any length of
time. This includes not only warehouse stock, but also
items in the factory that are retained at or between
processes
Conveyance Waste is created by conveying,
transferring, picking up/setting down, piling up, and
otherwise moving unnecessary items. Also created by
problems
concerning
conveyance
distances,
conveyance flow and conveyance utilization rate.
Defect Production Waste is related to costs for
inspection of defects in materials and processes,
customer complaints, and repairs.
Process-Related Waste relates to unnecessary
processes and operations traditionally accepted as
“necessary”.
Operation-Related Waste relates to unnecessary
movement, movement that does not add value,
movement that is to slow or too fast.
Idle Time Waste is waste of which the causes
originate in waiting from materials, operations,
conveyance, inspection, as well as idle time attendant
to monitoring and operation procedures [8, 9].
3. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN FOR LEAN
MANUFACTURING
There are several design principles that favorably
influence lean manufacturing:
a) Design for ease of machining means that product
should, as far as possible, include off the shelf items,
standard items or component that are possible to make
with a minimum of experimental tooling. Product
features such as part tolerances, surface finish
requirements, etc., should be resolved with respect to
the consequences of the unnecessary embellishment on
the durability of production process and thereby on the
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production costs. Designers, added by their team
members, must be familiar enough with manufacturing
alternatives, capabilities and limitations so that they do
not unknowingly make choices that are unnecessary
difficult, impossible, costly, and time consuming to
manufacture [10, 12].
b) Design for ease of assembly is design principle
according to which product should consist of minimal
number of parts. Parts should be assembled by adding
them from the top, and the product never has to be
turned over. Parts should be designed to be self
aligning, require no tools for assembly, are secured
immediately upon insertion, and do not need to be
oriented. Whether for automated or hands assembly,
fasteners (screws, pulleys, cotter-pins, etc.), are to be
avoided as much as possible. Subassemblies should be
designed as modules having testable functions. In that
way design, quality assurance and assembly should be
integrated. There are also issues of access to fasteners
and lubrication points, access to certain points of
surfaces for sake of testing, location points for
accurately holding components and subassemblies,
standardization of subassemblies for multiple models,
and reduction of number of times the parts and
subassembly must be turned over during assembly
[10,13].
c) Design for ease of automation relates to the product
characteristics that will, for example, in the case of
assembled components, help to simplify automatic part
feeding, orienting and assembly operations. In the case
of assembled components it is important to design
products to be assembled from the top down and to
avoid forcing machines to assemble from the side and
particularly from the bottom. The ideal assembly
procedure should be performed on one face of the part,
with straight vertical motions and keeping the number
of faces to be worked on to a minimum [15].
d) Modular design puts a limited number of functions
in each product constituent. Interfaces and interaction
between constituents are well defined and are generally
fundamental to the primary function of the product.
Interfaces should be robust, standardized and early
defined so that detail design of modules can be
developed within those interface parameters. System
architecture for modular design ought to be thought
out with great details at the outset of the project. It
establishes a product platform that may become basis
for entire family of products. Successive innovations
may each be concentrated in one or another module,
thereby facilitating continuous product innovations at
low incremental development and manufacturing cost.
Modularity makes it easier to change a product without
having to redo much or the entire product. The product
can be upgraded by replacing module or by adding to.
Parts that wear out more quickly can be easily replaced.
Modular design mediates the desires of customers for
product variety with the desire of manufacturer and
retailers for simplicity by incorporating variety into a
limited numbers of modules. In these way designers
reduces manufacturing cost and inventory. Risky
technologies can be concentrated in one or few
modules. Standard modules can be introduced that are
not seen by customer providing similar benefits [10,

14].
e) Design for group technology enables flow oriented
production system that is non-stock production. In this
respect group technology is used to define families of
products and components which can be manufactured
in well-defined production cells. Each part is designed
so that corresponds to in advance determined part
family. In that way, group technology also reduces
unnecessary variety and redundancies in product
design. In Group technology, production items are
grouped into families on the basis of such characteristic
as part shapes, part finishes, materials, tolerances which
all results in certain kind of succession of production
operations that characterize particular production cell.
Each part family is represented by master part.
Products are designed so that their features can be
matched to respective features of a master part that is to
a product family [10, 17, and 18].
4. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN FOR CLEANER
PRODUCTION
The objective of design for cleaner production is to
reduce the product‟s detrimental environmental impact
while maintaining or improving its functionality.Two
main product-related environmental objectives are:
Conservation of resources, recycling and energy
recovery
Prevention of pollution, waste and other impacts
Following waste hierarchy as priority order should be
applied:
(a) prevention;
(b) preparing for re-use;
(c) recycling;
(d) other recovery, e.g. energy recovery; and
(e) disposal. [2]
Departing from this hierarchy can be applied where this
is justified by life-cycle thinking on the overall impacts
of the generation and management of waste [2].
A life cycle approach should be used to identify the
relevant environmental aspects and impacts during the
entire product life cycle, thus helping to define design
approaches. Reliable information like that obtained by
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) method can be used
[16].
Integration of environmental aspects as early as
possible into the product design and development
process offers the flexibility to make changes and
improvements to products. In contrast, waiting until
later stages of the process may preclude the use of
desirable environmental options, because all the major
technical decisions have already been made.
These new approaches may result in improved
resource and process efficiencies, potential product
differentiation, reduction in regulatory burden and
potential liability, and costs savings. In addition,
globalization of markets, shifts in sourcing,
manufacturing and distributing all influence the supply
chain, and therefore have an impact on the
environment [4].
By considering the goals of the organization,

economic and social aspects, and the product type, the
organization may decide upon a combination of design
approaches to meet the strategic environmental
objectives. Possible design approaches can be:
a) Design for improvement of materials efficiency
means checking if environmental impact can be
reduced e.g. by minimal use of materials, use of low
impact materials, use of renewable materials, and/or
use of recovered materials;
b) Design for
improvement of energy efficiency
means considering total energy use throughout the
product‟s life cycle (including use phase), check if
environmental impact can be reduced, e.g. reduction of
energy use, use of low impact energy sources, use of
energy from renewable sources;
c) Design for sparing use of land is particularly to be
considered when land-consuming infrastructure or
materials are utilized in the product system;
d) Design for cleaner production and use means
considering using cleaner production techniques,
avoiding use of hazardous consumables and auxiliary
materials and using an overall systems perspective to
avoid decisions based on a single environmental
criterion;
e) Design for durability strives to improve the
product‟s longevity, reparability and maintainability;
considers environmental improvements emerging from
new technologies;
f)
Design for optimizing functionality means
considering opportunities for multiple functions,
modularity, automated control and optimization;
comparing the environmental performance to that of
products tailored for specific use;
g)
Design for reusability, recoverability and
recyclability strive to ease disassembly, reduce material
complexity, use of recyclable materials, subassemblies,
components and materials in future products;
h) Avoidance of potentially hazardous substances and
materials in the product: checking for human health,
safety, and environmental aspects, lower impact of
materials and transportation.
i) Design for disposability
These design approaches are instrumental to generate
design options that can be checked against the
feasibility and potential benefits for customers, the
organization and stakeholders. [4]
5. LEAN AND GREEN COMPATIBILITY
There are some obvious environmental benefits
associated with lean manufacturing:
Design for ease of machining reducing machining
time consequently reduces energy consumption,
pollution, use of auxiliary, often toxic fluids, mass of
waste materials, and pollution.
Design for easy of assembly reduces time of
assembly, consequently energy consumptions and
means needed.
Design for group technology and modular design
greatly reduces raw materials stocks, in-process
material stocks, and finished goods materials stocks.
But lean philosophy doesn‟t see pollution as a
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waste, so it is not automatically geared toward
systematical elimination of pollution. Therefore it
would be possible that, if straightforwardly applied,
principles of product design for lean be detrimental to
environmental friendliness of product. For example
riveted instead of screwed joins are preferred for ease
of assembly. So, the entire unit must be replaced when
only a part of it needs repair. Many non-repairable,
non-refillable products are now available. These
include common items such as flashlights, ink pens,
razors, and cameras. They are usually less expensive to
produce than more durable alternatives. However,
because they often have shorter lives they often must
be replaced much more frequently than their
counterparts. Consequently, they are often more
expensive to use and usually create more solid waste
over time.
Certainly, environmental friendliness of product can
have its prize but from the lean point of view crucial
question is does implementation of green features adds
value to product and not only what is cost of green
introduction. Once the product eco friendliness is
perceived by lean as something that adds value to the
product, all activities that contribute to the product eco
friendliness would be favored by lean.
6. CONCLUSION
Lean manufacturing doesn‟t have life cycle approach to
waste and pollution by default. Lean and green
thinkings become completely compatible when product
eco friendliness is percieved like something which adds
value to product in sense of lean philosophy. Under the
circumstance lean thinking automatically tends to shift
toward polution and waste prevention, that is to the
design for both green and lean.
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LCA APPLICATION IN EPD AND ECO-EFFICIENCY
Abstract: The paper presents the possible uses of the standards of ISO 14000, Environmental management, based
on Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), in the environmental practices of industrial businesses. Two studies were chosen
as examples to demonstrate these possibilities. The goal of the studies was to enhance the competitiveness of
products using assessment and evaluation of environmental impacts associated with product systems. EPD Czech
Cement and Eco-Efficiency Carlsbad Mattoni mineral water bottled in 1.5 l PET containers followed the basic
approaches and possibilities outlined in ISO standards ISO 14025 and 14045.
Key words: LCA, EPD, Eco-Efficiency, cement, plastic bottles

1. INTRODUCTION
LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) is the most
significant analytical information tool, which can help
to assess the impact of a selected product; specifically
the effect a product‟s production system has on the
environment during its entire lifecycle. No other tool
offers such a comprehensive view of the product,
which can prevent the transfer of environmental
impacts from one life cycle phase to another. The
growing importance of LCA shows the development of
the group of standards under ISO 14000, which
increasingly use LCA as a basis for other applications.
The two included environmental assessments of
products (cement and bottled water) show the
possibilities of using standards based on LCA in the
practice of industrial business. Cement was treated and
certified according to ISO 14025 Type III
Environmental Declarations (EPD) and bottled mineral
water according to the draft standard ISO 14045 Ecoefficiency.

2. EPD CZECH CEMENT
ISO 14025 Type III Environmental Declaration
(EPD) presents quantified environmental life cycle
product information to enable comparisons between
products fulfilling the same function. [7]
In the case of EPD, the scope and form of
completing an LCA study follows the requirements of
PCR (Product Category Rules), in this case, PCR
2010:09 Cement, version 0.1. Cement is a building
block used for a variety of different purposes, which
means that the treatment of cement, from the moment it
leaves the factory gates, may vary significantly. LCA,
in this instance, has therefore not been done from the
"cradle to grave", but from the "cradle to gate". For the
same reasons, a functional unit was replaced by a
reference unit, i.e. 1 t of cement. Figure 1 graphically
illustrates the LCA system boundaries for cement.

Figure 1. System boundaries of cement
PCR also regulates the internal structure of the system,
which is defined as upstream, core and downstream
processes. Upstream processes include the mining and
processing of raw materials, including their transport to
the plant. Core processes, in this particular case, are the
processes within the cement factory. Downstream
processes include the use and end of life stages. In the
cement example, these downstream processes were not
included.
LCA study results are based on site specific data for the

core processes and general data for the upstream
processes, with the exception of mining limestone. The
results calculated by the inventory analysis and impact
categories were according to the PCR directions
presented in the categories of resource consumption,
hazardous and other wastes and the category of impact
on global warming, ozone depletion, acidification,
eutrophication and formation of photo-oxidants. The
results of these categories are shown in simplified form
in Tables 1, 2 and 3.
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Phases of a Life Cycle for a Product
RESOURCES

Upstream processes Core processes

Raw Materials/Materials
Energy
Water

Total

Unit

1,19

1865,94 1867,12

kg

1346,62

4080,04 5429,06

MJ

170

170

340

l

Table 1. Resource consumption per 1000 kg of cement
Impact Category

Equivalent Category

Global Warming
Ozone Depletion
Acidification
Photo-oxidant Creation
Eutrophication

kg CO2 eq.
kg CFC-11 eq.
kg SO2 eq.
kg C2H4 eq.
kg PO43-

Phases of a Life Cycle for a Product
Upstream processes Core processes Total
for 1000 kg of cement produced in Czech Republic
173,00
634,00
808,00
0,000000002
0,000000124
0,000000126
1,98
1,05
3,03
0,15
0,09
0,23
0,07
0,02
0,09

Table 2. Impact Category per 1000 kg of cement

Waste production
Hazardous waste, kg
Other waste, kg

Phases of a Life Cycle for a Product
Upstream processes Core processes Total
0,0627
0,0025 0,0653
627,03
0,49 627,52

Table 3. Hazardous and other wastes produced per 1000 kg of cement
Based on the results of LCA studies, which were
the basis for developing an application for certification,
the Czech cement product was awarded a certificate,
valid for 3 years.

environment and gather data for communicating
environmental
performance
and
improved
environmental profile of the Carlsbad Mattoni mineral
water company.

3. ECO-EFFICIENCY OF CARLSBAD MINERAL
WATER MATTONI

a. Environmental impacts of a life cycle

Eco-efficiency is a management tool that allows
you to assess the environmental impact of the life cycle
of a product together with the product‟s value. It puts
into context the environmental behavior of a product
system and the value of a product system.
The goal of the study of Mattoni mineral water
bottled in 1.5 l PET containers was to provide an
overview of the product system„s impacts on the

For the purpose of calculating the eco-efficiency of
the product, two LCA studies were completed looking
at the development range of the bottled mineral water
Mattoni manufactured and distributed in 2011 - product
B and for a comparative basis the same product
produced in 2001 – product A, which was used as an
indicator to calculate environmental stress.

Figure 2. System Boundaries for Carlsbad mineral water Mattoni
Comparing the results of both studies, there was a
reduction of environmental impacts in almost all
parameters by product B produced in 2011.
The LCA results for the product were used for
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calculating the environmental load indicators, which
were evaluated as the most serious in terms of impact
on the environment. These were:
- The total energy consumption, indicator categories -

MJ (Graph 1)
- Results of impact on global warming, indicator
categories - CO2 eq.
- Results of acidification impact, indicator categories
SO2 eq.
The LCA results were calculated and integrated as a
sum of three vectors: energy, global warming and
acidification (Figure 3). The resulting vector illustrates
the reduction of environmental impacts.

development series, which was delivered to the market
in 2001.
The causes can be found not only in reducing the
environmental load of product in 2010, but also in
increasing the product value. A reduced bottle weight
and an increased recovery of packaging material and
packaging waste had an effect on reducing
environmental impacts. The increase in product value
was mainly due to the shape of packaging, packaging
quality, weight, packaging and quality drinks.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3. Schematic representation of integration of
environmental stress
b. The value of a product system
To assess the value of a product system, the
characteristics of the product were evaluated based on
individual customer preferences. Quantification of the
functional value of a product system was expressed by
using the QFD (Quality Function Deployment), which
allows for determining the importance of customer
requirements and the weight of their relationship.
Created weighting factors were used to calculate the
weighted average of product characteristics obtained
from surveys. The results led to the QFD matrix
calculation of the indicators of a product system that
was 0.9366 for Product A in 2001 and 1.4238 for
Product B in 2011.
Eco-efficiency of the product system was calculated as
the ratio between product value and environmental
stresses of the product system. The following equation
expresses the relationship:
0,9366
Eco efficiency of product A
0,54
1,7321
1,4238
Eco efficiency of product B
1,05
1,3615
The basis of the eco-efficiency product of the two
systems was calculated by factor X as the ratio between
the eco-efficiency of product B and the eco-efficiency
of product A.
1,05
Factor
1,93
0,54
The factor value shows that the measured product,
bottled natural mineral water Mattoni, produced and
distributed in 2010, and specifically its product system,
has 1.93 times better results than the previous product

The role of EPD and Eco-efficiency is helping to
create a sustainable society. Each tool has its
advantages and disadvantages.
EPD is primarily a brand of marketing that enables
businesses to increase their market competitiveness. Its
other advantages are the rules of PCRs), which allow
you to process LCA / EPD in an exactly specified
range, allowing for the easier comparison of products
and its use with sub-EPD systems to build more
complicated complexes, such as buildings. This
environmental label but does not commit the producer
to anything; it only merely states the status of the
environmental stress of the products, which product
and, specifically, which product system creates.
Potential EPD will take full advantage of market
saturation for certified products. When their number
exceeds a certain threshold, the market will exhibit a
preference for products with lower environmental
impacts, reducing impacts on the environment
throughout the production, supply and consumption
cycle.
The goal of Eco-efficiency to promote the reduction of
environmental burden connected with the life cycle of
products with continuous customer satisfaction. This
tool directly encourages businesses to think about
product innovation in terms of reducing environmental
burdens and increasing the product‟s useful properties.
The method has a relatively large potential, but also a
certain risk of abuse as it partially removes the
requirement in the standards for assessing the ecoefficiency study by using a third party in the event that
the results will be presented to the public.
The benefit, which is common to both tools, is the fact
that, thanks to the LCA studies, required work in both
cases, the sponsors obtained a comprehensive overview
of the environmental impact connected to the product
system. LCA provides a comprehensive overview of
the inputs of raw materials, other materials and energy.
These are items that a company has to buy.
Environmental results are thus closely related to the
business economy. The sponsor also receives an
overview of emissions and wastes that are regulated by
national rules. It is therefore in the interest of the
company to not only know the extent of their portion
of the life cycle of a product, but also in other phases of
the range, which have environmental impacts and can
involve the company.
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FORMATION OF QUALITY PARAMETERS IN LIFE CYCLE OF MACHINE
DETAILS ON THE BASIS OF TECHNOLOGICAL INHERITANCE
Abstract: From positions of technological inheritance of operational parameters actions on quality management of
products of mechanical engineering are offered. The mathematical model of inheritance of quality indexes in life
cycle of the product, describing various modes of behavior is developed by manufacture and application of technical
systems. Use of mathematical model at computer designing gives ample opportunities for reduction of expenses at
manufacturing and operation of constructive - complex products of mechanical engineering.
Key words: quality parameters, life cycle, technological inheritance

1. INTRODUCTION

2. THE CONCEPTUAL APPROACH

The use of a principle of superposition is a
distinctive feature of existing approaches in definition
and forecasting of quality indexes of machine-building
production. According to this principle, each of
technology contributors operates irrespective of others,
and the result of joint action is defined as their partial
sum represented in this or that form [1, 2].
Technological systems are multiply connected,
objects of manufacture are characterized by
nonlinearity, irreversibility and non-equilibriallity.
However application of a principle of superposition
reduces the multiply connected interactions which are
carried out in technological systems, to one-coherent,
ignoring mutual influence of technology contributors
[3]. Growth of requirements to quality of
manufacturing of machine elements make the methods
of definition and forecasting the qualities based on a
principle of superposition, practically useless as the
effect of mutual influence of factors is commensurable
with the results of their direct influence. Process of
property change of products should be considered as a
set of cooperating processes, changes and preservations
of properties [4, 5].
Plurality of product properties, each of which is
characterized by corresponding set of quality indexes,
is also display of multicoupling of technology factors in
the process of formation of product quality. Product
properties are interdependently formed in the process
of manufacturing. However in work practice of
mechanical engineering this fact is insufficiently taken
into account. Such isolated consideration of process of
formation of the allocated quality indexes can lead to
serious mistakes at designing and realization of
technological processes [1, 2]. The technical difficulties
connected to the description of multiply connected
interactions, at formation of set of quality indexes at
product manufacturing can be got over on the basis of
application of modern information technologies and
methodology of acceptance of technological solutions
[4, 5].

The mathematical device of methodology is based
on substantive provisions [3]: quality of a detail is
formed during all its technological background and the
set of quality indexes is a result of backgrounds; each
technological or connected to it influence lead to
changes of all quality indexes of material blank; change
of any quality index results in change of all other
quality indexes of material blank.
Characteristics of technological mediums and laws
of their change have permitted to generate the primary
goal of the directed formation quality indexes of a
product: at knowing initial and final properties of a
manufacture subject to define the optimal technological
medium from the point of view of property
transformation. The major feature of the approach is
formation for each technological repartition of through
process of manufacturing of a product of the optimum
technological medium providing the most rational
distribution of levels of quality indexes on repartitions
and giving to process of formation of product quality a
necessary orientation. While changing medium or its
characteristics, it is possible to operate forming product
properties.
2.1. Model of multiply connected interactions of a
medium
Necessary adjusting influences on structure change,
structure and conditions of interaction of technological
medium elements and of the element with a
manufacture subject can be determined on the basis of
comparison of characteristics of medium of a
technological process and desirable processes. On the
basis of the conceptual approach it is offered to define
the following factors [3]: operative change quality
index і while using technological method j  (mi) j;
changes of quality index і of the product connected to
conditions of realization of technological method j 
(ui) j; changes of quality index і in interaction with
medium of an operation level, realizing a technological
method j (Si) j.
Operatively forming component (Ki) onj values of
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parameter Ki is:
(Ki) onj = (mi) j (Ki) j-1 + (ui)j (Ki) j-1,
where (Ki) j – a set of levels of product quality indexes
after performance of operation of its manufacturing in
view of laws of a technological heredity; (Ki) j-1 – a set
of levels of the quality indexes describing a product
condition after performance of the previous operation.
If the method is not realized (mi) j = 1, (ui) j = 0,
otherwise 0 <(mi) j≤ 1. Change of a sign and value of a
quality index occurs as a result of cumulative change of
factors (mi) j and (ui) j. For each technological method the
regular conditions of realization determining values (mi) j
are found. The factor (mi) j takes into account regular
conditions of realization of a method (in particular, the
regular economically justified conditions of processing),
and (ui) j - distinguished from regular, and also other
conditions in addition describing the medium (basing and
fastening of preparation, elastic characteristics of elements
of technological system, etc.).
Analytical definition of factors (mi) j, (ui) j, (Si) j is
impossible, therefore they are defined by statistical
processing of an experimental material.
For a concrete method with an index of realization r
composed (ui) j (Ki) j-1 it is allocated in a regular
component (С):
[(Ki) опj] r = (mi) j [(Ki) опj-1] r +C.
2.2 Techniques of definition of factors of transfer
At definition of values of factors of operative
change of quality indexes (mi) j techniques of the
maximal crossing of set of entrance and target values of
quality indexes, and also averaging of borders of ranges
(Fig. 1) are used.

Fig.1. Comparison of factors of operative change of
accuracy of the size (mІТ) for methods of
processing of external cylindrical surfaces:
1, 2, 3, 4 - accordingly точение draft,
получистовое, fair, thin; 5, 6, 7 - accordingly
grinding preliminary, final, thin; І, ІІІ - a
technique of the maximal crossing of sets; ІІ - a
technique of averaging of borders
At known (mi) j values (ui) j are defined according to

u    K   K    m  .
i j 

on
i j 

At knowing (mi) j, (ui) j
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Ki опj
Si  j  оп
Ki  j 1
Tables of the average values of factors of operative
change of properties (mi) j for the basic technological
methods of processing of external and internal
cylindrical surfaces, and also planes are used.
It is established, that the optimum error of definition
of factors of operative change of quality indexes of
processable material blanks for methods of abrasive
machining on the average is in 3 times higher, than for
edge cutting machining, that testifies to the greater
sensitivity of corresponding technological mediums to
condition change of realization and a condition of
objects forming them.
Average value of a relative error of definition of
size mІТ factor of operative change of accuracy of the
sizes for group of methods of detail sharpening and
grindings from constructional carbonaceous steels has
made 2,5 %, and roughnesses mRa - 11,0 %.
Dependences of characteristics of technological
medium of an operation level on a condition of objects
forming them are adequately represented with the help
of linear regression models or are piecewise -linear
approximated at the relative error which are not
exceeding 10 %
It is established, that preservation and mutual
influence of properties are especially shown while flattopped diamond-abrasive machining, polishing and
super finishing when the removed allowance is within
the limits of initial height of rough edges asperity.
2.3. Definition of factors of preservation and
interference
Multicoupling
of
technological
mediums,
distinction of the physical processes accompanying
interaction of mediums with a subject of work, is a
principal cause of absence of the uniform methodical
approach to definition of elements of factors of
preservation and mutual influence of formed properties
kij matrixes [kij]. Factors are defined at realization of
through
technological
process
of
product
manufacturing at continuous research of quality
condition of a subject of manufacture.
Primary value kij for an initial phase of process:

kij 

Ki 1  Sij Ki 0
,
Ki 0

where (Ki) 1 - value of parameter Ki after operation
performance; (Ki) 0 - value of parameter Ki prior to the
beginning of operation performance; Sij - factor of
change of a quality index at interaction of a subject of
manufacture with the technological medium of an
operation level.
In contrast to mi, ui, factors kij have physical
dimension.
The offered device of the description of
transformation of quality indexes in view of their
interaction and mutual influence in multiply connected
technological mediums is adequate to real processes of

property formation of mechanical engineering products
and can be used for forecasting technological decisions.
Application of the offered approach allows from 2 up
to 5 times to reduce a relative error of preliminary
definition of level of quality index in comparison with
the value received on the basis of known laws of
mechanical engineering technology [3].
3. CALCULATING
METHOD

AND

ANALYTICAL

Consideration of mutual influence of technology
factors at interaction of technological mediums with a
subject of manufacture allows to bring in corresponding
specifications to a settlement - analytical method of
definition of a total error of machining. Preparations of an
error arising at processing are interconnected and
influence against each other and a total error of
processing. Making errors are formed as a result of
interaction of preparation with the technological medium
of a level of operation, and with the technological medium
of a level of process.
3.1. Definition of an error of processing
In result the mathematical device of definition of
values of components and a total error of processing is
developed. For the first it is fair that
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where (Y, , H, u, T)Тj – a vector - column of
values of making errors (an error caused by elastic
deformations; an error of installation; an error of
adjustment; an error caused by dimensional
deterioration; an error caused by thermal
deformations), determined in view of mutual influence;
a- factors of transformation of the errors, taking into
account mutual influence of errors; (Y, , H, u,
T)Т дj – a vector - column of the determined values,
the making errors determined on the basis of a
traditional settlement - analytical method.
The square of final value of total error  is defined in
the form
2 = [iPi]T[Pi],
where i – the factors determining the form of a curve
of distribution of the making error Pi; Т – symbol of
transposing.
The account of multiconnectivity of technological
mediums at definition of a total error of processing
allows more than in 2 times to raise accuracy of
existing methods of calculation.

3.2. Model of formation of quality indexes
The developed device of the description of
transformation of properties of products allows
distributing in the desirable image levels of properties of a
product on stages of technological process of its
manufacturing. For any part of through technological
process of manufacturing of a product and for any of
properties of the last on the basis of the developed
technique can be determined and the desirable level of
values of corresponding quality indexes is if necessary
optimized.
So, for example, after end of procuring repartition the
achieved levels of quasi-stable Kсз and changing Kvз
quality indexes are defined as following:
з
з
M
з ,М M

 Kc  Sc  K  kc K ;
 з
з
M
з ,М M

 Kv  Sv  K  kv K ,

where Sсз, Svз – factors of property change of a subject
of manufacture as a result of its interaction with the
technological medium of a level of procuring
repartition; KМ – levels of quality indexes of an initial
material; kcЗ ,М , kvЗ ,М – factors of preservation and
mutual influence of properties of the initial material,
shown at a procuring stage of through process of
manufacturing of a product.
Similar parities can be determined for repartitions
of manufacturing of details and assembly of a product.
These parities can be considered as model of formation
of properties of a product in through technological
process of his manufacturing. Practically for any stage
N of group of operations parities of a kind can be
received:
KN = HN KM,
where KN – value of the quality index generated after
stage N; HN – factor of transformation of properties of a
product in relation to initial (KM).
Introduction of set of criteria of optimization it is
possible to proceed to the decision of problems of
optimization of values of quality indexes for each stage
(operation) of technological process. As not all quality
indexes are equivalent from a position of technological
maintenance of their values expediently to define
desirable levels not for everything, and only for hardto-achieve quality indexes, considering thus "by
default", that other indexes will be provided. Use of
"passport" of a subject of the manufacture including,
for example, for a detail the data about most hard-to
achieve levels of quality indexes and the general
number of its surfaces, allows to lower dimension of
technological problems solved in a correct way.
4. TECHNOLOGICAL ALGORITHM
Distribution of levels of properties in a combination to
definition of quantitative characteristics of possible
property transformation allows changing essentially
existing approaches to construction of technological
processes [6].
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For successful performance of the set of functions
the technological medium should be provided with
necessary reserves. A reserve of the technological
medium sets of its characteristics and values form the
last which are not used at performance by the medium
of set functions and conditions of their realization. The
estimation of medium on each of its parameters can be
carried out on the basis of the offered quantitative
characteristics. The medium of any level should
possess necessarily a reserve on parameters
(opportunities) which size should correspond optimum
to set of carried out functions and a range of possible
changes of conditions of their realization. The choice of
technological mediums and any of the technological
objects possessing rational reserves, can effectively be
carried out on the basis of the suggested device of an
estimation of quality of corresponding technological
decisions. Formation of a reserve of medium can be
carried out on each of its separately taken parameters
and should take into account both stochastic character
of the last, and their interaction.
In view of influence of all cycle of manufacturing
of a detail on its operational properties the algorithm
according to which on required operational properties
values of parameters of a condition of a superficial
layer of a ready detail are recommended is developed
and the technological process of its manufacturing
providing the specified parameters is formed, modes of
cutting, the characteristic of the tool and the equipment,
mark lubricant-cooling agent (the lubricant-cooling
technological
medium),
providing
necessary
parameters of a condition of a superficial layer of
preparation and a semifinished item at each stage of
processing are appointed.
The technological algorithm includes the following
stages:
 Proceeding from operational properties and
conditions of operation of elementary surfaces of
detail requirements to condition of a surface of a
detail are established;
 On the basis of mathematical models or in a
database on a required condition of a superficial
layer modes of processing, the tool, the equipment,
lubricant-cooling agent, necessary for realization of
final processing the set of details are defined;
 On parameters of a condition of a superficial layer
mode of processing, the tool, the equipment, and
lubricant-cooling agent, necessary for realization of
the previous operation (transition) of processing are
defined.
Designing of technological processes of product
manufacturing in view of mutual influence of formed
quality indexes is ineffective outside of his automation
on the basis of modern computer facilities. Designing of
individual routing technological processes (RTP) of
detail manufacturing is desirable for carrying out in a
mode of the automated synthesis at the minimal dialogue
of the user with system [7, 8].
Strategy of the sanction of a problem of automated
synthesis of RTP in view of laws of change, preservation
and mutual influence of formed quality indexes,
provides: performance of synthesis of RTP in the
automated mode on a basis general technological
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principles and reception of the basic characteristics of a
route; forecasting change of quality indexes in view of
laws of property transformation on the basis of
structure generated by RTP; performance of necessary
updating RTP in case a desirable level of values of
quality indexes does not achieve.
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IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS OF LCA METHOD IN PRACTICE IN SLOVAK
REPUBLIC
Abstract: The LCA method is considered a universal method that is useful within any organization, regardless of
its nature and scope of business, in terms of objective assessment of the product lifecycle. Implementation of the
method requires processing of formalized procedures using exact methods, allowing identification of
environmental consequences and impacts of products and activities on environmental components. It turns out
that it is a suitable instrument of innovation and modification of voluntary instruments for realization of
European environmental policy as eco-labeling, eco-design, environmental behaviour, etc. In addition it
provides significant results when analyzing the impacts of products, processes and activities of the inputs and
outputs on the components of the environment.
Key words: Life Cycle Assessment, implementation options, practical application, Slovak Republic

1. INTRODUCTION
Life cycle assessment (LCA) method is the most
important and widely-used analytical-informational
tool, which makes it easier to identify and assess the
impact of the selected product on the environment
during its entire lifecycle, from raw material acquisition
to its production, through production of the necessary
materials, its use and safe disposal after expiring. The
basis of the LCA method is the establishment of all the
energy and material flows which connect the monitored
system with its surroundings. By determining the
quantity and quality of inputs and outputs we can
determine the changes which cause the substance
withdrawal from the environment (inputs from the
aspect of monitored system) and substances brought
into the environment (from the aspect of the monitored
system they are outputs). Specifically we talk about
systematic, by standards established ISO 14040
procedures. The LCA provides a systematic framework
for identification, analysis and consequent reduction of
negative environmental impacts in relation to different
phases of product life cycle. It is an important tool in
creating new products or production systems, as well as
changing and improving existing ones. Through the
LCA it is possible to obtain the necessary information
for decision-making in the field of strategy, within the
current company management.
2. THE CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH AND
APPLICATION OF LCA IN SLOVAKIA AND
COMPARISON WITH THE COUNTRIES OF
WESTERN EUROPE
LCA methodology is well established in
industrialized and the environmentally conscious
countries, as one of the common environmental
management tools, and serves for protection of

environment and for effective socio-economic
acceptability of production. At present, in Central
Europe, the LCA method does not have a sufficient
scientific, educational and knowledge background to be
effectively used in favour of development and
protection of environment and to streamline production
costs, which by default belongs to key strategic
objectives.
In terms of the level of implementation of LCA
methods in the Slovak Republic, there have been
proposed a number of projects but still there has not
been the development of specific LCA methods into
practice. Principles of LCA method, which are based
on the approach of „life cycle thinking“, were
mentioned in the Slovak Republic within the waste
management program until 2005, but there is no
mention of this approach in the new program from
2010. Even the LCA method is one of the most
dynamic
tools
for
voluntary
environmental
management systems and supports the principles of
environmental management systems for compliance
with sustainable development, it is currently not among
the priorities in the development of waste management
in the Slovak Republic. At present in Slovak Republic,
within science establishment, there is an acute absence
of information about LCA. The most serious issue is an
absence of quality data on inputs into the production
process, and also the quality of data on outputs
(emissions, waste) is quite low. Therefore, there has
been created several research projects at universities in
Kosice, Zvolen, Bratislava, and the current UCE in
Skalica regarding options for LCA method
implementation.
The actual limitations are also seen through missing
legislative regulation that could motivate or encourage
companies to address the issue of implementation of
LCA method of product in the corporate sector. This is
directly linked to the absence of interest of the
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company’s management to make use of LCA method.
Deeper and higher quality improvement of legislative
issues of LCA method could be achieved through
increasing competition between companies in Slovak
Republic, where each individual company would be
able to develop and sell products with the lowest
environmental impacts otherwise they could lose their
reputation and position on the market. Through this
example the degree of difference of LCA method
implementation in Slovak Republic and other Central
European countries compared with the developed
countries of Western Europe can be seen. One of the
reasons for explanation and further investigation of this
issue is the difference in consumer culture among the
citizens of compared countries. In developed countries
it is common that a customer selects a product which
doesn’t have the lowest price but he is willing to pay a
higher price just to choose products that have lower
environmental impact. In less developed countries,
such as Slovak Republic, for the majority of customers,
as the main criteria for choosing a product, would not
be the product with the lowest environmental impacts.
This is also influenced by the lower life standard of
citizens and consumer culture in Slovak Republic
compared to more developed countries of Western
Europe. Introducing LCA method in business and
product policy companies and its more precise
integration and implementation in the national
education program and industrial sectors in Slovak
Republic, as well as the associated awareness increase
on sustainable development, production and
environmental protection seems as an initial solution
for the observed issues.
3. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
THE LCA METHOD APPLICATION
LCA method is now considered one of the most
promising tools assisting in introducing the principles
of sustainable development into practice. This is the
reliable source of information that is important for
scientific and technological development. At the level
of government, local government and NGOs, there is
often used a comparison between several products in
terms of negative environmental impacts and the LCA
method allows this. Comparison can be used, for
example, for the basis of the determination of organic
labelling of cheap products in order to substantiate the
extent of environmental taxes and to influence the
energy, raw material and the waste policy.
LCA results and conclusions do not always offer
the perfect solution. It allows including all relevant
circumstances, which the responsible person must take
into account. Given the complexity of the waste
treatment issue, it cannot be prescribed which method
is going to be used. All decisions arising from the
information gathered from LCA, must take into account
specific local conditions, including economic and
social circumstances.1

1
McDougall F., Draeger K., Integrovaný systém nakládání s odpady
a využitie LCA
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Often criticized elements of LCA are a subjective
choice that can cause many problems. This applies for
example, to the status of system boundaries, data
source selection, allocation rules, transport scenarios
and often relating to waste management and forecasting
consumer behaviour. Many of these elements are
usually based on rough estimates and they do not have
much to do with the real world. For example, supply
system may change very fast, and use of the product
also has a number of options that may be significantly
different from instructions that are recommended in the
behaviour of the product. Many product systems are
changing (for example changing the supply chain) and
require frequent updating of LCA studies. Some details
may show seasonal differences, which means that some
product may be superior to others for a certain period,
and vice versa.2
LCA results also show a geographic dependence.
Regarding this, for example, it is not possible that the
results of LCA developed in Europe to be applied in the
some part of e.g. Canada, without taking into account
some relevant local features (such as the electricity in
Canada is largely produced from hydropower, while in
Europe is a mix of resources including brown coal,
nuclear energy, etc.).3
Further, involvement of the environmental impact
from transport means that each transport process is a
burden on the environment. All sewage and sanitation
intervention is associated with a quantifiable amount of
transport activity having specific impacts on the
environment. Excluding the impact of the transport it
crates the underestimate state of their impact on the
environment. As an example, a transfer of products or
their components could be used. It seems as the
connection between environment and economy is
supporting the consumption of locally produced
products and this is not only economical, but also
friendly to environment.
Analysis of the LCA method is a difficult process as
well as time consuming. The search activity across a
large number of data from different areas requires
enormous effort. Even after meeting these requirements
it is always questionable whether the data actually
reflect the status and properties of a system under
scope. Without teamwork and application of
rationalization tools for example, modern computing
resources, these individual actions are hardly feasible in
acceptable intentions and required level.4
LCA method provides wide spectral, and does not
bring only benefits, but also certain dissension in some
specific cases. Professionals working in this field are
making an effort to streamline the LCA method and
adapt it to certain terms and conditions. Many private
companies and government organizations are involved
in creating database and application with development
software. The most popular software tools for
assessment include GaBi LCA (Germany), SimaPro
2
Tichá M., Možnosti a obmedzení metódy LCA, Odpadové fórum
2009
3
Tichá M., Možnosti a obmedzení metódy LCA, Odpadové fórum
2009
4
Kočí V., Příručka základních informací o posuzováníživotního
cyklu, ETC consulting, Praha 2010

(Netherlands), Umberto (Germany), Boustead Model
(UK), etc.5
The very nature of LCA lies in its ambivalence.
LCA works with data concerning the use of resources,
the amount of solid waste and pollutant emissions
generated, because it is possible to predict the general
effects on the environment (for example, the problem
of global warming caused by carbon dioxide release
during the entire life cycle). LCA method is not able to
contain the specific environmental problems. Its use
cannot be estimated through the specific consequences
on the environment. Through LCA it can be obtained
the necessary information for decision-making
strategies. Information that LCA method provides can
help professionals not only in eco-design, but in
corporate marketing also and for the selection of a new
product and eco-labelling, as well as for institutions in
government sector. LCA studies provide not only
information about products and services, but also about
internal processes.6
4. LCA METHOD - AREAS OF APPLICATION
4.1 Internal improvement of production systems
A significant number of LCA studies were prepared
for internal use in industrial enterprises. Also, in the
future, this area can be considered as one of the
priority. LCA can identify opportunities to improve
internal production processes within individual
companies or corporations. Using LCA, the individual
production processes with the highest share in
environmental impact can be identified, that can help
management to identify processes with greatest
consumption of energy and fuel and the possibility of
savings. LCA is an essential analytical tool for
achieving industrial ecology within companies. For
internal business purposes, a very useful extension of
LCA is the economical field, or LCC (Life Cycle
Costing).
4.2 Tool for communicating with the public
Outcomes of LCA are relatively well presentable to
the public. Wide range of industrial companies
(Volkswagen, Nokia, Shell, Motorola, etc.) use LCA to
create quality relationships with the public. During the
past years many LCA studies has been performed and
dedicated to the quality of communicating with the
public. The fact that it originates from 90th years,
public communication was the main impetus for faster
development of LCA through creating of robust
framework anchored in a series of standards - ISO
14040. In developed countries, companies provide
LCA studies of their products for industry partners and
the general public as a matter of course. The increasing
public interest in environmentally friendly products
puts a pressure on manufacturers to perform LCA
studies on their products, and also to demand the same
5
Rajničová, L. : Analýza možností využitia LCA v rozhodovacom
procese v odpadovom hospodárstve. Novus Scienta 2007, Herľany:
2007. s. 489 – 497.
6
Rajničová, L. : Analýza možností využitia LCA v rozhodovacom
procese v odpadovom hospodárstve. Novus Scienta 2007, Herľany:
2007. s. 489 – 497.

from their subcontractors. Intermediate producers and
subcontractors can also use the LCA method in
promoting their products. Due to these facts, it is
necessary to evaluate the product life cycle in terms of
the perception of marketing, where the life-cycle of the
product have 4 basic stages - start-up, growth, peak,
and decline, in which are necessary to monitor the
quality of the product starting in the early days and to
the period when the product enters the decline phase.7
4.3 LCA method - the elimination of harmful
substances
If the goal is to completely reduce negative burden
on the environment, there must be an interest in the
environmental impacts associated with the operation
technology regarding the removal of harmful
substances that are present in the environment (such as
pollutants from contaminated soil or environmental
impacts associated with the technologies which remove
harmful substances from the environmental media that
man released, such as waste water, solid waste, waste
gases, etc.). Localities contaminated with toxic
substances, as well as waste water and gases are not
only undesirable legacy from the past, but also it has to
take into count their creation in the future.
Technological processes that serve for removing
pollutants must not be in conflict with the strategy of
sustainable development. Energy and fuel difficulty
associated with the technology for removal of harmful
substances may constitute a significant criterion for the
choice of that technological process and logistics
operations and their operation arrangement.
Appropriate analytical tool, to identify transactions
with major environmental impacts and operations,
which could reduce these impacts, is the LCA method.8
LCA method can be applied to compare the
importance of various environmental emission flows,
which is very useful in the field of sewage, remediation
and decontamination technologies with no difference
whether it is cleaning fluid, air, water or solid
materials. Any such technology is designed to reduce
unwanted substances (generally toxic) in the
contaminated locality or medium. The purpose of these
technologies is to decrease the environmental burden
on the environment. Expression of the environmental
burden of contamination due to decrease of
concentration or amount of contaminants in the effluent
or waste medium is not sufficient, because it shows that
the process of removing pollutant requires energy
consumption, fuel, materials and chemicals and express
its own burden to the environment. This burden,
however, is usually not seen as a factor affecting the
efficiency and usefulness of sewage remediation
technologies or interventions.9

7
Kočí V., Příručka základních informací o posuzováníživotního
cyklu, ETC consulting, Praha 2010
8
Kočí V., Příručka základních informací o posuzováníživotního
cyklu, ETC consulting, Praha 2010
9
Kočí V., Příručka základních informací o posuzováníživotního
cyklu, ETC consulting, Praha 2010
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5. ESTIMATING LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
Life cycle assessment of the product also requires
the determination of the cost of the product life cycle.
One of the tools to manage the product cost is - Life
Cycle Costing (LCC). LCC estimates product costs,
which emerge over the life cycle. It represents a
broader view of the cost of the product, which in
addition to costs arisen in connection with the
manufacture and sale includes the costs incurred in the
pre-production stage (the cost of research and
development, construction costs and technological
preparation of production), costs associated with the
disposal of the effects of production and other costs
that are not included in the normal operational
calculations. It also allows the calculation of the life
cycle into account price changes and changes in the
cost of products throughout the product lifecycle. The
reason for the development of this approach was
shortening product life cycle and development costs
associated with the preparation of a new product, and
its withdrawal from the factory, respectively. The
assessment of profitability at present do not takes these
aspects into count enough and compares prices and
costs from the sale and production of the product, but it
is necessary to take into account the costs incurred in
the pre-production stage and post-production stage.
LCC studies should be prepared before the start of the
manufacturing process and also throughout the life
cycle including the end of life. Strategic management is
crucial, and LCC studies prepared especially before the
start of the production process along with the
calculation of the target cost. In the pre-production
phase, it is possible to make substantial measures
regarding the future development of costs and benefits
or possibly decide whether the product will be included
in the production program.10
6. CONCLUSION
The LCA method has a great future, and therefore it
is rightly considered as one of the most important tools
for achieving sustainable development and a major tool
of a new formed integrated product policy. For this
purpose it evolves further, especially in other impact
categories and sets the parameters necessary for
calculations of negative impacts. Application
procedures are specified, united and improved.
Problems of collecting and processing vast amounts of
data are solved. It can be assumed that with the
development of the LCA method the database and the
software will be specified and will become cheaper, so
the overall efficiency of the method application will
rapidly increase. Probably in the near future the
average results for some materials will be available for
free.
The importance of evaluation of product life cycle from
the perspective of the manufacturing process, but also
in terms of marketing management, for firms brings
positive benefits. Environmental pollution is a current
10
Teplická, K., Hodnotenie kvality výrobku prostredníctvom
hodnotenia jeho životného cyklu, Košice
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issue and everlasting discussed about how to
effectively produce products that would greatly exempt
the environment.
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POLYPARAMETER MODEL FOR DEFINING PARTITIONING PROCESSES OF
SEMIVOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Abstract: In order to define gas/particle partitioning of semivolatile organic compounds, seven EPA polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) and sixteen EPA polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) were chosen, and twenty air samples have
been collected at six urban, industrial and highly contaminated locations in Vojvodina. Gas/particle partitioning values
of PCBs and PAHs gas molecules, that were gained experimentally, have been compared with polyparameter-linear free
energy relationship (PP-LFER) model estimated values. Significant deviation has been noticed during comparative
analysis of estimated polyparameter model values for complete set of seven PCBs congeners. Higher agreement of
experimental and estimated values was for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, especially for molecules with four rings.
These results are in good correlation with literature data where polyparameter model has been used for predicting
gas/particle partitioning of studied group of organic molecules.
Key words: semi-volatile organic compounds,
compounds, polyparameter model, gas/particle partitioning
1. INTRODUCTION
Air pollution and toxic substances in ambient air are a
risk to human population and environment, and one of the
global problems of environmental contamination. As a
result of conflict situations in Western Balkans (from
1991-1999), total or partial distruction of industrial and
military targets, in biotic and abiotic environmental
matrix a large amount of pollutants was emitted,
including semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs),
primarily polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), dioxins and
Based
on
other
organochlorine
compounds.
UNEP/UNHCS report, at the territory of Republic of
Serbia, there have been identifed four ecologically critical
locations – hot spots – Novi Sad, Pančevo, Kragujevac
and Bor [1]. European Union recognized contamination
problems of Western Balkans an in the frame of Fifth
framework programme accepted APOPSBAL project,
that determined the consequences, environmental status
and exposition level of human population at the territory
of Former Yugoslav Republics [2].
PCBs and PAHs are semi-volatile organic compounds
(SVOCs) distributed in the environment with moderate
vapor pressure, low solubility and low reactivity.
Gaseous molecules in the atmosphere are found free or
sorbed to suspended solid phase. PCBs are easily sorbed
to suspended solids (aerosols) and associated to organic
components of soil and suspended organic matter in
aquatic ecosystems and sediment. PCBs are detected in
all environmental mediums: water, soil, sediment, air,
and living organisms (eg. frog livers). Even though
anthropogenic sources of these compounds are reduced to
maximum in the last decades, due to ubiquity of PCBs in
abiotic and biotic material, atmospheric transport and

cyclic movement, they are still a major pressure to public
health and human exposition.
Despite the low vapor pressure (0.03-0.00013 Pa at 20˚C,
EPA congeners), PCBs evaporate from the soil, and the
presence, distribution and transport through the
atmosphere are the main mechanism of PCBs gas
molecules movement [3]. Three decades after restriction,
atmospheric levels of PCBs show state of stationary
status. This indicates that PCBs are still emitted in the
atmosphere with primary (evaporation from old or
damaged equipment with PCBs) or secondary emission
sources (contaminated soil, water).
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are a combination of
two or more condensed aromatic rings, and physical and
chemical properties of individual compounds differ.
Their main property is their semi-volatility or volatility,
which makes them mobile through the environment. In
the atmosphere, PAHs gas molecules are free in gaseous
phase or sorbed to solid particles. Naphthalene,
acenaphthene, anthracene, fluorene and phenanthrene are
present primarily in gaseous phase. PAHs that have four
rings (fluoranthene, pyrene, benz(a)anthracene and
pyrene) are present in both gaseous and solid phase, and
PAHs with five or more rings (benz(a)pyrene,
benzo(ghi)perylene) are sorbed to solid particles [4]. Half
life in the atmosphere of particles with diametar in the
range of 0.1-0.3µm, and to which PAHs are sorbed onto,
is several days.
PCBs and PAHs are detected in all environmental
mediums, in regions far away from emission sources (eg.
oceans and polar regions), where they were never
produced or used [5,6]. Atmospheric transport is the
dominant mechanism of dispersion and distribution of
PCBs and PAHs gas molecules to thousand kilometers
away from emission sources [5-7]. After emission to the
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environment, PCBs and PAHs do not subject to
degradation processes, but instead, they start dinamic
equilibrium cyclic processes and distribution between
environmental mediums. PCBs and PAHs have low
solubility in water, and high solubility in lipids, resulting
in bioaccumulation in adipose tissue and biomagnificate
through food chain [8,9]. Even at low concentrations,
PCBs and PAHs have toxic effect to human population
and wildlife, with catalitic action in carcinogenesis,
immune dysfunction, neurological diseases, reproductive
and endocrine disorders.
Research that provided a broader framework from which
the results presented in this paper were gained [10,11], is
conceived with the aim of determining the scope,
structure and specific quality characteristics, which
directly or indirectly define partitioning and transport of
PCBs and PAHs through the environmental mediums in
Western Balkan territory.
In the research presented in the paper, compatibility of
experimentally gained data and values calculated using
polyparameter model, for partitioning of PCBs and PAHs
in the presence of atipical primary emission sources were
analyzed.
2. DISTRIBUTION MODELLING OF GAS
MOLECULES IN THE ATMOSPHERE
Gas/particle partitioning assessment of PCBs and PAHs
gas molecules has been analyzed in many theoretical
studies and models [12,13]. Distribution of gas molecules
is usually represented with gas/particle partitioning
coefficient, Kp (m3 air µg-1 aerosol), equation (1):
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where CP and CG are concentration of analyte in
particulate and gaseous phase (mol m-3 air), respectively,
and TSP is concentration of total suspended atmospheric
solids (µg aerosol m-3 air). Fraction of individual
compounds sorbed onto particulate phase of the sample in
total detected amount φ (0-1), are calculated with the
equation (2):
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The content of atmospheric solids, aerosols, has the
dominant effect to sorption processes, which is highly
important for transport and behaviour of SVOCs in the
atmosphere. Atmospheric particles are structured of
different phases, and can be group to adsorbing phase
(mineral dust, elemental carbon), and absorbing phase
(water soluble organic matter – WSOM, water insoluble
organic matter – WIOM and water phase).
Nonhomogenicity and mixing of different phases can
lead to slowing of sorption processes, if one phase
dissables distribution of analytes to the other phase, or
accelerating of sorption, when two phases form a new
one, with different content and properties for sorption
processes.
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2.1. Polyparameter model
Distribution modelling of semivolatile apolar, polar and
ionizable organic compounds to WIOM of atmospheric
particles with absorption models can be described with
PP-LFER model [14].
Gas/particle partitioning of a given compound in the
atmosphere for absorption process can be characterized
by five molecular descriptors. In the following PP-LFERs
these descriptors are shown in equation (3):

log K isorbent / air = sS i + aAi + bBi + lLi + vVi + c (3)
where Si, Ai, Bi, Li and Vi are the compound-specific
descriptors
for
the
Abraham
polarizability/dipolarizability, electron acceptor (H-bond
donor) capability, electron donor (H-bond acceptor)
capability, logarithm of the hexadecane/air partitioning
coefficient, and McGowan volume, respectively [15].
Abraham descriptors have specific values for individual
compounds (sorbate) and measured in laboratory
conditions. For a number of different polar, apolar and
ionizable organic compounds, these desrcriptors have
been measured and publicated.
Corresponding to the Abraham descriptors are the sorbent
(i.e., particle)-specific descriptors s, a, b, l, and v, along
with the fitting constant, c. Sorbent-specific descriptors
can be calculated by performing a multiple-linear
regression using experimental logKp values as the
dependent variables and Abraham descriptors as the
independent variables [14].
Based on the research results [14, 15], for apolar, polar
and ionizable organic compounds, it is recommended to
use sorbent-descriptors that showed typical sorption
properties, Berlin W and Duebendorf F.
PP-LFER model based on Abraham descriptors shows a
valuable degree of accuracy, and at the same time it is
applicable for a numerous different polar, apolar and
ionizable organic compounds. However, the usage of PPLFER model is difficult for compounds that do not have
Abraham descriptors calculated yet (PCDDs/Fs, PBDEs
etc.).
3. MATERIAL AND METHOD
A total number of 20 air samples was obtained from six
urban and industrial monitoring stations in two cities of
Vojvodina region, Serbia – Novi Sad and Pančevo. In
Novi Sad, locations were chosen based on the distance
from emissions of PCBs and PAHs. With this criteria
three locations were selected – Oil rafinery Novi Sad
(location N1), Sangaj (location N2) and City center
(location N3). With similar criteria, three locations in
Pančevo were chosen – Oil rafinery Pančevo (location
P1), Chemical industry (location P2) and City hall
(location P3).
Conventional high volume sampling method was applied,
with quartz filters for collecting the atmospheric particles
and polyurethane foam filters (PUF) for retaining the free
gas molecules of PCBs and PAHs. The samples were
analyzed using GC-ECD (HP 5890) supplied with a

Quadrex fused silica column 5% Ph for PCBs, while 16
US EPA polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were
determined in samples using a GC-MS instrument (HP
6890 - HP 5972) supplied with a J&W Scientific fused
silica column DB-5MS. All analytical procedures were
done in the laboratories of the Research Centre for
Environmental
Chemistry
and
Ecotoxicology
(RECETOX), Masaryk University, Brno, CR,
coordinated by dr. Jana Klanova and dr. Ivan Holoubek.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In figure 1. only four experimentally gained values of
gas/particle partitioning coefficient for polychlorinated
biphenyls, at locations in Vojvodina, are in domain of
model assessed log Kp values, which represents 9.5% of
total number of experimentally gained values, i.e. 16% if
only relevant data are observed. Three of four values that

are in domain of mathematical assessment of the model,
are for congener PCB 52, that is frequently detected, and
just one for congener PCB 153. Values on x-axes are
results of low experimental Kp values, and are not
relevant for analysis of the results.
Deviation of experimental and modelled values is the
highest for PAHs that are dominantly in gaseous phase
(naphthalene, acenaphtylene, acenaphtene, fluorene,
phenanthrene and anthracene, fig. 2). Best compatibility
between experimentally gained and modelled log Kp
values is for PAHs that are present in both gaseous and
particulate
phase
(fluoranthene,
pyrene,
benz(a)anthracene and chrysene). As a result of some
PAHs not being present in gaseous phase, logKp values
are marked as zero, and it does not represent a relevant
data, and also was not considered in the analysis.

Fig. 1 Experimentally gained and PP-LFER model estimated log KP values at 15 °C and 50% relative humidity using
PP-LFER for the Berlin W and Duebendorf F samples at localities in Novi Sad and Pančevo for polychlorinated
biphenyls.

Fig. 2 Experimentally gained and PP-LFER model estimated log KP values at 15 °C and 50% relative humidity using
PP-LFER for the Berlin W and Duebendorf F samples at locations in Novi Sad and Pančevo for polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
5. INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION
In the paper, experimentally gained gas/particle
partitioning coefficients of polychlorinated biphenyls and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in heterogenous
multicomponent system in 20 ambient air samples has

been shown. Samples were collected at the territory of
Vojvodina in urban, industrial and residential areas of
cities Novi Sad and Pančevo. Experimentally gained data
were compared to mathematically modelled values, using
polyparameter model.
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Based on the conclusions from comparison of
experimentally
gained
and
modelled
values,
polyparameter model is not recommended for modelling
of PCBs congeners’ behaviour in specific ambiental
conditions in Novi Sad and Pančevo. Positive match of
experimentally gained and PP-LFER modelled values
was gained in only 9.5% of ambient air samples, i.e. in
16% if only relevant data are observed. Parallel analysis
of adsorption, absorption and polyparameter model
gas/particle partitioning of PCBs congeners shows that
the best Junge-Pankow simulation of realistic conditions
is the best for representing ecostatus of Western Balkan.
For polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, assessment of Kp
values with PP-LFER model is gained for PAHs with
four rings, compounds that are found in both gaseous and
particulate phase – fluoranthene (C16H10), pyrene
(C16H10), benz(a)anthracene (C18H12) and chrysene
(C18H12). Experimentally gained values are in domain of
allowed deviation and are matching modelled values up
to 62.5%. Gained results are in consistency with literature
evaluations of polyparameter model. For other EPA
PAHs, deviation is higher, only 20 data are in domain of
allowed deviation, which is 21% from total number of
experimentally gained values, and 24% if only relevant
data are observed. Based on the results, polyparameter
model is not recommended for polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons primarily present in gaseous phase.
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A THEORETICAL STUDY ON SURFACE ROUGHING IN PURE BENDING OF
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Abstract: An analysis of plane-strain bending at large strains for a rigid viscoplastic incompressible material model
is performed. The Mises-type yield criterion is adopted. The yield stress depends on the equivalent strain rate (the
quadratic invariant of the strain rate tensor). The solution is combined with an empirical equation for surface
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pure plane-strain bending at large strains is one of the
classical problems in plasticity theory. A unified
method to analyze this process for isotropic
incompressible materials has been proposed in [1]. The
method has been extended to a class of anisotropic
materials in [2]. The process of bending can also
provide some data for the empirical model for surface
roughness evolution proposed in [3].
2. KINEMATICS
The approach proposed in [1] is based on the
mapping between Eulerian Cartesian coordinates (x, y)
and Lagrangian coordinates ( ζ ,η ) in the form

ζ s
x
s
cos ( 2aη ) −
=
+
and
H
a a2
a
y
ζ s
=
+ sin ( 2aη )
(1)
H
a a2
where H is the initial thickness of the sheet, s is an
arbitrary function of a, a is a function of the time, t, and
a = 0 at t = 0 . At the initial instant, a = 0 ,
s =1 4 .
(2)
Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1 and applying l’Hospital’s
rule gives x = ζ H and y = η H at the initial instant
when the shape of the specimen is the rectangle defined
by the equations x = − H , x = 0 and y = ± L . The
initial shape and the Cartesian coordinate system are
shown in Fig. 1. It is possible to assume, with no loss
of generality, that the origin of this coordinate system is
located at the intersection of the axis of symmetry and
surface AB throughout the process of deformation. An
intermediate shape is also shown in Fig. 1. It is obvious
that ζ = 0 for AB and ζ = −1 for CD throughout the
process of deformation. According to Eq. 1, any
intermediate shape is determined by two circular arcs,
AB and CD, and two straight lines, AD and CB. These
circular arcs coincide with coordinate curves of the
plane polar coordinate system rθ defined by the
following transformation equations

r
ζ s
=
+
(3)
and θ = 2aη .
H
a a2
Geometric parameters of the shape at any instant are
given by (Fig. 1)
RCD
RAB
s
s 1
=
=
− ,
,
H
a
H
a2 a
(4)
h
s − s−a
=
H
a
where RAB is the radius of surface AB, RCD is the
radius of surface CD, and h is the current thickness of
the sheet. It is possible to verify by inspection that the
Lagrangian coordinates coincide with trajectories of the
principal strain rates and that the mapping given by
Eq.1 satisfies the equation of incompressibility at any
instant. It will be shown in the next section that the
assumption that the Lagrangian coordinates coincide
with the trajectories of the stress tensor allows one to
solve the stress equations.

Fig. 1. Coordinate systems, initial shape and
intermediate shape in pure bending.
In the case under consideration these two conditions
(coincidence of the trajectories for the principal stresses
and principal strain rates and the equation of
incompressibility) are equivalent to the associated flow
rule of the classical rate formulation of plasticity
theory.
The strain rate components can be found from Eq. 1
and, then, the position of the neutral line is determined
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(5)

ξ eq = 0 . Using Eq. 3 it is possible to replace r and
differentiation with respect to r with ζ and
differentiation with respect to ζ in Eq. 8. Then, using

(6)

Eq. 9,

by

ζ = ζ n = − ds da ,
the equivalent strain rate by
ζ + ds da da
ξ eq =
3 ( ζ a + s ) dt
and the equivalent strain by
1
ln  4 (ζ a + s )  ,
ε eq =
3



ζa+s


ε eq =
(7)
ln 
,
2 
3  4 ζ ac (ζ ) + sc (ζ )  


1
ε eq = −
ln  4 (ζ a + s ) 
3
in regions 1, 2 and 3, respectively. In region 1,
0 ≥ ζ ≥ −1 2 , the principal strain rate ξζζ < 0 (and

1

ξηη > 0 ) during the entire process. In region 3,
−1 ≤ ζ ≤ ζ nf , the principal strain rate ξζζ > 0 (and

ξηη < 0 ) during the entire process. A property of all
curves ζ = const in region 2, ζ nf ≤ ζ ≤ −1/ 2 , is that
each of these curves coincides with the neutral line at
one time instant. Consider any ζ-curve of this class and
denote ac the value of a at which the curve coincides
with the neutral line. Then, ξζζ < 0 ( ξηη > 0 ) at a < ac
and ξζζ > 0 ( ξηη < 0 ) at a > ac for this curve.
Obviously, the time instant at which the sign is changed
depends on the curve such that ac = ac (ζ ) . The
corresponding value of s will be denoted by sc (ζ )
where sc (ζ ) = s  ac (ζ )  . These values of ac (ζ ) and

sc (ζ ) are involved in Eq. 7. Also, ζ nf is the ζ coordinate of the neutral surface at the end of the
process. If s ( a ) were known, Eq. 5 would determine
ac (ζ ) and, therefore, sc (ζ ) . Thus, s ( a ) is the only
unknown function in the analysis of kinematics and this
function should be found from the analysis of stress.
3. STRESS ANALYSIS
The only non-trivial equilibrium equation in the plane
polar coordinate system ( r , θ ) in terms of the radial
and circumferential stresses has the form
∂σ r σ r − σ θ
(8)
+
=0.
∂r
r
It is obvious that σ r ≡ σ ζζ and σ θ ≡ σ ηη . The planestrain yield condition in the case under consideration is
2
(9)
σ r − σ θ = ± σ 0 Φ (ξ eq )
3
where the upper sign corresponds to the region
−1 ≤ ζ ≤ ζ n and the lower sign to the region

aσ 0Φ (ξ eq )
∂σ r
.
=m
∂ζ
3 (ζ a + s )

(10)

The function Φ (ξ eq ) should be prescribed and ξ eq can
be excluded by means of Eq. 6. The boundary
conditions on the radial stress are
σr = 0
(11)
for ζ = −1 and ζ = 0 . Since there are the two
boundary conditions for the differential equation of
first order, the function s ( a ) and, consequently, the
neutral line position (see Eq. 5) should be found from
the solution to Eq. 10 simultaneously with constant of
integration. Also, the radial stress must be continuous
across the boundary of the aforementioned regions 1, 2,
and 3. Once the solution for stress components has
been found, the bending moment per unit length is
determined by integration [1]
0
H2
(12)
M =
σ θθ d ζ .
2a −∫1
At the initial instant, the polar coordinate system ( r , θ )
transforms to the Cartesian coordinate system

( x, y ) .

In order to facilitate numerical solution of Eq. 10 for
the initial stage of the process, the second derivative
d 2 s da 2 at the initial instant can be found analytically.
4. SOLUTION FOR THE INITIAL STAGE OF
THE PROCESS
Since the distribution of the damage parameter is
uniform at the initial instant, ζ n = −1 2 at a = 0 . Then,
it follows from Eq. 5 that
ds da = 1 2
(13)
at a = 0 . Moreover, at the initial instant
σ r = 0 everywhere,

2
σ 0 Φ 0 (ζ )
3
in the range 1 ≤ ζ < −1 2,

σθ =

(14)

2
σ θ = − σ 0 Φ 0 (ζ )
3
in the range − 1 2 < ζ ≤ 0.
The function Φ 0 (ζ ) determines the through-thickness
distribution of the function Φ (ξ eq ) at the initial instant.
Thus, it follows from Eqs. 2, 6 and 13 that
1 4 da 

Φ 0 (ζ ) = Φ  ζ +
.
2 3 dt 


(15)

It is seen from this equation that the function Φ 0 (ζ ) is

ζ n ≤ ζ ≤ 0 . Also, the function Φ (ξ eq ) satisfies the

symmetric relative to the neutral line. Therefore, it

condition Φ ( 0 ) = 1 , σ 0 is the yield stress in tension at

follows from Eq. 14 that

0

∫ σ θ dζ

−1
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= 0 , as it should be in

pure bending. The solution of Eq. 10 in the range
−1 ≤ ζ ≤ ζ n satisfying Eq. (11) at ζ = −1 can be
written in the form

σr = −

Φ (ξ eq )

ζ

aσ 0

∫ ( za + s ) dz

3

(16)

d 2s
da 2

=4
a =0

∂I 2
∂a

,
a =0

 d Φ ∂ξ eq
eq ∂a
−1 2 


 dz −
 a =0

0

=4
a =0

∫  dξ

−1

0

where z is a dummy variable of integration. Then, the
radial stress acting at ζ = ζ n is

σ 32 = −

∂I1
∂a

ζn

aσ 0

Φ (ξ eq )

∫ ( za + s ) dz .

3

(17)

−1

The solution of Eq. 10 in the range ζ n ≤ ζ ≤ − 1 2

− 16

∫Φ

−1 2

∂I 3
∂a

aσ 0 Φ (ξ eq )
dz .
3 ζ∫n ( za + s )

σ r = σ 32 +

(18)

a =0

d s
= − 4Φ 0 2
da

σ 21 = σ 32 +

aσ 0
3

Φ (ξ eq )

dz .
∫
ζ ( za + s )

−4 (1 − D0 )

−
a =0

 d Φ ∂ξ eq
eq ∂a
−1 2 
−1

∫  dξ


 dz +
 a =0

(19)

n

σ r = σ 21 at ζ = − 1 2 can be written in the form
ζ
Φ ( ξ eq )
aσ 0
dz .
∫
3 −1 2 ( za + s )

(20)

Substituting the boundary condition (11) at ζ = 0 into
Eq. 20 gives

σ 21 +

aσ 0
3

Φ (ξ )
∫ ( za + s ) dz = 0 .
0

eq

−1

+ 16

I1 =

derivative d Φ d ξ eq

Eq. 6. It is convenient to introduce the new variable γ

∂ξ eq
∂a

 dΦ 
Ω (γ ) = Ε0 (γ ) 
.
(26)
 d ξ 
 eq  a = 0
Differentiating Eq. 22 with respect to a , using Eqs. 24
and Eq. 26, and replacing ζ with γ yield

d 2s
da 2

a =0

0


−


−1 2

∫Φ
0

0

−1 2

∫ Ω (γ ) d γ −
0


∂D
dγ  −
∂a a =0 

.

(27)

It is seen from Eq. 25 that Ε 0 ( γ ) is an even function
.

(23)

−1 2

I3 =

12

+ ∫ Ω (γ ) d γ −

12
 −1 2

− 4  ∫ γΦ 0 d γ + ∫ γΦ 0 d γ  = 0
0
 0


0

− ds da

= m Ε0 ( γ ) ,
a =0

.
(25)

4  d 2s
2 da
Ε0 ( γ ) =
− 16γ 
 2
3  da a = 0
 dt
It is also convenient to introduce the following notation

2

− ds da

I2 =

at a = 0 can be found as a

by the equation γ = ζ + 1 2 . Then,

Φ ( ξ eq )

eq

1

 z +  dz.
2


Since Φ (ξ eq ) is a prescribed function of ξ eq , the

(21)

−1 2

∫ ( za + s ) dz,
Φ (ξ )
∫ ( za + s ) dz,

0

−1 2

Using Eqs. 5 and 19 it is possible to transform Eq. 21 to
I1 + I 2 − I 3 = 0 ,
(22)
where
−1 2

∫Φ

derivative ∂ξ eq ∂a at a = 0 can be evaluated using

Finally, the solution of Eq. 10 in the range
− 1 2 ≤ ζ ≤ 0 satisfying the boundary condition

σ r = σ 21 +

(24)

function of ζ by means of Eqs. 2, 6 and 13. The

Then, the radial stress acting at ζ = − 1 2 is
−1 2

1

 z +  dz ,
2


2

satisfying the boundary condition σ r = σ 32 at ζ = ζ n
can be written in the form
ζ

0

Φ (ξ eq )

∫ ( za + s ) dz

−1

Differentiating each of these integrals with respect to a
and, then, putting a = 0 and taking into account Eqs. 2
and 13 give

of γ . It follows from Eq. 6 that ξ eq at a = 0 is also an
even function of γ . Therefore, d Φ d ξ eq being a
function of ξ eq is also an even function of γ at a = 0 .
Finally, the definition for the function Ω ( γ ) given in
Eq. 26 shows that it is an even function of γ . Then,
12

∫ Ω (γ ) d γ −
0

−1 2

∫ Ω (γ ) d γ =
0

12

 1

= ∫ Ω ( γ ) d γ + ∫ Ω ( γ ) d γ = 2  Σ1   − Σ1 ( 0 ) 
 2

0
−1 2
where

0

Σ1 ( γ )

is the anti-derivative of

(28)

Ω (γ ) .
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Analogously, it is seen from Eq. 15 that the function
Φ 0 (ζ ) involved in Eq. 27 can be replaced with an
even function of γ , say Φ1 ( γ ) . Then, the antiderivative of the function γΦ1 ( γ ) is an even function
of γ , say Σ 2 ( γ ) . Therefore, Σ 2 (1 2 ) = Σ 2 ( −1 2 ) and
−1 2

12

∫

γΦ 0 d γ + ∫ γΦ 0 d γ =

0

0

 1
1
= Σ 2  −  − 2Σ 2 ( 0 ) + Σ 2   = .
 2
2

(29)

 1

= 2 Σ2   − Σ2 ( 0 )
 2

Substituting Eqs. 28 and 29 into Eq. 27 leads to
d 2s
 1

1
(30)
= 4 Σ 2   − Σ 2 ( 0 )  − Σ1   + Σ1 ( 0 ) .
da 2 a =0
2


2


The right hand side of Eq. 30 can be evaluated and,
then, using Eqs. 2 and 13 the function s ( a ) at the
initial stage of the process can be approximated by
 2
1 a 1  d 2s
(31)
s (a) = + +  2
a .

4 2 2  da a = 0 
5. SURFACE ROUGHNESS EVOLUTION
Having the solution for s ( a ) it is possible to find the
equivalent strain from Eq. 7 and the radial strain from Eq. 1.
These two strains are involved in the empirical surface
roughness evolution proposed in [3]. Thus the evolution of
surface roughness in pure bending can be predicted and
comparison with experimental data can be made.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The general solution proposed describes the process of
pure bending of incompressible, rigid viscoplastic
material al large strains. The dependence of the yield
stress on the equivalent strain rate is quite arbitrary.
Using the solution found and the empirical equation
proposed in [3] the evolution of surface roughness can
be predicted. Then, experimental data can be used to
approximate the function involved in this empirical
equation.
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ELIMINATION OF PERMANENT DEFORMATIONS IN THE LONGITUDINAL
WELDING PROCESS OF CONICAL PIPES WITH ONE SEAM
Abstract: The solving of this problem was directed at finding the optimal shape of the elastic line of pipe
deformation before the welding process in order to obtain minimal elastic-plastic deformations after welding. For
the experimental research of the longitudinal welding, it is taken a pipe of 6 m length, top diameter of 92 mm,
bottom diameter of 168 mm and pipe thickness of 3 mm. The quality of material is S235 JR. Thermo-mechanical
analysis of pipes welding without pre-deformation has been performed by numerical process simulation using the
licensed software ANSYS. The presented results show that low values of aberration of numerically calculated and
measured deflection values show a high reliability of numerical model in welding process simulation.
Key words: welding, elastic-plastic deformation, numerical simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, structural elements with variable crosssection are increasingly used for steel bearing
structures, either obtained by hot or cold forming, and
with the aim to achieve optimal stress utilisation and
less weight. There is an increasing need for developing
pipes by cold forming on hydraulic presses in order to
produce products faster for the market with different
wall thicknesses, different material quality and variable
(conical) section along the length of pipe. During the
welding of steel structure, a moving heat source creates
a permanent deformation of structural element and
residual stresses. The permanent deformation and
residual stresses are closely related to each other and
are not identical for similar types of structures and
materials of all kinds. The elimination of permanent
deformations and reduction of residual stresses can be
performed before, during and after welding. This paper
examines the impact of elastic pipe pre-deformation
during welding on elastic pipe deformations after
welding.
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The welding of conical shape steel pipes in its final
stage, i.e. the welding stage, has a problem of
maintaining tolerances on dimensions and forms. The
most common related problems in welding are elasticplastic deformations and residual stresses. Therefore,
the research is focused on finding the influential factors
on stress and deformation states during welding.
The problem referred to welding of conical pipes
with one longitudinal seam consists of the followings:
• The pipe with a variable cross-section needs to be
hold stuck with three supports in elastic
deformation state for the whole time duration of
welding. The middle support is not on the same
level with two end supports, which provides the
pipe pre-deformation during welding.
• The problem is finding a position for the middle
support with regard to two end supports that will

ensure an optimal shape of elastic deformation line
during welding in order to obtain minimal residual
stresses and welding deformations.
• The stuck and elastically deformed pipe obtains
elastic-plastic deformations during welding (the
curve of elastic deformation line is increased) on
the side of weld and in the direction of concentrated
force action and thus complicates the problem of
defining equipment and tools that provide a counter
deflection during the process.
The above mentioned and identified problems show
that their solving is focused on finding the optimal
shape of elastic deformation line of variable crosssection pipe with one longitudinal weld before welding
process in order to obtain minimal elastic-plastic
deformations as well as factor values of stress
concentration.
3. EXPERIMENT
The experimental work was carried out in the
production system of “DALEKOVOD” TKS Doboj on
real samples, i.e. on products for commercial use. For
the experimental research of longitudinal welding, it is
taken a pipe of 6 m length, top diameter of 92 mm,
bottom diameter of 168 mm and pipe thickness of 3
mm. The multipoint measuring amplifier UGR-100
manufactured by HBM has been used for power supply
and
conditioning
of
measurement
points.
Corresponding connector cables and connector boxes,
as well as a personal computer, have been used for data
collection and data processing from individual
measurement points of inductive sensors. Deflections
have been registered by using inductive motion sensors.
The research on elastic-plastic deformations during the
welding of polygonal conical pipes has been carried out
on octagonal cross-section pipes of S 235 JR quality
prescribed by standard EN 10025. The welding is
performed with additional material – CARBOFIL wire
of diameter 1.2 mm and quality prescribed by EN
10204-2.2 standard. The geometric pipe shape is
obtained in a process of free bending on hydraulic
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presses [2]. The welding groove is shaped, i.e. formed,
without prior preparation with a root gap of 1 mm,
using the free bending procedure and it presents the
prepared area for pipe seam creation.
3.1 Position determination of pipe supports and
inductive motion sensors
In order to perform a longitudinal welding, the pipe
is placed in a position that will give a minimum of
deformation and residual stresses after welding using
optimal welding parameters. During the pipe
preparation for longitudinal welding and the process of
welding and unloading, the deflections are identified
using inductive sensors W50 and W100, whose
position layout on a pipe is shown by scheme, Fig. 1.
Here, the bottom edge of the pipe refers to the
generating pipe which is located on the opposite side of
pipe seam.

- the moment of resistance of the bottom pipe base
Wd=55,296 cm3,
- the moment of resistance of the upper pipe base
Wg=15,894 cm3,
- the force position for pre-deformation has been taken
as 28% of pipe length from the upper base.
The welding has been performed with the welding
parameters shown in Table 1.
Current intensity, [A]
Voltage, [V]
Wire speed [m/min]
Welding speed, vz, [mm/min]
Gas flow, l/min

150
17
3
500
12

Power U·I , [W]

2550

Heat input, (U∙I∙η)/ vz, [J/mm]

5.35

Table 1. Welding parameters
The change of deformation state during welding is
monitored via inductive motion sensors (W1, W2, W3,
W4), Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. The position scheme of inductive motion
sensors
The pipe is placed in a position as shown in Figure
2. The supports A and B are movable and allow for
slight motion in the horizontal direction. The support
“C” is unmovable. The main function of support C is to
bring a pipe from the horizontal position in the position
for welding and thereby ensure an elastic deformation
that is maintained during the welding process. The
position scheme of supports is shown in Fig. 2 and
presents a static indefinite beam.

Fig. 3. Longitudinal conical pipe welding
The measured deflections on the pipe during the
experiment are shown in Table 1.
Time
h: min:
sec

Fig. 2. The position scheme of pipes for welding
The elastic line of pre-deformation is:
y" =

y" =

− M z − FA ⋅ z
=
Wz
Wz

{

(1 )

− FA ⋅ L3 ⋅ [L ⋅ R − (R − r ) ⋅ z ] ⋅ z

0,638 [R ⋅ L − (R − r ) ⋅ z ] − [(R − δ ) ⋅ L − (R − r ) ⋅ z ]
4

4

}

(2)

where:
D – bottom pipe diameter (bottom base),
d – upper pipe diameter (upper base),
R – pipe radius in the bottom base,
Rz – pipe radius in the intersection z,
r – pipe radius in the upper base,
L – pipe length,
z – pipe length in the intersection z,
δ – pipe thickness.
Data needed for the calculation of pre-deformation
force and resistance of supports are:
- the maximum allowable stress at the yield point
ReH= 239,9 [MPa],
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Deflect
ion W1

Deflecti
on W2

Deflect
ion, W3

Deflection
W4

mm
mm
mm
mm
Preparation for welding – pre-deformations
0:00:00
-0.003
-0.009
-0.01
-0.008
0:00:09
1.087
1.987
2.19
1.724
0:00:15
2.131
4.051
4.565
3.493
0:00:21
3.765
7.102
7.909
6.086
0:00:30
5.599
10.439
11.573
8.93
0:00:38
7.516
14.013
15.528
12.018
0:00:45
10.183
18.95
20.973
16.296
0:00:52
13.31
24.701
27.32
21.259
0:00:59
15.393
28.515
31.503
24.505
0:01:07
17.522
32.378
35.756
27.756
0:01:16
19.251
35.547
39.263
30.441
0:01:23
21.31
39.322
43.434
33.691
0:01:30
22.748
37.12
46.373
35.822
0:01:38
24.045
39.394
49.031
37.176
0:01:45
25.569
42.231
52.157
38.013
0:01:53
27.265
45.375
55.65
38.516
0:02:04
29.102
48.745
59.416
38.604
0:02:26
31.024
52.227
63.259
38.151
0:05:45
34.651
59.537
70.872
35.966

0:07:12

34.728

54.836
58.824
Welding
34.881
55.092
59.322
34.885
55.099
59.444
34.838
55.156
59.93
34.747
55.249
60.777
34.637
55.365
61.798
34.498
55.509
63.082
34.345
55.662
64.332
34.138
55.889
64.627
33.871
56.025
61.97
Unloading and cooling
0
-12.799
-15.364

0:12:57
0:17:16
0:17:16
0:18:43
0:20:09
0:21:36
0:21:36
0:23:02
0:28:00
0:51:50

38.594

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

38.604
38.624
38.635
38.497
38.032
37.52
37.663
38.351
38.625

Here, the problem referred to numerical welding
process simulation with reference to the pipe
deformations during and after welding has been
analysed. The attention is directed towards establishing
a numerical approach for pipe welding process
modelling, where welding is performed along one pipe
edge as shown in Figure 6. The first step of numerical
simulation using the method of finite elements is a
convergence study of results in order to find the
adequate network density. Fig. 6. illustrates the formed
seam shape for welding. The angle of groove is 45°.

15.047

Tables 2. The measured deflections on the pipe during
the experiment
The change of pipe deflection as a function of time
at the welding stage in places of inductive motion
sensors is shown in Fig. 4.
70

50
40
30

Pre
deformations

Pipe deflection, mm

Sensor W3
Sensor W2
Sensor W4
Sensor W1

Welding

60

20
10
0
0

Fig. 6. The formed pipe geometry with the edge along
which welding is performed

Unloding and cooling

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
Time, sec

Fig. 4. The change of pipe deflection as a function of
time at measurement points
It is noted that the pipe deflections at measurement
points of signal sensors W2 and W3 are slightly higher
than signal sensors W1 and W4.
The deflection of the pipe axis is presented by the
equation:

W z = 0,6923 + 21,06 ⋅ L2z + 0,7086 ⋅ L3z

(3)

The residual plastic deformations after unloading
and cooling of the pipe of length L=6000 mm (Figure
6) are presented by regression analysis equation:
ε = 0,0023366 ⋅ L z + 1,72
(4)
Residual pipe deformations
Ugib(mm) = 0,000000 Lz**2 - 0,002336 Lz +1,72
75

Regression
95% CI
95% PI

Deflection (mm)

50

S
R-Sq
R-Sq(adj)

25
0

13.8910
3.1%
0.0%

-25
-50
0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
L z (mm)

Fig. 5. The residual plastic deformations

According to the convergence function shape of
deformation and stress, the network of finite elements
begins to make stable results if the number of finite
elements in the model is 12060. The number increase
of elements over 12060 does not ensure an extremely
better result. Due to high temperatures and stress
gradients near the weld, a very sophisticated network of
finite elements is used for modelling of the weld itself.
For the purpose, shell type finite elements have been
used for pipe modelling. Because of the fact that the
software package ANSYS has been used for these
studies, therefore, finite elements of SHELL 57 and
SHELL 63 type have been used. In order to improve
the accuracy of finite shell elements, the finite elements
with eight degrees of freedom per node [3] based on
high order shear theory have been developed. For the
simulation of welding using the method of finite
elements, the following data are taken:
• the number of nodes in the model of finite elements:
12261 nodes,
• the number of finite elements : 12060
• current intensity: 150 A,
• voltage: 21 V,
• the degree of procedure utilisation: 0.85,
• welding speed vz=500 mm/min,
• process efficiency degree η=0,85,
• supports,
• degree of movement freedom.

According to EN 40-2 standard, “Dimensions and
tolerances for lighting columns”, the examined pipe has
a deflection within tolerable limits.
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4.2 Displacements of nodes on the bottom pipe
edge
In order to compare them with experimental results,
vertical displacements (Wy) of the bottom pipe edge
determined by FEM (ANSYS) are therefore presented.
Displacements are given in the nodes that are located
on the bottom pipe edge, where inductive motion
sensors are placed in the experiment. FEM analysis
was performed for pipes after welding process without
a pre-deflection of pipes.
The obtained data clearly show that the maximum
displacement value is Wy=37.365 mm and that it is
located at node 7485 which coordinate is Lz = 3.800
mm (measured from the bottom pipe edge). These
results of displacements in vertical level by application
of FEM analysis is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Total pipe displacements

Fig. 7 presents a displacement simulation of bottom
pipe edge.
Displacement of pipe axis diagrammatically
presents the displacement of the bottom pipe edge, Fig.
8.
The diagram presents a displacement of the pipe
axis after welding process of one seam pipe.
Based on this diagram, it is possible to design tools for
pre-deformation before welding. In practice, the pipe
deflection increases to 10 percent.
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Pipe deflection_experiment
Pipe deflection_simulation

50

Pipe deflection (mm)

4.1 Thermo-mechanical characteristics of essential
and additional materials
For numerical welding analysis it is necessary, as
accurately as possible, to know thermo-mechanical
characteristics of essential and additional materials at
increased temperatures. These characteristics are
exclusively obtained by experimental tests, and only
very rarely can be found in literature in its original
form. In numerical simulation, thermo-mechanical
characteristics have been taken from literature, and as
the most similar to the characteristics of essential and
additional materials considered in the experiment. The
quality of materials A36 and 309L by ASTM are with
similar characteristics as the essential material S 235
JR, and additional material Carbofil 1. Mechanical and
chemical characteristics are prescribed by EN 10025-2
standard for essential material and EN10204-2.2 for
additional material [1].

40
30
20
10
0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Length of pipe (mm)

Fig. 8. Displacement of the pipe axis in the vertical
direction
5. FINAL REMARKS
The research results show the problem complexity
of deformation state in the selection of technology for
the welding of conical one-seam pipes. In order to
verify the numerical simulation of welding process
using the method of finite elements, comparisons with
experimental results are performed.
Based on presented results it is concluded that low
aberration values of numerically calculated and
measured values show a high availability and reliability
of numerical modes in the simulation process.
Therefore, the FEM analysis can use residual
displacements at the bottom edge of the pipe as a
measure of pipe preload before welding process in
order to eliminate residual displacements after welding
or reduce to tolerable levels.
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FEM IN FUNCTION OF PNS - APPLIED IN DERIVING APPROXIMATE FORMULA
FOR CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL SCF IN BUTT WELD JOINTS
Abstract: In this paper are presented approximate formulas intended for calculation of theoretical stress
concentration factor (SCF) of butt weld joints with V and X seam, in both cases under the action of tension forces.
Presented formulas are defined as functions of geometric parameters of the joint, and derived by planned numerical
simulation (PNS) procedure through statistical processing of SCF values determined by stress analysis of joints
computational models utilizing finite elements method (FEM).
Key words: stress concentration factor (SCF); planned numerical simulation (PNS); butt weld joint.

1. INTRODUCTION
Experience acquired from practice and confirmed
through number of experimental investigations
suggests that during the usage of structural parts in the
most cases there appear fatigue cracks which as the rule
of thumb begin at the points with prominent stress
concentration1. On that basis it was concluded that
fatigue strength of structural part depends significantly
of the effect of its stress concentrator. Essential
assumption for creation of reliable structures is strict
estimation of stress state in the region of stress
concentration, which is caused by the variable
geometry of mechanical part, considering that the
action of stress concentration has crucial influence on
the reduction of permanent endurance limit.
In the general case stress concentration is described
by: theoretical2 stress concentration factor Kt , relative



stress gradient
factor

and effective3 stress concentration

K f , (Ger. „Kerbwirkungszahl“).

Factor
concentration

Kt

defined

factor

is

as
based

theoretical
on

assumptions of theory of elasticity, in which it is
regarded that material is elastic, homogeneous and
isotropic. Theoretical stress concentration factor Kt is
determined as the ratio of maximal and nominal4 stress
in the region of stress concentration of mechanical part,
i.e. Kt   max  nom , for normal stresses and

Kt   max  nom , for shear stresses.
2. STRESS CONCENTRATION IN WELD
JOINTS
Weld joints, as a rule, possess more or less
significant stress concentrators. Creation of weld joint
produces local changes in dimensions of cross section,
which leads to the stress concentration in loaded
components. Precise location and size of stress
concentration in weld joints depends on joint design
and on direction of load action. Weld toe is usually the
primary place of fatigue failure, Fig. 1, for joints which
have good penetration at the weld root.

stress

conventional

1

Term stress concentration is understood as rapid local stress change
in mechanically stressed body, at the place of existence of stress
concentrator, which in its nature can be result of design, technology
or exploitation, as well as result of characteristic effect of structural
load.
2
For this factor in literature is also used term: geometric stress
concentration factor (Ger. Formzahl; Formziffer) – since it
characterizes stress change in dependence from geometric factor.
Index t points out that given stress concentration factor refers to
theoretical.
3
Peterson calls this factor: („fatigue notch factor“, [1]) or „fatigue
stress concentration factor“, [2], or „effective stress concentration
factor in fatigue“, [3], and denotes it with Kf (where letter in
subscript comes from word fatigue); same terms are also used by
Heywood, [4]. In literature in Russian language this factor is called:
„эффективный коэффициент концентрации напряжений“, [5],
[6], [7], same term is also used in our domestic literature, [8].
Thorough names classification for all terms that are used in
connection with stress concentration and fatigue resistance can be
found in [9], where name: „effective stress concentration factor“ is
used for defining ratio between static strength of part without notch
and part with notch, and is denoted by symbol Ke. In the same
reference factor Kf is called „fatigue notch factor for normal stress“...

Load
Fig. 1. Fatigue cracks initiated by defects
characteristic for toes of seam welds, taken from
[10].
In circumstances when penetration at the root is weak
or root opening is significant, or in load carrying fillet
welds which have insufficient weld thickness, root
surface can become the region of the largest stress
concentration. Fatigue cracks in these situations begin
at the weld root and in the general case propagate
4
Nominal stress is equal to the average stress in “net cross section”
of the part with stress concentrator, and is determined by using
elementary formulas of strength of materials without taking into
account stress concentration.
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through the weld.
When carrying out weld joints it aims above all
toward providing full penetration welds and obtaining
seam with appropriate mechanical properties without
welding defects (cracks, porosity, fissures, etc.). Less
attention is usually devoted to the external seam shape.
At the same time, strength of the weld joint is to a large
extent determined by the external seam shape and seam
dimensions. Prominent strength reduction is
particularly observed in joints which have weld face
carried out with rapid transition to the base metal,
which results in significant stress concentration.
Parameters of the geometry/shape of weld joints,
which have influence on fatigue, i.e. dimensions of
elements in joint and seam dimensions, are defined by
project documentation. Deviations from the project
geometric specifications can arise from production
process (axial and angular misalignment – shifts, lack
of penetration, or reduction of plate thickness caused
by weld sag) and should be taken into account when
geometric data necessary for stress analysis at notch
location in weld joints are defined.
However, all geometric data of weld joints,
necessary for stress analysis at the location of notch,
are not contained within project documentation. Some
of these data, which depend on the production process
and on the achieved welding quality, are: radius and
angle of the weld toe, penetration depth at the weld
root, weld surface profile, width and height of weld
face in butt joints and angle between tangent on weld
face and metal surface. Special geometric parameters
characterize errors in welding such as weld undercut,
sag, burn-through and others. In contrast to parameters
that characterize project, parameters that characterize
welding process have a large degree of scattering and
should be taken into account statistically. In the stress
analysis at the notch location average values can be
used, although it is usual to introduce assumption of the
most unfavourable case when stress concentration
factor at the notch is considered, i.e. zero weld toe
radius value and large weld toe angles.
Today it is well known that notches have harmful
influence on fatigue strength, which is directly related
with stress concentration. Thus, e.g. in monograph [7],
dedicated to fatigue of weld joints, considering factors
of influence on fatigue strength that are caused by
welding, Труфяков emphasizes that in welded parts
and specimens fatigue cracks mostly begin along the
line joining seam with the base metal, therefore exactly
at the place with prominent stress concentration.
Furthermore, he indicates that their propagation is
related to the influence of normal stresses and
concludes that determination of stress concentration in
pointed out places is of the utmost importance,
considering that stress concentration shows essentially
the largest influence on fatigue strength of specimens,
machine and structure parts.
2.1 Approximate formulas for calculation of SCF, at
notch locations in weld joints
Theoretical stress concentration factors at notch
locations in weld joints in the beginning were
determined through analysis of models of cross section
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of weld joints, by using the method of conformal
mapping [12], [13] and experimentally by using
polarization optical methods. Although the accuracy of
the results obtained with these methods is to the certain
degree questionable, their value in the development of
theory and practical application is indisputable. These
methods, broadly used in the period from thirties until
seventies years of the twentieth century, were
suppressed by numerical methods: FEM and BEM
(boundary elements method).
Through development of finite and boundary
element methods, based on the use of computers,
approximate formulas for calculation of stress
concentration factors for the most diverse shapes of
weld joints were derived on the basis of parametric
studies. Regarding this topic numerous researchers
around the world were engaged during the last few
decades, [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], et al.
Besides the above mentioned papers in the last few
years extensive researches have been carried out in the
world and there have been derived approximate
formulas for determination of stress concentration
factors in different types of tubular joints, like e.g.:
[23], [24], et al.
2.2 Approximate formulas for calculation of SCF
along weld toe, in butt joints with V and X seam
Approximate formulas, that will be presented in this
paper, for calculation of theoretical SCF Kt in butt
joints with V and X seam, in both cases under the
action of tension forces, are derived by the authors of
this paper. Idealized shape of seams in butt joints,
which are used in computational models, with defined
geometric parameters is shown on drawing in Fig. 2.
Formulas are derived through PNS procedure of
planned numerical simulation („planned factorial
experiment“), by statistical processing of factor values
Kt determined in stress analysis of used computational
models utilizing finite elements method (FEM).
In order to cover more efficiently broader
experimental space of parameters, for PNS was chosen
so called central compositional experiment plan,
described in [11], where besides points that are in
corners of parametric hypercube and points in its
centre, which repeat, there also exist points on planned
distance outside the hypercube.
In Fig. 3 is shown computational model of weld
butt joint with X-seam used for stress analysis that is
performed using FEM. For discretization were used
planar elements with 8 nodes and quadratic Lagrange
interpolation of displacements field between nodes.
Since the model is symmetric, by geometry and by
loading, computation was performed using only half of
the model (V-seam), that is quarter of the model (Xseam). In order to compute stress more accurately on
radius of transition and in the zone of weld toe
discretization in these places was performed by
elements of smaller dimensions (Detail D1). Number of
elements on radius of transition, between weld toe and
weld face, was varied in order to achieve optimal
number of elements, until the level when further

increase in number of elements on radius in comparison
to adopted number has no significant influence on
computational value of maximal stress any more.
Uniform tension stress state along the plate thickness in
the zone of load action was achieved with choice of
length L (Fig. 3a) sufficiently far from the weld toe,
L > 3t.
Formulas for calculation of theoretical stress
concentration factor Kt in butt joint with V- and Xseam (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b) are defined as functions of
geometric parameters of the joint:
- for joint with V - seam:

Kt  C  t 1  
p

p2

 h 3 
p

p4

,

(1)

for geometric parameters in the range:

p

t 2 p
p
K  1  C  t     h 3  4 ,
t

p1

(2)

for geometric parameters in the range:

t  10 to 30 mm; h  1 to 9 mm;
t   4.0 to 100.0 and   95º to 175º, where:
t  plate thickness in mm; h  weld face height in
mm;   radius of roundness in mm and   weld
face angle in degrees, formed between plate surface
and tangent on weld face in the intersection point of
radii  and R.
Constants and exponentials in formulas are given in
Table 1.
For illustration, in Table 2 are shown comparative
values of theoretical stress concentration factor Kt , for

t  6 to 10 mm; h  1 to 3 mm;
  0.20 to 1 mm and   120º to 165º.

examples of idealized butt joint produced with V- and
X-seam (Fig. 2), determined by approximate formulas:
eq. (1) and eq. (2), and by finite elements method.

- for joint with X - seam:

Seam Disc.
type (Load)

C

p1

p2

p3

p4

V

W.T
(T/C)

8.2662

0.1719

-0.2675

0.0901

-0.3917

X

W.T
(T/C)

2.5861

-0.46

0.5112

0.4571

-0.2797

a)

Dependence between geometric parameters on Fig. 2 is
defined by following relations:

h   R     1  cos   ;

b)
Fig. 2.: Geometry of idealized butt joint, used in
computational model of PNS:
a) with V-seam and b) with X-seam.

h

b 1  cos 

;
2 sin 

b  2   R     sin  ;

cos  

1 - b2 4  h2
1  b2 4  h2

Discontinuity: W.T.= Wed toe
Load: T/C= tension/compression.
Table 1: Constants and exponents in formulas (1) and (2)

L

80
80 D1

Detail D1

50

80
a)

D2

Detail D2

b)

Fig. 3. Computational model of idealized butt weld joint with X-seam for stress analysis utilizing FEM, used in PNS
procedure: a) finite elements mesh and b) image of stress state.
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Seam
shape

V
X

Geometric parameters of butt weld joint, with shape acc. to Fig. 2.

t

[mm]
8
8
25
25

b [mm]

h [mm]

 [mm]

 [°]

15
15
25
25

2.5
2.5
4.7
4.7

0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0

143.13
143.13
138.79
138.79

Theoretical stress conc. factor
Determined
by FEM
2.17
1.81
3.24
2.65

Kt

Determined by formulas
2.21
1.84
3.22
2.56

eq. (1)
eq. (2)

Table 2.: Example of comparative SCF values, determined by FEM and by approximate formulas eq. (1) and (2).
3. CONCLUSION
PNS procedure (Planned Numerical Simulation) has
proved as very effective and acceptable in deriving
formulas for calculation of theoretical stress
concentration factor, using computer software based on
finite elements method. By applying described
procedure it is possible to determine parametric
formulas with high degree of accuracy, eq. (1) and (2),
especially when it is used for deriving formulas with
narrower range of parameter values.
Application of parametric formulas for calculation
of theoretical SCF in engineering practice is acceptable,
under assumption that strict care is taken about scope
of their validity.
Approximate formulas, derived on the basis of
results of parametric studies, using finite and boundary
elements methods, more clearly show influential
parameters of studied problems. Therefore they are
very applicable for dimensioning and optimization
tasks, aimed at increasing endurance limit.
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SELF-ALIGNING CAPABILITY OF LASER BASED FREE FORM HEADING
PROCESS
Abstract: In micro range, the balance between gravitational forces and forces related to the surface of a body are
oppositional compared to macro range. By downsizing geometry of a body, forces related to the surface decrease
slower than gravitational forces and at a certain stage, the surface tension exceeds gravitational force. A benefit of
this behavior is applied by the laser melting process where the face surface area of a rod is molten by laser beam
energy. The resulting sphere sticks to the rod and can be formed after cooling in a secondary process step. In this
article the robustness of the laser melting process is investigated.
Key words: Laser melting, laser based free form heading, size effect, micro perform, microforming

1. INTRODUCTION
Compared to some decades ago, both, capabilities
and main characteristics of products have gone through
a huge change. Nowadays, newly invented products
have to have an increased functionality by the same
size or at least the same amount of functions by a
decrease in outer geometries. These boundary
conditions, which base on the expectations of
customers, are flanked by a steady pressure on the
market because of prices. The result is that products are
subject to function compaction. This can be seen in
many fields of technology, such as automotive
electronics and telecommunication.
As soon as an existence for a great market is most
probable, the individual cost per product unit decreases
with increasing batch size. Thus, especially in parts
which belong to micro range but are placed in macro
products, mass production is aspired. An economic
production always suffers under inefficiencies, such as
time inefficiencies but also inefficiencies in utilization
of material resources. Fabrication of metallic
components in high quantities under boundary
conditions as above can be carried out by cold forming.
Due to the fact that function compaction inevitably
leads to miniaturization of work pieces, processes
which are established in macro range have to be
transferred into micro range. Parts belong to micro
range, if the length of maximum 1mm is not exceeded
in more than one dimension [1]. Unfortunately,
knowledge gained in macro range is not, or only with
restriction, applicable in micro range [2].
This effect is obvious by looking at the conventional
multi stage upsetting process, which is part of many
mass production chains. Material needed for each step
is provided and the initial length l0 of the work piece is
reduced progressively. Depending on the basic material
and the sample diameter d0, a certain length l0, called
upset length of the workpiece can be compressed in one
step. The quotient of upset length l0 and sample
diameter d0 is called upset ratio s. The upsetting
process is limited in two dimensions: the upset ratio s is
the limit against buckling and the maximum natural

strain φ as a limit of formability of basic material [3].
In macro range, a maximum upset ratio s=2.3 can be
achieved while in micro range this value is reduced to
s=1.6 for the same work piece material [4] so that the
conventional upsetting process becomes more and more
inefficient with increasing miniaturization as stated by
Vollertsen [5]. Work hardening materials represent an
exposed roll in this context, as the conventional
upsetting process has to be interrupted several times for
heat treatment operations further decreasing process
efficiency by means of time and overall costs due to
handling and needed process energy. One approach to
avoid these problems is the laser based free form
heading process which has been demonstrated in [6]
taking advantage of the above mentioned scaling effect.
Preforms generated in this process can finally be upset
in open dies [7], closed dies, or calibrated by rotary
swaging [8].
Previous investigations show, that the microstructure of
preforms generated by laser melting is dendritic [9].
Nevertheless, a good formability is achieved even
though the dendritic microstructure does not generally
allow high strain ratios. Upsetting of preforms in closed
dies necessitates an exact defined volume of the work
piece so that defects, such as incomplete die filling
[10], after massive forming operation can be
eliminated. In case of conventional upsetting of
rotationally symmetrical work pieces, a variation of
initial diameter causes a deviation in final work piece
volume if the upset length is kept constant. In this
paper, this effect is investigated for the above
mentioned laser free form heading process.
2. METHOD
2.1. Experimental set-up
The laser based free form heading process takes
advantage of the shape-balance effect [11], which
means that in micro range surface tension exceeds
gravitational force. The laser beam energy is focused
on the bottom surface of a rod and causes the end of the
rod to melt. Within certain limits, the molten part of the
rod sticks to the rod and automatically adopts a
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spherical shape due to surface tension. As soon as the
weight of the spherical, molten part exceeds surface
tension at the intersectional area between molten and
solid rod material, the molten part releases. The process
of generating material preforms by laser melting
enables upset ratios s≥500 for rod diameter d0=0.2mm.
The maximum achievable upset ratio increases with
decreasing rod diameter which is great advantage
compared to conventional upsetting process.
The experiments are carried out using rods of
austenitic chromium nickel steel 1.4301 (X5CrNi1810) as wrought material with initial diameters d0 ranged
from 0.3mm to 0.5mm. The longitudinal axis of the rod
is placed coaxially to the laser beam. The focus layer of
the laser beam is adjusted on the bottom surface of the
rod so that irradiation takes place in a right angle. As
soon as the molten material forms a spherical
geometry, the diameter of the sphere necessarily
exceeds the initial rod diameter which causes the lower
end of the sphere to move upwards out of focus layer.
This phenomenon is called defocussing effect [6] and
decreases the total efficiency of laser based free form
heading process unless feeding of rod is applied [12].
Due to the fact that the used material for specimen is
susceptible for oxidation at high temperatures, Argon is
used as shielding gas. The specimens are brought to the
aspired length by a bite cutting process and the top and
bottom surface are finally fine grinded. Fig. 1 shows a
schematic view of both, the conventional upsetting
process (Fig. 1a) and the laser based free form
upsetting process (Fig. 1b). FP demonstrates the
required punch force while the associated arrow shows
its direction.
a)

b)

corresponding laser parameters.
Laser type
Fiber laser, cw
Wavelength
1085nm
Focal distance
100mm
Beam radius
0.02mm
Divergence angle
40mrad
Max. power
300W
Table 1. Specifications of the used laser system
2.2. Energy balance
The required energy ES to melt a certain amount of
material being the basis for the volume VSof the sphere
generated by a laser based free form heading process
can be estimated by an adiabatic model [6]:
(1)
with ρ as density of basic material, cp as specific heat
capacity, TM and T0 as melting and initial temperature,
HM as latent heat, b representing offset term such as
spatter formation, PL as laser power, tL as irradiation
time and α as material specific absorption coefficient.
This model fits well with experimental results, but at
least for larger material accumulations the model
overestimates the accumulated volume. This behavior
is among others based on the defocusing effect as well
as on heat conduction within the rod and heat radiation
against ambient atmosphere. The longer the
accumulation process takes place, the greater is the part
of energy dissipated through the rod by heat
conduction. In order to achieve comparable results
despite these effects while applying the above
mentioned model for different rod diameters, the effect
of irradiation time has to be taken into account. The
law of similarities demands the following relations [13]
based on (1):
(2)
with ml as length scale and mT as temperature scale.
Comparable results exist, if the relative quantity of heat
dissipation is the same for all scaled experiments. This
means:
(3)
Similarity in heat radiation can be described as follows:
(4)
Herein, mt is the time scale. Respecting similarity in
heat conduction gives the scaling rule for irradiation
time:
(5)
The scaling rule for laser power PL is the result of
inserting (5) and (4) in (2)
(6)
3. EXPERIMENT

BIAS ID 120242

Figure 1.(a) Conventional and (b) laser based free form
heading

It is clearly visible, that the process chain of laser based
free form heading is shorter. Table 1 represents the
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The influence of both, a small variation of rod diameter
df of about ±1% as well as variations of about ±25% of
rod diameter df on the resulting volume of the
spherical material accumulations are investigated.
Small variations in diameter of the rods are realized by
rotary swaging. Rods with initial diameter di of
1.0mm - 2.0mm are reduced to df ~0.5mm. The initial
and the final rod diameter are listed in table 2. It can be

di [mm]
φr =ln(df²/d1²)
df [mm]
2.0
-2.77
0.501
1.5
-2.22
0.494
1.0
-1.37
0.503
0.495
0
0.495
Table 2.Initial and final rod diameter
For all final rod diameters df three different pulse
energies EL with constant power PL=64W but varying
irradiation times tP1=500ms, tP2=1500ms and
tP3=4000ms have been applied thus resulting in
different final sphere diameters dS of the material
accumulation. Due to the fact that the differences in
final rod diameters are very small, neither the laser
beam power PLnor the irradiation time tP have been
scaled according to the law of similarities.
In addition to small variations of rod diameters, also
huge variations have been applied. Starting from rods
with d0=0.3mm and ending at d0=0.5mm with
increments Δd0=0.1mm. Rods were irradiated with
different pulse energy EL but this time, laser power PL
and irradiation time tP were scaled according to the law
of similarities, see paragraph 2.2 so that a relationship
between pulse energy EL and volume VSof the sphere
can be determined.
4. RESULTS

Additionally, the theoretical volume VU of a specimen
with constant upsetting length l0 generated by a
fictitious conventional upsetting process is also
displayed. It can be seen that the volume VU of
thespecimen by conventional upsetting increases
quadratic with increasing rod diameter. This behavior is
expected because VU can be determined by:
(7)

The expected behavior that volume VS is independent
of rod diameter is not proved by these results. Due to
the fact, that also for smaller pulse energiesEL the same
characteristic collocation of function values is visible,
the volume VSof sphere is plotted in dependence of
natural strain φr caused by rotary swaging. This relation
100

99
%
98

volume VS

seen that the absolute value of natural strain |φr| varies
between 0 and 2.77 according to the initial rod diameter
di.

97
dS=1.0mm
dS=1.5mm

96

dS=2.0mm
95

94

4.1.Influence of small variations of rod diameter
The volume VS of the resulting spheres is shown in
Fig. 2 for small variations in rod diameter exemplarily
for a laser beam energy EL=256J.

930
0

1
2
natural strain |φ|

3
BIAS ID 121480

4.8

Figure 3.Volume VS in dependence of natural strain |φ|
of rod induced by rotary swaging

mm³
4.7

volume VS, VU

4.6
4.5
ϕ=0
ϕ=-1.37

4.4

ϕ=-2.22
ϕ=-2.77

4.3

conv. upsetting
4.2
4.1

4.0
0.492

0.496

0.500
0.504
mm
rod diameter df

0.508

is plotted in Fig. 3 for different sphere diameters dS.
It is obvious that there is a correlation between the
volume of the spheres and natural strain of rods
induced by the initial rotary swaging process. The
larger the absolute value of natural strain |φr|, the
smaller is the resulting material accumulation by
constant pulse energyEL. This behavior might be based
on the fact that strain induced martensite comes into
being by rotary swaging process. The martensitic
microstructure, whose grain size is smaller than the
initial austenitic grain size, might have a lower
absorption coefficient αwith the consequence, that less
pulse energy EL can be used to melt the rod and form
the material accumulation.

BIAS ID 121479

Figure 2.Volume VS and VU in dependence of rod
diameter df for EL=256J

4.2. Influence of strong variations of rod diameter
A stronger variation of rod diameter is carried out by
using rods with diameter drod of 0.3mm, 0.4mm and
0.5mm. The pulse energy EL is ranged between 1.28J 160J. Both, laser power PL and irradiation time have
been scaled for each rod diameter as shown in
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paragraph 2.2. The resulting sphere volumes VS in
dependence of pulse energy EL are shown in Fig. 4.
An almost linear correlation between pulse energy EL
and volume VS of the sphere independent of rod
diameter drod is detected as predicted by formula (1) for
pulse energies EL≤160J. Particularly interesting are
those energy regimes where volumes VS of different rod
diameters drod overlap. For example, this is the case for
30J<EL<40J and 50<EL<100J. In other words: the
resulting volume VS is within certain limitations
independent of rod diameter drod by given pulse energy
EL. Transferring this knowledge into possibly practical
application of laser free form heading, another unique
advantage compared to conventional multi stage
upsetting process is obvious: the laser free form
heading process is within certain limitations selfaligning. This means, that variations of rod diameters
are balanced by the process and thus not negatively
effecting the outcome. In contrast, the results of
conventional upsetting processes are directly dependent
on the accuracy of the initial rod diameter. As soon as
this value is not exact, the resulting part does also not
have the right volume by given upsetting lengthl0
causing defects such as incomplete form filling.

presented process more than a good alternative in micro
range for conventional upsetting. The quality of goods
manufactured by a conventional upsetting process is
directly dependent of the geometric accuracy of initial
wrought material. For example a slight variation in
initial diameter of axially symmetric parts is amplified
by the power of two regarding the final volume of the
part. Thus laser based free form heading recommends
itself as a trend-setting process for upsetting in micro
range.
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METHODS FOR SPRINGBACK PREDICTION AND COMPENSATION
Abstract: New demands in the automotive industry have led to an increase in the use of Advanced High-Strength materials.
However, higher values of strength usually lead to reduced formability and increased sensitivity of springback. Today,
springback is one of the most important factors that influence the quality of sheet metal forming products. We separate the
following types of springback considering the geometry of the product and the forming regime: angular change, sidewall curl
and twist. During the forming process, sheet metal undergoes a complicated deformation history, which is why the accurate
prediction and consequently the compensation of the springback can be very difficult. In this paper the procedure for springback
prediction and compensation of car body parts is presented.
Key words: sheet metal forming, deep drawing, springback, FEM

1. INTRODUCTION
The springback phenomenon is the result of the stress
state in the material following the forming process and
means a change of shape in the sheet metal forming
product after the removal of the forming forces. Steel
sheets with high strength and aluminium alloys are
more sensitive to the springback effect due to the
greater degree of elastic deformation than conventional
mild steels. There are three general types of springback
considering the geometry of the product and the
forming regime: angular change, sidewall curl and twist
(Fig. 1) [1]. During the deep drawing process, sheet
metals show a combination of angular changes and
sidewall curls which usually occur in the walls of the
products, while the effect of torsion springback
deviation (twist) is visible in the entire area of the
product with changeable cross-sections.

metal undergoes a bending and unbending process and
both cause uneven stress distribution through the
thickness direction. Sidewall curl is seen as a drawing
part wall curvature deviation compared to the geometry
of the forming tools.
Torsional springback or twist is defined as two-cross
sections rotating differently along their axis caused by
torsion moments [1]. They occur because of the
unbalanced elastic residual stresses in the flanges and
walls of the sheet metal part. The geometrical
parameters of the sheet metal part have the biggest
influence on the twist springback. Maximizing the
torsional stiffness of the part by adding geometrical
stiffeners (ribs) or by redesigning to avoid long, thin
sections is a common strategy for twist springback
minimization.
2. METHODS FOR SPRINGBACK PREDICTION
2.1 Finite Element Method – FEM
Finite element method (FEM) simulations are
nowadays the most important tool for springback
behaviour prediction of sheet metal parts in the process
design step [2]. Presented below are several examples
of FEM springback simulations compared to measured
experimental values. In all cases special software for
sheet metal processes (PamStamp) simulation was
used.

Fig. 1 General types of springback
Angular change follows the sheet metal bending in
plain strain, when a sheet metal strip is bent over a
punch radius. The stress gradient in the thickness
direction causes the residual bending moment after tool
withdrawal. This bending moment is the reason for the
geometrical errors in the shape of the part angle
deviation compared to the punch angle after the
bending operation. The key to eliminate the angular
change is to eliminate or minimize this residual
bending moment.
Sidewall curl occurs when the sheet metal is drawn
over the die radius or through the drawbead. Sheet

Fig. 2. Springback after the pure bending test
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Springback after bending (angular change) is the
simplest case of geometrical deviation after the forming
punch removal. For pure bending of dual phase sheet
metal strips (thickness 1.2mm, tensile strength
780MPa) we can see the comparison between the FEM
simulation and the experimental data (Fig. 2). The
effects were analysed of the sheet metal rolling
direction on springback after bending with a 5mm
punch radius. Although we can see some deviation
between the simulation and the experiment results, the
tendency of springback according to the rolling
direction is comparable.
The next case of springback is presented in an
experiment called the draw/bend test. This is a
simplified method of the deep drawing process, where
the sheet metal is pulled over the radius. After the
experiment progression, springback occurred. It is the
result of flexible angular changes and sidewall curl.
Their sum is expressed in Δθ angle. Details of the
experiment and the results were summarized by source
[3]. Fig. 3 demonstrates the comparison of the
experimental springback results and the results of FEM
simulations for the HSLA material.

Fig. 3 Draw/bend test
The next example [4] presents the prediction of
springback of an industrial case (Fig. 4), as calculated
using numerical simulations and compared to
experimental measurements. Comparison of the
simulation and the experimental results show some
deviation. The main reason could be in using a
relatively simple material-model (Hill 48), which is
good enough for forming simulations, but has some
disadvantages in springback modelling. This yield
criterion is today widely used and for this reason, the
accuracy of the springback simulations is still limited.
In spite of the deviation, the springback tendency is
clearly seen and this data are very useful in forming
process design.
It is necessary to know and understand the influence of
numerical parameters on the simulation results for the
successful application of the finite element method to
predict springback. Plenty of numerical parameters in
each simulation step (tool closing, forming, springback)
can have a significant impact on final springback
prediction results. Careless determination of the
numerical parameters can cause additional errors in the
FEM approach.
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Fig. 4 Springback results (experimental and numerical)
after deep drawing the industrial part
Springback is calculated with the FEM software based
on implicit or explicit algorithms. One of the most
important parameters when using explicit algorithms is
defining the velocity of the forming tools. It is usually
overestimated, because this reduces the CPU time of
the whole forming simulation. We checked the
influence of the prescribed die velocity for a simple
forming case of a U- drawing part and found some
connections (Fig. 5 right). The starting velocity was
defined as a growing function up to 5m/s and
multiplied by the reduction factor k. The effect of the
latter was analysed. When k = 1 (the highest velocity)
simulations show less springback compared to values
of 0.5 and 0.1.

Fig. 5 The effect of the blank mesh refinement and die
velocity on springback.
The blank mesh refinement during the forming process
is also a very important numerical parameter. The
adaptive meshing automatically refines the mesh in the
blank areas where it is important relating to the die or
punch geometry.
According to the same size of the mesh elements on the
start of simulation we can see (although in our case it is
not so clear) the effect of the different meshing
parameters on the FEM springback prediction. The
more fine mesh is used the more the springback
appears (Fig. 5 left).
The preliminary condition of a successful springback
prediction is therefore a more precisely prepared
numerical simulation. This means better tool mesh
quality, advanced contact definition, lower forming
velocities, sufficient number of integration points
through the thickness ...[5].
In view of the above-presented comparisons between
the FEM and the experimental springback results we
can see some degree of unreliability in the FEM
springback predictions. We think that the reasons lie in

the sheet metal forming process being too simplified
when it is modelled. In other words: it is hard to make a
representative model of such a complicated process.
Besides complexity, a problem of the robustness of the
sheet metal parts’ production can play an important role
in the geometrical deviations and for this reason a
stochastic analyses of springback should be integrated
into the design chain.
2.2 Artificial Intelligence Methods
Sometimes artificial intelligence methods are used for
improving springback prediction, mostly for academic
examples. They can be used as optimization algorithms
or as an evaluation method. Combining the FEM
methods and artificial intelligence can improve our
springback prediction to better reflect the measured
data [6].
In the following case for improving the FEM
springback results a Weka workbench was used [7].
The Weka workbench is a collection of ML algorithms
and data preprocessing tools. It includes methods for all
the standard data mining problems: regression,
classification, clustering, association rule mining, and
attribute selection. We used classification methods
under the function category, because the “new
knowledge” can be written down as a mathematical
equation in a reasonably natural way. In our case, the
ML system based on experiments and the simulation
draw/bend test, and six different algorithms were used:
Linear Regression, Isotonic Regression, Least Medium
Square, SMO, Gaussian Processes and Multilayer
Perceptron [7].
The attributes (inputs) for each case of sheet metal
material were radius, normalized holding force or back
force, the coefficient of friction, sheet thickness, yield
stress, factor of normal anisotropy, elastic module and
the result of the FEM simulation. The regression
variable as a measured angle value in the experiment
we assume to be absolutely correct.

Fig. 6. Finite Element Method Combined with Machine
Learning for Springback Prediction
If we take a look at the results (Fig. 6) of the
correlation coefficients we can see that the last three
tested methods (SMO, Gaussian Processes and
Multilayer Perceptron) are more suitable for springback
prediction. One of the reasons is definitely in the
nonlinearity of the complex springback phenomenon
and these methods are able to model these kinds of
phenomena. However, in combination with the FEM it
raises the correlation coefficient to a higher level
compared to the solely FEM method.

3. METHODS FOR SPRINGBACK
COMPENSATION
We realize that it is impossible to completely overcome
springback but it can be limited and monitored by
setting the optimal forming parameters to reach a
higher level of sheet metal plastic deformation. The
invention of the Displacement Adjustment (DA) method
[8] was an important progression in the area of
springback compensation.
In papers [9, 10] there are presented two on DA based
methods: Smooth displacement adjustment (SCA) and
Surface Controlled Overbending (SCO). Their main
purpose is the DA method application on complicated
sheet metal parts from the automotive industry. All the
stated methods are a significant progression in
springback compensation although there are lots of
applicability limitations at the moment. The main
limitation is due to too few reliable FEM springback
results because of not using advanced material models
for sheet metal modelling in industry. There is a costbenefit conflict in material modelling. Models that are
appropriate for forming simulations usually lack the
final part geometry prediction after the tool elements
withdrawal.
A few software packages for sheet metal forming
simulation contain modules for automatic springback
compensation. These kinds of tools are very useful, but
their drawback is currently the problem of mesh
robustness when the compensation of an auto body part
is done. Excessive local solving of the geometrical
deviation (wrinkles) can cause a corruption to the die
and punch shape. However, in the near future, the
software for automatic springback compensation will
reach a satisfactory level for industrial applications.
3.1 Guide Curve Method
In the last link of the sheet metal forming design chain,
when optimal technological parameters for springback
minimization are found (blank holder force, drawing
radii, drawbeads construction...) the springback
compensation can only be completed with geometrical
changes to the die shape. This can be conducted with
the Guide Curve Method (GCM) based on the DA
philosophy (Fig. 7). This relatively simple method
showed positive efficiency according to the invested
work and costs and the final result.
Because of the GCM implementation, the simulation
and validation time of the complete forming process is
extended but in this way physical tryouts are started
with an initial geometrical correction which usually
reduces the number of tool shape adaptations. The
GCM is applicable not only in forming the planning
process but also when tryouts on real tools are
performed and corrections are implemented.
The groundwork of the GCM is the FEM springback
simulation result. The exported mesh in the stl file is
inserted into a 3D environment tool (Catia V5) and the
deviation analysis between the FEM result and the
reference CAD geometry is done. The reference curves
(guide curves) of both the FEM result and the CAD
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reference are created and they are elements for drawing
the tool surface reconstruction. New iterations start the
FEM simulation with the adapted die shapes. If the
geometry of the part after springback is suitable within
the tolerance allowance this is the end of the
springback compensation in the planning phase and the
physical tool is then manufactured. A single iteration
(surface adaptations) is made inside a 3D environment
tool and for this reason the surfaces keep their quality.
A similar compensation process is also executed in the
physical tryouts and tool corrections phase, with the
exception that for the springback evaluation in spite of
the FEM results, real measurements are used.

there are problems with accuracy, the springback
tendency (direction of a part area deformation) is well
predicted.
2) There is a cost-benefit conflict in sheet metal
material modelling. With advanced (costly) material
models better springback prediction is possible.
3) Combination of the FEM and the Artificial
Intelligence Methods allows a more accurate
springback prediction.
4) Performing geometrical springback compensation in
the first tryout significantly reduces the time for
physical tool modification.
5) In the springback prediction and compensation
process it will be soon necessary to take into account
the stochastic nature of the sheet metal material.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF FORMING LIMIT DIAGRAM FOR BRASS
Abstract: Forming limit diagram (FLD) expresses possibility of material to be deformed in different stress-state
condition determined by triaxiality stress ratio. This diagram allows design and optimization number of phases at
cold bulk forming process.
In this paper results of experimental determination of FLD for brass CW603N are presented. The aim of
investigation was to determine forming limit diagram for this material using simple types of specimens (cylindrical,
tapered, flanged and Rastegajev specimen) in upsetting process. Dies applied in this experiment were flat plates.
Strain path and history of triaxiality stress ratio are determined experimentally for different types of specimens.
FLD for the brass CW603N represents relationship between limit strain and average value of triaxiality stress ratio.
Key words: Upsetting, brass, forming limit diagram, strain path, triaxialiti stress ratio

 – triaxiality stress ratio at the critical point of

1. INTRODUCTION
Formability is the capability of the material to be
plastically deformed without cracking or some other
damaging form. Formability is not a unique material
property it is affected by both process and material
variables.
In bulk metal forming theoretical and empirical
formability criteria are used.
Empirical criterions are based on experimental
investigation of real forming processes and they are
presented as Forming Limit Diagram (FLD) in two
variants. First variant is strain based and it shows
interrelation between components of strains of free
surface at the moment of the crack appearance.
Application of this FLD-type is shown in the papers [1,
2, 3].
Second variant of empirical formability criterion is
stress based criterion. This criterion defines
relationship between limit strain and stress indicator in
the critical zone of the specimen.
Material formability (Mf) depends on kind of
material (H), its micro structure (S), process

specimen, i.e. at the point of structure damage. Stress
ratio is defined as:



 x   y   z 1   2   3

e
e

(3 )

where are:
 x ,  y ,  z – normal stress components in orthogonal
directions (x, y, z)
1 ,  2 ,  3 – components of principal normal stress

 e – effective stress.
Graphical interpretation of the relationship (2) is the
forming limit diagram – FLD (Fig. 1). Forming limit
diagram shows that in bulk metal forming processes in
which compressive stresses prevail (   0 ) higher
values of limit strains can be achieved than in the
processes in which tensile stresses are predominant
(   0 ).

.

temperature (T), strain rate (  ), stress state ( T ) and
other factors [4]:
.

M f  F ( H , S , T ,  , T ...)

(1)

Quantitative measure of limit formability is
effective strain, ( el ), i.e. strain in the moment of
material structure damage or strain localization. For the
given material, with defined initial microstructure and
in cold forming conditions by quasi static deformation,
material formability is a function only on stress state:

l  F (T )  F ( )
where is:

T – stress tensor

(2)

Fig. 1. Forming limit diagram: a) uni-axial tension test,
b) torsion test, c) uni-axial compression test
Forming
limit
diagram
is
determined
experimentally, by employing basic deformation
models [4]:
 uni-axial tensile test,  = +1
 torsion test,  = 0
 uni-axial compression test,  = –1.
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Limit strain at  = +1 experimentally is performed
by tension test in stage of uniform deformation.
Criterion of uniform deformation as a limit value by
 = +1, is based upon the fact that in the tension test
uni-axial stress state exists only in the phase of
homogeneous deformation, i.e. till the moment of
maximum load. In localized deformation three-axial
tensile stress state occurs (+1), which accelerates
voids initiation in the micro structure of the material,
their growth, voids linking and finally, crack of the
specimen [5].
Instead of uni-axial compression experiment,
cylinder upsetting by flat dies in real friction conditions
often is used.
For more detailed construction of FLD application
of more sophisticated methods is needed.
In the case of non-monotonous processes [9] stress
indicator () changes during deformation and its
average value is inserted in the FLD diagram. Average
value of stress indicator is defined as:

 av 

1

el

  ( )d
e



(4)

e

(5)

b) Hydrostatic stress:

 r     z
3



   z
3

Misses yield criterion:
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d
d z

(11)

Prior to that, strain path is defined as:

  f ( z )  A z  B 2
z

(12)

A and B – coefficient of regressive curve.
In the paper [8], average value of stress indicator
was determined by flow theory:

 av 

2

el

(1l  2l )

(13)

where:

1l and 2l - components of main strains in fracture
zone
el - effective strain in the moment of specimen
fracture:

2
 
3
l
e

(6)

e

1

1/2

where are:
σr, σθ, σz, – stress components in the directions of
corresponding axis (r, θ, z), whereas at free surface
σr =0;
σm – hydrostatic stress; σe – effective stress.
In the equations (8,9,10) “” is strain ratio defined
as:

0

d
d z

   m  z   m

c)



x  y z

el

where is:
 (e ) – history of stress ratio which indicates change
of stress-state as a function of effective strain.
By determination of stress indicator (), for the case
that material damage occurs at free surface of the
specimen, two methodologies, based upon deformation
theory i.e. flow theory, are applied.
In the paper [9] determination of stress components
at free surface of cylinder (equatorial surface) was
conducted by employing deformation theory, i.e. by
using following relations:
a) Stress- strain relationship:

m 

 1  2  1  2 2 
 z   e 1 

 
 2    2    
 1  2 
   z  

 2  

el



( A  2 B z )2  A  2 B z  1d z

(14)

0

In the present paper, results of formability of brass
CW603N obtained by upsetting different types of
billets with flat plates are presented. Objective of the
current investigation is determination of FLD diagram
for brass by simple upsetting tests.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF FLD

Fig. 2. Cylindrical specimen after deformation
By combining of above equations stress
components σz, σθ and stress indicator  at the free
surface at the cylinder can be obtained:
Fig. 3. Sack&Kiesselbach hydraulic press
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Upsetting of CW603N billets was conducted in
Laboratory for Technology of Plasticity, on
Sack&Kiesselbach hydraulic press with 6.3MN rated
force by flat plates, Fig. 3.
For FLD determination four types of billets (RT,
BC, TP, CC) were used. For lubrication mineral oil was
applied. In Table 1 initial dimensions of billets are
presented.

orthogonal directions is approximated by expression
(12). Fig. 5 presents specimens before and after
deformation.

RT

BC

RT

BC

TP

TP

CC

Table 1. Types of billets with initial dimensions used in
experiment
Each billet had marked zone Z around equatorial
plane which was used for local strain determination.
For billets RT, BC and CC zone Z=3mm and for TP
zone Z=2mm. After every deformation phase, local
strains were calculated based on height of market zone
Z and diameter in equatorial plane D:

 z  ln

Z
D
,   ln
, r  (  r )
Z0
D0

CC

a)
b)
Fig. 5. Specimens before (a) and after (b) deformation

(15)

Fig. 6. History of stress ratio all types of billets

Fig. 4. Strain path for different types of specimens
In Fig. 4 strain path diagram for four types of billets
is presented.
Relationship between deformations in two

Based on this data, change of stress ratio during
upsetting process of each particular specimen series is
obtained (diagram, Fig. 6). Average value of stress
index (av) was calculated by expression (4). Obtained
data, together with the values of effective limit strains,
were superimposed into forming limit diagram, Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. FLD for CW603N
[6] Bandstra J. P., Koss D. A.: Modeling the ductile

3. CONCLUSION
General method for FLD determination is based
on application of three basic tests (upsetting of
cylinder, torsion and uniaxial tension test).
In this paper procedure of FLD determination for
brass using different upsetting tests is presented.
Stress state in critical zone was varied by applying
different billet geometries.
Strain path diagram shows that there is a
difference in forming conditions between used types
of upsetting tests (figure 5). This difference is more
obvious in the diagram which represents history of
triaxiality stress ratio (figure 6).
Finally, FLD of brass shows that the best forming
conditions exist in Rastegajev upsetting test and
upsetting of straight cylinder. The worst conditions
occur in collar cylinder test. Upsetting of tapered
specimen test is positioned near to the torsion
test (   0) .
For more detailed determination of FLD it is
necessary to introduced new upsetting tests which
would cover interval of stress indicators
of av  0.8  0 .
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ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF WELDING SIMULATOR USE FOR WELDING
PERONNEL TRAINING
Abstract: Economic benefit of introduction of CS Wave welding simulator in training of welding personnel is
presented in the paper. The Technical College of Applied Sciences in Zrenjanin has acquired the simulator within
the project “Welders’ Training and Certification in Banat” financed by the Regional Socio-Economic Development
Programme 2-RSEDP2 of the European Union.The total costs of welders’ training by using Manual metal arc
welding (111): parent material costs, filler material costs, electricity costs, costs of device and costs of trainer, are
compared to the saving resulted from optimal use of simulator in training which is 20% in relation to the total
number of classes envisaged in the document IAB-089r4-10- minimum requirements for the education, training,
examination and qualification of international welder[1].
Key words: Welding simulator, Virtual welding, Economic Efficiency
1. INTRODUCTION
The role of simulator in welders’ training is
primarily important in a professional approach to
training from the very beginning. It enables rise in
productivity and quality of welded joints. The cost
saving in base material, filler material and electricity
assure cheaper, safer and more environmentallyfriendly training. Welding simulator also contributes to
changing the image of welding environment which is
usually seen as dirty and dangerous while the welding
job as a hard one. The use of Virtual Reality helps
attract younger people, which is important for assuring
a younger generation of welders since, for example, the
average age of welders is 55 in the USA [2].
2. MANUAL METAL ARC (MMA) WELDING
COST
The most important costs of MMA welding process
with covered electrode when welding device is used are
the following: base material costs, electrode costs,
electricity costs trainer costs and welding device costs
[3,4].
2.1 Base Material Cost
Base material (steel plates and tubes)
consummation is 15-20 kg per day per welder on
average. The price being 1 EUR/kg, the base material
costs are:
TBM=15-20 EUR per day
2.2 Electodes Cost
Electrode costs may be calculated according to the
following formula:


Telectrodes= C1electorde / wire ⋅ k t′  EUR  (1)
 kg 
 dep 
where :





C1electrodes  EUR  - electrode unit price
 kg

 electodes 

k’t  kg electrodes  coefficient of electrode melting


 kg deposite 

Filler material – electrodes consumption is 3-5 kg per
training day with the price being 2 EUR/kg, the
electrode costs are :
Telectrodes= 6-10 EUR per day
2.3 Electricity costs
Electricity costs may be calculated according to the
formula:


 C
T Elect.= U ⋅ I ⋅ ED + N (1 − ED ) ⋅ 1electr.
0
 1000 ⋅ η s
 k t ⋅ ED




 (2)
 EUR 
 kg

 dep 





where:
U (V)- electric arc voltage
I (A)- welding power supply
ηs- welding device degree of efficiency
ED- intermittency, electric arc lighting-up time
No (kW) - power used by the device in downtime when
the arc is not lit up
kt  kg depozita  - electrode melting coefficient



h

C 1el.energ.



 EUR  - Electricity unit price
 kWh 



For ED intermittency of 50%, the electricity being
160A and voltage U=20+0.04*I (V) =26V
T Electricity costs.= 1,45 EURkg/depozita
For metal mass in electrode and 0.67 electrode mass
ratio of φ 4mm electrode the result is:
T Electricity costs.= 3- 4 EUR per day
2.4 Workers salaries costs
Workers salaries costs may be calculated according
to the following formula:
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Tsalaries= Tnetsalari es ⋅ dop.  ∈  (3)
kt ⋅ε
 kg depozita 
Tsalaries =25 EUR per day (net salaries)
where;
Tnet salaries- net salary of workers and
dop.- contributions
These costs occur when simulator is used as well

2.5 Welding device costs
Taparata= C N (amort. + osig. + odrz. + kamate)
br.satiradagod .

⋅

1
kt ⋅ ED

The Table 2 shows cost saving in welding simulator
use in welders’ training by individual modules of
MMA process in case it is used 20% or 30% of time of
the total training time. Cost saving in filler and base
material with welding simulator use are 30 EUR per
day.

(4)

where:
Br.satiradagod. –Number of working hours per year
CN(€)-purchase price of welding device
amort.- annual rate of depreciation
osig. - annual insurance premium and
održ. - annual amount for maintenance
These costs are much higher when simulator is used
than when a welding device is used since it is much
more expensive.
2.6 Total costs of welding

 EUR 
T= ∑ Ti 
 (5)
i =1
 day 
n

In the following part the daily costs per welder are
taken to be 30 EUR per day, i.e. these are taken to be
the value of base and filler material saved when
welding simulator is used.
3. ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF WELDING
SIMULATOR
Welders’ training time for particular welding
processes and joint types according to the IAB-0892003/EWF-452-467-480-481 is shown in Table 1.
Type
of weld

Where:
FW- fillet weld
BPW- Butt Plate Weld
BTW- Butt Tube Weld
P module (For Stainless steel or aluminum)

Total number of theory classes and
practicals MMA (111)
A+S (+P) –theory module
20+5 (+8)

FW
E1+E2- practicals module
90+50
A+ B+S (+P) –theory module
20+18+5 (+8)
BPW
E1+E2+E3+E4- practicals module
90+50+75+75=290
A+B+C+S (+P) –theory module
20+18+7+5 (+8)
BTW
E1+E2+E3+E4+E5+E6- practicals module
90+50+75+75+75+75= 440
Table 1. Welders’ training time for particular welding
procedures and joint types
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Total number of
theory classes and
practicals MMA (111)

FW

E1+E2- practicals
90+50=140
(14 days)

BPW

E1+E2+E3+E4
90+50+75+75=290
(29 days )

Cost saving
per welder
(EUR/day)
20% 30%
84
126

174

261

Table 2. Cost saving in welding simulator use in
welders’ training by individual modules of MMA
procedure
Cost saving in welding simulator use may be in IWE,
IWT, IWS and IWP training. The IWE, IWT and IWS
training time according to the IAB-252-07- Minimum
Requirements for the Education, Examination and
Qualification) is shown in Table 3:
Practical Training

hours

Oxyacetylene welding and cutting

6

MMA

10

MIG/MAG

14

TIG

10

Table 3. IWE, IWT and IWS practical training time
4. CONCLUSION
Welding simulator assures significant cost saving in
welders’ training. The rate of cost saving depends on
length of training i.e. modules which are tested. The
total cost saving per training of one welder is 84 - 126
EUR for FW (Fillet welder), 174 - 261 EUR and for
BPW (Butt Plate Welder). Additional cost savings are
made if one welding simulator is used for several
welders. Thus, for training for four to five welders,
which is an optimal number in a group for training, the
cost saving may be up to 1000 Euros per course.
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BOND GRAPH THEORY AND ITS USE FOR HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MODELING
Abstract: In this paper, bond theory will be presented and its application related to vehicle dynamics. Since vehicle
and its subsystems such as suspension are in essence multidisciplinary problems, finding the right mathematical
model to describe them might be a ch
challenge
allenge for conventional mathematical methods which are usually used
separately for dynamics and hydraulics. The nod graph methodology which can describe the energy of the system as
a whole and use generalized equations to relate different forms of energy can be used for more accurate
mathematical system that would be used for controller development. Control hardware that is used for manipulating
of hydraulic system will be presented with a bond graph and its associated dynamic model.
Key words: Bond graph, Vehicle control, Hydraulic suspension system

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancesinmicrocomputers led to expansion of
embedded systems and shift from electro-mechanical
systems to mechatronics. Specifically, automotive
applications of computer based control is today
increasinglyfocused on variety ofareassuch as fuel
injection control, drive-by-wire throttle control, cruise
control, electronically controlled discrete and
continuously variable transmissions (CVT), steering
and suspension control, anti-spin control, and anti-lock
braking [1].
Thesetypesof engineering systems are becoming
increasinglycomplex andmultidisciplinary. They are
designed and built from components which
aredeveloped in different engineering disciplines[2].
Therefore, multidisciplinary mathematical modeling
techniques are requiredto accurately describe such
systems.
These
methods
support
need
to
multidisciplinary nature of development of complex
products and their computational analysis [2]. One of
thoseis the bond graph theory.
Physical systems can be described through
transformations of variables that are in essence power
conserving [3]. In addition, devices such as electrical
transformers, gears, levers, and linkages may be
represented as power-conserving transformations.
Processes in engineering systems might be defined as
rigid and solid body mechanic, fluid mechanics,
electricity and magnetism, semiconductor physics,
thermodynamics, etc[4]. If an engineering system is
working based on an interaction of more than one
physical domain, their interaction has to be considered
and such system is based on a multi-domain physical
processes.
2. BOND GRAPH THEORY
The bond graph technique is used for modeling of
dynamical multiport systems of a multidisciplinary
nature [5]. It was created by Professor Henry Paynter at
Mechanical Engineering department at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology[4].Bond graphs have been used

for analysis of distributed parameter systems for many
years [6]. It is an umbrella for various methods under
this name, ranging from mathematical models and bong
graph techniques, to computer programs that use this
method, but also related to applications to different
fields.
This theory was developed for the purpose of
dealing with complex problems with which the
conventional mathematical approaches were more time
consuming [4]. The basis of the theory is that energy
and power are the fundamental variables describing
system behavior. These variables are the ones that
allow all physical interactions and transactions [5].The
concurrent exhibition of physical and mathematicaldata
makes bond graph anappropriatetechnique to support
engineers during system design and analysis,throughout
modeling, simulation, selectionof instrumentation
andactuator
architecture,
controller
synthesis
andsupervision [7]. Bond graphing allows better visual
representation of an engineering system comprised of
separate components as a unified whole [8]. The
components are grouped under a small number of
generalized elements that might be from very different
disciplines. In addition, it provides a visual
representation of a system from which derivation of the
governing equations is algorithmic [8]. Bond graphs
can contribute to a more productive working
environment and to better fundamental understanding
of the key physical attributes needed for optimal
function deployment [1].
The bond graph is composed of the “bonds” that
have connections between them which represent
physical processes. They link together ports (singleport, double -port or multi-port elements). Examples of
single port components are resistors (energy dissipating
device), capacitors and inductors (energy storage
devices). Double port devices include transformer and
gyrator. Three port components might be in a flow
junction, parallel junction, and common effort junction.
2.1 Models of Variable Structure
Engineering systems are typically represented with
mathematical modeling approaches. The mathematical
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model has to accurately present the real system.
However, some approximation is necessary due to the
complex nature of mathematical modeling. [4].
It is important to develop a model that would have
the least possible complexity but still include those
portions of the power train system dynamics that are
relevant for a particular control design that usually
includes torques, forces, frequencies and speeds [1].
Well-designed closed loop system will reduce usual
discrepancies of 10-20 % through feedback operations.
These discrepancies are especially important to be
considered since the real time use will account for all
field operating conditions such as road friction and
roughness, system reliability, changes related to aging
of equipment etc. Essentially, during mathematical
modeling many of these parameters will not be
considered due to desired level of simplicity of a
mathematical model. Real time simulation is an
essential requirement in simulations for vehicle
dynamics application since the driverexpects an
immediate response[9].
In addition, bond graph models describe lumped
finite dimensional approximations of the actual set of
concerned partial differential equations, e.g. for heat
transfer problems [6]. Some variables are important for
its control and analysis while others are of lesser
importance. Therefore, any kind of modeling will start
from analyzing the system and defining which are the
ones that should be considered and which are the ones
that should not be included in the mathematical model
[4].
2.2 Power Variables
The first assumption of the bond graph theory is that
the total energy is considered as sharedsystem function
in both formalisms. That amount of energy is equal to
the corresponding expressions (energy transformations)
of the energy stored in thesystem. Hence, the
equivalence among the key variables in both
formalisms is first established[7]. For that purpose, it is
important to identify the key variables. One of the
features of modeling and analysis of dynamic physical
systems are the power-conserving transformations [3].
They can present relations between two sets of
variables – the complementary power variables, as
mathematical abstractions, or as transformations as
idealized devices such as electrical transformers, gears,
levers or linkages [3]. They can also be linear or
nonlinear in their nature. All these similitudes give us a
model that is using the same“tools” or main elementsin many scientific areas enabling to model multidisciplinary systems.
2.3 Bond Graphs
Bond graph theory uses the effort-flow analogy to
describe physical processes graphically in the form of
elementary components (bond graph elements) with
one or two ports that represent places where
interactions with other processes take place [4].
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3. BOND GRAPH APPLICATION
HYDRAULIC SUSPENSION SYSTEM

TO

A

Pneumatic and hydraulic braking and suspension
systems are one of the typical modeling problem areas
in the field of vehicle dynamics [10]. Usually
hydraulic systems are described as a network or as a
block diagram [11]. If represented as a network,
components are shown as interconnected in order to
provide graphical understanding of the real, physical
structure. It is common that analogy with electrical
Kirchhoff’s current law is used to understand the flow
rates. Alternately, hydraulic systems might be
represented by using standard symbols for hydraulic
circuits. In addition, bond graphs can also be used for
modeling multi energy domain systems and hydraulic
systems[11]. Nowadays, various vehicle stability
control systems such as ABSbrakes, traction control,
and yaw rate control are commercially available[12].
3.1 Presentation of Hydraulic suspension
Suspension is a system of springs, shock absorbers and
linkages that connect a vehicle to its wheels and allow
relative motion between the two. Hydraulic suspension
is another form of suspension setup for modern
vehicles which uses four independent dampers filled
with hydraulic fluid, controlled by the main control unit
inside the vehicle.To develop appropriate control
system for it, even though every vehicle subsystem is
getting more complex, a thorough in-depth analysis
should be designed to exclude everything that is either
not strictly essential or would eventually produce more
data than needed. Three basic analogies that are
appearing in a hydraulic suspension system are
between mechanical, hydraulic and electrical areas
(Fig. 3). The physical process in engineering system is
presented with two variables, the effort and the flow
(they are power variables since their product is power)
[4].
These variables for a hydraulic suspension system are:
Electricity:
U=R*I
Mechanics: F = [m*s] * V
C = [J*s] * w
(4)
Hydraulics:
P=s*Q
Where is:
• U – Voltage [V]
• R – Resistance [Ω]
• I – Electrical current [A]
• F – Force [N]
• m – mass [kg]
• s – Laplace variable
• V – Speed [km/h2]
• P – Pressure [N/m2]
• S – Cross-sectional area [m2]
• Q – Volumetric flow rate [m3/s]

(2)
(3)
(5)

Fig. 1. Collaborative simulation of active suspension – Piston out [13]

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a hydraulic system model (piston is going out)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of a hydraulic system model (piston is going in)
Hydraulic subsystem, given in the Fig. 1 is analyzed
from the standpoint of preparing for bond graph
modeling technique. The system consists of pump,
accumulator, servo valve 4/3 that is either closed or
when open at its servo valve supply for the hydraulic
cylinder Chamber A – position 1. Position 2 is neutral,
all lines are closed. Position 3 is for the piston to go
back in, in which the servo valves direct fluid supply to
Camber B. The process diagram for the piston is going
out is given in Fig. 2 and for the situation when piston
is going back in is given in the Fig. 3.

Bond graph model for double acting hydraulic cylinder
is given in the Fig. 4 [14]. A double-acting pistonhas
two flow outlets (symbolized by the 2 ports at the right
hand side), and as such, has two TF elements
(transformers) in the bond graph model.Thecrosssectionsof the piston are not equal, due to the presence
of the piston rod. An additional C element (storage) is
needed to model fluid compressibility in the other
chamber. An additional R element (resistive) is used to
model internal leakage across the cylinder chambers
[14].
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4. CONCLUSION
Real time simulation is an essential requirement in
simulations for vehicle dynamics application since the
driverexpects an immediate response[9]. For that
purpose, methods that would enable real time control of
automotive system have to be multidisciplinary in
nature. Bond graph theory, although not so new, has
recently gained attention in a scientific community due
to its multidisciplinary nature, especially for the
application in a mathematical modeling of
mechatronics systems. In this paper, an overview of
bond graph theory application on one active suspension
system has been given.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE MELT COOLING RATE IN THE
MELT-SPINNING PROCESS
Abstract: Rapid solidification of metallic melts is important for the development of the advance metallic materials,
because enables the production of new alloys with superior properties according to conventionally treated alloys. In
practice it turned out, that single roll melt spinning process has one of the highest melt cooling rates among all
continuous casting processes. But, because very short solidification time and movement of the melt and substrate,
melt cooling rate is very difficult to measure with confidence. Primary goal of our work was to determine the limits
of cooling rate over the ribbon thickness and to outline, which property or typical feature of the process has the
greatest influence on cooling rate of the melt.On the basis of developed mathematical model, a computer program
was made and used for melt cooling rate calculation in the melt-spinning process.Our calculations show that
distance from the contact surface in relation to the thermal properties of the melt, chilling wheel material and
contact resistance between metal melt and chilling wheel have the greatest influence on melt/ribbon cooling rate. In
the case of continuous casting, significant long term surface temperature increase may take place, if the wheel is not
internally cooled. Comparison between cooling rates calculated at various thermal resistance assumptions of
particular constituents is outlined. New method for determining contact resistance through variable heat transfer
coefficient is introduced which takes into account physical properties of the casting material, process parameters
and contact time/length between metal melt/ribbon and substrate and enables cooling rate prediction before the
experiment execution.
Key words: Rapid solidification, Metallic materials, Melt-spinning, Cooling rate, Mathematical modeling

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid solidification (RS) of metallic melts is
important for the development of the advance metallic
materials, because enables the production of new alloys
with superior properties according to conventionally
treated alloys [1]. What is the speed of solidification,
which divides between classical procedures of casting
and rapid solidification, is not exactly specified.
Differences in interpretation refer to the development
of final microstructure, but the characteristic of all
rapid solidification techniques is a final nonequilibrium state of the microstructure [2], which can
be seen as: refined grains, extended solubility in metal
matrix, quantitative and qualitative change of
microstructural
constituents,
reduced
micro
segregation, etc.
In general, rapid solidification of melts could be
achieved by two approaches:
• with high undercooling of the melt prior
solidification, by reduction or even elimination of
heterogeneous nucleation sites in so called
containerless processes (atomization, droplet emulsion
technique, drop tube technique, magnetic levitation,
etc.)
• with rapid cooling to bypass heterogeneous
nucleation kinetically (melt-spinning, splat quenching,
remelting of surface layer, etc.)[3].
Single roll melt spinning (Fig. 1) is one of the most
commonly used processes for rapid solidification. Its
major advantage is the possibility of continuous
production of rapidly solidified material in the form of

thin ribbons or foils, even on large industrial scale [4].
In this technique, a thin stream of melt is directed onto
a circumferential surface of a rotating wheel, where so
called melt puddle forms (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Melt-spinner - Faculty of Natural Science and
Engineering, University of Ljubljana

Fig. 2. Close-up speed frame camera snap shot of the
melt
puddle
(tin
casting)
on
the
circumferential surface of the chill wheel, free
jet melt-spinning
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material (λ(T), c(T)) are temperature dependent and
calculated for each iteration step with linear
interpolation from tabulated values of particular casting
material. Density in solidification interval of the casting
material is changing linearly, whereas density of the
wheel material is approximated as constant. Because
melt puddle is thin compare to its width and length we
made an assumption of two-dimensional (2D) transient
heat transfer. A schematic diagram of the idealized
melt puddle geometry used in mathematical model is
shown in Fig. 2. Assuming 2D transient heat transfer
with variable thermal properties and internal heat
generation (latent heat of crystallization), general
partial differential equation for the melt is reduced to:

Ribbon is then dragged out from the puddle by
relative motion of the wheel. Microstructure of the
ribbon can be completely crystalline, amorphous or
combined and depends upon the contact resistance
between the melt and substrate, latent heat of
crystallization of casting material, heat transfer in the
melt and the wheel, and nucleation and crystal growth
characteristics of the particular casting material [5].
2. HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATION
For calculation of temperature distribution inside
the melt puddle and chill wheel, we used explicit finite
difference method (FDM) with cylindrical coordinate
system. Thermal properties of the melt and wheel
1
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Where r, φ represent spatial coordinates in
cylindrical coordinate system [m; rad], T temperature
[K], density [kgm-3], λ thermal conductivity [Wm-1K1
], c specific heat of the melt or chill wheel material
[Jkg-1K-1], and q''' volumetric heat generation rate [Wm3
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distance from the contact surface.

Fig. 4. Calculated cooling curves of free and contact
surface of ribbons under assumption of ideal
isothermal wheel
Fig. 3. Idealized geometry of the melt puddle used in
mathematical model
Ribbon thickness is assumed to be proportional to
circumferential velocity of the chill wheel (uw-1) and
the pressure in the crucible (p0.5), as predicted by
continuity and Bernoulli equations. Temperature of the
melt in the puddle direct under the impinging jet stays
equal to casting temperature, because strong
turbulences in that region. To ascertain the influence of
the casting material thermal properties, chill wheel
material, inner and external cooling of the chilling
wheel, and contact resistance on cooling rate of the
ribbon, comparison between calculated cooling rates at
various assumptions was made: ideal isothermal wheel
versus copper wheel, influence of various contact
resistance, and influence of solidified ribbon thickness.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 4. represents calculated cooling curves of
contact and free surface of cast ribbons in the case of
an assumption of ideal isothermal cooling wheel and
Fig. 5. calculated cooling curves as a function of the
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Fig. 5. Cooling rate as a function of a distance from the
contact surface (Ideal isothermal wheel, ideal
contact)
Calculations under assumption of ideal isothermal
wheel indicate that 60 µm thick ribbon would cool
down to chill wheel temperature in an instant of time
for most of the cast materials. The only exception is
iron, as an example of material with high volumetric
latent heat of crystallization, high melting point and
relatively low thermal conductivity, where cooling rate
of the 60 µm thick ribbon free surface is much lower
(≈105) than cooling rate of the contact surface

(≈2.5*107). Since in this calculation only takes into
account the physical properties of the melt, we can
conclude, that thermal properties of the melt itself, have
significant influence on cooling rate across the
transverse cross-section of the cast ribbon. Higher is
the volumetric heat of crystallization of casting
material (ΔHFe> ΔHCu> ΔHAl> ΔHSn), steeper will be
melt cooling rate decrease, as a function of a distance
from contact surface. When a layer of melt of a certain
thickness solidifies, represent the only heat resistor and
therefore the cooling rate in the remaining melt
depends mainly on the thermal conductivity (λCu > λAl
> λSn > λFe) of this solidified layer.
The next stage in calculations of heat transfer from
the melt is to take into account real wheel material
(copper) with finite thermal diffusivity (Fig. 6). If we
compare the calculation results to the results under
assumption of ideal isothermal wheel, for all materials
significantly longer solidification time, lower melt
cooling rate over entire transverse cross section of a
ribbon (Fig. 7), and higher final temperature of the
ribbon after detachment from the circumferential
surface of the wheel is observed, although ribbon is
only 60µm thick.

Consequently, because smaller temperature difference
between the melt and the surface of the wheel, heat
transfer rate and thus cooling rate of the remaining melt
will also be reduced. Assumption of ideal isothermal
wheel is not physically realistic, because real materials
can’t absorb so much energy without heating up
significantly.
Among thermal properties of the melt, volumetric
heat of crystallization have major influence on melt
cooling rate across the transverse cross-section of the
cast ribbon. Fig. 8 represent contact and free surface
cooling curves of Al ribbon in dependence of the
amount of the released crystallization heat. If we
assume 50 % lower crystallization heat, solidification
time for free surface of 60 µm thick ribbon will
decrease for 30 %, and when amorphous solidification
is presumed, 50 % shorter is the time of solidification.

Fig. 8. Hypothetical calculated cooling curves of free
and contact surface of Al ribbon as a function of
different assumptions of latent heat of
crystallization (ribbon thickness 60 μm, contact
time 0.923 msec, ideal contact)
Fig. 6. Calculated cooling curves of contact and free
ribbon surface cast on copper wheel. Hatched
curves represent heating rate of copper wheel
surface and 0.1 or 0.3 mm beneath the surface
(thickness of cast ribbons 60 µm, contact time 0
– 923 ms, ideal contact)

Fig. 7. Cooling rate as a function of a distance from the
contact surface (copper wheel, ideal contact)
Decreased cooling rate of the melt and increased
wheel surface temperature results from a fact that a
high heat transfer takes place over short period of time.
In spite of the high thermal diffusivity of copper,
energy has no time to diffuse much into the wheel, and
the surface of the wheel will heat up significantly.

In situations where a detailed description of thermal
physics is very complicated, such as in melt-spinning
process, combined modes of heat exchange are usually
taken in to account with the overall heat transfer
coefficient (α), which includes conduction and
radiation of heat, as well as any convective effects.
Ideal contact between the melt and wheel surface is not
physically realistic, because there are no metallic
atomic bonds between atoms of the melt and atoms of
the surface of the wheel. By applying different values
of heat transfer coefficient into calculations of heat
transfer between melt and copper wheel surface,
influence of contact resistance on cooling rate (Fig. 9)
could be estimated. In comparison to ideal contact (Fig.
6,7), cooling rate of the ribbon and cooling rate as a
function of a distance from the contact surface (Fig. 9)
are relatively much lower when some contact resistance
is considered, although the contact resistance value is
very low (10-6(m2∙K)/W). Value for constant contact
resistance for aluminum was obtained with subsequent
microstructure analyses and reported by other authors
[6]. Integral method calculation of the heat transfer
coefficient gives the most logical results for entire
duration of the contact. Calculated solidification time is
practically the same to those obtained by overall
(constant) heat transfer coefficient, but final
temperature of the ribbon at the detachment point is
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much greater, especially for longer contact time.
Constant contact resistance approximation (106
(m2∙K)/W) for longer contact time predicts even lower
ribbon temperature then ideal contact calculation,
which is physically unlikely. The local heat transfer
coefficient α(x) is calculated with the integral method
for liquid metals flow over flat plate [7]. The equation
for local heat transfer coefficient α(x) calculation,
included in the numerical scheme is:

( x)

3
2

8

uw
a x

wheel surface temperature increase is about 200 °C and
penetration depth twice as much.

(3)

Where uw represent circumferential velocity of the
wheel [ms-1], λ thermal conductivity of the casting
material [Wm-1K-1)], a temperature diffusivity of the
casting material [m2s-1], and x distance from the initial
contact point to the actual calculation point [m].

Fig. 11. Wheel temperature increase as a function of
contact time and wheel material (Al casting)
Irrespective of contact resistance approximation,
when aluminum melt is cast, the wheel surface
temperature after reaching its maximum decrease,
although it is in contact with hotter ribbon. This seems
unlikely, but if we consider the wheel as a whole, its
enthalpy is constantly rising, since temperature more
than 0.3mm under the surface is increasing the entire
contact time. Namely, conduction heat transfer rate in
the wheel is faster than the heat transfer rate across
ribbon/wheel interface and through solidified ribbon.

Fig. 9. Cooling curves of free and contact surface of Al
ribbon and contact surface of the copper wheel
as a function of different contact resistance
(ribbon thickness 60 μm, contact time 0.923
msec)

Fig. 12. Cooling curves for Fe ribbon and temperature
profile in the wheel as a function of chill wheel
material (ribbon thickness 60 μm, contact time
0.923 msec, α = const. 106W/m2K )

Fig. 10. Cooling rate as a function of a distance from
the contact surface for different cast materials
(α(x) = integral method)
Fig. 11 shows calculated temperature profiles in
steel or copper wheel, when aluminum melt is cast. As
we can see, surface temperature will increase
significantly, especially for a wheel of low thermal
diffusivity. Because limited thermal diffusion in the
wheel, the energy can penetrate only a short distance in
the wheel, which results in a higher temperature at the
wheel surface. The magnitude of temperature increase
depends on the wheel material. For steel wheel, which
has much lower thermal diffusivity than copper, an
increase of surface temperature is over 400 °C, and heat
penetration depth about 0.5 mm. On contrary, copper
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When materials with higher melting point are cast,
surface temperature will increase much higher (Fig.
12). Obviously, such a large deviation in surface
temperature should not be neglected in calculation of
cooling and solidification rate of the melt. Importance
of wheel material selection is evident. Pure deoxidized
copper has the highest thermal diffusivity between all
commercially useful materials and therefore is the best
choice for the wheel material. In the case of the need
for increased strength, oxide dispersive strengthened
(ODS) copper alloys are best solution. When thicker
ribbons are cast or materials with lower thermal
conductivity, thermal resistance in already solidified
region of the ribbon becomes the limiting factor of the
heat transfer. High cooling and solidifying rates,
through entire cross section of the ribbon can be
achieved only when very thin (< 30 μm) ribbons are
cast (Fig. 13, 14).

much faster than external convective cooling with
surrounding atmosphere. If we reduce wheel casing
thickness up to 2 mm, internal water cooling will be
more effective, and wheel surface temperature that melt
will effectively “feel” at the beginning of the next pass
of the wheel under the puddle, will be practically the
same as at the first revolution (Fig. 7c), even if high
melting temperature materials are cast.

Fig. 13. Cooling curves of aluminum ribbon as a
function of its thickness (α(x) = integral method)

a)

10 mm thick casing

b)

5 mm thick casing

c)

2 mm thick casing

Fig. 14. Cooling curve of iron ribbon as a function of
its thickness (α(x) = integral method)
During continuous casting process, significant
“long term” surface temperature increase may take
place, if the wheel in not externally or internally
cooled. In calculations discussed above, we have
assumed that the wheel surface is at room temperature
at the beginning of the contact.
For first ten to hundred revolutions surface
temperature increase may indeed not be significant, but
when continuous casting is performed, especially when
materials with high melting point are cast, surface
temperature of the wheel can increase in such an extent,
that formation of the ribbon will be disturbed, because
of decreased cooling and solidifying rate in the melt
puddle.
Fig. 15 shows calculated temperature profiles in
inner water cooled wheel (Rw = 0.2 m) with different
casing thickness. From the outside, wheel is
convectively cooled with surrounding atmosphere, and
from the inside with water stream. For simplicity of the
mathematical model, convective heat transfer
coefficients are taken as constants (αwater = 5000
W/(m2∙K) and αair = 50 W/(m2∙K)) and represent
average values, calculated from forced convection
correlation equations. No radiation from the crucible is
taking into account. To ascertain influence of external
cooling, we also make an assumption of exaggerated
value for convective heat transfer coefficient (αair =
1000 W/(m2∙K)).
Each saw tooth spike corresponds to the
temperature of the wheel surface being underneath the
puddle. As we can see, internally water cooled wheel
will reach the periodic steady state after few
revolutions. Conducting of heat into the wheel and
cooling of the inner casing surface with water stream is

Fig. 15. Surface temperature of the internally water
cooled wheel as a function of copper casing
thickness a) 10 mm b) 5 mm c) 2 mm
(aluminum casting, wheel radius 0.2 m)
But if we reduce wheel casing even further,
beneath the heat penetration depth under the melt
puddle, convective heat resistance on the inner side
(wheel – water interface) becomes significant (Fig. 16).
Even if we assume heat transfer coefficient value on
inner side of a casing as high as 100000 W/(m2∙K),
which can be reached only with high pressure
impingement water jets [8], heat removal from the melt
will still be slower as in the case of full or internally
water cooled wheel with 10 mm thick casing (Fig. 15a).
Reducing the thickness of the wheel casing is
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unsuitable, from rapid
steadiness point of view.

solidification

and

from
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INITIAL MICROSTRUCTURE STATE IMPACT TO STEEL C45E FORMABILITY
Abstract: Material formability is ability of permanent change in shape and dimensions of specimen without
occurrence of cracks or other forms of damage to the structure itself. This ability is numerically valorized by size of
effective limit strain and it depends on the type of material, initial structure and forming conditions.
In this paper we analyzed initial microstructure state impact to steel C45E (Č 1531) formability in various forming
processes (upsetting, torsion and tension). Research of steel C45E was conducted on specimens in normalized state
and after that we performed comparison to results showing formability of the same material with soft annealed
initial structure
Key words: Material formability, Initial microstructure, Forming limit diagram, Cold upsetting

1. INTRODUCTION
Optimal design of plastic forming technological
processes is mainly based on research directed to
behavior of certain material in different forming
conditions from the aspect of achieving maximum
strain values. This approach provides establishment of
rational production concept for metal components in
complex geometrical shapes and with excellent
mechanical characteristics.
Key item in the area of forming and use of metals
through which relationship between material behavior
within forming system, process parameters and external
conditions during plastic forming is established is
formability. Essentially, formability is very complex
material attribute which is directed to estimation of
ability to permanently change shape under certain
forming conditions without occurrence of cracks,
deformation localization or any other unwanted form of
surface damage or damage to the inner specimen
structure. We can use any physical quantity as forming
limit indicator, as long as it represents quantitative
level of damage to the material structure under certain
forming conditions [2].
However, it is generally accepted that in bulk
forming processes numerical indicator of metal
formability is effective strain value (φel) in the critical
forming zone at the moment cracks or localized
deformation occur.
Formability of certain material depends on large
number of factors which can generally be divided into
two groups: material factors and factors of forming
conditions [1-3]. Implicit form of this function is
represented with equation (1):
.


FM ≡ ϕ el = f  H M , S M ,TO ,ϕ ,Tσ ...
(1)


If we limit consideration of equation (1) to a
specific material with precise chemical structure (HM),
with previously defined initial state structure (SM),
under cold forming conditions (To = const), under
conventional forming conditions ( ϕ. = const), we can
state that under those circumstances state of stress

represented by stress tensor (Tσ) presents pronounced
and dominant impact to material formability:

FM = f (Tσ ) = f (β )

(2)

Where:
ß - is state of stress indicator in the specimen
critical zone.
Graphical interpretation of equation (2) is forming
limit diagram. In order to define it we use three basic
forming models (uni-axial tension-ß = +1, torsion-ß = 0
and uni-axial upsetting-ß = -1) [3], Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Forming limit diagram - Basic models [1, 3]
In this paper we presented steel C45E formability
results for basic forming models in which we further on
integrated data obtained by upsetting of tapered
specimen by flat plate. Experimental research is
conducted on specimens in normalized state. After that
we performed comparison of strain limits for basic
models whose initial microstructure is equivalent to
soft annealed state, based on the results presented in
this paper [1].
Aim of research presented in this paper is
establishing forming limit abilities of steel C45E under
normalized conditions and under soft annealing
conditions of initial microstructure.
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2. STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP DURING
FREE UPSETTING PROCESS

degree polynomial:
φθ = f(φz)= Aϕz+Bϕz2

The first step in research of formability in certain
process of plastic forming is experimental and
numerical identification of the place where critical
damage to the material structure occurs. In the free
upsetting processes cracks are characteristical to the
free surfaces on the specimen which occur as a
consequence of pressure on contact surfaces of tool and
work-piece. Actually, tension components of stress lead
to nucleation, growth and coalescence of cracks at the
free surface and they are often called secondary stress
because they do not occur as a consequence of
immediate action of executive machine part.
Considering the fact that radial stress component is not
generated on the free surfaces of the specimen during
plastic forming processes nor there are any friction
mechanisms present due to inability to have direct
contact with the tool, identification of stress-strain state
in the critical damage area on the specimen became
easier.
Starting with relation which connects stress-strain
components in the area of plastic flow (3), pattern
through which hydrostatic stress is defined (4) and
using Von Misses yield criterion (5):
dϕθ
dϕ z
=
(3)
σ θ − σ m σ z −σ m

Where:
A and B are coefficients of approximated function.
Principal strain components φz, φθ and φr in the
critical zone of the specimen are determined according
to the height of the marked area Z (Fig. 2) and
specimen
size
in
equatorial
plane,
using
incompressibility condition:
Z
D
ϕ z = ln i , ϕθ = ln i , ϕr = −(ϕ z + ϕθ )
(11)
Z0
D0
Where:
Z0 and D0 – are initial values of marked area height
and specimen size,
Zi and Di – are values of marked area height and
specimen radius after i upsetting phases.

σm =

σ r + σθ + σ z

=

σθ + σ z

(4)
3
3
σ θ2 + σ z2 − σ θ ⋅ σ z = σ e2
(5)
Vujović and Shabaik [3] defined equations for defining
stress components σz and σθ in the place where crack
occurred:
  1 + 2α   1 + 2α  2 
σ z = ±σ e ⋅ 1 − 
+
 
  2 + α   2 + α  

−

1
2

(6)

 1 + 2α 
(7)

 2 +α 
Based on previous equations, indicator of state of
stress ß can be defined as follows:
1+ 2α
1+
σ r + σθ + σ z
2 +α
=−
(8)
β=
2
σe
1 + 2α  1 + 2α 
1−
+

2 +α  2 +α 
Where:
σr, σθ and σz – are components of main stresses in the
direction of r, θ and z axis,
σm – is hidrostatic stress,
σe – is effective stress.

σθ = σ z ⋅

Coefficient α represents deformation accrual rate
and it is defined with the following pattern (9):
dϕ
(9)
α= θ
dϕ z
In order to apply previous equation it is necessary to
determine “strain path“ φθ = f(φz). In this paper
dependence in question is approximated with second
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(10)

Fig. 2. Cylindrical specimen after deformation [1]
Effective strain at the lace cracks occurred is
determined according to the following pattern (12):
2
(ϕ z − ϕθ )2 + (ϕθ − ϕ r )2 + (ϕ r − ϕ z )2 (12)
ϕe =
3
In formability tests which are based on nonmonotonous plastic forming processes it is necessary to
identify change in state of stress indicators ß during
forming and during defining forming limit diagram it is
necessary to use average value ßav, which is determined
as follows [1, 4]:

β av =

1

ϕel

ϕel

∫ β (ϕ )dϕ
e

e

(13)

0

Here:
ß(φe) – is forming process history which is state of
stress indicator of change serving as function of
effective strain at the place the crack occurred.
In order to determine average value of state of stress
indicator ßav we observe that if the critical material
damage occurs at the free surface of the specimen, we
can also use methodology based on flow theory [4, 5].
In this case average value of ß-factors is determined
according to strain limits:
2
β av = l ( ϕ1l + ϕ2l )
(14)

ϕe

Where:
φ1 and φ2 – are components of principal logarithm
strains in the zone cracks occurred,
φel – effective strain at the moment specimen is
destroyed.

Effective limit strain is determined by numeric
integration of the following equation (15):

ϕel =

ϕ zl

∫ [1+ A + 2Bϕ + ( A + 2Bϕ ) ]
3

2

2

z

z

1
2

dϕ z

φθ

(15)

0

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
Experimental research was conducted in two
phases. In the first phase we used basic forming models
and defined FLD for C45E steel. Second phase was
directed towards research of limit formability of
normalized tapered samples while upsetting by flat
plates.
3.1 Normalized material microstructure
Upsetting process of cylindrical specimens by flat
plates was realized incrementally until cracks occurred
at the free surface. For the research purposes we used 3
samples with initial dimensions Ø20x25 mm (Fig. 3a).

φz
Fig. 4. “Strain path” - upsetting of cylinder
by flat plates

ß

φe
b)
a)
Fig. 3. Upsetting of cylinder by flat plates
a) initial specimen, b) specimen after forming
Strain components in the critical zone are
determined according to identification of marked area
change in height (Z0=4mm) and initial specimen radius
D0 in different phases of upsetting (pattern 11). By
regressive analysis we determined dependence of
principal strains ϕθ = f(ϕz) at the place cracks occurred
in the form of second degree polynomial, respecting
binding condition that in the beginning of upsetting
ϕθ=ϕz=0:
ϕθ = -0.3718ϕz+0.4574ϕz2
(16)
Graphical interpretation of the previous equation
with individual experimental points (ϕθ, ϕz) is
presented on Fig. 4.
Using approximative function (16) and pattern (8),
we determined state of stress value indicators for
individual phases of upsetting, or in other words
forming history in the form of second degree
polynomial (Fig. 5):

β=0.1803ϕe2+1.2234ϕe-1

Fig. 5. “Forming history”- upsetting of cylinder
by flat plates
Uni-axial tension and torsion tests were realized in
conditions of monotonous forming. After processing
experimental data we obtain following information:
- uni-axial tension
ß=+1 φel = 0.0780
- torsion
ß=0
φel = 0.6212
On Fig. 6 are photographs of test pieces formed in
the processes of uni-axial tension and torsion.
a)

(17)

Finally, based on pattern (13) we calculated average
value of ß-factors for the cylindrical specimens
upsetting process performed with flat plates for
specimens with normalized initial structure –
ßav = -0.2963. Effective strain limit, determined
according to the pattern (12) is φel = 1.0434.

b)
Fig. 6. Specimens after deformation:
a) uni-axial tension, b) torsion
In order to fully characterize formability of
normalized steel C45E we created a model for
upsetting of tapered specimens by flat plates. Initial
shape and dimensions of the new model (Fig. 7a) are
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ß

φe

30

2
5

defined in order to establish dominant impact of tension
components of stress to the development of damage to
the structure and occurrence of the crack. In this
manner it was allowed that values ßav and φel are
significantly different for the processes of upsetting
cylindrical and tapered specimens which contributes
better defining of FLD. From the mechanical aspect,
geometrical shape of new forming model is similar to
the one we get while upsetting cylindrical specimen
with very high values of contact friction coefficient.
These findings initialized hypothesis that tapered
specimens behave like cylindrical specimens whose
barrel – like shape is artificially created.

Fig. 9. “Forming history” - Upsetting of tapered
specimens by flat plates
Average values ßav and strain limits φel for
individual specimens K1-3 and K series are provided in
Table 1.

b)
a)

Ø12
Ø20

Fig. 7. Upsetting of tapered specimen
a) initial specimen, b) specimen after forming
Methodological and conceptual approach in
realization and evaluation of data obtained in
experimental research of formability in upsetting of
tapered specimen by flat plates is identical to ones
applied to cylinder upsetting process.
Graphical
image
of
“strain
path”
ϕθ=-0.3360ϕz+2.5986ϕz2
and
“forming
history”
β=-9.4133ϕe2+8.8553ϕe-1 are provided on Fig. 8 and 9.

φθ

φz
Fig. 8. “Strain path” – Upsetting of tapered specimens
by flat plates
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Specimen mark

βav

ϕel

K1
K2
K3

0.2041
0.1445
0.2073

0.3565
0.3556
0.3668

0.1862

0.3595

Serie K
l

Table 1. ßav and φe – Upsetting of tapered
specimens by flat plates
3.2 Soft annealed material microstructure [1]
For the purpose of analysis of different states of
microstructure to steel C45E formability we used
experimental research results obtained by Vilotić and
associates [1]. Their study refers to analysis of forming
limits for shaping short (CS) and high cylindrical (CH)
or high prismatic specimens (PH) in upsetting process
with V-shape dies (Fig. 10). Initial microstructure of all
specimens corresponds to soft annealed state.
In this case values of ß-factors and strain limits of
basic models are:
Forming model

β(av)

ϕel

Uni-axial tension

+1

0.15

Torsion

0

0.73

Upsetting of cylinder
-0.40
1.12
by flat plates
l
Table 2. ßav i φe – Basic forming models
-soft annealed microstructure [1]
Experimental research results for forming models in
Fig. 10 are provided in Table 3.

while conducting experimental research. Such approach
provides elimination of impact of other factors
(equation 1) to strain limit size. For the above
mentioned reasons we analyzed initial microstructure
state impact to formability based on results obtained by
application of basic forming models. On Figure 11 are
graphical images of effective strain limits for
normalized and soft annealed structure.

CH

Cyl. Comp.

b)

a)

φel

Torsion

CS
Tension

b)
a)
Fig.11. Strain limits for different initial microstructure
states - basic models

PH

b)
a)
Fig. 10. Specimens of steel C45E: a) before, b) after
upsetting by V-shape dies [1]
Specimen mark

βav

ϕel

Serie CH

-0.166

0.833

Serie CS

0.062

0.965

Serie PH

-0.253

1.025

l

Table 3. ßav i φe – Cylindrical and prismatic specimens
upsetting-soft annealed microstructure [1]
3.3 Initial microstructure state impact to
formability - basic forming models
Microstructure state impact to formability,
especially in case of two-phase ferrite-pearlite steels
depends on size, shape and interaction of crystal grains
of basic matrix (ferrite), shape, size and arrangement of
carbides and finally content and arrangement of
inclusives [6]. However, the greatest impact to
formability has content and shape of carbon carbides.
Due to complex formability function character, and
for the purpose of identification of initial
microstructure state impact, it is necessary to use
models which form in identical forming conditions

Comparing numerical values we notice that greater
strain limits are achieved for all models with initial soft
annealed structure. However, the increase rate is not
constant. The greatest difference was noticed in process
of uni-axial tension, and the least in cylinder upsetting.
These observations are in direct connection with
generated state of stress to pearlite grains forming
ability.
Namely, in normalized structure cementite in
pearlite occurs in shape of elongated slices of different
orientation in relation to load impact direction. Due to
very low forming ability caused by hardness and
brittleness, breaking of cementite is made easier in the
forming process. Structure damage starts at lower
forming levels, it intensifies in following phases and
conditions early occurrence of cracks at the outer
specimen surface.
On the other hand, with soft annealed structure
cementite is present in shape of spherical particles
equally arranged in ferrite basis. Specimen forming
under these circumstances is better from formability
aspect, which is experimentally verified through strain
limits.
3.4 Forming limit diagram of steel C45E
According to presented experimental and numerical
data we defined FLD for steel C45E. In Figure 12 we
can see comparative analysis of forming limit curves
for normalized and soft annealed initial structure.
Research results for individual specimens are presented
through average values of series for tested forming
models.
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φel

ßav
Fig. 12. FLD of steel C45E – Comparative analysis for normalized and soft annealed initial structure
Ohio, 2003.
4. CONCLUSION
Research in the area of initial microstructure state
impact to strain limits size is very significant because it
provides the opportunity to make adequate choice in
thermal treatment for steel and thus achieve optimal
shape and arrangement of carbide particles in metal
basis which directly influences increase in formability.
Comparing FLD for normalized and soft annealed
structure we notice significant differences in achieved
strain limits for basic forming models. Numerically
presented, material formability of normalized
specimens for basic models (uni-axial tension, torsion
and cylinder upsetting by flat plates) for 48%, 14.93%
and 6.88% respectively lesser in comparison with
models with soft annealed structure.
Based on the research results presented we can state
that soft annealed structure compared to normalized
structure allows greater material formability especially
under
conditions of tension stress components
domination.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONSOLIDATION OF ALUMINIUM CHIPS BY COLD
COMPRESSION
Abstract: Solid state recycling of metal chips and scrap presents a relatively novel eco-friendly solution in which
high deformations and hydrostatic pressures are induced to the chips in order to achieve proper material bonding.
This paper deals with consolidation of aluminium chips obtained by milling process. All chips were cut from the
same AlMgSi1 ingot in total of 4 different milling regimes. Afterwards, chips were cold compressed in closed die, by
punch and die with 32mm diameter. The influences of type of chips as well as compression load values on final
billets’ densities were investigated. Additionally, this research elaborates possibilities for further enhancement of
mechanical properties of obtained billets.
Key words: Aluminium chips recycling, chips compression, solid state recycling, severe plastic deformation

1. INTRODUCTION
Aluminium and its alloys are widely used in
modern industry due to their good mechanical
properties and low relative density. Main areas of
application of Al-alloys are in transportation,
packaging and civil industries. Another important
advantage of these alloys is their great recyclability, i.e.
they can be recycled unlimited number of times without
degradation of mechanical properties. It is said that
recycling of aluminium saves approximately 95% of
the energy used to produce the same amount of
material from a raw ore [1]. Nevertheless, even more
energy savings is possible when Al-alloys are solid
state recycled. In solid state recycling, scrap from Alalloys obtained in industry, undergo large pressures and
are compacted into solid billet at room or elevated
temperatures. In this process no material remelting
takes place and therefore, low amount of energy is
consumed, which also leads to lower green house
emissions.
Research regarding solid state recycling started in the
1990s. Authors Gronostajski et al. in [2] granulated
different aluminium chips obtained in industry.
Granulated particles were cold compressed and hot
extruded. Microstructure of the obtained workpieces
was examined and it was concluded that low porosity
and relatively good density was obtained. Latter work
of Gronostajski et al. in [3] included composition of
different Al-FeCr composites by solid state recycling.
Once again, Al-chips were first granulated, than mixed
with FeCr particles and afterwards cold compressed
and hot extruded. Mechanical properties and
microstructure of obtained billets were compared.
Results showed that better mechanical properties were
obtained by smaller initial particles. Fogagnolo et al. in
[4] avoided granulation of chips and performed direct
cold compression by 650 MPa followed by hot pressing
(500°C) and extrusion. Influence of particles size and
compression pressures of billets’ final densities was
investigated by Samuel in [5]. Xia and Wu in [6]
consolidated aluminium pure particles by back pressure

ECAP process. ECAP die was preheated at 100°C and
particles were wrapped in the foil. In [7] Tekkaya et al.
consolidated three different aluminium chips into solids
by cold compression and hot extrusion. Third type of
the chips was mixed with SiC particles. This research
showed that yield strengths of compacted billets were
only slightly lower than casted material of the same
alloy.
The main issue in consolidation of aluminium chips is
breakage of aluminium oxide (Alumina – Al203). This
very thin layer (≈ 4nm) forms almost instantly when
aluminum is exposed to oxygen. Therefore, formation
of this thin layer in inevitable in industrial
circumstances. In order to achieve proper bonding, high
deformations are essential to assure good alumina
breakage and its distribution throughout the whole
material volume.
2. PRODUCTION OF CHIPS
Chips were produced from ingot ϕ110 mm of AlMgSi1
alloy (Fig. 1). This alloy belongs to aluminium 6xxx
wrought series, which is widely used in industrial
applications. AlMgSi1 contains following alloying
elements:
0.7-1.3% Si, 0.4-1.0% Mn and 0.6-1.2% Mg.
The task of this research was to evaluate the influence
of chips’ type on final relative density of coldcompressed billets. All chips were cut on conventional
milling machine at Laboratory for Cutting at
Mechanical Faculty Ljubljana, with different cutting
parameters. Cutting tool feed rate of 35 mm/min and
rotation velocity of 160 revolutions per second was
kept constant, while depth and width of the cut was
varied. Four different types of chips (A, B, C and D)
were obtained, all with different geometries and shapes
(Table 1). Chips A were the smallest, with square
shape. B-types were slightly larger than A, but also
square shape. Both types C and D exhibited longer
rectangular geometry, with type D being the longest
[8].
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Table 1. Types of obtained chips and ingot during
cutting process
Type A

Type B

Type C

Type D

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Photographs of the punch (a), counter punch
(b) and die (c) for chips compression
a)

Fig. 1. Cutting of the AlMgSi1 ingot on a milling
machine

b)

c)

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Experimental investigation was carried out on a 2.5
MN hydraulic press. Aluminium chips were compacted
in die 32x50mm and by punch 32mm. Due to relative
low filling density of the chips, several precompacting
operations were needed. Total of 5 – 7 precompacting
were performed, depending on the type of the chips.
Punch, counter punch and die used in experiment are
presented in Fig. 2.
In order to evaluate the influence of compression
pressure on billets’ final densities, three different
maximal loads after precompacting were employed. At
first chips were compacted by 245 kN load and latter
by 98 kN and 8.8 kN loads. Billets compressed with
highest loads (245 kN) exhibited highest relative
densities (95÷98%). Relative density is a ration
between measured density of billet and theoretical
density of aluminium. When forces of 98 kN and 8.8
kN were employed, billets exhibited significantly lower
relative densities (≈80% and ≈65%, retrospectively).
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Fig. 3. Billets compressed with: a) 8.8 kN, b) 98 kN, c)
245 kN maximal load
Influence of chips type on relative density of final billet
was also investigated, when compression was
performed by maximal 245 kN load. As expected,
billets obtained from smallest A- and B-type chips
showed highest relative density (≈98%), while billets
from C- and D-type chips exhibited ≈95% relative
density (Fig. 4).
In order to evaluate compactness of compressed chips,
free upsetting was performed on press Amsler in
Laboratory for Forming Technologies at Mechanical
Faculty in Ljubljana.

Fig. 4. Influence of type of chips on final billets’
densities
Teflon tapes were put on both contact sides between
billet and tools to reduce friction. Fig. 5. provides loadstroke curve for free upsetting process.

Fig. 5. Load-stroke diagram for free upsetting of cold
compressed billets
While upsetting, disintegration of surface layer
occurred (Fig. 6.) due to low homogenization of
material in previous compacting process.

material bonding. Along large shear deformations, high
hydrostatic pressures are a necessity as well, especially
for ensuring that workpiece remains compact during
processing. There are several solutions for
improvement of mechanical characteristics of materials
such as forward extrusion or severe plastic
deformation.
In previous work authors used forward extrusion for
achieving better material bonding as in this process
billets undergo large shear deformations. Billets were
in most cases preheated at temperature above
recrystallization. Even better material bonding can be
achieved by severe plastic deformation (SPD), mainly
due to the fact that in these processes little or no change
of material shape takes place. High hydrostatic
pressures prevent material deterioration and therefore
enable extremely high shear deformations to be
induced. The most applied SPD techniques are equal
channel angular pressing, twist extrusion and high
pressure torsion [9].
In equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), billet is
extruded through an L-shaped die (Fig. 7a). There are
many variants of this process, such as back pressure
ECAP (Fig. 7b), ECAP processes with different
L-angle values, double turn ECAP or ECAP with
forward extrusion. Due to different contact interface on
the upper and lower side of the billet in ECAP, a
slightly tilted shape occurs (Fig. 7a). This phenomenon
can be avoided if counter punch (Fig. 7b) is used.
Counter punch also increases hydrostatic pressure and
force Fbp must be set lower than main ECAP force F.
The main advantage of ECAP is the possibility to
induce very high homogenous deformation practically
unlimited number of times and ability to produce
relatively large billets [10], [11], [12].
a)

b)

Fig. 7. Comparison between classical ECAP and Back
pressure ECAP (BP-ECAP)
a)

b)

Fig. 6. Compacted billet after free upsetting
4. POSSIBILITIES FOR FURTHER
ENHANCEMENT OF MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF THE BILLETS
Although compressed billets posses high relative
density and compactness, the quality of the bond
between the chips remains an issue. This issue was
especially perceived during free upsetting experiment,
when outer surface started to disintegrate. Particularly
large shear deformations would contribute to better

Fig. 8. Severe plastic deformation techniques:
a) Twist extrusion, b) High pressure torsion [13]
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Twist extrusion (TE) consists of specific tooling
through which material is rotated by a certain angle
(e.g. 90 °C) and in that way, initial and final material
shape remains constant (Fig. 8a). As is ECAP, there are
several variations of TE, such as: back pressure TE,
hydrostatic TE, high velocity TE...
High pressure torsion (HTP) represents a SPD
technique in which a disc-like specimen is fixed
between upper and lower rotating tools (Fig. 8b). Due
to friction phenomenon and disability of the material to
change shape, extremely high shear deformations and
hydrostatic pressures occur. The main characteristics of
this process are simple tooling design and
inhomogeneous deformation. Major setback is that only
thin cylindrical billets can be processed.
5. CONCLUSION REMARKS
Recycling aluminium chips by solid state recycling is
more energy efficient than conventional recycling. In
this process, aluminium chips are compressed by high
pressures which induce their bonding. This paper
investigates the influence of chips shape and size on
final relative densities of obtained billets. Total of 4
different chips types were employed. The influence of
compression load is examined as well. Results showed
that smaller and simpler chips prove to be better input
materials for cold compression. Billets from larger and
more complex chips exhibited lower relative densities.
As expected, higher compression loads result in better
material bonding and higher density of the billets.
After cold compression, an open issue remains on the
quality of the bonding between the chips, despite high
relative densities. This was practically verified by free
upsetting. Although billets showed good compactness,
the outer surface started to deteriorate due to weak
material bonding. The load – stroke diagram for free
upsetting of compressed billets is given as well. One of
the solutions might be in employing severe plastic
deformation techniques to the obtained billets, which is
planned in future research.
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SOME SCRATCH TEST RESEARCH RESULTS Zn COATINGS
Abstract: Most studies of Zn coatings focuses on the characterization of coatings and their links to the basic
material, while very little is known about the effects of substrate on the characteristics of the coating. Surface finish
has a great influence on determination of the physical and mechanical properties and structure of the surface layer.
This paper presents the preliminary results scratch testing of Zn coating. The research was performed with samples
of different hardness, different previous grinding and different thickness Zn coatings.
Key words: Zn coating, galvanic coating, scratch test, adhesion testing
1. INTRODUCTION
Creating metal coatings on the surface of another
metal has a dual role, corrosion protection and
changing characteristics of the metal surface, such as
hardness, electrical conductivity, and decoration and so
on. But when the metal coatings are damaged, they can
not simply be fixed, that makes them different from the
organic coating.
The effect of processing procedure and conditions
of pre-treatment and preparation of surfaces to which
coatings are applied, technological heritage, is very
little explored. Surface layers of machined surfaces
obtained by different treatment processes and regimes
may have a different structure, which only in the period
of exploitation may be experienced. Therefore, it can
be said that the characteristics of surface layers are
formed as a result of different processing conditions in
the technological chain of production of the finished
part. The basic parameters that are inherited through
the process of technological development can be
divided into two groups. On the one hand there are
parameters related to properties of materials: their
compositions, structure, stress state, etc., while on the
other hand are parameters related to macro and micro
geometry of the surface (geometrical parameters). This
indicates the complexity of the problem and the need
for further studies [9].
Neat treatment and surface finish has a great
influence on determining the physical - mechanical
properties and structure of the surface layer. In this
paper is investigation of the influence of the previous
surface treatment and coating thickness on the
characteristic scratch testing Zn coating.
2. ELECTRO DEPOSITED Zn COATINGS
Electro deposited galvanic coatings and metals are
crystalline in nature. In the crystallization process there are three independent processes:
1) formation of seeds (centers) or crystal nuclei,
2) crystal growth rate,
3) increase the speed of crystals on account of
their merger.

These processes run in parallel. The creation and
quality of metal coatings are influenced by many
factors: The concentration of ions significantly affects
the quality of the coating, the composition of the
electrolyte affect the properties and appearance of the
coatings. Current density has a large impact on the
formation rate of crystal nuclei, mixing is performed to
maintain constant concentration of metal ions; the
temperature plays a significant role in the speed of
chemical reactions. Metals are polycrystalline particles,
so the characteristics of the coating are affected by the
structure of the substrate [6].
Zinc coatings are used for corrosion protection of
machinery parts, steel plates, wire, etc., located in
different climate conditions, in closed environments
with moderate humidity, at the polluted gases areas,
flue gases area and in atmosphere containing sulfur
vapor. These coatings are used to protect pipes, tanks
and other parts, which are in contact with water at
temperatures up to 70oC. Color of Zn coating is usually
light gray, become dark during time, and therefore does
not provide a decorative look. Zinc also protects the
iron from corrosion when the coating is porous or
damaged, because it forms a couple in which the iron is
cathodically protected [3, 4].
Life of the protective effect of the coating depends
on its thickness. For metal objects, which are used in
relatively dry air in closed rooms, sufficient thickness
of zinc coating of 10-15 μm. For items that are outside
the room, in the air that is polluted by industrial gases,
the thickness increases to 20 - 25 m, and for articles
intended for use in industrial environments, in terms of
enhanced effects of moisture, sea water or water vapor,
the thickness of zinc coating moving to 50 μm. Coating
is more resistant if the zinc cleaner [1, 2, 3].
The hardness of metal Zn coatings is 45 to 120 HB.
3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
For the purpose of testing the samples were made
15 x 6.3 x 10 mm (Figure 1). On samples from the front
side were embedded serial numbers of the sample, and
through lateral surfaces were drilled openings designed
to mounting each sample individually for coating.
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Samples are made of spring steel 67SiCr5 (Č4230).
After the sample design, milling, heat treatment was
done by improving the different hardness (Table 1).
P

Coating thickness measurement was performed in a
laboratory galvanizing area of factory "Zastava Arms"
in Kragujevac. Samples with coatings of Zn in which
the thickness were up to 16 m were not further
analyzed.

No.

10

4. EQUATIONS

6,3

15

Fig. 1. Sample
Production samples were carried out with several
ways: RG - Roughly grinding, FG - Final grinding, RP
- Roughly polishing and FP - final polishing. In this
way they obtained different characteristics of the
surface layer and the surface topography of various
samples. Application of metal coatings was performed
at the facility for electroplating factory "Zastava
Arms", Kragujevac in production conditions, with
different times in order to obtain different thicknesses
of Zn coating.
Zinc coating was carried out as follows:
I. alkaline degreasing without cyanides with
industrial detergent,
II. rinse with water,
III. pickling in diluted hydrochloric acid in a 1:1
ratio,
IV. rinse with water,
V. electro-chemical coating of zinc,
temperature coating-room,
strength of current I = 3 A/dm2,
time 8 - 35 min,
VI. enlightening in 2% HNO3 for a period of 50
seconds,
VII. rinse with water,
VIII. blowing.
Table 1 shows the data on the tested samples:
marking of grinding, the hardness after heat treatment
and obtained layer of Zn.
Hardness Thickness
Sample
Type
samples, Zn coatings
number production
HRC
m
RG
33
20,0
4
RG
45
23.9
15
RG
38
19.5
35
RG
19
23.9
118
FG
48
26,2
8
FG
49
18.80
31
FG
40
20
26
FG
39
28,9
45
FG
29
27.43
49
RP
35
36.57
12
FP
26
28.96
23
Table 1 Hardness and thickness of Zn samples
* After applying Zn coatings
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After production the samples, before applying the
coatings, were measured hardness and surface
topography parameters and the longitudinal and
transverse direction. Measurements were taken at the
surface of the sample P (Fig. 1).
Applying Zn coatings leads to a deterioration of
surface quality and roughness increases significantly.
Class roughness of Zn coating can deteriorate for one,
even for the two classes.
Tests adhesive properties of coatings were carried
out to help Scratch Tester ST-99, Fig. 2. The analysis
of measurement results in terms of traces of wear and
tear of constant increase in normal load (200 N/min)
and constant sliding velocity (40 mm/min) obtained
data on adhesive resistance or strength adhesive link
between the coating and base material. By monitoring
changes in force and the coefficient of friction with the
change of the load for the duration of contact, it is
possible to determine the "critical value of force FNCi"
at which the change in their values [5, 6].

Ra *
m
0,819
0.70
0.73
0.844
0.523
0.612
0.81
0.719
0.71
0.6
0.45

Fig. 2. Scratch tester ST-99
In Fig. 3. is presented Scratch test diagram for
sample 12 obtained by rough polishing. Characteristic
areas with local minimal and maximal values, where
there is significant change of friction coefficient can be
noticed in the diagram. Position of these areas is
accurately determined and photos of surface of Scratch
test marks are taken. In Figures 4a-f are presented
appearances of the surfaces where surface layers with
Zn coating were deformed.

In Fig. 4a can be noticed first contact of the needle
of Scratch test device and surface. Zn is taken away
from prominence spots or embedded in sample surface.
Fig. 4b corresponds with b position in diagram in
Fig. 3, where friction coefficient significantly increases. In Fig. 4b are areas with significant removal of Zn
coating and scratch on one large prominence.
Fig. 4c corresponds with c position in diagram in
Fig. 3, with local minimum of friction coefficient. In
Fig. 3 can be noticed that this value of friction
coefficient corresponds with lower damage of Zn
coating. Same can be said for d position in Fig. 3,
where Local minimums and maximums can be seen,
corresponding with less or more damaged Zn coating
and base material of the sample. Left and right of these
areas are light spots, Fig. 4c and 4d, obtained by total
removal of Zn coating.
In Fig. 4e, with position that corresponds with local
maximum in diagram in Fig. 3 there is significant
scratch of the base material, not fust zn coating.
80

0.40

Fn = 200 N/min
Fn max = 80 N
v
= 40 mm/min
Sample 12

60

0.35
0.30

e

50

Coefficient of friction

40
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b

c

f

d

30

0.15

a

20

0.10
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70
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Friction force
10
0

0.05
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10
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30
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70

0.00
80
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Fig 3. Coefficient of friction and friction forces for
sample 12

Locate e

Locate f
Locate a
Fig. 4. Appearance of Scratch test marks

Locate b

Fig. 4f shows that with higher values of normal load
Fn Zn coating is removed (light surface of the mark)
and that local maximum corresponds with contact of
the needle of Scratch test device.
In Fig. 5 is presented profile of surface of Scratch
test mark just before the end, and it can be clearly seen
that Zn coating was extruded. This extrusion is more
significant for thicker coatings.
Investigations of influence of Zn coating thickness
on friction coefficient with samples obtained with fine
grinding show that with increase of coating thickness
friction coefficient also increases (Fig. 6).
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These investigations can be used for investigation
of influence of base hardness, topography and coating
thickness on way and inensity of removal of Zn coating
from investigated surface.
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Fig. 6. Change of friction coefficient with different
thicknesses of Zn coating
In Fig. 6 is also presented the diagram of friction
coefficient, obtained with Scratch test of sample
without Zn coating.
Performing the scratch test on the Zn coating causes
additional problems. Firstly, it was not possible to
reveal the iron substrate directly under a reflected light
optical microscope due to the absence of colour
contrast. An etch ant (20 g CrO3 and 1 g Na2S04 per
100 ml H2O; 1 - 2 s etch) had to be used subsequent to
scratch testing to discriminate between the Zn coating
and the Fe substrate. The max load was set to a
sufficiently high value of 80 N.
Secondly, the ductile character of the Zn coatings
implies that the stylus simply ploughs through and
perforates the Zn coating at a certain normal load, into
the iron the substrate. The load at perforation of the
coating was assumed to be critical load.
5. FINAL REMARKS
Realised investigation showed that Scratch test
cannot succesfully be used for investigations of
adhesion characteristics of conventional electro
deposited Zn coatings. With this method force needed
to separate Zn coating from the base cannot be
determined. Zn coatings have low hardness, therefore
during investigatios are removed or embedded in
surfase wrinkles.
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CLINCHING IN STEEL AND RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION, SHIPBUILDING AND
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
Abstract: Clinching as an alternative joining technology to welding or bolting today is restricted up to circa 4mm
single sheet thickness. There is no industrial experience in clinching higher sheet thickness up to 10mm.
However, the branches of industry working with thick sheet metal (utility and rail vehicle engineering, shipbuilding
and general structural steel engineering) represent a major potential for using this highly efficient and economic
joining technology. Thus the need arises to predict the process conditions and joint quality as well by experimental
and numerical analysis. This paper demonstrates investigations in both fields to understand the impact of relevant
parameters and restrictions of thick sheet clinching.
Key words: joining, clinching, fatigue, distortion, accessibility

1. INTRODUCTION
Welding as the main joining technology to connect
thick sheets offers unrivalled flexibility but there are
disadvantages such as processing time, fatigue
weakness, thermal distortion and corrosion. Contrary
clinching is not that flexible because of the necessary
two side access and the restrictions in joining direction
– the upper sheet should have higher strength and
should be thicker than the bottom sheet. On the other
hand a clinching process is very fast and accurate and
the joints have a very good fatigue-potency. Due to the
low variable cost using clinching this joining
technology is highly efficient, especially for mass
production.
Clinching is found in thin sheet applications in the
range of 0.5 to 4mm single sheet thickness t1,2 (Fig. 1),
often used in the automotive industry or white goods.
As already pointed out, in mass production, e.g. washer
drum, the breakeven point is achieved at the fastest in
comparison with other joining technologies. System
suppliers like Eckold, Tox, BTM deliver the common
C-frames and tools (punch, die; Fig. 2) on the basis of
experience. The clinching process is dependent on
knowledge – in engineering and in production process.
Thick sheet clinching today is not in mass production.
It is discussed recently [1,2] and is the focus of the
article.
2. CLINCHING PROCESS
2.1 Principle and process parameters
The principle terms and geometry parameters of a
clinched joint are shown in Fig. 1 whereas Fig. 2 shows
the clinching process in three steps. There are
descriptions of applications [3,4,5] and standard
procedures [6,7]. Special clinching variants [8,9,10]
and hybrid technologies [11,12] are described. The
complexity of the clinching procedure is defined by a
number of significant variables (Table 1).

Fig. 1.

tt,1,2 thickness (total, blank 1, blank 2)
tb
bottom thickness
tn
neck thickness
f
undercut
h
height of joint
di
inner point diameter
d0
outer point diameter
Principle geometry of a crosscut
punch
blank holder

die
Fig. 2.

Clinching process

material
parameters
punch: diameter, blank holder: force,
thickness, flow
radii, angles
spring stiffness
curve, pretension
die: diameter, depth, machine: force, (for both: upper and
radii, angles
stiffness, velocity
lower sheet)
tool parameters

process parameters

Table 1. Principle geometry of a crosscut
To understand the whole process detailed material flow
and hardening has to be considered (Fig. 3). Before
offsetting there is needed a force for fixing the sheets
on the die that is applied by the blank holder.
Plastifying the material in the “offsetting” step involves
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a substantial increase in force. The increasing material
upsetting between the punch and bottom of the die
causes the material to flow radial and therefore to form
the undercut between the two pieces of sheet metal to
be connected. The maximum force is reached at the
point of the maximum punch stroke.

600

400

blank holder
force

200

offsetting

flow pressing

die-sinking / upsetting

0
0,0

3,0

6,0
9,0
punch stroke s (in mm)

12,0

15,0

Fig. 3. Steps in the clinching process and correlation
to the stroke-force-curve; S380 / S235 6+4mm; do:
30 mm; strain with color bar from 0 to 2
2.2 Predictability
Due to the large number of variables in the clinching
process (Table 1) analytical methods to describe the
process are limited. [13,14] use a volume based
approach to define suitable tool geometries. First
research in adapting existing analytical approaches for
calculating the force and the stresses in the tool were
done by [15]. To predict force and tool geometry as
well as the final joint geometry, especially neck
thickness and undercut, FE-analysis is an instrument
often
used
[16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24];
also
predicting process details including mathematical
methods [25,26,27] or process design methods [28].

In Fig. 5 cross correlations between parameters on the
basis of FE-analysis are shown for the small clinch
joint with a die diameter of 16mm. The diagram
illustrates the complexity of the clinching process and
the effect of changed parameter values on the joint
quality. In the considered room of variation the raising
punch diameter leads to an increasing undercut. In
contrast the effect of the die depth on the undercut is
strongly nonlinear in this area and the minimum value
of undercut for each punch diameter depends on the die
depth. Such correlations can easy be studied in
numerical analysis whereas the expenses are very high
in order to describe these relationships experimentally.

undercut f in mm

joining force F (in kN)

800

As a basis for numerical simulation one main parameter
is the flow curve of the sheet material. Regarding the
very strong deformation in the clinching process
experimental data for very high values of strain are
needed. This data is carried out in compression tests
using round blanks. In Fig. 4 is shown the verification
of simulation and experiment for the material
combination S380MC (6.0mm) in S380MC (4.0mm).
As to be seen, there is a quiet good correlation between
the force-stroke-curves in experiment and simulation
and between the geometrical data as well. The proved
predictability of FE-analysis is the basis for further
numerical investigations on the thick sheet clinching.

punch diamter 9.5mm
punch diameter 10.0mm
punch diameter 10.5mm
punch diameter 11.0mm

die depth in mm

Fig. 5. Die depth and punch diameter versus undercut

3. PROPERTIES OF CLINCHING
CONNECTIONS

DP = 10.0mm
DD = 16mm

DP = 20.0mm
DD = 30mm

10mm

330
210
2.97
0.92
0.38

10mm

F in kN
FP in kN
tb in mm
tn in mm
f in mm

306
185
2.97
0.82
0.31

743
623
4.25
2.07
0.41

F in kN
FP in kN
tb in mm
tn in mm
f in mm

730
609
4,25
1,87
0,47

Fig. 4. Verification of simulation and experiment;
S380MC – 6mm in S380MC – 4mm; die diameters DD
= 16/30mm; punch diameters DP = 10/20mm
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3.1 Joint geometry
As already pointed out in chapter 2.2 the geometrical
parameters of clinched connections can be identified in
experimental studies and numerical analysis as well.
The neck thickness tn and the undercut f are the most
important parameters regarding the joint strength
whereas the bottom thickness tb is very important for
non destructive quality control. Based on a joint with
known neck thickness, undercut and bottom thickness it
is possible to draw conclusions from the bottom
thickness to the other two parameters.

using lower load levels. Hitherto investigations show,
that the failure mode has a significant influence on the
fatigue strength.

Fig. 6. Tendencies for joint dimension vs. joint
geometry and force
As shown in Fig. 6 the correlations between the tool
parameters and the joint geometry are sometimes
difficult to describe and seldom linear. Supplemental
the geometry is affected by a lot of other parameters,
shown in Table 1. To get information about the
dimension amount of the influence on the clinch joint
geometry of all these parameters sensitivity studies
have to be done.
3.2 Static and fatigue strenght
Laying-up structures is only possible with known
strength values of the connections. The demand on the
joints geometry is varying depending on the appearing
load: shear tension, pullout or peeling load. For shear
loaded joints the focus is in tendency to maximize the
neck thickness. In contrast for peel loaded joints the
undercut should be as large as possible.
Fig. 7 shows the force-stroke-curve for the three point
(die) dimensions of 16mm, 22mm and 30mm of the
material combination S380 (6mm) in S235 (4mm). The
increasing point dimension has an impact on the joint
strength and also on the required energy to destroy the
joint.

Fig. 8. Joint strength, typical fatigue curve, S380 / S235
6+4mm
Summing up the results of joint geometry and joint
strength following conclusions have to be pointed out:
Input parameters must be adjusted according to
requirements. If small flanges or joining forces are
required, small spot diameters will be selected. If high
strength is required, big tool diameters will be used.
3.3 Distortion
Local radial flow inside a clinch spot is not constant
over the thickness of both plates. Local strain vectors
inside the spot are caused by radial and bending load to
the structure. Global elastic deformation of the
structure is the consequence. Blank holder force
variation can minimize the bending portion of the load.
To quantify the global distortion, which is induced by
this local deformation, a 3.0m x 1.0m framework
structure was assembled by clinching. This framework
and the measured distortion of the structure are shown
in Fig. 9 and 10.

80

load in kN

60
DD = 30 mm:
neck f ract ure
combined w it h
pullout f ract ure

40
DD = 22 mm:
neck f ract ure

20
DD = 16 mm:
neck f ract ure

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

stroke in mm

Fig. 7. Joint strength, typical curves for quasi-static
testing, S380 (6mm) in S235 (4mm); Die diameters
16/22/30mm
An example for fatigue level is shown as showcase in
Fig. 8 for the same material combination and the
middle die dimension of 22 mm. HCF (high cycle
fatigue) is on a high level compared to the quasi-static
strength, about 62%. This is similar to the known level
of thin sheet clinching. As to be seen in Fig. 8, the
failure mode can change according to the load level. In
the pictured case it changes from neck fracture for high
load levels to a fracture in the sheets in / near the joint

Fig. 9. Framework structure; S355MC; thickness
combinations: 6mm + 6mm and 6mm + 4mm;
clinching with a die diameter of 22mm
To quantify the distortion the framework was optical
measured with the GOM TRITOP system. Fig. 10
shows the vector plot of distortion in y-direction
comparing the framework before clinching and after
clinching. The overall distortion in this direction is
5.57mm, whereas the distortion in the other two
directions is nearly zero. Considering the very low
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stiffness in the y-direction and the length of the
assembly of 3.0m this distortion is very low.

Fig. 10. Measured distortion in Y of the steel frame
x: 3.0m; z: 1.0m
4. LIMITS
4.1 Joining equipment / accessibility
Standard equipment in thin sheets are C-frames with
50kN. For clinching thick sheets frames up to 1000kN
are required (compare with the needed forces in Fig. 4).
Next to the task (material thickness and strenght) the
outer point diameter d0 is much above all important for
C-frame-force. With force and throat depth the
dimension of the frame is determined and so
accessability (Fig. 11). Alternatively a single or multi
spot joining operation using a conventional press or
press brake is conceivable. The nessesary access on
both sides with a C-frame is one of the strongest limits.

Fig. 11.

Testing accessibility of a C-Frame on a clinched
construction (source: Eckold GmbH)

4.2 Material restrictions
The preferred joining directions for clinching, thin
sheet as well as thick sheet, are "thick to thin" and
"hard to soft". If thickness or strenght of the plates are
on same level or inverted ratios the joint stregth will be
degrade. One further application limit regarding the
material is elongation at material fracture. When using
brittle or high strenth material a fracture of the neck or
die side cracks may occur during the clinching process.
In this case a process layout focussing low tensile stress
and low deformation level in the sheets is required –
best to design with numerical simulation.
5. CONCLUSION
Clinching of thick sheet with single thickness from
4mm to 10mm is possible with a performance
comparable to the state-of-the-art clinched joints in thin
sheet. The good numerical forecast is the basis for
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further numerical investigation on size effects,
functional relations and sensitivity studies on the
clinching process. However, general statements for tool
and process design are not deliverable yet because of
the complex correlations between the parameters and
the clinching result and because of the changing
boundary conditions for each case of application.
Main advantages are the process safety and a better
ratio in price vs. strength (€ / kN) compared to welding
or bolting, especially when going to mass production.
The high fatigue level and the low structure distortion
are further benefits of clinching in thick sheet
applications. The main disadvantages are the limited
accessibility with C-frames and a restriction to overlap
joints with restricted thickness a limited ratio of the
joined material.
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PRODUCTION OF PARTS REALIZED BY FDM RAPID PROTOTYPING
TECHNOLOGY AND THEIR TESTING
Abstract: Paper presents knowledge about types of test in area of materials properties of selected methods of rapid
prototyping technologies. In today used rapid prototyping technologies for production of models and final parts
materials in initial state as solid, liquid or powder material structure are used. In solid state various forms such as
pellets, wire or laminates. Basic range materials include paper, nylon, wax, resins, metals and ceramics are used. In
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) rapid prototyping technology as basic materials ABS, polyamide,
polycarbonate, polyethylene and polypropylene are mainly used. For advanced FDM applications are used special
materials as silicon nitrate, PZT, aluminium oxide, hydroxypatite and stainless steel.
Key words: rapid prototyping, fused deposition modelling, rapid prototyping materials, materials testing

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid Prototyping (RP) involves creating a realistic
model of a product’s user interface to get prospective
customers involved early in the design of the product.
Using rapid prototyping, you model the look and feel of
the user interface without investing the time and labour
required to write actual code. Then you show the
prototype to prospective customers, revise the
prototype to address their comments, and keep
repeating these two steps. Your goal is to produce a
complete, agreed-upon design of the product’s user
interface before writing a single line of actual code.
When walkthroughs and usability tests show you that
customers are delighted with your prototype user
interface, then programmers can model it when they
code the actual product [1].
Rapid prototyping can be defined as a group of
techniques used to quickly fabricate a scale model of a
physical part or assembly using three-dimensional
computer aided design (CAD) data. Construction of the
part or assembly is usually done using 3D printing
technology. The first techniques for rapid prototyping
became available in the late 1980s and were used to
produce models and prototype parts. Today, they are
used for a much wider range of applications and are
even used to manufacture production-quality parts in
relatively small numbers. Some sculptors use the
technology to produce exhibitions.
There are a multitude of experimental RP methods
either in development or used by small groups of
individuals. This paper will focused on RP techniques
that are currently commercially available, including
Stereolithography
(SLA),
Laminated
Object
Manufacturing (LOM), Selective Laser Melting (SLM)
and Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) techniques.
2. BASIC RAPID PROTOTYPING METHODS
Stereolithography (SLA), also known as optical
fabrication, photo-solidification, solid free-form
fabrication and solid imaging, is an additive

manufacturing 3D printing technology used for
producing models, prototypes and production parts.
The term Stereolithography was coined in 1986 by
Charles W. Hull who patented it as a method and
apparatus for making solid objects by successively
printing thin layers of the ultraviolet curable material
one on top of the other. Hull's patent described a
concentrated beam of ultraviolet light focused onto the
surface of a vat filled with liquid photopolymer. The
light beam draws the object onto the surface of the
liquid layer by layer, and using polymerization or
cross-linking to create a solid, a complex process which
requires automation. In 1986, Hull founded the first
company to generalize and commercialize this
procedure 3D Systems Inc. which is currently based in
Rock Hill Sc. [1].
The Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM)
technique is used to produce low cost polymeric
products (from polyvinyl chloride) that have to meet
certain mechanical properties, especially if they are
used to perform functional tests. The workers of
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval
Architecture of University of Zagreb (Croatia) realised
testing the influence of the position of products in the
machine working area on the mechanical properties of
the product [2].
The test specimens made by LOM procedure was
made of PVC film. The test bodies in LOM procedure
was made on the machine SD 300 Pro, produced by
Solido. SD 300 Pro is a machine which can produce
transparent prototypes of PVC film, has small
dimensions, and is practical for use in offices. Tests
were carried out on specimens made using various
orientations in the working area (Fig. 1):
- Lxy - test specimen laid in xy plane with height in z
direction 4 mm,
- Pxy - test specimen raised in xy plane with height in z
direction 10 mm,
- Pz - test specimen raised in z-axis with height 75 mm
and 80 mm depending on whether the specimen is for
tension or bending tests.
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Fig. 1. Orientation of layers in test specimen produced
by LOM [2]
LOM procedure provides low surface roughness
parameters in all three orientations. However, the
lowest are in Lxy orientation which is only logical
since the final layer is pure PVC film, independent of
the construction (lamination) method. In test specimens
Pxy and Pz, Ra is 95 times greater (Ra = 3 μm) than in
Lxy orientation. The specimens of Lxy orientation have
the highest strain, even up to an average of εp = 207 %,
whereas the test specimens of Pz orientation have only
εp = 24 %, which is 8.5 times lower value. However, it
is interesting to note that the highest strength is not the
feature of the test specimens of Lxy orientation, but the
test specimens of Pxy orientation. Orientation affects
also the fracture surface and in test specimens Pxy the
surface is toothed, i.e. delamination of layers has
occurred, whereas in Lxy and Pz the surface is flat.
Such fracture in Pxy orientation occurs because the
stresses are applied along each layer, and in Pz
orientation the fracture occurs perpendicularly to the
applied test force, and this is at the same time the layer
lamination. The tests carried out at LOM test specimen
lead to the conclusion that Pxy orientation features
optimal properties. Possibly, in case of minimal
roughness requirement and higher yield stress, Lxy
orientation should be selected. The price and the
manufacturing speed also depend on the orientation and
chamber filling, so that the orientations in z-axis
direction should be avoided as much as possible [2].
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is the digitally
driven process if direct from sliced 3D CAD data in
layer thicknesses ranging from 20 to 100 μm products
are realized. The process then builds the part by
distributing an even layer of metallic powder using a
recoater, then fusing each layer in turn under a tightly
controlled inert atmosphere. Once complete, the part is
removed from the powder bed and undergoes heat
treatment and finishing. For the SML components were
realized on the TU of Cluj-Napoca (Romania) tests
with application of different SML machine parameters.
SLM is a complex thermo-physical process which
depends on a lot of: material, laser, scan and
environmental parameters. For two selected materials, a
parameter study has been performed to optimize the
process regarding part density, since porosity has a
harmful effect on the mechanical properties of the part.
Four main process parameters were selected for
experiment: laser power, layer thickness, scan speed
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and hatching space. These factors determine the energy
supplied by the laser beam to a volumetric unit of
powder material, defined as energy density, an
experimental quantity which has large influence on part
density. After choosing the types of supports used for
parts to be processed the next step is to see what
material file is assigned for the future manufacturing
component. Were two types of material used for
manufacturing in the test, one is Ti6A17Nb and the
other is stainless steel 316L. For the first material the
optimal laser power could range from 50 to 200 W and
the optimal power for stainless steel 316L is above 160
W. If the power applied on the powder bed is less than
100 W the components are not so strongly melted. The
best power chosen to be applied to the next
components, samples or final components is 160 W, the
best parameters between the good melting, process
stability and final components with good results. One
of the machine parameters who can be changed is the
speed of scanning witch has the following calculating
relationship applied on selective laser melting machine
SLM 250 Realizer. The scanning speed was tested on
samples to see if the standard scan speed of 400 mm/s
is the best speed to melt the stainless steel powder or
could be another one. To see that, different scanning
speeds were attributed to the samples. The samples
with higher scanning speed were not fully melted. The
big value of scanning speed parameters is not optimal
one because the powder layer is not strongly and fully
melted [3].
Stratasys Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) is a
typical RP process that can fabricate prototypes from
ABS plastic. Researchers of Gyeongsang National
University Jinju (Korea) and University of California,
Berkeley (USA) realized selected tests the properties of
parts fabricated by the FDM [4]. Using a Design of
Experiment (DOE) approach, the process parameters of
FDM, such as raster orientation, air gap, bead width,
colour, and model temperature were examined. The
FDM machine possesses a second nozzle that extrudes
support material and builds support for any structure
that has an overhang angle of less than 45° from
horizontal as a default. If the angle is less than 45°,
more than one-half of one bead is overhanging the
contour below it, and therefore is likely to fall.
Experiments were performed in which the effect of
several process parameters on the mechanical
behaviour of FDM parts was examined.
Fig. 2 shows magnified views of the fractured surfaces
of the specimens. The Axial ([0°]12) specimens showed
tensile failure of individual fibers resulting in the
highest tensile strength among the FDM specimens.
This strength was lower than that of the injection
moulded ABS partially because the gaps between fibers
reduced the effective cross sectional area. The
transverse ([90°]12) specimens resulted in the lowest
tensile strength because the tensile loads were taken
only by the bonding between fibers, and not the fibers
themselves. The cross specimen ([0°/90°]6) consisted of
a layer of fibers oriented in the 0° direction, followed
by a layer in the 90° direction. The resulting failure
load for this pattern, as might be expected, fell between
the [0°]12 and [90°]12 specimens. The Criss-cross

([45°/-45°]6) specimen showed shear failure along the
45° line in the macroscopic view but the microscopic
view revealed the repeated failures of individual fibers
by shearing and tension [4].

Fig. 3. Model of the part in CATIA system
Fig. 2. Fracture surfaces of [0°]12 and [45°/-45°]6
specimen [4]
3. DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF THE PART
BY FDM METHOD
In rapid prototyping techniques you create the
realistic model of a product’s user interface and you
provide the look and feel of the user interface to get
prospective customers involved early in the design of
the product. Prototype is then shown to these customers
and revised to address their comments. Final goal is to
produce a complete, agreed-upon design of the
product’s user interface before writing a single line of
actual code. After the tests that shows you that
customers are delighted with your prototype user
interface, programmers can model it when they code
the actual product.
To prototype successfully, first select an appropriate
rapid prototyping tool. There are hundreds of rapid
prototyping tools available. They range from simple
graphics packages that allow you to draw screens to
complex systems that allow you to create animation.
Each tool is better for some functions than for others.
There is no perfect rapid prototyping tool. Identify your
prototyping needs, then find the tool that most closely
meets those needs. You can learn about different
prototyping tools by consulting computer magazines,
technical reports, and books that describe prototyping
tools. Although several rapid prototyping techniques
exist, all employ the same basic five-step process. The
steps are [5]:
1. Creation of CAD models of the product parts.
2. Conversion of CAD models into STL formats.
3. Using of STL files in Rapid Prototyping devices.
4. Production of the parts by one layer atop another.
5. Cleaning of parts and assembly of the product.
Model of selected part was created and
subsequently modified in CAD/CAM/CAE system
CATIA V5 R19. Transfer of models between CATIA
nd another CA systems was implemented using the
exchange format IGES where they were treated. On
Fig. 3 is example of CAD model of parts in CATIA.

On the Department of Manufacturing Technologies
there is FDM UPrint 3D printer from Dimension
available (Fig. 4). It is a small 3D printer with 635 x
660 x 787 mm dimensions suitable for office
environment which uses the printing principle of Fused
Deposition Modeling. Maximum dimensions of printed
prototype are 203 x 152 x 152 mm. This printer prints
only one layer of constant thickness 0.254 mm which is
as the accuracy of the print in the Z axis very
acceptable. This printer used as building material
thermoplastic ABCplus Ivory which comes in
standardized packages as fiber with a diameter of 1.6
mm rolled onto a reel. Each spool contains 500 cubic
centimeters of material. The support material used is
resin Soluble SR-P400 which comes in the same
package as a building material. After printing the
prototype it is necessary to clean the prototype of the
auxiliary material [6].

Fig. 4. 3D FDM printer UPrint from Dimension
For this Fused Deposition Modelling printer can be
used Catalyst program which serves to complete
printing settings such as disposition of components on
working desktop or set-saving modes where savings
can be achieved by building and supporting material to
40% depending on the shape and parts at the expense of
strength of the prototype. Catalyst is application for
communication with 3D printers. In a first step are
generated STL data in the CAD system that can be
loaded to the Catalyst program for layered rendering of
the model (Fig. 5).
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not suit all users. Among the biggest weakness there is
fixed thickness of the layer that can not be changed
using this printer. Great layer thickness causes
uncertainty in the Z axis and also affects the surface,
which can be in some types of prototypes quite
important, especially when it comes to functional area
components.
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Fig. 5. Layered model of the part in Catalyst software
After starting of print cycle the system warms up
printing jet and whole work area for working
temperature. This lasts about 15 minutes, during which
the nozzle and purifying device are calibrated.
Followed by the print itself, the nozzle is moving over
X - Y pad and working in the Z axis. After printing it is
necessary to separate the support material from the
building one. In the semi-simple components the
support material can be separated without any
problems, as because of reducing temperature it is
particularly fragile. On Fig. 6 is view of workplace of
3D FDM printer UPrint with printed part [7].
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Fig. 6. Printed prototype of 3D part by FDM method
4. CONCLUSION
Printing method Fused Deposition Modeling is one
of the cheapest methods on market, whether it is the
price of equipment or material used. Speed of devices
that are used for this method and accuracy of the print
is surprising but it also has some weaknesses that may
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INFLUENCE OF PROCESS PARAMETERS ON LOAD REQUIRAMENT IN ORBITAL
FORGING OPERATIONS
Abstract: One of the relatively new bulk metal forming process, which in some cases offers significant advantages
when compared to other alternative technologies, is orbital forging. It’s application is specially advantageous when
flat parts with large diameter to height ratio have to be manufactured. However, this process is very time consuming
and thus not applicable for mass production.
The main characteristic of orbital forging is swinging movement of the upper die around vertical axis. This results
in forging load being applied only on a small portion of the total contact area between the die and the workpiece. As
a consequence of such die – workpiece constellation, forming load in orbital forging is significantly lower than in
conventional operations.
Current paper presents investigation related to the load requirement as a function of main process parameters, such
as billet dimensions, inclination angle, and logarithmic deformation. In the investigation numerical and analytical
methods were applied.
Key words: Orbital forging, forming load, process parameters

1. INTRODUCTION
Forging is a metal forming operation which enables
manufacturing of workpieces of different shapes, sizes
and materials in very effective way. It is one of the
oldest metal forming operations known, dating back to
5000 B.C. [1]. It can be performed at room temperature
or at elevated temperatures (cold, warm and hot
forging).
Beside “classical” hot close – die forging with flash,
which is most elaborated and most applied variant of
forging, there exist some other advanced types of
forging technology.
In close – die forging without flash workpiece is
completely surrounded by the dies, there is no excess
material. This forging operation requires equal volume
of starting billet and the finishing die. If this conditions
is not fulfilled, not complete die filling or die damage
are likely to occur [2], [3].
Isothermal forging is characterized by the die
heating to the same temperature as the hot billet before
forging operation. In this way the low flow stress of
billet material is kept during forming operation and
high quality forgings can be manufactured with lower
load. Process is industrially applied for production of
high quality workpieces made of expensive materials
[3].
Warm forging uses advantages of the both hot and
cold forging. In case of steel, forging temperature is
between 450º - 900º, depending on steel type and
required workpiece properties. Because of lower
temperature then in hot forging higher accuracy of
forgings can be achieved and due to higher temperature
than in cold forging lower force is required [3].
In high precision forging process made components
are ready to be assembled, without any subsequent
machining operation. In order to achieve this, a number

of pre – conditions have to be fulfilled: high quality die
cavity, no draft angle (or very small one), narrower
tolerances,
accurate
control
of
temperature
development during forging etc. [4].
Incremental forging is characterized by only partial
contact between the die and workpiece. Whole forging
operation is completed in a several numbers of
increments. Typical example of incremental forging is
orbital or rotary forging.
2. ORBITAL (ROTARY) FORGING
In order to reduce forming load and to increase
workability of applied materials a number of
incremental processes have been developed and
successfully implemented in industrial practice.

Fig. 1. Kinematics of orbital forging
Typical example is orbital (rotary) forging. In this
forging variant billet is placed at the fixed lower die
and is subjected to the action of upper die which moves
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towards the billet. In the same time upper die swings
around an axis which is slightly tilted with respect to
the axis of the lower die (Fig. 1). In this way forging
load is applied to only a portion of the total workpiece
area. Consequently, load is only a portion of that in
conventional forging.
It should be noted that in further development of
this process different sub – types of upper and lower
die movement have been realized, as it is shown in the
Table1.

this processes flat products with high diameter to
thickness ratio are most easily and most successfully
orbital forged (Fig. 2).

a)
Upper die
- rotation ψ
- translational z
Lower die
- rotational ψ

Fig. 2. Parts obtained by orbital forging

Workpiece
- rotational with lower
die ψ
b)

Upper die
- rotational ψ
- orbital (rocking) ϕ
- translational z
Lower die
- stationed
Workpiece
- stationed

c)
Upper die
- orbital (rocking) ϕ
Lower die
- translational z
Workpiece
- stationed

Table 1 – Types of upper and lower die movement
Because of lower forging load which occurs in
orbital forging, friction and wear of the dies are also
considerably lower. This results in higher quality and
accuracy of the forged components. Also, formability
of the billet material is increased which means that
materials with lower formability potential can be also
successfully forged by orbital forging.
Basically, any ferrous and non - ferrous material
can be orbital forged, in cold or warm conditions (650º
- 800º for steel).
Great variety or workpiece geometries can be
manufactured by orbital forging but due to the nature of
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Fig. 3. Ejected gear after orbital forging
In Fig. 3 typical orbitally forged component (gear)
is shown after being ejected from the die.
Main disadvantages of this process are relatively
long cycle time (10 – 15 sec. in average, depending on
workpiece geometry) and complicated design of the
forging machine, which is caused by large lateral
(tangential) forces which occur during the forging
process [5, 6].
Orbital forging has been subject of numerous
investigations. Analysis of technical areas where
successful orbital forging can be implemented is given
in [5]. Machine design for concept product forms is
suggested. Compaction of powder by orbital forging is
elaborated in [6]. Influence of main process parameter
on final compact density is revealed. FE prediction and
experimental data are in good agreement. In [7] main
economical features of orbital forging are analyzed.
Comparison of classical and orbital forging of cross
joint component shows that orbital forging load is
significantly lower that the load in “classical” forging.
Current paper elaborates a process of orbital forging
of steel cylindrical billet. Influence of different relevant
parameters on forging load has been investigated by
numerical analysis.
3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF ORBITAL
FORGING OF CYLINDRICAL BILLETS
Simulation of rotary forging of steel C45E billets

was conducted by Finite Element method program
package SimufactForming v10. This FE software has
specific module that enables orbital movement
simulation of the tool. Material C45E used in
simulation is defined through flow curve:

  289,671  668,779 0,3184

Terta. Dies are set as rigid bodies.

(1)

which is obtained in Rastegajev test [8]
3.1 Influence of initial billet
In Fig. 4 influence of initial billet geometry on load
obtained by numerical analysis is given in load time
diagram. Three different initial billet geometries with
the same volume are orbitally forged to the final height
of 10mm and final diameter of 52mm. Coefficient of
friction was µ=0.12 and inclination angle of the upper
die axis was γ=1.25º.

Fig. 6. Beginning and end of the process of rotary
forging
Upper die performed rotary movement with 250
rotations/min. Lower die moved vertically with the
velocity of 1mm/s.

Fig. 7. Contact surface on billet in the end of forming
process
Fig. 4. Load – time diagram for three different billet
geometry
Figure 5 shows load – stroke relationship.

Fig. 5. Load – stroke diagram for three different billet
geometry
Diagrams in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 clearly indicate that
billets with lower “D0/H0” ratio require higher load in
orbital forging.
3.2 Influence of inclination angle
Impact of inclination angle of upper die on forging
load has been determined by analyzing the initial billet
with the geometry ϕ 30x30 which was then forged to
the final height of 10mm. Configuration at the
beginning and at the end of the numerical analysis is
shown in figure 6. Billet was divided on 3926 elements
(Fig. 6) type Tetraheder (157), mesher was slMes

Three different inclination angles are analyzed
(γ=1.25º, γ=2º, γ=3º). In Fig. 7 contact surface of the
die and billet at the end of the process for rotary
forging with inclination angle of γ=1.25 º is presented.
Contact surface between upper die and billet is
approximately one eight of the billet cross section area.

Fig. 8. Load–time diagram
Influence of inclination angle on forming load,
obtained by FE – numerical analysis, is given in Fig. 8.
As it can be seen, load – time curve exhibits relatively
gradual increase till the final stage of the process when
steep rise can be observed. After reaching maximal
value, load decreases. This is so called calibration
phase of the process when no vertical movement of the
lower die takes place as it is illustrated in load – stroke
and load – deformation diagram (Fig. 9).
The highest values of the forging load occur in the
case when inclination angle is γ=1.25º. In this case
maximal load reaches 780 kN. Minimal load (500 kN)
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takes place in case when γ=3º.

press which is one of the main drawback of orbital
forging. Therefore, in every specific case optimal angle
has to be set up.
In further work on current subject experimental
investigation are planned which would verify numerical
and analytical results.
5. REFERENCES

Fig. 9. Load–stroke and load–deformation φ diagram
In Fig. 10. load for orbital forging is compared with
load needed for “classical” forging, obtained
numerically and analytically by the expression (2).

F   A(1 

 D
3 H

)

(2)

As it can be seen, load which occurs in orbital
forging is significantly lower (in all three cases of
inclination angle) than load occurring in “classical”
forging.
Difference between analytical and numerical
solution for classical forging (γ=0º) is negligible.

Fig. 10. Load – time diagram, µ=0.12
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Orbital forging is a typical incremental metal
forming operation which enables manufacturing of
great variety of components, especially those with large
diameter to height ratio. In this paper influence of some
of the relevant process parameters on the forging load
is elaborated by numerical analysis (FE).
It has been concluded that both, billet geometry and
inclination angle have significant influence on forging
load. The greater inclination angle “γ” the smaller
maximal forging load and vice versa.
In case when “γ” is 3º, maximal load is 500 kN
whereas by γ=1.25º this load is 780 kN. However,
lower load at greater inclination angle does not mean
that, in every practical greater “γ” should be chosen.
Greater “γ” implies higher lateral loading of the die and
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INVESTIGATION THE INFLUENCE OF ELASTIC MEDIA ON THE BUCKLING
NANOPLATE APPLYING NONLOCAL ELASTICITY THEORY
Abstract: The work has, through the application of the nonlocal theory of elasticity, examined the influence of the
stifness of the elastic media on the critical force of buckling of the single layer nanoplates. The observed nanoplates
are simply supported and the critical force is produces through the application of Navier's method. The results are
obrained for different values of the nonlocal parameter, different lenghts and different values of the Winkler's
coefficient of stifness.
Keywords: Nanoplates, Buckling, Nonlocal elasticity, Elastic medium
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of nanotubes, nanostructure
elements attract great attention from scientists, because
of their extraordinary mechanical, chemical and
electrical features in comparison with conventional
structure materials. In the last few years nanostructure
elements nanobeams, nanomembranes and nanoplates
are
very often
used
as
components
in
nanoelectromechanical devices. Because of its
extraordinary mechanical and electrical features these
nanoelements have perspective of diversified
application in nanotechnology industry, including
storage and energy conversion, sensors of deformation,
mass and pressure, solar cells. In the following years it
is expected their ever – increasing application in space
crafts, biomedicine, bioelectronics, high – speed
microelectronics, etc. Basic shortcoming of nanoplates
or graphene sheets application can be found in their
still difficult production. Having regards that majority
of the potential application of nanoplates depends its
mechanical behavior, mechanical analysis of
nanoplates is of primary interest in the following
period. Nanolevel experimental researches are very
difficult, and molecular dynamics simulations are very
expensive. Because of that, theoretical analysis of
nanostructures has been given prominence and the
application of nanotechnology has been based on that.
There are three theoretical approaches in the analysis of
mechanical behavior of nanostructures. Those are
atomistic, hybrid atomistic – continuous and third
continuous based on continuum mechanics. The first
two, atomistic and hybrid atomistic – continuous are
difficult for calculations and cannot be applied to larger
nanostructures. Because of that, continuum mechanics
are more applied in the analysis of flexing, stability and
vibrations of nanostructures. It has been confirmed that
the results acquired through nanostructure analysis with
application of continuum mechanics is in good
concordance with atomistic and hybrid approach.
Continuous modeling of nanostructures has in previous
years attracted siginificant attention from the scientists.
However, it is necessary to upgrade the classical
continuum mechanics for calculating small length
effect, which occurs on nanolevel. The results from

experimental and atomistic simulation indicate
significant influence of length effect on mechanical
features of nanostructure when its dimensions are
sufficiently small. Ignoring the small length effect and
atomistic forces of mechanical analysis of
nanostructures can lead to significant errors in
solutions, and thus to wrong design of nanodevice.
When the length of nanoplate or nanobeam is
sufficiently reduced, the influence of inter – atomic and
inter – molecular forces cannot be neglected and has a
significant influence on both static and dynamic
behavior. Classical continuum mechanic with its
equations cannot take into consideration the influence
from the length effect on mechanical behavior of
nanostructure. In order to overcome this shortcoming,
Eringen [1] has developed nonlocal theory of
continuum which can be integrated into equations of
classical continuum mechanics, by which precise
anticipation of mechanical behavior of nanostructure
can be determined. Eringen's nonlocal theory is based
on presumption that pressure force in every material
point depends on the deformity field of every point of
continuos body. Interatomic forces and size of atom are
directly inserted into constitutive equations, as well as
parameters of the features of materials. By recognizing
the importance of the nonlocal theory of elasticity in
the analysis of structures of small length in the last few
years, a large number of resarch papers has been
published in which the static and dynamic and analysis
of stability of nanobeams, nanorod, circular nanoplate,
nanorings and nanotubes. However, in comparison with
one – dimensional nanostructures (nanobeams and
nanosticks), very small number of papers is dealing
with the analysis of mechanical behavior of nonlocal
nanoplates (graphene sheets). Nanoplates such as
graphene will certainly have a significant role in
making projects for future genrations of nanoelectric
devices. Single-layer sheets of graphene consist of sting
of carbon atoms which are, through covalent bonds,
connected into a grid. When pressure is applied to
plane, it has tendency towards buckling. Understanding
the behavior of nanoplates when it comes to buckling is
significant from the aspect of their correct
dimensioning. For proper handling od graphene sheets
in nanoelectromechanic devices, analysis of stability
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under the effect of pressure must be conducted.
Although buckling of nanoplate is the important part in
proper designing of nanodevices from this
problematics, a very small number of research papers
were published. The problems of nanoplates buckling
were considered in [2],[3],[4], [5],[6]. In the majority
of works the elastic medium upon which single layer
nanoplates rests, is modeled as a base of Winkler type
base which is aproximated with a serie of narrowly
located and mutualy independent elastic springs.
Influence of the elastic medium on the behavior of
nanoplate is taken in consderation in regards toward the
stifness of the springs. More realistic and accurate way
of modeling the elastic medium can be acieved if the
influence of the base on nanoplate is represented via
two parameters. This type of modeling the base is
called the Pasternak model type for modeling elastic
medium. The first parameter in the Pasternak model
represents normal presure, while the second parameter
takes into consideration the influence of sheer stress
between the elastic medium and nanoplates. The
Pasternak models more physically realistic, taking into
consideration the influence of elastic medium on the
behavior of nanostructure and for that purpose it is
applied in this work.

According to Eringen, nonlocal constitutive behavior of
Hookean solid is described in the following constitutive
differential equation:
2
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e0 a is nonlocal
parameter which represents small length effects, a is an
internal characteristic of length and e0a the constant.
The choice of the length coefficient e0a, which has
dimensions of lenght is the most important step upon
which depends the validity of nonlocal model. This
coefficient is determined based on adequate dispersion
curve which is created based on the atomistic model.
Based on conservative assessment, length coefficient
has value of e0a<2nm for carbon nanotubes. Hooke's
law which provides connection between the stress and
deformation for orthotropic material, in nonlocal form
has the following form:
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The displacements of an arbitrary point of the
nanoplate in relation to diplacements of middle surface
is derived from the following expression:
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By using the principle of virtual diplacements the
following differential equilibrium equations are
provided:
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where k w and kG are Winkler’s stifness coefficients
and sheer layer of elastic media. N xx , N yy and N xy are
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the resulting forces which take effect in the surface of
the plane, while M xx , M yy and M xy are the resulting
moment of bending and they can be obtained from the
following expressions:
N xx , N yy , N xy , M xx , M yy , M xy

xy

xx ,

12 21 )

xy ,

xx z ,

yy z ,

xy z

dz

By using the equations (5a-c), (2) and (7) a link can be
established between the resulting moments and the
displacement.
2

M xx

2

M yy

2

M xx

D11

M yy

D22

normal and sheer

are normal and sheer

yy ,

h
2

(2)

deformation. E1 i E2 are Young’s modul in directions
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Fig. 1. Single layered nanoplate embedded on the
elastic medium

h
2

(3a-c)
NL
xx

and length L y as it is represented on the Fig. 1.

(4a-c)
uz w( x, y, t )
Deformations are given in the following expressions

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

1

1 and 2. G12 is a sheer module and 12 I 21 are
Poisson’s coefficients.
We will observe nanoplate of length Lx in x direction

w

x

2

2

w

y

2

2

D12

w

y2
2

D12

w

x2

2

w
(8a-c)
x y
Where D11 , D22 , D66 and D12 express bending
stifness of the nanoplate and are defined in the
following expressions:
E1h3
E2 h3
D11
D22
12(1 12 21 )
12(1 12 21 )
G12 h3
(9)
12
12(1 12 21 )
Finally, by using equations (6) and (8a-c) we receive
the main differential equation of equilibrium
2
4
4
4
w
w
w
w
D11 4 2( D12 2D66 ) 2 2 D22 4 + N xx 2
x
x
x y
y
3
12 E2 h

D12

2

N yy

kw w kG

y2
2

x N xx

2

w

x

D66

2

w

N yy

2

x2

w

y

2

w

2

w

2

(10)

y2
2

kw w kG

2

w

x

2

w

y

1

0.9

In this work we will observe the nanoplate which is
placed on the simple suported on all four sides. That
means that the values of the vertical displacement and
the moments of bending on those edges is equal to
zero. It can be mathematically formulated in the
following way:
2

D11

w

x
2

w 0,

D12

2

D12

2

w

y

w

0, x

0, Lx

m 1n 1

e0a=0nm

0.6

e0a=1nm
e0a=1.5nm

0.5

e0a=2nm
10

w

(12)

where m and n are numbers of halfe wave.
If equation (12) is inserted into equation (10) we will
receive the values of nondimensional critical buckling
load
D1 R 2

2

2

D2 R 4

4

1

N cr
4

Lx

2

k 1 R2

2

Lx

R2

2

2

2

kR 4

4

2

KW
2
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45

50
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1
0.95
0.9

KW =400,KG=20, R=1, k=1
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0.7

e0a=0nm

0.65

e0a=1nm
e0a=1.5nm

0.6

e0a=2nm

0.55
5

4

15

Fig.2. Change in the load ratio with length for different
values of the nonlocal parameter

m
n
x sin
y
Lx
Ly

Wmn sin

KW =100,KG=10, R=1, k=1

0.7

Lx(nm)

(11)
0, x 0, Ly
x
y2
The equation (10) with counturing conditions (11) can
be solved with Navier's method ancipiting the solution
in the following form:

w

D22

2

0.8

5

2

2

In this work we examined the orthotropic nanoplate
with the following mechanical features:
E1=1765GPa, E2=1588GPa,
i
12 =0.3,
21 =0.27
h=0.34nm
where h is the thickness of nanoplate
For better interpretation of the behavior of nanoplates,
new measurement unit is introduced which we call load
ratio and it is marked with LR
NCRN
LR
NCRL
NCRN is the critical force of buckling in accordance to
nonlocal theory, and NCRL is the critical force of
buckling in accordance to local theory.
Based on the analytical solution (13) the following
figure
display
the
results
fom
the
research

0

2

3. THE SOULUTION

w 0,

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Fig.3 Change in the load ratio with tlength for different
values of the nonlocal parameter
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D11
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Fig.4. Change in the load ratio with Winkler's
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coefficient of stifness for different values of the
nonlocal parameter
Nondimensional Buckling Load
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Fig.5. Change in Nondimensional Buckling Load with
apect ratio for different values Winkler's coefficient
according to the local theory

according to which the load ratio is equal to one is also
decreased. With the incraesing of value of the nonlocal
parameter the load ratio is reducing and the most
unfavorabale case is when that values is 2 nm. Wtih the
increase in values of the nonlocal parameter, small
length effect is also increased to the value of the
critical force of buckling. Difference in the application
of nonlocal and local theory can be clearly seen on the
Fig.1,2 and 3. With the increase of the R value, the
length Ly is decreasing and then the small length effect
comes to prominence. That can be clearly seen if we
compar the results presented on Fig.6. and Fig.7. when
the length is reduced from 20 nm to 10 nm. Winkler's
coefficient of stifness also significantly influences the
plates behavior. On Fig. 7. we can ser values of
KW=500. With the increase of values in R the value of
the critical force stops to increase and the trend
continues with the further increase in the values of KW.

70

Nondimensional Buckling Load

4. CONCLUSION
60

Small length effect related to nanoplates,
conjugated with the stifness of elastic media and the
value of critical force in accordance with nonlocal
theory, dependes on the values of Winkler's coefficient
and the length of nanoplate. With the change of length
under the same values of stifness resultes in significant
change in the values of critical force.

e0a=2nm, Lx=20nm
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5. REFRENCES
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Fig.6. Change in Nondimensional Buckling Load with
apect ratio for different values Winkler's coefficient
according to the nonlocal theory
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Fig.7. Change in Nondimensional Buckling Load with
apect ratio for different values Winkler's coefficient
according to the non local theory
Based on Fig. 1. and Fig.2. it can be deduced that in
the process of using small lengths of nanoplates we
have a big deviation in the value of critical force when
we apply nonlocal theory. The deviation is reduced
with the increase of the length of nanoplate, and with
the length 45 nm the deviation is very small. With the
increase in value of the Winkler's coefficient of
stifness, the relation between the load ratio between the
local and nonlocal theory is decreasing, which can be
clearly seen on the Fig.3, and the value of the length
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THE DUCTILE TO BRITTLE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE OF
UNALLOYED ADI MATERIAL
Abstract: In material selection, especially in low temperature conditions, one of very important factors it is a ductile
to brittle transition temperature, i.e. the temperature when material becomes too brittle to use. In this paper
transition temperature determined by impact energy in temperature interval from –196 to +100°C of unalloyed
austempered ductile iron with different microstructures have been studied. It was found that transition temperature
is influenced by amount of retained austenite, as well as ausferrite morphology. The lowest transition temperature
was obtained for ADI material austempered at 350°C for 1 hour, which possesses the most favorable combination of
retained austenite volume fraction accompanied with fine acicular appearance of ausferrite. If amount of retained
austenite is lower (in case of austempering at 300°C for 1 hour) or morphology is too coarse (after austempering at
400°C for 1 hour) than ductile to brittle transition temperature shifts to higher temperatures.
Key words: ADI material, transition temperature, microstructure, fracture mode

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been great interest in the
processing and developing of austempered ductile irons
(ADI). The ADI materials possess a unique
microstructure of ausferrite, produced by the heat
treatment (austempering) of ductile irons. The
ausferrite is a mixture of ausferritic ferrite and carbon
enriched retained austenite [1, 2]. Due to this unique
microstructure, the ADI materials have remarkable
combination of high strength, ductility and toughness
together with good wear, fatigue resistance and
machinability [3]. Consequently, ADI materials are
used increasingly in many wear resistant and tough
engineering components in different sectors including
automotive, trucks, construction, earthmoving,
agricultural, railway and military [3].
During the austempering, the ADI undergoes a two
stage transformation process [1-3]. In the first stage, the
austenite ( ) transforms into mixture of ausferritic
ferrite ( ) and carbon enriched retained austenite ( HC),
a product named - ausferrite. If the casting is held at the
austempering temperature too long, then the carbon
enriched retained austenite ( HC) further decomposes
into ferrite ( ) and carbides [1]. The occurrence of
carbides in the microstructure makes the material brittle
and therefore, that reaction should be avoided. Hence,
the optimum mechanical properties of ADI material
can be achieved upon completion of the first reaction,
but before the second reaction starts, i.e. inside
processing window.
The austempered ductile iron (ADI) materials are
widely used for large parts of machinery that work in
all weather conditions. In view of that, it is of a great
importance to know the behavior of ADI at low
temperatures [4, 5]. One very important criterion for
materials selection, especially in low temperature
applications, is the ductile to brittle transition
temperature.

For that reason, in this paper ductile to brittle
transition temperature of unalloyed austempered ductile
iron have been studied.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The unalloyed ductile iron has been examined in
as-cast and austempered condition. The chemical
composition (in mas. %) of as-cast material was:
3.53%C, 2.53%Si, 0.347%Mn, 0.045%Cu, 0.069%Ni,
0.055%Cr, 0.031%Mg, 0.018%P and 0.042%S.
The ductile iron has been produced in commercial
foundry and cast into the standard 25.4 mm (1 inch)
Y-block sand molds. The samples for mechanical
testing were machined from the lower parts of Y blocks
in order to avoid any segregation or porosity. After
machining, the samples have been heat treated to
produce an ADI material. The samples were
austenitized at 900°C for 2 hours in protective
atmosphere of argon and then rapidly quench in salt
bath at an austempering temperature of 300, 350 or
400°C. The austempering time was 1 hours in all cases.
Austempering temperature and time were chosen upon
literature and previous experiments [1, 4] in order to
achieve different microstructure morphologies with
different content of retained austenite.
To define transition temperature curves, Charpy
impact test was performed in interval from –196 to
+100°C. The impact energy was measured on
unnotched Charpy specimens (10×10×55 mm) using a
instrumented Charpy impact machine „RPSW/A“,
Schenck-Treble with a maximum energy capacity of
300 J. The testing procedure was according to
EN 10045. At least three specimens for each
temperature were tested. In case of testing at -196,
-100, -60 and -40 the specimens were cooled in a bath
containing mixture of ethyl alcohol and liquid nitrogen
for 10 minutes. For tests at -20, 0 and +100 an
environmental chamber was used to cold or heat the
specimens for 30 minutes. After the specimens have
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reached the required temperature, they were quickly
fractured within 5 seconds time interval. According to
standard EN 10045 the 5 seconds time interval is
acceptable for the duration of the test and no significant
temperature loss can be expected [5].
Besides the determination of impact energies at
different temperatures, other mechanical properties,
namely, tensile properties (EN 10002) and Vickers
hardness (ISO 6507) have been determined at room
temperature.
Conventional metallographic preparation technique
(mechanical grinding and polishing followed by
etching with nital) was applied prior to light
microscopy (LM) examinations of samples cut from
Charpy specimens. For microstructural characterization, a “Leitz-Orthoplan” metallographic microscope
was used. The volume fraction of retained austenite in

a)

ADI material was determined by x-ray diffraction
technique using “Siemens D-500” diffractometer with
nickel filtered Cu K radiation.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Microstructure
The light micrographs of the ductile iron
microstructure (polished and etched surface) are given
in Fig. 1. The spheroidisation of graphite in all
specimens was more than 90%, with average graphite
volume fraction of 10.9%, nodule size of 25 to 30 m
and nodule count of 150 to 200 per mm2, Fig. 1a. The
as-cast microstructure of ductile iron was mainly
ferritic with up to 10% of pearlite, Fig. 1b.

b)

Fig. 1. Microstructure of as-cast ductile iron material: a) polished; b) etched
The influence of austempering temperature on
microstructure morphology of unalloyed ADI material
is shown in Fig. 2. The microstructure of all samples is
fully ausferritic consisting of mixture of ausferritic
ferrite and carbon enriched retained austenite.
However, increasing the transformation temperature
from 300 to 400°C changes the ausferritic morphology,
from needle-like (Fig. 2a) to more plate-like (Fig. 2c).
At lower temperatures, undercooling is larger leading
to a slow diffusion rate of carbon [6]. Consequently,

a)

nucleation of ausferritic ferrite plates is favorable,
while their growth is delayed. In these conditions, the
resultant microstructure is consisted of fine but dense
ausferritic ferrite plates of acicular morphology [6, 7].
At higher austempering temperatures the carbon
diffusion rate is higher and faster, promoting growth of
ausferritic ferrite plates, which will be larger and coarse
in nature [7]. These microstructure differences at lower
and higher austempering temperatures are clearly
visible in Fig. 2a to 2c.

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Microstructure of unalloyed ADI material austempered for 1 hour at:
a) 300°C; b) 350°C; c) 400°C
The volume fraction of retained austenite (V ) for
ADI material is given in Table 1. With the increase of
austempering temperature, the value of retained
austenite increases, also. At higher austempering
temperature the diffusion of carbon is increased,
growth of ausferritic ferrite plates is more favorable
than nucleation and the resulting microstructure is
coarse and more plate-like [7]. In these conditions, the
higher volume of austenite can be enriched with carbon
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and stabilized, resulting in overall increase of retained
austenite volume fraction (V ).
Austempering
temperature/time

300°C/1h

350°C/1h

400°C/1h

Volume of retained
austenite, V (%)

16%

24.9%

31.4%

Table 1. Volume fraction of retained austenite, V (%)

contributed to change of microstructure from
ferritic/pearlitic of as-cast ductile irons to ausferritic in
ADI materials. The increase of ductility at higher
austempering temperatures is correlated to increase of
retained volume fraction [2, 3, 8].

3.2 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of materials used, tested
at room temperature are given in Table 2. It can be seen
that the mechanical properties of ADIs after
austempering are significantly increased. This is
Proof strength,
Rp0,2% [MPa]

Material

Tensile strength,
Rm [MPa]

Elongation,
A5 [%]

Impact energy,
KO [J]

Hardness
HV30

As-cast

326

473

22.2

118.69

164

ADI-300°C/1h

1395

1513

3.8

64.64

460

ADI-350°C/1h

1071

1221

8.2

108.34

355

ADI-400°C/1h

759

1032

13.1

139.80

296

Table 2. Mechanical properties at room temperature
3.3 Transition temperature
The results of the Charpy impact testing in
temperature interval from –196 to +100 C are given
graphically in Fig. 3. It can be seen, from Fig. 3, that
for each set of impact energy data there are three
characteristic regions: the region of high values - upper
shelf, the region of low values - lower shelf and the
transition region.
That systematic variation of impact energy was
fitted independently using Burr type function proposed
by Todinov [9] and appropriate procedure published in
literature [10]. The equation is:

E

EL ( EU

EL ){1 exp[ k (T T0 )m ]}

where: E - impact energy for given temperature T, EL lower shelf energy, EU - upper shelf energy, k and m parameters determining the scale and the shape of the
curve and T0 - location parameter determining the
displacement of the curve along the temperature axis.
The calculated parameters of the transition curves
and the values for transition temperature - T0.5, defined
as temperature at which impact energy is average of
upper and lower shelf values (E0.5), are given in
Table 3. The transition temperature (T 0.5) is used
commonly, in order to describe material behavior at
low temperatures and it is at the same time an
engineering data for materials selection.

(1)

ADI 400°C/1h

ADI 350°C/1h

ADI 300°C/1h

Fig. 3. The impact energies and transition temperature curves
(● - T0.5 for ADI 300°C/1h; ■ - T0.5 for ADI 350°C/1h;▲ - T0.5 for ADI 400°C/1h)
Material

Lower shelf,
EL [J]

Upper shelf,
EU [J]

T0 [°C]

k

m

ADI-300°C/1h

18.87

99.43

–165.28

4.1337×10–3
–3

Transition
Energy, E0.5 [J]

Temp., T0.5 [°C]

1.0300

59.15

–20.84

ADI-350°C/1h

19.90

139.37

–131.70

2.8035×10

1.2221

79.64

–40.86

ADI-400°C/1h

11.99

172.65

–131.26

1.2207×10–4

1.8497

92.32

–24.20

Table 3. The parameters of the transition curve equation and transition temperature T0.5
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It is well known that materials with bcc crystal
structure (like ferrite) are sensitive to low temperatures,
i.e. they become suddenly brittle. On the other hand,
materials with fcc crystal structure (austenite) are more
stable, exhibiting only a slight change in fracture mode.
Hence, the presence of retained austenite in volume
fraction of 16, 24.9 and 31.4% for ADI austempered at
300°C/1h, 350°C/1h and 400°C/1h, respectively,
significantly influence the behavior of ADI material at
low temperatures delaying appearance of brittle
fracture. The lowest transition temperature of
T0.5=-40.86°C was determined for ADI material
austempered at 350°C for 1 hour, which possesses the
most favorable combination of retained austenite
volume fraction accompanied with fine acicular
appearance of ausferrite. If amount of retained austenite
is lower (in case of austempering at 300°C for 1 hour)
or morphology is too coarse (after austempering at
400°C for 1 hour) than ductile to brittle transition
temperature shifts to higher temperatures of
T0.5=-24.20°C and T0.5=-20.84°C, respectively.
Therefore, the transition temperature is not only
determinate by amount of retained austenite but also
with its refinement, i.e. with appearance of fine acicular
ferrite with austenite present as film in-between the
ferrite sheaves [11]. Furthermore, from Fig. 3 it might
be observed that ADI material austempered at 400°C
for 1h possesses highest impact energies until
-32.63°C. At temperatures lower than -32.63°C the
ADI austempered at 350°C for 1h have the highest
impact energies, while from -101.41 to -196°C the ADI
300°C/1h exhibits highest values. It appears, that at
very low temperatures the microstructure refinement
(fine acicular ausferrite) has the most important
influence on ductility, while at higher temperatures the
amount of retained austenite is dominant factor which
give high ductility.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained show that ductile to brittle
transition temperature of unalloyed ADI material
depends both on amount of retained austenite and
microstructure morphology.
At higher temperatures, impact energies are primary
influenced by amount of retained austenite, while at
low temperatures the fine acicular appearance of
ausferrite yields higher energies.
The lowest transition temperature of T0.5=-40.86°C
was determined for ADI 350°C/1h, whereas
temperatures of T0.5=-24.20°C and T0.5=-20.84°C have
been determined for ADI 300°C/1h and ADI 400°C/1h,
respectively.
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MANUFACTURING OF GEAR-LIKE COMPONENTS BY METAL FORMING –
POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS
Abstract: In the last several decades, improvement and development of metal forming methods to enable production
of gears and gear-like components has been taking place. Application of these methods has many advantages among
which are material and energy savings, quality improvement, and high productivity.
There are a number of metal forming methods which can be applied in production of gears and gear-like
components. In this paper, some of the most frequently used metal forming methods are presented: forging, orbital
forging, extrusion, rolling, GROB technique and fine blanking.
Also, some results of investigation of radial extrusion of gear like elements which are obtained in Metal forming
laboratory at the Faculty of technical sciences in Novi Sad are described and analyzed.
Key words: metal forming, gear production
1. INTRODUCTION
There is a permanent demand in industry for metal
components which transmit load and torque in different
machines, devices and other equipment. For rotational
transmission in most cases various gear and gear-like
components are used for that purpose.
Although gears are predominantly produced by metal
cutting technologies, manufacturing of such elements
can be also performed by metal forming operation. This
alternative offers a number of advantages when
compared with machining operation: better material
utilization, shorter production time, higher fatigue
strength of produced gears, longer life-time of gears
etc. However, manufacturing of gears and gear-like
components by metal forming is limited by a number of
factors: geometry (gear module, diameter), materials,
high die and machine cost. Therefore, an optimal
variant for gear production has to be adopted and
applied for every specific case.
In the first part of this paper a short review of the
possibilities for gear manufacturing by metal forming
operations is given, while the second part presents
some details of own investigation of gear cold
extrusion.
2. DIFFERENT POSSIBILITIES OF GEARS
PRODUCTION BY METAL FORMING
METHODS
There are many different metal forming methods
which are used in production of gears and gear-like
components. Most comon are forging, orbital forging,
extrusion, rolling, GROB technique and fine blanking.
Main characteristics of these methods are clarified
further on.
2.1 Forging
Forging is applied in gear production both as a cold
and hot operation.

In the 1950’s the lack of gear cutting equipment in
Germany induced the development of hot forging
process to produce gears with finished formed teeth.
This process was characterized by high degree of
process control and the use of dies made by electrodischarge machining process which was quite new at
that time [1]. After hot forging, the surface of the part
does not have satisfactory quality. For this reason
application of hot forging is connected with necessity
of additional machining,
In Fig.1., the forming steps applied in hot forging of
bevel gear are shown. Of the six required stages - from
blank preparation to finished gear – the two belong to
forging (second and third part in Fig.1.). The figure
shows that once the forging is finished, there is a
remaining flash present on the back face of the part,
which has to be removed by machining. However,
flashless gears can be produced by a tool with a
completely enclosed cavity.

Fig. 1. Forming steps for forging bevel gears [1]
Better accuracy is achieved by cold forging, but in this
case the values of required deformation force are much
higher and also the underfilling of dies is likely to
occur. For that reason, the value of deformation force is
the limiting factor for application of cold forging
process in gear production.
2.2 Orbital forging
Rotary or orbital forging is a relatively new forming
technology (considerable expansion was made in
1960's). It is an incremental bulk metal forming process
where upper die is inclined relative to the axis of the
lower die. During relative rotation of the upper die, the
contact area between the upper die and workpiece
progresses through the workpiece, gradualy deforming
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it [2,3]. The principle of this process is presented in
Fig. 2. Different shapes of workpieces require different
movement of the dies. Compared with conventional
forging, rotary forging has some advantages [4]: load
and power are reduced due to small contact area
between die and workpiece, it is possible to achieve
higher deformation, wear of die is smaller and better
surface quality and higher precision are obtained. Often
those parts are near net shapes, which means that those
parts are very close to their final shapes and
dimensions. In this way finished workpieces can be
manufactured with minimum machining.
Rotary forging is especially convenient for
production of parts with high diameter-to-thickness
ratio, such as spur bevel gears.

The rolling blank is centered and is able to rotate
freely. The upper and lower rods have translatory and
synchronous motion relative to one another [6].
The more the tool teeth penetrate into rolling blank, the
more the process progresses. Rolling tools are divided
into three zones (Fig. 4.): initial rolling phase,
penetration phase and calibrating phase.

a) Running-in-zone
(initial rolling phase)

b) Running-in-zone
(penetration phase)

c) Calibrating and
running-out
zone
(calibrating phase)

Fig. 4. Flat rolling technique – rolling zones [6]
The forming of gear-like components using the round
rolling technique can be performed with two (Fig.5.) or
three round tools. The advantage of this process
compared to rolling with flat tools is that in this process
the length of part is not limited.

Fig. 2. Principle of orbital forging of bevel gear [4]
2.3 Extrusion
Extrusion as well as forging has wide application in
gear-like components manufacturing. Extrusion process
has been used in production of starter motor pinions
and splined shafts for many years [1]. Initially, the
forward extrusion was used, but today backward and
radial extrusions are also applied. Compared to forging,
the advantages of extrusion are lower risk of defect
formation such as incomplete formation of tooth or die
failure in near-net shape forming [5]. In Fig. 3. parts
produced by cold extrusion are presented.

Fig.5. Round rolling technique with two rolling tools
[6]
2.5 GROB technique
This technique was developed in early 60's by Ernst
Grob. He developed techique and machines for cold
forming of splines in a solid material (Fig. 6.)[7].
Basic principal of GROB spline shaft production is that
entire cylindrical length to be formed is divided in
numerous forming steps. This lowers the necessary
deformation force compared to processes which apply
total deformation power.

Fig. 3. Cold extruded splines and gears [1]
Fig. 6. GROB technique - rolling of solid material [7]
2.4 Rolling
Among the forming techniques for teeth shaping,
rolling has found widespread application. There are
different rolling techniques, among which the most
common are rolling with flat and rolling with round
tools.
The basic principle of cold rolling with flat tools
involves two rolling rods with geared profile which
move in opposite directions to form the rolling blank.
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Over the years, beside this basic technique, some new
were developed. They were applied to sheet metal
forming (Fig. 7.), tubular metal forming (Fig. 8.), to
cold reduction of solid and tubular materials etc.
There are many advantages of this process: forming
cycle is short, tool life is long, surface quality is high, it
is applicable to different materials, with the possibility
of forming long workpieces, etc.

3. COLD EXTRUSION OF GEAR-LIKE
COMPONENTS

Fig. 7. GROB technique cold formed sheet metal
components [7]

Fig. 8. GROB technique
- cold formed tubular
metal components [7]

2.6 Fine blanking
Conventional blanking is a shearing process in
which a punch and die are used to separate part from
the sheet metal. Because of the stress state in the shear
zone, in conventional blanking some parts of sheared
surface have lower quality and such parts have to be
remachined. This process was improved by involving
additional part of tooling, ring indenter, which creates
hydro-static stress that improves material ductility
which slows down the fracture, Fig.9. [8]. Parts
produced by this technique have smoother edge with
minimal burrs. High quality of sheared surface is
obtained by this process and any additional operations
are not necessary. Because of additional equipment
tooling costs are higher compared to blanking, which
makes fine blanking more convenient for high volume
production.
In Fig. 10. and Fig. 11. some examples of gear-like
components manufactured by fine blanking are
presented.

Fig. 9. Comparison of fine blanking and conventional
blanking [9]

Fig. 10. Parts of automatic and dual-clutch transmission
manufactured by fine blanking [10]

Fig. 11. Sprockets manufactured by fine blanking [11]

Experimental,
theoretical
and
numerical
investigations of manufacturing of different types of
gear-like components have been conducted in Metal
forming laboratory at the Faculty of technical sciences
in Novi Sad [12,13]. The gear-like component with
straight paralel flanks, presented in Fig. 12. is one of
the manufactured profiles. Material of the billet was Al
99,5.

Fig. 12. Gear like component with straight paralel flank
Theoretical solution for deformation force was based
upon Upper Bound theory, while simulations were
performed using DEFORM 3D,Ver.10.2 software. In
Fig.13. comparative diagrams of theoretical,
experimental and numerical results are presented.

Fig. 13. Comparative load-stroke diagrams for
theoretical, experimental and numerical
solution
The comparative diagrams show that there is a
relatively good agreement between numerically and
experimentally obtained results, except in the final,
corner filling phase when certain difference can be
observed. In this phase numerically predicted load is
slightly higher than experimental. Also, for the same
load experimental stroke is somewhat longer than
numerical. This could be attributed to elastic
deformation of the die, and the press as well as
extrusion of the flash through the clearance between the
punch and the die.
As it can be seen from the diagram theoretical solution
does not describe final stage of the process in
appropriate way. One way to improve theoretical
solution is to improve interpretation of velocity fields
within the different zones of component body. Heigh
pressures and loads which occur in extrusion of gears
and gear-like components can be reduced by applying
so called flow relief hole and flow reliefe axis
principles [14].
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4. DISCUSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Application of metal forming operations in gear and
gear like elements manufacturing is expanding.
Different operations are applied for production of
different product shapes and different quality of the
part can be achieved. Metal forming methods can be
used from production of gear blanks as a starting part
for machining, to gear components which needs
subsequent treatment up to production of net shape and
near net shape parts, where subsequent machinig is
either unnecessary or minimized.
Forging has been applied for a long period of time for
production of gear blanks, but gradualy beside forging
many metal forming operations were developed or
adjusted for production of such type of elements.
Among the advantages of application of metal forming
operations in production of gears and gear-like
elements are the reduction of manufacturing costs
(material, energy, time savings), improved mechanical
properties and dimensional accurracy, and good surface
finish.
However, there are still some weaknesses which have
to be overcome, such as the insufficient corner filling
or excesive forming force.
In the Metal forming laboratory at the Faculty of
technical sciences, the process of extrusion of gear likeelements has been investigated. Theoretical,
experimental and numerical analysis showed a
relatively good agreement between experimental and
numerical solutions. However, the theoretical solution
needs improvement. It is necessary to take into
consideration the final stage of the process – corner
filling. Further investigation will include the concept of
divided flow into theoretical solution, with the primary
aim to improve it. In the process of metal forming of
complex shapes, the total force at the end of the process
is very large. The divided flow leads to total force
reduction which should help better filling of the die.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RE/RP VERSUS CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
OF TOOL DESIGNING IN SAND CASTING
Abstract: Business conditions at the global market are forcing manufacturing companies to adapt their products to
the market demands, with default quality, lower development and production costs, and a significantly shortening of
delivery time of products to the market. To meet these demands and maintain, i.e., to enhance competitiveness,
manufacturing companies are forced to find new ways and approaches to implementation of set tasks. The
development of a number of new manufacturing technologies and approaches based on Information Technologies
(IT) achievements enable to the companies to enhance or completely replace with the new approaches their existing
conventional (traditional) processes, in order to improve their own market competitiveness and the competitiveness
of its products. In this paper is presented a comparative analysis of the application of Reverse Engineering (RE) and
Rapid Prototyping (RP) in designing of sand casting tools compared to the conventional approach to designing of
sand casting tools in case when there is no documentation for part which should be produce.
Key words: Rapid Prototyping (RP), Reverse Engineering (RE), Conventional Approaches, Tool Designing, Sand
Casting

1. INTRODUCTION
Regardless of the permanent progress and
development in the areas of production technologies
and systems, many production companies, because of
objective or subjective reasons still in their everyday
practice relying on traditional proven approaches in the
organization of production and on the application of
technologies. This approach today results in a reduction
of the competitive capabilities of the company which is
expressed through: a gradual increasing of production
costs per unit of output (products), stagnation or lag in
product quality, and the most obvious manifestation is
extension of time necessary to launch the product on
the market (time-to-market). On the other hand,
approaches that are based on the implementation of
new knowledge/technologies into everyday practice
provide a good base, not only to maintain, but also for
improvement of the competitive capabilities of
companies.
In recent years the need for shorter period of
development/redesign of products, reducing of
associated costs with the default quality forcing
manufacturing companies to make additional efforts to
find new ways to made development/redesign of the
products more effective. As consequence of significant
breakthroughs in different areas of information and
production technologies the ways of designing of new
or redesigning of existing products have greatly
changed in comparison to the traditional approach.
Advances in a wide range of Computer Aided (CA)
tools, technologies and approaches are greatly enhance
and
automate
the
process
of
developing
(designing/redesigning) of products, significantly
shorten the development cycle and enable optimization
of future product still in the early stages of
development, thus enabling a completely new vision of
the production process wholly [1]. As upgrade of

Computer Aided Design/Manufacturing/Engineering
(CAD/CAM/CAE) technologies, a set of production
technologies that bridges the gap between designing
and manufacturing phases of products through direct
manufacturing of parts based on three-dimensional
(3D) CAD volume model has developed. These groups
of technologies are known as Rapid Prototyping (RP)
technologies [2]. In essence, Rapid Prototyping is the
general name for several related technologies that
produce physical objects directly from CAD files or
other digital data by successive deposits and merging of
layers of building material thereby forming a solid
object - a product. Additional step forward in the field
of integrated product development, especially when it
comes to complex geometric shapes of functional
products, or when there is a need to copy a certain part
for which there is no adequate technical documentation
by applying of Reverse Engineering (RE) has achieved.
The term Reverse Engineering involves the approach to
generation of three-dimensional solid CAD models
based on existing physical forms of products using
devices and software packages for three-dimensional
digitization (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Comparatives for the "classical" engineering
approach and RE approach in the development
(designing/redesigning) of products [4]
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2. TOOL DESIGN FOR SAND CASTING
2.1 Task description
The technological process of sand casting is an area
that has significant potential to utilize the advantages
offered by the implementation of 3D digitizing
methods, RE and RP processes especially in
development and designing of individual segments of
tools or entire tools. This approach has particular
weight in the production of casting tools for complex
geometric parts on the basis of samples for which there
is no technical documentation [5]. In this case a
comparative analysis of traditional versus RE/RP
approach to designing and manufacturing of sand
casting tools for production of cross members of
scraper conveyor designed for transportation of coal
from a broad mining excavation pit outside the pit to
the landfill in coal mine Mramor has done, Figure 2.

manufacturing of segments of the sand casting tools in
the Foundry Ltd. Tuzla, in the case when technical
documentation for the parts does not exist, in the
following steps occurs: receiving of samples that needs
to be produced, measurement of samples by available
measurement tools, creation of technical documentation
for the submitted sample including a possible
redesigning, preparing of technical documentation for
the production of models and the core (the receiving of
technical documentations, enlargement of basics
drawings up to 2÷3% because of contraction of casting,
designing and dimensioning of pouring system, feeders,
gas vent, calculation of casting part mass, etc.),
production of models and core in pattern shop (either
manual or machine production in the wood – function
of geometric characteristics of parts, Fig. 4), delivering
of wooden models and core for preparation in
production facility i.e. molding in a quartz sand, sand
drying by CO2 gas, sand compaction using a vibrator,
rotating of sand casting box, extracting of models and
obtaining of the mold cavity.
Upon completion of molding operations, finished
mold has placed in a molding box, has poured by liquid
metal, and depending on the characteristics of casted
parts (volume, mass, shape, material) cooling of casted
part for certain period of time has done. The molding
box with a casted part goes to the separation (vibrating
grid, sandblasting) of casted part and quartz sand after
cooling. Thoroughly cleaned casted part goes on further
processing i.e. cutting of feeder and intake system,
grinding, polishing, possibly welding, etc, followed by
heat treatment (normalization, relaxation of materials,
etc), quality control, and placement in the warehouse of
finished products or direct delivery to the customer.

Fig. 2. Assembly of scraper conveyor
Production of cross members of scraper conveyor in
Foundry Ltd. Tuzla is characterized by individual/lowrate initial production for the well-known customer
with a clearly underlined short delivery time and
frequent functional changes of form. In particular,
because of new exploitation conditions on broad
mining excavation pit in a coal mine (no need to
transportation of coal by the circular segments)
purchaser requires a redesign of the existing form of
cross members of scraper conveyor through the
elimination of its lateral moving segments, (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Wooden models of cross members and core of
scraper conveyor

Fig. 3. Redesigned shape of cross members of scraper
conveyor according to requirements of the
customer
2.2 Conventional approach
The conventional approach to designing and
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2.3 RE/RP approach
Unlike the conventional approach for production of
sand casting tools described in the previous section,
RE/RP approach to production of sand casting tools is
based on the application of modern IT technologies
through the implementation of three-dimensional
digitization, reverse engineering, rapid prototyping and
CAD inspection of produced/casted part against the
starting part - sample. For the purpose of 3D

digitization of the redesigned form of cross members of
scraper conveyor, as well as, of the finished casted part
an optical scanner ZScanner ™ 700 (Producer Z Corp,
USA) was used. For the production of sand casting
tools 3D printer z310 +, material zp130, binder zb58
(producer Z Corp, USA) with appropriate processing
and post-processing parameters (thermal treatment,
wax infiltration, infiltration by cyanoacrylate) was
used. For data processing and CAD inspection, except
for system software that comes with the above
mentioned
equipment,
software
package
ProENGINEER Wildfire was used.
After 3D digitization of the redesigned cross
members of scraper conveyor (Fig. 5a), the "raw" cloud
of points (Fig. 5b) has generated and post-processed
(elimination of “noise”, reducing the amount of data,
identifying key points of the data set, presentation of
the geometry with well-defined points of the surface,
fitting of curve lines through a set of points, bonding of
surfaces, filling the gaps, etc.). In this way, through the
reconstruction process (converting of cloud of points in
the polygonal mesh model) the generation of 3D CAD
solid model of redesigned cross members of scraper
conveyor has accomplished (Fig. 5c). Ultimately
collected and processed data are ready for transfer to
any CAD/CAM software package aimed to the further:
improvements, transformations, analysis, generation of
tool path for individual CAM processes, etc.

closed and will be subsequently processed after casting
of the part. Similarly in a way that covers the lower part
of the model with respect to all the requirements
prescribed by casting technology the core of mold has
designed (Fig. 6a - left). Designed parts of sand casting
tool are made by three-dimensional printing (3DP)
process (Fig. 6b) and as such were used in forming of
molds for sand casting. In order to save building
material for the 3DP process some of mold elements
(e.g. handles for carrying core, intake system and the
top plate with feeders) has made from wood [3].

a)

b)

d)

c)

e)

Fig. 6. Model and core of mold for sand casting (a),
produced 3DP parts of tools for casting (b),
forming of mold for sand casting (c), (d), casted
part of cross member of scraper conveyor (e)
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Representation of 3D digitalisation by optical
scanner (a), obtained “raw” clouds of points (b),
resulting solid model of the redesigned form of
cross member of scraper conveyor (c)
After creation of 3D CAD solid model of
redesigned cross member of scraper conveyor
designing of model and the core of mold for sand
casting was carried out. In the case of model supporting
panel for sand imprint and the subsequent integration of
the core (Fig. 6a, right), slideway for assembly of core
and mold has designed, chamfering of plates by 2
degrees in order to facilitate the extraction of models
from the mold has done, and all holes on the model are

After forming of tool for sand casting in accordance
with the requirements of the technological process of
sand casting production (Fig. 6c and 6d) and postprocessing raw part has produced - casted part ready
for the following processing (Fig. 7a and 7b). After the
casting and complete finalization of cross member of
scraper conveyor in order to determine the accuracy of
the produced part three-dimensional digitization scanning (Fig. 7c) and CAD inspection (Fig. 7d) of
obtained cast has done.
3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
After production of redesigned cross member of
scraper conveyor in both presented ways a comparative
analysis of these approaches has done. Analysis was
performed by three criteria: production costs,
production time and qualitative characteristics of
produced parts. From the standpoint of costs and
production time only activities that affect the designing
and production of model, core of mold and other core
elements by conventional and RE/RP approach are
observed. After production of above mentioned sand
casting tool elements all following technological
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operation in both approaches are identical with the
same cost and time realization.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 7. Casted and postprocessed cross member of
scraper conveyor (a) (b), overlapped CAD
model and scanned clouds of points (c), results
of CAD inspection (d)
Considering that as a starting point for the
production of cast of cross member of scraper conveyor
used his pattern, and that a measuring of pattern has
made by conventional means in first case, and in by 3D
digitalization-scanning in second case, the results of
qualitative analysis in terms of dimensional and
geometric accuracy is assumed to be identical. Results
of comparative analysis are presented at figure 8.

Fig. 8. Comparative analysis of the relationship
between: time, cost and quality of tool for sand
casting produced by traditional and RE/RP
approach [3]
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4. CONCLUSION
Application of RE/RP approach as shown in the
specific example for production of sand casting tool has
its validity on several grounds especially in the case of
production of geometrically complex products for
which from some reason technical documentation does
not exist. The justification of this approach
significantly increases with increasing levels of
complexity of geometric forms that form the product,
and because of it their exact definition is almost
impossible without the usage of 3D digitalization
devices and RE. On the other hand, the production of
certain segments of the mold or whole mold by usage
of RP system provides a rapid transformation of the 3D
CAD model into a physical part with satisfactory
accuracy, which, depending on the characteristics of
building materials may be directly or indirectly used in
the manufacture of sand casting tools. Application of
RE/RP approach in production of segments or the
entire mold for sand casting for products with complex
geometric shape and for which there is no technical
documentation significant shortening of a required time
for designing and manufacturing of tools occurs,
evidently increasing of qualitative characteristics
related to geometric accuracy of the finished product,
and to some extent incensement of its development and
production cost.
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SEVERE PLASTIC DEFORMATION BY COMPRESSION
Abstract: This paper covers the problematic of creating ultra-fine grained metals by severe plastic deformation
methods. Unlike surface treatment technologies which create thin layers of nanomaterials, severe plastic
deformation methods can create nanosized grains almost within whole volume by introducing high values of
effective strain. In this paper, compression by V-shape dies has been presented as method for creating ultra-fine
grained metals. Friction coefficient between the V-shape dies and sample has been varied in order to find its
influence on effective strain values at the center of specimens.
Key words: severe plastic deformation, compression by V-shape dies, ultra-fine grain, effective strain, numerical
simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a number of methods for refining
the structure of metals by severe plastic deformation
(SPD) have been developed. Some of those methods
permit grain refinement to a nanometric level.
Numerous investigations show that the metals having
such a structure are characterized by a number of
specific properties including significantly higher yield
point than that produced by conventional deformation
methods (rolling, drawing) [1].
The most important concern is to combine
manufacturing process with metal fabrication. The selfassembly, non-traditional lithography, templated
growth and biomimetics are some of the potential
technologies [2]. In such processes, nanoparticles,
delivered in the form of nanotubes, nanopowders,
quantum-dots, and biomaterials are staked into final
product in a designed way. The most challenging
problem is the cost of making many of the raw
components for functional nanomaterials. The cost of
producing these materials often exceeds $700/g and
makes potential products economically infeasible. The
time required for performing any engineering work at
nano scale is also considerable for methods based on
the material synthesis.
Another major challenge is the lack of chemical,
morphological, or mechanical stability in many
nanomaterials. These often lead to spatial distortions,
suboptimal thermal behavior, reduced mechanical
response and poor electrical properties, which lower the
overall system performance. An alternative approach is
to employ bulk nanomaterials and traditional shaping
methods while constructing systems and devices at the
micro and nano scales. However, conventional
metallurgy cannot supply metals featuring grains
substantially smaller than characteristic dimensions of
the engineering micro-components. This and the
encouraging economic forecasts for nanometals cause
great interest in the development of new fabrication
techniques, with mass production scale-up capabilities
and low-cost [3].
The technologies claiming bulk capability include

electrodeposition and crystallization of initially
amorphous metals. However, the two main competing
technologies are compaction and sintering of
nanopowders and severe plastic deformation of bulk
metals. The latter process avoids the presence of
impurities or porosity typical of powder metallurgy. It
involves generation of a very large plastic strain in
coarse-grain bulk metals using one of the newly
developed metal forming processes [4, 5].
It is worth emphasizing that all metallic materials
respond to severe straining in basically the same way.
Technically, nanostructure can be achieved locally by a
number of processes like cold rolling [6] or friction
wear. However, these processes are difficult to control
in terms of grain refinement in the whole deformed part
and there is no room for the manipulation of grain
structure efficiently [7].
2. GRAIN REFINEMENT
A simultaneous accumulation of localized
dislocations and increase in the lattice misorientation
are responsible for crystal subdivision and subsequently
developed submicroscopic grains. However, some
researches reveal that, particularly in pure metals, there
exists a limit below which reducing the grain size
further results in shifting in the deformation mechanism
into a different yet unknown mechanism of plastic flow
[3].
Under an applied stress, existing dislocations and
dislocations generated by Frank–Read Sources will
move through a crystalline lattice until encountering a
grain boundary, where the large atomic mismatch
between different grains creates a repulsive stress field
to oppose continued dislocation motion. As more
dislocations propagate to this boundary, dislocation
'pile up' occurs as a cluster of dislocations are unable to
move past the boundary. As dislocations generate
repulsive stress fields, each successive dislocation will
apply a repulsive force to the dislocation incident with
the grain boundary. These repulsive forces act as a
driving force to reduce the energetic barrier for
diffusion across the boundary, such that additional pile
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up causes dislocation diffusion across the grain
boundary, allowing further deformation in the material.
Decreasing grain size decreases the amount of possible
pile up at the boundary, increasing the amount of
applied stress necessary to move a dislocation across a
grain boundary. Higher the applied stress to move the
dislocation the higher the yield strength (Fig. 1).

dislocation

grain

Fig. 1. Grain size and dislocation pileup [8]

have generated internal damage or cracks. Traditional
deformation methods like rolling and wire drawing
cannot meet these requirements. Therefore special
deformation methods have been developed.
3. SPD METHODS
Ultra-fine grained material was accomplished in a
controllable way, was due to an equal channel angular
extrusion (ECAE) process introduced by Segal in the
1970s [7]. ECAE, also known as ECAP, gave an
impetus to the development of the whole range of
similar processes which led to establishing a new
discipline of metal forming – SPD methods.
A billet of the test material is pressed through a die
consisting of two channels with identical cross sections,
intersecting at an angle ϕ, usually 60° < ϕ < 135° and
often ϕ = 90° (Fig. 3). Some dies have a rounded
corner with angle ψ, others have ψ = 0. The
deformation occurs by simple shear parallel to the
intersecting plane of the channels [14].

Thus, there is then an inverse relationship between
grain size and yield strength, as demonstrated by the
Hall–Petch equation (Fig. 2) [9].
Yield
Stress

Maximum attainable
yield strength via GB
strengthening

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of a ECAP SPD method
[14]

d ~ 10 nm

Grain size, d-1/2

Fig. 2. Graphical illustration of the theoretical limit for
grain boundary strengthening [10]
Obviously, there is a limit to this mode of
strengthening, as infinitely strong materials do not
exist. Grain sizes can range from about 100 µm (large
grains) to 1 µm (small grains). Lower than this, the size
of dislocations begins to approach the size of the
grains. At a grain size of about 10 nm, [11] only one or
two dislocations can fit inside of a grain (Fig. 1). This
scheme prohibits dislocation pile-up and instead results
in grain boundary diffusion. The lattice resolves the
applied stress by grain boundary sliding, resulting in a
decrease in the material's yield strength (Fig. 2). Alloys
are more responsive to intensive straining than pure
metals, which results in finer grains [12].
Valiev [13] formulated three requirements to obtain
materials with submicron grain size: the fine grained
material must have predominantly high angle
boundaries, the structure must be uniform over the
sample volume and the large plastic strains may not
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In spite of the actual popularity of the technique,
some drawbacks of ECAP must be recognized. ECAP
is a discontinuous process with limitations in upscaling potential. Moreover, the volume fraction of
useful material (with uniform microstructure and
without cracks) can be rather low because only the
portion of the billet that has passed through the shear
zone, will receive the desired deformation and grain
refinement. Barber et. al. figured out that for a sample
with square cross section and an aspect ratio of 6, after
8 ECAP passes route A, only ~30% of the material is
fully worked as intended. For route B, the efficiency is
~45% and for route C it is ~83% [15].
Other significant continuous SPD methods which
increase the efficiency of ECAP are developed. They
combine the concept of ECAP with classical rolling
and include asymmetric rolling, continuous repetitive
corrugation and straightening and conshearing process
(Fig. 4).

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4. Continuous SPD methods a) asymmetric rolling,
b) continuous repetitive corrugation and
straightening, c) conshearing process [14]

Another significant SPD technique is high-pressure
torsion (HPT). Small discs (typically 10-20 mm
diameter and 0.2-1 mm thick) are strained in torsion
under an applied pressure of several GPa (Fig. 5).
Although in a classical torsion test it is generally
assumed that the center of the sample is not deformed,
numerous investigations show that after several
rotations the HPT-samples are uniform over the
diameter [13], which shows that the real deformation in
HPT is more complex than one can assume from the
simple analytical expressions used in a classical torsion
test. The main advantage of HPT is that extreme grain
refinement (up to 100 nm) can be obtained [14].

compression, friction was one of the most important
variables considered for simulation.

Fig. 7. V-shape die and billet geometry

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of a high-pressure torsion
SPD method [14]

Dies were made of X210Cr12 cold work tool steel
(Č.4150) while billet was made of Ck15 unalloyed
carbon steel (Č.1221). Hardness of the dies was 58+2
HRC and there was no lubrication medium used
between dies and samples.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on aforementioned SPD methods, new upsetting
SPD method has been proposed.
4. SPD BY V-SHAPE DIE COMPRESSION
Discontinuous SPD method for upsetting square
shaped billet by V-shaped dies has been presented on
Fig. 6 while V-shape die and billet geometry is
presented on Fig. 7.

90°

Fig. 6. V-shape die compression SPD method
V-shape die compression is multi-stage process in
which, after single compression stage is completed,
sample is removed from the dies and rotated for 90° in
counter-clockwise direction and returned in the dies.
Compression by V-shape die is completed when crack
occurs inside of sample or when stroke in single
compression stage becomes too low.
Compression by V-shape dies has been simulated
by Simufact.Forming V10.0.1 software where friction
coefficient value has been varied in order to find its
influence on effective strain at the end of multi-stage
compression. Since friction between the dies and the
sample influences sample elongation during

Table 1 displays the influence of friction coefficient
between dies and sample on effective strain at the
center of the specimen at the end of compression
process and maximum number of stages performed per
process. It can be seen from the table that higher
friction coefficient value causes higher value of
effective strain at the end of compression process and
more compression stages. Also, effective strain
distribution with higher friction coefficient values is
more uneven that in the case of µ = 0.12.
µ = 0.12

µ = 0.3

µ = 0.4

max number
of stages = 5

max number
of stages = 7

max number
of stages = 8

εef = 1.67

εef = 3.69

εef = 4.12

Table 1. Friction coefficient influence on effective
strain and the number of total compression
stages

Fig. 8. Effective strain distribution after 5th stage
compression by V-shape dies for µ=0.12
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[3] Olejnik,

[4]

[5]

[6]

Fig. 9. Effective strain distribution after 7th stage
compression by V-shape dies for µ=0.3
[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Fig. 10. Effective strain distribution after 8th stage
compression by V-shape dies for µ=0.4
Figures 8 to 10 displays effective strain distribution in
samples with different friction coefficient values
between V-shape dies and samples. As expected,
sample with highest friction coefficient values includes
highest effective strain. By increasing the friction
coefficient, material flow in longitudal direction is
reduced allowing greater number of stages to be used
for compression thus increasing total effective strain
within sample.

[12]

[13]

[14]

6. CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that V-shape dies can be
successfully used for creating fine-grained metals since
effective strain can reach 4.12 values. Further research
would include measurement of grain size, hardness and
values of effective strain from experiment.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DENTAL CAD MODEL
Abstract: This paper describes flow chart of the simulation model modelling. The main objective of the work is to
prepare correct facet/solid model for numerical simulation. Inlet facet model create using RE techniques. This 3D
digitizing geometrically complicated model was created into My VGL software package. The proposed faced model
has some unclear geometry, uncorrected facets, and errors. This model requires analysis, and subsequently
corrections and reconstruction using software package Pro/E. This paper also describes advanced modeling tools
and methods for CAD model reconstruction using Pro/E module such as Pro/SURFACE ISDX, Pro/Part,
Pro/Assembly and IDD.
Keywords: dental cast; analyze; solid; surface reconstruction;

1. INTRODUCTION
Investment casting (IC), or “lost-wax” casting, is a
precision casting process whereby wax patterns are
converted into solid metal parts following a multi-step
process. IC enables economical production of near net
shaped metal parts containing complex free-form
geometries and features from a variety of metals,
including difficult-to-machine or non-machinable
alloys. To produce precision components, the near net
shape of castings can reduce machining time and cost
to bring components into specifications. Despite its
popularity, traditional IC suffers from high tooling
investments for producing wax patterns. As such, IC is
prohibitively expensive for low-volume production
typical in prototyping, pre-series, customized or
specialized component productions. Investment casting
(IC) has benefited numerous industries as an
economical means for mass producing quality near net
shape metal parts with high geometric complexity and
acceptable tolerances. The economic benefits of IC are
limited to mass production. The high costs and long
lead-time associated with the development of hard
tooling for wax pattern molding renders IC
uneconomical for low-volume production. Traditional
IC consists of the block mold and the more common
ceramic shell processes. The process chain for the
ceramic shell process (Fig. 1) consists of the tooling,
shell fabrication and casting stages.

Fig. 1. Convental investment casting [1]
Upon cooling, the mold is stripped to extract the
patterns. Individual patterns are attached onto a wax
sprue system to form a cluster in the shell fabrication
stage. The cluster is repeatedly dip coated in
investment slurry containing graded suspensions of
refractory particles and followed by stucco application
to build shell thickness and strength. When dried, the
wax pattern is melted out via autoclaving to reveal the

cavities (impressions) of the ceramic shell. The shell is
fired to build strength and remove residual volatiles. In
the casting stage, molten metal is poured into the
heated shells to form the castings, which are extracted
after cooling by cracking the shell during the knockout
process. Individual castings are separated, cleansed and
subjected to finishing processes. IC using BEGO
machine is suboptimal compare with advanced Rapid
Investment Casting (RIC). Few RP&T techniques for
RIC are indicated in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. Advanced techniques for RIC [1]
As RP techniques rely on CAD data for input, the
accuracy of digital models created by the mold maker
can directly affect the outcome of the fabrication
process. To create accurate patterns and tooling, a high
level of proficiency in shrinkage compensation factors,
post-machining allowances and foundry laboratory
requirements are pre-requisites to consider during the
modelling process. Besides human factors, the CAD
system used can sometimes be the limiting factor in the
production of accurate digital representations of the
required design and the conversion of native CAD data
from My VGL and Pro/E to data fully acceptable by RP
or MAGMASOFT systems (i.e., STL format). In STL
format, the surfaces of modelled geometries are
approximated by arrays of triangles whose sizes are
determined by the user. The setting of the chord length
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is often a compromise between the file size or the
required amounts of computing resources necessary
and the final accuracy of the converted data. Besides
this, STL files are prone to problems related to missing
or reversed surfaces. [1,2,3]. Much research has been
conducted to address issues related to STL file repair
and data interfacing. Alternative data formats to replace
STL such as CLI and SLC, which circumvent the
tessellation process by directly slicing a CAD model to
improve data accuracy have also been worked on. In
this paper, 3D model reconstruction on of metal-ceramic
crown part that has undergone the run-in time is studied,
using RE modeling techniques. In the stage of surface
data acquisition, since the dental crown has very
complicated and irregular contour, a non-contact mode
is preferred. In point cloud data pre-processing, salient
outliers are manually removed; Gaussian filter is used
for noise suppression; curvature-based sampling is
adopted for data reduction. In the model reconstruction
stage, the surface reconstruction which is based on
enclosed triangular Bezier surface patches is used for it
can deal with arbitrary shape contours. Then, hole
patching, smoothing and reduction are added for
refinement of the surface creation. The objective goal
of this paper are super-feature reconstruction of the
inlet facet scanning model, and creating simulation
model, which are consists of correct solid features of
dental cast with model of gate subsystem.

Object files contain voxel data representing dental real
object, basically the output of the CT-scanner (after
scanning and low reconstruction) or some other device,
or contain other data representing your real object, such
as polygons. Scanner settings and additional
information might be included in the data files or in
separate files. Fig.3. presents few X-sections and
shaded representation view of the scanning facet model
generated in My VGL.

Fig. 3.

Few sections of the scanning model

A complete flow chart of simulation model design is
shown in Fig. 4.

2. SPECIFICATION OF SCANNING MODEL
A complete surface model of a typical 3D object is then
constructed from the integration of its multiple partial
views. Since the method is effective in the registration
of range images, it is attractive for many applications
where surface models of 3D objects must be
constructed. This study is concerned with the problem
of range image registration for the purpose of building
facet model of three-dimensional object [4]. Facet
model was exported from My VGL to into Pro/E for
further unclear feature reconstruction. My VGL is used
in a variety of application areas such as industrial CT,
medical research, life sciences, and many others.
Project files (and folders) i.e., VGL files contain basic
information on the project including references to the
object files and supplementary files belonging to the
project. The data range mapping determines the range
of gray values used for scanning object, i.e. it specifies
the maximum number of different gray values available
for dental cast. The size of the data range is always
smaller than or equal to the numbers of gray values in
the data type [4,5]. The 3D window shows the result
image of the rendering process see Fig.3. User specifies
rendering parameters for voxel data sets with the
Volume Rendering tool and rendering parameters for
polygonal models with the Polygon Rendering tool.
The coordinate system tripod in the lower left corner of
the 3D window indicates the orientation of the
currently chosen datum coordinate system as indicated
in Fig.1. Software provides basic features for scanning
object as well as for saving images or image stacks.
Thus the software allows user to handle the two basic
file types: object files, and project files (and folders).
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of the simulation model modeling

Simulation model consists of dental model and model
of gate subsystem. The flow chart of simulation model
modelling can be divided into two operation box. The
first one presents 3D scanning and facet model creation
into My VGL software package. Second operation box
presents revise facet/solid model and assembly creation
into software package Creo Parametric as total solution.

free-form option is indicated in Fig. 6. Facet model of
with gate subsystem after using clean command with
the mechanical option is indicated in Fig. 7.

3. REVISE OF THE MODEL USING PRO/E
3.1. Super-feature design
Free-form surfacing features are called super-features,
because they can contains limitless number of curves
and surfaces [6]. The freeform surfacing user interface
ISDX offers the best of both worlds—it is a selfcontained, intuitive modeling environment and also a
Pro/E feature. Freeform surfacing features are flexible;
they have their own internal parent/child relationships,
and can also have relationships with other Pro/E
features. Free-form surfacing (ISDX) is a design
environment within Pro/E that allows user to create
free-form curves and surfaces quickly and easily, and
to combine multiple elements into super-features. We
tries to accomplish all of the following tasks with
Freeform surfacing advanced tools such as:
● Create curves and surfaces at the part level.
● Create simple features or multiple-element superfeatures.
● Create a Curve on Surface (COS), a special curve
type that lies on a surface.
● Create surfaces from boundaries that do not have to
be trimmed to corners.
● Reconstruction individual geometric entities or a
combination of entities in the feature.
● Create internal parent/child relationships for Freeform Surfacing features.
● Create parent/child relationships between Freeform
Surfacing features and model features and integration
CAD/CAE feature as UDF.
We used inner and outer quilts for creating and
manipulating of non solid surfaces. Quilts represent a
“patchwork” of connected nonsolid surfaces. A quilt
consists of a single surface or a collection surfaces. A
quilt contains information describing the geometry of
all surfaces that compose a quilt and information on
how quilt surfaces are “stitched” (joined or intersected).
Quilts are generated as set of blend boundary surfaces.
All quilts must be joined to one surface (OQ). After
that our research team generated inner join quilt using
same operation (IQ). We used OQ for thin solid design
(TS). After that we intersect and trim rest of solid part
TS with IQ. After creation joined surface using merge
join option our research team analyzed Pro/E functions
in free form surfacing such as curvature, radius, tangent
options for surface, reflection, draft check, dihedral
angle, radius, shaded curvature, etc. If analyses pass,
then surface have G1 characteristics.
3.2. Cleaning the facet geometry and shrink wrap
model extraction
A facet model of a metal-ceramic crown parts without
gate subsystem after using the clean command with the

Fig. 6. Facet dental model without gate subsystem

Fig. 7. Model with gate subsystem after using clean
command with the mechanical option
After cleaning the facet geometry, user extract shrinkwrap model. We try to adjust the quality level of
solidify the shrink-wrap model using the create shrinkwrap advanced tools. The higher the quality means the
more detailed the shrink wrap. However, processing
time increases as well. The recommended method for
creating a shrink wrap model is to specify a low quality
setting, preview the results, and gradually increase the
quality level as necessary. All geometry imported and
created inside the Style feature becomes part of the
Style feature. Objects internal to the Style feature, such
as individual surfaces, curves, and so on do not have
parent-child dependencies outside the Style feature or
between each other. This enables that to freely
manipulate surfaces without being concerned with
references and parent-child relationships between Style
feature objects and the rest of the model. Quality is
inversely proportional to the size of the triangles used
to create the faceted model. At a lower setting, the
system creates fewer, larger triangles more quickly,
producing a roughly accurate representation of the
object's shape. At a higher setting, the system creates
many smaller triangles, producing a more detailed,
more accurate representation of the model.
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3.3. Checking the geometry and verifying the
feature
All imported and exported geometry must be verified
into Import Data Doctor (IDD). IDD was used for
control import options from MY VGL file, providing
user with immediate access to most commonly used
import settings including use template, enable ATB,
and import as facet model. IDD extends the
troubleshooter dialog box with a series of new error,
warning, and geometry checks unique to the IDD
environment. IDD Match Tool is a repair mode tool
that replaces poor quality n-sided imported surfaces
with good quality n-sided surfaces or patches. Multiple
enhancements to IDD modes, selection, filters, and
features help streamline, simplify, and shorten the data
repair process of the Geometry and Topology Structure
(GTS).
3.4. Data Base of the gate subsystem
Data base (DB) consists of few CAD models of the
gate subsystem. Model contains different GPS [20].
Various geometrical product specifications are:
• Average diameter of the runners (Ø4mm, Ø5mm,
Ø6mm).
• Central angle between sprue and vertical runner
datum plane (120, 150, 200).
• Investment materials (remanium 2000+ (CoCrMoW)
acc. to DIN EN ISO 9693 / DIN EN ISO 22674,
Trivest, Castorit super C, BEGO`s Wirobond C
(CoCrMoW), Heranium Partial Denture Alloys
(CoCr) acc. to EN ISO 22674 etc).
4. CONCLUSION
At last, the errors of the whole reconstruction process
are evaluated. The results indicate that complete RE
work has good performance, which can improve quality
of a dental restoration and contribute to the success of
prosthetic therapy. The objective of this research was to
develop a correct simulation model of dental crown
(solid and facet) with good performance using Pro/E.
The described working process modelling are featurebased, parametric, based on solid and facet models and
object-oriented. The resulting models can be directly
imported into CAD or CAE systems without loss of the
semantics and topological information inherent in
feature-based representations. In addition, the featurebased approach facilitates methods capable of
producing highly accurate models, even when the
original data has substantial errors. The IDD improves
quality design, reduces noise and errors, and provides
geometric and technological information necessary for
numerical simulation. Future research will be directed
towards three main goals. The first is to generate
product using RP relatively RIC. Another line of
research is the numerical simulation using
MAGMASOFT. And another line of research is
selection of casting parameters, materials and model of
gate subsystem from DB, using fuzzy logic and soft
computing.
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DIFFERENCES IN TIBIAL ROTATION AND TRANSLATION IN ACL DEFICIENT
AND HEALTHY KNEES
Abstract: Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstructive surgery is used for achieving stability of the knee and
normal gait pattern. Anterior – posterior translation and internal – external rotation are defined as the leading
pathological parameters of the ACL deficiency. Nineteen adult men were exemined in this study. Patients were
walking along defined pathway at their own speed. Pathological parameters were defined based on kinematic data
obtained by recording with six infrared cameras. Maximal values of the AP translation and IE rotation in early
stance phase were recorded during preoperational measurement. Significiant value decrease of the AP translation
and IE rotation were recorded after reconstructive ACL surgery.
Key words: anterior cruciate ligament, gait cycle, knee kinematic, reconstruction

1. INTRODUCTION
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are very
common. Therefore, each year many people undergo
ACL reconstructive surgery. Ligaments reconstruction
is commonly based on using patellar tendon graft or a
hamstring graft in order to resume knee stability and
pain relief, and possibility of the recovery to athletic
activities [1, 2].
Normal function of the knee lies in complex
relationship of the movement and stability. Anterior
cruciate ligaments of the knee are of the essential
importance for providing passive restraint anterior –
posterior knee movement. Primary function of the ACL
is to prevent occurrence of the tibial translation along
anterior – posterior (AP) direction, and to keep internal
– external (IE) rotation in the appropriate limits [2, 3].
Purpose of this study is to present more precise and
objective method for determining ACL deficient knees,
and for judging the successfulness of the reconstructive
surgery.

•
•
•
•

at region of the great trochanter (RGT),
at lateral epicondyle of the femur (LEF),
at tuberosity of the tibia (TT), and
at the centre of the ankle joint (CAJ) .

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
Fig. 1. Clinical positions of the leg landmarks
2.1 Patients
Nineteen adult men with ACL deficient knees have
voluntary agreed to participate in experiment of the gait
analysis. Mean height of the patients is 183.33±2.24
cm, mean weight is 86±3.48kg, and mean value of the
patients’ age is 29.89±1.73.
Test analysis and surgery were performed at
Clinical Centre Kragujevac, (Clinic for Orthopedics
and Traumatology).
2.2 Instrumentation and protocol
3D kinematic data were recorded using OptiTrack
(Natural Point, Inc., Oregon, www.naturalpoint.com)
system with six infrared cameras (V100:R2) resolution
640x480 and software ARENA (Natural Point, Inc.,
Oregon, www.naturalpoint.com). On the patient’s
lower extremity four fluorescent markers, each 10mm
in diameter, were set (Fig. 1):

Patients walked 5.00m long pathway along which
cameras were placed.
By protocol, patients had task to walk at their own
speed. This task was performed four times.
Preoperational measuring was performed the day
before surgery and post operational measuring 15 days
after the surgery.
2.3 Kinematic data
Movement curves were recorded in regions of the
fluorescent markers’ positions for the ACL deficient
and healthy knees.
Patients gait were presented with a three–
dimensional curves, which were exported from
ARENA software in standard VICON .c3d format, and
were further processed in Catia V5 (Dassault Systemes,
France, www.3ds.com) and MatLab (The MathWorks,
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Inc., USA, www.mathworks.com).
In order to define pathological gait parameters,
phases of the gait cycle were assigned on the basis of
centre ankle joint curve in sagittal plane (Fig. 2) [4].

Determination of the IE rotation angle is based on
definition of the movement curve tangent line
coefficient and on definition of the angle between
tangent line and AP axis of the femoral coordinate
system (Fig. 3) [4, 7]:

t = f ' ( xi ) =

dyi
dxi

(2).

Fig. 2. Phases of the gait cycle

Gait cycle begins when one foot contacts the
ground, and ends when that foot contacts the ground
again. Initial contact between foot and the ground
labels beginning of the ankle joint center curve descend
to local minimum. Local minimum labels foot flat
phase of the gait cycle. Continuous curve increase,
marking heel–off and transition in swing phase. In this
phase, movement curve is conditionally horizontal.
Curve decrease to next local minimum labels end of the
swing phase and transition in terminal swing phase
which define end of the gait cycle [4].
Classification of the movement curves were
performed in two groups, one group with deficient
ACL knees, and another group with healthy ACL
knees.
Values which define tibial shift relative to the femur
are given in function of time, e.g. defined in the
percentage of the gait cycle relative to time.

Fig. 3. Tibial translation along AP direction and IE rotation

LEGEND:
TT1 - tuberosity of the tibia in one moment, TT2 tuberosity of the tibia in one moment,
axis of the femur,
femur,

zf

yf -

- superior - inferior axis of the femur,

xti ⊥ yti i ti ⊥ ni ⇒ xti || ti i yti || ni
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(1).

of the tibia,

t1 , t2 -

- mediolateral

anteriorposterior axis of the

mediolateral axis of the tibia,

2.4 Data analysis
Femoral coordinate system can be considered for
referent coordinate system that does not change its
orientation because tibial translation and rotation (AP
translation and IE rotation) relative to the femur occurs
in the deficient ACL knees [4, 5, 6, 7].
If we consider tibia as rigid body, its movement can
be identified with movement of the marker placed at
the tuberosity of the tibia. In one moment (point TT1),
coordinate system of the tibia occupies certain position
relative to the femur. In that case, it is possible to
define tangent line on the movement curve t1 and
corresponding normal line n1 at the point TT1. In next
moment (point TT2), coordinate system of the tibia
capture another position relative to the femoral
coordinate system where it is possible to determine
tangent line on the movement curve t2 and
corresponding normal line n2 at the point TT2.
Tangent and normal lines on the movement curve of
the tibia will match respectively with x – axis and y –
axis at any time [4]:

xf

zt -

xt -

yt - anteriorposterior axis

superior - inferior axis of the tibia,

tangent line of the curve at the point TT1, e.g.

TT2, and n1 , n2 - normal line of the curve at the point TT1,
e.g. TT2

Value of the distance between points TT1 and TT2
along all directions and planes indicates possibility of
the ACL deficient knees. Since displacement along
inferior – superior and medial – lateral directions is
negligible, determination of the tibial translation along
AP direction (Fig. 3) is conducted by successive
calculating the affine coordinates along AP direction
[4]:

dTTAP = (TT )i +1 − (TT )i
where is
(TT)i - tuberosity of the tibia in i - th moment, and
(TT)i+1 - tuberosity of the tibia in i+1 - th moment.

(3),

Curves on diagrams which show patients’ walk
pattern after surgery has lower amplitudes, and
intensity of the AP translation and IE rotation changes
is decreased. Mean value along AP direction is
3.0901±0.551mm, and IE rotation is 2.382±0.477° [4].
Student t – test was used for purpose of the
statistical significance of the experimental results. It
can be seen that the character of the change in
preoperational and post operational period is not
random, but is created under the influence of the
systematic or experimental factors for possible error
P<0.1 and for certainty of the P>99%.

3. RESULTS
In order to obtain cuves of the AP translation and IE
rotation eight order Furier approximation is applied.
The horizontal axis shows percentage distribution
of the gait cycle and the vertical axis shows difference
of the tibial translation changing in milimeters, e.g.
difference of the IE angle rotation changing.
Diagrams at the Figure 4 show that these
pathological parameters have the big influence on the
knee stability. Measurements before operation, at the
initial contact between foot and the ground which
correspond to 20% of the horizontal axis, points to the
high amplitudes of the AP translation, e.g. IE rotation.
Before, surgery, mean value of the AP translation is
6.619±1.447mm, and for IE rotation is 6.169 ±0.711°
[7].

a)

.

b)
Fig.4. Values of the pathological parameters during gait cycle for: a) AP translation, and b) IE rotation
LEGEND:
BS - Changes of the tibial AP translation (or changes of the IE angle) before surgery, FBS – Fitted curve of
the tibial AP translation (or changes of the IE angle) before surgery, AS - Changes of the tibial AP translation (or
changes of the IE angle) after surgery, and FAS - Fitted curve of the changes tibial AP translation (or changes of
the IE angle) after surgery after surgery.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Knowing knee kinematics is of the great importance
for getting relevant knee function information which
can be used for improvement treatment of the knee
pathology [6]. In this study inovative gait analysis
technique is applied.
Stable knee joint implies small values of the AP
translation and IE rotation. In order to achieve fuctional
role of the ACL, gait cycle specific phases which have
influence on pathological kinematic of the ACL
deficient knee joint have to be determined.
Numerous reserchers have noticed tibial translation
along AP direction and higher values of the IE rotation
using in vitro and in vivo experiments [8, 9]. Results
of this study shown in Figure 4, concides with results
[3, 6]. Maximal values of the AP translation and IE
rotation occur in early stance phase when heel strikes
[5]. After ligament reconstruction surgery, these values
decreased.
Andriacchi et al. and M. Kozanek et al. have shown
that there is conection between AP translation and
flexion – extension of the knee movement. At initial
contact between foot and the ground, anterior position
of the tibia relative to the femur is related with extensor
mechanisam pulling on the tibia [2,6]. During foot flat
phase tibia sliding posteriorly as the knee flexion. This
is in agreement with Bergamini et al. which were
shown ACL decrese during knee flexion [9]. Our
results show (Fig.4) maximal values of the AP
translation when knee is in extension, e.g. heel strikes.
Bull et al. in study show that there is significiant
reduction of the pathological IE rotation across the
whole range of the knee motion measured after ACL
reconstruction surgery [10]. This correspond with
results shown in Figure 6b, where maximal values of
the IE rotation at the begginig of the gait cycle occurs,
and after reconstruction surgery decrease [11].
Using the same clinical position of the leg
landmarks, limitations of this study are minimized
which are related to the measurement errors and data
noise coming from skin and soft tissue motion.
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DETERMINATION OF CORROSION CHARACTERISTICS OF DENTAL ALLOY BY
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA MASS SPECTROMETRY
Abstract: Corrosion resistance is one of the characteristics that dental alloy should possess as it should be placed in
the oral cavity. Adverse tissue reactions of the gingiva and the periodontium close to dental cast alloys may be
caused by the effects of released metal elements. Corrosion effect of dental Co-Cr-Mo alloy was investigated by ICP
MS according to the EN ISO 10271 and EN ISO 22674. Co- Cr dental alloy Remanium GM 800+ (Dentaurum
Ispringen, Germany was tested in artificial saliva for 7 days at 37ºC. The released metals were detected by Nexion
300X ICP MS (Perkin Elmer, USA). The results showed that the metal release was very low for Co, Cr and Mo, far
below the permitted levels. ICP-MS can be considered as very reliable method for such a research.
Key words: dental alloy, corrosion resistance, ICP MS

1. INTRODUCTION
Alloys are in use for many years in dentistry as a
material for fabrication of dental devices. Demands for
mechanical properties as well as for the stability of
dental alloys in oral environment are very high. Dental
alloys should withstand high cyclic loads up to 800N
per occlusal unit, high humidity, temperature changes
from 0ºC to 70ºC, and acidity variations from pH 2 to
pH 11 [1,2,3]. Corrosion resistance is one of the
characteristics that dental alloy should possess as it
should be placed in the oral cavity. The release of
metallic ions from the alloy into saliva should be as low
as possible, because they could diffuse in mucosae
tissue or they could be ingested, transported and
accumulated in distant parts of the organism [4,5].
Many studies have reported toxic and carcinogenic
effects induced when humans and animals are exposed
to certain metals [4,5,6,7]. Adverse tissue reactions of
the gingiva and the periodontium close to dental cast
alloys may be caused by the effects of released metal
elements. Tissue reactions depend upon the amounts of
elements available which are a function of corrosion
rates [8]. All previously mentioned indicate that the
investigation of potential release of metals from dental
alloys in oral environment is necessary step in testing
new products before they are allowed to be introduced
in clinical practice and in controlling products that are
in use for many years.
The insight that we have on stability of the alloy
and the safety for use are strongly dependent on the
tools available which allow us to perform our
investigation. The detection and analysis of the released
metals at the trace level poses a number of challenges
to the analyst [9]. In previous investigations besides
atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS) nuclear
corrosion monitoring (NCM), electron microscopy
(ESCA), microphotography and SEM were used
[5,10,11,12] . All of the mentioned methods have their
limitations, for example AAS has limited linearity and
therefore is recommended for low-level analytes.
ICP MS offers the capability of specification with

multi-element detection, of isotope measurements to
improve precision and accuracy excellent sensitivity
and detection limits and wide dynamic range [13]. ICPMS is suitable for analyzes that are requiring the lowest
detection limits and the greatest level of productivity.
Favourable characteristics of ICP-MS can be
summarized in a few points:
Instrument detection limits are at or below the
single part per trillion (ppt) level for much of the
periodic table;
Analytical working range is nine orders of
magnitude;
Productivity is unsurpassed by any other technique
and
Isotopic analysis can be achieved readily [14].
The principal of ICP MS function is that samples
are introduced into argon plasma as aerosol droplets.
The plasma dries the aerosol, dissociates the molecules
and then removes an electron from the components,
thereby forming singly-charged ions, which are
directed into a mass filtering device known as the mass
spectrometer [15]. Most commercial ICP-MS systems
employ a quadruple mass spectrometer which rapidly
scans the mass range. Upon exiting the mass
spectrometer, ions strike the first dynode of an electron
multiplier, which serves as a detector [15]. The impact
of the ions releases a cascade of electrons, which are
amplified until they become a measureable pulse. The
software compares the intensities of the measured
pulses to those from standards, which make up the
calibration curve, to determine the concentration of the
element [15]. For each element measured, it is typically
necessary to measure just one isotope, since the ratio of
the isotopes, or natural abundance, is fixed in nature
[15]. ICP-MS can be used to measure the individual
isotopes of each element; this capability brings value to
investigations interested in one specific isotope of an
element or in the ratio between two isotopes of an
element.
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ICP torch and RF coil – generates the argon plasma,
which serves as the ion source of the ICP-MS;
Interface – links the atmospheric pressure ICP ion
source to the high vacuum mass spectrometer;
Vacuum system – provides high vacuum for ion
optics, quadrupole, and detector;
Collision/reaction cell – precedes the mass
spectrometer and is used to remove interferences
that can degrade the detection limits achieved;
Ion optics – guides the desired ions into the
quadrupole while assuring that neutral species and
photons are discarded from the ion beam;
Mass spectrometer – acts as a mass filter to sort
ions by their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z);
Detector – counts individual ions exiting the
quadrupole and
Data handling and system controller – controls all
aspects of instrument control and data handling to
obtain final concentration results.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
Corrosion effect of dental Co-Cr-Mo alloy was
investigated by ICP MS according to the EN ISO
10271 and EN ISO 22674 [16,17]. A rectangular plate
sample of 34mm x 13mm x 1.5mm of dental Co-Cr-Mo
alloy was made according to the standard technological
procedure that was common in today dental laboratory
using lost wax technique. Non precious Co-Cr alloy
Remanium GM 800 + (Dentaurum Ispringen, Germany
) was used. The composition of the alloy is given in
Table 1. First, wax model was made. It was invested in
Rema dynamic investment and vacuum casted in
Nautilus CC system (Bego, Germany). After casting
the sample was divested, blasted and polished. The
sample was fixed with nylon thread and immersed in
glass container with artificial saliva with pH=6.8 [18].
It was held for 7 days (+/- 0.1) at 37°C. After that the
sample of artificial saliva was taken and was analyzed
in Nexion 300X ICP-MS (Perkin Elmer, USA) (Fig. 1).

3. RESULTS
Chemical
composition
(in mass %)

Co

Cr

Mo

Si

63.3

30

5

1

Others less than 1%: Mn, N, C
Table 1. Chemical Composition of Remanium
GM800+ (Dentaurum Ispringen, Germany)
dental alloy according to the manufacturer

The corrosion characteristics of Co-Cr alloy was
investigated by analysis of element release in artificial
saliva. After the investigating period of 7 days the
results of the released metals from the Co-Cr dental
alloy were far under the permitted level.
According to ISO 22674 the quantity of released
metal from the alloy should not exceed 200µg/cm2 in 7
days period [17]. The results of the investigation are
shown in Table 2.
4. DISCUSSION

Fig. 1. Nexion 300X ICP-MS
An ICP-MS consists of the following components
(Fig. 2):
Sample introduction system – composed of a
nebulizer and spray chamber and provides the
means of getting samples into the instrument;

The investigation of corrosion characteristics of
dental alloy can be done by analysing the release of
metal ions in electrolytic solution. Today, there are
three widely accepted analytical methods for analyze of
metal release: atomic absorption, atomic emission and
mass spectrometry. The most common techniques in
use today are:
Flame Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy;
Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
(GFAA);
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
(ICP-MS) [15].

Fig. 2. The ion optic path of the PerkinElmer NexION ICP-MS
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Mo

Co

Cr

Mean value of the released element (µg/l)

70.52

35.27

0.74

Volume of the artificial saliva

0.05

0.05

0.05

1

1

1

3.53

1.76

0.04

990.09

990.09

990.09

0.356

0.178

0.004

Dilution
Mean value (µg)
2

The surface area of the sample (mm )
2

The result of element release (µg/cm )
Table 2. The results of the investigation
Performing atomic absorption spectroscopy requires
a primary light source, an atom source, a
monochromator to isolate the specific wavelength of
light to be measured, a detector to measure the light
accurately, electronics to process the data signal and a
data display or reporting system to show the results.
Whatever the system, the atom source used must
produce free analyte atoms from the sample [15]. The
source of energy for free atom production is heat, most
commonly in the form of an air/acetylene or nitrousoxide/acetylene flame. The sample is introduced as an
aerosol into the flame by the sample-introduction
system consisting of a nebulizer and spray chamber.
The burner head is aligned so that the light beam passes
through the flame, where the light is absorbed. The
major limitation of Flame AA is that the burnernebulizer system is a relatively inefficient sampling
device. Only a small fraction of the sample reaches the
flame, and the atomized sample passes quickly through
the light path. An improved sampling device would
atomize the entire sample and retain the atomized
sample in the light path for an extended period of time,
enhancing the sensitivity of the technique [14,15]. This
leads us to the next technique – electrothermal
vaporization using a graphite furnace. With Graphite
Furnace Atomic Absorption (GFAA), the sample is
introduced directly into a graphite tube, which is then
heated in a programmed series of steps to remove the
solvent and major matrix components and to atomize
the remaining sample [19]. Graphite Furnace analysis
times are longer than those for flame sampling, and
fewer elements can be determined using GFAA.
However, the enhanced sensitivity of GFAA, and its
ability to analyze very small samples, significantly
expands the capabilities of atomic absorption.
ICP is argon plasma maintained by the interaction
of an RF field and ionized argon gas [15]. The plasma
can reach temperatures as high as 10 000 K, allowing
the complete atomization of the elements in a sample
and minimizing potential chemical interferences.
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is the measurement of the
light emitted by the elements in a sample introduced
into an ICP source. The measured emission intensities
are then compared to the intensities of standards of
known concentration to obtain the elemental
concentrations in the unknown sample [15]. Sequentialtype systems can select any wavelength and focus it on
a single detector. However, this is done one element at
a time, which can lead to longer analysis times.
With
Inductively
Coupled
Plasma
Mass

Spectrometry (ICP-MS), the argon ICP generates
singly charged ions from the elemental species within a
sample that are directed into a mass spectrometer and
separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio. Ions
of the selected mass-to-charge ratio are then directed to
a detector that determines the number of ions present
[15]. ICP-MS combines the multi-element capabilities
of ICP techniques with exceptional detection limits
equivalent to or below those of GFAA. It is also one of
the few analytical techniques that allows the
quantification of elemental isotopic concentrations and
ratios, as well as precise speciation capabilities when
used in conjunction with HPLC or GC interfaces [14].
This feature enables the analytical chemist to determine
the exact form of a species present – not just the total
concentration. However, due to the fact that the sample
components are actually introduced into the instrument,
there are some limitations as to how much sample
matrix can be introduced into the ICP-MS.
In addition, there are also increased maintenance
requirements as compared to ICP-OES systems.
Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICPMS) is the method of choice for analyzing metal
release from dental alloy in investigated medium
because of its multi-element capability, low detection
limit (ppt) and wide dynamic range (109 orders of
magnitude).
5. CONCLUSION
Although Co-Cr dental alloys are used for
fabrication of dental devices for many years the
research of their stability in oral environment are
current. A growing amount of results provide evidence
that toxic and carcinogenic metals are capable of
interacting with nuclear proteins and DNA causing
oxidative deterioration of biological macromolecules
[4, 20]. Detailed studies in the past two decades have
shown that metals like iron, copper, cadmium,
chromium, mercury, nickel, vanadium possess the
ability to produce reactive radicals, resulting in DNA
damage, lipid peroxidation, depletetion of protein (4).
Current analytical methods for analysing metals at trace
levels give researchers new opportunities for detection
and quantification of metals with possible new
perspective on their interaction with biomolecules.
According to presented results investigated Co-Cr
dental alloy Remanium GM 800 + (Dentaurum
Ispringen, Germany) has good corrosion characteristics
and stability in oral environment. ICP-MS can be
considered as very reliable method for such a research.
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ESTIMATION OF EXPOSURE DOSE OF HUMAN HEAD DURING CT SCANNING
PROCEDURE USING MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Abstract: In this study we present method for determination of exposure dose on human head during computer

tomography (CT) scanning procedure. Method is based on scan data obtained by CT. The gray level of image is
converted to attenuation coefficient distribution in the head model. The exposure dose is calculated using this model
data by Monte Carlo method simulation. This method is based on quantification of interaction between X-ray
photon and head tissue. Obtained simulation results can be helpful to improve design, safety and quality of CT
system for head imaging.
Key words: Monte Carlo, Computer Tomography, Exposure Dose

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies in radiology suggest that computed
tomography (CT) scans comprise only (3-11) % of all
radiological exams, yet contribute to (35-45) % of the
total radiation dose to the patient population [1,2].
Further research into the complex relationship between
radiation exposure, image quality, and diagnostic
accuracy should be encouraged, in order to establish
the minimum radiation dose necessary to provide
adequate diagnostic information [3].
According to this information protection of patients
during scanning procedure is main requirement during
imaging procedure and design of CT devices. The one
way to minimize radiation dose is to better understand
mechanisms of dose absorption and factor like
construction of X-ray device, type of filter being used
and characteristic of patient tissue. Dose reduction can
be achieved using appropriate filterers [4,5] suitable
reconstruction algorithms [6,7] or special mode of Xray source operation [7].
In this study we try to calculate dose of CT scanner by
Monte Carlo Simulation using multi slice image data.
The final goal is to develop tool for exposure dose
calculation with the aim of enhancing quality of CT
devices.
2. COMPUTER TOMOGRAPHY
2.1 Basic relation
Computer tomography (CT) is a non-destructive
method for characterizing 3D objects by using X-ray
radiation. This method is based on the differences in
attenuation coefficient of X-ray beams for various
materials and tissues. The final result is a grey level CT
image where corresponding grey level is proportional
to attenuation coefficient.
CT medical imaging includes exposure of the object of
radiation at one side and detecting attenuated radiation
at the other side of the object and this procedure is
repeated from more than one direction. The next step is
image reconstruction from the projection by using a
number of techniques. All of these techniques are based

on solving systems of integral equations which are
formed as a result of total attenuation of the radiation
beam from the source to the detector. Monochromatic
X-ray reduction for homogenous materials is given by
the relation

I = I 0e - m×d ,

(1)

where I0 is intensity of initial radiation, I is final
intensity radiation after path length d in tissue with
linear attenuation coefficient µ. If there are multiple
materials, the equation becomes:
-

I = I 0e

å

m×i di

i

.

(2)

Linear attenuation coefficient is very sensitive to
energy variation of initial X-photon; that is to say the
equations 1 and 2 are valid only for monochromatic
beam.
If a polychromatic X-ray source is used, taking into
account the fact that the attenuation coefficient is a
strong function of X-ray energy, the complete solution
would require solving the equation over the range of
the X-ray energy (E) spectrum utilized:

I =

òI

0

(E )e - m( E )×ddE .

(3)

This equation largely complicates the reconstruction
process and obtaining final results. For this reason the
equation (1) is more applicable with a note that µ
represents effective attenuation coefficient with
spectral characteristics included.
2.2 CT number
CT numbers are also known as the Hounsfield units
which are proportional to mean linear attenuation
coefficient and they are formed at the end of
reconstruction process.
The corresponding CT number is given by

CT = K

mt - mw

mw

.

(4)

Where µt, µw are linear attenuation coefficients of X –
ray in tissue and water respectively and K is scale
factor. The K is chosen to satisfy -1000 value of CT
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number for air and 1000 for some kind of cortical bone
tissue. According to representation a Hounsfield unit
in binary number system it is very useful take 1024
value for K. Then CT number ranges from -1024 to
1023 and 11-bit is used for representation. For 12-bit
representation CT number takes values from -1024 to
+3071.

Let's assume now that the particle is passing through a
much more homogenous region as shown on Fig. 2.

3. MONTE CARLO METHOD
The Monte Carlo method is stochastic procedure for
simulation of a finite number particle transport by using
random number generation. In every iteration suitable
random numbers determine direction and space angle
of particle trajectory, energy of particle and type of
their interaction with transported medium (tissue). The
appropriate variables are obtained as a mean value of
finite numbers of iteration. The accuracy of the
estimated values is proportional to the number of
iterations. Monte Carlo is stochastic method because
the variable being sought can be obtained only in finite
volume but not in one point unlike deterministic
method.
If we consider motion of a particle, we should suppose
a one point source with coordinates (0,0,0) as shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Particle in non-homogenous media
The regions are characterized by macroscopic cross
sections for absorption Σ1 , Σ 2 , Σ 3 , which are actually
linear attenuation coefficients.
Tracking starts by generating a new random number ξ3
and calculating the equation

t = - ln (1 - x3 ).

(7)

If we find

S 1s1 < t
S 1s1 + S 2s 2 < t
S 1s1 + S 2s 2 + S 3s 3 > t

(8)

the interaction takes place in the region 3 after it
travelled the distance s in the region 3,

s=

τ − Σ1 s1 + Σ 2 s 2
Σ3

.

(9)

By analogy with this way we can find place of
interaction and distance having been crossed for any
region.
If the particle meets the requirement for interaction we
will have increment of a total received dose of radiation
for the amount of photon energy, otherwise there is no
absorption and photon comes to detector without loss
of energy.
4. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Fig. 1. Cylindrical coordinate for particle source
Random direction of particle motion is defined by
equations

θ = arccos(1 − 2ξ1 )
ϕ = 2πξ 2

(5)

where θ is polar angle, φ is azimuth angle and ξ1, ξ2 are
random generated numbers with uniform density
distribution in the interval (0-1).

Unit vector direction of particle motion is expressed by
→

→

Ω = sin(θ ) ⋅ cos(ϕ ) ⋅ ex +
→

→

sin(θ ) ⋅ sin(ϕ ) ⋅ ey + cos(θ ) ⋅ ez
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(6)

The first step in this study was to determine
spectrum of X-ray source. We used low dose 3DCT
scanner [8], X-ray tube Model XRS-125-7K-P for Xray production with 4 mm aluminium filter and
obtained spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Spectral distribution energy of X-photon
Calculation of the spectrum was performed by SpekCalc [1] a software for X-photon spectrum estimation.
Mean energy of X-photon of this spectrum is given by
relation

ò f (E ) ×EdE
E =

E

(10)

ò f (E )dE

Fig. 5. Head model divided into three regions
The attenuation coefficient for water at effective
energy E has value mw = 0.1965 cm-1. By substituting
that in the equation (4) we can get a macroscopic cross
section for any domain in the model. CT numbers for
the structures having been considered are given
respectively:

E

where E is X-photon energy and f(E) represents a
probability density function.
The mean energy is E =73.72 KeV. The next step is
geometry determination of the problem and for this we
used CT image as shown in Fig. 4.

•
•
•

CT=929 (Bone tissue external sphere) 170.5
mm diameter
CT=-780 (Air shell internal) 27 mm diameter
CT=85 (Internal sphere soft Tissue),

and they are obtained by an averaging on the domain.
During imaging procedure X-ray source rotates around
head of patient, the procedure is finished when the
source has closed a full circle. In our case we need to
apply discretization by dividing full circle into ten
segments. Each of these segments represents one
direction source-detector between which there is object.
For every direction we apply procedure described in
section 3. The total amount of absorption energy is 8 %
of initial radiation what corresponds to a received dose
of 112 µS.
5. FINAL REMARKS

Fig. 4. Multi slice CT image
CT images are segmented and surface is produced for
human head.
Model data consists of surface points shown in Fig. 5.

In this study we have briefly presented basic
relation and technique of CT imaging method. Critical
point of application of this diagnostic method is
exposure dose of X-photon radiation.
The main goal of our research is estimation of the
absorbed radiation dose using Monte Carlo simulation
of X-photon transport in head tissue of the patient. For
simulation we have created geometrical model from CT
images. The model is divided into a number of regions
with realistic dimensions and attenuation coefficients
obtained from spectra data and grayscale level of
images being used.
The final dose is around 112 µS and this result is
comparable with value from 35 to 72 µS which was
predicted for this scanner, according to 2007 ICRP
[10].
The difference between the predicted and calculated
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doses is the result of the approximations which were
included in the calculation. Material characteristics of
each voxel were not taken into account; instead, mean
value in certain domain was attributed to every point of
that domain. Also, the energy of X-photons was taken
as the mean value and attenuation coefficients were
calculated based on the unique energy value. In reality,
the photons are polychromatic and this coefficient
should be calculated for each energy value separately.
Finally, the accurate initial radiation value can be
obtained by measuring, but in this case, the estimation
was done on the bases of scanner characteristics.
There are several goals of future research: to improve
accuracy by using a more realistic geometrical model
with a lot of sub-domains in model or even voxel
representation of model, to do calculation which would
include the attenuation coefficient dependence on
energy to a higher degree and to compare the calculated
values with the radiation dose values having been
measured for the scanner being considered.
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KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF LOWER EXTREMITIES
IN CAD ENVIRONMENT
Abstract: The current CAD computer technologies can be used to perform three-dimensional biomechanical
analysis of human locomotion to provide insight into the way of achieving motion in normal and pathological
conditions, as well as a diagnostic tool for diagnosing and correcting pathologies and providing a way to optimize
the specific activity of locomotor system. Within this research, special attention is focused on the development of
new interactive methods in simulating the movement of virtual models within CAD computer technologies, based on
real data captured by the Elite measurement system.
Key words: biomechanics, computer simulation, kinematic analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

2. METHODS

CAD has been traditionally used to assist in
engineering design and modeling for representation,
analysis and manufacturing. Recent advances in
computing technologies have helped in the
advancement of CAD in biomedical engineering in
applications ranging from clinical medicine,
customized medical implant design to tissue
engineering [1]. Current CAD systems that are being
used in applications for traditional mechanical design
and analysis still provide simple simulation and
analysis tools for the biomechanical analysis of the
human body. For example, CATIA from Dessault
Systems, provides tools such as HBR (Human Builder),
HME (Human Measurement Editor), HPA (Human
Posture Analysis) and HAA (Human Activity
Analysis). Their functions and capabilities are
primarily intended for the ergonomic or static analysis,
and not for dynamic analysis [2].
The possibilities of computer simulation of moving
structures give more information than any other visual
means, such as drawings, photographs and video
projections, because it is possible to emphasize certain
phases and key structural units for the analysis of
motion. The aim of this research is to develop new
interactive methods in computer simulations for
analyzing various forms of human body locomotion
within CAD computer technologies and to provide the
possibility of integration of biomechanical kinematic
and dynamic data with conventional motion analysis of
mechanical components.
Special attention is focused on the study of
locomotion when climbing stairs, as an activity that
requires large amount of metabolic energy, and thus
represents difficulty in performing daily activities for
people with disorders of the musculoskeletal system,
particularly for people with lower limb amputation. The
developed approach of analyzing biomechanical data in
computer environment that is regularly used to
modeling, motion and strength analysis of prosthesis
and implants will benefit in a better design of these
devices.

2.1 Experimental measurement
ELITE measurement system (Bioengineering
Technology & Systems) allows recording of spatial
coordinates of markers set on specific anatomic points
on the human body and signal processing of recorded
data in real time [3]. The system may include more
cameras, constructed so that they are particularly
sensitive to infrared (IR) part of spectrum. Number of
cameras that are used depends on the size of the visual
field and type of motion that is recorded. For the
analysis of 2D problems, where it is necessary to
analyse movement in the sagittal plane, only one
camera may be sufficient, while for the analysis of
spatial problems multiple cameras are needed [Fig.1].
Flashes that are mounted on cameras emit infrared rays
that are rejected on the reflective surface of the markers
set on the body of the examined subjects. The
sensitivity of the camera only allows detection of light
from the markers, while ignoring other sources (skin,
cloth …). ELITE system uses passive markers, which
allows absolute freedom of movement of subjects.
Number of markers is not limited, and their diameter
ranges from 1 mm to 1 cm.

Fig. 1. Sheme of a measurement system [3]
The gait analysis equipment used for this
experimental measurement consisted of Elite system
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with two CCD cameras and stairs that consisted of two
steps with the standard slope of 17 cm in height and 29
cm in depth. Measuring took place in a pre-calibrated
working volume of 2.2 m length, 1.8 m height and 1.5
m wide, with a recording frequency of 50 Hz.
The first step was mounted with the Kistler force
platform for measuring of three component ground
reaction forces.
Ten subjects ranging in age from 21 to 39, with no
apparent abnormalities of the locomotor system, were
studied. The climbing was performed with the speed
that the subjects considered as their normal speed of
climbing. Special attention was given to naturalness in
walking and a constant walking velocity. Subjects were
walking barefoot. The five reflective markers have
been attached to palpable landmarks of lower
extremities, and their position is defined according to
the procedure described in (Perry, 1992) and
(Cappozzo et al., 1995) [4,5].
The markers of 1 cm in diameter have been used,
and they were placed on the following characteristic
landmarks:
− marker 1: hip (upper front edge of the great
trochanter);
− marker 2: knee (top of the fibula);
− marker 3: ankle (3 mm and 8 mm below the
top front of the lateral malleolus);
− marker 4: heel;
− marker 5: the root of the little finger (top of
the fifth metatarsal).
In order to correctly interpret the recorded data, it is
necessary to classify markers. Markers are numbered
and assigned to the appropriate anatomic position on
the subject, which forms a 2D model for each camera
as a set of points connected by lines. On the basis of
this
information
the
stereophotogrametric
reconstruction of 3D coordinates of markers can be
done.
A number of experiments has been repeated for
each of the subjects. For further analysis only
successfully saved files have been used, where it was
possible to reconstruct the cycle of climbing and where
the full contact between foot and the platform has been
achieved.
2.2 Biomechanical simulation
In biomechanical tests, due to extreme complexity
of the structure of human body, structural diagram of
the human skeleton is usually displayed as a
mechanism comprised of members, which are
connected in a series of kinematic chains. The
kinematic model of lower extremities developed in this
research consists of 15 members (5 joints and 10 links)
[Fig. 2].
The mobility of the system is realized through three
rotational degrees of freedom between the individual
joints and links (spherical joints), and through one
translational and one rotational degree of freedom
between the proximal and distal links in the direction of
their longitudinal axis (cylindrical joints) [Fig. 3].
These kinematic models have enabled a computer
simulation that accurately mimics the captured data
with spatial coordinates of markers, and the three-
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dimensional computer reconstruction of their
trajectories and their projections in the sagittal, frontal
and transverse plane.

Fig. 2. Kinematic model in assembled and exploded
state

Fig. 3. Display of degrees of freedom (DOF) between
links (proximal and distal) and spherical joints
3. RESULTS OF SIMULATION
Figures 4 and 5 represent an example of the
processed results to x and y coordinates of markers of
the hip, knee and ankle joints.

Fig. 4. An example of x coordinates of measured data

Fig. 7. Horizontal component of velocity
Fig. 5. An example of y coordinates of measured data
Based on the recorded data from the force platform,
the moments of the beginning and end of the stance
period have been defined. The tag O1 marks the
beginning of foot contact with the surface (force
platform), and the tag O2 marks the end of foot contact.
Using the developed kinematic model of lower
extremity, a 3D computer reconstruction of spatial
trajectories has been done for every recorded
measurement [Fig. 6].
The joints trajectories represent an important
biomechanical characteristic, because they are directly
related to the energy consumption. Spatial motion is
performed in a way that requires a minimum of energy
consumption, so that every movement that causes a
change of the trajectories above normal maximal limits
causes energy dissipation.
Fig. 8. Vertical component of velocity

Fig. 6. Computer reconstruction of spatial trajectories
The dependences of translation velocities and
accelerations of the hip, knee and ankle joint during the
climbing have also been determined.
In order to develop statistical models that are used
as a comparative basis, the average multiple samples
have been introduced. From individual patterns, a
typical pattern for every subject has been determined.

Fig. 9. Horizontal component of acceleration
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recorded by the ELITE measuring system and Kistler
force plate were the input data for the computer
simulation, which calculates and reconstructs the
spatial orientation and trajectories of joints of the
developed CAD kinematic models. Time dependences
of velocity and acceleration vectors have been
determined.
The methodology of combining data captured by
the magnetic tracking system with the current
CAD/CAE computer technologies developed in this
research can be used for three-dimensional
biomechanical analysis of different forms of locomotor
movements and as a diagnostic tool for identifying gait
disorders and finding optimal parameters for their
removal. It also can find application in improving the
structure and control concepts for lower limb prosthetic
devices [6], in order to achieve a reciprocal way of
climbing stairs.
Fig. 10. Vertical component of acceleration
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENDOPROSTHESIS OF THE FEMUR ACCORDING TO
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPECIFIC PATIENT
Abstract: Arthroplasty of the hip joint is one of the most widely implemented endoprothetical aids in humans. Each
year, around 800,000 operations such this, are done in the world. The main factors influencing the success of the
surgery are the operative procedure, the degree of adaptation elements of prosthesis to the patients, and its
mechanical properties. Due to the large number of influencing factors, the best results are achieved by the
development of prostheses tailored to the patient. The custom-made development of the endoprosthesis body
includes four group activities as follows: data acquisition from diagnostic images and the reconstruction of the
morphology of the affected elements of the skeletal system, definition of a computer model for a hip endoprosthesis,
verification using the appropriate computer analysis and production by applying the NC technology. This paper
describes the specific activities present in the development of hip endoprosthesis specifying their advantages and
limitations. The presented results are the part of the research on development of the custom made endoprostheses at
the Faculty of technical sciences.
Key words: custom-made endoprsthesis, hip joint, CAD, CAE
1. INTRODUCTION
The intensity of life activities and illnesses
occurring as a consequence have a significant impact
on the elements of the locomotion system. In everyday
physical activities, every person makes approximately
10,000 steps per day [1], and as the consequence, the
elements of the hip and knee joints suffer the most,
since they are exposed to the most intensive workloads.
Due to the problems in these elements of the
locomotion system, there are about 800,000 total hip
replacement surgeries performed yearly worldwide [2].
According to the form and manner in functioning,
the hip is a spherical joint establishing the connection
between the pelvis and the femur. This joint consists of
several elements, as presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Elements of the hip
Operative treatment of replacing the natural with
the artificial hip joint is generally composed of several
phases: separation of the natural femoral head and the
neck from the femur bone (Fig. 2a); installation of the
acetabular component presenting the artificial seat of
the hip joint (Fig. 2b); installation of the endoprosthesis
body into the medullary channel of the femur bone with

the elements replacing the natural neck (Fig. 2c);
setting of the artificial head to the neck of the
prosthesis body (Fig. 2d); and, connection of elements
of the artificial hip joint into a unity (Fig. 2e) [2].

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 2. Phases of the operative treatment of replacing
the natural with the artificial hip joint [3]
The success of the operative treatment of replacing
the natural hip joint with the artificial one is measured
by the time period necessary for the recovery of the
patient and the exploitation life of the prosthesis. The
main factors influencing the success of the surgery are
the operative procedure, the degree of adaptation of
prosthesis elements to the patient, and its mechanical
properties.
From the aspect of the development of the
endoprosthesis, the most significant element of the
artificial hip joint is the femoral stem. It provides the
connection between the hip joint and the femur, and it
overtakes the largest workload during the physical
activities. In developing the endoprosthesis body, it is
important to bear in mind that the femur is the
mechanically most loaded bone in the human
locomotion system.
The success of the installation of the hip joint
endoprosthesis, as well as the exploitation life in the
organism, depend on many factors, from which the
most important one is the proper selection of the shape
and the size of the endoprosthesis body. The most
common method for the development of the
endoprosthesis is the “methodology of the typization”.
Beginning with the stated methodology, the most
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common method is the systematization of
endoprosthesis according to the type (primary,
revision…), the dimensions (usually up to 10 per type),
and the mode of fixing into the femur (cement,
cementless). The selection of prosthesis for a particular
patient, from the offered set of prosthesis, is based on
the following: the complexity of the disease, patient’s
age and femur dimensions.
In the recent year, the research in the area of
biomedical engineering has been directed towards the
development and manufacture of prosthesis according
to the morphological characteristics of a patient (socalled custom-made endoprosthesis). This type of
endoprosthesis, apart from femur dimensions and
shape, maximally considers the type and the extent of
the disease [4], as well as some other parameters. The
objectives in the development of the hip joint
endoprosthesis tailored for a specific patient are the
maximum
design
speed
providing
minimal
invasiveness in the operative treatment, short recovery
period and long exploitation life of the implant. This
can be achieved by using the computer technologies
that enable the design, analysis and simulation of the
product behaviour in all developmental stages. The
custom-made development of the endoprosthesis body
includes three group of activities [5] as follows:
Data acquisition from diagnostic images and the
reconstruction of the morphology of the affected
elements of the skeletal system;
Definition of a computer model for a hip
endoprosthesis;
Verification using the appropriate computer
analysis;
The paper describes the activities in the
development of the hip joint endoprosthesis tailored for
a specific patient, as well as the tendency to develop
each of these based on the contemporary research in the
area.
2. DATA ACQUISITION AND FEMUR
MORPHOLOGY RECONSTRUCTION
Determining the properties of the diseases in the
elements of the human locomotion system largely
depends on the sharpness and the quality of images
used in diagnostics. Furthermore, for the development
of endoprosthetic implant the significant role is
attributed to the recording method, recording angle and
device calibration. Hence, in the past years, there has
been an intensive development of the methods based on
the spatial images of the diseased limb (mainly by
applying tomographic recording methods) [6], which
generate digital copies of the desired cross-section of
the subject. In medicine, and hence in the orthopaedics
as well, the most commonly used are the computerized
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). Both methods allow the generation of a series
of images showing the cross section of the diseased
tissue (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. CT image of the pelvis region
The application of the tomographic imaging in
diagnostics enables the determination of the type and
the extent of the disease, as well as the measuring of
characteristic sizes of the diseased limbs [6]. This
enables the possibility to define the geometric
parameters of the femur [3]. In addition, the application
of tomographic methods provides prerequisites for the
formation of spatial computer models of the diseased
limb in order to design the endoprosthesis, and in later
phases, to simulate its behaviour in the exploitation
conditions, as well as to simulate the surgical
procedure. Modelling of the diseased femur, among
others, is performed by applying specialized software
systems for the reconstruction of tomographic images.
This procedure consists of three following activities:
Preparation activities;
Manual or automated segmentation of the
bone and tissue mass;
Definition of output data in the form of a
database containing the coordinates of the
cloud of points or the creation of a volumetric
model by introducing volume elements
(voxels) between segmented image planes.
First, the preparation activity includes the
processing of diagnostic images most commonly in the
form of a series of image planes with the cross section
of the recording object. It implies the correction of
contrasts in order to segment the bone mass more
easily, as well as the input into the software system for
the reconstruction of the bone system morphology.
Tissue segmentation includes the identification of
the image area belonging to relevant organs. This is one
of the most significant steps in the reconstruction
process based on the series of images, and the accuracy
of the generated model highly depends on it [2]. Fig. 4.
presents the diagnostic image and the segmentation of
the femur bone tissue.

Fig. 4. Example of the hip segmentation on a diagnostic
image
Further process in the organ reconstruction (in this
case, femur and its medullary channel) includes the
generation of the characteristic points which describe
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the formation of a spatial femur model. A simpler form
in the femur description is the cloud of characteristic
points (Fig. 5) which is suitable for further processing
[7] and the reconstruction of the areas in the CAD
software systems (CATIA, PTC Creo, and the like).

Fig. 5. Cloud of points describing the femur
The model of the affected skeleton segment can
also be obtained by replacing the elementary unit
(pixel) images with spatial elements (voxels), realized
in the specialized software system for the
reconstruction of the tomographic images (ScanIP,
Mimics, etc.). As a result, the volumetric model of the
reconstructed femur is obtained (Fig. 6).

Fig. 8. Computer model of the femur (a) and the
endoprosthesis body (b)
In order to minimize the period for designing the
endoprosthesis body, there are two methods utilized for
implementing the influential parameters (geometric,
exploitation and operative) into the geometric form
creating the computer model of the endoprosthesis
body. Both methods, apart from including the existing
ones, also allow for the introduction of new influential
factors. These two methods are as follows:
Method of parameter modelling, and
Method for model definition by applying general
mathematical laws (general mathematical
models).

Fig. 6. Computer model of the femur
Both described procedures allow the generation of a
computer model suitable both for defining the
necessary parameters and for computer verification of
the designed endoprosthesis body.
The reconstruction of the femur geometry implies
the reconstruction of the outer and the internal
geometry of the femur, i.e. medullary channel. Spatial
model of the internal geometry of the femur, obtained
by the reconstruction of the points of clouds, is
presented in Fig. 7.

Parameter modelling is the most suitable method
for creating computer models for a group of products
with the similar geometry. In the case of the
endoprosthesis body, it implies the typization of
elements of its geometry, separate individual
definitions of each element, and the definition of
constraints. Geometry of the endoprosthesis body
consists of a series of surface or volumetric shapes that
determine the lower (distal), middle (medial) and upper
(proximal) segment of the endoprosthesis. The method
of parameter modelling, most common, apart from the
generalized geometry defined by general sizes, also
includes the application of a database containing the
values of these sizes (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Computer model of the medullary channel

3. DESIGN OF THE ENDOPROSTHESIS
Design of the endoprosthesis body tailored for a
specific patient, from the application of tomographic
image methods of the patient, is based on defining the
following: characteristic cross sections of the
endoprosthesis based on the adequate cross sections of
the femur (Fig. 8a) and the properties of the medullary
channel in it. The subsequent design phases for the
endoprosthesis imply the formation of the geometric
surface around the defined cross sections and hence the
formation of the endoprosthesis body (Fig. 8b).

Fig. 9. Appearance of the parameter model [8,9]
The parameter modelling method is suitable for
application in designing the body of the hip
endoprosthesis when the Rtg method is used for
diagnosing the disease. The application of the Rtg
method can be used to define the limited number of
geometric parameters of the femur. The advantage of
this method is in the relatively simple automation of the
geometric parameter input, since it is a plane imaging.
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Drawbacks of this method include complexity and
“rigid” structure of the model. That structure disables
the introduction of new geometric parameters into the
design process.
Second method, in which the geometry of the
endoprosthesis body is described by applying spatial
generated models, is based on the application of
mathematical laws made from polynom expressions.
This method is suitable to describe parts of complex
geometric forms [10]. This general mathematical
method for describing the endoprosthesis body, due to
its generalized form, has several advantages in relation
to parameter modelling. They primarily include the
significantly more flexible procedure for describing the
geometry that can be utilized for more types of
endoprosthesis, and the final model form which
contains the decreased number of geometric elements.
The most commonly used are polynom and rational
Bezier curves1 and similar functions. Fig. 10. shows a
segment of the general model of an endoprosthesis
body for a hip joint developed by applying the rational
Bezier function.

Fig. 10. Segment of a general model of
anendoprosthesis body
4. VERIFICATION OF THE SOLUTION
The final phase in the development of the
endoprosthesis according to the characteristics of a
specific patient is the computer verification of the
behaviour in exploitation conditions. Apart from
defining the set of exploitation values, this is also an
introduction into the optimization of the shape and the
dimensions of the endoprosthesis.
Verification of the solution includes the evaluation
of the endoprosthesis behaviour using the computer
simulation in exploitation conditions by applying
software systems for the computer model analysis with
the finite element method [Heller, Weinans].
Considering the properties of tension and the
conditions to which the endoprosthesis can be exposed
under the transfer of the force from the leg to the pelvis
and vice versa, it can be observed that the
endoprosthesis and the artificial joint are exposed to
constant workloads (static ones in standing and
dynamic ones in motion). Behaviour analyses in static
and dynamic conditions are used to evaluate the
developed solutions, as well as to optimize geometric
parameters of the endoprosthesis from the aspect of
static, kinematic and dynamic properties. Regardless
the software system that performs the verification of
the endoprosthesis body and the type of analysis, the
procedure itself includes the following: discretization
of the developed model (Fig. 11), definitions of
1

Bezier curves were developed by Pierre Bezier for the
demands of the automobile factory Renaults at the
beginning of 1960s [10].
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workload, environmental conditions and constraints,
and the calculations of forces and deviations in
individual model nods.

Fig. 11. Discretized model of the endoprosthesis body
of the hip joint
The success in the simulation of the endoprosthesis
behaviour depends on defining the forces and
constraints which can be obtained by biomechanical
analyses of the human locomotion system [11]. In
doing so, the distal part of the prosthesis provides the
positioning in medullary channel of the femur. In
orthopaedic practice, the prosthesis body is placed in
the femur so that the resultant force is acting at an
angle of α=20 to the vertical plane (Fig. 12a).
However, the structure of the pelvis and the operative
procedure as such (Fig. 12b) can, as a consequence,
also have another angle of the action of the resultant
force. In order to determine the relation between the
angle of the force and the behaviour and the
exploitation of the endoprosthesis body in the
exploitation conditions, the analyses have been
performed for diverse values of this angle. Fig. 12c.
shows the force angle on the discretized model of the
endoprosthesis.

Fig. 12. Load on the endoprosthesis body of the femur:
a) load angle; b) X-ray image of the implanted
endoprosthesis; c) force angle on the
discretized model in static analysis

4.1 Static analysis
For the analysis on the behaviour of the
endoprosthesis body, in static conditions, apart from
the load angle and the force intensity (4,000N),
incarcerations should also be defined. Most commonly,
they are defined as the fixation of a third of the height
of the distal part. Fig. 13. shows graphic results, and
Table 1 shows maximal values of the Van-Misses
stresses depending on the load angle.

α=15°

α=16°

α=17°

α=18°

α=19°

α=20°

Fig. 13. Graphic presentation of the equivalent VanMisses stresses
Maximal equivalent VonMisses stress σekv [MPa]
15
449.5
16
431.7
17
413.8
18
395.8
19
377.7
20
359.4
Table 1. Maximal equivalent Van-Misses stresses
Load angle [α°]

4.2 Analyses on the exploitation life of the
endoprosthesis body
On the other hand, the main objective of
implementing the endoprosthesis is the return of the
function of the diseased organ for a longer period of
time. Therefore, the development of the endoprosthesis
for a specific patient must also include the analysis on
the exploitation life in the organism. Based on the
biomechanical researches, it has been concluded that
the twenty-year-long life span of the endoprosthesis
implies N=2*108 cycles [12]. Table 2 presents the life
span of the endoprosthesis and the minimal safety
factor obtained for the model of total endoprosthesis for
the hip joint tailored for a specific patient (in Fig. 14. it
is presented within the reconstructed model of the
femur).
[α°]
15
16
17
18
19
20

Min.
factor
1.08
1.18
1.34
1.67
1.98
2.01

safety

Life of failure
x 108 cycles
0.9
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.9
2.3

Table 2. Minimal safety factor and life of failure shown
in cycles for different load angles

Fig. 14. Connection of endoprosthesis and femur
5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
Based on the analyses of papers in the field of
designing endoprosthetic implants, acquisition of
diagnostic images and biomechanics of the locomotion
system, it can be concluded that the future of the
endoprosthetics,
among
others,
implies
the
development of endoprosthetic implants tailored for a
specific patient. The reasons include a significantly
longer exploitation life of the endoprosthesis designed
for a specific patient, shorter post-operative recovery,
less invasiveness of the operative procedure, etc.
Further research in the field of medical prosthetics
follows the direction of lowering the costs of implants
by shortening and partially automating the development
of an endoprosthesis. Furthermore, new research is
being performed in the direction of including a greater
number of geometric and exploitation parameters used
for defining the shape and the dimensions of an
implant.
The procedure for developing an endoprosthesis
body described in this paper contains a combination of
three group activities (bone reconstruction based on
tomographic images, endoprosthesis design and
verification using the FEM methods) which are being
developed independently. Hence, the directions of
future researches can be observed through their
individual development.
Geometric reconstruction of the femur (and other
elements of the skeletal system), as well as the
definitions of their geometric properties, present a
series of standardized activities which can almost
entirely be automated by applying adequate software
technologies (as well as additional libraries of classes,
such as VTK library) [13].
Defining the computer based model of the
endoprosthesis based on the general mathematical
models and the integration of methods for defining the
characteristic parameters (position of individual
anatomic surfaces on the femur) can also be automated
to a larger degree. Hence, the designer is left with only
the key decisions related to the character of the disease
and the implementation procedure of the
endoprosthesis.
Software systems for computer verification enable
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the automation of the shape and mass optimization for
the endoprosthesis by correcting the adequate
parameters on a geometric model of the endoprosthesis
prior to its production.
Further improvement and automation of individual
designing phases can greatly shorten the time for the
development and the production of an endoprosthesis
tailored for a specific patient, which would be a
justification for the high price for this type of implant.

[11]

[12]
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REVERSE ENGINEERING OF THE HUMAN FIBULA
Abstract: Making personalized implants, scaffolds and fixators require the existence of high-quality 3D geometric
models of the bones. This paper describes the process of reverse engineering of the human fibula, which is based on
its anatomical landmarks and morphological properties. As an input into the process, the data obtained by computer
tomography were converted into a polygonal model and stored in STL format. In the process of remodeling in CAD
software package, referential anatomical landmarks of the upper and lower extremity of fibula and its mechanical
axis were defined. By creating and merging sets of curves, surface models of the fibular extremities and body were
formed. By their further merging, 3D surface model of the fibula was obtained. This model can be used in Computer
Assisted Orthopedics (Surgery) as well as for creating a generic parametric model of the fibula.
Key words: reverse engineering, fibula, anatomical landmarks, 3D model

1. INTRODUCTION
In modern preclinical and clinical practice there are
many situations when we need a good 3D geometric
models of the bones. Computer Assisted Orthopedics is
increasingly part of everyday orthopedic practice.
Systems for planning and simulation of orthopedic
treatment help orthopedists not only to completely plan
the operation, but also to test different operative
procedures, simulate implant placement or fixation, or
to simulate the stress state of the fixator after its
application. These systems work with geometric
model(s) of the patient's bone(s). In addition,
development of personalized (customized) implants or
scaffold also requires presence of good models of the
bones. Geometric models of bones can be created using
data obtained by computed tomography or other
scanning technology. Polygonal 3D models obtained by
the processing of these data, relatively well
approximate the shape and dimensions of the bones.
These models are usually written in a simple STL
format, which contains only details of the geometrical
position of the vertex, the lists of the vertices that make
individual triangles, and triangles perpendiculars.
However, the polygonal model has certain
disadvantages. First of all, it is an approximate model
since the continuous surface is represented by flat
triangles. In addition, this model does not allow to
create a link between the anatomical elements of the
bone and geometric elements of the model, that is
important when some knowledge of the bone had to be
presented.
Stojkovic et al. in [1] presented a method of making
3D surface model of the femur, which is based on
reference anatomical landmarks. In the paper of
Veselinovic at al. [2], a similar method was used for the
modeling of the tibia.
The paper presents a methodology to generate 3D
surface model of the fibula, which includes: data
acquisition, identification and selection of the
anatomical-morphological landmarks needed to build

model1, formatting of polygonal model when it is being
done and the healing and smoothing of bone, separation
of the main parts of fibula (proximal and distal
epyphisis and the body) based on anatomical landmarks
which morphologically define the fibula, creating sets
of B-splines and creating a surface model.
2. ANATOMICAL LANDMARKS
Anatomical landmarks or anatomical reference
parameters are a readily recognizable anatomic
structure used as a point of reference in establishing the
location of another structure or in determining certain
measurements. Most of these anatomical landmarks,
are palpable and recognizable by their geometry [3,4].
They have broad application in orthopedic surgery and
are mainly used for the quantification of morphological
parameters (eg distances, angles) and to define the
coordinate systems of the joints. Anatomical landmarks
can be applied at all stages of treatment of patients:
diagnosis, preoperative planning, surgery and postoperative monitoring. The precise localization of
anatomical landmarks on the bones in 3D CAD
software packages is of the great importance for
biomechanical studies, design and positioning of
implants, intra-operative navigation, biomechanical
studies of the joints, evaluation of deformity, resection
of the tumor and production of models.
3. ANATOMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
FIBULA
The fibula is a paired long bone placed on the
lateral side of the leg connected above and below with
tibia. The main parts of fibula are two extremities,
proximal and distal and the body between them Fig. 1.
[5]
The upper extremity (epiphysis proximalis) is
composed of the head with the styloid apex and a
flattened articular surface, directed upward for
1

For a given bone is done only once.
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articulation with a corresponding surface on the lateral
condyle of the tibia.
The body or shaft (corpus fibulae) presents 3
borders, anterior, posterior and interosseus and 3
surfaces, lateral, medial and posterior, between them.
The lower extremity (epiphysis distalis) is lateral
malleolus with smooth triangular articular surface
which articulates with a corresponding malleolar
surface on the lateral side of the talus, malleolar fossa
and a malleolar groove.

Fig. 1. The right tibia and fibula [6]
4. DATA ACQUISITION

2. Determination of Refererential Geometric Entities
on the extremities;
3. Defining the mechanical axis of the bone;
4. Determination the Refererential Geometric
Entities and axis of the body of the fibula;
5. Creating curves on the upper and lower extremity
of the fibula in a pre-defined planes;
6. Generation of 3D surface model of the fibula.
5.1 Formatting of polygonal model
Methodology of editing cloud of points and
polygonal model creation, i.e. the development of the
initial 3D model was conducted through: importing
cloud of points (in stl format), cleaning and alignment,
creating, cleaning and smoothing of polygonal model.
5.2 Determination
of
reference
anatomical
landmarks on the extremities of the fibula from the
initial 3D model
After anatomy description of the bone, the
procedures to identify and define anatomical landmarks
(reference characteristics) are carried out. These
characteristics are defined for a given bone only once,
and are important for creating the anatomical axis and
the anatomical planes. They should be chosen to
approximate the bone in a separated segmentin on the
best possible way.
At the upper extremity (epiphysis proximalis s.
extremitas proximalis) the following elements are
pointed out:
- ACF (apex capitis fibulae) - apex of the fibular
head as the most prominent point, which can be
palpated under the skin (shown at Fig. 2.);
- FACF (facies articularis capitis fibulae) - surface
for articulation with the lateral condyle of tibia, shown
at Fig. 2. Center of this surface is used to define the
mechanical axis of the fibula.

In order to obtain the input data, i.e. cloud of points,
for making the model CT (Computer Tomography CT), MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging - MRI),
optical
microscopy,
micro-CT,
ultrasound,
mammography and X-rays can be used [7,8].
In our study a CT scan of the fibula is used,
separated from the CT slices, and performed in
resolution of 0.5 mm. After segmentation and
visualization, data is converted into a polygonal model,
written in STL (STereoLitography) format, which is the
basic structure for CAD modeling.
5. REVERSE MODELING OF THE 3D SURFACE
MODEL OF FIBULA

Fig. 2. Anatomic landmarks on the upper extremity of
the fibula

Import of STL data into CAD system results in the
generation of one or more cloud of points. In the next
phases of remodeling, the geometric characteristics of
higher order (curves and surfaces) are being designed,
the specific Refererential Geometric Entities (RGEs)
that describe the anatomical landmarks are defined and
3D surface model of the fibula is created, according to
the methodology previously described in [1,2], in the
following order:
1. Formatting of polygonal model;

At the lower extremity the following elements are
defined:
- FAML (facies articularis malleoli lateralis) surface for articulation with the talus faced medialy.
Center of this surface in our research is used to define
the mechanical axis of the fibula. FAML can be
approximated by a triangle whose apex is directed
downward (Fig. 3.);
- FOML (fossa malleoli lateralis) - pitfall of the
lateral malleolus, which is approximated with a part of
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the sphere;
- SML (sulcus malleoli lateralis) - longitudinal
groove as a passageway for the tendons of peroneal
muscles;
- AML (apex malleoli lateralis) - top of the lateral
malleolus, as the most distal point on the lateral
malleolus.
FAML, FOML, SML i AML are presented at Fig.
3.

The axis of the fibular body and mechanical axis of
the fibula, including the axis which connects the
proximal (ACF) and distal point (AML), which will be
used as a rotation axis to create 3D surface model of
the distal extremity, are shown at Fig, 5.

Fig. 3. Anatomic landmarks on the lower extremity of
the fibula
5.3 Defining the mechanical axis of the fibula
The mechanical axis defines vertical orientation of
the fibula in our approach to its reverse modeling. It is
obtained by connecting the centers of the articular
surfaces at the upper (FACF) and the lower extremity
(FAML) of fibula. A-P (anterior-posterior) plane is
defined by mechanical axis and ACF.
5.4 Determining the axis of the body of the fibula
In our research, 30 cross-sections perpendicular to
A-P plane were created on the fibular body, thus
obtaining 30 contour curves, with sets of points through
which the interpolation B-splines are pulled. By
processing of contour curves in the planes of
intersection, we obtain interpolation set of curves from
which a surface model of the body of the fibula is
created (NURBS - Non-Uniform Rational Basis Spline
model). Using method of GCM (Gravity Center
Method) further described in [9], 3D spatial curve is
obtained which represents the axis of the body of the
fibula, shown in Fig. 4. This axis approximates the
propagation of the fibular body volume.

Fig. 5. Axis of the fibula
5.5 Creating curves on the upper and lower
extremity of the fibula in a pre-defined planes
In the intersections of polygonal model of the upper
extremity of the fibula with the plane that passes
through the mechanical axis of the bone and AML, and
planes at certain angles to this plane (100, 200, 300, 450,
600, 750, 900, ...), where the axis of rotation is the
mechanical axis, a set of curves is obtained. These
curves were used for creating of surface model of a
given extremity of the fibula (Fig. 6.). The common
point of obtained curves is in the center of the articular
surface on the head of the fibula (FACF). The loft
function is used for creating a surface model of the
upper extremity.

Fig. 6. The curves on the upper extremity of the fibula

Fig. 4. The axis of the body of the fibula

To generate the curves on the lower extremity of the
fibula, as reference plane we take the plane which
passes through mechanical axis and AML, as long as
the axis of rotation for set of predefined planes is used
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the axis which connects (ACF) on the upper extremity
with the lowest point on the lateral malleolus (AML) at
the lower extremity of the fibula. The obtained set of
curves has a unique common point corresponding to the
lowest point of the lateral malleolus (AML) (Fig. 7). To
create a surface model of lower extremity with the
afore mentioned set of curves loft function was used.

and clinical practice, funded by the Ministry of
Education and Science of Republic of Serbia, for the
period of 2011-2014.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE USE OF CONE BEAM CT DEVICE IN RADIOLOGY OF
A PATIENT'S CRANIOFACIAL REGION
Abstract: Cone Beam CT represents the greatest technical innovation in everyday dental practice in the past
decade. Reliable and functional 3D radiological views make it easier and widen the span of clinical indications in
everyday use. The possibility of integration and interaction with the state-of-the-art technical devices is opening new
perspectives for oral implantology, reconstructive maxillofacial surgery, and research projects.
Keywords: Cone Beam CT, Computed Tomography, 3D, Radiology

1. INTRODUCTION
Cone Beam computed tomography (CBCT) was first
introduced thirteen years ago as a new concept of
diagnostic radiology. A few years ago, with the
increasing availability of the devices that make this
kind of diagnostic possible, with the upgrade of the
devices technical characteristics and accompanying
software support, this technique became the golden
standard among the diagnostic methods of the
craniofacial region in dentistry as well as in
otorhinolaryngology. The concept development is
based on the construction of simpler, i.e. cheaper,
devices that can generate 3D dataset delivering the
lower amount of X-ray radiation to the patient,
followed by the increasing availability of the
technology. Compared to the „classical" computed
tomography techniques that use multiple or extended
X-ray exposure of the patient, the technical concept of
the CBCT device during one circular cone beam X-ray
exposure provides a radiological dataset. Using the
specific mathematical algorithms the radiological
dataset is processed and the 3D view of the region of
interest is reconstructed. The full capacity of this
technology is reached in oral surgery where the main
field of work are the changes in the high contract
tissues, like mandibular bones and teeth, together with
high spatial precision of the reconstructed 3D view.
Even though this technology has been present on our
market for the last three years, the number of the
general dental population, as well as the population
specialising in some kind of surgery in the facial
region, familiar with this technique, is surprisingly low.
Considering that this diagnostic concept uses X-rays, it
is necessary to have guidelines that define indications
and use according to the technical possibilities of the
concept. Developed countries (Germany, France,
UK...) have already recognised this need and have
developed national guidelines on CBCT use. However,
the large number of health systems does not have the
capacities for the development of such guidelines. The
purpose of this work is to present the consolidated
guidelines for the CBCT use in dentistry, developed
under the European SEDENTEXCT project/panel, with
the special focus on the sections that are closely related

to oral surgery. The main idea of the Panel was to
review all available professional and scientific
literature in order to develop evidence based guidelines
and good clinical practice guidelines. The conclusions
reached during the Panel were merged together and
formulated in March 2011.
Even though the technical characteristics of the
technology are not the purpose of this work, it is
necessary to define the basic characteristics of the
radiological dataset generated with the CBCT
technology.
2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF 3D CONE BEAM
IMAGING
What is Cone Beam Imaging? It is a diagnostic
procedure of acquisition of craniofacial region
radiological images, obtained from the projection
images on the X-Ray unit and their visualisation on the
workstation – PC. The process of obtaining the
rendered view of the acquired radiological images is
done using computed tomography (CT) i.e. primary
reconstruction of executed projections – raw images,
using specialised mathematical algorithms and its
visualisation on the workstations – PC (secondary
acquisition).
2.1 Acquisition of radiological images
By measuring the total X-ray attenuation coefficient in
all directions in the plane, i.e. finding the attenuation
coefficient at each point, we can calculate the structure
of an object (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Principle of computed tomography
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There are several technological solutions, i.e.
radiological devices, for the needs of acquisition of
radiological images using computed tomography: Fan
Beam CT (traditional medical method, linear detector);
Multirow –Detector CT (320 parallel lines max); Cone
Beam CT (new method for craniofacial region CMOS
Flat Panel or Image Intensifier detector).
In Cone Beam CT system the constitutive unit of the
image is so-called isotropic cube-shaped voxel (hence
the name Cone Beam; it comes from the input cubeshaped X-ray that falls on the detector). The size of the
field of view that can be visualised, i.e. the size of the
region that can be scanned in one scanning procedure,
depends on the size of the detector (active surface for
the acquisition of the input X-ray beam).
As we have already mentioned, there are two types of
detectors. In actual use, CMOS Flat Panel detector
turned up to be a better solution (highest resolution
images, no geometric distortion, shorter data
acquisition process, etc.).
2.2 Image Reconstruction
The aim of the CT reconstruction is to find the correct
distribution of the attenuation values of 2D crosssections (each 3D image is made of 200-300 two
dimensional cross-sections, i.e. the detector primary
acquisition is a two dimensional cross-section of the
pulsed input X-ray beam), knowing the attenuation
sums in all directions. The principle of tomographic
calculation is volume (entire area of input radiation)
separation into constitutive units – voxels and
definition of attenuation value in each voxel.

Fig. 2. CT image reconstruction
2.3 Image Visualisation
Image visualisation on a workstation is done by the
multiplanar reconstruction, i.e. multiplanar view. The
main views of a radiological image are the following:
sagittal, coronal, axial and custom angulation. The
corresponding imaging software also provides a 3D
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rendered view of the scanned region.
The region of interest (ROI) shown on the software can
be the entire exposed region of a patient or just one part
of ROI.

Fig. 3. CT image visualization
3. CBCT IMAGING GENERAL GUIDELINES
When using CBCT, the necessary radiation delivered to
a patient is optimised, according to the ALARA
principle (as low as reasonable achievable) where the
patient receives the lowest dose possible to get the
correct diagnostic radiology.
The document is established under SEDENTEXCT
project and it represents a systematic review of
currently available professional and scientific literature
that deals with the use of CBCT technology in dental
and maxillofacial radiology. It takes into account the
analysis of doses and risks, basic principles of
radiology, justification and referral criteria, device
characteristics that affect the radiation optimisation,
establishment and verification of radiological technique
standards, safety measures for the clinical staff
performing
diagnostic
procedures,
economic
assessment of the use of the technology, establishment
of the educational level needed for conducting
radiological procedures. The special conclusions of the
Panel were formulated as general and special
recommendations for the use of CBCT devices.
Considering the volume of the entire document, we will
only present one part of the guidelines that are
necessary for the correct diagnostic radiology in the
field of oral surgery.
The authors point out that the guidelines should be reexamined in five years time and that new guidelines
should be established on a scientific level, taking into
account the development of the technology and its
scientific verification.
The first group of selected general rules can be
generally related to all radiology techniques, but is
especially important when it comes to the use of the
techniques that generate 3D dataset, CBCT and MSCT:

CBCT examinations must not be performed
without previous clinical examination of the
patient and anamnestic data collection.
CBCT examinations must always undergo a
justification process in order to determine if the
potential diagnostic benefit outweighs the risk of
X-ray exposure.
CBCT examinations should potentially bring new
information in order to improve patient’s
management.
CBCT examinations should not be preformed in a
routine manner or as a screening test, i.e. without
estimating the patient benefit-risk ratio.
CBCT examinations should only be used in cases
when the diagnostic question can’t be answered
by conventional techniques (that expose patients
to the lower doses of radiation).
The other group of selected general rules relates to the
formulation of diagnostic requests according to the
CBCT device technical characteristics, i.e. the dataset
generated by its use:
When performing the CBCT examinations, the
analysis and the diagnostic report of the entire 3D
dataset is necessary.
When an evaluation of a soft tissue is required,
the use of MR or MSCT is recommended.
CBCT devices should offer a possibility to choose
the size of 3D dataset and examinations must use
the smallest size that is compatible with the
clinical situation in order to minimise the
radiation exposure of the patient.
CBCT devices should offer a possibility to choose
the resolution of 3D dataset and examinations
must use the smallest resolution and the lowest
dose that can provide adequate diagnostics.
Analysis of CBCT 3D dataset of the teeth, their
supporting structures, the mandible and maxilla,
up to the floor of the nose including the maxillary
sinus cavities should be performed by dentomaxillo-facial radiologist or, when it is not
possible, a trained dental practitioner from the
adequate field of dentistry.
The second group of the general rules is especially
important because it brings out the importance of the
analysis of the entire radiographic region, use of all
computer tools in order to improve the radiological
analysis, possibility to choose the image and the
resolution size, impossibility to diagnose qualitative
changes in soft tissues, need for change of perspective
when it comes to 3D imaging versus classical
radiography (extracting the layers of interest), as well
as the importance of continuous education regarding
new technologies. Unjustified expansion of the
examined field or augmentation of resolution during
radiography, conducting CBCT diagnostics with the
aim of monitoring the soft tissue changes, doubles or
triples the effective doses received by a patient without
the improvement of the diagnostic results.
The third group of the general rules relates to the
establishment of the quality system in CBCT

radiography, quality control, but basically it represents
the job of the competent institutions that are
specifically dealing with this field of radiology.
3.1 Special Guidelines
The special guidelines were established on the basis of
the researches conducted against specific clinical tasks
or set of tasks and they define the justification of the
diagnostic choice, the guidelines for resolution and
field size selection.
4. DISCUSSION
The Panel conclusions provide important and necessary
information in formulation of the diagnostic algorithms
in dentistry. However, beside the basic radiological
capacities of the technique, the special advantages are
acquired through software solutions that allow full use
of the 3D dataset. Even though they don’t promote any
manufacturer, the Panel conclusions provide guidelines
in choosing adequate characteristics and concepts
depending on diagnostic needs.
It is also important to point out some of the useful
software solutions, as unlimited choice of tomographic
cross-sections, the possibility of graphic marking of the
neural pathway and 3D reconstruction. Definitely, the
most useful is the possibility of graphic marking of the
neural pathway that is realised by choosing the finest
layer provided by the radiographic technique and
marking the pathway in the orthogonal projection when
the „ceiling" and the „floor" of the neural pathway can
be identified with absolute certainty. Computer
synthesis of the marked dataset provides reliable
localisation of the pathways either in 2D projection or
in 3D reconstructed dataset. The possibility of
sensitivity modification of the 3D reconstructed dataset
in the region where high X-ray contrast structures are
being analysed, allows the possibility of acquiring
spatial orientation of all anatomic details of interest.
The education for the use of most conventional
radiological techniques is qualitatively covered through
undergraduate studies or different kinds of graduate
programs. The main characteristics of this diagnostic
concept are only to become the part of our general or
continuous education program. In our country, at the
moment, we have only informal workshops available
where one can get acquainted only with the necessary
information. We hope that our university centres will
soon be able to offer the same possibilities.
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ROUGHNESS ANALYSIS OF DENTAL RESIN-BASED NANOCOMPOSITES
Abstract: The most widely used biomaterials for tooth reconstruction are the resin-based composites. These
restorative materials consist of organic resin phase, inorganic filler particles and silane- the filler-resin interface.
Contemporary composites are filled with nanoparticles, which are expected to improve materials properties. The
aim of this study was to determine surface roughness of polished dental resin-based composites using atomic force
microscopy analysis. Comparison of surface roughness parameters in the two directions was done (along and
perpendicular to grinding tracks) among three different dental resin-based composites, each representative for its
material group (nanofilled, microfilled, and microhybrid composites).
Key words: surface roughness, AFM, grinding tracks, resin-based nanocomposites, dental finishing and polishing
procedure

1. INTRODUCTION
The task of the modern restorative dentistry is to
repair the damaged tooth structure, and to rehabilitate
the patients’ oral health, as well as the function and
natural esthetics of the teeth. After adequate cavity
preparation and pre-treatment, damaged tooth structure
needs to be reconstructed with chosen artificial
restorative material [1].
Resin-based composites (RBCs) are the most
commonly used biomaterials in contemporary dental
practice [2]. RBCs are tooth-colored, highly aesthetic
restorative materials, which consist of three different
phases: organic resin matrix, inorganic filler particles
and silane- the filler-resin interface [3]. The main resins
of the organic phase are: bisglycidyl dimethacrylate
(Bis GMA) or urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA), and
some other resins added for the viscosity correction,
such as triethylene glycol dimethacylate (TEGDMA)
[1]. These are photo-polymerizable monomers that
convert to the cross-linked polymers upon exposure to
visible light, which activates photo-initiators
incorporated in the single-paste material. Inorganic
filler particles consist of silica in the form of quartz, or
silicates of various types [1]. Fillers in composites have
multiple roles: to reduce polymerization shrinkage, the
coefficient of thermal expansion and water sorption and
solubility; to mechanically reinforce the material; to
improve optical and aesthetic characteristics of the
material; to enable better initial polishing and polish
retention, and to reduce wear during the masticatory
forces [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Formulation of filler particles,
have been passed from macro-, micro-, down to the
nano-particles [10] (fig. 1). Microhybrid composites,
so-called universal restorative composites, are
composed of filler particles of different sizes (15-20
μm and 0,01-0,05 μm) and have good mechanical
properties for use in the lateral occlusal region, but
relatively poor aesthetic qualities, to be used in the
esthetic zone [11]. Microfilled composites have been
developed in order to obtain high-quality aesthetic
materials that meet the needs of restorative dentistry in

the esthetic zone. Microfilled composites have average
particle size in range of 0,01-0,05 μm.

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic summarization of development of
filler particles in resin-based composites (RBCs)
[12]
Due to the relative poor mechanical strength, these
materials are indicated for use in low-stress oral regions
[11]. Trying to create a material that meets both of
these properties, the mechanical resistance and the
aesthetic and polishing qualities, nanofillers have been
developed [8].
Finishing and polishing procedures are necessary
clinical steps to establish a proper reconstruction of
dental crowns and to restore anatomical and
morphological form of the tooth [13].
The aim of this study was to determine surface
roughness of polished contemporary dental RBCs using
atomic force microscopy analysis.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three representative dental resin-based composites
were tested in the study: nanofilled (Filtek Ultimate
Translucent), microfilled (GC Gradia Direct Anterior)
and microhybrid (Filtek Z250). Detailed information
about materials used in the study is shown in the tables
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1, 2 and 3.
One specimen of each material was made by using
cylindrical plastic molds (4 mm diameter x 2 mm
depth). Plastic molds were placed on the glass
microscope slide, filled with material and covered with
a polyester strip and a glass slide, taking care to obtain
a flat surface without any defects and entrapped air.
Material was then polymerized for 40 sec. with a
SmartLite® IQTM 2 LED unit (Dentsply Caulk). After
removing glass plate and polyester strip from the top of
the samples, they were polished with multi-step
polishing system- Super Snap (Shofu, Inc. Kyoto,
Japan).
Name: Filtek Ultimate Translucent
Manufacturer: 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA
Classification: Nanofilled
Lot no: N225533
Shade: Clear shade
Matrix: Bis-GMA, UDMA, Bis-EMA, TEGMA and
PEGDMA
Fillers: non- agglomerated/non-aggregated 20 nm
silica filler, non- agglomerated/non-aggregated 411 nm zirconia filler, and aggregated zirconia/silica
cluster filler (average cluster particle size – 0,6-20
μm)
Filler loading: 72,5 wt%, 55,6 vol%
Table 1. Details of Filtek Ultimate Translucent tested in
the study
Name: GC Gradia Direct Anterior
Manufacturer: GC Dental Products Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan
Classification: Microfilled
(Micro-fine hybrid)
Lot no: 1106011
Shade: A2
Matrix: UDMA, dimethacrylate co-monomers,
-IIFillers: Silica, 850 nm (0,85 μm) and
prepolymerized filler
Filler loading: 73wt% 64-65 vol%
(silica- 38 wt%, 22 vol%;
prepolymerized filler- 35 wt%, 42 vol%)
Table 2. Details of GC Gradia Direct Anterior tested in
the study
Name: Filtek Z250
Manufacturer: 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA
Classification: Microhybrid
Lot no: N367949
Shade: A2
Matrix: Bis-GMA, UDMA, Bis-EMA, TEGMA
Fillers: Zirconia, silica 10 – 3500 nm (0,01-3,5 μm)
Filler loading: 75-85 wt%, 60 vol%
Table 3. Details of Filtek Z250 tested in the study
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During the polishing procedure, each abrasive disk
was used only once for each material, in the dry
condition, for 1 minute, using handpiece rotating 10000
revolutions per minute (recommended speed by
manufacturer). Four different abrasive disks were used
during polishing procedure: black (coarse), violet
(medium), green (fine) and red (extra-fine). One single
operator did all of the polishing treatments, trying to
simulate clinical finishing and polishing procedure.
Two mutually perpendicular grinding directions were
used during polishing procedure (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Grinding setup and grinding directions
Immediately after the polishing treatment,
topography of each specimen was examined by Veeco
di CP-II Atomic Force Microscope. Specimen's surface
has been scanned at points which lie at half distance
between specimen's center and perimeter in contact
mode with CONT20A-CP tips. 1 Hz scan rate and 256
× 256 resolution were used to obtain topography on a
90 µm × 90 µm scanning area. Before the scanning,
specimen's surface has been blown through with cold
air by hairdryer. Cleaning specimen's surface with
alcohol created damaged surface.
Once AFM images were obtained, surface
roughness analysis was carried out on each AFM
image, beginning by identifying the grinding tracks.
After that, three analyzing lines along and three
analyzing lines perpendicular to the grinding tracks
were set on each AFM image, so that the roughness
parameters in each line can be calculated. The purpose
of setting the analyzing lines in this way was to
compare roughness parameters in line and
perpendicular to grinding tracks and to discover the
influence that abrasive discs had on each material.
Measured topography data were processed by
Image Processing and Data Analysis v2.1.15 software.
Following parameters were compared among
specimens: average roughness (Ra) and maximum
peak-to-valley distance (Rp-v).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 3, 4 and 5 displays AFM images obtained
from the surface of each specimen, while tables 4, 5
and 6 contain values of (Ra) and (Rp-v) roughness
parameters from each analyzing line. Fig. 6 displays
comparison of roughness parameters between all
specimens, along and perpendicular to grinding tracks.

Line 3
Line 1

Line 2

Line 6

Measuring
location

Ra [nm]

Rp-v [nm]

Line 1

87.62

786.5

Line 2

94.66

745.4

Line 3

85.68

774.7

Line 4

37.24

194.1

Line 5

48.92

333.3

Line 6

49.16

401.7

Table 5. Ra and Rp-v parameters on analyzing lines for
GC Gradia Direct Anterior

Line 5

Line 4
Line 4
Line 1

Line 5

Grinding direction

Fig. 3. AFM image and analyzing lines for Filtek
Ultimate Translucent (nanofilled)
Measuring
location

Ra [nm]

Rp-v [nm]

Line 1

57.91

380.9

Line 2

32.04

239.0

Line 3

36.64

193.4

Line 4

26.16

214.7

Line 5

29.82

193.3

Line 6

29.28

165.6

Line 6

Line 2

Line 3

Table 4. Ra and Rp-v parameters on analyzing lines for
Filtek Ultimate Translucent

Line 3

Line 5

Line 4

Line 2

Line 1

Grinding direction

Fig. 5. AFM image and analyzing lines for Filtek Z250
- (microhybrid)
Measuring
location

Ra [nm]

Rp-v [nm]

Line 1

43.27

375.8

Line 2

37.52

351.4

Line 3

37.81

284.5

Line 4

21.25

154.2

Line 5

31.82

174.7

Line 6

29.44

162.9

Table 6. Ra and Rp-v parameters on analyzing lines for
Filtek Z250

Line 6
Grinding direction

Fig. 4. AFM image and analyzing lines for GC Gradia
Direct Anterior (microfilled)

Based on the values of surface roughness
parameters it can be concluded that Filtek Ultimate
Translucent had the lowest values of (Ra) and (Rp-v)
compared to GC Gradia Direct Anterior and Filtek
Z250 (Fig. 6), which confirms the existence of
advanced material features due to the nanoparticles
filler composition. Also, when comparing same
roughness parameters along and perpendicular to
grinding tracks, Filtek Ultimate Translucent showed the
best behavior in terms of surface uniformity after
grinding by abrasive discs - there were the smallest
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differences in terms of roughness values in the both
analyzing directions. In all cases, measuring roughness
along grinding tracks showed lower values than
perpendicular to grinding tracks.

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]

Fig. 6. Comparison of roughness parameters among
dental resin-based nanocomposites along and
perpendicular to grinding tracks

[7]

4. CONCLUSION
Based on obtained values of surface roughness
parameters it can be concluded that Filtek Ultimate
Translucent had the lowest surface roughness among
the three tested groups of resin-based composites and
the highest surface uniformity after dental finishing and
polishing procedure. Smoother material surface
prevents bacterial biofilm retention which is the main
cause of dental and periodontal pathology. Any
improvement of the material properties is allowing
better therapeutic possibilities.

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]
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GEOMETRICAL MODELS OF HUMAN BONES AND IMPLANTS, AND THEIR
USAGE IN APPLICATION FOR PREOPERATIVE PLANNING IN ORTHOPEDICS
Abstract: Geometrically accurate and anatomically correct three-dimensional geometric model(s) of human bones
(or bone sections) and implants are essential for successful preoperative planning in orthopedic surgery. Such
models are often used in various software systems for the preparation and control of surgical interventions. In this
paper, the process of models’ creation and their usage in application for the preoperative planning in orthopedics
are presented. Models are created by using reverse engineering techniques, CAD (CATIA) and 3D Content creation
software (Blender). The application is web oriented, and developed with use of modern web technologies like
HTML5 and WebGL. In relation to commercial and free software systems currently in use, this application has
several advantages such as: implementation of adaptive geometrical models, the ability to work across multiple
platforms, ease of installation and use, etc.
Key words: geometrical models, bones, application, web, preoperative planning

1. INTRODUCTION
In orthopedic surgery, but also in all other subbranches of surgery, where there is need for
preoperative planning or creation of customized
implants (fixators), there is a specific requirement to
know the exact geometrical model of the human bone.
Therefore, it is very important to create geometry of the
bone rapidly and accurately. Having such models, it is
possible to build customized bone implants (fixators)
using rapid prototyping technologies, or performing
preoperative planning procedures in adequate
applications.
The classification and analysis of 3D modeling
methods for the creation of human bones geometrical
models are presented in [1]. This paper describes the
study and the development of a script for a commercial
software package (3ds Max) able to reconfigure the
template model (deformable by Free Form Deformation
method - FFD) of a femur starting from two orthogonal
images representing the specific patient’s anatomy.
Although this study provides an outstanding
contribution to the research field, there are some
drawbacks. First one is the semi-automatic image
segmentation (X-ray images) which is always
problematic due to previously known problems with
the X-ray images (superposition, inaccurate patient
positioning, artifacts, etc.). The parametric model
presented in this paper is not limited to the input data
from only one source, because parameter values can be
acquired from any available medical imaging devices:
CT, X-ray, MRI, ultrasound, etc. The second drawback
is creation of the script for the application in only one
software (3ds Max). The points model created by this
method can be used in any 3D graphic application
which works with cloud of points model(s).
The 3D reconstruction process which is based on
anatomical properties is presented in [2]. The purpose
of this study is to create a 3D model of human femur by
using multiple X-ray images and anatomical properties

of the femur. For 3D reconstruction, firstly, the 2D
shape and specific parameters of the bone are measured
from X-ray images. Then, the corresponding CT model
is modified as it follows: the axial scaling, shearing
transformation and radial scaling. Findings presented in
[1,2] are the basis for the development of method
presented in this paper.
In [3], the authors are trying to create composite
bone model with possible bone part adaptation and
replacement from generic database of bone models.
This is a useful approach when 3D scanning methods
are available, but for 2D scanning methods more
precise and patient-adapted models are required. In [4],
the authors suggest application of standard bone
fracture models database and its implementation in
application for planning orthopedic operations. In [4]
good example of preoperative procedures and
techniques is presented.
2. THE GEOMETRIC MODELS CREATION
PROCESS
The developed method contains three preparatory
processes which must be performed in order to generate
a valid geometrical model (surface, solid, parametric
model) of the specific human bone, as presented in Fig.
1. The applied method for creating the human bone
geometrical model is based on anatomical properties
(anatomical model) and human bone morphology.

Fig.1 Preparatory processes for geometrical models
creation
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Anatomical bone model is, in its essence, a
semantic (descriptive) model in which anatomical
definitions are taken from medical sciences, and it
defines terms referring to certain areas on geometrical
bone model. In other words, the anatomical model can
be described as a set of anatomical landmarks which
are defined on each bone and well known in medicine.
In connection with that, the first step is semantic
defining of anatomical areas on human bone, i.e.
creation of anatomical bone model, as well as
informing about basic bone morphology (P1).
After creating the anatomical model, creating of the
basic model geometry is introduced. Initial preparatory
processes are thoroughly presented in [5] and [6],
demonstrating application of the following operations:
Computer Tomography (CT) scanning part of the
human body or dry samples (in this case femur);
Preprocessing of raw data (scans) and its
transformation into STL format; Importing the scanned
model in STL format into CAD application (for
example CATIA) and its further preprocessing;
Cleaning the cloud of points; Tessellation and Healing
the tessellated model. At the end of the preparatory
processing processes, polygonal geometrical bone
model is created.
The upper stated processes are so called preparatory
processes for a very important procedure of referential
geometry defining - RGEs (plains, lines, axis, points,
and so) [6] which is defined on polygonal human bone
model in accordance with its anatomical and
morphological features. After defining RGEs (P2),
follows the examination of polygonal bone model in
order to create geometrical entities which will serve as
base for creating the geometric model(s). Geometrical
entities are mainly spline curves (B-spline) and are
defined to follow bone geometry and topology the best
way possible and all in accordance with anatomical
bone model (P3). Spline curves defined on femur
condyles are presented in Fig. 2.

Polygonal, Surface and Volume models [5,7]
Finite Element Models [8],
Geometrical models of human bones missing parts
(due to bone illness or bone fractures).
etc.
The parametric and polygonal models are used in
web application, created by authors, for the
preoperative planning in orthopedics. To provide
further information, a brief description of the process of
creating polygonal and parametric models of human
bones will be presented.
The parametric model consists of a set of points
whose coordinates are defined by parametric functions.
This model can be regarded as a mathematically
defined cloud of points model. Points are created at
specific anatomical positions on spline curves defined
in the P3 process (Fig. 2), as shown in [6].
Parametric functions are created for each point
individually and they provide the dependency of points
coordinates on pre-defined parameters. The parameters
are, in most cases, morphometric measurements, and
they are defined for each
bone (femur, tibia, fibula)
separately. Their values can be acquired from various
medical images (CT, X-ray) by the use of classical
(ruler) or computer software measuring techniques. An
example of parameters defined on the femur polygonal
model is shown in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Bone parameteres defined on Femur polygonal
model

Fig. 2. Femur condyles surface model with defined
spline curves and parametric points
These entities serve as the basis for the creation of
adequate geometrical models. They can be used for the
creation of:
Geometrical points for the parametric bone model
[6]
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Parameters are:
FNA – Femoral Neck Angle
FHA – Distance between P_CFH and line
connecting P_MEc and P_LEc
DC – Distance between P_MEc and P_LEc
AMA – Angle between Anatomical and Mechanical
Axis in Anterior Posterior view
Sr – Shaft radius in Lateral-Medial view
Femoral Head Radius - FHR

The polygonal model can be obtained in two
general ways, and they are:
by using the techniques presented in [5], which are
based on the transformation of CT (DICOM) model
into the polygonal model
by using a parametric points model as input data to
form a polygonal model by creating correctly
connected triangles.
3. THE PROCESS OF CREATING MEDICAL

FIXATOR SOLID MODEL
This paper describes a method for creating a geometric
model of the tibia internal fixator by Mitkovic. Based
on the fact that the bones are not shaped as typical
geometrical forms, and that two identical bones do not
exist in reality, there is a requirement to define
optimal geometry of the fixator, which can be applied
on more than just one tibia. The fixator by Mitkovic
consists of two parts: distal and proximal, whose
geometrical models are made separately and then
connected in one whole model. The first step in
creating a geometrical fixator model is to create the
fixator’s outer contour projection, perpendicular to tibia
shaft tangential plane, on the tibia surface, Fig 4.
Fixator’s contour geometry was created on the basis of
existing (real) fixator geometry and topology by
Mitkovic.

Fig. 4. Fixator contour
projection

Fig. 5. a,b) Constructed
circles, c) Fixator
volume model

A projection curve is used to create the proximal and
distal curve guidelines and limitations for the design of
optimal fixator geometrical model. The process of
creating proximal part guiding curves consists of two
individual steps: creating the outer (lateral) and inner
(medial) circles with adequate radius values on the tibia
model surface. The proximal part of guiding curves is
created by cutting and connecting the created circles,
Fig 5a,b. The fixator proximal part volume model is
created by dragging the rectangle profile along the
contour curves, Fig. 5c. The fixator distal part volume
model is formed by extrusion of adequate profiles to

the merging point with the proximal model. The
complete fixator solid model for the specific bone
(patient) is created by merging proximal and distal part
models.
In order to obtain optimal values of guiding curves
radiuses (and thus fixing the model so it can be applied
to a number of different patients) measurements on ten
different tibia (patients age 20 to 55, male and female)
were performed and mean values were obtained and
presented in Table 1. Values given in Table 1 were
used to create a guiding curve with mean radiuses
values, which is used to create fixator volume model
with optimal geometry.
Tibia

Radius
R1

Radius
R2

Radius
R3

Radius
R4

Mean
Value

15.5969

26.1637

83.0417

17.9543

Table 1. Specific guiding curves radiuses mean values
for ten different tibia bones
4. THE APPLICATION OF THE MODELS

Polygonal bone and fixator models are used in a web
application for the preoperative planning in
orthopedics. The application is based on the use of
WebGL and HTML5 technologies, implemented
through THREE3D open source engin. The application
allows the transformation of basic models (rotation,
translation, scaling), and pairing bone and fixator
models in the appropriate assembly, Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Web application for the preoperative planning in
orthopedics
In order to successfully apply the models in the
application, it is necessary to previously perform the
transformation processes, ie., to create the appropriate
format of the model. Possible file formats are: .js in the
form of JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), .3ds (3D
Studio) .obj (Object), etc. In the current phase of
development, JSON notation is used in applications (an
example of entries for tibia model are prersented in
(1)). JSON data format allows data entry on: vertices,
triangles, lights, normals, etc.. which completely
defines the corresponding 3D model, and the scene
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where the object model exists. JSON models are
created on the basis of polygonal (STL) models in
Blender software.
{ "vertices"
: 71251,
"faces"
: 142498,
"normals"
: 71251,},
"materials": [
{
}],
"vertices"=[-0.157411,1.041358,0.140951,...]
"normals"=[0.861171,0.032258,-0.507248,...]

[3]

(1)

[4]

5. CONCLUSION
Methods for creating human bone and fixators
geometrical models are presented in this paper.
Considering anatomical and morphological properties
of the human bone, presented method(s) enables
creation of more realistic, geometrically accurate and
anatomically correct models as presented in [6,9,10].
The resulting model(s) of human bone(s) and fixators
can be used for various purposes: preoperative planning
in orthopedics (presented in this paper), learning
processes, implant manufacturing, FEM analysis, etc.
In addition to the process of creating geometric
models, their use in a web application for the
preoperative planning in orthopedics is presented. The
application enables basic geometric transformations of
bone and implant models, such as : translation, rotation,
scaling, zooming, etc., as well as the option to receive
data on models ( basic measurements, triangle quantity,
and such), and to measure adequate distances on
models, both individually and as part.
Further work in the research includes improving the
method of creating a geometric model for the
construction of better quality models in terms of
accurate geometry and morphology, as well as creating
models of a large number of implants (fixators) and
bones (library of models). Regarding the application for
preoperative planning, further focus is directed towards
the improvement of the algorithm for managing the
parametric model. Adeqaute algorithm will allow
creation of patient bone geometrical models, solely on
the basis of a number of predefined parameters whose
values can be read (measured) from the input medical
images.
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RE-CAD/CAM APPROACH IN DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF DENTAL
CERAMIC CROWNS IN COMBINATION WITH MANUAL INDIVIDUALIZATION
Abstract: CAD/CAM technology in dentistry offers high-end ceramic restorations, known for its quality, preciseness, swiftness
and repeatability. However, some features are still human-dependent. A young female patient required smile enhancement, since
suffering from colour change on three devitalized frontal teeth. After fiber post placement, teeth were prepared for metal-free
restoration. Consequently, abutments were scanned using extraoral scanner (Sirona, InEos Blue; Beinsheim, Germany). CAD
software (version 3.8) has been used to create three crown copings, with cut-back in the incisal region. After finalization of the
virtual modeling, data file has been transferred to a milling unit (Sirona, MCXL, Beinsheim, Germany) that produced crown
copings out of a ceramic block (IPS e.max CAD, Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtestein). Crowns were tried for the fit and
occlusion in the so-called blue stage, after which final strength and shape has been achieved by thermal treatment in the ceramic
furnace. Individualization has been done manually, creating special effect in the cut-back region. Crowns were cemented
adhesively. CAD/CAM offers modern and relevant way of producing ceramic restorations, however, special effects still require
manual adjustments.
Key words: CAD/CAM, dentistry, extraoral scanner, computer aided inspection

1. INTRODUCTION
Striving towards its primary goal – primum non
nocere („above all, do not harm“ eng.), the area of
dental prosthetics has introduced numerous novel
technologies and methods that allow the manufacture
of
precision,
custom-made,
optimal
dental
replacements. During the past decade, efforts have been
concentrated towards an advancement of the modelling
and manufacture of dental replacements by introducing
advanced computer aided (CA) systems, new materials
and machining technologies, as opposed to the
traditional way of manual manufacture, which is prone
to numerous subjective errors. Amongst modern CA
systems that have found broad application in this area,
the most widely used are 3D digitization systems,
computer aided design (CAD) with reverse engineering
(RE) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM). The
development and implementation of such technologies
and systems have paved the way towards a significant
advancement in conventional modelling, manufacture
and the inspection of dental replacements [1-5].
RE-CAD/CAM approach has been introduced in
dentistry as a precise, efficient, accurate and error-free
tool to produce high-quality dental restorations [1,2].
Practically, it can produce ceramic crowns in matter of
hours, enabling reconstruction during single visit [3].
With the use of CAD/CAM, however, limited aesthetic
results can be achieved, since individualization is still
human-dependent.
CAD/CAM consists of three major parts [4,5]:
1) 3D digitization,
2) RE-CAD and
3) CAM.
Current problem with CAM unit is related to the
milling process. It utilizes ceramic blocks, which are
namely made out of a single material type. Further
development enabled different translucency within a
block, where enamel and dentin characteristics are

reproduced [6]. These variations are possible within
leucite blocks only. Since natural teeth exhibit
variations in colour and translucency, they are hard to
reproduce with uniform blocks.
2. CASE REPORT ON APPLICATION OF
RE-CAD/CAM APPROACH IN DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING OF CERAMIC CROWNS
A young female patient, 35-year’s old, came into
the practice requiring aesthetic enhancement of her
anterior teeth. With clinical inspection, it has been
concluded that left central, as well as right lateral
incizors are devitalized and therefore significantly
darker comparing to natural teeth. Right central incisor
had a pre-existing metal-free restoration, with an active
metal post reinforcement. The appointment was set in
two weeks, and three metal-free crowns were planned.
Interestingly, exactly on the treatment day, existing
crown with the post broke. After removal of the metal
post remainings, it became obvious that only dowel
metal core can be inserted, due to a very insufficient
dentin layer. In order to mask metal background, layers
of opaquer were baked prior to cementation. Two other
teeth were reconstructed with fibre posts. As a result,
however, an uneven background became apparent
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

Situation prior to impression taking
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2.1 3D digitization
After impression taking, a dental cast model was
made. For this purposes, a special, scanable gypsum
was used (Fujirock EP OptiXscan, GC, Japan). Model
was scanned with Cerec In Eos Blue (Sirona,
Beinsheim, Germany) 3D digitization system (Fig. 2a).
The scanner uses structured light (stripe projection) and
has a narrow triangulation angle for deep cavities [7,8].
Blue light indicates a model part that is currently
being scanned [10]. The model appears as a virtual
model in CAD CEREC version 3.8 (Fig. 2b).
Fig. 3.

Determination of the preparation line

Fig. 4.

CAD model of the left central incizor

Fig. 5.

Processing of the right central incizor in the
CAD module

Fig. 6.

Manual modification of the size and shape
with specific toolbar

a) Cerec In Eos Blue 3D digitization system with the
detail during the scanning process

b) The result of 3D digitization in CAD CEREC
Fig. 2. The 3D digitization system with
digitization result

the

2.2 RE-CAD design of dental crowns
First step in creation of virtual crowns is
determination of preparation line and insertion axis
(Fig. 3). Operator can choose among several
possibilities, that are implicated in various
morphological bases (such as young, adult, old, Asian,
etc.). Consequently, proposal of the crown is created by
the software (Fig. 4) [9].
Further modifications of the crowns can be done
using manual tools. Once finished, crown is fixed by
the software and treated as a natural tooth. Then, a
contra lateral incisor is created. Initially, there is an
overlap between two crowns, that can be corrected
using several crown equators (Fig. 5) [11,12]. Small
modifications of the crown shape can be done using
manual tools such as adding, removing, smoothening
etc. (Fig. 6).
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Major challenge is creation of cervical isthmus, that
appears a consequence of uneven gingival margins. If
not paid attention to, it can create disrupted optical
image of central incisors, normally know to be the most
symmetric teeth in the jaws.
2.3 CAM of dental ceramic crowns
When finished in the CAD, modeled crowns are
proceded to CAM module (Sirona MCXL). This is a
new version of the milling machine, with accuracy of
25 µm and 60% faster comparing to the previous
version. Lithium-disilicate blocks were used (IPS
e.max CAD; Ivoclar Vivadent AG; Schaan,
Liechtenstein), exhibiting 350 MPa flexural strength
(Fig. 7).
To achieve optimal translucency, LT (low
translucency) block was the choice. This block enables
some level of light penetration, enabling life like
appearance but still covering background colour to
some intent.
CAM unit mills in a so-called blue block stage,
where both hardness and strength of the material are
not fully achieved (meta-silicate stage). Since blue
blocks do not support stock milling (milling of multiple
units out of a block), three C14 blocks were used. After
milling and initial trial, blocks were crystalized in a
ceramic furnace (Programat P300, Ivoclar Vivadent
AG; Schaan, Liechtenstein).

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Application of the layering technique with
ceramic powders

Fig. 9.

Application of
ceramic stains

staining

technique

with

The other issue that cannot be solved with
CAD/CAM systems only is background colour
coverage. LT ingots still transmit light in a sufficient
manner, that enable background colour influence if
thickness of the restoration is not more than 1 mm. To
predict this unwanted effect, background colour is
simulated in the lab by the special die composite (Fig.
10). Therefore, the determination of the final esthetic
result is still human-dependent. Finished restorations
are shown in Fig. 11.

Cerec CAM unit with blue lithium-disilicate
block

2.4 Manual individualization of dental ceramic
crowns
Milling, however, is the final stage in current
possibilities of the CAD/CAM systems, in regards of
individualization. Any further characteristics have to be
done manually.
Individualization can be done using two basic
techniques:
1. layering and
2. staining.
Layering creates in depth, profound esthetic
appearance. It, however, requires significant technical
skills.
Staining is used as a toll to modify optical
impression by superficial colouring of the restoration.
In this case, both techniques were used. Fig. 8 presents
the application of layering technique with ceramic
powders, while the application of staining technique
with ceramic stains is shown on Fig. 9.

Fig. 10. Final colour modifications on a special
composite die
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Fig. 11. Final restoration
3. CONCLUSION
CAD/CAM in dentistry is a unique approach, that
improves classic treatment procedure. Through 3D
digitization, it transfers real teeth into digital
information, that can be processed into virtual objects
within the specialized RE-CAD software. With the
support of data bases with predefined teeth shapes, the
software creates restoration automatically. However,
manual control is enabled as well. CAM is a highlysophisticated manufacturing procedure, with high
accuracy and time saving.
Within this paper, an case report that comprises all
three stages of dental CAD/CAM approach – 3D
digitization,
RE-CAD
modelling
and
CAM
manufacture – has been presented. However, esthetic
factors, such as individualization, colour features,
effect of the background and final appearance are still
human dependent. That is why the special attention in
this paper is focused on this stage that includes
activities for further automation.
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Kompanija OSA računarski inženjering d.o.o. je osnovana 1989. godine kao jedno od prvih 100
privatnih preduzeća u bivšoj Jugoslaviji. Glavna delatnost OSE, od njenog osnivanja, bio je
inženjering, razvoj softverskih rešenja i implementaciju profesionalnih grafičkih sistema za
projektovanje i izradu tehničke dokumentacije. Više od dve decenije iskustva u IT oblasti
obezbedilo je OSI dobru poziciju kako na lokalnom tako i na tržištu Adriatik regije u sva tri
proizvodna programa:





Jedini smo distributer Autodesk softvera (softvera za 2D i 3D projektovanje u svim
inženjerskim oblastima) na teritoriji cele Adriatik regije. Usled proširenja distributivne
mreže, sa Srbije na sve zemlje bivše Jugoslavije uključujući i Albaniju, 2011. godine
osnovane su dve ćerke firme OSA Softver u Hrvatskoj i OSA Sistemi u Sloveniji.
OSA je ovlašćeni distributer vodećih svetskih kompanija u proizvodnji mašina za štampu i
skeniranje Océ i Canon, kao i sistema za kovertiranje proizvođača Kern.
OSA razvija sopstveno softversko rešenje za upravljanje dokumentima i poslovnim
procesima Unidocs. Sistem se već više od 10 godina komercijalno prodaje putem
partnerske mreže na teritoriji Srbije, Crne Gore, Bosne I Hercegovine, Slovenije,
Makedonije, Bugarske, Rumunije, Kazakstana, Turkmenistana, Tadžikistana i Kirgistan.
Unidocs je namenjen rešavanju problematike upravljanja, arhiviranja i skladištenja
elektronske dokumentacije bez obzira na tip i veličinu organizacije u kojoj se
implementira, što ga čini konkurentnim kako na domaćem tako i na inostranom tržištu.

Pored nas prodaju vezanu za sve proizvode, korisničku podršku, obuku kadrova, servisiranje i
snabdevanje potrošnim materijalom pruža mreža autorizovanih partnera a ukoliko želite da
postanete jedan od njih kontaktirajte nas putem mail-a na kontakt@osa.rs ili pronađite više
informacija na našem web sajtu www.osa.rs .
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